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Preface 
 

A new biographical account of the great Nazarene Teacher would 

seem useless after so many have been written for 19 centuries and 

which continue to be written without interruption. 

 

Moreover, Yhasua of Nazareth, the incarnation of Christ, is not the 

exclusive property of any ideological current, but of all of us who 

recognize him as the Messenger of Eternal Truth. 

 

The love that the great dreamer radiated around him to the human 

fraternity created for him a vast circle of ardent lovers, of persevering 

disciples, who century after century have provided the valuable help 

of their research, their interpretation based on austere logic, and 

finally, from the inner visions of their souls they were more or less 

capable of comprehending the great personality of the One Sent by 

the Eternal Law, as Instructor and Guide of the terrestrial humanity. 

 

I, as one among many, also bring my glass of water to the clear 

spring of an exalted life, about which so much has been written and 

about which there have been such great divergences in all times, that 

the observant and analytical intelligences have ended up asking 

themselves: “Is he real or mythological, this personage of whom so 

many different pictures have been painted?” 

 

The fact that he died executed on a cross because of his doctrine 

does not in itself justify the superhuman exaltation, the triumphant 

greatness of the Nazarene Prophet. How many martyrs of human 

incomprehension were sacrificed for the sake of their scientific, moral, 

or sociological ideals! 

The history of humanity, only in the period called the Adamic 

Civilization, is an uninterrupted chain of victims of the Ideal; a 

martyrology so abundant and nurtured, that the observer would not 

know what to be more astonished of, if from the tenacious 

perseverance of the heroes or from the hateful cruelty of the 

executioners. 

 

The greatness of the Nazarene Master is not based, therefore, only 

on his martyrdom, but on his entire life, which was a great exponent 

of his guiding doctrine of the humanities, a doctrine that He founded 

on two granite columns: The paternity of God and the fraternity of 
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all men. 

 

His whole life was a living reflection of these two mother ideas, on 

which he based all his teaching due to His deep conviction that only 

they can lead human beings to their perfection and happiness. To feel 

God as a Father is to love him above all things. To feel ourselves as 

brothers and sisters of all humanity would be to bring heaven to Earth. 

Twenty years of anxious search in the vast documentation, 

chronicles and stories of the first century, saved from the ban decreed 

later by Emperor Diocletian, and of persevering research in Palestine, 

Syria, Greece, Alexandria, Damascus, Antioch and Asia Minor, allow 

us to offer today to seekers of the Truth regarding the august 

personality of Christ, this story whose title: "Eternal Harps", which 

induces the reader to the idea that these exalted lives, brilliant lives, 

are the "eternal harps" in which the worlds sing the infinite greatness 

of the Supreme Cause. 

We cannot remain silent here, the collaboration of the ancient 

Essene archives of Moab and Lebanon, and of the Schools of Wisdom 

founded by the three illustrious wise men of the East: Gaspar, 

Melchior, and Balthasar, who still survive on the Sulaiman Mountain, 

near Singapore (India), in the mountains near Persepolis (Persia) and 

on Mount Sinai (Arabia). 

Nor can we forget the brave Tuareg race, lost among the crags of 

the Sahara Desert, whose old stories about the Good Genius of the 

Jordan, as they called the Nazarene Prophet, have given vivid 

reflections of the sun to certain passages of our historical relationship. 

In particular, this book is written for the disciples of the Man-Light, 

of the Man-Love. And to them I say, this is not a new paladin coming 

down into the arena with combat weapons. He is the herald of peace, 

union, and concord among all the disciples of Yhasua of Nazareth, 

regardless of the tendencies in which the faith of the peoples has been 

divided. 

We believe that recognizing and practicing his teaching as an 

eloquent emanation of Divinity is the most beautiful love offering that 

we can present to his admirers and friends, united by the incorruptible 

bond of his brilliant thought: “God is our Father. All men are Brothers 

and Sisters”. 

 

Lovers of Christ in the personality of Yhasua of Nazareth will 

undoubtedly find in this modest work the Yhasua they had glimpsed 

in their meditations, the great spirit symbol of the most perfect moral 
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beauty, very clear reflector of the Good practiced with absolute 

selflessness. 

—Such are the stars of first magnitude that shed their lights without 

asking anything of those whose paths they illuminate, but that they 

carve out their own future happiness! 

 

And as I extend the olive branch of peace to all horizons, 

symbolized in this new account of his life, I say from the depths of my 

soul: 

 

Friends of Yhasua: I give you with love, the effort of 20 years, which 

presents to your contemplation the most faithful image of the Christ of 

your dreams that is possible for us, little wandering fireflies in the 

immensity of the infinite worlds, to obtain. 

 

The author. 
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33. The Writings of Patriarch Aldis 
 

Two days later, Yhasua allowed himself to be enveloped by the soft 

tenderness of the paternal home, which felt overflowing with joy to 

shelter him again under its old roof. 

The reader can guess the long stories that unwove around that 

home like a beautiful silver filigree full of peace and honesty, of simple 

faith and inexhaustible piety. 

Yhasua was for everyone, the son who studied the Divine Wisdom 

to be able to do good to his peers. They figured he must know 

everything, and the questions plagued him incessantly. 

Only Myriam, his sweet mother, looked at him in silence sitting next 

to him. She seemed to want to discover with her insistent glances if 

life had returned his son back the same way she saw him leave her 

side. Her admirable mother's intuition found in her son's beautiful 

physiognomy something like the faint trace of a deep, secret pain. But 

she said nothing for the moment, hoping no doubt to be alone with 

him to tell him. 

The young Master, who had truly reached a high level in developing 

his superior faculties and internal powers, also perceived changes in 

his closest relatives. 

Yhosep, his father, appeared more depressed and his heart was 

beating irregularly. Any little incident made him visibly agitated. 

Yhosuelin had lost a lot of weight and he had a marked appearance 

of chest disease. 

Anna was resplendent with her ideal wax effigy beauty. 

His uncle James, who loved him so intensely, had come from 

Canaan to meet his arrival. 

His older brothers, already married, came with some of their 

children, still young, so that Yhasua could tell them something about 

their future. The eternal anxiety of parents to know in advance if their 

offspring will have a prosperous and happy life! 

—You who are a prophet in the making, should know these things, 

—they told him half-jokingly, half seriously. 

Yhasua, caressing his nephews, said jovially trying to please 

everyone, without saying nonsense. 

—Rest assured that all of them will be what the Heavenly Father 

wants them to be, and He only wants peace, happiness, and well-

being for all his children. 

And when dinner was over, they all retired to their respective 

dwellings. Myriam, Uncle James and Yhosuelin were finally left alone 
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at the table. Yhasua always had more intimate confidences with them. 

And the great and good soul of the future redeemer of humanities 

slowly opened its wings like a white heron that sensed the caresses 

of the sun nearby and the soft effluvia of scented breezes of jasmine 

and honeysuckle. 

—Yhasua... —his mother told him timidly —in these 19 months that 

you've been away, you've grown a lot in stature, and I think your heart 

has also expanded a lot!... It seems to me that you have suffered 

strong internal shocks, although I’m not sure of their cause. 

“You know very well that the three of us have always understood 

your most intimate feelings. 

“If your soul needs to rest in other souls that are very much yours, 

as you already know Yhasua. We are yours always! 

—I know, dear mother, I know, and I was looking forward to this 

moment. In my various family epistles, I could tell you nothing about 

my intimacies, because I knew that they would be read by all my 

brothers and you know that they understand me very little, except for 

Yhosuelin, James, and Anna. 

 

—One of the pilgrim therapists —Uncle James added—brought us 

the news of the great healings you had done, and that the whole path 

from Tabor to Riblah was sown with extraordinary deeds that the Lord 

has done through you. Cured paralytics, insane people returned to 

reason, and I think even a dead woman brought back to life. 

—But the therapist will also have told you, —said Yhasua, —that 

none of this could be repeated to anyone outside of you. 

 

—Don't worry, brother —Yhosuelin said —none of this has come 

to light. They’ve told us to be silent and we have kept silent. 

—Good. I see that I can trust you. You should not care that many 

relatives judge me harshly, thinking that I am wasting my time. 

—No, they don't think that at the moment, Yhasua —Myriam 

intervened, —because everyone hopes that you will be the one to 

bring shine and splendor to the family, as many of the Prophets of the 

past. And some even suppose that perhaps you will contribute to the 

coming out of the Essene Fraternity from darkness, to liberate the 

Hebrew nation from the oppression in which it finds itself. 

—And others hope —added James, —that you yourself are the 

Savior of Israel, and I know that they have made great inquiries to 

your father. 

—And he, what did he say? 
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—Simply that you study to be a good therapist for the good of your 

fellow men, and he took away all illusions of extraordinary greatness. 

—Indeed —answered Yhasua, —what the Lord will do to me, I still 

don’t know. I let myself be guided by those who are currently my 

teachers and show me what my path is. I confess that I have only 

discovered one thing for myself, and that is that no matter how much 

all the spirits of good will do for the happiness of men, there are still 

some millennia to go before that dream can come close to reality. 

Such will happen when Good has eliminated Evil, and today evil on 

Earth is a giant bigger and stronger than Goliath. 

—But a pebble from David threw him to the ground —Yhosuelin 

said, as if to encourage Yhasua on his glorious path. 

—Yes, that’s true! And God will raise up the David of the present 

hour from among flocks of sheep or from the sands of the desert —

added James. 

—That’s what the papyri say in their legends of past centuries —

answered Yhasua. —Earth’s humankind was from its beginnings a 

slave to its own ignorance and the ferocious egoism of a few. And in 

all times from the most remote ages, God lit living lamps amid 

darkness. Like the Prophets of Israel, there were on all continents, in 

all climates, and under all skies. 

“And the soul is deeply saddened when it sees the heroic parade 

of martyrs of Truth and Good, who even gave their lives for the 

happiness of men, and even now pain preys on them. 

“Great Fraternities, like the Essenes now, existed in distant ages; 

the Lemurian Flames, the Atlantean White Prophets, the Dactyls of 

Attica, the Samoyeds of the Baltic, the Kobdas of the Nile, the Hermits 

of the Towers of Silence of Bombay, the Mendicants of Benares; and 

all of them numbering thousands, made the happiness of men at the 

cost of tremendous martyrdoms that cost many lives. 

“But that happiness was always ephemeral and fleeting because 

the seed of evil germinates in this land so easily and quickly, whereas 

the good seed germinates slowly and with effort. 

—What’s missing, then, for the opposite to occur? —James asked. 

—What’s missing..., what is missing, Uncle James, is more blood 

of martyrs to fertilize the land and more rain of love to fertilize the 

seed... —answered Yhasua with the solemn voice of a convinced 

man. 

“Believe me, that to enter the temple of Divine Wisdom is to 

embrace yourself with pain, with the supreme anguish of wanting and 

not being able to reach the satisfaction of the intimate desire to find 
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happiness and peace for men. 

“God's emissaries of all ages have marked the way, but 

humankind, in its vast majority, did not want to follow it and still does 

not want it today. That’s why we see a world of slaves subjected to a 

few bold ambitious men who, stepping over corpses, have climbed the 

peaks of power and gold, and from up there dictate laws contrary to 

the Divine Law, but favorable to their interests and conveniences. 

“It is not just Israel enduring the humiliating rule of foreign despots. 

All humankind is a slave, even when it’s of the same race the one that 

governs the countries that make up the current human society. 

“For more than a millennium, the Kobdas of the Nile in prehistory, 

made breezes of freedom and peace be felt on three continents. But 

humankind gets furious one day to see itself happy. It annihilates 

those who had the courage to sacrifice themselves for its happiness 

and sinks again into its abysses of tears, crime, and horror! 

“You have guessed it, mother, that I have suffered during my 

absence. It is true, and I will continue to suffer from human 

unconsciousness, which ties the hands of those who want to break 

their chains forever. 

—Remember, my son, that your youth leads you to take things with 

excessive ardor and vehemence. 

"Are you guilty of humankind's hardness to listen to the divine 

envoys? 

—Mother: if you had children who, not wanting to listen to you, 

plunged into dead-end abysses, wouldn't you suffer for the hardness 

of their hearts? 

"Sure, but they were my children, part of my own life. But you suffer 

from the blindness of beings, most of whom you do not know or have 

never seen. 

—Mother!... What have you said? 

“And the Law?... Doesn't the law command me to love my neighbor 

as myself, and aren't we all brothers, children of the Heavenly Father? 

—Yes, my son, but think for a moment that the Heavenly Father 

allows these suffering and leaves his children in misery, even though 

he loves them, perhaps more than you love all your fellow men. It is 

good to sow good, but to suffer so much for the irremediable... my 

poor son!, is to suffer uselessly to the detriment of your health, your 

life, and the peace and happiness of your loved ones, to whom you 

have come bound by divine will. Don't I speak well, perhaps? 

—You’re like Nebai, the sweet mountain flower, who, loving me 

almost as much as you do, only thinks of seeing me happy and 
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blissful. Holy and pure loves, that force me to fold my wings and return 

to the soft and calm nest, where the storms of the roads that run 

towards the supreme ideal of human liberation don’t reach! 

“It's okay, mother!... It's okay; love defeats love, while the time 

comes for a love stronger than pain and death! 

–What do you mean with those words? –asked the sweet mother 

restlessly. 

–That your love and the love of Nebai soften my life in such a way 

that I would not want to pass this my age to continue living in that 

sweet dream that both of you weave like a canopy of silk and flowers 

for me. 

Uncle James and Yhosuelin had understood the full scope of 

Yhasua's words, but they kept silent so as not to cause restlessness 

in Myriam's pure and simple soul. A few moments later, she withdrew 

to her bedroom, happy to have her son under her roof again. 

Meanwhile Yhasua, James, and his brother, who shared a room 

together, continued talking about the precarious and hazardous state 

in which the people struggled aimlessly, divided into ideological 

groups. The continuous struggle was slowly leading to chaos, the end 

of which no one could foresee.  

The news of Yhasua's return to the smiling and peaceful Galilee 

soon reached his friends in Jerusalem, and barely 25 days had 

elapsed, when four of them arrived in Nazareth: Joseph of Arimathea, 

Nicodemus, Nicholas of Damascus, and Gamaliel. 

Yhosep, the happy father, who felt true tenderness for Joseph of 

Arimathea, received them affably. His house was greatly honored with 

such illustrious visitors. 

–I know, I know –he told them –that you come curious to know if 

your disciple has learned enough. I only know that his return makes 

me happy, but whether he has made progress in wisdom or not, you 

will find out. Come into this cenacle, and I'll have him come right away. 

And he left them to go in search of Yhasua who was walking 

through the orchard, helping his mother to gather fruits and 

vegetables. 

–Behold –said Gamaliel, alluding to Yhosep, –the prototype of the 

honest, just Galilean, who enjoys the satisfaction of not wanting 

anything more than what he has. 

–In truth –added Nicholas–, the Eternal Law could not have chosen 

a more appropriate place for the spiritual and physical formation and 

development of its Chosen One. Here everything is healthy, pure, 

noble! A wicked heart would hardly be found in Galilee. 
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–On the other hand, our Jerusalem is like a nest of vipers, –added 

Nicodemus, observant and analytical by nature. 

–And have you thought about what this phenomenon is due to? –

asked Joseph of Arimathea.  

–I have observed –Nicodemus replied, –that very exalted religious 

feelings make any city a field of ideological struggles that later 

degenerates into deep hatred and produces division and chaos. And 

I think this is what happens in Jerusalem. 

–Exactly –Gamaliel said. –The exaltation of religious feeling 

darkens reason and makes the spirit intolerant and hard, clinging to 

its way of seeing and without any respect for the way of seeing others. 

–Besides –said Nicholas, –the Hierosolymitanis believe they are 

the cream of the Hebrew nation, and they look with some pity at the 

Galileans and with contempt at the Samaritans, who don't even take 

offense at such sentiments towards them. 

–Here comes our Yhasua –said Joseph of Arimathea, advancing 

towards him and embracing him before the others. –But you are 

already a man! –He said, looking at him from all sides. 

—Did you want me to continue being that mischievous toddler who 

made you laugh with his mischief? –Yhasua asked smiling, while he 

received the demonstrations of affection from those old friends, all of 

them of mature age. 

 

And as soon as the informal greetings were over, they started the 

conversation they desired. 

The one who had the greatest confidence in the house was Joseph 

of Arimathea and this is how he started: 

–You know well, Yhasua –he said, –that our degree of knowledge 

of divine things puts us in the obligation to help you in everything we 

can to develop your current life with the greatest possible facilities in 

this backward physical plane. And fulfilling that sacred duty, here we 

are, Yhasua, waiting to listen to you to form our judgement. 

–You continue, from what I see, always thinking that "I am the one" 

you expected... –Yhasua said with a certain shyness, looking with 

delicate affection at his four interlocutors. 

–Our conviction hasn't changed at all –Nicodemus said. 

–We all think the same thing –Nicholas added. 

–When evidence takes possession of the human soul, vacillation 

or doubt is not possible –meanwhile Gamaliel said. 

–Have you not yet reached this conviction, Yhasua? –asked 

Joseph. 
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–Nope! –the interrogated said dryly. –I have not yet seen clearly in 

my intimate Self. Sometimes I feel in me a superhuman force that 

helps me perform deeds that exceed the common level of human 

capacities. I feel that an immeasurable love is unleashed inside me 

like a gale that floods me with divine softness. And at such moments 

I believe I am capable of giving myself all for the sake of human 

happiness. But all this passes like lightning, and vanishes in the 

reasoning that I make, that everyone who "loves his neighbor as 

himself" in compliance with the Law, will undoubtedly feel the same. 

“The Holy Scriptures tell us of just men who, possessed of the love 

of God and of their neighbor, carried out deeds that caused great 

admiration in their contemporaries. You know this better than me. 

–Your Essene Masters, how is it that they have not led you to such 

a conviction? –Gamaliel asked. 

 

–Because this conviction, according to them, should not come to 

me from the outside, meaning from the conviction of others, but must 

arise from the depths of my intimate Self. They quietly wait for that 

moment to come, sooner or later, but it will come. I participate in their 

peace of mind, and I don't worry much about what I will be, but what I 

should be in this hour of my life; a youngster who studies divine 

wisdom and tries to develop his inner powers as much as possible, to 

be useful and beneficial to his suffering brothers. 

–Magnificent, Yhasua! They all exclaimed at the same time. 

–You have spoken as you should have spoken, chosen child of 

God at this hour for the highest destiny –added Joseph of Arimathea 

moved. 

–And what impressions have you received on this study trip? –

Nicodemus asked him. 

–Some good ones!... By the way... I've brought you something that 

I think you'll like very much. 

–Let's see, Yhasua. Pray tell. 

–I have taken for you copies of fragments of prehistory that I think 

you do not know. 

–Really? And where did you find those treasures? 

Yhasua told them that an old Homer priest found in Riblah had 

given him a valuable Archive, which according to the Essenes filled 

large gaps in the ancient chronicles preserved by them. 

–And what are those copies about? –Nicholas asked. 

–They clarify many stories that the Holy Scriptures of Israel have 

treated very lightly, perhaps due to lack of data, or because in the 
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continuous exodus of our people, often times captive in foreign 

countries, the originals were lost. 

“For example, our Sacred books dedicate only a few verses to 

Adam, Eve, and Abel, and they do not mention, even in passing, the 

peoples and characters who guided humankind in those distant times. 

“It’s easy to see that it’s obvious how much is missing from our 

books. 

“Adam, Eve, Abel, and Cain were not alone in the Euphrates 

regions because ancient ruins show that all that region was full of very 

important towns and cities. 

“Who ruled those towns? What happened to Adam? What 

happened to Eve? What happened to Cain? If the Scripture attributed 

to Moses calls Abel “the righteous beloved of God”, it would be 

because of great good deeds that he did. What deeds were those, and 

who were favored by them? 

“Our books only say that he was a shepherd, but we cannot think 

that because he only cared for sheep, Moses would call him “the 

Righteous One beloved of God”. 

 “My copies from the Archive, taken for you, explain everything that 

is missing from our Sacred books, which appear truncated, without 

continuity, or logical connection in many of their stories. It would be 

an insult to Moses to think that the history written by him about the 

origins of the Adamic Civilization was so deficient and badly put 

together. I think you will agree with me on this point. 

Yhasua's four interlocutors looked at each other in astonishment at 

the insight and good logic with which the young master defended his 

arguments. 

—You reason well, Yhasua —said Joseph of Arimathea, —and I 

for one agree with you, all the more, since years ago I was looking for 

the necessary data to fill the immense gaps in our Sacred Books, 

which in many of its parts do not stand up to scrutiny, however slight. 

—Perfectly —Gamaliel added. —I am delighted with your way of 

reasoning, but I think you will agree with me, that this is a field that 

should be entered with lead feet. 

“Don’t forget that our great and lamented Hillel lost his life in torture 

for having removed that rubble and for having exposed what was 

under it. 

—And after Hillel, many others who suffered the same fate —said 

Nicholas. —I was also searching, just like Joseph, but I was silently 

waiting for better times. 

—I believe —observed Nicodemus, —that studies of this nature 
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must be carried out with great caution until everything that is unknown 

is fully clarified. 

—And once this has been achieved, Pontiffs and Doctors will be 

very stubborn if they refuse to accept the truth. 

—I have been able to copy very little, but it’ll give you an idea of 

the enormousness of the Archive found in Riblah —said Yhasua. —

You will be able to obtain much better information if one day you visit 

the Archive in the Tabor Sanctuary where it was taken. 

—From Riblah, which is beyond Damascus? 

—From Riblah, in the heart of Lebanon. 

 

—"Oh, come with me from Lebanon, my wife, and come to be 

crowned with hyacinths and palm branches!...” –solemnly recited 

Nicodemus parodying a passage from the Song of Songs–. Wisdom 

had to come down from Lebanon, because It seeks the peaks where 

the libertines and the ignorant do not reach. I am beginning to get 

excited with that Archive, Yhasua, and of course I propose that we go 

visit it as soon as possible. 

—As you wish. 

—When are you coming back to Tabor? —asked Joseph. 

—I still don't know, because it will depend on the special 

circumstances of my family. And since I've just arrived... 

—Yes, yes, I understand. Let's coordinate, and when you decide 

to go back there, send us a notice and one of us will go with you. What 

do you think? 

—Very well, Joseph; let us choose from among ourselves those 

who should go. 

—I am willing, and I have enough time —said Nicholas of 

Damascus. 

—And so do I —Nicodemus added. —But we will have to bring an 

interpreter, because I don't know if the languages in which the papyri 

appear will be our domain. 

—There is no difficulty on that regard —Yhasua observed. —On 

Tabor there are currently 10 Elders chosen from all the Sanctuaries 

to serve me as Instructors, and among them are translators of all the 

most ancient languages. And currently they are doing the necessary 

translations. 

—Well, then, we have agreed that Nicholas and Nicodemus will go 

to the Archive. 

—Agreed —they both answered. 

—Now, Yhasua, bring us your copies and explain to us, little 
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Master, how you understand it —Joseph told him affably. —

Meanwhile, I'll talk to your parents to see if it's possible for us to stay 

here for the three or four days that we plan to stay in this region. 

—I have some close relatives —said Nicholas, —and I'll spend the 

night there. 

—And I am expected by the Hazzan of the Synagogue, who is my 

wife's brother —added Gamaliel. 

—Then Nicodemus and I will be your guests, Yhasua —said 

Joseph, leaving the room together with him, to meet with Myriam and 

Yhosep. 

Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus were relatives, as the reader 

will remember. They were married to two daughters of Leah, the 

honorable widow of Jerusalem that we already met. 

And shortly after the midday meal in the modest cenacle of Yhosep, 

the honorable artisan of Nazareth, a tiny classroom was formed where 

the four illustrious travelers from Jerusalem, Uncle James and 

Yhosuelin, listened to Yhasua as he read his copy of fragments from 

the Archive, and made the most beautiful and accurate comments. 

—I took a copy —said Yhasua, —of the final part about the role of 

Adam and Eve, and of Abel their son, who was sacrificed for the 

wickedness of men. It was what aroused my greatest interest, 

because our Books do not say so and I was completely unaware of it. 

Adam and Eve were not the rustic characters that we imagine, but 

outstanding figures in that Neolithic civilization; and those Scriptures 

call their son Abel, the Man-Light. 

—Who knows if it wasn't him, the Messiah Savior of the World that 

we are still waiting for, ignoring the history of those remote times! 

—Each age has its light —said Gamaliel. —In the sidereal fields as 

well as in the terrestrial fields, new stars and living lamps that 

illuminate the darkness of humankind appear from time-to-time. 

—Yes, it's true —Nicodemus stated. —It could well be that Abel 

was the Messiah of that time, as Yhasua, could be the Messiah of the 

present time. 

He remained silent, leaned over his copy as if only this absorbed 

his thought, and after a few moments he said: 

—One of the 10 Instructors that I have on Tabor remained 14 years 

in the great Library of Alexandria by order of the Essene Fraternity. 

And there, together with Philo, our great brother of ideals, they 

extracted everything they found there for the purposes they are 

looking for, which is as you all know, to clarify the origins of the current 

cycle of human evolution. Because neither in the Hebrew, nor in the 
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Persian, nor in the Hindustani Holy Scriptures, is there a true story 

that can withstand good analysis. 

—It is true —Gamaliel said. —Everything appears hazy, loaded 

with symbolism and beautiful fantasies if you will, but that are not in 

accordance with reason or logic. 

—And it’s necessary —Nicholas added, —that at the beginning of 

the coming cycle, the new humankind that is to come, finds the true 

history of its past. This is necessary so that the darkness does not 

lead it to renounce ideals that do not deserve its faith, because they 

are built on castles of illusions, proper only for children who have not 

come to use reason. 

—I think we shall achieve rather rosy if not complete success —

Yhasua observed. 

“This account, for example, is part of the 80 papyrus scrolls that 

are known under the name of “Writings of Patriarch Aldis”. An 

Alexandrian sculptor found them while excavating in the subsoils of 

the old granite and marble ruins, on which Ptolemy I built Alexandria, 

the great Egyptian city that immortalized the name of Alexander. The 

sculptor was looking for blocks of marble for his work, and upon 

breaking a piece of the ruined wall, he came across a tombstone that 

indicated to cover the ashes of Patriarch Aldis, who died at the age of 

103. 

 "And in the funerary urn a voluminous roll of papyrus was found 

under a double cover of waxed linen and sealskin. These were the 

"Writings of Patriarch Aldis" which seem to be the most extensive 

story known to date, on the matter that concerns all of us who yearn 

to know the truth. 

—And that Patriarch Aldis, what role did he have in that distant 

age? —Nicodemus asked. 

—He was the father of Adamu, who after studying the story, it’s 

seen that this name corresponds to that of Adam from the Hebrew 

books. Patriarch Aldis was originally from a country of Atlantis, which 

was called Otlana, which was one of the last to sink when the great 

catastrophe of that Continent occurred. He refers with many details, 

the departure of the great maritime fleet of the King of Otlana fleeing 

from the invasion of the waters, towards the European Continent. 

Among the numerous accompaniments of troops, servants, and 

relatives, Aldis was a Centurion of the king's spearmen. He was 

married to a maiden among the private servants of Princess Sophia, 

the only daughter of the sovereign, who loved the Captain of the royal 

escort. As the king opposed such love affairs, the fight began there, 
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because upon arriving to Attica, the princess was to marry the heir of 

that ancient kingdom; a link of pure convenience for the alliance of 

force that was desired to realize between the Atlantean sovereign and 

the powerful monarch of prehistoric Attica. 

“It was then that they decided to flee: Aldis with his wife Milcha, and 

Princess Sophia with Johevan, Captain of the King's Guard. And in a 

small boat of the many that made up the fleet, they arrived at a small 

island in the Aegean Sea. The two fugitive couples then headed 

eastward, from island to island, and then along the northern coast of 

the Great Sea. Adamu was born to Milcha, and Evana was born to 

Sophia. 

“Aldis and Johevan were then captured by slave-trading pirates 

and taken to a large city on the Nile, Neghada, where an old charity 

and study institution paid very good ransoms. The boat with the two 

women and very small children was carried by the current on a windy 

night to the coast of what is now Phoenicia, where it ran aground. 

“And in a cave in the mountains of the coast those four weak 

human creatures found refuge. The cave had been for many years the 

habitation of a solitary man, already dead of old age. He left there 

together with his sowings and crops, a small herd of domestic reindeer 

that helped the exiles live, because a mother reindeer raised the little 

ones with her milk. The mothers, accustomed to another kind of life, 

soon exhausted themselves, especially Princess Sophia, who died 

first. Soon after, Milcha died, and the two very young children were 

left alone with the herd of reindeer, living off the fish that the waves 

washed ashore, and the dried fruits and vegetables stored by the 

solitary. The great Euphrates River reached almost to the seashore, 

for it was centuries later that a great king of Babylon diverted its 

course, to make it pass through the middle of the city and thus build 

the hanging gardens that were for a long time the largest Wonder of 

the World. And Adamu and Evana spent their first life between the 

delicious meadows of the Euphrates and the rugged coast of the sea. 

It was there that they found Kain in an abandoned boat with his mother 

dead, which happened very frequently in slaves who fled due to ill 

treatment, or secondary wives who could not stand the despotism of 

the first wife. 

“The young couple, who was only 13 years old at the time, adopted 

the little orphan, who was joined sometime later by Abel born of 

Evana. This seems to have given rise to the belief that both were sons 

of Adamu and Evana. 

"I am narrating this to you in broad strokes, but "The Writings of 
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Patriarch Aldis", who later found the children, Abel's parents, relate all 

the events with meticulous detail and in such a way that the 

reasonable truth and of an Irresistible logic flows from that story like 

clear water from a spring. 

—Then, Patriarch Aldis —Nicodemus observed, —was, an 

eyewitness to the events, which gives a well-founded reason for us to 

say that we are in possession of the true story. 

—And an eyewitness from the time he was 24 years old to the 103 

that his physical life lasted. There’s only one parenthesis –said the 

young Master—. And it is since Aldis and Johevan were captured by 

the pirates, until our Patriarch Aldis found the children again, when 

they were already 14 years old, in the same cavern between the 

Euphrates and the sea where their mothers left them. But this 

parenthesis is logically saved with what the children themselves, 

already adolescents, referred to the Patriarch, regarding the details of 

their life since they remembered it. 

"In addition, Patriarch Aldis himself refers in the first papyrus to a 

tender and moving story written by Princess Sophia in her own 

Atlantean language, which tells in detail the life that both women led 

in the cave since their husbands were captives. 

“The princess wrote it so that the children would know their origin, 

and she entrusted it to Milcha, Adamu's mother, who survived her for 

several years. 

—The evidence is notorious —said Joseph of Arimathea, —and 

above all, a logic so natural, so without artifice that it leaves not the 

slightest shadow of doubt regarding the events. 

—And there is still more —Yhasua affirmed, —and it’s the 

agreement of certain events in the story in terms of dates, with what 

is known from other ancient writings by other authors and other 

countries. For example: the invasions of the seas on the Continents, 

in such a way that all of Europe and Central Asia were under the 

waters, coincides with the date in which Patriarch Aldis recounts that 

the Atlantean king Nohepastro and his great ship-palace, left his 

country. He and his entire fleet sailed for several months on the 

waters, until they receded, and their ships ran aground on the tops of 

the mountains of Manh, present-day Armenia, which rose above the 

surface of the water due to their elevation. 

—Oh, my dear Yhasua, all this is marvelous and we can say with 

all satisfaction that the Essene Fraternity, our mother, owns the truth 

regarding the origins of this civilization that until today, sad to say, was 

based on a children's fable: God forming a clay doll with his hands to 
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which he blows and gives life; Then he rips out a rib and the woman 

comes out, his companion in life, —said Nicholas of Damascus, as if 

a huge weight had been lifted off of him. 

—And there's more —Nicodemus observed, —and it’s that there 

was no way logic could fix what followed next. In the beginning of the 

Book of Genesis after recounting Cain's murder of Abel, he adds that 

the murderer fled east to the country of Nod where he married and 

had children and founded a town. Where did Cain get a woman to 

marry, if the only woman in the world was Eve taken from Adam's rib? 

This only proves that there were human beings in those regions, and 

that the origin of the human species goes back many centuries before 

the story of our Genesis, which in that part so at odds with reason and 

logic, cannot in any way be attributed to Moses, without doing a 

stupendous offense to the great genius who gave men the great 

Decalogue, that would serve humankind as a just standard of living 

while inhabiting this planet. 

—On this point —answered Yhasua, —I have witnessed long 

debates and comments among my wise Essenes teachers, and we 

have all reached the following conclusion: 

“The true history must have been lost in the mists of time at the end 

of the Sumerian Civilization, in Central Asia and Northern 

Mesopotamia, due to the invasion of the polar ice that for a long time 

devastated those regions, to the point of being almost deserted. 

“This undoubtedly gave reason for Adam and Eve, children and 

alone with their mothers in the country of Ethea, which today is 

Phoenicia, to believe for a long time that they were the only inhabitants 

of the region. 

“Subsequently, three centuries after Adam and Eve, the great 

Alliance of peoples founded by the Kobdas of the Nile, was destroyed 

by fratricidal struggles. Invasions of barbarian races devastated the 

entire Euphrates region, reaching North Africa, and destroyed with 

blood and fire all that had been great and good the glorious Kobda 

Fraternity. 

“Neghada was at the time the Archive of the civilized world, and 

Neghada was destroyed, and its inhabitants slaughtered. 

“God wanted that immense Sanctuary to keep many valuable 

Scriptures in the subsoils between the funerary urns carved in granite. 

This was due to the custom of the ancient Kobdas to keep together 

with the mummy of a deceased Brother, something he had done in his 

life. And so, the one who had written something, had his papyri there; 

the one who had been an artisan, had some of his works with his 
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mummy, the one who had been a geometer, chemist, astronomer, or 

developer of any branch of human knowledge, had some of these in 

his funerary urn. And our Brother Philo preserves in his private 

museum, a mummy found in excavations of the ruins of Neghada, with 

a gold lyre placed on the chest. 

"But going back to the point started by Nicholas of Damascus to 

which I wanted to answer with all that has been said, I must add what 

I heard from my teachers on Tabor: Not knowing the true history of 

the origin of the Adamic Civilization, the primitive chroniclers 

undoubtedly believed they would magnify events by wrapping them in 

that wonderful mist. The tendency of the primitive humanities towards 

the marvelous towards everything that exceeds the limit reached by 

reason is well known, in all cases in which it has not been able to give 

a logical explanation of a fact. 

“During the Sumerian Civilization, it is known that there was a kind 

of secret society whose origin came from the Far East. It was made 

up of black magicians of the worst and most fatal species known 

among humans. To hide their existence, they called it: "The Serpent", 

and they called "Rings", to those who formed said society. All the evils, 

all the diseases, epidemics, storms, floods, everything was attributed 

to "The Serpent", and our Essenes commentators correctly judge that 

the fable of the serpent that deceived Eve arose from there. In short, 

if one day you deeply study the "Writings of Patriarch Aldis" and others 

that exist, I think you will understand it as I did and as all those who 

yearn for the truth; and not a legend that can never satisfy those who 

seek reasoning and clear logic when it comes to the history of our 

civilization. 

—After this prelude, Yhasua —said Joseph of Arimathea, —I think 

we could start reading the copy you brought us. 

Since everyone agreed, the young Master began like this: 

—'Writings of Patriarch Aldis. Papyrus 70. It narrates the death of 

the Thidala of the Great Alliance, Bohindra, and his replacement by 

the young Abel, called the Man-Light. 

‘An immense wave of peace and justice extended from the 

countries of the Nile, along the shores of the Great Sea, towards the 

east in the lands bathed by the great Euphrates River and its 

tributaries; and northward to the Pontus Euxinus and the Sea of Ice 

(the Baltic) and to the foothills of the Caucasus Mountains. 

‘Three Continents had reached the influence of the men in the blue 

robe, among whom the Anointed of the Most High had descended like 

a star from a distant sky to raise the moral and spiritual level of 
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humankind. 

‘Two hundred peoples had joined the influence of a man, magician 

of love, the incomparable Bohindra, genius organizer of human 

societies, among which Abel, the Man-Light, son of Adamu and 

Evana, carried out his mission. 

‘A long life had allowed Bohindra to reap the fruit of his immense 

sowing, and human fraternity was a beautiful reality in the countries 

where the Law of the Great Alliance had reached, that magnum opus 

of genius and love, placed at the service of the great cause of the 

unification of peoples, races, and nations. 

‘Bohindra, already old, and loaded, more than with years, with 

merits, saw his work completed. He saw his great-grandson Abel, 

offspring of Evana, daughter of his son Johevan, who rose like a 

young oak full of sap, strength, genius; and he smiled with noble 

satisfaction. He saw his granddaughter Evana, already in her forties, 

supported by Adamu, her childhood companion who had responded 

widely to the education received from the Kobdas Matriarchs. They 

were Regents of the "Pavilions of the Kings", schools-temples, where 

the youth of the allied countries were formed. 

‘What more could I want? What was left to do? 

‘The Most High had fertilized all his efforts, given real life to all his 

desires for peace and human brotherhood, and no one suffered 

hunger and misery throughout the Great Alliance. 

‘And finally, like a halo of light surrounding his head, he saw his 

faithful companion Ada, whom special circumstances placed by his 

side like an aurora of placidity that drove away all shadows, like a 

fresh rose bush planted unexpectedly in his path, like a God's gift to 

his lonely heart. And his soul overflowing with joy and peace, with his 

eyes moist with emotion, he said the usual phrase of the Kobda 

grateful to the Divinity: “Enough, Lord, enough! That in this poor clay 

glass there’s no room for a single drop more!...” 

‘And making a final salute with both hands to all those who loved 

him, and to the crowd that acclaimed him from the great square of the 

Sanctuary, he withdrew from the window because emotion was 

already choking him. And he sat down at his worktable where for so 

many nights and so many days he had given life to wise and prudent 

laws, to grandiose ideological combinations, to his dreams of peace 

and fraternity among men. 

‘And his soul, which was already overflowing, emptied itself onto a 

papyrus from his folder..., the last papyrus that he would engrave: 
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Lord!... What more can I give you? 

If I’ve given all I had? 

What can this spark do 

that is worthy of you?... 

 

Men in this world 

Have seen you and towards you they go!... 

If they don't lose the way 

Soon they will come to You!... 

 

They know you Father and they love you, 

They seek your light and warmth, 

They know you are great and sublime 

And so, they worship you... 

 

Your gifts make them good!... 

Your Love knew well to forgive 

The painful strays 

Of this poor humankind. 

 

If in this your inheritance, 

Just a single drop 

Has the sap of my soul contributed 

To help fecund it. 

 

May that drop turn 

Into a wide ocean 

Of lovely and calm waters 

That can quench its thirst. 

 

If a single grain of sand 

My feeble hand contributed 

to the enchanted castle 

Of those who seek your love 

 

May it transform into strength 

That opposes the dark storm 

Lord!... If I have given everything 

What else can I give you?... 

I'm merely among your gardens 

A fleeting butterfly... 
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And in the seas of life 

A wave that comes and goes... 

 

If I am a nesting bird 

In the branches of a pine forest 

And its nest is destroyed 

By the furies of the hurricane... 

 

If I'm a wandering spark 

Just a drop of water... 

A flower of ephemeral existence, 

A fleeting butterfly!... 

 

Let me, Lord, dilute myself 

In your Eternal immensity!... 

Isn't it time for the drop 

To return to its wellspring? 

 

Isn't it time for the spark 

to melt back in the volcano?... 

Can't the butterfly 

fold its tenuous wings?... 

 

I am a weary traveler; 

My tired feet tremble. 

Tell me, Lord, to go rest 

At the door of your Eden! 

 

Let this heart fall asleep 

Let it stop its beats!... 

It loved so much in this life!... 

Isn't it time to sleep? 

 

May your voice call me softly!... 

May your love hear my plea! 

Lord!... I hope you call!... 

Lord, Lord!... See you soon! 

 

‘The Elder, on whose noble and beautiful countenance ran tears of 

emotion, took up his lyre to sing with it in a low voice the verses he 

had written, but the divine voice that he had evoked so intensely called 
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him at that moment. And the noble head crowned with white hair 

leaned heavily over that lyre of gold, an offering from his friends, on 

which he had sung so much to all the great and beautiful things he 

found in his life. 

‘This is how Bohindra died, the magician of love, faith, hope, always 

renewed and flourishing. This is how that brilliant organizer of nations, 

races, and peoples died, who without tearing down limits or barriers, 

knew how to find the secret of peace and human happiness in mutual 

respect for the rights of man; from the most powerful to the smallest, 

from the strongest to the weakest. 

‘It can well be said that it was Bohindra who laid the foundations of 

the august temple of human fraternity, outlined from distant ages by 

the Light Spirit, Instructor and Guide of this humankind. 

‘A few moments later, the unfortunate news ran like a wave of 

anguish through the vast pavilions, porticoes, and gardens of the 

Great Sanctuary of La Paz or Pax (Sanctuary of Peace). And like 

wounded birds they all gathered around Queen Ada, who, supported 

by Abel, Adamu, and Evana, had to face the painful situation created 

by the disappearance of the great man who had until then led the helm 

of human Civilization in that time. 

‘A large group of young Kobdas trained at the school of Bohindra 

would support the relatives of the deceased in the event that 

circumstances put them back at the head of the United Nations Grand 

Alliance. 

‘And the immense clamor of the peoples, orphans of their great 

conductor, designated as in a delirious ovation the young Abel, son of 

Adamu and Evana, to succeed the incomparable Bohindra, who had 

found in brotherly love the secret of human happiness. 

‘The great Thidalah disappeared, leaving his widow wife, Ada still 

young. She was an admirable woman who had made her influence 

felt on women of all conditions, as well as on childhood, the future 

hope of nations and peoples. And she was the Senior Adviser of the 

young Abel, who gathered around him as collaborators, the clearest 

intelligences of that hour. 

‘A group of courageous and determined women had been the 

encouragement of Bohindra in his immense works. They called them 

Matriarchs and several of them were leaders of towns that for various 

reasons were left without their leaders. 

‘From among these Matriarchs, the young apostle of truth chose 

two, who together with Queen Ada, were henceforth his backup and 

support amid the peoples who had proclaimed him Supreme Chief of 
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the Great Alliance. These women were: Walkyria of Kiffauser, 

sovereign of the Northern countries between the Pontus Euxinus and 

the Caucasus; and Solania of Van, Matriarch of Corta Agua (*Cutting 

Water in English, later Carthage) and all of North Africa, from the 

countries of the Nile to Mauritania... 

–And that Corta Agua, what place or city was that? –Nicodemus 

asked, interrupting the reading. 

–It was the Sanctuary from which Matriarch Solania sowed the 

fraternal love that civilized peoples, which was built on the immense 

rock where Carthage appears today, an abbreviated word derived 

from "Corta Agua", which undoubtedly alludes to the daring audacity 

with which the rock enters the sea like a true breakwater –answered 

Yhasua, who was very familiar with quotes from prehistoric towns and 

places that appeared in those old stories from a remote past. 

–Have copies been made of these ‘Writings of Patriarch Aldis’, or 

are we in possession of the original? –Nicodemus asked. 

–We have no way of knowing that –answered Yhasua, –but it’s 

logical to suppose that they would make copies at least for each of the 

three Major Sanctuaries: The one in Neghada on the Nile, which is 

where these scrolls were found; that of La Paz on the Euphrates, and 

that of the Caspian Sea. Whether what we have in the Tabor Archive 

is only one of these copies, we cannot know at this time. But this is 

not of great interest either, since, original or copy, it tells us the true 

history of the origins of the current civilization. 

–These papyri –observed Nicholas, –must have their history, and 

it would be interesting to know it in order to have one more argument 

in favor of its veracity. 

–Certainly –Yhasua replied, –and my Essene teachers, who in a 

matter of investigations are not short, already did what they thought 

appropriate to the donor of this treasure, the priest of Homer. His 

name is Menander. Although Greek by origin, he spent almost all his 

life on the island of Crete where he made his home. His fondness for 

collecting old scriptures and engravings made him a well-known 

character; people came to him offering him antiquities for his Archive-

Museum, others came to him for obtaining data on certain events. As 

he is passionate about Homer, who was his illustrious ancestor, 

Menander gave himself with all his soul to the acquisition of whatever 

ancient writing or engraving was offered to him in his search for data 

to reconstruct the life of the great Greek poet. He had agents for this 

purpose in different cities. He tells that one fine day a young woman 

full of anguish appeared to him because she was going through a 
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terrible situation. 

“Her father had just died, leaving her alone in the world with no 

other company, nor more fortune, than a large oak box full of 

documents and papyrus engravings, in waxed cloth folders and even 

on wooden tablets. Someone pointed out to her that this could 

represent a value for collectors of antiquities, and they advised her to 

go to our Menander, in search of help. 

“He was so interested in the oak box, that he not only bought it but 

also took that young woman as his wife, and she was later the mother 

of the only two sons he has. The young woman recalled having seen 

that box in the possession of her father ever since she can remember. 

She said she heard him say many times that a Kopt priest left it in 

storage until he returned from a trip he was going to make. The Kopt 

left him also with some gold coins minted in Alexandria and with the 

effigy of Ptolemy II, in payment for the inconvenience that that box 

caused him. 

“Such is the history of the papyrus scrolls with the ‘Writings of 

Patriarch Aldis’ and many other documents referring to ancient Egypt, 

such as records of the construction of temples, palaces, and 

aqueducts. And although these do not interest us for our purpose, they 

serve to reinforce the veracity of the origin of these Scriptures. For 

example, there are pieces of plans and sketches of the famous 

Labyrinth, temple and funerary pantheon ordered to be built by 

Pharaoh Amenemhet III on the shores of Lake Merik. And in those 

plans are indicated the precise places where urns with mummies of 

the Pharaohs are kept and chests with writings of a very remote 

antiquity. And my Essene teacher, who spent 14 years doing research 

in Alexandria with our Brother Philo, assures that this is true. And not 

only does he have similar sketches obtained by them, but he even has 

on Tabor, writings referring to the foundation of an ancient kingdom 

by Menes, with a great Sanctuary which he named Neghada, which 

makes us think that this Menes, long before the Pharaohs, must have 

been a lost thread of the ancient Kobdas of Neghada in the Nile 

valleys. 

“And the very name of Lake Merik appears in that old Menes 

Scripture and calls him the son of the Matriarch Merik who ruled that 

region. 

–Truly, Yhasua –observed Joseph of Arimathea, –what you are 

telling us is of capital importance for all of us who yearn to rebuild on 

solid foundations the august temple of the historical truth of our 

civilization. 
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–There’s even more –said Yhasua, delighted to find himself 

understood and supported by his former friends in Jerusalem. –It’s as 

follows: In the oak box and together with the papyri of Patriarch Aldis, 

there are other scrolls written by Dizahab (aka Diza-Abad) which were 

found on Mount Sinai by the warriors of Pharaoh Pepi I, who 

conquered that important peninsula of Petrean Arabia, 3,500 to 4,000 

years ago. The discovery was made in a sepulchral cave lost among 

the ruins of a citadel or fortress, of an age that cannot be determined 

with certainty. 

“What seems clear is that Dizahab was linked to the wise men of 

Neghada, and that Mount Sinai, which Moses later made famous, was 

called Rock of Sindi in those remote times and was a terrible prison 

for incorrigible criminals. 

“And when Dizahab narrated part of his life in that prison, he makes 

passing references to Pangrave Aldis who was in that place 

accompanying his grandson Abel. He also mentions the names of 

Bohindra, Adamu, and Evana and other characters, to whom he owed 

the reconstruction of his own life. 

“This Scripture, although for us doesn’t have the great importance 

of the other, admirably reinforces and confirms the ‘Writings of 

Patriarch Aldis’ by giving it real, logical, continuous life. 

–Truly Yhasua, you bring us a formidable discovery –said Nicholas, 

–and I'm so excited that it even occurred to me that we should open a 

classroom to explain the history of our civilization. 

–But not in Jerusalem, please! –Gamaliel objected between 

serious and smiling. –I am terrified of Jerusalem in this kind of matter. 

Jerusalem is only good for murdering Prophets and wise men, and for 

slaughtering thousands of bulls in the Temple and then trading their 

meat. 

–Not in Jerusalem! But it could be in Damascus, my homeland –

observed Nicholas. –Damascus is not under the yoke of the clergy of 

Jerusalem, but under the Imperial Legate of Syria that doesn’t mix in 

ideological matters at all, as long as Caesar's authority is submissively 

accepted. 

–Or also in Tarsus –Gamaliel said again, – where there are great 

schools of wisdom and a fever of knowledge that is perhaps nowhere 

else at present. Some say that Alexandria doesn’t have much 

advantage over Tarsus when it comes to higher education. 

–With the Mediterranean in the middle, the two cities look at each 

other face to face like two good friends who talk to each other from 

balcony to balcony –said Nicodemus, extremely pleased with the point 
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the conversation had reached. –And to think, Yhasua –he added – 

that you, a youngster of only 18 years old, had to be the conductor of 

this golden thread, which puts us in contact with a truth that many men 

have died searching for, unable to find it among the rubble formed by 

the ignorance and fanaticism of brutalized masses. They prefer to eat 

and sleep peacefully, rather than bother removing ruins to find the 

truth. 

–Let us bless the Most High who has allowed us this supreme 

spiritual enjoyment –said the young Master, moved at the same time 

by the memory of so many martyrs for the truth who had been 

sacrificed in recent times for having begun to remove the concealing 

rubble of a truth that left in a critical situation the old Hebrew texts, 

revered as sacred books of divine origin. 

The conversation had reached this point, when Yhosep appeared 

in the cenacle announcing that it was time for dinner. Anna helped by 

Yhosuelin and Yhasua began the preparations on the large central 

table, where until a moment ago the copies that Yhasua gave to his 

friends had been scattered. 

–To feed the spirit first and matter second is the perfection of 

human life –said Joseph of Arimathea, occupying the place 

designated for him. 

 

During the meal absolutely nothing was said about what occupied 

the thoughts of the four travelers. But when the meal finished and 

Yhasua's relatives had withdrawn, the modest Nazarene cenacle 

became once again the classroom, where a handful of mature men 

around an 18-year-old boy, eagerly sought a truth that as a pearl of 

great value had been lost many centuries ago. And they struggled to 

unearth the rubble piled up by the catastrophes that had plagued 

humankind and by their very unconsciousness, which made them 

incapable, for the most part, of raising high the torch of their 

intelligence to find again the forgotten path. 

Yhasua, amid that solemn silence that precedes the appearance 

of a long-desired truth, began again the interrupted reading of the 

‘Writings of Patriarch Aldis.’ 

—'The countries of the three Continents that formed the Great 

Alliance of the United Nations were pressured from the Euphrates, by 

their representatives before the Central Headquarters of the Supreme 

Council. This Council was established 25 years before in the Great 

Sanctuary of "La Paz or Pax" (meaning Peace), in the beautiful, fertile 

plain between the Euphrates and the Hiddekel, just before the two 
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rivers merge in the vigorous delta that flows into the Persian Gulf. 

They were asked for assistance to establish the new Supreme Council 

that would continue the civilizing work of peace and harmony started 

by Bohindra, which had annulled arrogance, despotism, slavery, in a 

word, the injustice exercised by the powerful to the detriment of the 

masses brutalized by ignorance and misery. And from the countries 

of the Pontus Euxinus and the Caspian Sea, from Iran to the lands of 

the Danube in the north, and from the Nile to Mauritania on the Pillars 

of Hercules in the south, caravans of ships were seen gathering in the 

Mediterranean. They anchored in Dhapes, an important port in the 

Country of Ethea, where the monthly caravans that crossed the entire 

immense prairie of the Euphrates ended, and which led the travelers 

to the porticoes of La Paz. 

‘The scene was repeated, greatly enlarged from 25 years ago, 

when the warlords, princes, or tribal chiefs gathered around the white 

Sanctuary, opening their tents under the surrounding plantations, to 

place their trust and faith in a man that had found the secret of peace 

and abundance for the peoples. That man was Bohindra. He was no 

longer on Earth, but his offspring remained, a great-grandson: Abel. 

Although he was only 28 years old, he was known to all the Alliance 

towns to which he had been sent since he was 20 as a messenger 

and visitor of towns, as a bearer of the affections and requests of the 

Kobda-King, for all the countries of the Alliance. 

‘Who, then, would they have thought of but Abel, in whom they saw 

reflected the noble greatness of Bohindra and his heroic selflessness, 

to solve the most difficult situations and avoid fratricidal fights among 

sister nations? And once again, under the surrounding plantations of 

the Sanctuary of La Paz like an immense forest, the same clamors of 

25 years ago were heard. 

‘—Peace and harmony for our peoples!... Peace and abundance 

for our children! 

‘—Abel, son of Adamu and Evana, great-grandson of the great 

Bohindra, who carries his blood and a soul copy of his!... Abel! Abel! 

You will be the one to fill the void left in our midst by the great man 

who gave us happiness! 

‘And a deafening clamor formed like a formidable orchestra at the 

end of those words. 

‘Queen Ada wrapped in the Kobda Matriarch’s white cloak 

appeared at the large window of the Sanctuary with Abel at her side. 

‘They were followed by Adamu and Evana, who completed the 

blood family of the great disappeared Thidalah. The acclamations 
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were delirious, and the princes and warlords entered the Porticos of 

the Sanctuary and invaded its great pavilions until they found Abel 

whom they had come looking for. 

‘Queen Ada showed them on top of the great book of the Law of 

the Alliance, the lotus crown made of mother-of-pearl and emeralds, 

and the turquoise star that 25 years before had been given to her 

husband as a symbol of the supreme authority they granted him. 

And the Princes concurred, saying: 

‘—You are Queen and Matriarch Kobda, the faithful companion of 

the man who gave us peace and happiness. Be the one to gives our 

chosen one those symbols of the Supreme Authority that we confer to 

him. 

Abel was mute, unable to articulate a word due to the emotion that 

overwhelmed him. He bent one knee on the ground so that Queen 

Ada could place the lotus diadem on his forehead and pin on his chest 

the five-pointed star that according to tradition, likened him to God, 

who sees everything and knows everything. 

‘—Peace has once again been assured! The happiness of our 

peoples has been conquered again! –the princes of the Alliance 

exclaimed in all tones. 

‘This is how Abel came to the supreme power; the son of Adamu 

and Evana, born in a cave in the country of Ethea among a herd of 

reindeer, far from the rest of humankind who for a long time ignored 

his birth. 

‘He was the Man-Light sent by the Eternal Law, to guide men along 

the paths of goodness, love, and justice. 

‘His first thought as Supreme Chief of the Grand Alliance was this:  

“First of all, I am a Kobda possessor of the secrets of Divine 

Wisdom”. And this thought enveloped everything like a nimbus of light 

and love, which led him to the Pavilion of Queen Ada, who he found 

standing next to the sarcophagus of her dead king, tenderly engaged 

in arranging his white hair, which like a skein of snow crowned his 

noble head. The 70 days of customary embalming had passed. 

‘—My King! –She told him in a low voice, while her tears fell softly 

like dewdrops on a bunch of white roses–. My King!... You certainly 

did not think of me, left alone amid peoples and crowds who loved me 

for you. 

‘You took me under your protection at the age of 14, and instead 

of the slave I thought I was, you placed me on an altar as an image of 

tenderness to which you gave the reverent worship of a love that has 

no equal on Earth!... And now, my king... and now?... 
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‘—Now I’m by your side, my dear Queen, as the son of your king, 

who will keep you for all your life, on the same altar where he left you, 

—Abel said from the door of the burial chamber. – ‘May I pass? 

‘—Come in, Abel, my son, come in, labels don't apply to you, —

Ada answered without turning her head to hide her crying. 

‘The young Kobda entered and kneeling at her feet, spoke to her 

thus: 

‘—Two mothers I have in this life of mine: you and Evana. And just 

as my first thought has been for you, may yours be for me. And may 

your first act as widowed queen be to adopt me at this moment and 

before the corpse of our King, as a true son, whom you will protect 

with your love throughout your life. 

‘Ada's suppressed crying broke out in an explosion of sobs over 

Abel's head, who received that baptism of tears with the deep feeling 

of reverent and pious love with which years ago when he was 12 years 

old, he received the bluish tunic that initiated him in the ways of God. 

‘—My son, Abel —the queen told him; —You had to be the one 

who first received all the pain that drowned my heart. 

‘And stretching out both hands over that blond head bowed before 

her, she said to him: 

‘—From this moment you remain in my heart as the son of Bohindra 

my king and I will never take you away from my side again. 

‘Between them they immediately decided that in the great Mansion 

of the Shadow of the Sanctuary, all the Kobdas, men and women, 

would gather to make a joint concentration to help the spirit of the 

Kobda-King find his way in the spiritual world with complete lucidity. 

‘When the call sounded, everyone was waiting, dressed in the 

white robes of great events. And the great prayer hall was immediately 

invaded by that white crowd, who entered in lines of 10 by 10, in 

accordance with the tradition. 

‘In the end, Queen Ada entered wrapped in her white cloak as 

Matriarch Kobda, and behind her, Evana, Adamu, and Abel. 

‘The one who writes this, occupied at that time a place in the high 

Council of Government that Bohindra had formed around him. Due to 

me being the oldest, it corresponded me by order to occupy the place 

of the disappeared Patriarch. But an intimate feeling of respect for the 

pain of Matriarch Ada prevented me from doing so, and Bohindra's 

place was left empty next to her. His lyre was resting on one of the 

arms of the chair. The same lyre he always used for the melodies of 

the evocation. 

‘What wouldn't be the astonishment and emotion of all, when 
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shortly after dark fell in the room, the inimitable softness of Bohindra's 

lyre that preluded his favorite melody: 'Come, Lord, that I wait for you'. 

‘And in the greatest silence, barely moving imperceptibly, one after 

the other we verified the subtle materialization of the spirit of the 

Kobda-King that occupied his seat next to his faithful companion and 

executed his most sublime evocation to Divinity. 

‘Few moments of emotion like that, I have witnessed in my life. 

Together we had suffered terrible struggles, together we had been 

happy. Bohindra was therefore a brother to me in the full sense of that 

word. 

‘Queen Ada and all the sensitives had fallen into hypnosis, and they 

undoubtedly helped realize that materialization as perfect as we don’t 

remember having seen another for a long time. 

‘The silent crying of all made the subtle waves of that environment 

of heaven on Earth more intense, developed with the love of all 

towards the Kobda-King, who possessed to a great degree, the power 

and strength to make himself loved by all who knew him. 

‘Abel was the last to approach the beautiful apparition, which due 

to its extreme whiteness seemed to form light in the violet penumbra 

of the Sanctuary. And when the melody ended, the lyre was left on the 

seat of the chair, and the vision, already almost converted only into a 

halo of clarity, enveloped Queen Ada and Abel who had knelt at her 

feet. Then it evaporated in the gloom from the great prayer room, 

where we all thought the same thing: 

‘How great was the love of Bohindra that made him master of the 

powers of God!’ 

‘Such was the saturation of love from that unforgettable spiritual 

gathering that we all came out of it feeling capable of being redeemers 

of men through sacrifice and love. 

‘From that moment on the great activities of Abel began, who with 

the support and help of all, knew how to fulfill Bohindra's programs for 

the good of the peoples of the Alliance. 

‘The Kobda Fraternity, reinforced by the union of the last Dactyls 

of Attica, was even more so in terms of the feminine element, brought 

to the Sanctuary of La Paz by the Matriarch Walkyria, whose 

greatness attracted many women from the countries of ice, to wear 

the bluish tunic of the workers of thought. 

‘When the High Council of the Sanctuary was assembled, she 

heard Abel's word that said: 

‘—The chiefs and princes of the towns have designated me as the 

successor of the Kobda-King because the fact that I carry his blood in 
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my veins represents for them a right on my part and a guarantee for 

them that I will be just as he was. To the multitudes that don’t have 

our spiritual education, we cannot change their criteria regarding this 

point at the root. But we who are convinced that good and bad have 

its origin in the soul, which is the intelligent principle of man, must act 

according to our conviction. 

‘This means that I need you all, my Brothers of ideals and 

convictions, to say and decide whether or not I should take the place 

of the Kobda-King in this solemn hour of the current civilization. 

‘Hilkar of Talpaken, the wise Dakthylo who held the position of 

Consultant to the High Council since his arrival from Attica, advised 

the convenience of not going against the will of the Princes of the 

Alliance regarding the appointment of Abel. And to calm the fears of 

the young Kobda, he proposed that it be done as 25 years ago, which 

was that the High Council of Elders be the one who backed the young 

man in everything related to the outside world. In this way, Abel's 

worries were eliminated, as he delegated part of the great weight of 

the government on the 10 Elders, who were full of wisdom and 

prudence and would be the advisers in whom he fully trusted. 

‘This solution proposed by Hilkar was accepted by all even though 

it was essential that before the Great Alliance only Abel appeared as 

a link among the peoples of three continents who had proclaimed him 

Supreme Chief in Bohindra's replacement.’ 

 

Here ended one of Patriarch Aldis's papyri and Yhasua rolled it up 

leaving his friends deep in thought at the true story that they had been 

completely unaware of until then. 

Those four doctors from Israel who had scrutinized their sacred 

scriptures point by point, trying to separate the true from the fictitious, 

suddenly found themselves with a historical monument that opened 

up immense horizons and their longings silenced for a long time by 

the mystery of the Sphinx, which didn't answer their questions. 

And the four friends brought before the silent young Master to the 

illuminated mirror of memories, certain verbal data that the oral 

tradition had vaguely preserved; and from fragments of Armenian 

scriptures, from clay engravings found among the ruins of ancient 

Calah, from Nineveh, from the very ancient Sirtella and Urcaldia in 

Assyria and Chaldea, and from Memphis and Raphia in Lower Egypt. 

From temples like fortresses, whose ruins had a mute eloquence; 

stones that spoke very loudly with their barely decipherable 

hieroglyphics. But this was enough for analytical and reasoning spirits 
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to understand that the human species on Earth came not only from 

the 5000 years that the Hebrew books proclaimed, but from immense 

ages that could not be specified with numeric figures. 

The tombs of the caverns with their mummies accompanied by 

musical instruments, tools, jewels, also spoke of old vanished 

civilizations. Traces of these civilizations had been half-buried in the 

shifting sands of the deserts, among the caves of the mountains and 

even at the bottom of the great Mediterranean lakes which, when dried 

up, revealed unmistakable vestiges of human works over which 

thousands of centuries had passed. 

The reader's imagination surely sees at this instant, standing 

majestically before the four doctors of Israel, the august figure of 

History pointing with his diamond finger the old route of humankind on 

planet Earth. And as the reader sees it, they saw it, and their 

enthusiasm rose in tone to the point of making a solemn pact right 

there; to seek the logical and reasoned chain of whatever data or 

evidence they found to reconstruct the true history of humankind on 

Earth on solid foundations. 

–Our Brother Philo is actively working in this direction –Yhasua 

observed. –He has about 20 companions who travel through North 

Africa in search of those traces that you also want to find. My teacher 

Nassan, the one who spent 14 years in Alexandria, has to go again 

three years from now in compliance with an agreement with Philo, like 

the one you are making at this moment. 

–And that agreement consisted of?... –Nicodemus asked, and 

without letting him finish, Yhasua replied: 

– of having Philo in Egypt, which is full of memories and vestiges, 

and Nassan in Palestine and Mesopotamia, both search for the true 

traces of that remote past that spurs the curiosity of all seekers of 

Truth. 

–In three years, we have enough time to study the Archive from 

Riblah, which should by then give us the light that we can bring as a 

contribution to the great meeting in Alexandria, –Nicholas of 

Damascus observed. 

–Agreed. We have an appointment in the city of Alexander the 

Great in three years from now, –Joseph of Arimathea said very 

enthusiastically. 

–At which time I'll be 21-years-old –Yhasua added, –so I think I'll 

be worth a little more than now, because I'll know more. 

–And I –said Uncle James, who until then had limited himself to 

being just a listener, –couldn't I be part of the team? 
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–If you're interested in this job, because if it’s up to us, we don't 

turn anyone away –Joseph answered. 

–If I wasn't interested, I wouldn't be here. –My intention was to 

facilitate the way for Yhasua who, accompanied by me, would 

certainly not encounter any objections from his relatives. 

–You'll come too, Yhosuelin –Yhasua said to his brother who was 

there like a silent figure that didn't miss a word of what was said. 

–Three years is a long time to know for sure if I'll go or not –replied 

Yhosuelin, smiling, whose large dark eyes full of light made him look 

like a dreamer always looking far into the distance. If I can, I'll go –he 

added later. 

Seven months later the young man fell defeated by the chest illness 

caused by that blow from a rock thrown at Yhasua that Yhosuelin 

received in full thorax. 

–Well –Joseph said, – let's not lose track of this agreement, then. 

Those of us who are in physical condition will attend the Alexandria 

rendezvous three years from now, which is in 36 moons. 

Since it was already late, a few moments later everyone was 

resting in the quiet little house of Yhosep, the craftsman from 

Nazareth. 

 

And three days later, the four travelers returned to Jerusalem, 

satisfied with the great discovery, and taking the copies that Yhasua 

had given them. 

They also took with them the promise of Myriam and Yhosep that 

after three months they would let the young man return to Tabor, 

where Nicholas of Damascus and Nicodemus had agreed to 

accompany him for purposes of studying the Archive, if the Elders of 

the Sanctuary allowed it. 
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34. Nazareth 
 

The three-month stay in his hometown was for Yhasua an active 

apostolate of mercy. It would seem that he unconsciously was 

preparing the crowds that would listen to him 12 years later. 

He successfully exercised his beneficial forces in innumerable 

cases while accompanying the pilgrim therapists. These passed 

without publicity, attributed to the medicines with which the therapists 

cured all ills. Even when the beneficial results were caused by a 

magnetic or spiritual force, for now it was convenient not to raise the 

alarm that naturally follows from events that seem miraculous to the 

common people. 

 

He visited small towns of that region, in all of which he had friends 

and relatives who loved him tenderly. Simon, who had his house near 

Lake Tiberias, hosted him many times and proved to the young Master 

that the lesson he had given him years ago under the trees at the 

entrance to Tabor had been very effective. 

–I never told a lie again, Yhasua –said Simon, the future apostle 

Peter. 

–You have a good memory, Simon. I no longer remembered that 

incident that made such an impression on you. 

And while Yhasua said this, he radiated such great tenderness over 

that unassuming, noble man, that feeling it deeply, he said moved: 

–You are indeed a Prophet, Yhasua. As soon as I’m close to you, 

I feel the remorse come alive in me for my carelessness in matters of 

the soul. And I’m invaded by a great desire to abandon everything in 

order to follow you to the Sanctuary. 

–Every bee to its hive, Simon; because it is not the Sanctuary that 

makes men just, but that the just make the Sanctuary. 

“If you do your duty to God and to men, your house itself can be a 

sanctuary. Your boat, which is your work means, can be a sanctuary. 

“This very lake from which you draw food for yourself and yours, is 

another temple where the Most High makes you feel His presence at 

every moment. 

“We carry within ourselves the greatness and goodness of God and 

they are externalized in proportion to our love for Him. 

–The wedding of my brother Andrew will be in three days from now, 

and he wants you to come with us that day. Will you come, Yhasua? 

–I'll come, Simon, and with great pleasure. 

–The bride is a pretty young lady you know, though I don't know if 
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you'll remember her, Yhasua. 

–Let's see, tell me, I have a good memory. 

– Do you remember that poor family that lived off their father's work 

in the mill, who was imprisoned for a sack of flour that he brought for 

his children? 

–Yes, yes, the wife was sick and there were five children. 

“The youngest was Santiaguillo, who always ran behind me. I 

remember everything, Simon. 

–Well then, the oldest girl is the one who marries my brother 

Andrew. On that day, they’ll all be here, and they will have a day of 

complete happiness if you are with us. 

–I'll come, Simon, I'll come. It is the will of the Heavenly Father that 

we all love one another and that we never stint on the great or small 

happiness that we can provide to our fellow men. 

–The mother was cured of her illness and, thanks to the therapists, 

the damage done to the father was repaired. Now he has a good 

salary at the mill –continued Simon, who saw the satisfaction with 

which Yhasua heard the news of the old friends. 

When he visited the house of Zebedee and Salome, he found little 

John with a dislocated foot from a blow. The boy, who was already 

seven years old, began to cry bitterly when he saw Yhasua 

approaching him. 

–Because you weren't there, Yhasua, my foot broke – he told him 

in tears. 

–This is nothing, Johnny (*aka Jhoanin), and it's a shame for a man 

like you to cry. –And saying so, Yhasua sat on the edge of the bed 

where they had the child with his foot bandaged, put on tablets. He 

untied the bandages and it appeared swollen and red from the 

pressure. 

Salome was there and Zebedee came after. 

Yhasua held the injured foot with both hands for a few moments. 

–If Heavenly Father heals you, what will you do first? –He asked 

the child who was smiling because the pain had disappeared. 

–I'll run after you and never leave you again –the boy replied 

vehemently. 

–Well, you are cured now, yet not to run after me for now, but to 

help your mother in everything she needs from you. 

Johnny looked at his foot. It still had the marks of the bandages, 

but it no longer hurt. He then looked at Yhasua and his mother as if 

doubting what he saw. 

–Come on, get out of bed –Yhasua told him, –and bring me 
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cherries from your orchard, I can see that they’re already ripe. 

Johnny stood up and hugged Yhasua crying. 

–I am cured, I am cured, and I spent so many days suffering here 

because you were not here, Yhasua, because you were not here! 

The mother, moved, whispered a prayer of gratitude to the Lord for 

the healing of her son, the little one, the cuddly one, the one who was 

to love the Man-Light so tenderly that He would say that “John was 

the star of his repose". 

–Yhasua is a prophet of God –Zebedee told Salome, his wife, –

because the divine breath follows him everywhere. The fishermen of 

the lake believe that he’s Elisha because he discovers everything. 

Nothing is hidden from him. Others say that he’s Moses because he 

rules over the waters. 

–How’s that? – Salome inquired. –You had not told me anything! 

–Because the therapists tell us to be silent. Three days ago, he 

made the water rise up to the big bank where two boats had run 

aground, and their desperate owners were crying because that was 

all their fortune and their means of earning their bread. The storms 

obey him and yesterday's wind, which capsized the boats, suddenly 

calmed down as soon as he reached the shore. 

“Word is going around that Yhosep's son is a prophet. 

This brief dialogue took place in Zebedee's little house, next to 

Lake Tiberias, while Yhasua was in the orchard under the cherry trees 

receiving in a reed basket the fruit that Jhoanin dropped by handfuls 

from the top of the trees. 

It was during this brief stay of Yhasua in his native town that a 

thought awoke in Galilee that had been dormant since the days of his 

birth, when there were strange events in Yhosep's house. But 18 

years had passed since then, and people soon forget what does not 

affect the material order of their own life. 

These events also lay dormant, half-forgotten in the Essene 

silence, which was reserved and cautious in that hour of uncertainty 

in which they lived. Because they lived under the foreign yoke on the 

one hand, and under the steel whip of the clergy of Jerusalem on the 

other. And the clergy punished with severe penalties anyone who 

conceived manifestations of divine powers outside the circles of the 

Temple. 

The Roman authorities had left to the high priests of Israel all 

authority to judge their people. They had only taken away the power 

to apply death penalty. But the confiscation of goods, the prisons, the 

tortures, and the lashes, were exercised with an ease and frequency 
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that had frightened the Hebrews in the three regions they inhabited: 

Judea, Galilee, and Samaria. 

This will explain to the reader the silence that the therapists ordered 

regarding the superior powers that were beginning to manifest in 

Yhasua. 

The city of Tiberias, built on the western shore of the lake and 

recently completed in all the magnificence of its lavish ornamentation, 

was a magical point with the power to attract through curiosity the 

simple Galileans who had never seen anything like it. 

And although the anathemas of the clergy against "the pagan work 

inspired by Satan", as they said, somewhat retracted the shyest, this 

fear gradually disappeared to the point that there were very few who 

had not come to know the golden city, pride of the Herods. 

At certain times of the year, especially in spring and summer, it was 

the meeting point for courtiers of Antipas or Antipater, as the son of 

Herod the Great was more familiarly called. Antipater appeared as 

King of that province, although his authority was limited by two others 

stronger than his: the Roman Governor, representative of Caesar, and 

the clergy of Jerusalem, which for the Hebrews represented the feared 

Law of Moses. 

At such times, the Lake of Tiberias ceased to be the peaceful scene 

of fishermen to become an enchanted mirror reflecting the lavish 

purple and turquoise curtained boats of the king's courtiers. 

The feasts and orgies that began in the palaces, in the baths, or 

under the marble colonnades with quartz roofs that shone under the 

summer sun, continued over the lake, which, took on a fantastic and 

enchanting aspect when illuminated by torches. 

Royal emissaries came solicitously to clean the lake of the dirty 

fishermen's barges when a feast was to be held on the waters. One 

day it happened that Yhasua with his uncle James and Yhosuelin, 

went to visit friend’s families on the shores of the lake where there 

were some sick people. The therapists who took care of that region 

were traveling to other towns and Yhasua believed himself obliged to 

remedy the need of his brothers. 

Immediately the fishermen informed him that due to the strong wind 

of the past days they had not been able to go out to spread their nets. 

But that day which appeared beautiful and serene, the order from 

Tiberias had come banning any fisherman from the vicinity of the great 

city, from going to the lake, or leaving their nets hanging. 

–For us this is life, this is bread, this is the light of our hearth –they 

said, complaining bitterly. –They have their palaces, their parks, their 
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squares, and trails. We only have the Lake which gives us daily 

sustenance, and even this is taken from us by the great tycoons who 

are puffed up with everything. 

Yhasua's heart felt this cry and he rebelled against the injustice of 

the powerful, who could not be happy except by causing pain to the 

humble. 

–At what time –he asked, –are the court feasts? 

–They start at sunset and go on all night. They’re already putting 

the poles for the torches. 

–Your need comes before the feasts of the king's courtiers –he 

said. –God rules over all the kings of the Earth, and God gives his 

divine powers to everyone who knows how to use them in compliance 

with His will. 

“Have faith in God because He is your Father and sees your need 

more than the voluptuous whim of people who only live for their 

pleasure. 

The way Yhasua spoke scared everyone, for they thought that he 

was going to meet with the royal employees who were placing torches 

and streamers from the city to long distances. 

–What are you going to do? – his uncle James asked. 

–You and Yhosuelin, come with me. You all go into your house and 

pray to Jehovah to do justice in this case –he said resolutely. 

And, possessed of a strength and energy that was visible to all, he 

climbed into a boat moored to the coast followed by Uncle James and 

Yhosuelin. 

They spread out the rustic canvas awning to keep out the sun and 

Yhasua sat back comfortably and closed his eyes. 

Such a powerful vibration emanated from him that Uncle James 

and Yhosuelin fell under its action and fell fast asleep. 

When they woke up, the sky was ashen, and rain was threatening. 

Only two hours had passed. 

–Come on –Yhasua told them. –The will of God is stronger than 

that of men. 

–Looks like we're going to have rain –Uncle James said, 

understanding what had happened, which was that his great nephew 

had brought into play the superior powers that he had developed to 

the highest degree, and they manifested themselves for the good of 

those who need it and deserve it when it’s fair. 

Yhasua was silent and when they arrived at the fishermen's house, 

they found them happily preparing their nets to go out into the lake. 

–Are you going out now to spread the nets? –Yhosuelin asked 
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them. 

–Of course we’re going out, don't you see that the men of the city 

are raising their feasting gear because they fear the rain? 

In fact, they were collecting pennants and hangings. And the rafts 

turned into platforms with tables and divans, with canopies of purple 

and garlands of flowers, quickly disappeared. The sky was threatening 

and at times a torrential discharge was expected, as the air had 

become rarefied to the point of being suffocating. 

A caravan of fishermen went out to spread their nets. 

– We are not afraid of rain, but of hunger. – they said. They took 

possession of their lake while singing; the beloved lake that always 

gave them sustenance and that the audacity of a superb wren had 

changed its old name from Gennesaret to that of Tiberias to honor the 

city of Tiberias built on the western shore. 

A few hours later the storm vanished like a mist of ash, and again 

the beautiful clarity of a turquoise sky shared the joy of the humble 

Galilean fishermen who said in chorus, albeit very softly: 

–Yhosep's son is a prophet of God who’s obeyed by the elements. 

A few days later, Yhasua learned that an event was occurring in 

the sumptuous city of Tiberias that was unbearable for him, and it was 

as follows: 

The poor, the hungry, and the disinherited, naturally live looking for 

what the rich, the happy of life, waste from their fill. And it happened 

that groups of these unfortunate people would go to the entrance of 

the thermae baths where movable tents were erected with all kinds of 

fruits and delicate delicacies, to incite the appetite of the people of 

position who went to the baths. And there, the emaciated and hungry 

faces of the needy sometimes moved compassion to some elegant 

women, who paid them a handful of fruit in the market tents. 

But this sad spectacle of gaunt faces and ragged clothing, could 

not please the court of Antipater when he attended with all splendors 

in a luxurious litter carried by eight Ethiopian slaves, followed by his 

courtiers, to bathe in the hot spring baths. 

The palace steward always came an hour earlier before the arrival 

of the king to scare away all that swarm of hungry children, decrepit 

old men, and paralytics who crawled on a sheepskin, etc. 

This vision was not worthy of royal eyes or sensitive courtesans, 

who could break down at such a spectacle. 

Yhasua, who was interested in all pain that plagued the humble, 

one day invited his uncle James and Yhosuelin, companions in all his 

adventures of mercy. And he arrived at the golden city of the 
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enchanted gardens, where there were as many fine and exotic plants 

as there were marble statues brought by Herod the Great from across 

the sea and from the great ruins of cities in Greece and Italy. With 

such artistic treasures Tiberius Caesar had contributed to repay 

Herod's adulation for creating a city that would immortalize his name: 

Tiberias. 

Yhasua was not scandalized like the puritanical Pharisees, nor of 

the pagan temples, nor of the naked beauty of marbles that were truly 

magnificent works of the most famous Greek sculptors of those times. 

He was scandalized by only one thing: the pain and misery that human 

beings suffered amid the insulting and shameless contentment and 

joy of the privileged of fortune. 

He felt as if he were the arm of Divine Justice and he positioned 

himself like any other passerby in the great Baths Square, which was 

beginning to fill with people to see the court that was to attend that 

afternoon. 

Soon the steward of the palace arrived in a litter, escorted by 

guards armed with whips. 

He went down and entered the porticos where an army of servants 

were hanging tapestries and Persian rugs at the main entrance and 

placing the musicians and dancers in their customary places. And the 

guards, whip in hand, prepared to carry out their duties against the 

emaciated bodies of famished children, who spied on the fall of a fruit 

or a sweet in poor condition, or searched the large deposit baskets, 

where the vendors threw the waste. 

Uncle James and Yhosuelin trembled because of what they 

guessed that Yhasua was going to do. 

They saw him with a flushed countenance and all of him vibrating 

like a steel cord that threatened to snap. 

A guard passed by with his whip raised toward a group of children 

and two destitute women with sick children in their arms, who were 

already preparing to flee. The guard was suddenly paralyzed with his 

whole-body trembling as if he was suddenly attacked by a strange 

illness. Uncle James, who guessed Yhasua’s deed, went to one of the 

shops and bought one basket of pastries and another of grapes, and 

calmly distributed them to the startled group on whom the guard's whip 

was going to fall. 

–Go far away from here and wait for me on the road to Nazareth –

he told them in a low voice. 

Yhasua approached the guard who was struggling to recover and 

said: 
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–Do not use your strength against defenseless beings who do what 

you would do if you were hungry. 

–I follow orders and do my duty –he answered once he was able 

to speak, since even his tongue was clumsy. 

–The first duty of man is to love other men, and never forget that 

above the kings of the Earth, there is a just God who defends the 

humble. 

–Who are you that you talk to me like that? –asked the flustered 

guard. 

I am a man who loves all men. And at this moment, I am also the 

voice of God that tells you: "Never lend yourself as an instrument of 

the injustice of the powerful, and He will satisfy you with good things 

and health." 

The guard was filled with such stupor that he himself could not 

explain. That young man terrified him. The other guards of the whips 

had the same experience as the one we’ve just recounted. 

Yhasua had put into action what Occult Science calls the power of 

ubiquity, which allowed him to appear to the four guards at the same 

time, at the very moment that they were going to whip the poor and 

ragged boys that were in the square and tell them the same words, 

which they discussed among themselves shortly after. 

And among them the word spread that he was a magician of great 

power. And so insistent was the whispering among the guards of 

Antipater's palace that the case reached the ears of the king, who, 

always fed up with his life of orgies, was in search of news that would 

amuse him. 

And calling the four guards, each one separately, he made them 

explain to him the case of the beautiful magician, who, despite being 

so young, knew so much. 

And he commanded that they look for him throughout the city and 

bring him to his presence to give a new spectacle to his courtiers with 

the prodigies that the magician would do. 

But Yhasua was already in his little house in Nazareth, lost among 

the mountains, 30 stades from the lavish city, and, logically, the 

guards did not find him. 

But Antipater, though fickle, was tenacious when he was 

disappointed in his whims, and he began to brood over the matter of 

the magician. 

–If he's talking about God –he thought, –and about love for hungry 

beggars, he's not a magician of the Chaldean and Persian school, but 

a Hebrew prophet like those who have abounded on this Earth for 
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centuries. Mariamne, my stepmother, used to tell funny stories about 

those prophets. 

And calling his steward, he told him: 

–Announce that three days from now I will go with the court to the 

Baths, where I will have a great feast. The beggars will come in 

abundance, and our magician will also go to defend them from the 

whip of my guards. 

“I want you to bring him to my presence so you can see him. I don't 

want you to hurt him or use violence with him. 

But Yhasua did not appear again in Tiberias, nor did the beggars, 

because the young teacher, helped by his uncle and Yhosuelin, was 

finding out the cause of their extreme misery when he met them that 

day on his return from Nazareth. They were placed very discreetly 

among the Essene families, who were almost all artisans and farmers. 

And those who were unable to do any work because of their physical 

ailments were taken to the hidden hospices-refuges that the therapists 

had, where they were given treatment and many of them were relieved 

of their illness or were completely cured. 

Our Yhasua was very concerned about the disease that he noticed 

in his most beloved brother: Yhosuelin. 

And one day, in an intimate conversation with his mother and uncle 

James, he suggested the advisability of taking him to the Tabor 

Sanctuary with him, in order to treat him by the curative methods that 

were used there. 

–Yhosuelin doesn't want to live –Myriam said sadly. 

–Why? Is there perhaps some revolting secret that forces him to 

renounce life? –Yhasua asked. 

–I don't know, my son, Yhosuelin is very reserved in his private 

things and says nothing, not even to his sister Anna whom he loves 

so much. 

–He's only 21 years old and our father loves him so much... –

Yhasua added. –It will be necessary to convince him that he must live 

even if it is for the life of our father, which would be seriously 

threatened by such a serious upset. 

–Talk to him and maybe he'll be more communicative with you –

Uncle James observed. 

– Where is he now? 

–With his father, paying the wages of the workers. Tomorrow is 

Saturday. Go there and tell your father to come and rest, that you will 

help Yhosuelin. Once the day laborers leave, you stay alone with him. 

–I'm coming, mother, I'm coming. –And Yhasua quickly crossed the 
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orchard and was lost behind the piles of wood that stood like 

barricades under cane and reed sheds. 

The Eternal Light, magician of the heavens that copies in its 

immense retina everything that breathes in the worlds, draws back at 

times its veils of mystery, and reveals to those who implore it with 

justice and love in search of the Truth. 

The divine magician copied the steps, the thoughts, and the desires 

of the Christ-man on Earth. And we humble terrestrial bees can feed 

on that soft honey, full of beauty, of the intimate life of Christ in his 

double aspect of divine and human, so deeply felt. 

Just as Myriam advised her son, he did, and it happened. Yhasua 

stayed with the workers in the workshop, and Yhosep went to occupy 

his usual place next to the hearth where the sweet wife seasoned 

dinner, and her brother James advanced on the loom the weaving of 

a carpet destined for Yhasua for his bedroom in the Tabor Sanctuary. 

–Yhasua wants to talk to Yhosuelin about his healing –Myriam said 

to her husband. 

–Truly, his illness makes me restless –answered Yhosep. 

–Yhasua wants to take him to the Sanctuary with him so that the 

Elders heal him properly, because as you can see, here it is not 

possible. When the day laborers leave, he’ll speak to you. 

–What he can't achieve –Yhosep said, –surely no one else will. 

This son is truly a chosen one of Jehovah and nothing resists him. 

–Just ask the fishermen of the lake –said James, intervening in the 

conversation. He himself had told them that story. 

–And just ask the king's guardians–Yhosep added laughing, 

remembering that fact that James and Yhosuelin had told them in 

secret with all the details. 

–But sometimes these manifestations of divine power in my son 

scare me –Myriam said. –I wanted a good son and a great servant of 

God, but not surrounded by such greatness, because if he becomes 

visible to everyone, he will be less ours, Yhosep. Also, in these times 

more than in other previous times, it’s a danger to life to stand out and 

attract the people’s attention. 

–There’s a lot of caution and prudence in everything, my sister, as 

you can see –James said, reassuring Myriam, who was always 

alarmed by what could happen to Yhasua. 

–In addition, Jerusalem is far away, and as long as he doesn’t 

touch the interests of the temple tycoons, there is nothing to fear. 

–Do you know, Myriam, that today I received an epistle from 

Andrew of Nicopolis, Nicodemus's brother, in which he asks 
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permission for his son Mark to begin relations with Anna? 

–Oh... that's great news! What does Anna say, poor thing, so sweet 

and good? 

–She doesn't know it yet. But where have they met; I wonder? 

–I know, we should have suspected it. This happened at our cousin 

Leah's house in Jerusalem. Now I remember that during our last stay 

there for the Easter holidays, Mark frequented Leah's house a lot and 

I saw him talk to Anna several times. 

–Well, would you look at that!, how quiet they kept it! –James said. 

–One more bond to the noble and honorable family of our dear 

friend is a great satisfaction to me –Yhosep added, as he savored the 

steaming bowl of milk with honey buns that Myriam had served him. 

Mark, who studied the Greek philosophers and then spent three 

years in Alexandria next to Philo, would be another eyewitness of 

great importance. He would later have narrated the true life of Christ, 

if his work: “The Nazarene Prophet” had not been dismembered and 

reduced to the short chain of verses known to the world as the “Gospel 

of Mark”. 

And while this was happening in Myriam's large kitchen, Yhasua 

and Yhosuelin were conversing intimately in a compartment of the 

workshop. 

–Yhosuelin, you know how I've always loved you and obeyed you 

like an older brother to the point that I can well say that you were the 

one who bore the most weight of my childish impertinences after my 

mother. 

–And I’m satisfied with what I did, Yhasua. What's the point of 

reminding me? 

–Because your disease is running its course and you don't want to 

be cured. I want to take you with me to Tabor so that the Elders take 

care of healing your illness.  

–If God wanted to prolong my life, your only desire for my cure 

would be enough. Don't you understand, brother? 

–I have understood that there is a hidden force that hinders the 

magnetic and spiritual action on you, and that is why I wanted to have 

this conversation with you to try to remove those obstacles –said 

Yhasua, who at the same time exerted mental pressure on his brother, 

of whom he wanted an intimate confidence. 

For all answer, Yhosuelin took a small handwritten script from an 

inside pocket of his tunic and leafing through it said: 

–If you want to hear what I have written here, you’ll find out what 

you should know about this. 
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–Read. I'll be happy to listen. 

–As a good Essene, I practice all the proper exercises for my 

spiritual cultivation –added Yhosuelin– and here’s all the inspiration 

and internal manifestation I’ve had. Listen to this: 

“Make haste to arrive because your days are short on this Earth. 

“You came only to serve as a shield to the Anointed, during the 

years that he could not defend himself from adverse external forces. 

“He has entered the glorious face of his physical life in which he’s 

capable not only of self-defense, but of defending and saving others. 

“Soon the divine voice will call you to your position on the spiritual 

plane. 

“The custodians of the Eternal Book of Life await you. Albazul”. 

–Magnificent! –Yhasua exclaimed. –Now I understand everything; 

Albazul is the head of the legion of Archangels that guard the Archives 

of Eternal Light. I was unaware that you belonged to that Legion. You 

never told me. 

–I am an Essene, and I shouldn't talk about myself unnecessarily. 

Doesn't our law dictate it that way? Now I’m telling you this because I 

see the need for you not to spend spiritual strength in prolonging my 

life on Earth. 

–Oh, my great dear brother!... –Yhasua exclaimed, moved to tears, 

and tenderly embracing Yhosuelin–. 

"I don't want to see you die. Keep living for me, for our father who 

will go after you if you leave, Yhosuelin. Keep living for a while longer 

and give our parents the consolation of letting yourself to be healed. 

“Don't you see that they are heartbroken by your resistance to life? 

It would seem that you are tired of them because you don’t love them. 

–Our law also says –Yhosuelin added, –that as soon as possible 

we should be complacent with our brothers. Okay Yhasua, I agree to 

go with you to Tabor. 

–Thank you, Yhosuelin, at least our father will have the consolation 

that we did everything we could for your health. 

And two weeks later, the friends who would accompany the young 

Master to study the Riblah Archive arrived from Jerusalem. They were 

four: Nicholas, Gamaliel, Nicodemus, and Joseph of Arimathea. 

– How come you’re here, Joseph? –Yhasua told him, when the first 

one entered the house. 

–What do you want, my son? My heart couldn’t stand not 

accompanying you and I gave in to the heart. And Gamaliel didn't want 

to be left out as the only lazy one, and here we are, the four of us. 

–It's better that way, because four eyes see more than two –
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Yhasua said, happy to see that the enthusiasm of his friends hadn't 

diminished at all. 

And before leaving, Yhasua explained to his parents about 

Yhosuelin in an aside with them. He made them understand that in 

the termination of human lives by what we call death, the cause must 

not only be sought in a physical deficiency, but in the Divine will, which 

has marked the time of the lives of each human being on the terrestrial 

plane. And although there are cases in which, for powerful reasons, 

certain Intelligences-Guides of human evolution can prolong a life a 

little longer, as well as shorten it, in the case of Yhosuelin nothing 

could be confirmed. 

–Your son, father, is a great spirit and he came a few years before 

me to protect me and serve me as a shield on the terrestrial plane, 

during my childhood days when I was unable of my own defense. That 

time has passed, and he is so aware of it and so master of himself, 

that this is the reason why he doesn’t love life anymore. 

“Nevertheless, everything possible will be done for his health, and 

you, father, will have the necessary strength to accept the Divine will 

as it manifests itself. 

–Fine, son, fine. Let it be as the Lord commands it. But I will be left 

so lonely without him! –and the old father stifled a sob on Yhasua's 

chest who hugged him at that instant. 

–If we cannot prevent Yhosuelin’s departure, I will come to stay 

with you until you close your eyes, my father. 

And the small caravan left for Mount Tabor, among whose wooded 

labyrinths that Sanctuary of Wisdom and Holiness was hidden, which 

shed love and light throughout that region. 

The distance was very short and on foot it could be done in two 

hours if the path was straight, but since it was done along the 

mountains and hills, they arrived after noon. 

The Elders were waiting for them, and because the seven travelers 

were Essenes of the third and fourth grades, they could access all the 

rooms of that original Sanctuary, carved by Nature, where man had 

done very little. 

The seven travelers were installed in Yhasua's bedroom, which 

was, as will be remembered, a compartment in the study area, divided 

by reed curtains that moved at will, either to decrease and to enlarge 

a room. 

Uncle James stated upon his arrival that he was in charge of 

ensuring that the guests lacked nothing and of being the messenger 

to the outside world. The old gatekeeper Simon, Peter's father, was 
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very exhausted by the years and could provide few services to the 

Sanctuary. 

Yhosuelin meekly submitted to the curative treatment that the 

Elders imposed on him and that it was so effective that 20 days later 

he returned home with new energy and new life. 

It was a concession of the Eternal Law to the just Yhosep who 

asked for the prolongation of the life of his son. 

Seeing Yhosuelin so lucid and conscious, the Elders told him: 

—The Law grants you one more year on the physical plane. Live it 

for your father because it was granted to you for him. 

The four doctors from Israel also spent 20 days studying the 

Archive, in which the reader will participate if he wants to know the 

true history of our civilization.  
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35. Papyrus 79 
 

The Riblah Archive with 80 papyrus rolls that made up "The 

Writings of Patriarch Aldis" was like a formidable discharge of 

dynamite at the base of a fortress that guarded the ghost of unknown 

centuries. The brief writing of Princess Sophia, Evana's mother was 

transcribed among them. 

And Reason, the divine daughter of the Supreme Intelligence that 

was bestowed to the human creature as a gift, rose with splendors of 

a goddess before the absorbed readers of those yellowish papyri; the 

papyri that came back from a funerary urn on the banks of the Nile to 

the humankind who was searching in the dark. 

The Divine Energy appeared there like a radiant sun, transforming 

everything in the course of immense ages by the omnipotent force of 

its immutable laws, whose perfection is such that they’re never 

changed or interrupted by anything or anyone. 

From the immense nebula hovering in infinite space like a veil of 

illusion, to later disintegrate into gas bubbles that would be sidereal 

globes, the future habitation for the humanities, to the imperceptible 

beginning of its life in the cell that would be first a larva and an 

organism afterwards. Everything paraded as if on a gigantic stage, 

before the astonished readers of that modest Archive buried in the 

caves of Mount Tabor, where ignored men of great ideals fought in 

the shadows to give light to humankind. 

How great the Divine Majesty appeared before them! What was 

this poor Jehovah, proclaimed by the Hebrew texts, reduced to. A 

Jehovah who makes a clay figure, blows on it and it has life; who then 

takes out a rib and a woman emerges? It seemed laughable to them 

that beings with intelligence and reason could have written such a 

thing and delivered it as a dogma to humankind. 

The human creature is so small that it’s difficult for its mentality to 

encompass the idea of what is Eternal, which has no beginning or 

end! 

And it’s also painful and difficult for the human creature to 

understand and assimilate the idea of the slow evolution and 

transformation of all beings and of all things, through a series of 

improvement processes that occupy not only centuries, but ages of 

thousands of centuries. 

The Eternal Thought condensed a nebula in the infinite space that 

was energy of Itself. That was enough. 

That nebula would continue its evolution for long ages until it 
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reached the point of forming a planetary system. And on each planet, 

in its own time, inorganic life would arise and then organic, until 

arriving, through thousands of centuries, to the perfection of the 

human species. The Human species, admirable and magnificent 

semblance of the Eternal Creator: the human soul animated by the 

excellent powers of its Divine Maker, and enabled to reach Him, after 

a long process of perfectioning through the cultivation and use of the 

faculties with which it was endowed. 

All this was understood by the readers of “The Writings of Patriarch 

Aldis”, in those serene and placid days of the Galilean autumn, under 

a turquoise sky in the sweet stillness of the Tabor caves. 

And to give, as we would say, a clearly understandable form to this 

story, let us, dear reader, look at the papyri 79 and 80, which outline 

the civilization of that time as in a magic mirror and narrate the death 

of Abel, and later that of his parents Adamu and Evana. 

The reader would be Master Nassan, the one who had spent 14 

years in Alexandria searching along Philo's side for the traces of the 

truth lost under the rubble piled up over the centuries. 

 

The other nine Essenes, who with him were in charge of instructing 

and guiding Yhasua in his conquest of Wisdom, were present, plus 

the four doctors who came from Jerusalem, Uncle James, and 

Yhosuelin. It was already a respectable group of intelligence and wills 

placed at the service of the truth. 

Papyrus 79 was like an apotheosis of the Man-Light, Abel, who 

continued Bohindra's work for peace and justice. 

Papyrus 80 recounted the death of the just man and later that of 

his parents, Adamu and Evana. 

Master Nassan began the reading of scroll 79 which read as 

follows: 

—‘It recounts the glory of Abel, who was like a blessing on the 

peoples, and his tragic death because of Kain, his adoptive brother. 

‘The Divine Light was with him because he always sought the 

advice of the Elders and never imposed his will with violence. 

‘He believed he was a child among men of experience and 

knowledge, and he listened with love to everyone's word to do what 

was good for everyone. 

‘He never sought benefits for himself and seemed to have forgotten 

that he was the Thidalah, leader of innumerable peoples who placed 

all their hope in him. 

‘He himself limited the all-encompassing power that the Princes of 
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the Alliance gave him and wanted at his side a trilogy of women who 

had given proof of prudence and wisdom in the countries under their 

tutelage. These were Ada, the admirable companion of Bohindra, who 

by death of her father, Jebus of Gilead and by request of her people, 

was Matriarch and Queen of the country of Gilead; Walkyria of 

Kiffauser, granddaughter of the great civilizer of the northern 

countries, Lugal Marada, whose death and that of his children 

occurred when driving out the invasion of barbarian races from his 

country. This circumstance placed her in the high role that death left 

empty. The countries of the Pontus Euxinus and the western 

Caucasus shouted out loud what she was to her peoples. 

‘And Solania of Van, who was born on the wild shores of Lake Van, 

was then Matriarch of North Africa from Corta Agua (Carthage) to the 

Pillars of Hercules, (from Tunis to the Strait of Gibraltar), after having 

brought the Law of the Great Alliance from the Lower Nile to beyond 

the Cataracts in the country of Artinon. 

‘These three illustrious women had their lamps lit to illuminate the 

path of Abel amid the peoples of three Continents. 

‘Then came the Council of the 10 Kobda Elders, knowledgeable of 

the countries of the Alliance and their customs and laws. And finally, 

the Board of representatives from each one of the towns of the Great 

Alliance, which exceeded 200. 

‘–I do nothing more – he said – than seal with Bohindra's ring what 

all of you have wanted. I will only oppose when you want injustice and 

war, which are the most frightful crimes repudiated by Supreme 

Goodness. 

‘A hundred moons passed over the countries of the Alliance, and 

the golden boat of the fraternity glided gently through the calm waters 

of a peace that was not disturbed by any storm. 

‘The voracious serpent of egoism seemed to have been 

exterminated forever. 

‘Moon after moon the Koraforcas arrived bringing to the Sanctuary 

of La Paz (Sanctuary of Peace), messages of allied countries 

communicating to the Great Central Government Board the 

innovations, the changes, the projects, and the progress made. They 

were always within the august framework of the Law that they had all 

sworn. 

‘Sometimes the message carried sadness and desolation caused 

by the fury of the elements. 

‘Ice floes that had hit towns on the seacoast, floods that had 

damaged farm fields destroying crops, epidemics in cattle, eruption of 
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volcanoes, earthquakes, etc. 

‘But there it was stored, the Sacred Treasure ordered by law. It was 

contributed by all the countries, year after year, in anticipation of these 

fatal events that are inevitable on the planet, but that can be remedied 

in a timely manner when brotherly love reigns in the hearts of the 

leaders of the peoples. 

 

‘And then it was a great satisfaction to see the caravans of camels, 

donkeys, and mules bringing relief to the towns that had been hit by 

the elements. 

‘But on this planet of scarce evolution, such situation, which is 

typical of a more advanced world, cannot last long. 

‘The ferocious serpent of egoism woke up again and perhaps 

where it was least expected. 

‘Papyrus 62 of these Scriptures narrated that Kain was recognized 

as a grandson of Etchebea by paternal line. For this reason, he had a 

share in the vast territory of the country of Nairi, on the upper 

Euphrates. But the long enslavement of his father, whose 

whereabouts were long unknown, placed those lands and towns 

under the rule of Iber, the sovereign of the country of Ethea. Iber 

governed them with all the solicitude of a father who loses his sleep 

over his children's happiness. And the tribes that populated that region 

did not accept the imposition of another sovereign. And Kain, who was 

always dominated by ambition, was not satisfied with being a third-

order Chief in the small principality of Shivara, whose capital Nod was 

still under the dependence of his maternal uncle, its former chief and 

lord. 

‘After his origin was known as a direct descendant of the great and 

beloved Etchebea, his heart was filled with bitterness when he found 

out he was repudiated by the peoples who occupied the domains that 

belonged to his father. 

‘Bohindra's conciliatory genius had been able to keep that spirit, 

who was turbulent as a storm, in relative calm, entrusting him with 

important and very risky missions in distant countries, in which he 

could achieve great merits that would make him known and loved by 

the peoples. 

‘But his harsh and domineering character hindered his own path, 

even though Evana's maternal tenderness, Queen Ada's persuasive 

softness, and the suggestion that Matriarch Walkyria exercised over 

him, always made a great counterbalance to the violent reactions of 

his temperament. 
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‘His maternal uncle, the Old Prince of Shivara, fell bedridden, never 

to rise again. This gave rise to the disturbance of peace in that country 

of the Great Alliance. The Council of the Ancient Prince judged that 

Kain should present himself to the people as successor, but the chiefs 

of the tribes didn’t want him as ruler, but instead asked for a grandson 

of the Prince, who was only 12 years old and his parents had died.  

‘The boy was staying at the King’s Pavilion, in the Sanctuary of La 

Paz, receiving the education as any other noble youth of his time. 

‘Kain gained a foothold in the country's warrior forces. With 

promises he conquered the entire body of archers that defended order 

and guarded the borders, because he thought that with force he would 

dominate the tribes that repudiated him. 

‘And the Governing Council of Shivara asked for help from the 

Great Central Board, whose usual headquarters was the Sanctuary of 

La Paz. Abel and Ada immediately understood that the source of the 

disturbance was Kain, whose ambition had caused so much suffering 

before. And before the disagreement took on major proportions, 

Evana and Queen Ada decided to go see him. Their very gentle 

maternal authority had disarmed him in other similar alterations. 

‘A caravan of two elephants and 50 archers on horseback left La 

Paz in the direction of Shivara's country. And while those two noble 

women, each one in her little tent on the back of the elephants, 

meditated on how to overcome Kain's rebellion, another courageous 

woman, Walkyria, who was also in the Sanctuary of La Paz, meditated 

on how to come up with a fair and acceptable way for the towns 

involved, while satisfying Kain’s wishes to a certain extent, without 

going against the peoples’ will. 

‘Always relegated and humiliated by the events that came his way 

blocking his paths, Kain had reached such a violent exasperation that 

it became unbearable for everyone. 

‘Matriarch Walkyria knew perfectly well how much the 

aggrandizement of Abel, his adoptive brother, had hurt Kain. Forced 

to always be a figure of second order by his side, he had insisted on 

reconquering at least what in his view corresponded to him by right, 

the paternal inheritance that he had been awarded in the country of 

Nairi. These towns were adjacent to the country of Ethea, which was 

ruled by Iber, the sweet and paternal Iber, who was like a glass of 

honey for his subjects. 

‘All those peoples had placed themselves voluntarily under Iber’s 

tutelage when the noble prince Etchebea died and his sons taken as 

slaves to the countries of ice. At that time, they saw themselves as a 
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flock without a shepherd. 

‘Iber did nothing to have them under his command. On the contrary, 

he advised them to accept the one who, being the natural heir of the 

old Prince, had right over the country. 

‘We rather leave his lands, watered for so many years with our 

sweat, some said, and move with our cattle to the country of Ethea. 

Kain had betrayed Bohindra, the Great Alliance, and those who 

served as his parents... How can we trust him? 

‘The conflict was stated, and Matriarch Walkyria understood it as 

such. She meditated, looking for a solution while withdrawn in her 

bedroom in the Queen's Pavilion. 

‘The fine intuition that always accompanied her seemed to tell her 

that after all that foggy business something terrible would come, that 

would shake her woman's heart. 

‘And reunited in intimate confidences with Abel, Adamu, and the 

one who writes this, because we were like her Euphrates family, she 

followed Evana and Ada with her thoughts, in their march towards the 

country of Shivara. 

‘–Our brother Iber –said Abel–, has sent a message stating that 

almost all the towns of the country of Nairi have joined forces to resist 

Kain. They don't want him there in any way. And if he persists in 

showing up with a body of archers, there will be a horrible slaughter, 

because all the men and even many women are armed with arrows, 

axes, and catapults waiting for him. 

‘What will be will be –said Adamu. –Let's hope Queen Ada and 

Evana manage to convince him. 

‘In this uncertainty they were, when a messenger from Shivara 

arrived panting, bringing the news that Kain had not allowed himself 

to be convinced. That he had imprisoned the 50 archers from the 

Queen's escort and kept her and Evana hostage in the palace pavilion 

where they had been housed since their arrival. 

‘–I will go –said Abel as soon as he heard the unfortunate news. 

‘–And me –Adamu added along with me, who also believed I had 

to accompany my grandson. 

‘–It’s convenient that you stay –said Abel, –so that all this youth 

and childhood hosted in the Pavilions of the Kings are not alarmed, 

seeing that all their intimate ones that have cared for them are 

missing. 

‘I'll go, and I think that's enough –Abel added. 

‘–Take my escort of archers –said Walkyria, – I answer for their 

courage and their ability. I have trained them since the terrible times 
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of our great struggles in the north. No one will be more faithful to you 

than them. 

‘–Fine –said Abel –I accept your offer, Matriarch. You can tell them 

that I’ll leave this afternoon. 

‘Yet, the Matriarch had already quickly forged her plan of action, as 

was her custom. 

‘Since it was a harsh winter, those hundred men dressed in coats 

and black bearskin caps, which barely left their eyes uncovered, 

seemed of gigantic stature when they presented themselves to Abel 

mounted on their warhorses. 

‘The only ones who knew about this Abel expedition were his 

father, Matriarch Walkyria, and me. The three of us said goodbye to 

him when he, also dressed in a coat and black fur hat, entered the 

prayer room. Adamu and I also entered. The Matriarch went to her 

bedroom. 

‘Nobody noticed that another archer dressed like the others 

immediately came out of there. When we went out with Abel to the 

side park of the Sanctuary where the horses were hidden, we saw that 

one of the archers was dismounting and another approached a horse 

to him on which he jumped very quickly and mixed with the others. 

‘How far were we from thinking that that archer delayed in mounting 

was the Matriarch Walkyria herself since she had not communicated 

her intent to anyone! 

‘That immense group of men dressed in black skins began to move 

in midafternoon with a sun veiled by a light mist. 

‘–Father –Adamu said to me in a sob, –what a bad omen my heart 

has on this trip for my son! 

‘–Truly – I replied, –Kain and all his relatives are not worth the 

anxiety he causes us all. 

‘The anguish of the Queen and Evana is enough for him to be 

sentenced to Sindi Rock, as I wanted to do in the other rebellion he 

had, which almost cost Bohindra his life. O pity! Pity is good for the 

defenseless and the weak, not for a rhino, always ready to sink its 

teeth. 

‘From the main tower of the Sanctuary we continued to see that 

black spot that ran across the meadow in the pale light of a misty 

winter sun. 

‘–It’s strange that the Matriarch Walkyria isn't here –I said, having 

thought I'd find her in the tower. 

‘– She’s probably heartbroken –Adamu answered me– because 

she didn’t want Abel's departure since she judged it very dangerous. 
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‘Kain's concealed hatred for my son has not gone unnoticed by her. 

It was an evil that appeared in childhood, when Abel was born, and 

that evil has grown along with him. 

‘–Abel wanted to avoid a terrible massacre if army corps came out 

of here to rescue the Queen and Evana. Doing so would be a declared 

war. 

‘He believes that reasoning with Kain is still possible. 

‘–May God hear you –I answered, and we both headed for the 

King's Pavilion, where the noise of the boys who were at their 

afternoon recess could be heard. 

‘In the Queen's Pavilion the joyous songs of the maidens were 

heard, under the custody of their regents, the Kobdas of Queen Ada, 

who were auxiliary in the education of female youth until the age of 

their taking a husband. 

‘There was nothing in the Sanctuary to suspect that a great storm 

was hovering over it. 

‘When the night had fallen, I entered my private bedroom, and 

found on a piece of papyrus this brief writing: 

‘–Pangrave Aldis: Courage! The time is coming. Do not let your 

spirits down, because you must be the strength of all. Senio’. 

‘I didn't need more to understand everything. 

‘The brief writing had been left there by the sensitive who received 

it in the prayer room, at the moment when I was saying goodbye to 

Abel and my anguished heart felt death anxieties.’ 

– What happened there in Shivara in the three days that followed 

his departure? 

‘Let's see it. 

‘Evana and Queen Ada had exhausted all the resources of their 

tenderness and goodness to convince Kain that he would not be 

happier for assuming command of the Nairi peoples against their will. 

‘The blood that would be shed for his sake would fall on him, 

crushing him like a poisonous serpent. 

‘His excessive ambition that led him to desert the protective 

Sanctuary at the age of 15, now gave him the bitter fruit that he 

savored. None of the towns that belonged to him by inheritance 

agreed to be governed by him. 

‘–Since my brother Abel has climbed so high –he said, –let him 

help me climb too, for I see myself dispossessed of everything like a 

harmful animal from which everyone flees. 

‘No arrogant person understands that his evil is carried within 

himself but insists on blaming on others the cause and the guilt that is 
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only in him. 

‘Convinced that Abel could force the peoples of Nairi and Shivara 

to accept him as sovereign, he ordered the pavilion where the Queen 

and Evana were staying to be closed with strong bolts, and he placed 

guards of his full trust. Then he sent a messenger to La Paz stating 

that both had been taken hostage to force the High Council of the 

Alliance to agree with him on the conditions of the ransom. 

‘When Abel arrived, just before entering Nod, he raised a white flag 

to announce a mission of peace so that no one would be alarmed by 

those hundred archers who were escorting him.  

‘The great Fortress was at the end of an open avenue in a thick 

forest that surrounded the building which was populated with chained 

beasts. It offered a terrifying aspect in the night illuminated by 

sputtering torches. 

‘The new day was already dawning when Abel arrived at the small 

square of the fortress. 

‘–Travelers from the Sanctuary of La Paz –announced the herald's 

horn, and this voice reached the pavilion where the Queen and Evana 

were, who understood what was happening. 

‘But they didn’t think that it was Abel himself who was coming. 

‘Kain came out to receive him escorted by a dozen warriors armed 

with spears. Abel signaled to his people to keep their distance and he 

walked alone toward his brother. 

‘–I bring message of peace –he told him affably, as if nothing had 

happened, while touching his chest with his right hand, in accordance 

with the traditional greeting. 

‘–Peace does not interest me, but justice –answered Kain dryly. 

‘–Justice and peace are sisters, and they’re always together. I’ve 

come to speak with you, Kain, and only the desire to reach an 

agreement animates me. 

‘–Let your men enter the fortress –Kain said, softening his voice. 

‘At a signal from Abel, the hundred archers entered the square and 

dismounted. 

‘–Wait for me here. I'll speak to my brother. 

‘And in the outer portico of the fortress Abel and Kain spoke. 

‘One of Abel's archers spoke in the ear of the one next to him, and 

stealthily and hiding in the shadow of the large trees that entangled 

their branches with the colonnades, they got as close to the building 

as possible.’ 

 

The reader will have understood that the first archer was the 
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Matriarch Walkyria and the other was the one who commanded the 

hundred archers, Captain Crisanto, second in command of the Mallard 

sailboat. He’s the one who saved Abel's life on an opportunity already 

recounted elsewhere in these Scriptures. 

‘–My old uncle is about to die –Kain said, –and if you want it, he will 

name me his heir to the country of Shivara. 

‘–Well, my brother, I will discuss the matter with your uncle. I give 

you my word and you know that I have never lied to you. 

‘–I want you to force Iber to abandon the Nairites so that they 

accept me as their sole ruler, since I am the only sovereign by paternal 

right. 

‘–You know well that Iber has never resisted you. It is the people 

who resists, and you would have to win their love with your actions, 

Kain. 

‘Imagine if the people of Nairi find out that you have taken Queen 

Ada and your mother hostage to achieve your wishes. Is this the type 

of action that conquers the love of the people? Don't you see, Kain, 

that violence breeds hatred and that hatred is a destructive force? 

‘–This is not the time for philosophy, but for action –answered Kain. 

–Let's go see my uncle. – As Abel passed by, Kain pulled behind him 

so deftly a loop of waxed rope that Abel was left tied around the waist 

with his arms pinned. 

‘But the two archers who had hidden in the portico did the same 

with Kain, who without knowing how, found himself tied up by two 

ropes that kept tightening more and more to his body. 

‘– Wretches! –He shouted seeing the two archers who followed 

him. 

‘–You were that before us, and we have responded to your betrayal 

as deserved –Walkyria answered with a strong voice. 

‘–That voice, that voice! –Kain exclaimed trying to look into the 

eyes of that archer, but since he appeared so covered in skin and was 

behind him, he couldn’t figure it out. 

‘–This is the voice of Justice that asks for accountability for what 

you’ve done. 

‘–Matriarch Walkyria! –said Abel and Kain at the same time, turning 

their faces towards her. 

‘–Yes, Matriarch Walkyria! –She answered, pulling back the fur 

hood that hid her face. –Are you the descendant of Etchebea, claiming 

the position of his illustrious grandfather? If he could rise from his 

grave it would be to curse you for your unspeakable infamy. To 

imprison Queen Ada, the companion of Bohindra, who was the father 
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of all!... To imprison your mother who spared her life for you, which 

you use against her today! You don’t deserve to see the light of day, 

nor to stand on the holy ground that feeds us all! 

‘The vibration of her voice and her words was so intense that it 

restrained Kain's anger for a moment. 

‘–You Matriarch –he said, –have nothing to do with this matter. 

Your intervention is without reason. 

‘–Have you forgotten the pact we made in Kiffauser by which I was 

obliged to take you into account in any important undertaking I wanted 

to carry out, and you were obliged to do nothing without consulting 

me? Have you forgotten? I, who am a woman, have kept my word, but 

you have not kept yours. It’s hard to believe that the noble blood of 

Etchebea ran through your veins. 

‘–Matriarch –said Abel, –you could have saved yourself this serious 

displeasure. Let's talk quietly and everything will come to a good end. 

‘Walkyria took a small dagger from her chest and cut the rope that 

held Abel. 

‘– Thank you, Matriarch!..., now I will cut my brother's rope. 

‘– No, Greatness!, and forgive me. He must be treated as traitors 

are treated. You have made me share with you the supreme authority. 

Allow me to exercise it in this moment. Your soul cannot be measured 

with the vultures! 

‘She blew three times her silver whistle and the hundred archers 

entered the fortress. 

‘–The keys to the confinement of the Queen and your mother – she 

told Kain with a voice that caused terror. 

‘Kain was red with rage, but the hundred archers surrounded him 

with drawn daggers, and he was held in place by two strong loops of 

rope. 

‘–Look in my pocket –he said, –Captain Crisanto approached and 

took out the keys. 

‘–I’ll open it –Abel said, –because I was in this fortress more than 

once. 

‘Two archers followed Abel and two others held the ropes that 

secured Kain. 

‘–We knew you would come –Ada and Evana exclaimed at the 

same time, hugging Abel with unspeakable anguish. 

‘–We must free our escort –Ada said –to defend ourselves from 

Kain who has armed men in the woods. 

‘The Prince's old servants came out to the noise caused by all this 

commotion. They indicated to Abel the place where the archers were. 
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They had been locked up in the dungeons of the fortress at the same 

time they locked the Queen and Evana. 

‘–Calm down! –Abel told them, seeing them enraged–. Prepare 

everything so that you can take the Queen and my mother to La Paz 

immediately. 

‘Let's go back to Kain. 

‘–You were born a prince of Nairi and Shivara and your works as 

an adventurer and outlaw hinder your path that could’ve been of 

justice and glory –said Walkyria, whose nervous exaltation was 

leading her to that state into which she used to transform during 

culminating situations. –What can be done with you that hasn't already 

been done? You’re truly a harmful being who cannot be free among 

good people. 

‘The Queen and Evana refused to leave without Abel, who returned 

to where Kain was. 

‘They both followed Abel without him realizing. And great was their 

surprise to find Matriarch Walkyria like an angel of justice standing 

before Kain held on by ropes. 

‘–You come just in time, Queen Ada, to confirm the sentence that 

I’ve already given against this vile traitor who has trampled on 

everything that’s noble and holy in life. He will go to Sindi Rock tied to 

a rock for his whole life. 

‘Evana began to cry bitterly and Queen Ada, approaching Kain, 

said to him with unspeakable sweetness. 

‘– My son, more pain causes me to exercise justice with you than 

the one that your bad deed caused me! How did you forget our love 

for you again? – Kain remained silent. 

 

‘Meanwhile, Kain’s guard men had been warned of what had 

happened and like wild cats climbing trees, they reached the roofs of 

the fortress through which they slithered like snakes in search of prey. 

‘Walkyria and Kain realized this, and both prepared to fight. 

‘Kain's men fell from the roofs like ripe fruit when the wind shakes 

the trees, and Walkyria's archers seized them dead or alive as the 

case arose. 

‘Kain's whistles signaled his people that it was a fight to the death, 

and they became like rabid beasts. 

Abel's word of peace that called for calm was worthless, as he 

pushed his mother and the Queen away to a corner of the portico. 

‘–Take them inside the Fortress –Walkyria said to Abel–, my 

archers are enough to restore order. 
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‘What the Matriarch really wanted most was to get Abel away from 

there, because she had seen the looks of Kain which pointed out to 

his men the person of Abel, whose intention was to seize him. 

‘Ada and Evana hugging Abel also dragged him inside. 

‘Almost all Kain's men were already bound, when suddenly an 

arrow whistled in, striking the centurion of the archers in the left 

shoulder, then another, and another. They were fired from the thick 

forest that reached the front square. 

‘–Inside, Prince Abel! Go indoors! –Walkyria shouted. 

‘–You go too, Matriarch –Kain told him, –and I will calm my men. –

And saying so, Kain threw himself with all his weight on her to throw 

her to the ground. 

‘Then Walkyria, who looked like a warrior god, put her foot on his 

back because he had fallen face down. 

“—Bite the earth poisonous reptile – she told him –and may the 

Justice of God fall upon you. 

‘At that precise moment, one of Kain's men who was spying from 

the roof, forcefully threw his dagger at Abel, who was bending over to 

help his mother in a faint. The sharp, double-edged weapon punched 

into Abel's back from the left side, touching his heart. Walkyria ran 

towards him and took out the dagger which was dripping with blood. 

‘– It's nothing, it's nothing! –Abel said, trying to stay on his feet 

supported by Walkyria and the Queen–. 

‘Hate is a destructive force. Love is life and is peace! 

‘Think of love Kain, and may God forgive you. 

‘Mother!... My queen, Walkyria, be merciful to those who still don't 

know how to be good!... 

‘Those were his last words. 

‘Kain had not come back to himself from the blow received and was 

still stretched out among the bodies of his wounded men and others 

tied up with ropes. 

‘Abel was carried to the Queen's bed, and Evana to hers. When 

the mother came back to consciousness, the great son, the beloved 

son who had been her glory and her joy, no longer lived on Earth. 

‘She embraced his still-warm corpse and the scene that took place 

there is not to be described but to be felt and lived by those who know 

what a love like the one that mother had for that son is. 

‘Kain was sent to Sindi Rock, sentenced to life imprisonment by the 

intercession of Queen Ada who remembered Abel's last words: “Be 

merciful to those who still do not know how to be good.” All the princes 

and chieftains of the Alliance wanted a terrible death for him: hanged, 
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dismembered, burned alive, all seemed little to them given his crime. 

Abel's last words saved his life. 

‘He was the Man-Light, the Man-Love, the Christ-man, and his love 

for all beings also enveloped Kain, who, tied to a rock on the terrifying 

Sindi Rock, finally understood that having had everything, he had lost 

everything, and that having been born next to the light, he had 

surrounded himself with darkness, due to his arrogance and 

excessive ambition. 

‘What a painful return of the three loving women who received the 

last breath of the Man-Light! 

‘On the back of an elephant, under purple draperies, Abel returned 

to the Sanctuary of La Paz, accompanied by his mother, Queen Ada, 

and Walkyria. 

‘He had gone out three days before at the full speed of his horse, 

to save his mother and the Queen from the furies of Kain, and he 

returned brought by them, who although they were alive, they had 

death within their souls. 

‘– My blond child –Evana said, kissing his hair –I will no longer see 

your eyes the color of dry leaves. 

‘– Here I am mother!... And these same eyes look at you from the 

immense infinity! – a soft, barely perceptible voice told her. 

‘Evana lifted her tear-filled eyes and saw next to her the glowing 

vision of Abel. 

‘That same day we all saw him in the prayer room, whose 

atmosphere saturated with anguish, did not allow any other vibration 

than that of that beloved name, which we all seemed to have engraved 

on our hearts.’ 

The Essene reader, Nassan, dropped the papyrus on the desk and 

exclaimed with a deep sigh: 

–This is how humankind always rewards the great beings who 

bring it light and love! 

Yhasua with a dull pallor in his countenance, seemed absorbed by 

a deep thought that made him look uncertain and vague. 

The four doctors from Israel seemed to return to the reality of their 

life suspended for a few hours living in the distant past, where the 

reading of the papyri of "Patriarch Aldis" had led them. 

– What do you think of this? –Yhasua finally asked his friends. 

–That it exceeds all we could have expected –answered Joseph of 

Arimathea. 

–The simplicity of the narration –added Nicholas of Damascus –

gives it the unmistakable tint of the facts seen, felt, and lived. Only an 
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eyewitness narrates in this way. 

–And it's only scroll 79 that we've read – Nicodemus observed. – It 

is a small fragment of the Scriptures consisting of 80 scrolls. 

–And all of them from the first to the last have the same style, 

simple and clear, without contradictions or subterfuges –said Master 

Melchisedech, who was the one who had translated it into Syro-

Chaldaic, just as another Master had translated it into Greek, his 

native language. 

–We need to make copies –Gamaliel said –so that we can fully 

study these matters. 

–Copies are being made, as you can see – the Servitor replied. –

At least we already have two: one in Syro-Chaldaic and one in Greek. 

–We’re missing one in Latin –said Nicholas –and if you'll allow me, 

I'll make that one myself. 

–It has already begun –said another of Yhasua's Masters –and I 

think it will be finished by the next moon. 

–But you work like machines –Uncle James observed. –Tell me, 

when do you sleep and when do you eat? 

–Eating and sleeping –the Servitor replied –is a very quick thing 

and it takes us a short time. Our entire life is the work for the Eternal 

Truth that will make men good and just. 

– Do you believe, then, that the greatest evil of humankind is 

ignorance? –Nicodemus asked. 

–Exactly. And the maximum work of men of ideal is to offer the 

Truth to the crowds as the daily bread. 

–Humankind kills the preachers of the Truth –observed Gamaliel, 

–and from there comes the difficulty for its divulgation. 

–The martyrs of the Truth come again to life and die for it again and 

continue to proclaim it through centuries which later bury it under the 

rubble of falsehoods that collapse by themselves –Tholemi observed, 

who was another one of Yhasua’s wise teachers. 

–We must bear in mind –said Nicholas of Damascus, –that not all 

humankind has the same intellectual development that is necessary 

to understand the Divine Truth. 

–Regarding the understanding of Divine Greatness, you are right – 

answered the Servitor, –but we can all understand a story like the 

Writings of Patriarch Aldis, which are like a piece of human life clearly 

and logically lived 8,300 years ago. What need was there to disfigure 

the natural and simple facts, with the improbable and marvelous, 

which is still less understood? 

–I have thought many times that the most essential thing to 
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predispose humankind to the understanding of the Truth is to 

familiarize it with the law of the evolution of worlds and beings –said 

Gamaliel–. 

“The school of Socrates and Plato had this tendency, but it was 

stifled at birth by the epicurean materialists who found it more 

comfortable to enjoy the joy of life full of palpable and flattering 

realities, leaving the intangible and the invisible, for centuries to come 

or for the afterlife." 

Even though these comments absorbed the general attention, 

everyone perceived that Yhasua had remained as if sunk in deep 

meditation. And Joseph of Arimathea brought him out of that state. 

–Yhasua, What are you thinking, that you’re locked in that silence? 

–he asked him. 

–I was thinking of Kain –he replied. –What strange indomitable 

force could that be which dominated him even in an environment like 

the one that existed among the Kobdas? Why was he insensitive to 

the divine influence of goodness and love, which subdued and 

attracted everyone? Why weren't his crooked tendencies balanced by 

the weight of so much good as he saw around him since childhood? 

Being bad among the bad can be easy; but to be bad among the good 

is a monstrosity of evil. 

–From the story of Patriarch Aldis itself –said Melchisedech –it can 

be seen in several passages that the Kobdas cared a lot about him 

because they knew his past from remote ages by spiritual revelations. 

And in almost all his previous incarnations he had done wrong against 

the workers of good and justice, driven by ambition. 

–In addition, –added the Servitor– we know that there are beings 

that from distant beginnings of their physical life in lower species, due 

to spiritual events or astral influences, have a greater predisposition 

for good than for evil. On the other hand, there are others who 

preserve for a longer time the tendencies of their distant beginnings 

in organic matter, which makes it difficult for them to shake off the 

yoke of ferocious, brutal instincts. 

“To this we must add that when the being reaches the capacity for 

understanding and reasoning, there’s the Law of Free Will that opens 

very broad horizons to the soul, which it freely accepts or rejects. 

“We are free to accept the best or the worst, but we’re subject to 

the consequences that the good or bad choice bring. 

“The variety of beings is infinite, and just as there are no two 

perfectly identical physiognomies, neither are there two identical 

intelligences in evolution. 
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“Kain only understood the greatness of the power of gold, the 

strength of power, so he wanted to possess it at all costs. Since he 

couldn’t conquer this with his deeds worthy of the love of the peoples, 

he sought it out through violence and force. He had intellectual 

evolution, but he was not interested in moral evolution. 

"How many Kain are there in the world, Yhasua, who having good, 

justice, and love at their side, get entangled in the paths of evil. They 

are driven by material ambition which perhaps gives them what they 

long for, but at the price of their own spirit, which is immensely delayed 

on its way to the Supreme Good, which is God! 

“Furthermore, good brings with it the Divine Light, just as evil brings 

darkness for the soul that surrenders to it. 

“This is why not all souls understand the Supreme Good, the 

Eternal Ideal, in the same way. 

 

“There are many of us who believe that the Supreme Good from 

which all life emanates exists with eternal life. But there are very few 

of us who dedicate ourselves to the study of that Supreme Cause. 

And we are few because only to awaken in us the desire to study it 

and learn it in all its phases and aspects, in all its greatness and 

supreme powers, it is necessary that we have an advanced evolution. 

It’s necessary at least that we have fully entered the path of our 

perfection. When we want to know God, it is because the ambitions 

for material greatness and gross desires are already dying in us. 

“When humankind is content with their bread on the table and their 

tunic for cover, then there will be many seekers of God and those who 

will understand His divine and eternal laws. They now appear as 

beautiful, fantastic creations for the vast majority, due to their moral 

and spiritual backwardness. 

–Very good, Servitor –several voices said at once. –Your 

philosophy about Kain should put on our guard all of us who already 

feel the urge to take a great flight towards the Supreme Truth–added 

Nicodemus. 

–Put us on guard? In what sense? –Yhasua asked as he seemed 

to return to the reality of those moments. 

–In knowing how to choose the beings that share with us sublime 

and daring flights towards Divinity, where we want to penetrate from 

our dark exile –answered Nicodemus. 

–All the oldest Schools of Divine Wisdom have had this watchful 

caution. And that’s why the Essene Fraternity has the Seven Degrees 

of education and spiritual development, in which we polish ourselves 
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and give proof of our advancement in the ways of God –answered the 

Servitor. 

–In the first and second grades –Nassan added –it can already be 

glimpsed in each soul if it’ll be able to fly facing the Eternal Light, or if 

it’ll have to stay longer, not being able to rid of the prejudices of 

preconceived ideas from previous existences. 

–We must also reckon with other forces that bind souls to the heavy 

cart of spiritual backwardness –observed Joseph of Arimathea –those 

emanating from the law of affinities, with which the person concerned 

must fight, not his teachers."  

“I mean that when assembling our classroom for the dissemination 

of this knowledge, we’d achieve little fruit if we accept among the 

students, beings who have their affinities in other currents adverse to 

ours. For a better understanding, I will give an example: that of the 

fountain. 

“Two men come to drink, and the crystalline and serene lymph 

reflects their image in the smooth mirror of the surface. They kneel on 

the moss, bow their heads until their lips touch the water, and drink. 

Others arrive mounted on beasts and in order not to bother going 

down, they enter with them, the mud at the bottom is stirred up and 

the water becomes cloudy. "How disgusting is the water from this 

fountain!" they exclaim. 

“The same happens with Divine Wisdom, which is the fountain of 

eternal light and truth. Many of us approach to drink from it, but not all 

of us come to it with a clean tunic. Many of us arrive mounted on the 

beast of passions, of human egoism, and of the prejudices that we 

have brought from other environments and other ideologies. 

“For example, the idolaters who made their god out of a golden 

calf, a serpent, or a goat with horns of gold and rubies, will hardly 

accept the idea of an invisible God who lives as an essence in 

everything that is alive. And for long ages they will continue to search 

for visible and palpable material gods. 

“I have a friend educated in the Greek school and even though he 

has come to know and accept our philosophy, he cannot forget the 

beautiful fantasies in which he was born and lived. 

"How hard it is for me to think –he said –that the star of the night is 

not Diana's lamp that looks for Endymion lost in the forest, but a small 

world of mountains and lakes, where even organic beings live!" 

– That’s the way it is, my friends, that’s the formidable struggle that 

happens in the fields where men debate! –Nicholas of Damascus said. 

–Our unforgettable Hillel, carried away by his ardent enthusiasm for 
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the supreme Truth that he had conquered, took disciples without a 

strict control and this detracted from his spiritual strength to defend 

himself against his adversaries. 

“His doctrines on the Supreme Cause were misinterpreted, and he 

was taken as a paganized Hebrew who found God in the air, in the 

water, in everything that exists. And furthermore, he was judged as a 

common trickster. 

–When a School of Divine Wisdom is homogeneous and in perfect 

harmony of thought and feeling, that invincible force defends it from 

the outside and forms like a barrier that no one can break. That’s why 

the Old Schools lived long centuries, until human weakness or 

unthinkable imprudence brought imbalance to that subtle and 

elevated environment, and like a house of cards, everything collapsed 

in one breath. 

These words of the Servitor put a hint of sadness in the 

environment that vanished in the soft Essene silence in which each 

one thought: 

"This flower of Divine Wisdom is of such a high nature that the 

winds of ambition or backwardness prevent it from opening on this 

physical plane." 

–May the Divine Wisdom –the Servitor said ending that meeting– 

not take away its light from us, who truly want to reach It. 

– So be it! –they all said, and they left the Archive and went to the 

little valleys scented with flowers that surrounded the caves of the 

Sanctuary. 

Filled as they were with the great truths recently discovered, the 

conversations returned without being able to get away from that sea 

of light that had suddenly flooded them. 

–My eagerness is so great –Nicodemus said– that I can't stand 

waiting to have the copy to continue learning. Tell me, about the death 

of Abel, did it bring about the imbalance of that magnificent 

organization of peoples founded by Bohindra? 

–No –answered Master Tholemi, who accompanied the guests with 

Melchisedech and Yhasua. –Patriarch Aldis says in the following 

papyri that the princes of the Alliance chose Adamu to replace Abel 

and that he wanted to be advised by his father. For this reason, 

Patriarch Aldis joined the Council of Five, which was made up of them 

both and the three Matriarchs designated earlier by Abel. And 

furthermore, he was the Patriarch of the Sanctuary of La Paz, which 

gave him that name of Patriarch, which from that time on remained as 

a title of great honor meaning equity and justice for him. 
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–Evana –added Yhasua –only survived three years after the death 

of Abel, because the love of Seth, her second son, could not fill in her 

heart, the great void left by the first. And Adamu, saddened by this 

new pain, left in his place his son Seth, who was already turning 18, 

and whose clear intelligence and mature judgment made him look like 

a man of 40. 

–He was the reincarnation of Senio, that great Senio who had been 

a living lamp among the Kobdas and who disincarnated when Abel 

was 12 years old –Master Tholemi added. 

– What happened to Adamu? –asked Joseph of Arimathea. 

– He went to Neghada on the Nile, where he wore the blue tunic 

and was a Kobda of great prudence and wisdom. He was elected 

Pharahome of Neghada when he was 60 years old. 

“When his son, Seth, was 20 years old, he married a sister of the 

Matriarch Walkyria and was the founder of a noble and healthy 

dynasty in Scandinavia, along with another couple who left Neghada 

for those regions. 

–Norway and Sweden have in their distant origin the noble 

principles of the Kobda Civilization – Melchisedech observed – 

despite being so far away from the regions that were the cradle of that 

great civilizing current. 

–We could not have wished for a better storyteller than Patriarch 

Aldis – Gamaliel was saying, –who was at the center of all that activity, 

and whose long life of 103 years seems to have been given to him so 

he could see all and then narrate all to future humankind. 

–And despite that –observed Nicholas, –humankind has lived in 

deceit until now, because it wastes and tramples divine gifts and turns 

off the light that it is offered. 

–It's just that there’s a certain portion of humankind that’s afraid of 

higher knowledge –Yhasua observed judiciously –and seems to 

prefer life without spiritual concerns, which is more comfortable for 

them. 

–It’s that the spiritual restlessness to know the truth of all things 

comes when the human spirit has crossed the dividing line between 

the awake consciousness and the sleeping consciousness. When the 

conscience has awakened to the Eternal and Divine Reality, there’s 

no longer anything to stop it in its ascent to the summits where there’s 

light. 

"Whereas when the consciousness is still asleep, it doesn’t think 

for itself, since it is comfortable accepting what others have thought 

and suggested to humankind, either out of ignorance or because they 
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judged that it was too new to understand the truth in all its sovereign 

breadth. 

– Exactly, Master Melchisedech! –several voices said at once. 

–You have spoken like the Master that you are –added Yhasua, 

whose feelings and thoughts vibrated in tune with his wise teachers. 

 

A few days later, the four doctors of Israel returned to Jerusalem, 

taking with them a treasure of great value, a copy of the Writings of 

Patriarch Aldis, for the secret school they had in the city of Kings. 

During their stay at the Tabor Sanctuary, they had also planned the 

foundations for a public classroom in the city of Damascus, where 

Nicholas, a native of Damascus, had put the old parental house at 

their disposal for that purpose. They set out by the southern path, 

while Yhasua after bidding them farewell, entered the labyrinth of the 

mountain towards the stone house. 

Let us now hear a conversation between him and Nebai, the 

beautiful young daughter of the sculptor who was to undertake a trip 

to Riblah with her family. The reader will remember that Homer's old 

priest, Menander, wanted to consecrate her as a priestess of the 

Temple of Homer that had just been built. 

–This fountain and this little stone house will remain lonely and sad 

with our absence, –the girl said to Yhasua that afternoon after the 

lesson he had given her on matters of God and souls, as he used to 

do. 

– Look Nebai, all the beauties of God are within the reach of those 

who love Him. 

“This fountain and this little house will not be lonely or sad because 

your memory and your thought will fill it with light and joy. 

“In addition, I have thought of making my study and meditation 

cabinet here. 

– Really? Oh, what a nice idea! 

“Then Yhasua, at this very hour I will think of the little house and 

the fountain, of the doves, the rose bushes, and the snow-covered 

jasmine trees and thus my banishment will be less sad! 

– What, Nebai?... You call banishment to Riblah? Oh! You don't 

know what you're saying, my sister! When you are there, all this that 

you find so beautiful will seem poor and petty compared to that. 

“Instead of this fountain, you will have the beautiful Orontes River 

with its plantations and forests passing at the foot of that venerable 

castle that will be your lodgings. Instead of these doves, white and 

pink herons will go to eat from your hand in that great solitary garden, 
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where the white temple of Homer, delicate and small as a marble 

tabernacle, will remind you of that being of immortal songs. Instead of 

these Galilean mountains, the imposing and magnificent panorama of 

the mountains of Lebanon, whose peaks are always covered with 

snow, blend with the clouds in the sky. Is that a banishment, Nebai? 

–All of that is truly beautiful – the adolescent replied, –but you won't 

be there, Yhasua. You have come to occupy such a great place in my 

life! To whom will I ask all things? and who will give me the answers 

that you give me? 

–I knew that you would say this and that’s why I told you at the 

beginning of this conversation that "for those who love God, all the 

beauties of God are within their reach." 

–Beauty of God is having you close to me, Yhasua, and hearing 

your word. And I will not have that in Riblah. I am so used to this visit 

of yours every afternoon! 

–But neither would you when I returned to Nazareth with my family 

–Yhasua observed. –And the servants of God have to overcome all 

these inconveniences created by the matter that we wear. 

– In what way? –Nebai asked. 

–You already know that the Eternal Law has invisible threads that 

tie souls to each other, as you tie flowers to form a garland. 

–And why does the Eternal Law insist on binding souls with 

invisible threads? –the girl asked. 

–Because the souls that are akin, that is to say, that think and feel 

the same way, together form a powerful current, which the 

Intelligence-Guides of human evolution use to drive the masses of 

little-evolved beings to take a step in their path or to separate them 

from the evil in which they are plunged. 

“In the Essene Sanctuaries where I have spent almost most of my 

life, things are observed daily that would seem wonderful to the 

common people. And it's due to the strength of that current called 

affinity, formed by the equality of thinking, wanting, and feeling 

between souls that come together for a certain purpose. 

“For example: one or several brothers leave the Sanctuary on a 

beneficent and just mission to a certain place. Those who remain 

follow them with their thoughts and their love. And in the hours of 

sleep, they evoke and call them to encourage and help them to fulfill 

what they aimed to accomplish. Many of these beauties of God are 

recounted in the chronicles kept by the solitary. On Mount Quarantine, 

there was an Essene that I met, who no longer lives on Earth. They 

called him Hussin although his given name was Publius Vergilius 
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Maro, originally from Italy. A maternal uncle of his was a Great Servitor 

in the Sanctuary of Moab, and since these great Masters knew that 

the time of the arrival of the Messiah was approaching, they wanted 

the terrestrial environment to be somewhat subtle in order to give him 

entrance. Hussin was a good intermediary subject, due to his great 

sensitive ability or faculty. He was a third grade Essene, still young, 

and the Masters found in him the necessary conditions and he was 

sent to Rome of the Caesars. 

“The Eternal Law had not yet revealed the exact place where the 

Spirit of Light would take physical life. And being Rome the one that 

had the rudder of human civilization, the Masters thought that all the 

force of goodness and love should propel it in that direction. And 

Hussin left the solitude of the Sanctuary and went to Rome carrying 

in himself all the strength of love, peace, and justice that the Essenes 

of all the Sanctuaries emitted through him. 

“And Augustus Caesar fell in love with the divine and prophetic 

songs of Virgil. He was his favorite poet, and the so-called long 

Roman peace allowed the approach of the Man-Light to the terrestrial 

plane. 

–And where is that Man-Light? –Nebai asked with marked longing. 

–It seems that the Essenes Masters have already discovered this, 

but I don't know yet. When I find out, Nebai, I'll tell you. 

“Let's go back to the issue we were discussing. 

–Yes –Nebai said, –about the invisible threads. 

–Well, as I was telling you, we should do just as the Essene 

Masters do when some brothers go on a mission. You must go to 

Riblah with your family, and if you and I want to, your trip and stay 

there can be of great benefit to many. You and I can meet during sleep 

or send thoughts which the law of telepathy will carry from one 

another, like a delicate message from our souls united by an invisible 

bond of affinity. 

–Wait, let's me see, Yhasua, explain this again to me, that I still 

don’t understand it. 

–Listen to me Nebai: when a human soul has reached the evolution 

that you have, it can detach from its matter to go where the invisible 

thread of affinity takes it. You can do beautiful rehearsals, which will 

be like spiritual exercises to develop the ability to transport yourself in 

spirit to a certain place. For example, every afternoon at sunset I will 

come to this fountain that is so dear to you. Knowing this, you will lie 

down on your bed at that time and fall asleep thinking that the invisible 

thread of the Law will bring you to the fountain in spirit. The degree of 
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my spiritual development will allow me to hear your message, and 

sometimes see you the way that a mental or materialized vision can 

be seen. 

“In other distant times, you have done these exercises, because 

you lived for years in a great School of Divine Wisdom called the 

Kobda Fraternity. You were a teacher of other souls newer than yours, 

and your name was Nubia of Manh. 

–Oh, Yhasua! How do you know that?... 

–From the stories of the past that I study in the Sanctuary with my 

Masters. 

“Have you never heard that we have many lives on this physical 

plane? 

–No, I never heard such a thing! 

—It's just that you're so young, Nebai, that you haven't had a 

chance to learn it yet. 

“The Eternal Law is like this: Every being in the Universal Creation 

is born and dies innumerable times. Neither you nor I will have as 

many hairs on our heads as physical lives we have had in this world 

or in other worlds. 

“We have traversed during long ages the entire scale of eternal 

progress, and we still don’t know how many centuries it will take us to 

reach the end. 

–What end, Yhasua, to reach what end? 

–The Supreme Intelligence, from which we came out one day like 

a spark from a bonfire, and to It we must return converted into living 

flame, such says our divine science. 

“Well, in that life of yours in which you were a Kobda teacher with 

the name of Nubia of Manh, you had, among other abilities, that of 

transporting yourself in spirit to distances, carried by the invisible 

thread of affinity. Long centuries have passed from that life of yours, 

in which surely you will have progressed a lot. Faculties acquired in 

one life can be awakened in another with exercise and will. 

– And how could you have known, Yhasua, that this Nubia of Manh 

and I are the same spirit? 

–When the Essene Masters brought your parents and your two 

older brothers here, they did so at first out of the desire to free your 

mother from a horrible persecution she suffered from a powerful 

magnate, and to provide an honorable means of living for your father 

and brothers. But as soon as they were installed in this cabin, the 

Masters received your spiritual visit. You were a soul without matter, 

vibrating like a light in infinite space and you made yourself known to 
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them as a companion of long ages and, in particular, during that 

Nubian of Manh life. You told them that you were going to re-enter 

physical life in this home where you were born. The Essenes Masters 

awaited your arrival. Have you understood now? 

– How can I not understand it if you explain it to me so clearly? 

–Others with less evolution than you would not understand it and if 

I explain it to you, it is because I know you can understand me. 

“If you understand and accept this sublime phase of the Eternal 

Law, it’ll be easy for you to understand, likewise, that in each of your 

past lives you have tested and exercised yourself in all imaginable 

forms and aspects. Because that’s how the soul is forged and 

perfected. You will have suffered horrors, you will have made 

mistakes, you will have done good deeds, you will have risen to high 

positions, and you will have been a slave, sold, and bought like a 

helpless little beast. That is the Eternal Law of evolution, Nebai, 

whether we want it or deny it, whether we accept it or reject it. 

“For example, I have been a shepherd, a farmer, a stonecutter, a 

sailor, and I have also been a king, a philosopher, and a doctor, in a 

country that today lies at the bottom of the seas, where it was buried 

by a great cataclysm 14,000 years ago. . 

“And today, you see, I am the son of a craftsman in an unknown 

region of the world, much of which even ignores the name of 

Nazareth. 

“When I was a farmer or shepherd, when I broke with my arm the 

rocks that I watered with my sweat, who could recognize there the 

King Anfion of Orozuma, who occupied the attention of the civilized 

world of that time? 

“If we have lived many lives, each of these human personalities 

have had a name, unknown to many or known to all. With cultivated 

spiritual faculties we can read in the most remote past as well as in 

the present. 

"Oh! Nebai... The greatness of God has magnificence of wisdom 

and power and trying to conquer them with our efforts is the duty of 

souls that have reached a median evolution. Otherwise, it would have 

been better for us to remain submerged in the unconscious darkness 

of inferior species. There their intelligence lives in embryo state, not 

yet fully awakened, which is called instinct, reason for which there is 

no responsibility, nor free will. 

–In six days, we will leave for Riblah according to what I have heard 

from my father –said Nebai–. And forgive me, Yhasua, for interrupting 

your explanation about the successive lives that I think I have 
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understood well. 

"Now tell me, is it alright with you that I agree to be consecrated as 

Homer's priestess? 

 

–Yes, Nebai, because that is a simple accident of your life that does 

not force you to change your spiritual path and puts you in a very 

advantageous position to do good amid the portion of humankind that 

surrounds you. 

“Homer was a genius inspired by the divine beauty that he 

remembered at times, as if he relived in them the higher plane of the 

legion of Loving-Beings to which he belongs. In his native country, 

Greece, they have made of this lofty personality something like a 

beneficent and protective genius, whom they invoke over the crops, 

vineyards, olive groves, orchards, and gardens. Because they believe 

that he floats like a soft zephyr over all that is beautiful and good. 

“They build temples made of colonnades, through which we can all 

enter. And there is no altar other than a marble pedestal with a large 

cauldron of the same material, where a fire is set to burn perfumes 

and aromatic herbs. 

“From the roof hangs an olive oil lamp that never goes out. That 

will be your charge, Nebai, to burn perfumes of Arabia and feed the 

lamp that shall be kept always burning. It is a symbol of Homer's 

glorious immortality and of the thoughts of love that rise from the Earth 

to him for protection. 

"Homer will live forever," says the light of his lamp. 

"The offering of our love always goes to him", say the essences 

that are burned in the glowing embers. 

“The maiden chosen for priestess is assigned a life annuity as long 

as she remains a maiden, that is, without taking a husband, but she’s 

not prohibited from marrying if she so desires. Another maiden will 

replace her. 

“She must sing every day at sunrise or sunset, a stanza from the 

songs of Homer. She must be the depositary and guardian of the 

offerings or vows that the lovers of the tutelary genius bring to his 

temple. And when they consist of fruits, olives, oil or vine juice, the 

priestess can distribute them among the needy children, who for such 

gifts, remain under the tutelage of the beneficent genius. 

“Such is the tradition among the descendants of the immortal poet. 

“As you can see, there’s nothing onerous or unworthy in all of this. 

On the contrary, an aura of respect will surround you, Nebai. With this 

you will help your own family, which will be able to open an honest 
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path of work more easily in an environment of equity and rectitude. 

“You'll see, Nebai, you'll see what a wide field opens before you to 

pour out good with full hands. 

– Will you help me, Yhasua, will you help me fulfill my duty, in that 

wide field where you see me? –Nebai asked as if she was alarmed to 

see herself alone in the new life that she was going to start. 

– Of course! How did you question it? I will help you from a 

distance, and once a year I will visit with the company of Old 

Menander, who will not neglect you for as long as he lives. 

“Besides, with a mother like yours, you should never believe 

yourself alone. 

"Look at her. Here she comes towards us bringing us a basket of 

fruit and sweets. 

 

The soft and sweet woman sat with them on the edge of the 

fountain saying: 

–Myriam's beautiful son: how much we will miss in Riblah these 

hours of love and peace that you bring with you to this cabin! 

–I just taught Nebai how not to miss me –Yhasua replied, smiling. 

–Your daughter is an excellent disciple and we’ve already agreed on 

everything. She will explain it to you, and I beg you to help her with 

your tender vigilance, so that she may be firm in her new activities. 

“And as I’ve already told you, my mother Myriam will come to say 

goodbye to you as you have requested. 

–Yes, yes, I'm waiting for her. Myriam is the only family tie that 

unites me to these lands, which I will leave without regret because I 

have suffered so much in them!... 

– Do you hear that, Nebai? Your mother goes to Riblah happy and 

content. And I am also happy that you are leaving, because there is 

something in me that tells me or announces that you are going to open 

the path of light to Antioch. 

“The Orontes River passes kissing your gardens, and also 

caresses the walls of that great capital that holds for me a promise of 

great things. I still can't define what is contained in this feeling of mine, 

but I think that very soon I will be able to tell you. Perhaps on my first 

visit to you next spring. 

Moments later, Yhasua returned to the Sanctuary with slow steps 

as he let his thoughts drift about a future that he began to see rising 

like a mist of pale gold, towards that populous city, which was like a 

lascivious beautiful courtesan who lived in an eternal party, but that 

an intimate voice said: 
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"It is easier to light the fire of divine love in the courtesan who 

laughs because she ignores the pain of others, than in the rigid 

Jerusalem that knows the pain of the humble and raises her golden 

pedestal on it!" 
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36. The Diary 
 

When Yhasua entered his 19 years, something very internal 

changed in him. I think that to fully understand his great personality, it 

is necessary to study him, both in his external life, as well as in his 

internal world. And for this a diary will serve as a mirror that reflects 

him very clearly. A diary that he felt the need to keep carefully as he 

entered his 19th birthday. 

The separation from Nebai, the sweet and discreet confidant of his 

early youth, left him as if plunged into a great loneliness of spirit. 

Yhosuelin and Uncle James were in Nazareth helping Yhosep in his 

carpentry workshop, which was getting larger and more complicated 

due to the increase in works and workers. 

 

His Essenes Masters also sought to leave him more time with 

himself, so that his spirit would weigh well the responsibilities he had 

on himself, and more than anything so that while fully devoted to his 

own thoughts, he would orient himself towards his true path. 

–Yhasua – they told him one day. –We have taught you everything 

we know in the science of God and the science of souls. We believe 

the time has come for you to put into practice on your own what you 

have learned, and to be your own judge regarding your superior 

faculties and all the acts of your life. 

–So, you abandon me? –He asked them alarmed. 

–No, my son –replied Tholemi, who was the oldest of the 10 

instructors. –You have us at your disposal now, tomorrow, and 

always. But just as the mother when it’s time for her child to learn how 

to walk alone, does not carry him in her arms but leaves him on the 

ground and encourages him to walk, so do your Teachers with you, 

my son. You have arrived before others, not only to walk on the earth 

but to fly like those eagles that on beautiful sunny days soar until they 

get lost in the immense blue. 

“Now you are free to study whatever you want, to carry out 

concentrations, transports, unfoldings of your intimate Self, 

irradiations of magnetic force at a distance or in presence, on beings 

or on elements, according to what your criteria deems reasonable and 

fair. Of course, in any doubt or stumble, you know what we all do: in 

the mental concentration of the night and all together we do an hour 

of consultation and comments. Pretend that you are one of us, the 

youngest in physical age, true, but the oldest in spirit. 

–With this you mean to tell me –Yhasua said, –that you already 
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consider me a man who should govern himself alone in matters of the 

soul. 

– Did you say alone? No, my son –answered the Servitor–. An 

Essene is never alone since he walks guided by the Law. In his living 

splendor are all our great Teachers: Isaiah, Elijah, Elisha, Ezekiel, 

Jeremiah, Micah, Daniel, and many others that you know and have 

read as I have. And since our Law teaches us how to evoke them and 

receive their messages when necessary, the Essenes must be 

convinced that they are never alone. 

From this conversation with his Masters, the idea of keeping a 

Diary in his pocket folder arose in Yhasua. To feel less alone, he would 

write there every day his impressions, his struggles, his most intimate 

anxieties and desires. 

His Diary began like this: 

“Lord, God of the great and the small! Men leave me by myself 

because they judge that I am already a strong tree that can face the 

shocks of the gale without support" 

"For You, Lord, I am always the child that begins to walk." 

“My Father, who art in heaven and in all that vibrates in your 

universal creation..., who art within myself!... Do not leave me in 

solitude as creatures leave me, because You know what they forget: 

that my human heart is made of flesh and needs the warmth of family 

affection, the tenderness of friendship, the ineffable sweetness of pure 

and holy love! 

“You know, my Father, how I am, how I am formed with your 

essence, with your fibers, with your atoms!... And my soul, bubble of 

your eternal light, is enclosed in a dense matter that walks through the 

land where there are brambles that cling to the clothes, and mud that 

stains the feet!... 

"My eternal father! My infinite love! My inextinguishable light! My 

Supreme Truth!... Fill my unfathomable voids and let your springs 

overflow in me, so that I have everything without having anything! May 

your sovereign fullness suffice for all my anxieties! 

Another day he wrote: 

“Today I began my telepathy exercises with Joseph of Arimathea. 

When transmitting my thought by contacting him, I felt a vibration of 

pain, almost of anguish. It seemed to me that one of his relatives must 

have been seriously ill. Then I was convinced that it was really like 

that. 

“I concentrated deeply and after a great effort, I was able to 

transport myself in spirit next to him. I found him alone at the bedside 
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of his only daughter, a woman attacked with infectious fever. When I 

radiated magnetic force on her, he thought of me with such intensity 

that my soul was deeply moved. I think the girl is saved from death. 

“My Father, who art in your heavens and within me! I thank you 

because you did not leave me alone! You were in me when I said to 

the girl: “I want you to be healthy, get up”. 

“Sitting on the edge of the fountain where I have spoken and 

listened to Nebai so many times, I transmitted my thought to Riblah. 

“I have felt a deep vibration of sadness and loneliness. 

“In the gazebo of the wisteria I have seen her with her mother who 

played the lute. 

“I have understood that she still does not see me, but that she has 

felt the vibration of my spiritual presence, because I saw two tears run 

down her face that she hid in her hands and rested her head on her 

mother's shoulder. 

“I gave her so much love, comfort, and hope that she quickly 

cheered up and looking for her folder she wrote these words: 

“Today I felt Yhasua as if he were speaking to me, telling me that 

he accompanies me at a distance, and that in the first caravan he will 

send me an epistle. 

"Oh! Yhasua..., how good is your thought that thus drives away 

sadness and discouragement from the soul”. 

“Soon I will be able to verify if this is reality. The caravan passes 

through Riblah tomorrow Sunday. By the middle of the week, it will be 

in front of the path of the Sanctuary. Will an epistle for Nebai come 

that will tell me about this? Let's hope so. 

“Thank you, my Eternal Father, for the divine gift of thought given 

to your creatures! 

“They are the wings to fly that you have given them, and that they 

do not want or do not know how to use! 

Two days later Yhasua wrote in his folder: 

“The thought of Nicholas of Damascus has come to me like a cry 

of anguish. Deep mental concentration has given me the key to this 

matter. Although I wanted to be transported in spirit to his residence 

in Jerusalem, I was prevented from entering. 

“Being in his house the assemblies of the Secret School, I sense 

that he has been discovered by a treacherous disciple and the 

Pontiff's henchmen have invaded the premises and imprisoned some. 

“They insist on talking about the appearance of the Messiah on this 

Earth. And the Sanhedrin, who lives in fear that the light will break the 

darkness that hides its criminal life, undertakes with blood and fire 
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against those who can serve as an instrument of truth. 

“I am greatly disturbed by the impediment to spiritually enter 

Nicholas's residence. A strong intuition tells me that there are contrary 

beings there that form a thick barrier of hatred that I cannot break, 

without exposing myself to a nervous or mental disorder that would 

lead to nothing. 

“My just and good Father!... Strengthen your chosen ones so that 

they may widen their hearts like the sea and forgive the perjurers, the 

traitors, and the ungrateful, who, having received everything from your 

saints, betray them, forget them, and drag them through the dust to 

magnify themselves and enjoy next to the pain and crying of those 

who gave them life, light, tenderness, and warmth! 

The next day he continued like this: 

“My good and dear Nicodemus has visited me in my spiritual 

concentration tonight. 

"From his mental message I extract this summary:" Our Jerusalem 

School has been discovered, because a young Levite has fallen victim 

to the influence that the desire for greatness exerts in certain beings. 

“The Sanhedrin Surveillance Council has offered large perks in the 

Temple to all Levites who told where there are any cabalistic meeting 

places, where there is talk of revision of the Books of Moses, or of the 

appearance of the Messiah Deliverer of Israel. 

“Nicholas, as the owner of the house, has been called to respond 

to the High Court. 

“They hope that his answers will turn out well and that there will be 

benevolence with him, because Gamaliel's uncle and a friend of 

Joseph of Arimathea are part of that court. 

“What a dark enigma is the soul of man!... I think, while I write down 

the mental messages of those who are dear to me and who love me. 

“All of Israel, from the pontifical throne to the most unfortunate 

woodcutter, vibrates in a joint longing for the Liberating Messiah, a 

centuries-long promise made to the Hebrews by their guides and 

protectors. 

“And the powerful magnates feel a restless alarm when preparatory 

groups are formed amid the people for the arrival of the Messiah. 

Why?... what are they afraid of? 

“All the good that he brings as the Son of God, as the Divine Envoy, 

will be common to all. It will be like the arrival of the King's son, who 

sends him to his people to alleviate their fatigue and weariness and 

offer them the eternal feast of love. Does fear, alarm, restlessness fit 

here? 
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“Peeling these reflections like mental flowers, I am walking 

backwards in the panorama of my memories, as if I were retracing a 

path that I took when I was 12 years old. I saw Jerusalem. I saw the 

temple from the porticos to the farthest part of the moats, to the little 

escape door, and the gate for the chariots and beasts. 

“The Temple of Jehovah was a market and a slaughterhouse. The 

blood of the immolated beasts ran through a marble aqueduct carved 

into the pavement, from the sacrificial altar to the white well from 

where they extracted it with jugs to flavor delicacies that delight at the 

feasts of the magnates. 

“Traffickers and merchants with bloody clothes and unclean hands 

snatch the still hot meat, the fat, the smoking entrails and deliver bags 

of silver and gold to the priestly agents in charge of such a lucrative 

trade in the interior patios, stables, mews and even among the trees. 

 

Could it not be this filthy abomination, this sacrilegious desecration 

of the House of God, what engenders uneasiness in the princes of the 

clergy, when the thought of the Messiah crosses like a meteor across 

the cloudy horizon of their reasoning? 

“Will not the Messiah come with the powers of Moses and scourge 

the leaders of Israel in many ways, like they did to the Egyptian 

Pharaoh due to the hardness of his heart? 

“Will it not put an end to the iniquitous slaughter of beasts as a 

symbol of a bloody faith, nourished and fed with the horrendous 

torture of innocent animals? 

"It seems to me that all these questions hit the priestly and pontifical 

minds, and hence their concern and alarm when it is said that the 

Messiah has arrived to put everything in its proper place." 

 

Further ahead it was written in Yhasua's folder: 

“Today the therapists who were making a pilgrimage from the 

South arrived at the Sanctuary. They come from the Sanctuary of 

Mount Quarantine bringing a load of epistles that friends from those 

regions dedicate to me. So loving, so tender, so full of nobility, that 

I’ve let my tears fall on them! 

“Jacob and Bartholomew, the boys from Andrew' cabin, 

gatekeepers of the Sanctuary, mother Bethsheba, in love with her little 

grandchildren for whom she asks me for many air kisses; my uncles 

Elkanah and Sarah from Bethlehem where I was born; my first friends 

as a newborn, Alpheus, Josiah, and Eleazar, who tell me about the 

thousand crossroads of their laborious and fair lives; Aunt Leah from 
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Jerusalem fearful for her daughters married to Joseph of Arimathea 

and Nicodemus, belonging to the Secret School of Kabbalah (aka 

Cabala), recently discovered by the Sanhedrin. 

"Oh! My Father, who art in your infinite skies, and who sees the 

anxiety of your defenseless and weak children before the arrogance 

of the powerful! 

“Do you need me to ask you to remedy them? You know, you see, 

and you feel it all, because we are all like the hair strands of your hair 

of light that penetrates and envelops everything! 

"They all live in your love, my eternal Father, and you live in them 

because they are yours as I am for all eternity!" 

And Yhasua's pure and luminous soul continued to pour out like a 

glass of clear water on the pages of his pocket folder. 

 

* * * 

 

Most of the work in the Essenian Sanctuaries consisted of 

increasing the copies of all ancient writings so that they could be 

known by all the members of the Essenian Fraternity. 

They also did manual labor, such as furniture and the necessary 

utensils, plus the garden cultivation which provided them with a large 

part of their food. 

The Elders knew very well from spiritual communications that 

Yhasua's life would be short on Earth. Hence it was necessary for him 

to make good use of his time to further expand his superior 

knowledge, so that when the time came to introduce himself to 

humankind as its Instructor, there was nothing left for him to know. 

And so, without giving him explanations, they assigned him preferably 

to making copies, since by doing so, he was drinking drop by drop the 

Divine Wisdom that rose to such extraordinary heights in distant times, 

in which other Schools and Fraternities had cooperated with the Spirit-

Light, in the evolutionary march of humankind. 

Without neglecting this task, the young Master always found time 

for his spiritual exercises, in which he demonstrated an invincible 

perseverance. He made three daily mental concentrations: at sunrise, 

at sunset and at the second hour of the night, which is what in our 

schedules it is equivalent to 10 o'clock at night. 

These were his spiritual appointments of love, of tender friendship, 

of ideological brotherhood, which served as a stimulus to the loving 

heart of the incarnate Christ. 

Having come to Earth to love until death, he felt more deeply than 
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anyone, the need to love and be loved with that noble loyalty of just 

souls, for whom it is a serious crime the betrayal of friendship, of love, 

and of the union of souls destined to walk together in life through 

eternity. 

Let us continue, dear reader, reading in the pure heart of the Man-

Light, reflected in the brief writings in his pocket folder. 

Sitting on the edge of the fountain in the stone hut, which had been 

boisterous and joyful with Nebai's laughter a short while ago, Yhasua 

listened enraptured to the cooing of the doves, their fluttering wings 

bathing in the fountain, and the chirping of the blue rock-thrush birds, 

who felt they owned the solitary orchard. 

His gaze fell on something that the afternoon breeze was stirring 

among a nearby jasmine tree. And he saw hanging from it a basket of 

reeds from which Nebai's blue apron fell, undoubtedly forgotten by 

herself in her wanderings through the orchard when she played hide-

and-seek with her favorite gazelle. 

The delicate and sensitive soul of Yhasua, at 19 years of physical 

life, found a silent poem in those objects forgotten there by its owner, 

who had already been in Riblah for two weeks. 

In his fiery and brilliant imagination, he drew the image of the girl 

with her blue apron and her basket on her arm, gathering jasmine and 

roses for the home altar, where the book of the Law and the books of 

the Prophets were kept in accordance with Essene tradition. 

His spirit plunged deeply into itself, with that marvelous facility that 

contemplatives have by nature and by habit. 

And after an hour, he returned to the reality of that moment and 

emptied his most intimate and tender feelings into his diary: 

–Nebai –he wrote excitedly, –your basket for picking flowers and 

your blue apron have been the magical threads that have led me to 

you this afternoon. And I have seen you, sweet girl from my 

adolescence, no longer running like then after your gazelle, but just 

as you are now: serious, meditative, singing verses from Homer 

accompanied by your lute. 

“You sang the psalm in which the poet complains that no human 

soul understands the groaning of his heart in the solitude of exile. Oh!, 

Nebai..., I have understood that your soul cried in that psalm like the 

immortal poet, from whose heart you are drinking, with thirsty avidity! 

"And when I approached you in spirit, I heard you say: "Yhasua!... 

I feel in exile because I have understood that for me, the homeland is 

you, the true friend is you..., the beneficial air and the protective star 

is you! The beauty of the fountain of doves, of the jasmine trees in 
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bloom, of all that orchard that seemed enchanted to me, was you, 

Yhasua, who filled everything with that something of heaven that you 

have, and that is not found anywhere! but in you! 

“I made a mental effort, and I felt helped with astral and magnetic 

forces, and my vision before Nebai acquired some density. I 

understood that she was able to see me for a moment, because she 

dropped the lute and opened her arms as if to embrace something 

that she saw. The same strong vibration of her emotions diluted her 

vision, and she understood that my promise was beginning to be 

fulfilled because I heard her say: 

“– Thank you, Yhasua, for your first visit! Forgive me if I had come 

to doubt you because of the sadness of the long wait! I thought that 

the poor absent Nebai had been forgotten. You do not forget, Yhasua, 

like other beings, because you are different from the others. 

“Nebai is only 15 years old, too young to think so deeply. She is 

already capable of analyzing the difference between some beings and 

others. In 15 years, she has not been able to meet other friends. How 

does she know that I am different from other beings? Here’s proof that 

the soul comes from far away and has walked thousands of journeys 

in the eternal voyage. Oh! Nebai!... little Nebai, Nubia of the Kobdas, 

Esther dominating Ahasuerus, Judith victorious over Holofernes... 

What will you be in this and in future centuries?... 

“God bless you sublime woman, soul of light and fire that crossed 

my path at this hour like a white lark, to sing to me the immortal stanza 

of love that vibrates in the subtle and pure planes where it is eternal, 

inextinguishable, without shadows, similar to God from which it 

emanates! 

"Thank you, creature of God, for the divine gift of your love, that 

you give me as a flower is given, a glass of water, a vial of essences!... 

Thank you, Nebai!" 

One night, during a mental concentration amid the Elder Masters, 

when his thoughts irradiated over all those whom his heart loved like 

a fire of light displayed in the immensity, he felt the intimate sadness 

of his mother who was thinking of him at that moment. 

He paid attention, he evoked her, he called her with his soul 

vibrating with emotion and love, and he perceived that she, believing 

him to be present at her side, promptly got up in her bed saying: 

– Yhasua, my son! How come you visit at this hour? 

So intense had been the call, that the anxious mother mistook it for 

the physical voice of her son... the beloved son who was always in her 

mind like a silent star shining on her!... 
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When she was convinced that it was a dream of her love as she 

believed, she began to cry, silently so as not to be felt by the relatives 

who slept in the immediate bedrooms. 

But each sob of her mother vibrated in the soul of her son, like the 

sad elegy of a lute that wept in the darkness. 

Yhasua concentrated even more deeply as he prayed to the 

Supreme Author of all light. 

"My Father!... Make me see!" He was transported to his home and 

saw... 

But let us continue, reader, leafing through his folder where he 

wrote that same night when he returned to his solitary bedroom: 

“During my concentration tonight I visited my mother, whose 

sadness I picked up when radiating my thoughts to all those my heart 

loves. Because of this, the hour of concentration passed without giving 

me time to radiate my thoughts over all beings on Earth as ordered by 

the Law. 

“My Father, you are Eternal Love, immeasurable! Sorry for my 

weakness and smallness! I am still selfish, my Father, and my heart 

of flesh is filled with the love of those that are mine..., my mother made 

me forget about the other creatures... all yours... all born of Yourself, 

as my body was born from my mother!” 

With his conscience reassured by this confidence to the Divine, 

Yhasua wrote again: 

“There is deep sadness in my home. I have seen my father sick. 

He must have had some serious upset and his heart is deeply 

affected. Yhosuelin with all his efforts, is not able to invigorate my 

father’s organism that responds to its law, which marks little physical 

life left in this hour of his eternal journey. 

“Anna, my sister, is also saddened because Mark, being a member 

of the secret School, has been arrested. This contributes even more 

to the heavy atmosphere of anguish that I find in my home. 

“At dawn I will set out for Nazareth. 

“I'll save the therapists the trip they planned to take the day after 

tomorrow. What they needed to do; I will do. 

“Thank you, my Father, for the divine gifts with which you have filled 

the human soul! 

"You have given us everything; your powers, your magnificence, 

and your strength of love, without sparing us anything... 

"And the unfortunate human creature stuck like a mollusk to the 

swamp, forgets her noble condition as a daughter of God, and 

continues her lethargic life as a worm indefinitely!" 
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As we see it written in his Diary, so he did. And two hours after 

sunrise, Yhasua hugged his parents who received the most beautiful 

surprise from him. It was the first time he had come unannounced. 

“While praying to the Lord for you –he told them, –I saw you sad 

for many reasons and I have come to comfort you. 

“None of the things that afflict you are irremediable. 

– How do you know, my son? – Asked his father. 

– Prayer, my father, is the intimate communication of our soul with 

God. And since He knows, sees, and feels everything, the soul that 

joins God in prayer can know, feel, and see much of what He sees, 

knows, and feels. 

“In my prayer last night, I understood your sadness and here I am. 

I left at dawn, I came along the path of the therapists which, although 

it is rougher, is shorter than that of the caravans. At 19 years old, I can 

easily jump among the rocks. 

For those happy parents, no award could equal the love of such a 

son... He had jumped over cliffs and stones, between streams that cut 

off the path, in the semi-darkness of dawn, to reach their sadness like 

a ray of sun in the darkness of a dungeon. 

Yhosep forgot the condition of his heart, Myriam no longer cried, 

Yhosuelin felt new energy in his exhausted body. Anna visualized 

Mark free, and Uncle James, foresighted in everything, brought a 

large bundle of flour, honey, and butter from the market because he 

guessed that on such a day, there would be great activity in Myriam 's 

kitchen. 

 

Yhasua remained at home one moon filling everything with peace 

and love. 

When he explained them in detail how he had perceived their 

anxieties during prayer, in all of them arose the desire to cultivate 

more carefully in the transmission and perception of thought, which is 

the divine messenger given by God to every human creature. 

And in the great cenacle, which was used only when there were 

numerous guests, they made a compartment divided by thick curtains 

of Damascus fabric, which was the most sumptuous thing a craftsman 

of average position could afford. 

That would be the prayer room where the relatives would meet at 

the same hours that Yhasua held the daily concentrations, so that their 

souls would be united in the bosom of God during moments of spiritual 

elevation. 

–If we meet like this three times a day, what is absence reduced 
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to? –he said–. 

“You will speak to me in the silence of thoughts, and I will answer. 

“Our Teachers the Prophets always did it in such a way. They 

became the messengers to men due to their great union with Divinity. 

And from there arose the mistaken idea that the Lord has privileged 

children to whom He manifests His will with special lights. 

“What happens in reality is that some children of God think about 

joining the Heavenly Father in prayer, while others never do. 

“Those who approach Him with a heart clean of all evil, are 

enlightened. And from their perseverance in this approach necessarily 

come the elevated perceptions of the soul, that immersed in God 

through prayer, acquires great lucidity in everything and for 

everything. 

 

During the last days of his stay at home, Yhasua made his spiritual 

concentrations together with his relatives. He recommended them to 

always sit in the same place around the small table, on which he 

himself placed the Law and the books of the Prophets. 

He did the same work in the family homes of Simon and of 

Zebedee, his friends from the lake, from where two of his close 

disciples were to come one day: Peter and John. And he said to them: 

–As I did it with you, do with your close friends and thus you will 

help me spread the white veil of love and peace over the Earth. 

“Don't you say that I am a Prophet? Cooperate with me in bringing 

this humankind closer to God; it’s the mission of the Prophets. 

At dawn on the thirtieth day, he started his way back to the 

Sanctuary accompanied by Uncle James, up to the middle of the road. 

Let's listen to their conversation: 

–Yhasua –his uncle told him, –you should know that your father 

wanted me to be the administrator of your possessions, and since you 

are already 19 years old, I think I should give you an account about 

your assets. 

– Assets?... but, do I have assets, Uncle James? –He asked 

surprised. 

– What! You didn’t know? They are the contributions accumulated 

since your birth from those three just and wise men who came from 

the East, brought to this country by the guiding of the stars. 

“Gaspar, Melchior, and Balthasar have not failed for a single year 

to send the gold they promised to cooperate with your education and 

well-being of your family. 

“Your father, being refined in the extreme, only allowed himself to 
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take a small sum when you were I think 17 months old. He left the 

workshop in my care to flee with you and Myriam to Hermon, to hide 

you from the pursuit of Rabshakeh, Herod's magician. 

–If you had told me about this, Uncle James, before I left, I would 

have convinced my father that these goods are his and he can dispose 

of them as he pleases. 

–Yhosep's children –added James–, are completely ignorant of 

these contributions from the oriental astrologers. Yhosep doesn't want 

them to know, except for Anna and Yhosuelin, who are your heart and 

soul. 

–Well, Uncle James, since my father appointed you administrator 

of that gold donated to me, I will tell you my will about it. 

“I have seen that the workshop needs essential repairs to preserve 

the wood for the works from the rain and the sun. Those cane and 

reed sheds are falling down. Also, the wall that surrounds the orchard 

is dilapidated. It's a pity to let it all fall apart while the gold is in the bag! 

“What good is gold if it is not to be used to have a little more comfort 

and well-being? 

–What about you, Yhasua, do you not want anything for yourself? 

Don't you need anything? –James asked. 

– What do you want me to need in the Sanctuary? My wardrobe is 

given to me by my parents; and the food is given by the Heavenly 

Father. What else do I need? 

“You make sure that in the shelters that the therapists have, the 

refugees don’t suffer hunger and nakedness. The Heavenly Father 

will not forgive you, Uncle James, if, having that gold in your bag, 

some of your creatures suffer from hunger. 

"Likewise, do not allow my father to suffer concerns in the payment 

of his debts with the suppliers and with the day laborers. The 

prolongation of his life depends on his greater tranquility. 

“Together you and Yhosuelin can manage to relieve him of all 

weight. 

– Oh! Yhasua! You don't know your father! He is so scrupulous 

about payments that he wants to know everything. 

–Well, let him know that I authorize you to cover any deficit that 

may cause him concerns. 

“You will have to accompany me, Uncle James, to visit one day 

those three men of God who have watched over my well-being since 

I was born, – Yhasua added after a few moments of silence. 

– When will that trip be? Remember there's one in the works for 

when you're 21. 
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–Yes, the one to Egypt, to meet Philo in Alexandria. 

“Then I’ll be able to visit Melchior in Arabia. He has his School near 

Sinai. 

“We will visit Balthasar in Susian next year; he’s the oldest and I 

fear that death will gain the upper hand. Maybe I'll visit Gaspar then 

too. 

“To all three I will send epistles in this regard. 

“Until now it was the Elders of Tabor who sent them news of me 

because I was a child. But now that I am already a man, I must do it 

myself. 

 

After Yhasua arrived at the Sanctuary, he confided to the Elders at 

the afternoon meeting his wishes to visit the wise astrologers of the 

East, who from birth had been concerned with his material well-being. 

–My son –the Servitor told him, –According to an agreement made 

with them, your parents, and us, we would inform you of these matters 

at the age of 20 that you still don’t have. But, since you've heard about 

it before, let's talk about it, since we are only a few months away from 

entering the target age. 

“Do not think that you’ve made a bad impression before them by 

your silence, because they themselves have wanted it that way. 

"Now you want to visit them because, knowing you are favored by 

them, your finesse urges you in that sense. And this was what they 

wanted to avoid, so that nothing would disturb your peace of mind 

during your childhood growth and your adolescence development. 

“As superior Masters of souls, the oriental sages give the value it 

has to premature restlessness in bodies that are in development and 

growth and try to avoid the repercussion in the spirit. 

“And for your spirit to reach the fullness that it’s meant to reach, 

they tried to avoid from you anguish and terror, which is common in 

homes hit by all kinds of contingencies. 

“In our chronicles that you can now read, you’ll find in detail the 

correspondence that the Essenian Fraternity has had with the three 

wise astrologers who visited you in the cradle. 

“The messages arrived in caravans at the Sanctuary of Mount 

Hermon in Lebanon, with annual shipments of 30 gold coins, 10 for 

each of your three protectors. 

“Messages and donations were received in a poor little house in 

the suburb of Riblah, which was the habitual lodging of our pilgrim 

therapists. The donations came to us and passed on to your parents, 

always carried by our therapists. 
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–Why didn't you tell me about that little refuge house in Riblah, so 

that I could visit it as one visits a temple? –Yhasua asked. 

–For the above reasons, my son. Silence, when one promises to 

keep it, is sacred to all Essenes. It was expected that you would enter 

the maturity of your youth, to which you have arrived with all the 

fullness of your spirit that we have procured for you among all of us. 

“Yhasua!... You are the Envoy of the Most High for the remedy of 

humankind in this hour of its evolution, and everything we would do 

for your spiritual personality would never be too much. 

“The next time you go to Riblah, you can visit the Refuge. 

“The gift of your protectors is, as you already know, in the hands of 

your parents. But the messages of a spiritual order and the epistles 

exchanged between the Eastern astrologers and us are in our 

chronicles, and they are copies of the originals found in the Great 

Sanctuary of Moab, in accordance with our law. 

“The Chronicler Brother is authorized to teach you everything we 

have received from your wise protectors and friends regarding you. 

– Thank you Servitor! – the young Master exclaimed. –I see that I 

am a debtor to everyone for everything, and that a single life will not 

suffice to repay you all. 

–Don't worry, everything is paid for by having you among us and 

having been designated by the Eternal Law to form your spiritual nest 

in this hour of your messianic career. 

Yhasua, in an explosion of love that only he was capable of, knelt 

on the pavement in the middle of the meeting and raising his eyes and 

his arms to heaven exclaimed: 

– My Father, who are eternal love!... May it be you, owner of all that 

exists, the one who pays for me all those who have done me good on 

Earth. 

The Servitor raised him from his prostration and embraced him 

tenderly. 

–This hug and this moment –he told him, –have come forward nine 

moons that are left to enter your 20 years. The God of Love wanted it 

that way. 

 

The other Elders also embraced him, all telling him phrases full of 

tenderness and hope to serve as encouragement and incentive as he 

entered the second stage of his mission as Instructor and Divine 

Envoy. 

One of them, originally from Pasargadae in Persia, who, due to his 
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greater knowledge of that language, was the one who had maintained 

the correspondence with the wise astrologer Balthasar, said to 

Yhasua: 

–In one of his epistles he said that a moment of great pain in his 

life due to human ignorance, he had the weakness to ask for death 

due to lack of courage to continue life in the spiritual position in which 

he was. And you, Yhasua, visited him during your dream when you 

were 13 years of physical life. The impression suffered in your visit to 

the Temple of Jerusalem still lingered on you and to console Balthasar 

for the human miseries that tormented him, you referred to him your 

pain for the same reason at such a young age. 

“He asked here for verification of what you had referred to him 

during your dream. From the therapist who visited you every moon, 

we knew well your impressions in the Temple of Jerusalem. 

“I am telling you this so that you know to what extent you are 

spiritually linked to that noble and wise protector of yours, Balthasar. 

“Your visit to him would be timely in Babylon, where he spends his 

summer months. 

The Servitor announced that the time for mental concentration had 

arrived, and a deep silence fell immediately. 

Once the light of the room was veiled, the soft violet penumbra was 

impregnated with essences burned in cauldrons and with the melodies 

of a delicately vibrating lute. Thus, the contemplative souls of the 

solitary easily detached themselves from Earth to search in higher 

planes, light, wisdom, and love. 

Through the hypnosis of one of the Masters, it was announced that 

some incarnated intelligences were going to manifest while their 

physical bodies rested in sleep. 

 

These announcements indicated that measures should be taken to 

achieve greater stillness and serenity of mind, in order not to cause 

any harm to the sleepers whose spirit, momentarily detached from 

matter, would reach the room. 

The magical thread of telepathy, so cultivated by the spiritual 

Masters of all times, had captured the vibration of Yhasua's thought 

towards his three long-distance protectors and friends. And after a soft 

silence in the shadows, hypnosis occurred first in Master Asan, a 

Persian, then in Bad-Aba the chronicler, and then in the youngest of 

the pilgrim therapists, who was taking a break from his continuous 

travels. His name was Somed, and he was of Arab origin. 

The superior Intelligences, guides for the last Messianic 
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incarnation of Yhasua, had undoubtedly gathered the invisible threads 

of thought and had united them like golden cables in the infinite 

immensity. And the union of souls took place naturally and smoothly 

under the eternal gaze of the Supreme Intelligence, who gave the 

human creature the divine gifts of thought and love. 

The three wise astrologers who 19 years ago came together 

without looking for each other on the physical plane to visit the newly 

incarnated Word, had just come together. This time in the infinite 

space to respond to the call of his loving gratitude, already restless to 

overflow in tenderness towards those who loved him so much from a 

long distance. 

The divine magician of Love is always invincible when he seeks 

love. 

And in the violet penumbra of that sanctuary of rocks, these three 

names were heard pronounced by the three subjects in hypnosis: 

–Balthasar. –Gaspar. –Melchior. 

–Your love, Yhasua, bound us with silken threads –said Balthasar, 

who spoke first. – I bless the Most High who has allowed me to see 

you enter the second stage of this journey of yours for the spiritual 

salvation of this humankind. I will not see your apostolate of Messiah 

from this physical plane, but from the spiritual world, where you will 

triumphantly enter the apotheosis of a glory conquered with heroic 

sacrifices of many centuries. 

“I see that your love, full of gratitude towards your friends from the 

cradle, plans a personal visit, and although wasn’t in our program, if 

the Law allows it, blessed be it. 

"In the supreme embrace of two radiant suns in the Infinite, you 

came to life, Light of God, who overflowed in you His eternal love to 

wash away the leprosy of this humankind." 

– Gaspar from Srinagar approaches you in spirit at the second 

portal of your physical life. You have finished your spiritual education 

even before your Self has awakened to the awareness of your 

mission. The Light that you carry lit within yourself, dazzles you, and 

it seems that you veil it so as not to blind you with its vivid splendors. 

But the hour inevitably arrives from the supreme clairvoyance of your 

Higher Self. By then we will be with you as in your cradle, but perhaps 

from above on the infinite space, where you will enter in a glorious 

apotheosis, while your Magi from the East disintegrate into 

imperceptible atoms the matter you used on your last journey on 

Earth. 

“The Eternal Law that commanded us to cooperate with it since 
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your birth, also commands us to undo your flesh wrap like a subtle 

veil, and that its atoms wrap the planet, which was the holy altar of 

your holocausts1 as Redeemer. Peace of God, Divine Avatar in your 

second stage of earthly life!” 

Melchior, the humble Melchior, the dark-skinned prince who lived 

crying over that sin of his youth, did not dare to speak standing up, but 

kneeling. The sensitive man in the center of the meeting addressed 

these brief words to the Incarnate Word: 

–The supreme joy of my spirit was given to me by the Eternal Law 

by allowing me to kiss you in the cradle, protect you in your life, and 

accompany you in your triumphant departure from the terrestrial 

plane, Son of God. 

“This glory, this supreme happiness is enough for my spirit for its 

eternity of peace, light, and life. 

"Son of God!... Bless your servant who asks for no other glory, nor 

any other compensation than of your immortal love!" 

Yhasua could contain himself no longer and, crying silently, 

approached the sensitive who stretched out his arms towards him with 

great anxiety, and placing his hands on his head, Yhasua blessed him 

in the name of God. 

In Yhasua's arms, Melchior's soul detached itself from the matter 

that he occupied for brief moments by means of hypnosis. 

The three sensitives returned to their normal states at the same 

time, and Yhasua found himself standing alone in the center of the 

gathering. With his head bowed on his chest, he seemed to be 

overwhelmed with a great burden that was beyond his strength. 

His Masters understood this immediately. 

The Servitor got up and went to him first. 

–The light is gradually coming your way and the astonishment 

overwhelms you almost reaching the point of terror –he told him in a 

low voice. 

He took his right hand and sat him down next to him. 

At the Servitor's words, everyone lent their mental strength to calm 

down his excessively intense vibratory state little by little. 

That powerful current put Yhasua to sleep during all the time of 

mental concentration. 

When he woke up he was calm and was able to lucidly develop the 

                           
 

1  In this book the word holocaust is used in its original historical definition: a 
religious sacrifice or offering, derived from the Ancient Greek holokaustos. 
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theme of the usual spiritual dissertation. It was his turn that night. It 

seemed that the subject was chosen on purpose since the small ballot 

read: 

"The burning bush that Moses saw." And upon hearing his 

commentary on that passage, everyone understood that Yhasua had 

also just seen in his path, like a living flame, the first crossroads that 

would decide his final path. 

Although deep down in his spirit there was great serenity, he could 

not sleep that night and very early in the morning he left his bedroom 

to the little valley on which the caves opened. 

Walking aimlessly through the labyrinth of mountains and woods, 

he found himself without thinking, in Tobias's poor cabin where the 

four of his inhabitants were already dedicated to their daily chores. 

The two boys; Aaron and Seth, cured of their paralysis in their lower 

extremities, actively milked the goats, while their father, Tobias, led 

them out of the stables to the grazing areas. 

Beila, the good mother, rejuvenated by the joy of her two strong 

and healthy children, adorned with her white apron, sovereign in the 

kitchen, took out the golden breads with which the family would have 

breakfast from the embers. 

These beautiful homey pictures brought a new joie de vivre to the 

brooding Yhasua. 

Tobias brought him the smallest goatling he was carrying in his 

arms. Aaron offered him a pitcher of hot, frothy milk, and Beila came 

out of the kitchen carrying hot rolls on her apron for the holy child, as 

she called him. 

That tender and simple love, like a pastoral eclogue, filled the 

sensitive soul of Yhasua with emotion, who smiled at everyone with 

looks of indefinable feeling of gratitude. 

And the painful concern that the events of the previous night had 

produced in him gently vanished in the sweet love of the humble. 

 

In that rustic stone kitchen, around the fire where thick logs burned, 

Yhasua felt like a teenager again, almost like a child, and shared the 

family breakfast with great joy. 

The family was overjoyed at the unexpected surprise, since 

Yhasua had not visited them for a long time. 

The friends in Jerusalem, the copies, the archive, the trip to 

Nazareth, had taken up all his time. 

–We only saw you from afar –Tobias told him, –and that was 

enough for us. 
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–The sculptor, before leaving for Riblah, told us that you were very 

busy with people coming from Jerusalem, –Seth added. 

–Yes, it’s true –answered Yhasua –, but there’s another reason and 

I blame myself heavily for it. Since I knew you were already calm and 

happy, I judged without a doubt that you did not need me, and perhaps 

that’s why I didn’t come in a long time. 

– Who doesn’t need sunlight, child of God? –said Beila, laughing, 

who had sat next to Yhasua, to peel the chestnuts just taken from the 

fire and put butter on the toast. 

—In this case, Mother Beila, you are the sunlight for me –Yhasua 

told them cheerfully–, and perhaps with the interest that you give it to 

me, it's that I have come. 

– How is that? What light can we, humble peasants, lost among 

these mountains, give you? –Tobias asked. 

– Yes, Tobias, yes! Do not think that much knowledge brings much 

peace to the spirit. The depths of the Science of God have secrets 

that sometimes cause fear and fright to the soul, as in the depths of 

the sea terrifying marvels are found. 

“Last night I was under a similar impression, and I went out to the 

mountain asking the Heavenly Father for the interior stillness that I 

lacked. Without thinking I arrived here, and in you I have found the 

peace that I had lost. You see, then, that I am your debtor. 

–But you cured our illness –Aaron told him, –and you healed our 

flock, and since then, two years ago, our olive grove and vineyard and 

our entire orchard seems like a blessing from God. 

–Even the chestnut trees that were infested –Beila added, – 

improved and look how good chestnuts they produce. 

–Truly –replied Yhasua, –they are delicious. Look how many 

Mother Beila has peeled for me! 

– Everything good came to this house with you, holy child –the 

good woman said delightedly, –and you still tell us that you remain a 

debtor to us. 

–I know what I'm saying, Mother Beila. I left my bedroom sad and 

now I feel happy. 

“Your love has tasted as good to me as your chestnuts with honey. 

God bless you. 

–And may He make you so big that you light up the whole world! 

Tobias said. 

–Thanks, and by the way, you know I have an idea? 

–You will say it, you rule in my house. 

–At the Sanctuary we have run out of doormen, and you already 
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know that such a position is extremely delicate. Old Simon was taken 

to the lake where he has all his family. He wants to die among them. 

I visited him three days ago and there were two of our Elders assisting 

him. 

“I think the Servitor will be happy if you occupy that place. Wouldn't 

you like it? 

– And how can we leave this? –Tobias asked. 

–And why would you have to leave it? The Sanctuary is so close 

that without leaving this, you can serve us there. You can go in the 

morning and in the afternoon for a few hours. The boys and mother 

Beila, I think are enough to take care of this. What do you say? 

–Of course, whatever you say is fine– said Beila. – Don’t even 

mention it, how could we oppose your desire. If the Elders want it, 

there's nothing more to discuss. We owe everything we have to the 

Sanctuary. 

–Okay, tomorrow I'll bring you the final resolution. 

“And it will also be the opportune moment for Aaron and Seth to 

enter the Essene Fraternity, since their parents have been for years. 

The keeper family of the Sanctuary must be spiritually united with 

it. So, my friends –Yhasua said to the boys–, if you want to be my 

Brothers, there you have it, I myself will give you the white mantle of 

first degree. 

– And will we have a lot to study? –asked Seth, who was a bit of a 

slacker with letters. 

– A little bit, and so you don't get scared, I'll be your first Teacher 

of Sacred Scripture. 

“You see, something good came out of my visit at dawn. It wasn't 

going to be just to eat honey with chestnuts and golden buns. Man 

shall not live on bread alone. 

When Yhasua said goodbye, a soft aura of joy and peace filled 

everyone. 

The young Master, too, had forgotten his painful worries. Tobias 

and his sons accompanied him until they reached the Sanctuary, while 

the good Mother Beila repeated while sitting on the threshold of her 

door: 

– He is a Prophet of God! Where he enters, he leaves everything 

full of light and joy! May Jehovah bless the blissful mother who brought 

such a son to life! 

Perhaps the reader will think that in the life of a Messiah, Instructor 

of the humankind of a planet, the simple episode that I have just 

related is too insignificant. It would be, if it were not related to events 
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that were later firm stones in the foundations of Christianity. The 

Eternal Law uses humble and small beings, ignored by society, to 

raise its great works of wisdom and love. 

The placement as gatekeepers of the Tabor Sanctuary of the 

Tobias family brought the approach of a ten-year-old boy orphaned by 

a mother, the son of a Greek father, based in Sevthopolis (aka 

Scythopolis) of Samaria, whose name was Philip. His mother was the 

sister of Beila, wife of Tobias, who took the child into her care, and the 

Masters of Tabor cultivated his spirit. Because he was very turbulent 

and mischievous, he greatly amused Yhasua, who perhaps did not 

imagine that this ten-year-old boy would be a fervent preacher of his 

doctrine years later, with the well-known name of Deacon Philip, 

founder of the First Christian Congregation of Samaria. 

Let us return once again to the privacy of Yhasua, a secret and 

divine sanctuary to which we entered in silence, through his Diary, 

which is the mirror in which he was reflected. 

He spent the remaining nine months before turning 20, conversing 

with himself in the depth of his spirit, which sought his law with an 

indescribable eagerness. 

During that time, he lived his internal life so intensely that it's 

amazing to see the high degree reached by his spiritual faculties. 

The Elders affirmed that nothing similar had been seen since the 

time of Moses, not even in the Schools most consecrated to 

supernormal experiences. 

During this time, an event also occurred that we will learn about 

through Yhasua's Diary. 

“In my three spiritual concentrations of this day –he writes in his 

folder–, I have felt, seen, and heard something very singular. From 

the bottom of caves very similar to these, they called me by my name, 

adding the messianic descriptions that some like to give me. 

“It’s a spiritual call without voices and without sounds only 

perceived by the soul in the deep silences of meditation. 

“Those who call are incarnated and the caves they inhabit are in 

Samaria, among the steep mountains that remain within sight of the 

city of Sevthopolis, the meeting point of all the caravans. 

“Those clamorous and mournful voices ask me to obtain the pardon 

of the Essene Fraternity. 

“–We are Essenes –they tell me–, from the third and fourth grade. 

Pride seized us because we wanted to erect a temple here like the 

one in Jerusalem with its dazzling pontificate. Since that was out of 

our law, divine protection moved away from us and instead of a 
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temple, our Sanctuary became a den for outlaws who tied us with 

chains, reducing us to the saddest conditions. Only three of the 

original 25 remain. Almost all have perished of hunger and cold, and 

others have fled. 

“Messiah, Savior of Israel, have mercy on us! 

“I never heard say – Yhasua continued writing – that in Samaria 

there was an Essene Sanctuary among the mountains like the others. 

“I have heard of and know the one on Mount Hermon, where I was 

hidden in my childhood; that of Carmel where I was cured of my 

hallucinations as a child; Mount Quarantine, where I received a visit 

from the Elders of the Great Sanctuary of Mount Moab, and this one 

of Tabor where I received my spiritual education as a young man. 

“What sanctuary is this from which they ask for help? The Elders 

never told me so as not to discover, without a doubt, the sin of their 

rebellious Brothers. 

“I don't like treacherously penetrating the secret that they’ve kept 

regarding this, but how am I to verify if this is a reality, or a deceitful 

snare that evil intelligences tend me to divert me from my path? 

“I am forced to ask them, confiding in them what is happening to 

me. 

“My spirit is deeply saddened by these anguishing calls. 

"In my last concentration tonight, I couldn’t help but mentally 

promise that I will try to remedy them." 

And the Diary Journal was closed for that night. 

The next morning, after the morning mental concentration, Yhasua 

asked the Servitor to listen to his intimate confidence. 

The Elder took him to his bedroom, where encouraged by the great 

tenderness that he felt in his heart for the young Master, he invited 

him to speak. 

Yhasua told him what had happened to him in his mental 

concentrations the day before. Let us hear him: 

–In compliance with our law and what you have taught me, after 

uniting with Divinity, I extend my thought of love towards all those who 

suffer, first among the acquaintances and nearby places, and then 

towards the entire planet. 

“Since I sometimes care for Philip, Beila's adoptive son, my 

thoughts settled on Sevthopolis. His father lives there, who in the 

opinion of Tobias, our current gatekeeper, is engaged in a very 

criminal trade: the purchase of slaves.  

“I was dealing with the child's father in my prayers, when I heard 

the distressing calls of some Essenes tied up in some caves near that 
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city. 

“Such voices ask me to obtain the pardon of the Essene Fraternity 

because they acknowledge having sinned against the law. 

“Such insistent calls cause me indescribable anguish, which even 

leads me to wonder if I’m the victim of perverse intelligences who want 

to disturb my spiritual paths. 

–My son –answered the Elder, – there may be a reality in what you 

tell me. 

“We never told you about that unfortunate Sanctuary of ours in 

Samaria, which deviated from its law and perished. But since the Lord 

has allowed you to know about it by spiritual revelation, I must not hide 

it from you anymore. 

“The time must have come for you to truly be the Light of God 

above all darkness. 

“The darkness of the spirit enveloped those of our brothers who, 

tired of the ignored life and without external devices, wanted to shine 

in the world with the same splendors as the Temple of Jerusalem. 

"The donations that the Brothers made to support our shelter for 

the sick and the elderly were used to acquire wood from Lebanon and 

marble and silver for the temple that they proposed to build in 

Sebaste, among the beautiful constructions made by Herod the Great, 

with the treasures that were sweat and blood of the Hebrew people. 

The Sanhedrin of Jerusalem, ever on the alert, learned of this and 

through their clever sycophants of the King, those directing the works 

were arrested, the materials hoarded by order of the King, the 

Sanctuary invaded and robbed, until bands of criminals, so common 

in the mountains of Samaria, took the inaccessible caves as a hiding 

place for their crimes. 

“We thought that no Essenes were left, that they had all fled. Those 

who did not agree with the idea that led them astray were four and 

they withdrew to the Sanctuary of Carmel, where you met them and 

where they remain. 

“We warned them that they were deviating from their law which 

mandated for this hour a purely spiritual work and relief to those who 

suffer. 

“Our mission was to prepare the paths for the Divine Envoy from 

our isolation, since being ignored by the world, we enjoyed the holy 

freedom that was necessary for us. Throughout Palestine and Syria, 

our Brothers are scattered, and there are few homes where there’s 

not an Essene with an inextinguishable little light giving clarity without 

anyone noticing. 
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–And now, what do we do? –Yhasua asked. –How to verify that 

three beings are tied up in the caves and that they ask for forgiveness 

and help? 

–Three days ago one of our pilgrim therapists arrived. He’s very 

familiar with the mountains of Samaria because he’s a native of 

Sichen and he was in that Sanctuary more than once. 

As soon as he was called, the therapist said that in Sevthopolis 

there was a great uproar among the people because the criminals who 

lived in the mountains had been captured and would soon be 

executed. 

–If there are still Essenes in the caves– he added, –they must be 

the ones I heard that the bandits had kidnapped to prevent them from 

giving notice to the justice authorities. Through other Essenes who 

fled before and gave notice, it’s that the authorities went after them 

and eventually caught them. 

–Then the caves should be alone? –Yhasua asked. 

–Probably, with the three tied to them according to the spiritual 

advice – answered the Servitor. 

–If you allow me, I would like to go there to save those unfortunate 

Brothers who pay so terribly for their guilt –Yhasua said to the Servitor. 

– Your wish is worthy of you, my son –the Servitor replied, –but we 

must use great caution and prudence. 

“In the midday mental concentration, we will consult the case with 

our Brothers. And what we all resolve together will be what is most 

convenient. Rest assured, my son, that you will have an answer today. 

Out of all this, they resolved to go to the caves. And Yhasua with 

Melchisedech, with the Samaritan therapist as a guide, with the two 

brothers Aaron and Seth and the boy Philip, set out when the caravan 

coming from Ptolemaida passed by. 

Both brothers and the child went with the purpose of convincing his 

father to abandon his unworthy trade and devote himself to a quiet 

and honest life. Beila suffered deeply at the thought that her sister's 

husband, Philip's father, would fall one day as a common criminal in 

the power of justice, causing the dishonor of the entire family. The 

slave trade sometimes led to unprecedented abuses. 

As the caravan passed through Nazareth and Naim where it 

stopped for a few hours, Yhasua took the opportunity to see his 

childhood friends again: Mathew and Myrina; those two children who 

loved him so much when he was a ten-year-old boy while getting 

healed in the Sanctuary of Carmel. 

He also went to his parent's house, where he met his family around 
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the hearth-side table for the noon meal. 

Myriam hastily put down the clay pot with the steaming lentil stew, 

when she saw the white figure of Yhasua on the path of the orchard, 

like an ivory cutout among the dark foliage green. 

– Another surprise, son!... What's up? –She asked him, hugging 

him tenderly. 

–A very good thing, mother. I arrived with the caravan on the way 

to Sevthopolis. I'll explain. 

They both entered the house, where all the faces seemed to light 

up with that intimate joy of the soul that is never fictitious, because it 

overflows like an irrepressible spring. 

–Yhasua at our dinner today!... –was everyone's exclamation. 

Sitting at the table between Yhosep and Myriam, he made the 

practical blessing, which his father allowed as a great honor done to 

his son, Prophet of God. 

He told them what had happened and that he was going with two 

more Essenes and the sons of Tobias to restore the abandoned 

Sanctuary in the mountains of Samaria. 

The sweet mother was filled with fear, because everyone there 

knew that the caves had become a den of criminals. 

 –Do not fear anything, mother! –Yhasua said reassuring her. –The 

bandits were all captured, and there are only three Essenes dying of 

hunger and misery, tied up in a cave. They are the ones who have 

asked for help. 

"Saving them and rebuilding a sanctuary of adoration to the Lord 

and mental works in aid of humankind is a great work before God and 

deserves any sacrifice." 

The conversation continued with these topics, and everyone's 

questions gave reason to the young Master so that he himself, without 

intending it, would outline his moral and spiritual silhouette as an 

indefatigable apostle of fraternity and love in the midst of humankind. 

When the meal was over, Uncle James took Yhosep aside. 

–I will accompany your son on this short trip –he told him, –because 

I fear his youthful enthusiasms and I want to take care of him closely. 

–Fine, James, very good. You couldn't have thought of anything 

better. How can we thank you for all your attentions to him! –Yhosep 

answered. 

– Besides –James added–, for any incidentals, if you agree, I will 

give Yhasua some of his money. He might need it, and he deserves 

it. That sanctuary has probably been stripped of everything. 

“For so many years it was raided by bandits! 
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—Talk about this with Yhasua and he will sort it out —the Elder 

said, as Yhasua carefully folded a new tunic and cloak that his sister 

had knitted for him. The mother accommodated for him a portion of 

sweets and fruits in a closed basket. Sweet, homely scene repeated 

a hundred times in every home where there are mothers and sisters 

aware of their mission to smooth out all the rough edges in the life of 

man! 

The whole family accompanied him to the road where the stopped 

caravan could be seen from the orchard. Seeing them arrive, Philip 

ran to Yhasua saying: 

—I thought you weren't coming back. What a scare I had! 

Yhasua, caressing him, explained to his relatives who this child 

was and why they were taking him with them. 

—This will be of your interest —Yhasua told him, handing him the 

basket. 

"Between the two of us, we'll take care of all this, Philip, if you wish." 

The boy who had already sniffed the smell of pies and peaches 

made a glorious face that made everyone laugh. 

Uncle James joined the caravan that set off, while the family waved 

their hands and handkerchiefs, saying goodbye to Yhasua and the 

friends who accompanied him.  
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37. In Samaria 
 

Sevthopolis (aka Scythopolis) was a city walled in by mountains 

that were offshoots of the great 8,077-foot-high mass of Mount Ebath 

(aka Mount Ebal), which flanks the west bank of the Jordan River. It 

was in the place where the city of Gilboa stands today. 

The importance of Sevthopolis was because there was the 

conjunction of all the caravans that crossed the country from north to 

south, from Phoenicia and Syria in the north, to Gaza and Beersheba 

in the south. 

Its streets, squares, and alleys were always populated with 

donkeys, mules, and camels, laden with merchandise that the 

innumerable stores consumed with unheard-of voracity. Trading in the 

open air was the usual decorative note of that city, where 

physiognomies and garments of all races and customs of the 

countries inhabiting Central Asia were observed. 

Amid that hubbub of men and loaded beasts, of unbridled shouting 

in different languages, of enervating music and mad dances, we see 

the white figure of Yhasua who, already down from his donkey, leads 

it himself to the trough and makes it drink, fearful of the forgetfulness 

of the guardians who took care of his solace and recreation first, and 

that many times the guide's horn blew, and the beasts had not finished 

drinking. 

For the moment, nothing interested our travelers in the market-city, 

so the guiding therapist immediately took the path of the caves to the 

east, towards the Jordan River. A little further on they found a stream 

that ran like a silver serpent between the cliffs and rocks. 

—This is an arm of the Jordan —he told his companions, —and 

following its course we will be among the caves we are looking for in 

an hour. 

Our Brothers call this stream "The Seagulls", due to the abundance 

of these birds that nest and multiply among the holes in the rocks. 

The therapist had advised against marching in a group all together, 

to avoid attracting too much attention. 

But the truth was that with the arrival of the caravan and the traffic 

that it caused in the city, no one looked at the silent footsteps of those 

who were moving away from its noisy and reckless center. 

Yhasua had two inseparable guardians on each side: Uncle James 

and the talkative Philip who didn't stop talking except when he ate a 

pastry from Myriam's basket. 

—May I know, Uncle James —Yhasua said —what's in that bundle 
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you're bringing? 

—What I purchased in the market. Do you think I was going to 

come without bringing groceries for tonight and a waxed wick to light 

us? Tobias's sons also bring part of the load: some mats and blankets 

to cover us. Oh! My son! While you think of souls, I must think of the 

bodies that they animate. 

“The Eternal Law commands us to take a matter for our evolution, 

it commands us to take care of it and sustain it in the proper 

conditions, to render all that is necessary. 

—True, Uncle James!..., and you are like the Divine Providence 

that watches over even its most insignificant creature. 

“There is greatness indeed in your foresight full of requests. It’s the 

most human way to manifest the feeling of brotherhood among men. 

Oh, Uncle James!... Sometimes I see you as a spring that is always 

ready to irrigate the earth to fertilize it. 

—In what other way can I cooperate in your apostolic work, 

Yhasua, if not in this one of the little bees that eagerly seeks the nectar 

in all the flowers to give us the precious food of her honey? 

—What do you think if we open a Refuge for the homeless in 

Samaria as we did in the ruins of Dobrath in Nazareth, and as there 

are in Tyre and Sidon and in Bethlehem, in the caves of Solomon? —

Yhasua asked. 

—I have a well-known family in Samaria —answered James —that 

could guide us in that regard. The therapists know Samaria as well as 

we know Galilee, and perhaps they have not one but many refuges 

among these impenetrable mountains. 

—It’s true —said Yhasua, —and since our therapists are as 

impenetrable as the mountains, they never speak of what they do for 

their Brothers, unless compelled by necessity. With me they are 

expansive and make so many exceptions that we’ll soon find out, 

Uncle James. 

The mischievous Philip who, due to this dialogue, had to keep quiet 

despite his will, gently pulled Yhasua's tunic to get his attention. 

—Yhasua —he told him quietly, —don't you talk to me? 

—Oh, my poor Philip! I really had forgotten about you. Come on, 

open the basket, and give me some fruit because I'm thirsty. Offer it 

to Uncle James and the other companions. Come on, don't hold a 

grudge against me. 

And Yhasua, a soul woven with infinite tenderness, caressed the 

blond head of the boy, slightly saddened because he felt forgotten. 

Philip's joy exploded like an explosion, and he ran to empty the 
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sweets from his basket among all the travelers. 

—This boy is good modeling clay for a missionary—Yhasua said. 

—He is vehement and spontaneous. He thinks and works 

immediately. Have you watched it, Uncle James? 

—What I have observed is that the poor fellow's clothes are quite 

old, and his too-big shoes hurt his feet. Among the bundles that 

Tobias's sons bring, I bring him a jacket and new sandals. 

—I should call you Uncle Providence from now on, —Yhasua told 

him. —I had looked so much into Philip's soul and I didn’t see his 

clothes and his sandals. 

—Ah, Yhasua!..., what I have said. Your world is high, it flies above, 

and I still walk very close to the ground. 

—A short rest —the guide therapist said aloud, —because then we 

have to go up that gorge that goes straight to the entrance of the 

caves. 

They all sat on the rocks or lay on the grass. 

The rough and winding path had tired them. 

It was early afternoon, and a beautiful autumn sun enveloped the 

wild landscape with that golden haze that puts delicate and indefinite 

tints on all things. 

To the south were the eternally snow-capped ridges of Mount 

Ebath, the highest peaks in that region, which seemed to defy the 

clouds that spread above them like gigantic sails of invisible ships. 

To the east the chain of mountains that enclose the Jordan, and to 

the west the plain of Esdraelon with its green plains populated by 

herds. 

—Everywhere the beauty of God and the eternal harmony of his 

universal creation! –Yhasua exclaimed, with his soul absorbed in the 

Divinity, in seeing of the beauty and serenity of the landscape. 

—And nothing breaks this harmony, —Melchisedech observed, —

except man who, having reached the plateau of intelligence that thinks 

and reasons, twists its course at the impulses of selfishness that never 

gets tired of shouting: Me, me, and always me! 

—I’m always haunted by the thought of the means that should be 

used to eliminate the egoism that germinates among humankind, —

said Yhasua, always passionate about the subject that seemed to 

absorb everything in his life: human happiness. 

—Humankind has not yet come out of its infancy —Melchisedech 

replied, —and acts like children who, at the sight of toys or fruits, want 

them all for themselves, and anxiously extend their hand to take them 

all. Have you ever thought, Yhasua, why our Essene School does not 
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come out of its caves in the mountains? 

—I never thought about it because I feel so comfortable among 

them, that I am convinced that it is their proper place. 

—You think like that because there’s no selfishness in you. The 

Essene Fraternity clings to the rocks and lives among them to keep 

pure and clean the invisible chain of love in which the Divine Anointed 

must forge his spiritual personality. 

“If she went out to live and develop among the society of men, 

selfishness would begin to wrap her in its networks. The needs would 

arise for good and presentable homes, for everyone to wear specific 

clothes, for classrooms, for cenacles, for temples that would attract 

people incapable in general of giving the value that things have in 

themselves, and not because of their external appearances. 

“All this would bring a series and many series of cares and 

concerns, which would hinder the only care that a School of Divine 

Wisdom must have: that each and every one of its members be like a 

golden cable stretched from heaven to earth to flood it, if possible, 

with Thought and Divine Love. 

—What a beautiful reality you’ve just outlined for us, Master 

Melchisedech! —Yhasua exclaimed. —May the Almighty’s will be that 

the Brotherhood to never come out from among the rocks! 

—Perhaps it’ll be forced to go out, and it will go out and be lost 

among the unconscious crowds, when the Incarnate Word has 

already established his new doctrine on firm foundations. 

Yhasua's sensitivity perceived vibrations of superior Intelligences 

between him and his interlocutor. And his own clairvoyance awakened 

for a few moments, he saw in his Master the Kobda Dhabes from 

Abel’s time, whose faculty of future vision had reached the highest 

degree that it’s possible on Earth. 

—Kobda Dhabes —Yhasua told him in a barely audible voice. —I 

have just discovered you emerging from the mountains of sand 

heaped up by the centuries! Blessed be the Eternal Energy that made 

souls eternal! 

—You see, Yhasua: In the distant yesterday, Abel and Dhabes 

found themselves in the same spiritual position in which Yhasua and 

Melchisedech are united at this hour, —answered the Essene—. 

“Everything tells us, Yhasua, that the present is a continuation of 

the past. 

“When we reach the maximum of our evolution, we will not live 

absorbed by the present as we are now. For the clairvoyance of the 

superior spirit, there will be no past, present, or future, but only today; 
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but a today as great and alive as a splendor of the Supreme 

Intelligence, which always lives in an immovable Present. 

The guide therapist's voice brought them out of the depth of their 

thoughts, and gathering all their fellow travelers, they began the climb 

up the rough and tortuous path that led to the caves. 

When they finally arrived, they perceived a strong smell of 

decomposed matter that came from a thicket that protected the 

entrance. Smears of dried blood and then pieces of torn human limbs 

and entrails, gave them to understand that the beasts had 

dismembered a man. 

The guiding therapist searched for the entrance, which no longer 

had that aspect of beauty amid the rusticity with which the Essenes 

arranged their sanctuaries in the rocks. That appeared like a den of 

beasts, where all kinds of waste and filth came out from everywhere. 

Where were those subterranean paths scented with incense and 

dimly lit by oil lamps? 

Where were the rest benches with clean straw mats or white 

sheepskins in the entrance grotto for the rest of the travelers? The 

water jugs, dried up and some broken and in fragments, lying on the 

ground, gave an appearance of desolation that the reader can 

imagine. 

—When love dies, everything dies! —Yhasua exclaimed as if in a 

sob, comparing such a desolate picture with the picturesque and 

careful delicacy with which the Essenes decorated their dwellings 

among the rocks. 

—We must be capable of reviving love amid this horrible 

abandonment —answered his Master Melchisedech. 

—Don't be sad, Yhasua —his uncle James told him, —in a few 

days this will appear transformed. 

Philip, who was walking full of fear as if clinging to Yhasua's cloak, 

wanted to comfort him too and said in his ear, rising on tiptoe: 

—There are still two pastries in the basket and four peaches that I 

saved for the two of us. Do you want to eat them? 

The young Master could not help but smile at this outing of the 

child. 

—You begin, Philip, to revive love. Eat them, creature of God, in 

my name, for I give you my share. 

Uncle James's waxed wicks immediately came out to illuminate 

that nauseating and gloomy den. 

A deathly silence enveloped everything, and they came to think that 

the captives had starved to death or were killed by bandits when 
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realized they were being prosecuted. 

They had already gone through several corridors and caves, when 

the guide therapist shouted with all his might: 

—In God's name, who lives here? 

The echo of his voice echoed through the empty grottoes like a 

wail. 

But when the echo was silenced, human voices were heard that 

seemed to come from the bottom of a pit. 

—They're in the cellar. Let’s go there —he said immediately. 

Tobias's two sons, though born and raised in the mountains, had 

never seen such a ghastly den, and they strongly gripped the cherry 

cane and the handles of the hunting knives their father had forced 

them to carry, fearful of suddenly finding a bandit or with a beast. 

Three men of mature age, dressed in dirty rags was all they found. 

They were tied with a chain at the waist to some strong oak beams, 

which the Essenes used to put up at intervals to prevent the caves 

from collapsing. 

Yhasua hurried towards them. 

—You called me and I've come —he told them with a voice that 

trembled with emotion. The three held out their arms. 

And his white tunic merged with the dirty rags of those unfortunate 

Brothers, whom their delusion had led to such a pitiful state. 

—Bring the bundle of clothes —Uncle James said to Aaron, who 

was carrying him on his back. —And take the bundle to the kitchen, 

so that we can think about having some food. 

"All of you go there, these men have to be dressed." 

Uncle James and the therapist remained, who, equipped with the 

necessary tools, broke the bonds of the three captives and dressed 

them in clean tunics. 

The large kitchen-dining room was truly a frightful mess and filth. 

Pots, bowls, and kettles, everything appeared with the residue of 

rotten food; and on the tables and the pavement, bones of birds or 

goats, crusts of stale bread, fruit peels, in short, everything that can 

reveal the class of inhabitants that this unfortunate sanctuary had had, 

before a temple of meditation, of brotherly love, study, spiritual and 

physical beauty in all its aspects and forms. 

—Impossible to eat here —Tobias's sons said frightened, being 

accustomed to the order and cleanliness that their mother, Beila, put 

throughout their stone cabin. 

 

They went outside where the beautiful orchard had been, with the 
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vines, the fig and chestnut trees still leafy, but already yellowed by the 

autumnal winds. 

 Under the dilapidated arbors, they found the great stone table that 

the Essenes used for their meals in the open air during the summer, 

and there they arranged the frugal meal. 

– Do you see how everything is arranged with good will? –said 

Uncle James, arriving with the three captives who no longer seemed 

the same, after the ablutions in the “The Seagulls” stream that passed 

kissing with its serene waters, the caves and orchard of the Essenes. 

 

Melchisedech and Yhasua had dedicated themselves to inspecting 

the entire sanctuary, looking for the archive and the prayer room, 

which they couldn’t find anywhere. 

All the caves proved to have been rooms, since in all of them one 

could see the dais carved into the rock, or embedded in the pavement 

and in the wall, if it was made of wood. 

When they were convinced that what they were looking for was not 

there, they returned to the garden where they were waiting for them 

to eat. 

They questioned the captives about the matter, and they gave the 

key to that mystery. 

The Servitor of the Sanctuary with the three Essenes who followed 

him to Mount Carmel, because they did not agree with the turn given 

to his School of Divine Wisdom, had obstructed the entrance to the 

prayer room and the Archive to avoid desecration, and because 

behind the Archive was the funerary room with the mummies of the 

dead Essenes. 

The three captives had been the therapists who watched over the 

construction workers of the sanctuary that they were beginning to 

build in Sebaste. When they returned to the caves, they found 

everything stripped and only two of the bandits who had not yet been 

captured, and who were the ones who tied them up. 

After the meal they dedicated themselves to cleaning the caves 

and to look for the entrance to the prayer area, which was nowhere to 

be found. 

The guide therapist and the three captives, knowing in depth that 

old sanctuary, soon found their bearings, and finally found a pile of 

stones, earth, and dry herbs that appeared in a small corridor. 

Removed all that, the white stone door appeared in which this 

single word was engraved in large letters: PEACE. 

It was the entrance to the gallery where the sanctuary itself, the 
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archive and the funeral room were located. 

They entered with their souls overwhelmed by a religious fear, like 

the one that penetrates an old abandoned sepulchral pantheon. 

There was no disorder there and there was a strong smell of 

humidity typical of places closed for a long time. 

The sadness of abandonment, the disappointment, and the 

hopelessness formed like a wave that crushed the soul, which felt 

overwhelmed with indefinable anguish. 

Upon perceiving it, the most sensitive thought: “It was the thought 

and feeling of the Servitor and his three faithful brothers, who, when 

bidding farewell to their beloved Rock Sanctuary, piled stones at its 

door to leave it buried in the mountain, where the mummies of their 

dead brothers were also left”. 

The sons of Tobias with Philip were in charge of establishing order 

in the large kitchen so that it could serve as a refuge for them that 

night. Loads of dry hay from the neighboring valley were brought in 

for the stone dais that served as beds. 

When cleanliness sparkled in that immense cave, where a hundred 

men could fit comfortably, pleasant surprises began for the three boys. 

Armed with lit tapers they searched all the nooks, crannies, and 

crevices of the rocks, fearful of vermin and lizards. Only a few old bats 

came out screeching and fled quickly before the red flame of the 

torches. 

In cavities hidden by mosses, they found pitchers with wine and oil, 

sacks of dried figs, nuts, and chestnuts. 

—The dinner is complete —Philip shouted, coming out of a dark 

hole with a little vase all covered in dirt and spider webs, that was full 

of honey. 

—How come the bandits didn't devour all of this? –Seth asked as 

he struggled to uncover hermetically sealed jars and vases. 

—Because the Heavenly Father kept it for us —answered Philip, 

who had learned the reasoning that Yhasua gave him, appropriate for 

his childish mentality. 

—And what if all this was not, neither wine, nor honey, nor 

chestnuts?... —Aaron asked. 

—How can it not be?... Can't you see that it’s written on the labels? 

–Replied the child fearful of being deceived in his hopes. 

And he went back to reading in pitchers, jars, and sacks: –Wine, 

oil, honey, chestnuts and walnuts, figs, beans... Do you see it?..., very 

clearly. —And he ran to the door of the grotto to see if his companions 

were coming, because his greatest wish would be that they would not 
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arrive until they had everything well arranged on the table, in bowls 

and mugs. 

While these simple souls were busy with little things, Yhasua with 

the Essenes and Uncle James searched anxiously in the Sanctuary 

and the Archive. The papyrus scrolls did not appear, for surely the 

Servitor would have taken them with his three faithful brothers to the 

Sanctuary of the Carmel. 

They found the engravings in clay, stone, and wood, inside 

cupboards carved in the rock according to custom. On large stone 

sheets appeared the names of the Essenes who founded the 

Sanctuary, with dates and details. 

On the central altar, the Tables of the Law, a copy from Moses’, 

and on small white stone plates, the names of the great Prophets of 

the past, the founding Masters of the Essene Fraternity among the 

mountains. 

Elijah, Elisha, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Ezra, Samuel; and 

continued the list engraved in stone of those great clairvoyants, 

sublime visionaries, who had opened paths of goodness, love, and 

justice to disoriented souls in the darkness of unconsciousness. 

But their greatest astonishment came from a small bulge, like a 

bundle on a reed mat, under the altar, which was all made of white 

stone and whose projection or platform gave rise to a cavity at the 

bottom. 

It was the dry corpse as a bundle of roots, of a little old man who 

must have had nothing more than skin and bones, judging by the 

appearance of that mummified corpse. 

The guide therapist, who had been many times in the Sanctuary, 

remembered that he saw the 104-year-old Ishmael walking there like 

a shadow, preserved as a relic of the past. 

—How come he was left there?  

—The only logical explanation was that when the Servitor and his 

three faithful brothers closed the Sanctuary, the old man voluntarily 

stayed hidden to die there. 

“At his years, he could no longer expect much life, and he wanted 

to spare them the burden of carrying him in their arms to Carmel. 

—Heroic fidelity of a soul to an ideal embraced with faith and love! 

—Yhasua exclaimed, kneeling before that mummy as before a sacred 

object. 

To sleep his last dream, he had placed under his head a thick 

satchel of waxed cloth and the seven white cloaks that he had 

received upon entering each of the seven degrees of spiritual life 
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through which all the members of the "Silent Fraternity" passed, as 

many writers of those times called it. 

From the meticulous examination carried out on the folder found 

under the head of the old man Ishmael, they were able to clarify 

something about the cause of that unhinge in that Sanctuary. 

Two young Essenes of the third degree, named Theudas and 

Simon of Gitta, both possessing faculties of physical effects, were 

displeased among the silence and concealment of the Essenes. The 

vanity for their great faculties seized them, and they felt the desire to 

be admired by the world. For this, nothing better than opening a great 

temple in Samaria, and constituting a powerful clergy that would face 

the already too proud and arrogant clergy of Jerusalem. 

In the old man Ishmael's notes, you could see the discussions that 

for a long time disturbed the peace of the Essenes of Samaria. Simon 

of Gitta was later called Simon the Magician due to the extraordinary 

manifestations he could realize. He had spiritual revelation of the 

precise place where the grotto of "Mount Gerizim" was located, where 

Moses had ordered the sacred vessels and all the objects destined 

for worship to be hidden, such as censers, cauldrons, candlesticks, 

fountains for offerings, etc., all made of gold, silver, and precious 

stones. The wealth of such donations, made by fanatical Hebrews 

who materialized their faith and their love for God in those objects of 

greater or lesser cost and wealth, was a constant reason for rivalries, 

jealousy, and ambitions. To banish these evils from the people, the 

great Moses, whose ideal was the worship of God in spirit and in truth, 

ordered those incalculable treasures to be buried among the caves of 

a mountain. 

Once found and in their power, the idea of the great temple, rival 

to the one in Jerusalem, was immediately awakened in the majority of 

the Essenes of the Sanctuary, which were 25. 

Something had leaked out of all this, and hence the bandits' assault 

on the Sanctuary, where it was supposed that the sacred treasures 

had been hidden. The bandits were executed, the treasure divided 

between the King and the clergy of Jerusalem, the Essenes scattered 

or killed, and only the Servitor and three others who had no part in the 

sin of their brothers were safe in the Sanctuary of Carmel. 

All of this, Yhasua, Melchisedech and the therapist understood by 

carefully studying the folder of the old man Ishmael who awaited death 

at the foot of the altar of his old sanctuary. 

On the last page written, these revealing words appeared with an 

astonishing firmness of conviction: “Moses hid the treasure because 
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it caused the destruction of souls! Those who went against Moses, 

digging it up to satisfy their pride, were also lost! God's justice!". 

The Essenes who had been captive bowed their heads, as if 

overwhelmed by their infinite weight. 

Uncle James with the sons of Tobias and Philip, were already 

enjoying the splendors of the large kitchen, sparkling clean and with a 

resplendent fire lit, where the pots full of chestnuts and beans boiled 

desperately. 

Tobias's sons used the domestic knowledge they learned in their 

years of their legs’ paralysis. Their mother sat them down at the table 

and they helped make the family bread. 

When Yhasua with the Essenes entered the kitchen, they were 

pleasantly surprised with the table full of large loaves, which the two 

brothers were carefully roasting. 

—Behold —said Yhasua, —the foundations have been laid for the 

reconstruction of the Sanctuary: the bonfire lit, the pots on the fire, and 

hot bread on the table. 

Philip's verbosity took it upon himself to inform them of everything 

they had found in the dark recesses of the immense cave. 

The kitchen daises, well-stuffed with soft dry hay, served as their 

beds for that night, and as soon as dinner was over, the three boys, 

overwhelmed with fatigue, fell asleep with that calm serenity of beings 

who don’t have tiresome worries. 

The two Essenes with Yhasua and Uncle James returned to the 

Sanctuary and the Archive, where they assumed that a great task 

awaited them. 

And they were not deceived. First, they transferred the dry and rigid 

corpse of the old man Ishmael just as he was lying on a sheepskin 

and wrapped in a reed mat, to the sepulchral room that communicated 

with the Sanctuary. 

They lit again the oil lamp that, according to the Essene custom, 

permanently illuminated the mortuary room, as a symbol of love of the 

incarnates for those who had departed into the infinite space. 

The large wax candles that appeared half spent next to the lecterns 

that held the books of the Prophets, were lit again, and the crackling 

of their dying light spread that soft perfume of virgin wax burning in 

the heat of the flame. 

The great lamp with seven candelabra that hung before the Tables 

of the Law, a brilliant conception of Moses, inspired from above, was 

likewise filled with oil and lit again. 

Its very bright light illuminated the covers engraved by fire in white-
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tanned leather of the Books of Moses, which appeared in the center 

of the great white stone altar. 

In the Archive they found an enormous quantity of stone, wooden, 

and clay tablets, engraved in different languages. 

And above all, a small papyrus with these few words: 

“James of Sichen (Servitor), John of Sepphoris, Zebedee of 

Sebaste and Abinadab of Joppa, declare that they had fought with all 

their might to prevent the great disaster and decided to close the 

Sanctuary when they were convinced that there was nothing they 

could do to avoid it. 

"May Divine Wisdom rebuild what human unconsciousness has 

destroyed." 

And below the names appeared the signatures of the four, who 

were by then taking refuge in the Sanctuary of Mount Carmel. 

– “May Divine Wisdom rebuild what human unconsciousness has 

destroyed” –Yhasua repeated, rereading once more the papyrus that 

seemed to exhale effluvia of deep sadness–. 

“And it will rebuild it!..., no doubt about it, right, Uncle James? 

—I hope so with the favor of God, Yhasua, my son. Who will twist 

your will, stronger than diamond? 

—Let's hold the night’s concentration here and among the four of 

us decide what will be done tomorrow. 

—Among the four incarnates and me, five —said the therapist 

fallen into hypnosis. —You have just taken my dead matter to the 

sepulchral room, and my spirit, which was looking forward to this day, 

approaches you as the most ancient of the Essenes that recently 

inhabited this Sanctuary. 

“Send tomorrow an announcement to Mount Carmel, where the 

four faithful ones await this hour because I had promised them. 

“We Essenes have an unshakable soul like rocks, and no one of 

us is resigned to letting a temple of thought die due to the 

unconsciousness and egoism of men. They will come immediately, 

and with the two Essenes that each Sanctuary sends, the fluidic chain 

and the required psychic vault will be formed again. 

"May the Lord forgive those who sinned and give his strength to 

the restorers of the devastated Sanctuary." 

All concurred, and the next day the therapist set out on the journey 

to Mount Carmel, which was not a long distance across the plain of 

Esdraelon. A day's journey at the pace of a donkey that was hired in 

Sevthopolis. 

While the therapist was traveling to the Mediterranean where 
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Carmel appeared as a huge giant's head raised above the sea, Uncle 

James with the sons of Tobias and Philip, were returning to the city of 

Sevthopolis. This latter was a trip in search of the father of the child 

and to buy everything necessary to put the caves in conditions to be 

inhabited by the solitary, who would soon return to kiss those beloved 

rocks where they had thought, felt, and loved so much, and where the 

painful echo of their goodbye full of anguish, from when they were 

forced to abandon it, still vibrated. 

Yhasua and Melchizedek were left alone in the Sanctuary with the 

three therapists freed from the chain. 

They all understood that the time had come for an intimate 

confidence to shorten distances or to separate completely. 

And this occurred when the five entered the Sanctuary for the noon 

concentration. 

Yhasua's soul vibrated like a harp struck by the hands of a string 

virtuoso!... His infinite love overflowed over those three Brothers who, 

swept away by the current of vanity and devastating ambition of the 

old sanctuary, were there two steps from him, waiting to be welcomed 

again or forever rejected. 

Before beginning the concentration, while Master Melchisedech lit 

the candles and put perfumed resins in the cauldrons, one of the three 

captives, whose name was Judas of Saba, said in a low voice to 

Yhasua: 

—For mercy! You who are sent by Jehovah to save Israel, 

intercede for us so that we may be welcomed back into the Sanctuary. 

The young Master's soul seemed to come out into his clear eyes 

and enveloping the three of them in his indefinable gaze, he told them 

in his musical voice: 

—Because I wanted to save you, I have come, and be sure that my 

effort will not be wasted in vain. When the Most High has wanted to 

retain you, binding you with chains to the Sanctuary, who will dare to 

reject you? 

—May God bless you —the three said in a low voice. 

Master Melchisedech, due to his spiritual hierarchy, had to act as 

superior among them, and he was the one who evoked Divinity by 

reciting the Psalm that they called Mercy and that today we call 

Miserere. 

A powerful wave of love flooded the room and saturated the souls 

until it caused the tender commotion that produce tears. 

The three ex-captives were submerged in a soft and deep 

hypnosis, which in occult language is called unfolding, and the three, 
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taking personalities from a previous existence, dialogued thus making 

themselves known in the distant past. 

Through the exchange of words held between them, Melchisedech 

and Yhasua understood that the therapists Ner and Joab were a new 

incarnation of the two adopted sons of the Prophet Samuel, who 

picked them up dying abandoned by their mother at two years of age: 

Joel and Abijah. 

The other therapist, Judas of Saba, was the reincarnation of 

Jonathan, son of King Saul, as recounted in the Book of the Prophet 

Samuel. 

The three spirits kept their well-marked characteristics through the 

centuries. Without being of bad feelings and loving what is good and 

justice, together the three had made mistakes in that remote past, 

causing sadness to the noble heart of Samuel, God's Prophet. And 

joined then, they’d bowed to the cause of the ruin of the Essene 

Sanctuary, and cooperating with them, it seemed to them that it was 

better to build a temple of the magnitude of Jerusalem, than to live as 

workers of thought and love, hidden among caves. 

Judas of Saba, Ner, and Joab, all three Samaritans, remained ever 

since strongly attached to Yhasua and the first of the three formed 

part of the disciples who, after the death of the Christ, called him Judas 

the Good, to distinguish him from Judas of Kerioth and the apostle 

Judas son of Thaddeus. 

When they woke up from the hypnosis, all three were crying 

silently. 

The decision to receive them again in the Essene Fraternity had to 

be made when the Servitor and his three companions came from 

Carmel, but Yhasua and Melchizedek had already made the decision, 

and they had no doubt that it would be final. 

Judas of Saba, fell back into hypnosis, the Prophet Samuel made 

the most tender softness of his spirit overflow in that atmosphere of 

mercy, love, and sadness, typical of moments in which one does not 

know, if in the end it would be a welcoming hug, or goodbye forever. 

“—It is the hour of love, forgiveness, and infinite pity –he said 

through the sensitive–. That is why you are here, Anointed of God, 

because all humankind has committed crimes. 

“The just conquer by themselves their glory and their happiness. 

They are strong like these rocks that shelter you. They are strong like 

the cedars of Lebanon. 

“They fly high like eagles over the mountains, and no force brings 

them down. But the little ones and the weak fall at every step and need 
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to be picked up as the mother lovingly picks up the little child, who 

falls beside her many times a day. 

"And you who have fallen into the delusion of the crowds ambitious 

of human greatness, as you did centuries ago, in the long day of the 

eternity of souls, raise your hearts again before the Lord's Anointed, 

who came to Earth to lift up the fallen, rebuild what was devastated, 

open new furrows in the barren fields and transform them into golden 

wheat fields and beautiful orchards full of flowers and fruit. 

"Peace, comfort, and hope to those who fell! Love and Light of God 

to the strong who conquered the glory of forgiving and loving!" 

Melchisedech had been writing down all the manifestations in the 

great book that they called "Chronicles", which served as a perennial 

document of the intimate relationship of the Fraternity with the spiritual 

world, under whose aegis it had been founded in the light of the genius 

of Moses and continued its unmistakable path through 15 centuries. 

After the concentration with the hymn of thanks-giving, the only five 

inhabitants of the Sanctuary for that night took refuge in the large 

kitchen, where the hearth was waiting for them with the boiling pots 

and where the stone platforms fluffed with hay provided them good 

rest. 

The three Samaritan therapists already looked more animated, and 

the conversation turned to a topic sought by Yhasua: 

Whether there were shelters in Samaria for the homeless and 

orphans. 

Judas of Saba, who was the eldest of the three, answered that 

there were, prior to the devastation of the Sanctuary, which sustained 

them. Surely they would be in a very precarious situation, and the 

refugees would have dispersed to beg through the streets of towns 

and cities. 

—If it's okay with you —added Judas, —as soon as the day dawns, 

the three of us will go through the mountains of the Jordan coast which 

is full of caves where we had several shelters, some for lepers, others 

for women with malformed children, and others for the elderly. We will 

return at nightfall bringing good or bad news. 

Yhasua's face seemed to light up at Judas's proposition, in which 

he saw the love of neighbor already resurrected and the desire to 

erase his mistake with works of mercy and fraternal piety. 

The other two, less expansive and vehement than Judas, joyfully 

accepted the mission entrusted to them. They were once again the 

pilgrim therapists in search of pain to alleviate. 

The next morning, when Yhasua awoke, he saw Judas, Ner, and 
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Joab, actively working on putting logs on the fire, another making 

bread, and the third filling water jugs. 

—We fell asleep as workers of thought and woke up as servers of 

matter! —Yhasua said, laughing at the efforts of the three therapists. 

—What are we to do if we have the little donkey of this body that 

we need to feed! Judas answered, hanging the kettle for boiling 

chestnuts from the tripod over the fire. 

While the bread was baking under the embers and the chestnuts 

were boiling, the five entered the Sanctuary to sing the dawn psalm 

and read a chapter from the Prophet they had in turn. 

The turn was to read Isaiah, on chapter 55, among whose 13 

verses these appear, which were like facts for the three redeemed 

therapists. 

“Everyone who thirsts, come to my waters, says the Lord. Incline 

your ears and come to Me. Hear, that your soul may live, and I will 

make with you an everlasting covenant, as I showed mercy to David 

after his sin. 

“Seek the Lord while He may be found. Call him while He is near. 

“Let the wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his 

thoughts, and let him return to Jehovah that He may have compassion 

on him and will abundantly pardon. 

"For My thoughts are not your thoughts, nor are your ways My 

ways, says the Lord." 

The sweetest vibrating of Master Melchisedech's lute accompanied 

the flights of the thoughts of those who prayed; and Yhasua's deep 

sympathy for the three therapists formed a psychic vault of ineffable 

tenderness and divine love. 

In that subtle sea where everything was brightness, the soul of 

Judas was so united with that of Yhasua that they mentally made a 

definitive pact. 

"I will follow you to all the lands you tread on," said the vehement 

soul of the therapist. 

"I will take you with me whenever I have to lift up the fallen", said 

the soul of the incarnate Christ, responding to the deep feeling of what 

years later would be one of those intimate loved ones of his heart. (In 

addition to the Twelve Apostles, the Divine Master had disciples to 

whom he poured out his teaching, as well as his activities.) 

When Judas the Good began his activities in cooperation with the 

Incarnate Word, he devoted himself with preference to redeeming 

delinquents and women with disorderly lives, as if his aware spirit 

wanted to do with his fellow men what the Christ had done with him. 
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While the three therapists were searching inside the caves on the 

west bank of the Jordan river, Uncle James with the sons of Tobias 

and Philip were in Sevthopolis, the city-square of the caravans, in the 

bustling hive of markets and shops, looking for Parmenas the Greek, 

as they called him. 

They pointed out the spot of his sales shop, which was at the end 

of an ancient corridor with pretensions to be a colonnade. 

Its appearance was that of a bazaar with all kinds of artistic objects 

brought from Persia, such as chests, amphorae, tapestries, etc. But 

behind the hangings on display, business of a very different type was 

taking place. 

Although Parmenas was happy to hug his son and his two 

nephews, Uncle James did not miss the concern that this visit caused 

him. 

—Go wait for me in old Isaac's shop, where you can eat the best 

stewed goatlings –he told them, —I want to treat you all to the best 

food that can be found here. 

But Uncle James and Tobias's sons understood that Parmenas's 

desire was to get them far away from there. 

–We are in no hurry –they answered, –and your son doesn’t want 

to leave you so soon. We will all go together. 

At that moment two men arrived, with clothing that showed they 

were from Sidon. 

—We come for our business —they said. Parmenas got rid of little 

Philip as best he could and entered with the newcomers behind the 

hangings. 

Shortly after, women's sobs and the occasional gasp were heard. 

James and the sons of Tobias rushed towards that part of the shop. 

Having passed a corridor, they found a dark hovel, where three 

young women were crying bitterly. 

—What is this, Parmenas? Have you made your shop a crime 

house? —Uncle James asked. 

—Save us! They take us to Sidon, sold to a house of vice! —the 

three girls yelled at the same time. 

—Lie! —Parmenas yelled. —They are runaways from home and 

these men return them to their family. 

Uncle James looked at Aaron and he, who was already trained, 

quickly left pretending to make a complaint. 

—We'll come back later —the men said, and they went down into 

the hovel that must have had an exit to another part. Parmenas did 

the same because they suspected that Aaron's departure meant a 
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danger. It was simply to disrupt the shady business in fear of legal 

intervention. 

Roman law only considered legally acquired slaves the prisoners 

of war that were distributed as booty among the victorious warriors. 

The young women had their hands and feet tied with strong cords 

woven from wool and silk. When they were untied and taken outside 

in the store, they declared that they had been tricked out of their 

house. Parmenas, who was going through the mountainous villages 

of Samaria, had come to Aenon, on the slopes of Mount Ebath, where 

they lived. Their father had died from a fall off a cliff and there were 

nine children. The three of them were the oldest. Threatened by the 

misery that would come upon to their home, her mother agreed that 

they should serve as servants in Sevthopolis to help the family, but 

never to be sold as slaves destined for the harem of some foreign 

prince. 

—Well —Uncle James told them, —praise God that we've arrived 

on time. At noon the caravan from the South will leave passing 

through Aenon. We will hire three donkeys and you will return to your 

mother. 

—What pain it will be for her that we return without hope of help for 

her family! We have five little brothers —said the one who seemed to 

be the eldest, who was barely 17 years old. 

—Don't worry. When Jehovah does something, he does them well. 

“Come with us. 

Aaron stayed with Philip guarding Parmenas' store, and Uncle 

James with Seth approached the caravan plaza where the donkey 

renters offered beasts in all shades. They hired three with their gear 

and cargo sacks that were filled with cereals, legumes, and dried 

fruits. 

—Take these coins to your mother —Uncle James told them, 

handing them a small pocket with silver coins, —and give me your 

name and the addresses of your house so I can hear from you in all 

the caravans. 

The girls did not know whether to laugh or cry. So unexpected had 

been the change in their situation! They were placed under the 

guardianship of the leader of the caravan, who knew the girls' father, 

because he once served him while he passed through his hometown. 

—Don't risk leaving your town —Uncle James recommended to 

them. —And tell your mother that a therapist will come soon to help 

her situation. At the latest in the next moon. 

Back at Parmenas's store, they found him with Aaron and Philip, 
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although somewhat surly and withdrawn. 

—God was merciful to you, Parmenas —Uncle James told him, —

and instead of being in jail for your crime, you are safe under your 

tent. You must therefore learn from this warning and keep it for all your 

life. 

“Tell me, can't you be satisfied with the profits that this store gives 

you, that you have to get involved in bad business? 

Parmenas was silent but a tremendous internal struggle was 

noticed in him. Suddenly, Philip, who was next to him, grumpy and 

sad, gave a cry of joy and ran towards the shadow formed by a 

damask drapery. 

—Yhasua!... How did you come, Yhasua? –And he hugged the 

curtain, not finding anything else within his arms reach. 

They all looked towards that place and saw nothing but the child 

who was talking, while hugging the curtain. 

Parmenas interrogated Uncle James with his eyes as if asking if 

his son had gone crazy. 

But James understood that in the Sanctuary they would be in the 

noon concentration, and the thought of Light of the Incarnate Word 

had come to them in cooperation with the work of redemption that they 

were carrying out. The child, who had already given indications of 

clairvoyant faculty that developed widely later, saw it and not being 

able to analyze whether it was spiritual vision or physical reality, he 

spontaneously gave himself up to the manifestations of his love for 

Yhasua. 

And when the vision faded, Philip shook the curtain, removed 

whatever object was near him, believing in his childish naivety that 

Yhasua was playing hide and seek with him. 

—Who is Yhasua? –Asked Parmenas, coming out of his 

abstraction. 

—He is a young Prophet of God whom your son loves very much 

and who is interested in uprooting you from your path that will sooner 

or later lead you to an unfortunate end. He's half a day away from 

here. Do you want to come and meet him, Parmenas? He waits for 

you. 

—Ok, I will go. But wait for the first hour of the night when I take 

down the tent according to the ordinances. And tomorrow at dawn we 

leave if that's okay with you. 

—Okay —James replied. —But where will you leave all this? 

—I have a partner who would take it all, giving me my fair share in 

money. I'm really tired of this way of life. 
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—The happiness of our mother when this is known Uncle 

Parmenas—said Aaron, —will compensate you for whatever you may 

lose. 

—Don't come back without him, our mother told us when we left 

the cabin —Seth added, putting more pressure on the poor Greek, 

who was already giving up. 

——You know how much she loves you, since in her capacity as 

older sister, she gave you her 16-year-old sister for a wife, whom you 

made very happy in the 10 years that she lived by your side. And 

Aaron, saying this, gave Parmenas the coup de grace, down whose 

face two big tears ran. 

—And what will I do among you there? Because I need to work to 

live. You see that I have a son, and he is so similar to my dead wife 

that sometimes I think that it’s she herself who speaks to me and looks 

at me. 

—That will be taken care of there—Uncle James intervened. —

Arrange your things here with equity and justice, and don't worry about 

tomorrow. 

“Honest work will not be lacking in Galilee, where we’re all like one 

big family. 

When night fell, Sevthopolis did not seem the same noisy and 

turbulent city of the previous day. 

An old couple, originally from Cyprus, had the most peaceful 

lodging that the caravan town could offer to travelers who wanted 

peace and quiet, and there they spent the night. 

 

And shortly after noon the following day, they arrived at the 

Sanctuary, where only Yhasua and Melchisedech were, because the 

three therapists hadn’t yet returned from their search around the 

caves on the banks of the Jordan. 

Philip, who was still as if drowned by the incident in the store, when 

he saw Yhasua, released everything, like a gush of water that had 

been contained for a long time: 

—You hid behind the curtain, and I couldn't find you anymore, 

Yhasua. Why did you play that trick on me? This is not how you play 

hide and seek. When it's over, you must shake hands, the winner with 

the loser, and you escaped, and I didn't see you anymore. 

Yhasua and Melchisedech smiled, understanding what had 

happened, since both were aware of the spiritual unfolding carried out 

to achieve the redemption of Parmenas. 

—Father —said the boy. —This is Yhasua who was in your store 
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yesterday at noon. 

—You will understand later, my friend, the meaning of your son's 

words, —said Yhasua, seeing Parmenas' astonishment. 

—You must be tired, and the food is already waiting for us —added 

Melchisedech, leading them to the large grotto-kitchen. 

There they found Uncle James who, with Tobias' sons, unloaded 

the from the donkeys the large sacks of provisions they had brought 

back. 

—At last, we eat with a white tablecloth, —Seth said, spreading a 

sparkling one on the large oak table. 

—And with copper glasses that shine like the sun —said Philip, 

looking at himself in one of them as in a mirror. 

—We celebrate the arrival of your father, Philip, who will remain 

among us —said Yhasua, happy and blissful, as always when the 

redemption of a fellow man had been achieved. 

They were in these preparations when the three therapists who had 

gone out to explore arrived. 

—The feast will be complete —said Uncle James, looking at the 

large baskets loaded with fresh, golden grapes that the therapists 

brought from the banks of the Jordan. 

Even more loaded came the news gathered from old 

acquaintances and friends, who, happy to see the missing therapists 

again, had showered them with attention and gifts. 

Some refugees still lived in the caves, others had gone to 

neighboring towns to beg in the streets, and most died of hunger and 

cold. 

The paralyzed who could not walk by themselves, and the lepers 

who were forbidden to appear in the streets, had perished when their 

fellow refugees stopped helping them for one reason or another. 

The therapists returned with a broken heart, even more broken 

than the continuity of the works of mercy founded in the caves so 

many years ago, of which not even the vestiges existed. 

In the grotto of the sick women with malformed children where they 

had looms and boilers to dye the fabrics, they only found two girls, 

blind from birth, between eight and 10 years old. 

Judas of Saba remembered having led that woman himself with 

her two little twin girls who were a few months old. A domestic goat 

brought by himself raised the two creatures. Her mother died and she 

was buried by her companions in a cavity in the mountains. 

The goat continued to nurse the girls and guide them through the 

caves to look for water and wild fruits. 
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And Judas, with immense bitterness and remorse, told everyone 

and repeated it in the depths of his conscience: 

—This noble animal has done better than I have. What is the use 

of laying stone upon stone to build a temple to Jehovah, if we let 

Jehovah's living-works perish from misery, which are His creatures 

with immortal souls? 

—That's right, Judas, that's right —Yhasua answered, deeply 

moved. But tell me, what did you do with those girls? 

—We have carried them in our arms, and the faithful mother goat 

has followed us here. They are in the entrance grotto. 

And Yhasua with Judas went there. The two girls lying together on 

the dais with their eyes closed in eternal sleep, remained still as if 

asleep. The long-haired white goat had also climbed onto the dais and 

was sleeping at the girls' feet. 

With his arms crossed on his chest, Yhasua observed that painting 

for a few moments, a symbol of the abandonment of men and the 

fidelity of an animal. 

Then he came closer, and leaning over the dais, he gently stroked 

those little heads of tangled black hair. 

They were half dressed in the therapists' cloaks. 

—Who is it? —they both asked. —Is it you, Judas? 

—I am Yhasua, a brother of yours who loves you very much. 

—I don't know that voice —said one of them. —Are you the one 

who sent to look for us? 

—Yes, me; and if you want, Jehovah has given me the power to 

open your eyes. 

And in a low voice he told Judas to call the Master Melchisedech. 

—We never had eyes —said the other girl, —but our mother cried 

a lot because of that. She explained to us all the things that are seen, 

having eyes. 

“We see with our hands, with our nose, with our feet and above all 

with our second mother, the good little goat that feeds and guides us. 

Yhasua carefully observed the eyes of the two girls. Through their 

very transparent and fine skin the movement of the pupils and even 

their dark color could be perceived. 

When Melchisedech arrived, they observed between them that 

those creatures had been born with their eyelids closed, but that by 

opening them they would be able to see perfectly. 

—Think —Yhasua told them, —that Jehovah will open your eyes. 

He concentrated deeply as he placed his hands over the creatures' 

eyes. 
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—You burn me, you burn me! —They both yelled at the same time. 

Melchisedech made them keep quiet and a deep silence settled in 

the grotto. 

Yhasua's lyrical hands trembled from the powerful vibration that ran 

through them like a living fire, and a milky substance dripped from the 

eyes of the girls drop by drop as if they were white tears. 

Later, those drops became crystalline and finally the eyes were 

opened. Melchisedech and Yhasua, standing before them, dimmed 

the light that could otherwise harm them during the first moments. 

When the vibration of Yhasua's hands ended, he sat down on the 

dais because he had lost his strength. 

As if the noble animal that was next to him had understood that 

those hands had cured her girls, she began to lick them gently. 

—Nature uses you, creature of God, to restore the magnetism 

spent in other creatures of God. 

“How beautiful is the universal harmony! 

Melchisedech cleaned with a white cloth dipped in water, the eyes 

of the girls that continued to open until they reached their normal state. 

—How beautiful is our little goat and how beautiful are her eyes! 

Just like yours –they said to each other. 

This exclamation of both creatures made everyone understand that 

they could see quite clearly. 

The scenes of surprise, astonishment, and fear of those two girls 

suddenly opening their eyes to life, which they had perceived from the 

sad darkness of their closed eyes, followed one after the other. 

They were suspicious of everything, and only followed without fear 

the faithful animal that had served as their mother. They saw the goat 

going into the stream to drink, and they drank too. 

The fire in the hearth greatly attracted their attention, especially the 

fact that food came out of it cooked and bread roasted. The reasoning 

capacity arose in them immediately, and one day they asked Philip 

with whom they became friends: "whether they also cooked chestnuts 

and roasted bread in that fire that was seen high above." That high 

fire was the sun, whose bright brilliance hurt their eyes painfully. 

—Here are the foundations on which we once again found the 

devastated Sanctuary —said Yhasua, caressing those dark-haired 

little heads. —But it is necessary to bring mothers for these girls. 

—Or take them where they find a mother's love —Uncle James 

observed. 

–That will be easier than finding mothers who want to live here after 

what happened at the Sanctuary. Everyone is afraid of it because of 
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the bandits who inhabited it for several years —added Judas of Saba. 

–Later on, “the grandmothers' cabin” could be established here, as 

there are in Carmel and Hermon —Yhasua said softly, remembering 

how happy he was during that season he spent with his mother on 

Mount Carmel among the affections and pampering from Grandma 

Saba and the other old women who lived in caves at the foot of the 

mountain where the Sanctuary was located. 

Clearly drawn in his fiery imagination was that white donkey 

harnessed in blue that Grandma Saba hid in a cave to surprise him, 

and that he, like a restless squirrel, had discovered in advance. 

—How many little orphans —he said, —would be happy if there 

were a grandmother's cabin here! 

—All will come with time —answered Melchisedech. —There will 

be old women, orphans of affection, widows without children who 

undoubtedly hope for a little ray of light for their gloomy lives. And they 

will form another cabin of the grandmothers, like the one on Mount 

Carmel and Mount Hermon. 

The idea had sprung up like a white butterfly out of the shadows 

and was as a principle in all minds. A circumstance, not sought, 

perhaps produced the desired event. 

In the village of Canaan, neighboring Nazareth, James had a 

widow relative who lived in great solitude, and the sons of Tobias with 

Philip and his father sent the girls to her when they began their journey 

back to Tabor a day later. 

Melchisedech, Yhasua, James, and the therapists stayed in the old 

Sanctuary of Samaria, waiting for those who had to arrive from Carmel 

to reorganize it. 

The four expected Essenes arrived two days later with a donkey 

loaded with the papyri and folders that they had previously brought to 

Carmel to save them from destruction. 

The Samaritans solitaries met Yhasua in his early years and later 

in his teens on isolated visits they had made to Nazareth. 

They now saw him as a young man, well into his twenties, with a 

fullness of spiritual and physical life that caused them unspeakable 

happiness. 

—Rebuilding our Sanctuary with you among us is a glory I could've 

never dream of —said the Elder Servitor. 

—What a beautiful number you form! —said Melchisedech. —You 

are seven to rebuild your Sanctuary. The seven lamps of Moses' 

candelabrum. 

—And I will be your candle of mercy —Yhasua added sweetly, 
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giving his words the accent of a promise. —I will come many times to 

visit you. 

After this introduction, the reader will understand that the 

confidences were long during the three more days that Yhasua, 

Melchizedek, and the therapist who served as guide remained there. 

Uncle James, consistent with his promise to Yhosep, did not part with 

his great nephew until he returned to his home. 

—This one is not an Essene from the caves —Yhasua would say 

when he introduced his uncle to the newcomers—. 

“He’s an Essene of the cellar and the kitchen. He’s the Providence 

Essene that sees everything and fixes everything. 

—He’s the gardener who takes care of the orchard —said the 

Servitor, delighted with Uncle James, whose attentiveness to 

arranging everything was the most outstanding quality of that beautiful 

life of nobility and fairness. 

The four Essenes saved from the great hecatomb were as if 

drowning in tears when they saw themselves again among their caves 

that they had abandoned 10 years before with no hope of returning. 

And they returned brought as if by the hand of the Divine Anointed, 

who had smoothed out all their difficulties. 

When the spiritual announcements of old Ishmael told them about 

the restoration of the old Sanctuary, they cried in silence, because a 

tenacious doubt erased those promises from their souls. 

—I have an excellent gatekeeper ready for you; we couldn't ask for 

anything better —Uncle James said at dinner that night. —This, if you 

accept it. 

—When you, an Essene of the third degree, say it, it's because it 

must be true, and of course it is accepted –the Servitor answered. 

—Who is it, Uncle James? Do I know him? —Yhasua asked. 

—By references you know part of my gatekeeper's family. The 

eldest of the three girls recently saved in Parmenas' shop will marry 

on this moon to my excellent gatekeeper. He’s a shepherd with a large 

flock of sheep and goats, and his mother is a treasure of discretion 

and prudence. She has her cabin near Sebaste, and I've known them 

for a long time. Her husband was a first grade Essene and she’s a 

second grade since she was born of Essenes parents. The boy, a 

strong and handsome young man of 20, confided to me that he 

wanted to take a wife, but he couldn’t find any to his liking. I promised 

to find one for him and I believe I’ve found her in the eldest of the three 

maidens I have mentioned, and I’ve spoken about it with her. 

"With the head of the caravan in which they were going, I’ve sent 
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an epistle to the lad and the mother proposing that they also move 

here. This is something they need immediately, because on the next 

moon, the Sebaste authorities' agreed deadline expires for all the 

herds to be removed to 40 stadia from the city. 

—This means that you have the ability to fix several situations at 

the same time —said the Servitor enthusiastically. 

—Didn’t I just tell you that my uncle James is the Providence 

Essene? —answered Yhasua. 

—Let's see, let's see, explain this complicated matter to me – 

Melchisedech inquired that although he knew about the case of the 

saved young women, he had not fully understood it. 

—Well, it's very clear —said Yhasua. —The young shepherd wants 

a wife. Uncle James find one for him. The bride's family is threatened 

with misery in Aenon because her father died and there are children 

only a few years old. Uncle James remedies them by marrying the 

eldest of the daughters to a shepherd who has a large flock of goats 

and sheep, which means that there will be plenty of food for the whole 

family. 

“The shepherd must withdraw his cattle from the vicinity of Sebaste 

in a short time. Uncle James offers him these fertile mountains and 

valleys that are meadows, with a beautiful "Seagull’s stream" to drink 

it. 

“And finally, the Sanctuary needs a trustworthy gatekeeper with an 

“Grandma Saba” who is a marvel of discretion and prudence, and 

Uncle James puts them at its disposal. 

“Can there be another more opportune providence on Earth? 

—Truly, you are a prodigy in beautiful, noble, and useful 

combinations —the Essenes said in general. 

Uncle James smiled with that habitual kindness of his, while he 

continued cracking nuts for everyone, because even in that, he found 

a way to be useful to others. 

 

Here is a beautiful life that the biographers of Christ forgot, like so 

many others that, like this one, were closely linked to the sublime life 

of the Man-Light! And this is one of the inspiring causes of this book; 

charged with discovering not only the divine greatness of the intimate 

life of the Incarnate Word, but also the very important performance for 

history and for spiritual science of the small portion of humankind that 

supported him in his indefatigable task in favor of brotherhood and 

love among men. 

James of Jericho was a widower and from his marriage he had a 
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little son who grew up in Canaan of Galilee with his maternal 

grandmother. At the time we are narrating, the boy was nine years 

old, and upon his return from Samaria, Uncle James found out about 

the serious illness of his mother-in-law, who died shortly after, leaving 

the grandson orphaned for the second time. 

Myriam, whose soul overflowed with pity for the pain of others, went 

to Canaan at the last moments of her brother's mother-in-law, and 

took with her to Nazareth little James who immediately became 

another son of her heart full of mercy. 

The old ancestral home where Uncle James got married and where 

his only child was born, became his exclusive property, in which a 

Shelter-Workshop for widows, maidens, and children without family 

and without means was installed shortly after. of life. 

And that relative of James to whom they had entrusted the two little 

girls cured of blindness found in a cave on the banks of the Jordan 

was placed in charge of the shelter, as an older sister. 

This woman was called Mary Cleophas. 

And she was the younger sister of James's recently deceased 

mother-in-law. She appears here for the first time, since her protection 

of the girls Simi and Fatme linked her closely to the great Missionary 

of brotherly love, whom she tirelessly followed in the escapades of her 

public life and followed him to the grave. Because Mary Cleophas was 

one of those women who, like the Magdalene, went to the tomb of 

Jesus to embalm his body at dawn on Sunday and found the tomb 

empty. 

We have made this reference, not in advance of the event that we 

will narrate in due time in extensive detail, but to put the new character 

in spiritual contact with the reader, who, if observant and analytical, 

will like to study the characteristics of each character, which is one of 

the purest reader's delights. 

Mary Cleophas had her house attached to that of her sister, 

James's mother-in-law, which is why she was able to make a single 

house out of both houses with the necessary breadth for shelter and 

a weaving workshop. 

Another beautiful combination of Uncle James's ingenuity... Uncle 

Providence as Yhasua called him! 

With this digression made for you, dear reader, while Uncle James 

cracks nuts in the great kitchen of the Samaritan Sanctuary, it’s easy 

to see how, in silence and modesty, those true sons of Moses carried 

out their mutual aid works with few assets of wealth, but with a great 

heart full of love and pity towards their helpless peers. 
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And thus, with small silent works, the horizon in which years later 

the magnificent star of Christ should shine with a meridian light was 

expanding more and more, marking paths of light and love for 

humankind. 

 

In silence the Essene Sanctuary of Samaria had been restored; in 

silence Parmenas the Greek had been saved from his moral ruin, the 

helpless family of the three Aenon girls who were to be sold into 

slavery had been remedied; and also in silence the Refuge-workshop 

of Canaan was opened. There Mary Cleophas with Simi and Fatme 

were the first plants of that spiritual garden, from where the Christian 

women of the first hour came from, those who provided the material 

means for the great Missionary of love to establish his work. 

Mary Cleophas was the youngest of all that family, dispersed by 

then in Galilee and Judea due to the marriages that took place. But at 

certain times they all came together in the old manor house, where 

only she remained, also married and a widow shortly after. 
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38. Yhasua at 20 Years Old 
 

Once Yhasua returned to the Tabor Sanctuary, he resumed his 

silent tasks of intense spiritual order, somewhat interrupted by 

external activities. We refer in particular to his telepathy essays and 

his diary, since in the very practice of good, he did not cease to extend 

his admirable faculties and his internal powers in harmony with natural 

forces and laws. 

He had only been away from the Sanctuary for barely 30 days, and 

he found several epistles from different regions upon his return. 

Nebai had written from Riblah with important news. 

The sons of Homer's priest had married Syrian maidens. 

Nebai's two brothers who were also on the eve of their marriage, 

created quite a stir in the large castle, which was normally so calm 

and serene. 

And Nebai very gracefully said in her epistle: 

“The time has come for me to put into practice those teachings of 

yours, Yhasua, full of wisdom: Extract from the bottom of all things the 

most beautiful thing that is in them. And in my case, the most beautiful 

thing are the souls of those who are going to be my sisters-in-law, who 

will soon come to live in the castle, which has been almost empty until 

now. Now two independent nests have been arranged in the castle for 

these boisterous birds. 

“The therapists from the Hermon Sanctuary visit us frequently and 

I talk to them about you, Yhasua, and they cheer me up in this life of 

mine, so different from other women of my age and conditions. 

“They tell me: You will make them to your measure, and not that 

they make you to theirs. 

"And it will be so, Yhasua, because my brothers, their girlfriends 

and I have entered the first degree of the Essenian Fraternity, and on 

their next trip, the therapists will bring us the book of the Law with the 

Psalms, and the corresponding white cloak to the degree that we 

started. 

“I hope that the daughters-in-law of Elder Menander also start this 

path. 

“I want to know if what happened to me four days ago is reality or 

illusion. 

“I was thinking about the fountain of the doves in the stone house 

at sunset, as agreed. I imagined that you weren't there, because my 

thoughts seemed to get lost in the void without anyone receiving it. 

But after a long time, I felt your vibration, Yhasua, who told me from 
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another place: Nebai, don’t look for me at the fountain because I’m 

not in Tabor but in the mountains of Samaria. I'll be back soon. 

“Is this true Yhasua? How come you did not announce this to me 

in your last epistle?" 

And Nebai's epistle continued like this, clearly revealing the lights 

and shadows of that beautiful soul, which sought diaphanous peaks 

with clarity of stars and a desire for immensity. 

Returning from Samaria, Yhasua and Master Melchisedech 

stopped in Nazareth for a few days to help Yhosep and Yhosuelin with 

spiritual and magnetic forces. Both seemed to revive with the mere 

presence of Yhasua. 

The arrival of Uncle James with their son added another note of 

intimate tenderness in that family, over which divine mercy and 

magnificence overflowed. 

Elder Yhosep's physiognomy was acquiring that peaceful serenity 

that seems to have reflections of the superior life, to which the spirit 

that triumphs in the struggles of life will be called soon. 

Yhosep the Just, as many called him because they saw in his life 

a crucible of nobility and equity, was living his last years. And, as if a 

superior light illuminated him, he was arranging everything, so that the 

family that surrounded him at the end of his life, not be disturbed by 

that other family of his youth. 

—Everyone is honest and good —he said judiciously —but among 

the good, order helps them to be better and to understand more 

clearly the rights of others. 

Yhasua told his parents: 

—I will go to the Sanctuary only for one moon and immediately I’ll 

be back with you again for all this winter. 

“Between all of you and I, we have many issues to settle. 

Needless to say, the news caused everyone unspeakable joy. 

His stay in the Sanctuary would be used to rest his spirit and to 

gain new energy. 

He had spent a lot of energy on the spiritual and material works 

carried out in favor of his fellow men. 

Dominating the adverse currents that make life difficult for man in 

the worlds of expiation requires excessively intense mental efforts. 

This is known and experienced by all souls who in one way or another 

dedicate their lives to cooperating in the spiritual evolution and 

morality of humankind. 

The epistles of Nebai and Halevi (the one who years later took the 

name of Barnabas) were his news from the North, as those of Joseph 
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of Arimathea were his news from the South. 

Along with those of the latter, the therapists brought him written or 

verbal messages from his friends from Mount Quarantine, the 

Sanctuary's gatekeepers: Bartholomew and Jacob. They were 

already parents, and the love of Yhasua continued to vibrate in their 

souls like an eternal harp. 

A message from the youngest, Bartholomew, caused the young 

Master a most tender emotion. He announced that the eldest of his 

children had turned five, and asked Yhasua for permission to start 

riding on that ash donkey that they had given him during his stay in 

the Sanctuary seven years ago. 

His friends from Bethlehem, those who saw him the night of his 

birth, Elkanah and Sarah, Josiah, Alphaeus, and Eleazar, together 

wrote a moving epistle that was a plea that came from the bottom of 

their hearts: 

“The snows are coming –they told him –and with them the glorious 

day that 20 years ago shone over Bethlehem like a resplendent dawn. 

Come with Myriam and Yhosep to spend it among us and you will 

make a new youth bloom on these tired lives that are already leaning 

towards the earth”. 

The soft tenderness that saturated the epistle vibrated intensely in 

the soul of the young Master, who, narrowing his eyes, let the thought 

of him fly like a butterfly of light, towards those who called for him. 

He mentally saw Sarah again in her tireless comings and goings of 

housewives consecrated with love to watch over the well-being of the 

whole family; he saw Elkanah, her husband, in charge of his weaving 

workshop, being a discreet providence over the families of his day 

laborers; he saw Alphaeus, Josiah and Eleazar, with their large flocks 

of sheep and goats, providing the entire region with the essential 

elements for life such as food and shelter. 

In many of those Bethlehemite houses a bond of love was formed 

with the young Messiah, whom they had not seen since he was 12 

years old when he was in the Temple of Jerusalem. 

And even in the hidden Essene Refuge of the Solomon's Pools, 

inhabited by the martyr Mariamne, eternally weeping for her little 

children murdered by Herod's command. There the name of Yhasua 

was like a light burning in the darkness, like a rose bush in a deserted 

wasteland, like the fresh stream of a fountain in the sand calcined by 

the sun. 

All this vibrated in Yhasua's soul like the sound of a distant bell, 

and unable to resist that imperious call of love, he answered with the 
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first therapist who left to the south, telling them that he would spend 

in Bethlehem the day of his 20-year anniversary of terrestrial life. 

He had promised his parents to spend that winter with them, and 

with them he would go to Jerusalem where the School of his friends 

ardently claimed him, after the harsh storm it had to endure. There 

was also Leah, his widowed relative who, after her three daughters 

married, filled her solitude with the works of mercy that she poured out 

with full hands on the homeless and the sick. 

– “They are the flowers of my garden” –she used to say when on 

certain days of the week, her garden was filled with mothers with 

children, and old people loaded not only with years, but even more 

with sorrow and misery. 

Leah, the Essenian widow, silent and discreet, involved her three 

married daughters in her works. The reader already met them at the 

beginning of this book, Susana, Anna, and Veronica. They attended 

on appointed days to read the books of the Prophets to her mother's 

protégés, instructing them by this means in their duties towards God, 

with their neighbor, and with themselves. 

The silent and hidden work of the Essenes, forgotten by the 

chroniclers of that golden age, was truly the prodigious network in 

which the souls united in numerous legions to the Man-Light, anointed 

of Love and Faith, who marked the indelible path of brotherhood 

among men. 

 

All this immense silent labor, like a fantastic vine that extended its 

branches laden with fruit everywhere, awaited Yhasua in Judea, that 

arid and withered city for those who came down from the fertile 

Samaritan and Galilean mountains, but where the silent love of the 

Essene families struck the tender and warm note of a more deeply felt 

pious fraternity. 

We see, then, that from the fertile mountains of Lebanon in Syria 

to the burning sands of Idumea in the south, hope flourished in souls 

like a magical dream rose bush. 

Jehovah's Anointed walked with his feet through those lands, and 

human pains disappeared at his contact. 

The pilgrim therapists who left their Sanctuaries loaded with love in 

their souls, carried from village to village the golden thread that tied 

hearts to each other around the Anointed Man of God, whose life as 

a child and young man was meticulously told in secret. 

It was enough for Yhasua to install a small prayer room in his 

parents' house in Nazareth, for the same to be done in all the Essene 
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families who could have a discreet little corner with a sumptuous or 

bare table, where the Psalms and the Prophets were present with their 

written and vivid thought, as if it were the very breath of Divinity. 

On that table, engraved on a sheet of wood, copper or marble, the 

first mandate of the Law of Moses invariably appeared: "You shall 

adore the Lord your God with all your soul, and you shall love your 

neighbor as yourself." 

For the poorest who only had a kitchen with platforms for rest, 

Essene piety had the resource of prayer in the neighbor's house, who 

had his sacred room open for those Brothers of ideal who couldn't 

afford it. Such was the Essene work of elevating souls to a higher level 

to would set them in tune with the Eternal Thought that the Christ 

brought to Earth. 

This harmonious current of love and faith, scattered like a purifying 

fire throughout Palestine and surrounding countries, was the magical 

wave in which Yhasua unfolded his hidden life, which remained buried 

in oblivion in mid-century, as the eyewitnesses, his relatives, and his 

disciples, were disappearing from the physical plane. 

The prayer room in each Essene house has given rise to the 

affirmation of some travelers who have written about it, that all of 

Palestine was full of synagogues and that in the big cities there were 

around 400 or even more. 

The subtle thinking of the reader, who analyzes and reasons, 

seems to be asking us: How could the horrific ordeal that ended the 

physical life of Christ arise from this wave of peace, brotherly love, 

and this intensity of spiritual life, 13 years later? 

The pontificate and clergy of Jerusalem saw their end coming 

before the Word of fire of the great Teacher who returned for the rights 

of the Eternal Law, which are the rights of man, and emptied the gold 

accumulated in the temple trade into the empty bags of the ignorant 

and hungry populace, so they said to the peoples: "The cause of your 

ills is the vagabond who preaches contempt for the goods of the Earth 

because with him the kingdom of God has arrived”. 

Thus briefly calming the restlessness of the reader, I continue the 

narrative: 

 Sixteen days before Yhasua's twentieth birthday, he left Nazareth 

with his parents in the caravan coming south from Ptolemais. 

The road forked upon reaching the Plain of Esdraelon, and one ran 

through the center of the province of Samaria passing through 

Sebaste and Sichen, while the other touched Sevthopolis (aka 

Scythopolis) and continued along the banks of the Jordan to Jericho, 
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Jerusalem, and Bethlehem. 

The travelers who followed the Jordan road were joined by Yhosep, 

Myriam and Yhasua, since many friends and relatives were on that 

route. In Sevthopolis, which the reader already knows, was the 

recently restored Essene Sanctuary, where the gatekeepers, friends 

of Uncle James, would offer them a comfortable and quiet lodging. 

In Archelais, the second stop of the caravan, lived the family of 

Deborah, Yhosep's first wife, who had been joined by Matthias, the 

second son of that first marriage. 

Yhosep the Just had always been the cloth of tears for his in-laws 

while they lived, and he still was for two widowed sisters of his first 

wife, who lived poorly in that town. The family had been warned and 

would surely wait for them. 

And finally, in Jericho, the third stop, lived Myriam's relatives, two 

brothers of her father Joachim with their children and grandchildren. 

All this was taken into account by our travelers, in order to 

strengthen ties with beings who, although very dear, remained 

somewhat distant due to the few visits that were only made from time 

to time. 

For Yhasua there were other powerful reasons: the shelter caves. 

Those were the shelters that had been inhabited again in the 

mountains on the banks of the Jordan, according to news sent to him 

by Judas of Saba, whose ardent enthusiasm for works of mercy had 

turned him into living providence for the homeless of that region. 

Our three characters were seen, among the caravan, as the "rich 

travelers", because they had three donkeys with cargo, when all the 

others only had the one on which they were mounted. 

Only the head of the caravan knew that the cargo of the three 

donkeys hired by Yhosep did not carry gold or silver, but bread, dried 

fruit, and clothing for the refugees in the Jordan caves. 

Yhasua's love for his needy brothers had kindled a holy fire in the 

souls of his parents and relatives, to the point that they could not 

escape that gentle influence of pity and compassion. 

At the three stopping points of the caravan, Yhasua left the 

luminous trail of his passage. 

In Sevthopolis, around the portable tents that were set up every 

day, you could sometimes see some unfortunate malformed people, 

retarded children or with part of their body paralyzed. 

Getting off his donkey and going straight towards them happened 

so fast that his parents didn't even have time to ask him: - Where’re 

you going? 
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The grieving group looked in amazement at this beautiful young 

man with auburn hair and light-colored eyes, who looked at them with 

such love. 

–You’re sick –he told them, –because you don’t remember that 

your Father, who’s in heaven, has the power to heal you and wants to 

do so. Why don't you ask him? 

–He’s very far away, and he will not hear our cries –answered a 

young man who had the whole side of his body rigid and dry as a 

bundle of roots. 

–You’re deceiving yourself, my friend. He’s around you, and you 

don’t feel Him because you don’t love him enough to see and feel Him. 

A powerful vibration of love began to float like a spring breeze, and 

Yhasua, looking at the astonished group, began to say in a sweet, 

deep voice: 

–"You shall love the Lord your God with all your strength, with all 

your soul, and your neighbor as yourself." 

“This is how the Law of God-Love commands, and you forget.” 

He distributed some coins and told them: 

–Go back to your homes and do not forget that God loves you and 

watches over you. 

While those poor minds were absorbed in the look and the word of 

Yhasua, their bodies received like a formidable wave, the energy and 

vital force that he transmitted to them. And just when they lost sight of 

him among the traffic of people, beasts, and shops, they realized that 

their ills had disappeared. 

Some ran to one side and others ran to the other, as if mad with 

joy, looking for the young man in the white tunic who was nowhere to 

be found. 

Finally, they came to the conclusion that it must have been the 

archangel Raphael who healed Tobias, since he had disappeared so 

mysteriously. 

–He must be a magician from the north –said the foreigners in the 

country, who knew nothing of the Archangel Raphael or Tobias. 

–But if you're cured, get to work –said others, offering them work 

in their shops, whose hectic activities always needed more and more 

workers. 

It was useless for them to look for Yhasua, who quickly installed 

his parents under the hostel-tent and ran to the Sanctuary in search 

of the gatekeeper, with whose family he would spend the night until 

the first hour the caravan continued its journey. 

To the great surprise of the solitaries, he suddenly showed up in 
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the archive where all of them were rearranging their abundant 

documentation. 

– Didn't I tell you before that I would be your candle of mercy? Well, 

here I am, but only for a few hours. 

“Where are the ex-captives? –He asked, referring to the three 

therapists released from the chains. 

–In the kitchen preparing the bags to go to the caves –they 

answered. 

–Well, nothing more opportune –said Yhasua. –We bring a small 

cargo for the refugees. 

Inexpressible was the joy of the three therapists when they hugged 

Yhasua again. 

As the time to leave drew near, they accompanied the three 

travelers to take charge of the provisions that Yhosep's family donated 

to the refugees in the Jordan caves. 

After asking them for references and exhaustive details about the 

state and conditions of the patients, Yhasua said goodbye to them to 

continue his journey with his parents. 

Since they departed to Sevthopolis, the road slipped through the 

mountaintops, skirting mountain ranges that, due to the early winter, 

appeared somewhat yellowish and devoid, of course, of their 

exuberant greenery. 

The entire journey from Sevthopolis to Archelais offered Yhasua 

the opportunity to pour out like a mighty torrent the internal power that 

his spirit-light had conquered in his long centuries of love. 

And he continued to love as if he could no longer stop in the 

glorious ascent to the summit, to which he seemed to climb in a 

vertiginous race. 

 

“Loving for loving is water 

that men do not know. 

Loving for loving is water 

that only the gods drink" 

 

Bohindra, the immortal genius of harmony and love, had sung like 

this and we see his crystal verse living in Yhasua with an exuberant 

life, which truly amazes those who study him in his deep feeling. 

Mounted on his donkey, he didn’t neglect to look every moment at 

his folder that he carried in his left hand. 

–Look, Yhasua, this steep path offers obstacles at every moment 

–said his father –and I fear that by looking at your folder you’re not 
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helping the donkey to overcome the pitfalls. 

–He’s well trained, father; do not fear for me –he answered. 

– May I know, my son, what in that folder absorbs your attention so 

much? –asked Myriam, whose woman's intuition was guessing what 

was happening. 

–My little things, mother, that are only interesting for me –answered 

Yhasua, smiling, like a child who hides some mischief that’s very 

sweet to his heart–. 

“Here are the two 100-year-old oaks –he murmured in a low voice. 

–It’s the sign of the grotto of the lepers. 

They were still 50 fathoms from the oaks, and they already saw a 

bundle covered with a goatskin coat come out, with only an opening 

at the top for the eyes. 

Only in this way were those suffering that horrible illness allowed 

to approach the people who passed by, in demand for help for their 

irremediable situation. Yhasua spoke few words with the leader of the 

caravan, who always had a sack ready with the donations of some of 

the travelers for the unfortunate sick. 

–I'll carry it for you –Yhasua said, receiving the sack and heading 

towards the advancing covered bundle. The travelers passed by, 

wishing to put more distance between themselves and the leper. 

Myriam and Yhosep halted their mounts for a while to give Yhasua 

time. 

–My heart already imagined this –Myriam said to her husband. 

“Yhasua must have written the directions where the caves are in 

the little folder, and that’s what absorbed his attention. 

– Oh! This holy son that Jehovah has given us, Myriam, gives us 

each silent lesson, that if we know how to learn it we will be saints too. 

And the elder, with his eyes moist with tears, continued to look at 

Yhasua, who fearlessly approached the leper. 

They saw him remove the fur coat and take his hands. 

It was a moment in which Yhasua looked into his eyes with that 

irresistible vibration of love that penetrated to the marrow like a life-

giving fire, leaving no fiber unturned. 

Myriam and Yhosep couldn’t hear his words, but we can hear them, 

my dear reader, 20 centuries after they were spoken. 

In the Eternal Archives of Light, the magician of the heavens, 

everything that was thought, spoken, and felt on the physical planes 

was recorded as it is graven: 

–You are young, you have a mother who cries for you; there’s a 

maiden who loves you and waits for you... some children who will be 
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able to come by your side. I know everything, don't tell me anything. 

Judas of Saba has informed me of everything that concerns you. 

–Save me, Lord, because I can no longer resist the pain in my body 

and the pain in my soul –exclaimed the unfortunate leper, who was 

only 26 years old. 

–The Divine Power, which God has given me, and which your faith 

has discovered in me, saves you. Go and bathe seven times in the 

Jordan and return to your mother's side. Be a good son, a good 

husband, and a good father, and that will be your action of gratitude 

to the Eternal Love that has saved you. Tell your companions to do 

the same, and if they believe like you do in the Divine Power, they will 

also be purified. 

The patient was going to throw himself at the feet of that beautiful 

young man, whose words hypnotized him, causing him a deep shock. 

But he felt his whole-body tremble and sat down on the dry hay that 

bordered the path. 

–Get up and walk! Don't be afraid of anything –Yhasua said, 

mounting again and returning to his parents who were waiting for him. 

The other travelers were already getting lost in one of the 

innumerable turns of the tortuous road skirting huge rocks, and they 

doubtless thought that the unfortunate leper would be a relative of 

Yhasua because he paid such attention to him. 

Humankind has not yet understood what Love is, which does not 

need the ties of blood nor the rewards of gratitude, to give itself as 

great and exalted as a permanent vibration of the Supreme Atman, 

which is immortal love above of all things. 

Our three travelers were left by this delay at a distance from the 

caravan, which allowed them to talk freely. 

– What a great work you’ve done, my son! –Yhosep told him, 

looking at Yhasua with that admiration produced by extraordinary 

events. 

–It was a pity so young and already useless for life –Myriam added, 

waiting for an explanation from Yhasua who continued in silence. –

Will he be cured, my son? 

–Yes, mother, because he believes in the Divine Power and that’s 

like opening all the doors and windows of a house so that pure air 

enters in an overwhelming torrent that renews and transforms 

everything. 

–Are there other lepers there? –she asked again. 

–Twenty remain of the 32 that existed from a long time ago. 

“The others died when the Sanctuary therapists stopped helping 
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them. They were already old, and their disease was very advanced. 

Misery consumed them sooner. 

–And couldn't this frightful illness that is spreading so much in our 

country be avoided, Yhasua? 

–The day men are less selfish, leprosy and most of the ills that 

affect humankind will disappear. Extreme poverty forces the 

unfortunate in life to ingest decomposed materials into their bodies as 

food. The toxins from these materials, already in a state of 

putrefaction, enter the blood and load it with germs that produce all 

diseases. The corrosive germs are passed from parents to children, 

and the chain of pain becomes longer and longer. 

“When the happy people in life love the unhappy as much as they 

love themselves, almost all diseases will end, and men will only die 

from exhaustion of old age or unexpected accidents. 

“I have been able to cure lepers, paralytics, and blind from birth; 

but I have not yet been able to cure any egoist. What a hard illness is 

selfishness! 

 

A deep disappointment seemed to be drawn on Yhasua's 

expressive countenance, whose paleness frightened his mother. 

–My son –she told him –you look so pale that you seem sick to me. 

–Yhasua is left like this when he saves others from their ills. It’s as 

if for a few moments he absorbed in his physical body the illness of 

the cured –added his father. Yhasua looked at them and smiled 

silently. 

–I see that you’re becoming very observant –he said finally. 

–When you cured Yhosuelin and me, I also saw you turn pale –

said Yhosep. –But I imagine that if the Lord gives you the strength of 

health for others, he will replace what you use on them. 

–It is as you think, father. I’m already recovering from this state of 

laxity, because the sick already entered into renewal. 

–But will they all be cured? –Myriam asked alarmed, fearful that so 

many sick bodies would exhaust the life of her son. Yhasua 

understood the reason for that alarm. 

– Mother! –He told her with infinite tenderness. –Don't give me the 

pain of guessing in your soul even a spark of selfishness. Your son's 

life is worth as much as those 20 lives saved. 

“They also have mothers who love them like you love me. Put 

yourself in the place of one of them and then you will think differently. 

–You're right, my son! Forgive me the selfishness of my motherly 

love. You are my light, and without you, it seems to me that I would 
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stay in the dark. 

–You will have to learn to feel me by your side, even if I disappear 

from the physical plane... 

–God Father won't want it, no!... I'll die before you!... –she said as 

if in a sob of anguish. 

– Do you see mother the pain of those mothers who see their 

children die alive in the caves of lepers? 

– Yes, my son! I see it and I feel it. From today I promise to find out 

where there’s a leper so that you can cure him. I am the first cured by 

you of selfishness. 

“I am already cured, Yhasua!... Before God Father who hears us, I 

surrender my son to the pain of humankind! 

And the sweet mother burst into great sobs. 

– What did you do, Yhasua, my son, what did you do? –Yhosep 

said, taking Myriam's hand and kissing it tenderly. 

– Nothing, father! It’s that by removing from herself the thorn that 

was stuck in her soul, she has caused her all this pain. But you are 

already cured, mother, forever, right? 

This was said by Yhasua already dismounted from his donkey and 

encircling his mother's waist with his arm. 

–Yes, my son, yes, I’m cured now. 

And the admirable woman of love and silence dried her tears and 

smiled at that son-light that she had within her arms reach. 

The road got closer and closer to the Jordan River, whose calm 

waters could be seen running at the bottom of a precipice as if 

sandwiched between two mountain ranges. 

The travelers had to the west the gigantic mass of Mount Ebath, 

whose snow-covered peaks, illuminated by the afternoon sun, gave 

them the appearance of golden hills outlined against the turquoise 

blue of that diaphanous and serene sky. 

–How beautiful is Samaria!... –Yhasua exclaimed, absorbed in the 

contemplation of such splendid nature. –It reminds me of the 

landscapes of Lebanon, with the Hermon mountain range, even 

higher than these Ebath mountains. 

–We remember them my son –answered Yhosep, –because we 

contemplated them through our tears of exiles with you, then a little 

boy of 17 months. We spent five long years there. 

–My life brought you many sorrows –said Yhasua, –and perhaps it 

will bring you many more. 

– Do not make bad omens my son! –said his mother –, don't even 

mention the sorrows that your life brought. What parents do not have 
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them for their children? 

–And even more so in these times –Yhosep added, –in which 

Roman domination has our compatriots so exasperated that they 

commit serious imprudence at every step. One of Deborah's brothers 

is in prison at Archelais, and I don't know if I'll be able to see him. 

– How! And you hadn't said anything?... Yhosep, that's not right. 

–Woman!... I didn't want to tell you, so you wouldn't worry. Back 

then, I didn't plan to do this trip and I thought that everything would be 

resolved without you knowing. 

–And what about his wife and children? –Myriam asked again. 

–The eldest son, who is already 20 years old like our Yhasua, is in 

charge of the mill, helped by my son Matthias, whom I commissioned 

to take care of the matter. 

– And what crime do they impute to imprison him? –Yhashua 

asked. 

–This brother-in-law of mine –said Yhosep, –was always at odds 

with the Herodians and their bad manners. And he was never careful 

of speaking everywhere, expressing his rebelliousness. When Herod 

modified the ancient city of Yanath and named it after his eldest son 

Archelaus, my brother-in-law organized a protest with the people 

because the original city name came from the first Patriarch of the 

tribe of Manasseh who settled in that region and built the first 

sanctuary that the Hebrew people had upon entering this promised 

land. 

“With this protest, he was then accused of being a troublemaker, 

and any uprising in the town is blamed on him. The unfortunate man 

had the mistaken idea that a just and reasonable protest as it was, 

could twist the whim of the pride of a king who had the claim that the 

names of his children would be immortalized even on the rocks of this 

country, usurped from the kings of Judah. 

“Two moons ago, when the Herodians celebrated the anniversary 

of the Coronation of Herod the Great as King of the Palestine, his 

statue which was in the market square, was found stoned and broken. 

And the bronze plate where the new name of the city was written, was 

found snatch from the statue. 

“The Herodians immediately pointed to my brother-in-law as the 

instigator of this disorder. That’s all. 

– Have you done anything to save him? –Yhasua asked, taking an 

interest in the matter. 

–Much has been done, and now we’ll know if there’s hope of 

freeing him –answered Yhosep. 
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In Yhasua, the supreme yearning for justice and liberation had 

already awakened for this unhappy captive who was in a dungeon, 

while he had nine children to feed. 

His parents understood this and Yhosep said to Myriam in a low 

voice: 

–Something is going to happen here; I already foresee a prodigy of 

those that only our Yhasua can do. 

–Be quiet, don't let him hear us! –Myriam said. –He really dislikes 

us commenting on the wonders he works. 

When they arrived at Archelais, the first thing they saw was the 

great market square and the headless and armless statue of King 

Herod, causing laughter and mockery from his adversaries. 

 

Yhasua immersed in deep silence seemed absorbed in the depth 

of his thoughts. 

–Father –he said suddenly –those who are happy and free don't 

need us. Let's drop my mother off at the family home, and you and I 

go see Uncle Gabes in his prison. 

–Fine, son, fine. 

The poor heartbroken wife hugged Myriam and wept bitterly. 

–I know that your son Yhasua is a Prophet who does wonders in 

the name of Jehovah –she told her between sobs–. 

“Tell him to save my husband from prison, and my children and I 

will be his faithful servants until the end of his life. 

Yhasua managed to hear these words, and approaching the tender 

group, he said: 

– Don't cry, good woman, our Heavenly Father already had mercy 

on you. Uncle Gabes will eat at your table today. But hush! Eh?, 

because the works of God like to be housed in the heart and not 

wander through the streets and squares. 

After a brief greeting to the relatives, Yhasua and his father, led by 

Matthias, went to the mayor's office of the prison. 

As they had agreed while they were walking, Yhosep would offer 

himself as bail for the provisional release of the prisoner, with the 

promise of paying for the reconstruction of the statue. 

The warden was a poor man of no great capacity, but with a large 

dose of hardness and selfishness in his heart. 

As soon as they saw him, Yhasua took him as the target of the 

withering magnetic rays that his spirit emanated in the height of 

indignation. 

–Sir –he told him, after his father had spoken. –Think that this man 
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has nine children to support and that there’s no proof that he was the 

one who broke the statue of the King. 

–Since we couldn't find the culprit, he must pay, because on other 

occasions he rioted the town for trifles that didn’t harm him at all –the 

warden answered dryly. 

Yhasua's mental pressure was mounting, and the warden 

hesitated. 

–Well –he said, –let the scribe come and the three of you will sign 

the commitment to pay for the restoration of the statue. Although I 

don't know how you will manage because the sculptor who made it 

died, and there’s no one in the whole country who wants to restore it. 

–That's on us –Yhasua said. –There are people who will rebuild it 

if you release the prisoner right now. 

The scribe drew up a document that Yhosep, Matthias and Yhasua 

signed. 

The prisoner was handed over to them, and Yhasua told them after 

the emotional scene of the first meeting, which the reader will already 

imagine: 

–Let us bless God for this triumph and the three of you go back to 

where the family is to spare them from restlessness.  

–This will be for a short time; but anyway, I thank you from the 

bottom of my heart for what you’ve done for me –said Gabes. 

– For a short time, you say? –Yhasua asked. – So do you think 

they'll stop you again? 

–Surely, as long as the statue isn't reconstructed. Those Herodians 

walk around like mad dogs. If the real culprit doesn't show up, they'll 

come back for me. 

–No, Uncle Gabes!... They won't come back! I'm telling you in the 

name of God – Yhasua affirmed with such intonation of voice that the 

three men looked at each other in astonishment. 

– May God hear you nephew; may God hear you! 

–Thank you! I return to the market square where I have an urgent 

errand to run. –And without waiting for an answer, Yhasua turned 

around and quickened his pace in the direction he had indicated. 

– Does your son have friends here? –Gabes asked Yhosep. 

–Not that I know of, but he has grown up and lived up to now among 

the Essenes, and he’s impenetrable when he persists in silence. It is 

evident that he will do something in your favor. His words seem to 

indicate it. Let him do it. This son is so extraordinary in everything! 

The joy of Anna, Gabes's wife, and of all their children and 

relatives, formed a scene of moving tenderness when they saw him 
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free. 

– “Uncle Gabes will eat at your table today”, your son, Myriam, told 

me when he arrived this morning. 

"Oh! He’s a Prophet whom the Lord has filled with all his gifts and 

supreme powers!... –exclaimed the poor woman, mother of four small 

children, between her tears and laughter, because the five eldest were 

from the Gabes’ first marriage. 

–Where did you leave Yhasua? –Myriam asked the three recently 

arrived men– because we’re going to sit at the table, and it’s sad to 

eat without him on this day of so much joy. 

–I told him that, and he said he was coming right away. 

Meanwhile, Yhasua reached the square and stood discreetly in the 

shadow of an ivy that formed a rustic gazebo, twenty paces from the 

broken statue. 

Although it was winter, a hot sun fell flat on the stone blocks that 

paved the vast square. The vendors locked in their tents took 

advantage of the sales cessation time, established by ordinance, to 

eat in peace. 

Yhasua sat on the only bench in the gazebo and felt his entire body 

vibrate overloaded with energy, in such a way that he had never felt 

before. 

And he heard in his inner world a very deep voice that said to him: 

– “Don't fear anything. The living forces of nature respond to you. The 

sun is above you like a beacon of powerful energy. The freedom of a 

man who feeds nine children is at stake. 

“Surrender yourself as an instrument to the living forces, and sleep. 

The Eternal Energy will do the rest.” –And he fell into a deep sleep. 

He woke up very soon because when the vendors came out of their 

tents they shouted offering their merchandise. He looked at the broken 

statue and saw it in perfect condition as if nothing had happened. 

He thought about going over to observe it closely, but he didn't do 

it so as not to attract attention at that time. No one in the square 

showed indications of having perceived the extraordinary event. 

Yhasua raised his thought of thanks-giving to the Supreme Power 

that thus allowed him to free a family man from an unjust 

imprisonment, and hurriedly returned to Gabes's house, where his 

tardiness was beginning to cause concern. 

–Uncle Gabes –he said as he entered, –you don't have to fear 

anything from the warden anymore, because the broken statue has 

been restored, and it's perfect. 

– Who did it? –asked several voices at once. 
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– Who could it be? The workers of the Heavenly Father, of whom 

you remember very little for what He deserves, even though He loves 

you so much! Yhasua answered and sat down at the table. 

 

Myriam, Yhosep and the owners of the house looked at each other 

as if questioning. Myriam's forefinger placed on her lips asked them 

for silence and they kept silent. 

When the meal was over, everyone wanted to go to the square, to 

see and touch the statue already repaired, while they accompanied 

the travelers to join the caravan. 

Gabes and Anna made all their children kiss the hand of Yhasua, 

who had so wonderfully annulled his father's sentence. 

Matthias, who had four children, approached his own asking 

Yhasua to preserve their health and life, because they were weak and 

sickly. 

–Matthias –he told him, –take care to teach your children to love 

God and their neighbor, and He will be the one who will take care of 

and preserve their health and their life. 

“On my return on the next moon I will visit your house –Yhasua 

added, –because I have seen that one of your sons will come with me. 

When he mounted his horse after having helped his mother, all the 

hands waved around him, and he say to them: 

–Because you love me, keep quiet about what happened, for 

silence is the brother of peace. 

–He is a Prophet of God!... –they were all saying in a low voice. 

–Myriam and Yhosep deserved such a child, and the Lord has 

given him to them –said Gabes. 

–But the poor mother lives trembling for that son –added Anna –

because from a very young age he was forced to flee from 

persecutions of death. 

–It was during the massacre of the Bethlehemite children –said 

Matthias –that my father had to take him far away because he was the 

one they were looking for by order of Herod the old, whose statue 

Yhasua has just restored with the power of God. 

While the family members comment on the events in a low voice, 

we, friendly reader, will also do so with the torch of reason and the 

stiletto of logic. 

The prodigious event that filled Yhasua's relatives with 

astonishment is within the Law of Integration and Disintegration of 

organic and inorganic bodies and dead matter, which is perfectly 

possible for the disincarnated intelligences that dominate the 
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elements of nature, and that have on the physical plane, a subject 

whose internal powers can serve as a direct agent for the realization 

of such a phenomenon. 

It's even more admirable to disintegrate a body and reintegrate it 

in a different place, which is also within the law. The fact of the broken 

statue in the Archelais square was only a partial reintegration due to 

the accumulation of molecules of an inorganic and dead matter. 

The beings who were eyewitnesses to this event were undoubtedly 

not in the mental condition to assimilate the scientific explanation that 

Yhasua could give them, who limited himself to answering the 

questions of "who did it" with his usual simplicity: "The workers of the 

Heavenly Father”, with which he was telling the truth, without going 

into the depths of an explanation that they wouldn’t be able to 

understand. 

When our travelers arrived at Jericho, they met the caravan coming 

from Bozrah in Arabia, crossing Perea through Philadelphia and 

Heshbon. 

It caught people's attention, a large carriage that only people of 

high position used to travel, especially if they were women. 

It was carrying a daughter of the King of Arabia with his child, 

attacked by an infectious fever that inevitably led to death. The crying 

of the young mother was heartbreaking. 

A Jewish magician had assured her that if she would take him to 

the temple in Jerusalem and offer sacrifices to Jehovah there, her son 

would be healed. And the unhappy mother had undertaken the long 

journey from her palace nestled like a porphyry chest in the Bashan 

mountains, in search of the life of her only son who was only 10 years 

old. 

Hearing the pitiful cry of that woman and approaching the luxurious 

car, was all a single moment for Yhasua. 

– Why are you crying woman with such deep grief? –He asked her. 

– My son is dying!... Can't you see? He doesn't even recognize me 

anymore, and I see that I won't be able to reach the temple in 

Jerusalem so that he can be healed. 

–The entire universe is the temple of our Creator God, and all pain 

reaches Him, just as yours does at this moment. 

While saying this, he sat on the child's bed to whose livid and 

sweaty face he brought his face, reddened as if by a living flame, that 

vibrated throughout his being. He united his lips with those colorless 

lips, and in long breaths that resounded like a breath of powerful wind, 

he injected new vitality into that poor organism that was already 
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abandoning life. 

The little body began to tremble, and then to jerk violently, after 

which the blood again rushed to his face, and the boy opened his eyes 

to look for his mother. 

– Do you see woman, how here is also the temple of God who 

hears all the cries of his children without asking them for sacrifices of 

beasts, but only the offering of love and faith? –Yhasua said to the 

young Arab princess who couldn’t come out of her astonishment. 

– Who are you that gives life to those called by death? –she asked, 

startled. 

–A man who loves God and his neighbor. Your son is cured. 

The mother hugged her child, covering his face with kisses and 

tears. 

Yhasua got down from the carriage to return to his parents' side, 

but that woman called out to him anxiously. 

–Don't leave like that –she told him –without putting a price on your 

work. 

“How much is my son's life worth? 

–Only God knows the price of a human life. Your son's life is his 

gift, if you want to thank him the way he wants to be thanked, continue 

the journey a little further until you pass Jericho, and I will show you 

where you can save human lives as God saved your son's. 

– May Allah bless you, because you’re an archangel of his heaven! 

–answered the woman lowering the curtain that closed the carriage. 

Yhasua managed to hear her voice when she said to her servants: 

–Follow that young man and don't stop your march until he tells you 

to. 

–Wait for me here –Yhasua told them –I'll enter the city until the 

caravan continues its journey. 

Myriam's relatives were waiting for them at the balustrade that 

surrounded the caravan plaza. 

His elderly uncles, Andrew and Benjamin, brothers of Joachim, 

Myriam's father, with their children and grandchildren formed a large 

group. 

Although they had seen each other a few times at the Easter 

festivities in the Temple of Jerusalem, their continued absence made 

the scene of a new encounter among beings of the same blood and 

of the same thinking and feeling more emotional. 

They had not seen Yhasua since he was 12 years old, and they 

were greatly astonished by that beautiful young man of tall stature and 

fine silhouette, who surpassed his parents. 
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Myriam's two Elders uncles, believed they had the right to lean on 

his arms, and thus we see our beautiful and youthful Yhasua amid 

both Elders, whose white hair and beards formed a striking contrast 

with his golden hair. 

All this ancient family was Essene from their distant ancestors, and 

Andrew and Benjamin, brothers of Joachim, Myriam's father, were like 

living books, in which the extensive chronicle of the persecutions and 

sufferings of the Essene Fraternity for centuries was written. 

They both had a delirious love for Yhasua, since they had followed 

his footsteps from afar, and the pilgrim therapists kept them informed 

of his life as a child and as a young man. 

For them the great Prophet was well designed from the earliest 

years. But when they passed to the third degree four years ago, in the 

Sanctuary on Mount Quarantine, they were told that the Messiah was 

amid humankind, incarnated in the son of Myriam, their beloved niece. 

What would it mean, then, for those two good Elders, to see 

themselves supported in the arms of Yhasua who walked among 

them, speaking to them of the glories of an old age crowned with 

justice, peace, and love? 

And the beautiful scene formed by them and their incomparable 

grandson nephew, with his extraordinary physical and moral beauty, 

seeming like a dream made them cry and laugh at the same time 

–You're a rising sun between two misty sunsets –said Benjamin, 

the older of the two, amusingly. 

Meanwhile, Myriam's cousins didn’t get tired of asking whether the 

facts that the therapists had narrated about Yhasua were true. The 

discreet Myriam, always brief when speaking, only replied: 

–When therapists speak, they know what they’re saying, and the 

truth is always with them. My Yhasua is great before God, I already 

know it; but since I’m weak and my heart is made of flesh, I suffer for 

him. I’m his mother, and I’m always afraid that his very greatness will 

bring him notoriety. While I have him hidden from people, I feel he’s 

safer. What will the world do with him the day he goes out into the 

world,? 

“Almost all our great Prophets were sacrificed. Will he be too? 

– Because of that –one of Myriam's cousins said –the therapists 

advised us not to comment at all on the Messiah incarnate in your son! 

This is very close to Jerusalem, –they said –and the priesthood of the 

temple is vigilant and alert. 

Yhasua wasted no time wherever he went, and he took advantage 

of the brief hours spent in the city of flowers, an oasis in arid Judea, 
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to find out who suffered there. 

–The incurably sick –one of the elderly uncles answered –were 

taken to the caves on the Mount of Olives, and here there’s only one 

refuge for the helpless elderly that we support among all the Essenes 

in the city, who are a great majority. 

–It seems that we have the blessing of the Lord –added the other 

Elder, –because in the village of Bethany there’s a flourishing of 

abundance in the orchards and cabins, which from there alone the 

caves and shelters of these mountains could be well fed. 

–Love for God and neighbor –Yhasua said –is the purest prayer 

that can elevate the soul to infinite heavens, to attract good in all its 

aspects and forms. 

–That's what the Law of Moses says –added one of the old uncles 

–which sums up all his commands to 'love God and your neighbor as 

yourself'.” 

–Which isn't as easy as it sounds –added the other. –Isn’t it true, 

Yhasua? 

–And so true, Uncle Andrew! 

“Humankind in general, acts like a child who, before distributing a 

basket of peaches among his friends, looks closely at which is the 

best, which he will leave for himself. That is why the Essene 

instruction says: ‘Give to those who do not have, from what you have 

on your table’. 

 

–And for this reason –Uncle Benjamin added –the Essenes of 

Jericho have formed a small congregation called ‘Bread of Elijah’; a 

name that cannot cause any alarm either to the Roman authorities or 

to the priests of Jerusalem. It means and alludes to the way in which 

the pious widow of Zarephath helped Prophet Elijah, a fugitive 

persecuted by King Ahab (aka Achab). According to the story, she 

made two large loaves each day and filled two baskets with fruit and 

two bowls with butter, just as if there were two people in the house. 

One portion was Elijah's and the other for herself; she never made 

any difference between the donation and her portion, and if there was 

any advantage, it was in favor of her protégé. 

– I understand!... –said Yhasua –and in your congregation of 

mercy, you do as the widow of Zarephath, and you call your discreet 

mercy ‘Bread of Elijah’. How long have you been doing this? 

–When the persecution of the Bethlehemite children –they 

answered–. 

“There were so many refugees in the entire extension of the Mount 
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of Olives, that it was necessary to make a greater distribution of food. 

The caves seemed like anthills of mothers with children. And they hid 

even in sepulchral caves, fleeing from Herod's blade. 

–It was you, Yhasua, the victim the king sought. 

–Ignorance gives room in men to all fanaticisms, and ambition 

leads them to all cruelties and crimes –said Yhasua–. 

“Imagine the world without ignorance and without ambition. It would 

be a garden of peace full of flowers, fruits, and birds. A spring reverie. 

A reflection of God's heavens where those who triumphed over 

ignorance and ambition love and sing... 

“Do you have many synagogues here? –he asked suddenly. 

–We have one, set up and supported by the temple in Jerusalem, 

which is the least crowded. There are 10 more, individually-owned, 

supported by wealthy neighbors. The one with the best attendees is 

that of Gamaliel the elder. He directs it himself, and the purest and 

most sound among Jerusalem doctorate attends two Saturdays a 

month. 

–I knew nothing of this –Yhasua said. 

–They are Essenes, my son, they speak very little in the streets. 

But you should hear them speak inside the walls of the synagogue! 

There are two young doctors who have been attending for a short 

time, who are like a light in the darkness. They call one Joseph and 

the other Nicodemus. They are inseparable. They know that the 

Messiah is among us, and their words are like a living flame. 

Sometimes others named Reuben, Nicholas, and Gamaliel the 

Younger also come with them. 

–We don't miss a single Saturday –Uncle Andrew added –because 

the Genesis of Moses is being commented on, and these young 

doctors have begun to shed light on all the darkness with which the 

centuries or human malice have disfigured the great books that we 

have as our only training. 

Yhasua listened in silence and understood that his friends in 

Jerusalem were wasting no time, they were slowly and discreetly 

shelling out the magnificent diamond necklace they had extracted 

from the old Riblah archive. 

He also understood that these two Elders were, among the crowd, 

the most advanced that he’d found on his path. 

– Do you want to join one of my small works? –He asked them. 

–With all my heart, my son –they both answered at the same time. 

Yhasua told them of the arrival of the Arabian princess with her 

dying son, who was then healed. She was in her carriage, as the 
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reader knows. 

– I was planning to take her to the refugee caves so she herself 

could offer them her donations to them; but since you’re so well 

organized for the support of the sick poor, I propose you get 

acquainted with her, instruct her about the true doctrine of divine 

wisdom, and guide her for good and justice. I have understood that 

she’s a soul prepared for the truth and the good. 

–It’s an honor, my son, to collaborate with you in your works as an 

apostle. 

–Let's go see her –Uncle Andrew said. 

Shortly before the caravan would leave, they all headed towards 

the square, where the great carriage of the Arab woman was the first 

thing to be seen among the movement of travelers and street vendors. 

Yhasua went ahead. 

The woman's face seemed to light up with happiness when she 

saw Yhasua again. 

–Since the archangels of Jehovah appear and disappear –she said 

–I thought I wouldn't see you anymore. –This is the Prophet who 

healed you, my son, –she said to the child who, sitting on the bed, 

amused himself by drawing pictures of the most common animals in 

his country. 

– What’s your name, to always remember you? –he asked. 

–My name is Yhasua –he replied in Arabic. –And you? 

– Ibrahim, to serve you, Prophet –the boy replied. –You killed the 

fever that wanted to kill me. You’re very brave! In my land they give a 

prize to those who kill panthers and cobra vipers, which bring death. 

“And I want to give you my best book of drawings; it’s this one 

covered with cobra skin; do you see? In my book, animals speak and 

say better things than men sometimes say. 

Yhasua and his mother smiled from the child's eagerness to talk; 

he wouldn't shup up. 

It took the young Master just an instant to understand the lively 

intelligence of that creature and his good feelings. 

Leafing through the album of drawings, one could see tigers and 

panthers, wolves, and cobra snakes, tied to the trunk of a tree so that 

the lambs could drink peacefully in a pool; huge vultures hanging by 

their feet so that they wouldn't hurt the turtledoves that were basking 

in the sun on the edge of the fountain, and things of that sort. 

–You are a lover of justice –said Yhasua, –and how well you do it, 

with the bad and with the good! What do you think if we forgive the 

tiger, the wolf, and the panther, we release them again, and we 
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recommend that they don’t do to other animals what they don’t want 

them to do to them? 

–No, no, no, Prophet! Please!..., in less time than opening and 

closing an eye, they would eat all the doves and lambs... 

“With the bad guys you have to be bad. My grandfather locks them 

in a fortress, and they don't come out of there anymore. There are 

men like tigers, wolves, and panthers. They always hurt! 

As the boy spoke, Yhasua had drawn on a page, a rising sun 

behind the peaks of a mountain, in the valley, a backwater. 

–Look Ibrahim: draw around this pool, wolves, lambs, tigers, and 

gazelles all drinking calmly. 

–Impossible, Prophet... impossible! Do you think that the wolf will 

not eat the lamb, and the tiger the gazelles? Unless you do with them 

as you did with the fever that was killing me... 

– Exactly, Ibrahim!... that's how I wanted to see you reason. This 

sun that appears on the mountain is love crowning the lives of men 

like a diadem and triumphing over all their wickedness. Then there will 

be no wolves, no panthers, no cobra snakes, but they all will be little 

lambs, gazelles, and doves. Isn't this much more beautiful, Ibrahim?... 

This is how Earth will be one day! 

The boy looked at him startled and took his hands. 

–You are delirious, Prophet!... My bad fever entered your body, and 

you are going to die!... I don't want you to die!... –and the child hugged 

Yhasua with his eyes full of tears. The young Master, deeply moved, 

also hugged the child, and placed a long kiss on his forehead. The 

mother cried silently. 

–Don't be afraid, Ibrahim, I don't have a fever. 

–Why are you raving then?... 

–You are still little, and you cannot understand, but you will 

understand me later. My delirium will be a reality one day... very 

distant perhaps, but it will come. 

"Here comes my family –Yhasua said, interrupting his dialogue with 

the child. –They are my uncles Andrew and Benjamin, who will guide 

you to do with the poor and sick as Jehovah did with you. 

–I want to live… –said the princess, whose name was Zaida –I want 

to live in your land, Prophet, in that place where I recovered my son's 

life. Can't I do it? Would your religion reject me? 

–Not in any way. Do as you wish. My uncles will serve as guides 

until you find your bearings in this country. 

–That woman must be your mother, if you have her on Earth and 

you haven’t come down from the heavens of Allah, –said Zaida, 
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looking at Myriam who was talking with her cousins. 

–Yes, she’s my mother –Yhasua answered. 

The Arab did not wait any longer and going down the sloping 

platform that from her carriage reached the ground, she ran towards 

Myriam. She took her hands and kissed them deliriously while she 

said to her: 

–Your son is a Prophet of Allah who has healed my feverish son. 

You are a blessed mother, because you brought into the world a 

Prophet who overcomes pain and death... 

At that moment, Yhasua came down from the carriage with the boy 

by the hand. His weak and emaciated appearance declared very 

loudly that he had just suffered a serious illness. 

–Our God-Love has saved his life, and his mother wants to live in 

Jericho and compensate the needy with donations for the good she 

has received. 

Myriam and her cousins opened their hearts for the foreigner who 

was so grateful for God's benefits. 

–We will be your sisters –they said to her –and may you feel at 

home in our country. 

–My son and I will continue our journey south –Myriam told her, –

but if you stay among my relatives, we will see each other every time 

we pass through Jericho. 

Yhosep talked apart with the two old uncles. 

They feared a disagreement with the king of Arabia, Zaida's father, 

and tried to clarify that point. 

The Arab woman who spoke through her interpreter, one of her 

servants, told them that her father had many wives and dozens of 

sons and daughters, whom he left free to live where they wanted, even 

more so in a neighboring country with which he had good relations. 

Eliminated this fear, the Elders Andrew and Benjamin took charge 

of hosting Zaida until she acquired her own home. 

–It must be –she said, –in the place where my son was returned to 

me. 

–Next to the caravan square, there’s an old house for sale with a 

beautiful orchard –said one of the Elders. –I’m in charge of it by its 

owners who have settled in Tyre. Will your husband agree with your 

resolutions? –asked the Elder. 

–I don't have a husband –Zaida answered. –He fell out with my 

father and fled to distant lands to save his life. It's been six years since 

this, and I haven't seen him anymore. But don’t presume that I’ll live 

alone. If I stay here, my mother will come with me and all my servants. 
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–Well, woman, may our country be favorable to you –added the 

Elder. –We'll do what we can for you. 

Meanwhile, the boy could not be separated from Yhasua, with 

whom he always talked about the impossible union of the tigers in his 

drawings, with the doves and the lambs. 

–Upon my return –said the young Master –and many times we will 

see each other; we’ll have to reach an agreement on that point. 

The time for departure arrived and the caravan left Jericho, leaving 

the image of the young Prophet engraved in the soul of the Arab 

woman and her son forever. By bringing the child back to life, the 

young Prophet had tied a bond of love with them that would never 

break. Perhaps it was due to this love that King Hareth, warrior and 

conqueror, respected the friendly country where his grandson found 

life, and would later protect the Sanctuary-school of Mount Horeb and 

Sinai, where Melchior and his numerous disciples lived. 

Yhasua's silent love extended its magical veils of light, wherever it 

found a lamp to light in the icy darkness of humankind. 

The Son of God, at the age of 20, entered Jerusalem without it 

noticing that the one for whom it had sighed for so many centuries 

was within its walls and breathed its air charged with the aroma of 

myrrh, and the odors of sacrificial meat burned on the altar.  

It was a day of glory for Leah, the widowed relative, who was 

already waiting for them in her lonely old house. Yhasua left his 

parents there and wanted to visit the temple, which, not being a 

holiday season, should be full of silence and solitude. That's how he 

wanted to see it. This is how he wanted to find himself, alone under 

that roof shadowed by smoke, among those colonnades, arcades, 

and porticoes, full of rumors, echoes, where an imperceptible little 

breeze stirred the flame of the candles and undulated the great veil 

that intercepted the entrance to the Sancta Sanctorum. 

An old priest burned essences on the altar of holocausts, and a lute 

sounded in the distance. 

It was late afternoon, and the old city was beginning to fall asleep 

in the deep stillness of Judean evening and midwinter. He climbed the 

steps of the room where all religious and civil matters were deliberated 

and sat on one of the daises. 

An indefinable anguish seized him... His environment was not 

there, his psychic vault, a thousand times more beautiful and radiant 

than that roof of gold and jasper, which seemed to crush his soul like 

a granite mountain. 

His great sensitivity caught vibrations of terror, of dread, of 
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desperate agony. A painful breath of death blew from all sides, like a 

subtle poison that penetrated him to the marrow. 

– This is a place of slaughter and torture! –He exclaimed 

desperately. –How can the divine softness of the Father-Love of my 

dreams be found here?... 

He saw an open book on the lectern, where the priest on duty must 

have read at the last meeting. It was Deuteronomy, or the book of 

secrets, attributed to Moses. 

It was opened in chapter XVII, in whose verses 3, 4 and 5, he 

orders to kill with stones every Hebrew, man or woman who had 

shown veneration to the stars that shine in the sky. 

And underlining those words with his punch, he put a note to the 

side with this question: 

“Which is Jehovah's enlightened Moses; the one who wrote on 

stone tablets "thou shalt not kill" or the one who orders the killing?" 

A large window was opened with a crash, and waving the great veil 

of the temple, it touched the flame of the candles that burned 

perennially before the tabernacle with the Ark of the Covenant. 

Yhasua could not see this start of fire because he rushed out into 

the street, as if horrifying ghosts of death and blood were chasing him. 

Two old men who were praying in the shadows of a secluded 

corner began to shout. 

– The veil burns, the temple burns!... A beautiful young man in a 

white robe was here and must have left through the window that 

opened with a great noise... 

– Horrendous sins must be in the temple when an angel of the Lord 

has kindled this devastating fire. 

An army of Levites invaded the enclosure and quickly took down 

the veil, which, crushed on the pavement under bags of wet sand, 

extinguished the fire easily. 

 

No one managed to decipher that enigma. For the priests on duty, 

it was evident that someone was in the assemblies, since in the open 

book on the lectern, they had written the mysterious and terrible 

question in which the law given by Moses was left in such a bad light. 

The Pharisees and devout people fasted for seven days to appease 

the anger of Jehovah for the sins of the priests, the cause without a 

doubt of that unfortunate accident. 

A two-day rest in Jerusalem allowed Yhasua to meet with his 

friends Nicodemus, Joseph, Nicholas, and Gamaliel, who were the 

leaders of the Divine Wisdom school already known to the reader. 
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Ruben, husband of Veronica, the third daughter of Leah, and Mark, 

the disciple of Philo of Alexandria, had been closely attached to those 

four since they brought the copies from the Riblah archive. There were 

only 10 members of this group of seekers of the Eternal Truth. 

They understood that the past storm was caused by the 

indiscretion of some, who, without being completely awake to the 

responsibility they assumed by joining, could not resist the hour of the 

test. 

The leaders also blamed themselves, for their inexperience in 

receiving followers, because in this type of studies, numbers mean 

nothing, but intellectual and moral capacity. 

The 10 that remained after the persecution suffered were: Joseph 

of Arimathea, Nicodemus, and Andrew of Nicopolis, Ruben of Ein-

Gedi and Nathaniel of Hebron, Nicholas of Damascus, Gamaliel 

(nephew), Joseph Aar-Saba, Santiago Aberroes and Mark of Bethel. 

All of them from neighboring cities to Jerusalem, but based in the 

old city of the Kings, had the belief that the light of Divine Truth for the 

whole world should emerge from it. They were also men of study who 

were aware of the doctrines of Socrates and Plato on God and the 

human soul, and who maintained correspondence with the 

Alexandrian school of Philo, and with the schools of Tarshish (Tarsus), 

from which Paul emerged years later. 

It's due to this belief of theirs that they insisted on maintaining their 

school of Divine Wisdom there, and they faced the risks that the 

ancient capital, where the hardest and most intransigent clergy that 

those ages have known, reigned. 

They called their meetings “Kabal”, a Hebrew word that means 

convocation. Our Yhasua attended the Kabal twice before going to 

Bethlehem, the terminal point of his journey. 

One of the 10 mentioned above maintained ties to discontented 

groups, which since the days of the ancient uprisings had remained 

half hidden for fear of bloody reprisals from the clergy allied with 

Herod. That one was Joseph Aar-Saba, a man with a clear vision of 

the future of the peoples, who abhorred everything that chained 

human thought and freedom of conscience. Because of this, they 

called him the Just, and he enjoyed great prestige among the most 

despised masses of people. 

As if by a secret intuition, he understood, upon meeting Yhasua 

personally, that he would be the man capable of leading the people to 

achieve the maximum of their rights, and he spoke to him on the 

subject. 
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–It’s well deserved that you bear the name of Just – the young 

Master replied, –because I see that your soul is wounded by social 

injustices. I'm too young to have the necessary experience in this kind 

of business, but I'll tell you what I think about it. 

 

“It seems to me that we must begin by preparing the masses to 

successfully claim their rights, which is by instructing them in the true 

doctrine of goodness and justice. 

“To occupy his place in the concert of universal life, man must first 

know who he is, where he comes from, and where he is going. He 

must know his origin and destiny, which will lead him to clearly 

understand the law of solidarity, which is the absolute need for union 

and harmony among all, to conquer that magical star that we all yearn 

for: happiness. 

“This is the work that the Essene Fraternity achieves in silence, 

through its pilgrim therapists who go from house to house healing sick 

bodies and feverish or listless souls. 

“I imagine, Joseph Aar-Saba, that you’re struggling in the midst of 

innumerable souls consumed by this fever or dejected by 

discouragement. Drink the clear water and the white bread of the 

Eternal Truth, by becoming yourself their Master, you will do the 

greatest work that an incarnated intelligence can do on Earth: 

illuminate the pathway of the multitudes, so that they find their true 

path and march on it. 

“Do you want me to give you the key to succeed in this? 

–That's what I want, Master! –Joseph answered vehemently. 

– Do you have a meeting venue? –the Master asked again. 

–Like owls, we meet in the ancient tombs that no one visits, but 

more frequently in David's tomb, a short walk from Zion's gate. 

“They have discovered the entrance to the underground galleries, 

and there is the refuge of the persecuted. 

–I want to go with you today, because tomorrow I continue my trip 

to Bethlehem. 

–And with me –said Joseph of Arimathea. –You know, Yhasua, my 

promise to your parents. I must fulfill my promise. 

–And mine –Nicodemus added. –Count me in. 

–Well, there are four of us –answered Yhasua –and four will see 

better than two. 

At sunset of that day, when stillness began in the ancient city, the 

four friends left in the direction of David's tomb, which was an 

enormous accumulation of stone blocks without any art and covered 
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with moss and ivy. 

Whoever built it must have had no other fixed idea than to build an 

immensely large and strong tomb, capable of containing a whole 

dynasty of the dead of the Davidic lineage. There were only eight or 

10 sarcophagi in the main vault, visible only through a peephole made 

in the tile that closed the entrance to that chamber. The embalming 

room was empty, as were the adjoining galleries. The candelabra and 

the oil lamps, ready to be lit, clearly denoted that the huge pantheon 

gave more entrance to alive than dead. 

But this would not surprise anyone because there were pious 

widows whose devotion was the custom of lighting the tombs of 

individuals, whose memory remained alive in the town. 

These were also too hectic and difficult times for the Roman or 

Jewish authorities to worry about an ancient sepulchral pantheon. 

Especially when Herod the ambitious Idumean, prohibited, with 

severe penalties, the rebuilding of tombs of the kings of Israel, until he 

ordered the construction of a superb Greek-style pantheon for his own 

burial, where the royal sarcophagi would be transferred. 

A few steps from the immense mass of rocks and ivy, an old 

woman came out to greet them with a basket of flowers and small 

white bags with incense, myrrh, and aloe. She approached Joseph 

Aar-Saba whom she knew, and pretending that she was selling things 

to him, she told him: 

–I couldn't notify everyone, but there are more than a hundred 

waiting. 

Joseph took some bags and bouquets in exchange for some coins, 

and after observing that no one was walking on that arid and dusty 

road, he sank, followed by his friends, among the heavy ivy curtains 

that completely covered the tomb. 

The small door to the underground gallery closed behind them. A 

young man, with a frank and noble physiognomy, was the one who 

acted as the gatekeeper, and Yhasua observed that the man’s face 

was not unknown to him, but he couldn't immediately remember 

where he could have seen him. 

He and his three companions were covered with the walnut-colored 

cloaks used by pilgrim therapists. 

In the embalming room they found a crowd of old and young men, 

seated on the stone dais and even on the edges of the dry aqueduct 

that ran through the burial ground. 

An oil lamp and some wax candles half illuminated that vast room 

with a vaulted ceiling because the open skylights at the top of the walls 
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were completely covered with ivy and mosses. 

Yhasua's extreme sensitivity immediately perceived a breath of 

fear, fright, of supreme anguish under those sepulchral vaults, where 

the indecisive shadows, animated by the flickering of the candle 

flames, made a double shadow appear to all the living and inert 

bodies. 

The large pitchers and amphoras that in other times would have 

contained palm wine and aromatic oils; the beakers where the utensils 

for washing the corpses were deposited until they were duly sterilized 

for embalming; the trestles on which the boards covered with white 

linen were placed for the style wrappers, in short, whatever object was 

there, cast a trembling shadow on the white pavement, giving them 

the appearance of life in that den of silence and death. 

Yhasua standing in the middle of the room with his dark cloak fallen 

from his shoulders and only held on his right arm, revealing the white 

tunic of the Essenes Masters, appeared as the central character of a 

painting of dark shadows, with only that clarity that attracted all eyes. 

His tall and fine silhouette, his extreme youth, the perfection of lines 

of that archangel head and the intelligence that flowed from his gaze, 

caused such astonishment in that anxious crowd of persecuted 

people that a deep silence fell. 

Joseph Aar-Saba interrupted him with these words: 

–I have kept my word, my friends, as every sincere man who fights 

for an ideal of justice and freedom must keep it. Here you have the 

man I told you about. I know you’re amazed by his extreme youth, 

synonymous with inexperience in the struggles of life. 

“We are gathered at the tomb of David, victorious over Goliath 

when barely out of adolescence, and crowned king while feeding the 

lambs of his flock. This unsought coincidence can be a promise for 

our people, harassed and persecuted by usurpers and businessmen, 

dressed in priestly purple or royal purple. 

“You will decide. 

The man who opened the entrance to them stood out from the 

middle of that silent crowd and approaching Yhasua surrounded by 

his three friends, observed him for a few moments. 

–These two are doctors from Israel –he said, alluding to Joseph of 

Arimathea and Nicodemus, –I’ve heard them speak in the temple and 

in the most notable synagogues of the city. 

“I’ve never seen this Master-child, but the look of those eyes does 

not lie, because all of him is telling the truth. 

–Long live Samuel the Prophet, who gave Israel a king! 
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–May he live and save his people! 

It was a unanimous cry whose echo ran in a prolonged sound 

through the room and adjoining galleries. 

Meanwhile, Yhasua observed in silence all those physiognomies, 

a mirror, for him, of the souls that animated them. 

–Have no illusions about me, my friends –he said at last. –I have 

come to you because I know that you suffer persecution because of 

your desire for justice, freedom, and peace; that beautiful trilogy, 

reflection of the Supreme Intelligence that governs the worlds. 

“But do not think that I’m driven by any ambition to be the leader of 

crowds that demand their rights before civil powers, usurped or not. I 

am simply a man who loves his fellow men, because he recognizes in 

all of them brothers born from the same origin, who walk towards the 

same destiny: God-Love, justice, peace, and freedom above all 

things. 

“The same desire for liberation and light that makes you expose 

your lives at every moment, live and throb in my being with a force 

that you do not suspect. However, I live in tranquility and peace, 

looking for the good that I long for in a different way that you do. 

“You see your evil, your misfortune, your sufferings, emerging like 

harmful animals from a sovereign who usurped the throne of Israel, 

and his horrible robbery remained an inheritance to his descendants; 

You see them in the Roman power, whose desire for conquest 

attracted them to these lands, like most of the countries that make up 

the current civilization. But your true evil is not in all of this, according 

to the prism through which I contemplate the situation of the peoples, 

but in the intellectual and moral backwardness in which the peoples 

live, concerned only with increasing their material goods, and thus 

give their body of flesh, the most comfortable and flattering life that 

can be imagined. 

“There are very few who come to think that the intelligent principle 

that animates bodies also has the right to truth and light, and no one 

gives it to them. Rather, on the contrary, a way is sought so that it 

never conquers them. 

“Have you never thought that ignorance is the mother of all 

slavery? Think about it now and put all your effort into fighting against 

the ignorance in which the majority of humankind lives, and you will 

have put man on the path of achieving the rights that he justly claims. 

You can easily see that all the rebellions, the clamors, the riots, have 

only increased the list of your companions sacrificed to the ax of the 

powerful, without you having managed to take a step towards justice 
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and freedom. 

“Neither in the synagogues, nor in the temple, is the white bread of 

Divine Truth placed on the table. 

“Each one must look for it for himself and place it on his own table, 

in the holy warmth of the home, of the family, like the heavenly manna 

that fell in the desert and that each one collected for himself. 

"How many are you? 

–One hundred thirty-two!... –Several voices were heard. 

-Good; there are 132 Hebrew or non-Hebrew households that will 

eat the bread of Truth and drink the water of Divine Knowledge that 

forms strong, just, and free men, with the holy freedom of God the 

Creator who made them all equal, carrying in themselves, the powers 

necessary to fulfill their mission on Earth. 

“From what and why do tyrants, despots, oppressors of peoples 

live? From the ambition of a few and from the ignorance of all. 

“Let us give the man of today, the lamp of Eternal Truth lit by the 

Creator for all souls, and we will make impossible tyrannies, 

despotisms, nefarious abortions of the forces of evil, predominant due 

to the ignorance of the multitudes. 

– But say, Master!... Who will take us out of ignorance, if the truth 

is hidden in the temple and in the synagogues? –asked the voice of 

the man who opened the door for them as they entered. 

–I am a spokesperson for the Eternal Truth –answered Yhasua– 

and like me, here are these friends who are also spokespersons, and 

beside them, many others. 

“Do you meet in the sepulchral pantheon of King David to vent your 

desires, broken into pieces by the arrogance of the rulers? Continue 

gathered to light the lamp of Divine Wisdom, and thus prepare 

yourselves for the great conquests of justice and freedom. 

A unanimous applause indicated to Yhasua that the souls had 

awakened from their slumber. 

–Who are you?... who are you? –They shouted in all tones. 

–My name is Yhasua, I am the son of an artisan; I studied Divine 

Wisdom since I was a child; I’m happy for my conquests on the path 

of truth and for this reason I invite you to follow it, in the certainty that 

it will lead you to peace, justice, and freedom. 

As a result of all this, they formed an alliance right there called: 

"Justice and Freedom", under the leadership of a triumvirate formed 

by Joseph Aar-Saba, Joseph of Arimathea, and Al-Jacub of 

Philadelphia, the gatekeeper who opened the secret gallery of David's 

grave. 
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He made an aside with Yhasua. 

–You have spoken like an enlightened man –he said, –and you 

have mentioned that we represent 132 households; but it’s the case 

that most of us do not have a home. 

–Who prevents you from having it? –Yhasua asked. 

–The injustice of the powerful. I am the son-in-law of the King of 

Arabia, married to one of his numerous daughters..., I have a little son 

who must now be 10 years old... –The speaker's voice seemed to 

tremble with emotion and his eyes moistened with crying–. 

“I know nothing about him –he continued, –because the arrogance 

of my father-in-law wanted to put chains on my freedom to think. 

Although I was born the son of Arab parents, my ideas have no race 

or native land, because they are daughters of myself, and I could not 

accept arbitrary impositions within my internal world. 

“To save my life, I was forced to flee where my wife's family would 

never hear from me. 

After this confession, in Yhasua's lucid mind the child Ibrahim was 

reflected; the son of the Arab princess Zaida, the one he had healed 

in Jericho of the infectious fever that consumed him. 

–Is your wife called Zaida and your son Ibrahim? –he asked him. 

–Exactly!... How do you know? Do you know them? 

The young Master told him what had happened in Jericho. 

That man could not contain himself and embraced Yhasua as if a 

torrent of tenderness contained for a long time suddenly overflowed. 

– Thank you, thank you!... Prophet. May God bless you! 

–I think I can help you rebuild your home –Yhasua told him, deeply 

moved–. 

“Go to Jericho to the house of my uncles Andrew and Benjamin, 

surnamed From the Olives, due to the cultivation of the olive grove 

that they own and from which they live. Your wife and your son are 

entrusted to them, until they arrange their own dwelling. 

“Tell my uncles that Yhasua, their nephew, sends you; that you 

have met me in Jerusalem. Keep silent about what has happened 

here at David's grave. 

After Al-Jacub from Philadelphia confided in Yhasua, many others 

gathered there began to approach him, and Yhasua saw with 

immense pain that most of them had been victims in one way or 

another of the arbitrariness, outrages, and injustices of the leaders of 

the towns. 

Some, victims of the henchmen or courtiers of Herod the Idumean, 

or of their sons, heirs of all the father's vices. Others had been violated 
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in their rights as men, by the high clergy of Jerusalem, or by powerful 

men from the numerous sect of Pharisees. Others saw themselves 

persecuted by forces dependent on the Roman procurator, Caesar's 

representative in Palestine. Some had committed unintentional 

murder, in defense of their own lives, when their families and 

possessions were raided like a pack by hungry wolves. 

One of those men, named Judas of Kerioth, also approached. He 

was one of the youngest and he told Yhasua how his only two sisters 

were sacrificed to a legionnaire's lust. His father died from injuries 

received in defense of his daughters. His mother passed away a few 

days later as a consequence of the horrible event. He was alone in 

the world. 

Yhasua, wounded in his sensibility, in his most intimate feelings as 

a just and noble man, fell limply onto a dais and closed his eyes as if 

to isolate himself from those frightening visions, and at the same time 

to recover the energy lost in that parade of horrors suffered by human 

hearts, by creatures of God, torn to pieces and undone by other 

human beings..., also creatures of God! 

This Judas of Kerioth, whose story filled the measure of anguish 

that the heart of Yhasua could bear, was years later the apostle Judas, 

whose dominant defect, jealousy, led him to point out to the minions 

of the high priest Caiaphas the refuge of his Master in the Garden of 

Gethsemane. Perhaps the ignoble action of Judas, called the traitor, 

had its origin in the horrible drama of his youth, which deprived him of 

all the legitimate affections that a man can have, as food and 

stimulation of his inner life. His sour character became jealous and 

distrustful. 

I understand reader friends, that I have anticipated events, due to 

my desire to make you understand to what extent the injustices of the 

powerful, lead to the madness of weak souls, unable to bear with 

height the vexation of their human rights. 

They destroy bodies and lives, leaving souls atrophied, maddened, 

sick, and predisposed to the most painful moral deviations. 

Yhasua's close friends surrounded him when they saw him like this, 

pale and exhausted. It was only for an instant. The reaction came 

immediately in that beautiful nature, always docile to the great spirit 

that animated it. 

He got up again and with a clear and sweet voice said with great 

firmness: 

–Friends, I give you all a big brotherly hug, because I feel all your 

pain in my own heart. But don’t seek the satisfaction of your desires 
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in violence because it would place you at the same level as those 

against whose injustices you fight. 

“Make yourselves superior to your adversaries through moral 

greatness, which is conquered when man approaches the God-Love 

who gave him life and everything that is beautiful and good in life. 

"I will meet you again in this same place and I will not leave you as 

long as you want to stay by my side." 

The night had progressed considerably, and Yhasua withdrew 

followed by his friends, while those 132 men, after long comments, left 

in small groups of two or three so as not to attract too much attention 

from the city guards. 

Some had no other roof or home than that old sepulchral pantheon, 

whose centuries-long existence would have seen countless 

generations of persecuted pass by. 

Among these was the husband of Zaida, the Arab princess. She 

probably didn’t imagine that the Prophet-physician, savior of her dying 

son, would also return to her, alive, the love of the man to whom she 

had united her life. 

Restoring the vitality to bodies, the energy and the hope to souls 

was not a prodigy but a law to the immense love of the Christ-man for 

humankind! 

The next morning the few travelers who were still there left. They 

were few because most of the caravan had remained in Jerusalem. 

Bethlehem is barely half a day from Jerusalem, and the road was 

parallel to the aqueduct that ran from Jerusalem to the so-called 

Solomon's Pools. 

Gray crags on both sides of the road gave an arid and sad 

appearance to those places, especially when winter brings frost and 

snow to the fields. 

The traveler doesn’t find any beauty for the solace of the 

contemplative spirit, which closes in on itself to search in the activities 

of its inner world, the beauties that it doesn’t find on the outside. 

Those crags full of sepulchral caves covered with tangled brambles 

and dry bushes were generally the anguish of the traveler who had to 

pass by on his way to Beersheba. 

Only for Yhasua, anointed with Eternal Love, that path offered great 

interest. The proximity of the Pool of Siloam populated those caves 

with patients of all kinds to go to the waters that were called 

miraculous, when the hot desert wind agitated and stirred them. 

The ancient tradition in this regard said that an angel came down 

from heaven to shake the waters that at a precise hour became 
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curative of all diseases. Such was the vulgar belief of that time. 

The true fact was that those pools, which centuries ago were very 

deep, were fed at certain times by an underground seepage 

originating from the great crags of the Dead Sea, where in very remote 

times there were erupting volcanoes. The volcanoes were dormant on 

the exterior, but in the depths of the mountains, they continued their 

active igneous life, which vented its enormous heat due to that 

filtration of underground water that was going to stagnate in the Pool 

of Siloam. Upon receiving the whirlwind of boiling waters that came 

with terrifying force from the bowels of the igneous rock, the surface 

waters naturally agitated before the astonished gaze of the people. It 

is well known that hot springs are curative for many diseases. 

Such was the reason that the gray and arid crags of that road were 

always populated with people with all kinds of diseases. 

The pilgrim therapists, without trying to fight the fanaticism of the 

people who saw "an angel of God in the agitation of the waters", 

piously took care of helping the sick to enter the medicinal waters 

when they appeared agitated, which was when they had higher 

temperature. 

The sick, who apart from being sick, also suffered abandonment 

and misery, usually came out in the path of the caravan in search of 

mercy from the travelers. 

Yhasua saw that mournful mob that was crawling among the 

brambles and ravines, and his heart trembled with such anguish that 

the donkey that carried him was paralyzed because he held it by the 

bridle. 

–Are you stopping, Yhasua? – Asked his father. The Master looked 

at him with his large clear-colored eyes flooded with tears and turned 

them again to the sick people who were approaching. 

Yhosep understood and stopped too. The other travelers continued 

the march. 

Many outstretched and trembling hands almost touched the 

mounts. 

While Myriam and Yhosep distributed some coins, Yhasua looked 

at them in silence. His thought enveloped them completely. 

– Have you come to wait for the angel who will stir the waters? –

He asked them. 

–Yes, Mr. Traveler, but this time is taking a long time –they 

answered. 

–The Lord of heaven and earth has the health of men in his hand 

and gives it to those who love him, with or without an angel to stir the 
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waters... –said the Master–. 

“Enter the Pool right now and say: “Our Father who art in heaven! 

For your love I want to be cured of the illness that afflicts me!" I assure 

you that you will be healthy at the ninth hour. 

–And you, who are you?... –they asked. 

–Think that I am the angel of the Lord that you are waiting for and 

that I present myself to you in flesh and blood to tell you: The Lord 

wants you to be healthy! 

And he continued his journey, leaving those poor people with a 

spark of hope in their souls. 

The reader will already understand that at the time indicated by 

Yhasua, all those sick people were free of their ailments. 

Shortly after our travelers delivered the horses to the caravan and 

entered Bethlehem where they were expected by Elkanah, Sarah and 

the three friends: Alphaeus, Josiah and Eleazar, over whose firm 

friendship 20 years had passed since the glorious night in which the 

Word of God came to the physical life. 

Their families, rejuvenated in their grandchildren, already 

adolescents and youngsters, seemed like a small orchard of new 

flowers that surrounded the ancient cedars under whose shade they 

took refuge. 

The eldest of them all, Elkanah, was still strong and vigorous, as if 

those 20 years had no weight on his physical organism. He had in his 

home a couple of 16- and 18-year-old grandchildren: Sarai and 

Elcanin. These were the grandparents' names transformed into 

diminutive. 

Alphaeus had three male grandchildren with him and had also 

taken in a widowed sister, Ruth, to act as his housekeeper, because 

the reader will remember that he was a widower. 

Josiah, also a widower, had by his side a 12-year-old 

granddaughter, Elhisabet; a female elderly cousin who had two sons 

and a daughter. 

And finally, Eleazar, the one with the large family, with several of 

his already married and absent children, only had the youngest by his 

side, Ephraim, two years older than Yhasua, and a widowed sister 

with two children aged eight and ten. 

Such was the group of family and friends that awaited the travelers 

in the old city of David. 

How many memories wove filigree in the minds of those who, 20 

years ago, were intimately united around the Child-Light who was 

coming! 
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We leave to the ardent imagination of the reader, the very pleasant 

task of guessing the conversations and the long and detailed 

newscast that took place in Elkanah's large kitchen-dining room, in the 

heat of that bonfire fed with thick logs, right there where that glorious 

night, they had drunk together the wine of the alliance, while the 

newborn slept in the mother's lap, his first dream as incarnate. 

Yhasua now appeared to them at the age of 20, as a vision of 

triumph, of glory, of holy hope. 

His halo as a Prophet, a Master, a Thaumaturgist, almost 

bedazzled them. They knew all his life, they had followed all his steps 

from a distance, always guided by pity and justice for all. He was a 

just man who enclosed in himself the most beautiful divine powers. 

He was a Prophet. He was a Master. He was the Mercy of God made 

man. He was his Eternal Love made heart of flesh, which identified 

with all human pain. 

And this great being had been born among them and now they had 

him again at the end of his 20 years of terrestrial life. 

Only by feeling in our own soul the deep convictions that they felt, 

we can understand the deep emotions, the delirious enthusiasm and 

love that those good Bethlehemite families must have felt together 

with Yhasua, when they saw him again in their midst after 20 years of 

his life. 

He visited the synagogues, which were four, and in them he did not 

find what his soul was looking for. The dead letter of the sacred books 

appeared like the dry bed of an ancient river. There was a lack of light, 

fire; there was a lack of soul in those cold centers of religious and civil 

culture. 

The speakers spoke with that fear typical of a people invaded by a 

strange power. They adjusted their dissertations to the texts that least 

lent themselves to the great flights of souls. Always the angry 

Jehovah, striking down his imperfect creatures and threatening them 

with terrible threats to fulfill their duty! 

– And the Love of God that I feel in myself? Where is it? –Yhasua 

asked, conversing with himself. 

And hopeless, disillusioned, he would go out to the countryside to 

search among the aridity of the rocks covered with dry leaves, the 

ineffable love of the Universal Father. 

 

On the same afternoon of the day that he arrived at Bethlehem, 

when he was returning from his visit to the synagogues, he was met 
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with a pleasant surprise; the arrival of an Essene from Mount 

Quarantine who was on his way to Sevthopolis, to join the small group 

that had remained in that recently restored sanctuary. 

Elkanah's house was like one's own home, where the solitary 

always found, together with the affable hospitality, the most recent 

news of the Messiah and his apostolic works. 

Also, the location of Elkanah's house, very close to the esplanade 

where the caravans entered, whose immense orchard of olive and 

walnut trees reached the road, made it the most appropriate place for 

meetings of people who did not want to attract attention. 

 

The recently arrived Essene was of Samaritan origin, a great friend 

of the Servitor of the devastated Sanctuary. The solitaries of the 

Quarantine Sanctuary sent him as a living contribution to its 

restoration. 

The unexpected meeting made them both happy. They had not 

seen each other since Yhasua was 12 years old. And so much had 

happened! 

A long confidence between the two made Yhasua understand to 

what extent the Essene Fraternity seconded the Divine Idea, made a 

law of love for that hour of humankind. 

This Essene, whose name was Isaac of Sychar, carried to 

Palestine the mission of transmitting to the Sanctuaries and to the 

Essenes scattered in families, a message from the Seventy Elders of 

Moab. 

 

They had received the message on Mount Nebo, in the burial cave 

of Moses, on the last anniversary of the day the great seer received 

the Ten Commandments of the Eternal Law for terrestrial humanity by 

divine inspiration. 

Josiah, Alphaeus and Eleazar were third grade Essenes; that 

Myriam and Yhosep were present, who were also present, and with 

the material presence of the Man-Light, nothing more just than to 

begin the fulfillment of that mission in Bethlehem. 

The announcement was passed discreetly through the Essene 

homes of the city, so that at nightfall the heads of the families would 

go to the house of Elkanah to listen to the message of the Seventy. 

 

The great cenacle appeared full in two rows around the long oak 

table covered with the purple tapestry that only appeared in the great 

solemnities of the house of Elkanah, considered as an older brother 
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among the Bethlehemite Essenes. 

 

What Yhosep was in Nazareth, Elkanah was in Bethlehem: the just 

and prudent man, whose clear understanding and persuasive skills 

knew how to find a peaceful and noble solution to all difficult situations, 

on which they were consulted by their brothers of ideals. 

Gathered, then, in their cenacle, 42 Essenes heads of families, the 

assembly began with the reading of chapter V of Deuteronomy, where 

Moses reminds the Hebrew people of Jehovah's message: the eternal 

Ten Commandments that form the Law. 

This reading was done by Yhasua at the suggestion of Isaac, who 

immediately afterwards addressed them these brief words: 

—We have gathered you here so that you may listen to a message 

from the Seventy Elders of Moab to whose retreat the echoes of the 

struggles and pains of this people chosen by God reach, for the great 

manifestation of his love in this hour of humankind. 

 

"Listen then: 

“To our brothers from the Promised Land. Peace and health. 

“Our God, Universal Father of all creation, has sent us through a 

heavenly messenger his divine will in this solemn and difficult hour 

that we are going through. 

“The Eternal Intelligence designated our people, inhabitant of this 

country, to be at this hour the native house of his Divine Envoy, of his 

Eternal Word, Instructor of this humankind! An honorable designation 

above all, and to which we must respond with a broad, clear, and 

precise will, without any kind of capitulation, if we do not want to attract 

upon ourselves the terrible consequences for many centuries that 

disassociation with the Eternal Idea would bring us. 

"The great spiritual temple formed at this hour with the thoughts of 

love of all of us who know the great secret of God, is being moved by 

the lack of perfect unity among all souls, and this very serious evil 

must be remedied immediately before a partial collapse, which would 

endanger the balance of physical life and spiritual work of the great 

Envoy who is among us. 

"The components of this great spiritual temple are us all members 

of the Essene Fraternity, who should keep away from all the storms 

promoted by the clash of human passions, put into activity by 

ambitions for power, gold, greatness and of domination. 

“Honest work, study, prayer, and mercy are the only activities 

allowed to the Essene conscious of his duty, in this solemn hour that 
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humankind is going through. 

“Be careful, then, that your spirit that generates your thoughts, 

doesn't give way within itself to the hatreds that are naturally born in 

the souls that participate in the struggles to conquer human powers 

and greatness. If you don't do so, know that you are immensely 

damaging to the realization of the Divine Idea in our midst, and that 

all delays, all backwardness, and imbalances that may come from this 

cause, you will be responsible for, and the consequences will fall on 

you for many future ages. 

“Think that by entering the Essene Fraternity, you have stopped 

being a blind and unconscious mob. You have been given a lighted 

lamp, and you cannot claim that you are going in the dark on your 

way. Think that humankind will be saved by love, and do not give room 

to hatred against one or the other of those who fight for the conquest 

of human powers and greatness. They are like little dogs that fight to 

gnaw the same bone, and you are not the ones who can make them 

agree. God-Father will bring forth at his hour, the one who leads blind 

humankind towards his true greatness. 

“Two contrary currents advance to dispute the domain of souls: the 

material and the spiritual. The first says: the end justifies the means; 

and it doesn’t stop even before the most hideous crimes to achieve 

success. 

“The second says: good for the good itself; and giving itself with 

love that expects no reward, it seeks victory through peace and 

justice, but never through violence. The Essene Fraternity is, well you 

will understand, in the spiritual current that seeks the triumph of Truth 

and Love among men, in the first place among those of us who live in 

the country chosen by the Eternal Law, to host the Word in its bosom 

incarnate. 

“Brothers Essenes of the solemn hour, who saw the Divine Christ 

forming part of this humankind, wake up to your duty and don’t 

collapse with your unconsciousness, the spiritual temple whose 

construction has cost many centuries of life hidden among the rocks 

to the prophets, sons of Moses. 

“Know how to be greater, than those who seek to be so by the 

triumph of their ambitions and their pride, dark path, at the end of 

which is the abyss with no way out. Immersed in your internal world, 

consecrated to the honest and holy work that gives you bread; to the 

works of mercy in which the love of those who know how to love 

flourishes; to prayer, which is study of the works of God and unification 

with Him; rest in peace and do not alter your thoughts, nor stain your 
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tunic with mud, nor stain your hands with blood. Only in this way will 

the Lord dwell in your internal dwelling, and He will be your guardian, 

your abundance, health and good for all the days of your life, and for 

those who you leave after you after your life. 

“May the light of Divine Wisdom lead you to understanding the 

words that your brothers address you with love. 

"The Seventy Elders of Moab". 

 

A great silence filled the cenacle of Elkanah's house at the end of 

the message of the Seventy. 

Each of those who heard him asked his own conscience to 

account, and some found themselves guilty of having participated 

indirectly in the struggles to conquer strategic sites, where others 

could collect gold and pleasures; and more, of having given space in 

themselves to thoughts of hatred against those who had led the 

Hebrew people to the sad situation in which they found themselves: 

Roman domination that demanded heavy tributes; domination of 

foreign kinglets usurping the government against the popular will; 

domination of an ambitious and sensualist clergy, who had made a 

market of the things of God and His temple of prayer. 

What great purification the Essenes of that hour must have had to 

become superior to the currents of aversion and hatred against such 

a state of affairs! But this hatred, justified to a certain extent, hindered 

the spiritual cooperation in the work of human redemption of the great 

Missionary of Truth and Love, and the Seventy complained about this 

hindrance, which could bring current imbalances and great evils for 

the future. 

 

After this great silence in which the souls had plunged, as if they 

had been called to the supreme tribunal of God, Isaac of Sychar, the 

Essene messenger of the Seventy, invited Yhasua to expose his 

thoughts in front of his brothers, in order to serve as an orientation in 

that hour of ideological and social disturbances. And the young Master 

expressed himself as follows: 

–I believe that the time has not yet come for me to introduce myself 

to my brothers as a Master, since I’m still learning to know God and 

the souls, His creations. I still have so much to learn! Fruitful were 

these 20 years of life, due to the self-sacrifice and wisdom of my 

Essenes Masters, and to the indefatigable solicitude of all those who 

have loved me; but since you want it so much, I will expose you my 

points of view in the present moments: 
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“The man given to the life of the spirit in preference to that of matter, 

must look at all events as a higher-teachings Master looks at children 

who are beginning their apprenticeship. He sees them do wrong in 

small or big mistakes. He sees them hit each other or engage in fights 

for the conquest of a toy, a sweet, a bird that will die in his hands, any 

object that excites him for a moment, and then he despises because 

his longing has settled on another better. But his inner self remains 

serene, unalterable, not allowing the ardent passion, mother of 

infertile and destructive hatreds, to incarnate in him. 

“I see well that in our people a concentrated hatred is fermenting 

deafly against Roman domination, against illegitimate kings, against 

a priesthood with no more ideals than the vile trade in sacred things. 

Such great and painful evils are simple consequences of the 

ignorance in which this people has been kept, like most of the peoples 

of the current civilization. 

“One was the teaching of Moses and the Prophets, and a very 

different one was given as guidance to the peoples. 

“Moses said: “You shall love the Lord your God, above all things, 

and your neighbor as yourself”. And the people see that in the very 

courts of the temple, gold and power are loved above all things; that 

those accused of offenses committed daily by those who make 

themselves judges of their defenseless brothers are punished with 

terrible sentences and tortures; that the powerful rulers live in an 

eternal feast, and the people who water the earth with the sweat of 

their brow, lack even bread and light under their miserable roof. 

“Moses said in his inspired law: “You shall not kill, you shall not 

steal, you shall not commit adultery”; and the people see that the 

powerful rulers murder everyone who stands in their way, steal by 

wicked and deceitful means everything that excites their greed, and 

destroy homes, treacherously snatching the faithful companion wife. 

“Who holds back the torrent that overflows from the tops of high 

mountains? The people echoed the false accusations of the ambitious 

and libertines against the Prophets, who spoke to them in the name 

of the Eternal Law of love and justice, and silenced their voices, 

delivering them to death amid cruel tortures. Now the people pay the 

consequences of their ignorance and their unconscious hatred. 

“I see the highest wisdom in the message from the Seventy that 

you have just heard. We must not uselessly sacrifice the peace that 

every good man enjoys, every Essene conscious of his duty, to the 

idea that by mingling with the sordid and passionate struggles of the 

mob, the transformation of this painful current state can be 
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immediately achieved. 

“Destroying ignorance regarding God and his relations with his 

creatures is the work carried out in secret by the Essene Fraternity, 

and our duty is to support it in its missionary work by lighting the lamp 

of divine knowledge, which is the sublime and eternal science of God 

in direct relationship with the human soul. 

"Fathers, mothers, heads of families, make your homes 

sanctuaries of truth, goodness, love and justice, with no more codes 

or ordinances than the 10 divine commandments that Moses brought 

to this Earth, and it will be like the indelible mark placed on your door, 

which will remain closed to all the evils and pains that afflict 

humankind. 

“Take my words pronounced with the soul coming out to my lips, 

not as of a Master who teaches you, but as of a young apprentice who 

has glimpsed the eternal beauty of the Divine Idea, in the peaceful 

shadows of the rock sanctuaries, under which the true disciples of 

Moses are sheltered”. 

 

–He Spoke as a Prophet!... He Spoke as an Enlightened One!..." –

Several voices were heard breaking the silence. 

–He spoke as what he is –Isaac of Sychar said solemnly, –as the 

Divine Envoy for this hour of humankind. Soul of light and love!... May 

God bless you as I do, in the name of the Seventy Elders of Moab! 

– Thank you, Master Isaac! –Yhasua said excitedly and went back 

to take his place next to his parents. 

He saw that his mother was crying silently. 

– Did I hurt you mother with my words? –he asked her tenderly. 

–No, my son, you can never hurt me, –she replied. –But while you 

spoke, like a tree of light formed in my mind where I saw you 

surrounded by all our ancient Prophets who were sacrificed like lambs 

by the same ones to whom they taught goodness, justice, and love. 

“My son!..., one day I told you that to kill my selfishness as a 

mother, I gave you over to the pain of humankind. I don't know why at 

this moment I felt the pain of this sacrifice very deeply! As if I saw it 

come to pass in a terrible way! 

–God Father is given to us at every moment in all the gifts and 

beauties of His universal creation; and when we think of giving him 

something, we torment ourselves in anticipation, even without the 

certainty that He will accept our gift or not. Why create imaginary pain 

when peace, joy, and love flourish around us? 

–You are right, Yhasua...forgive me. My love magnifies you so 
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much before myself, that I am filled with fears for you. 

The attendees began to leave when it was already quite late at 

night. 

 

Bethlehem, still and silent as usual, slept under the moonlit snow, 

which 20 years ago when the clairvoyants who kept vigil spying on the 

conjunction of the announcing stars, heard non-human voices 

hovering like dust of light in the ether, singing in an immortal concert: 

 

"Glory to God in the highest heaven and peace to men of good will."  
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39. The Scriptures of King Solomon 
 

The day after what we have just narrated, Yhasua followed by the 

four Bethlehemite friends, Elkanah, Alphaeus, Josiah and Eleazar, 

who accompanied him with their unwavering love since the night of 

his birth, arranged to make two visits of the utmost importance to him. 

The same night that the message of the Seventy was read, the 

young Master had spoken with Isaac of Sychar, and his four friends 

mentioned above, about a fragment of papyrus found in the old 

archive of the Homer priest in Riblah. He had in his pocket folder a 

copy of that fragment that said: 

“Abiathar, priest of the people of Israel in the days of King Solomon, 

when the King abandoned the ways of the Lord to worship foreign 

gods to please his numerous idolatrous wives, declares to have 

collected the writings of King Solomon of Israel that were inspired by 

Jehovah, author of all wisdom, and deposited part of them in the 

innermost grotto of Solomon's Pools and part in Rachel's tomb, behind 

a cedar sarcophagus with copper ornaments. 

 

The papyrus was fragmented by tearing or burning, and this was 

all that it said in the preserved part. 

And Yhasua said to his friends: 

—In Book I of Kings, Chapter IV, it says that Solomon wrote 3000 

parables about trees, from the cedar of Lebanon to the moss that 

grows between the walls. That he wrote, moreover, about every 

species of living animal on Earth for the teaching of men. Solomon 

was a sensitive with great psychic faculties, a true enlightener, and 

until today only very few of his writings dictated by superior 

Intelligences for the good of humankind have been found. 

“What do you think if we take it upon ourselves to look for them in 

the caves of Solomon's Pools and in Rachel's tomb, where this 

fragment says that Abiathar hid them? 

—They will have already been searched for, surely —Elkanah 

observed, —but it'd be good that we do it ourselves. 

Like good Essenes, their ideal was first to enlighten men with the 

truth to help them get closer to God. They took it as a mission to share 

with Yhasua the efforts of this search. And the next morning, when the 

snow still covered the white roads, they went to the ancient funerary 

monument of Rachel, located between the road that came from 

Jerusalem and the Aqueduct that ran to Solomon's Pools. It was a 

short walk. An hour's journey jumping between rocks and snow 
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brought them before the ancient sepulchral pantheon of the virtuous 

woman, loved by Patriarch Jacob more than all things on Earth. They 

couldn't even think of removing the great slab that closed the main 

entrance, which was only opened when a new sarcophagus was 

entered. 

But the great funerary monuments always had a small entrance 

through which the water used to clean the corpses when they were 

embalmed came out. 

They understood, of course, that they should look for it towards the 

aqueduct that ran a few steps away. 

And indeed, they found it covered in a thick layer of earth and herbs 

that had grown on it. 

Like almost all the funerary monuments of the Hebrews, this one 

was built using a huge piece of mountain, so that the building of white 

stone blocks appeared towards the road from Jerusalem to Bethlehem 

like two great columns flanking the door surmounted by a fragment of 

dome attached to the rock. 

Ivy and snow covered everything like a shapeless heap of green 

and white, not without its rustic beauty. 

 

On the pavement of the main room there was a pit with high edges 

of cut and polished stone. On top of the stone's lid, also made of white 

stone, was written in ancient Hebrew script: "Raquel daughter of 

Laban and wife of Jacob." 

In various horizontally open holes in the wall or in the bedrock there 

were about 10 more sarcophagi. 

From this main room towards the back, there were two other 

compartments that were natural caves in the mountain, although 

somewhat polished and worked by the hands of man. 

There was a table there, a kind of stone dolmen, for it was a large 

slab of gray rock placed on two equal pieces of rock; some lairs, 

pitchers and stone benches. Several enormous chandeliers and 

candles in the main room, which were scattered in disorder throughout 

the grottoes, indicating that disrespectful people had entered the mute 

inhabitants of that funereal dwelling. 

The first thing they did was look for the cedar sarcophagus inlaid 

with copper. It was there, sunk at the bottom of one of the holes, 

almost completely covered in dust and cobwebs. 

They pulled it out, but in the hole behind it there was nothing but 

clumps of dirt, mosses, small insects. They observed that the joints 

had been opened before, and they reopened it. Under a layer of fine 
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dust, several small chests carved from olive wood were found, as well 

as some scrolls wrapped in buffalo skin tied with hemp braids and 

some pieces of cane plugged with wood at the ends. 

A deep emotion seized the seekers. 

Instead of the manuscripts they were looking for, they found objects 

that appeared as hidden values in moments of supreme anguish. 

 

Examining everything carefully, they believed they were right in 

thinking that all those values had belonged to a son of King Zedekiah 

who, before fleeing from Jerusalem on the way to the desert, when 

Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon entered, he must have been hidden 

in Rachel's tomb. And they thought this because of some individual 

words engraved on wooden tablets or pieces of cloth, like this one that 

seemed to be addressed to someone who, obeying an advance 

appointment, said: "Wait for me, I'll come when it's late at night and I 

can lead my father safely". Another writing made with pitch or bitumen 

on a piece of linen tape, said: “Nebuzaradan's catapults opened 

breaches in the walls. The city can't resist anymore. Prepare eight 

strong mules for Zedekiah and his sons, and a chariot for the queen 

and her daughter. Ebed-Melech, with 30 men you brought Jeremiah 

the prophet out of the Melchias' dungeon, with 50 bring your king out 

of Jerusalem, who tonight will be owned by Babylon's king. I leave you 

the gold that I was able to bring”. 

They all fell silent. In the mind of Yhasua and his friends the 

martyrdoms suffered by the prophet Jeremiah were designed as on a 

white canvas, for the sole crime of having announced to King 

Zedekiah that the corruption of the Hebrew people would bring them 

very serious evils. Gold overflowed like a torrent from the king's house 

to his princes and his wives, while the people suffered from hunger 

and misery. 

“Look, oh! King Zedekiah, that the cry of your people goes up to 

Jehovah, and that He hears the cry of the little ones and of the mothers 

who raise them, and Jehovah will give them all the good that is of 

justice, and everything will be taken from you, even the life of your 

children and even the light that your eyes see.” 

And the sweet prophet Jeremiah, the one with the dirges like the 

songs of larks that moan in the forest on a gloomy night, was plunged 

into a dark dungeon full of slime with disgusting little animals. There 

he was about to perish from hunger and cold, if it weren't for Ebed-

Melech, the Ethiopian servant of King Zedekiah, who saved him. 

—Humankind!... Unconscious and blind humankind!... —Yhasua 
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exclaimed with a voice that trembled with emotion. 

“It is a crime before you, the truth pronounced by those inspired by 

God to lead you to the path of happiness. It is a crime to light a lamp 

for you to illuminate the path of the cliff, so that you do not fall into it! 

It is a crime to tear clear water from a rock so that you do not perish 

of thirst in the desert where you advance! 

“It is a crime to sow your path with flowers and fruits so that you do 

not get fed up with the filth of beasts, which fill your days with diseases 

and hasten death! 

"Humankind, humankind!... I should hate you and I still love you as 

the prophets loved you, my brothers, whose tears you drank and with 

their blood you stained your garments! ..." 

 

The young Master, seated on a bench, buried his face in his hands 

and everyone respected his emotion and his silence. 

A dim light penetrated through the ivy-curtained skylights and 

seemed to give shades of intimate tragedy to the painting formed by 

those four men of mature age around Yhasua, who, like a white lily 

lashed by the hurricane, bent over in supreme anguish of human 

misery, which he saw so clearly at that moment. 

It would seem that the merciful soul of the prophet Jeremiah had 

led those beings to Rachel's tomb, to alleviate the pain of the Hebrew 

people, who were bearing loads impossible to bear. 

Josiah, Alphaeus, and Elkanah suddenly felt the urge to write 

because their brain was flooded with ideas foreign to themselves and 

a strong vibration shook their right hand. 

Josiah wrote: 

“The manuscript you are looking for is, together with others, in a 

clay jug in the smallest cave, behind Solomon's Pools. 

“By the command of the man of God, I, his servant, hid them, who 

dwelt in that cave for many years. Ebed-Melech”. 

Alphaeus wrote: “Bless Ebed-Melech, who on the day of death for 

Jerusalem, saved me and my daughter Tinina from outrage, hiding us 

in this sepulcher until the armies of the invader left Judea. 

“My bones rest in the fourth sarcophagus, counting from the left. I 

was one of the wives of Zedekiah, king of Judea, and since I 

cooperated with him in squandering the treasures taken from the 

people, it was Jehovah's justice that I should suffer the deserved 

penalty. With the gold and precious stones that were left here, remedy 

the poor and sick of Judea, because it was theirs and theirs is. Pray 

for my rest. Aholibamah”. 
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Elkanah wrote these lines: 

"To my Essenes brothers of the glorious hour of the incarnate 

Word, health and peace in the Lord: I, Jeremiah, his servant, have laid 

the ties of this net in which you are gently wrapped so that the Word 

of God may be the executor of his justice, which will remedy the pain 

of those who suffer on Earth and in the abysses of infinite immensity. 

“Material treasures remedy material needs; but merciful love heals 

pains of the soul that sinned against God and against the neighbor; 

on these souls the centuries pass watching them suffer. 

“He who was Zedekiah, king of Judea, and his seven sons 

slaughtered in Riblah by order of Nebuchadnezzar, justly suffers with 

them in atonement for the pains of an entire people, loaded with 

tributes to satisfy the king and his princes and courtiers. 

"If you do what Aholibamah tells you and according to your 

conscience, you will alleviate many incarnated and disincarnated 

sufferings." 

“Your brother of many centuries. Jeremiah, Prophet of God. 

 

As the reader will see, the three writings were related to each other 

and had been taken without the sensitive subjects knowing what the 

partner was writing. 

The agreement of the three meant a test of being authentic and 

enclosing the truth in them. 

The soul of the prophet Jeremiah, a living torch of light and love, 

advised and protected King Zedekiah and his families during his 

lifetime, and continued to protect them on the spiritual plane. Who can 

measure the strength of the eternal alliances between the souls that 

were united by ties that God tied, and that no one can untie? 

We must logically assume that these unfortunate beings were part 

of the portion of humankind entrusted by the Eternal Law to Jeremiah 

the prophet, an Essenian of several centuries ago. 

After reading and studying the spiritual messages received, they 

proceeded to open the caskets and the wrappers. 

In the first ones there was gold and silver in rods and some jewels 

of great value such as necklaces, bracelets, and rings. The wrappers 

contained garments and cloaks of great price since they were fabrics 

from Persia, meshes of gold threads, perfectly preserved. And finally, 

the pieces of reeds plugged with wood, contained a variety of precious 

stones, very small but not for that reason of less value. 

They were emeralds, sapphires, and diamonds, in equal numbers 

in each reed tube, which was 20 dozen. It would seem that they were 
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meant for a special piece of jewelry like a crown, diadem or something 

of the sort. 

—To think that men kill each other and commit the greatest follies 

for things like these! –Yhasua said–, and they even forget God and 

their own soul; and for us they'd be of no use to us if it weren't that 

there're great pains to remedy. 

–What do we do with all this? –Alpheus asked his companions. 

–Leave it where it is, for the moment –Elkanah answered –nowhere 

is it safer until we decide how to get it to who it belongs, to the starving 

people of Judea, who were the ones who delivered it to the royal 

coffers. 

–In truth –said Josiah –that all this represents long days of misery 

and hunger suffered by the people, to swell the king's treasuries. I 

hate kings! They're all vampires of the blood of the people! 

–Calm down, Josiah!.. –Yhasua said, seeing his friend's exaltation. 

–Humankind is and will be for a long time, the vampire half of the other 

half; until love annuls all vampires and transforms them into 

honeycombs spilling equally for all beings. 

 

So, they packed up everything just as they had found it and headed 

for the Pools, not far from there. 

It was already noon, and the need forced them to think about 

feeding themselves. 

A short distance away they saw the fence of a modest orchard, at 

the bottom of which rose a column of smoke denouncing a house. 

–It's Uncle Joel's cabin –Josiah said –and I know him very well. 

Keep walking and I'll bring something to eat. 

He returned shortly with a small bag of chestnuts and dried figs and 

a goat's cheese. 

–Saved the need, saved the men –said Elkanah, dividing the 

contents of Josiah's bag among the five of them. 

As they walked, the conversation naturally turned to the found 

valuables and how to use them fairly. 

To distribute them directly to the poor would be grossly 

irresponsible because the source of the magnificent donations would 

soon be known and King Herod Antipas or the clergy of Jerusalem 

would fall on them like hungry vultures on an abandoned carcass. 

After thinking about it many times, they came to the conclusion that 

the most prudent and fair thing to do was to restore the old town mill, 

which was paralyzed due to the death of its owners causing great 

damage to the humblest families, who had to make great efforts to 
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send their cereals and olives to Herodium to be ground or pressed. 

They would employ countless people, paying fair wages and 

turning the old mill into a living providence for the entire region. 

The friendship that united the four Bethlehemites as a single family 

was well known. Hence, the people would not be surprised, if the four 

of them joining efforts bought the mill with the land on which it was 

built and everything they needed to put it into operation immediately, 

because the need was so pressing. 

How many poor, sick, elderly, and orphans would have abundance 

at their table through the fair use of valuables stolen from the people 

to satisfy the ambitions of a king with all his court! 

Yhasua, for whom every fact that revealed human misery was 

cause for reflection, said: 

– How many Zedekiah there are among humankind, who hoard 

material goods, like a poor man piles up dry branches to light his 

miserable fire, without even thinking about the idea that they usurp 

from their fellow men the gifts that God gives for all equally! The 

peasants sow wheat and rye, cultivate it with the sweat of their brows; 

They take care of their olive groves and their vines like the apple of 

their eye, and only half must be for themselves, and the other half 

divided between the king and the priesthood, who have no other job 

than to take what they have not planted! 

The joy that flooded the four friends is not to be described. The God 

of Love of the ancient prophets placed in their hands a valuable 

treasure with which they could make the whole region happy, and this 

happened when the Incarnate Word was among them while turning 

20-year-old. 

They saw themselves as Ezra, the prophet of God, when Cyrus, 

king of Babylon, returned to him all the treasures that 

Nebuchadnezzar, his ancestor, had usurped from Solomon's temple 

in the last invasion of Judea to rebuild the devastated city and 

temples. 

It was neither the temple nor the city that they had to rebuild, but 

the old mill to provide abundant bread to a people impoverished by 

taxes and tributes to Caesar, the king, the clergy, who devoured 

everything, leaving hunger and misery as painful traces of their 

existence, surrounded by splendor, luxury, and vice. 

Souls full of illusion wanted to run, fly along the path of light and 

brotherly love that opened before them, but Elkanah, who was the 

most knowledgeable about the world and its treacherous crossroads, 

told them: 
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–It's not convenient to let it be seen that a strong capital supports 

our initiative because the royal hounds sniff out where the prey is, and 

soon justice would fall on us, disrupting everything. We must, 

therefore, make certain combinations by which it appears that with our 

savings and sacrifices, we have managed to carry out this business. 

 

Engrossed in these conversations, they arrived at Solomon's Pools 

in the early afternoon. 

The sun had already melted the snow on the roads, which had 

become swampy. 

The place, which in other distant times was a true oasis due to the 

thick forest of palm trees and sycamores that King Solomon had 

planted with hundreds of laborers who removed the rocks and brought 

fertile soil from the banks of the Jordan on the back of donkeys and 

mules was only a sketch of what had been. Much of the forest had 

been cut down by order of King Zedekiah, in his desire to purify Judea 

of idols and temples built by the idolatrous wives of Solomon and other 

kings of Judea after him. The beautiful forest that surrounded the 

Pools, was a place of feasts for courtiers of the kings of Judea, who 

danced drunk before their gods, causing great scandal among the 

Jewish families, faithful observers of the Law of Moses. 

The ivy and terebinths, with their brilliant evergreen, seemed to 

mock the frosts and snows of the Bethlehemite winter, adding a note 

of joy to the aridity of the landscape. 

The reader will surely remember that in the tragic days that 

Bethlehem lived, when Herod ordered the slaughter of children under 

two years of age, that site was a place of refuge for the unhappy 

mothers who could not flee further. The martyr Mariana, a descendant 

of the heroic Maccabees and mother of the last two offspring of that 

lineage, was also hidden in those caves mocking the order of her 

despotic and royal husband, Herod the Idumean, to whom she agreed 

to unite in marriage to save the life of her two little children. This was 

a vile deception used by this tyrant to force her into a marriage that 

apparently gave him some right to the throne of Israel. Married to a 

young widow descendant of the Maccabees, and mother of the last 

two offspring of whom he became guardian and adoptive father until, 

once secured on the throne, he cowardly murdered them to prevent 

the people from proclaiming the eldest of them king of Israel. 

 

But all this belonged to the past, and although it revived in the mind 

of the young Master, causing him the grievous emotion of painful and 
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tragic memories, at that moment the great silence of solitude 

enveloped the caves and not a whisper of life was felt in its 

surroundings. 

Mariana remained in them until the death of the tyrant and the 

deposition of his son Archelaus gave her the security of being 

completely forgotten. And then she moved to Hebron, where she had 

some relatives who received her as a resurrected one, since the order 

of death inflicted on her had come to them as the last blasphemy 

thrown by the despot on one of the noblest families of Judea. 

Therefore, the pools and caves were solitary. Yhasua with his four 

companions began the search that had led them to that place. 

“In the smallest cave, behind the Pools of Solomon, in a clay jug, 

is the scripture you seek, along with others," said the spiritual 

manuscript of Ebed-Melech, the Ethiopian, received by Josiah at 

Rachel's tomb. 

But that little grotto was nowhere to be found. They saw and went 

several times over the great ravines that formed a semicircle to the 

ponds, enormous masses of stone whose cyclopean structure gave 

rise to water for 10 cities like Jerusalem, and which, after so many 

centuries and so much devastation, were still standing as the only 

monument that retained the name of Solomon. 

The two large caves that appeared in the first row had traces of 

being inhabited at night, perhaps by beggars who walked the streets 

of the neighboring villages during the day and, having no other shelter, 

gathered there. Small extinguished but recent fires, piles of dry hay 

arranged as if to serve as beds, clearly demonstrated it. 

They were about to give up when they saw a man's head appear 

from the thick foliage formed by an enormous clump of terebinths 

entangled with ivy. That rustic physiognomy denoted a great fright, 

and when the bust appeared, it was seen that only rags half covered 

it. 

–Do not discover me, for mercy!...... –was his first word. 

Yhasua with his companions surrounded him. 

–Don't be afraid, good man –the Master told him immediately. –It 

is not you we are looking for, nor do we have any intention of harming 

you. We came just to visit these Pools, which are of interest to all 

scholars due to their antiquity and their history. 

 

–You can even be useful to us by providing us with information 

about this place, if you've lived in it for a long time –Elkanah added, 

thinking that this man might have found what they were looking for. 
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–I've been buried here for three years –said the stranger. 

–Unfortunate!... How do you live here alone and without any 

resources? –Yhasua asked. 

“Believe me, brother, that we can help you, because it's clear that 

your situation is extremely distressing. 

–This is my lair because I’m like a cornered beast. I heard your 

voices and I've been watching you from here for a while. I understood 

that you were good people and that's why I went out. Tell me how I 

can serve you. 

–We're looking for the smallest cave behind the Pools, because an 

ancient script was kept there, –answered Josiah, the most impatient 

to find the manuscript announced by the message he received. 

–Come to my hole, it must be here without a doubt, although in 

three years I've found nothing but the beetles that keep me company. 

Saying this, he raised with great effort the thick ivy hangings, which, 

intertwined with the terebinths, formed an impenetrable tangle. 

The dark entrance hole to a grotto appeared which, although very 

irregular in shape, would have been 20 cubits square. 

A thick layer of mosses covered the rocks in all directions. 

It received no light from anywhere, and those mosses were 

yellowish, light green, almost white, giving the grotto a certain delicate 

beauty that was not without charm. 

A small fire burned in a corner and two quails were roasting on the 

embers and a large loaf was browning in the embers. 

–Apparently –Alphaeus told him, –you don't let yourself be 

overcome by hunger. 

–I still love life. I’m only 37 years old. I have a wife and three small 

children. Death comes without being called. 

– Is this the only hidden grotto there is? –Elkanah asked. 

–I haven't found another more hidden than this one –answered the 

stranger, turning the iron rod that held the birds over the fire. 

–I'll serve as your guide –he said then, wrapping himself in a 

sheepskin that served as his bed at night. –Do you have candles or 

wicks to light? 

–Yes, here they are –several voices said at once. The man lit a 

braid of waxed thread and said: 

—Let's look if you want between the crevices of these rocks. 

 

And all together they began the task of ripping off the large moss 

hangings that completely covered the interior of the cave. It appeared 

full of crevices and holes of various sizes, which might well have 
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concealed some men lying or sitting. 

Once the mosses removed, they marveled to find that the rocks 

had been hewn to a height greater than that of a very tall man and 

that over the edges of the polished stones appeared as if they were 

cornices, thick sycamore sticks fastened by iron rings, in which there 

were still remnants of chains and cords elaborately woven with 

threads of buffalo hide. The numerous copper rings that appeared on 

them suggested that there must have been an awning-like curtain that 

extended to cover the roof of the grotto. 

–Tradition says –argued Elkanah –that Queen Athalia's court 

women had their love dates here, and that Athalia herself hid her 

infamies and her prevarications here. 

“These could be the footprints of the last kings of Israel, dethroned 

and swept away forever by the king of Babylon. 

 

They found inscriptions on several of the slabs that covered the 

walls, but in unknown languages. However, they took note of them so 

that Master Melchisedech, an expert in the matter, could decipher 

them. 

Finally, at the entrance of one of the holes they saw a small 

engraving that was quite poorly made, but that could be clearly read, 

it was a compound word: "Ebed-Melech". 

A cry of joy and admiration resounded in the grotto. 

It was not engraved but written with tar on the rock. It was the name 

of the Ethiopian servant that Jeremiah the prophet ordered to keep 

the scriptures, who undoubtedly wanted to record that he was there. 

—If they have not been taken, here must be what we seek —

Yhasua said. 

They all lit wicks and sank into the black hole. Under a small hill of 

earth and grass the clay jug with its lid closed with pitch appeared. To 

open it, it was necessary to break it. A small, tarred cloth bag 

contained the sought-after manuscript. 

 

The four friends and Yhasua plopped down on the dry grass, as if 

overwhelmed by their discovery. 

—It had to be you, Yhasua, the lamp that discovered this secret —

Elkanah said. —Blessed be the Most High! 

—Truly, God is with us —the others added, thinking that the Eternal 

Law was placing in their hands a new vein of ancient wisdom for the 

teaching of future humankind. 

There were several scrolls written by Solomon and their epigraphs 
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were: "The heavens of Jehovah"; "The wisdom of Jehovah written on 

trees and herbs"; "The secret of the mountains"; "The poem of Sheba, 

queen of Ethiopia"; “Dirges from my psalter." 

—Why have these scrolls been hidden with such care? —Josiah 

asked. 

—Because his thoughts are too dark or too intimate to confess to 

humanity —Yhasua answered immediately, but then added: — 

“My Essene Masters of Tabor preserve a writing from Zabud, son 

of Nathan, first officer of the kingdom of Solomon and his personal 

friend, in which he deeply mourns about what he believed to be a 

grave injustice to his beloved king friend. The weakness of old age in 

which energy is exhausted led Solomon to make too many 

concessions to the women who made up the court of each of his 

wives, who out of vanity and antagonisms increased their number, 

thus believing they were greater and more honored by their royal 

husband. There were only 10 secondary wives of the king, some 

chosen among the noblest Jewish families and some, by alliances 

with the princes of neighboring countries. These women, in Solomon's 

old age, each formed their court in a different palace, all loaded on the 

royal coffers, which brought imbalance and the complaints of the 

peoples against him. The great name of Solomon fell to the ground 

and some old friends, faithful to death, kept his writings because his 

enemies wanted to make a great bonfire to destroy them. Perhaps this 

is the reason why these scrolls have been hidden so carefully by the 

priest Abiathar, who, having been banished from Jerusalem by the 

king, could not enter the city, and so he hid them in Rachel's tomb, on 

land belonging to a great friend of the disgraced priest, Abinadab, 

father-in-law of one of Solomon's daughters: Taphath. 

—I note —said Eleazar —that Yhasua preserves in the archive of 

his excellent memory all the ancient writings. 

—Since I was a child, I’ve been among the Essene Masters, whose 

life is dedicated to seeking the truth in all corners of the Earth. They 

were born of Moses, the man of light of his time, and since then they 

have lived in a struggle with ignorance and lies. 

—Yhasua follows his same path —said Alphaeus— but with the 

addition that he also fights with the egoism of men. We must follow it 

too. 

—I don't know which treasure is more valuable —Josiah observed 

—if the one found in Rachel's tomb or this one in Solomon's Pools. 

—Each one in its kind is of the highest importance, my friend —

Yhasua replied. —The first will remedy the material needs of those 
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who lack everything; while this one will illuminate souls in their great 

future destinies, after having shed clear light in its remote past. 

“These writings dictated to Solomon by superior Intelligences, the 

subject of which is clear from some of their titles, encompass the 

heavens and the Earth into which the Most High has poured out the 

manifestations of His sovereign creative power. They are the secrets 

of God locked up in the vegetable, mineral, and animal kingdoms; the 

laws that govern the march of the stars and the admirable 

combinations of their eternal movement, and I imagine that they will 

be like an explosion of light for this humankind that walks blindly along 

the paths of evolution. 

—Your twentieth birthday, Yhasua, will mark an epoch in your life 

as an incarnate among men —said Elkanah, caressing the young 

Master with his gaze full of nobility, because he appeared illuminated 

by divine Wisdom. 

 

The man who had served as their guide in the grotto, and for whom 

these conversations had no interest, had returned to the bonfire from 

which he was taking out the great bread already baked and the 

roasted birds. 

—Behold —said Yhasua —another soul to redeem. What will his 

tragedy be? 

—I share my poor food with you —he told them, putting his 

delicacies on a rock. 

—Thank you —they all told him. —We live in Bethlehem, and we 

are leaving immediately. 

—If you don't take it the wrong way —Yhasua told him, —we want 

to make up for the good service you've given us. What can we do for 

you? 

—My family lives in Emmaus and my name is Cleopas. I was King 

Antipas' baker, but the butler wanted to put his wife's brother in my 

place, and he threw a handful of flies into the dough that I was 

preparing for the king's bread. For this I was sentenced to dungeon 

for the rest of my life. I was lucky to escape and here I am like a fox in 

the hole. That's my whole story. 

 

The Master looked at his companions, and in that look they all read 

the duty that corresponded to them. 

—One of us —said Elkanah —Take a good look at us! One of us 

will come around this time tomorrow to bring you suitable clothing so 

that you can leave this place and rejoin your wife and children. 
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—In Emmaus it can never be —the unhappy Cleopas replied —

because there would be no shortage of people who denounced me. 

—But it may be in Bethlehem —said the Master —where these 

friends are going to be able to give you a livelihood working in the mill. 

—The mill?... Ever since old Naboth died and they put his son in 

jail, it doesn't move anymore. 

—It’s true, but it will move again and give bread to all who don’t 

have it —answered Yhasua. —Who can find the king's former baker 

in a laborer among sacks of flour? 

“Do your relatives know about this shelter of yours? 

—Only my wife knows; she comes here every moon with a sack of 

flour and some provisions so that I don't starve. 

—You have love around you, Cleopas, and that’s a lot to have in 

the midst of this humankind, where almost half of the men are wolves 

for the other half. 

 

Saying these words, Yhasua placed his hands on the man's 

shoulders and looked into his eyes. 

—I want hope to bloom again for you, friend. God is justice and he 

is love, and he has his appointed time to give them shape and life 

together with his creatures. The time for you has come and you will 

receive it with gratitude and love. 

 

Cleopas's eyes filled with tears and, choking back a sob, he 

dropped his tangled head onto Yhasua's chest. The Master 

surrounded him with his arms transmitting a powerful current of hope 

and love. 

Cleopas's physiognomy appeared as if illuminated by a glare from 

the sun. 

All those gathered men thought: "The disinterested and pure love 

of the Word of God is the only thing that can save men." 
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40.  In the city of Alexandria 
 

The friends from Jerusalem: Joseph of Arimathea, Nicodemus, 

Nicholas, and Gamaliel, thought that Yhasua was entering his 21st 

year while in Judea. And that from Judea’s port, Gaza, Alexandria was 

only a three-day journey away. That’s where he had promised Philo 

that they would visit his school. So they went to Bethlehem to talk to 

him about this. 

Their friends from Mount Quarantine also thought the same, 

because the Solitaries wanted Yohanan, who was later called "the 

Baptist", to have a conversation with Yhasua for some verifications of 

a spiritual nature. 

 

The beautiful network of love thoughts around the young Master 

spread prodigiously, facilitating telepathy's activities like an invisible 

messenger. Because of this, the four friends from Jerusalem just 

mentioned together with Yohanan of Jutta, accompanied by Jacob 

and Bartholomew, the gatekeepers of the Quarantine Sanctuary that 

the reader already knows, found themselves gathered one day during 

Yhasua's stay with his parents in the house of Elkanah in Bethlehem. 

Andrew of Nicopolis, brother of Nicodemus, was Hazzan of an 

important synagogue in Hebron established in what had been years 

before the ancestral home of Philo's grandparents, who were also 

Yohanan's, since their mothers were sisters. 

This synagogue naturally responded to the Essene Fraternity and 

the School of Divine Wisdom that the friends of Yhasua had 

established in Jerusalem. 

It was founded and constituted as a synagogue to serve as a public 

meeting place for people who wanted to be educated in the Holy 

Scriptures. It didn’t have the character of a School of Occult Sciences 

like the one in Jerusalem, so there was no surveillance or suspicion 

from the central priesthood. 

 

In addition, the city of Hebron was always like an amphora of 

religiosity, of mysticism. Most people there were devoid of all 

dogmatism and incapable of obscure theological lucubration. They 

liked the sacred books in what they have as comforters and soft poetry 

of the religious soul that is pleased in the works of a pious and just 

God. 

And Andrew of Nicopolis wanted to take advantage of the visit of 

his brother Nicodemus to Bethlehem on the occasion of Yhasua being 
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there with his parents. 

Elkanah’s house was once again honored with numerous visitors 

who came looking for the Welcome One, sheltered under its roof. 

They were the first ties that Yohanan forged with the people of the 

outside world. 

His 20 years of age had passed for him in the austere placidity of 

the sanctuary on Mount Quarantine, where he was brought as a child. 

Yhasua was therefore in audience. 

His friends from Jerusalem wanted to arrange the promised trip to 

Alexandria. Yohanan of Juttah, who was shortly going to be 

consecrated as Master of Divine Wisdom, demanded from Yhasua 

that they go together to receive his consecration in the Great 

Sanctuary of Moab, since they had united by ancient spiritual alliances 

for this new manifestation of Eternal Love towards terrestrial 

humanity. 

Andrew of Nicopolis, being aware of the great secret of God that 

was enclosed in Yhasua's personality, wanted him to visit the Hebron 

synagogue to establish the rules to follow so that they would reach a 

direct cooperation with the spiritual work that they would carry out. 

Yhasua, with his usual modesty, typical of all truly great beings, 

said with great grace: 

—You all want to make me Master ahead of time. Try releasing a 

bird from the nest that isn't quite feathered yet, and you'll see it 

stumble and then crash. Why are you rushing so much if everything 

will come in its due time? 

He found the means to please everyone, since everyone's desires 

tended towards the diffusion of Eternal Truth, which is the knowledge 

of God and of the souls, his creatures, as a means of spreading the 

reflections of divine wisdom over humankind, which would lead it to 

the conquest of its great ideals of peace and happiness. 

The planned program was the following: he would go immediately 

to Alexandria, and on his way back he would pass through Hebron 

and then go to the Moab Sanctuary in the company of his friend and 

relative Yohanan of Juttah. 

—Are you all satisfied? – He asked them later with that divine 

complacency of his, which was always one of his most beautiful ways 

of winning the love of all who knew him. 

—What about me? –Asked the sweet Myriam, seeing that 

everyone was disputing her son. –Have I no right to be satisfied too? 

—Yes, mother, you before the others —Yhasua answered with 

immense tenderness. —What do you want to be satisfied? 
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—On the trip to Egypt let yourself be guided in everything by 

Joseph of Arimathea, who will be by your side like your father and 

mother together —she replied. 

—Very well, mother! Did you hear Joseph? You will be my father 

and my mother until I return from Alexandria, and you will give me all 

the pampering that they have given me since I was born. 

—A great honor! —Joseph answered full of satisfaction. —You can 

rest assured that this trip is short and doesn’t offer any danger. We 

will leave with a full moon and return on the next new moon. You will 

surely wait for us here. 

A few hours later, the visitors to Elkanah's house, which were those 

from Quarantine and Hebron, began their trip back to their habitual 

abode. Meanwhile, Yhasua, with the four friends from Jerusalem, 

joined the caravan that made the trips to the Gaza port, where they 

would board the first ship carrying travelers to Alexandria. 

Ever since Yhasua arranged his trip to Bethlehem, he had thought 

that it would be the opportune occasion to fulfill the solemn promise 

he had made to Philo that he would visit him when he turned 21 years 

old. Nicodemus, who maintained frequent correspondence with the 

Alexandrian philosopher, had also announced it as probable. 

Telepathy, a subtle invisible messenger, would surely have whispered 

its news to the sensitive Philo who lived with his mind fixed on the 

Incarnate Word; in the Divine Logos of his radiant and profound 

reveries, through which he glimpsed as a radiance of Eternal Light, 

the supreme secret of God. 

He had waited 20 years for this visit that was promised to him by 

Yhasua himself in hours of clairvoyance, while in deep meditation 

Philo invoked him during an unforgettable evening on the shores of 

the Mediterranean Sea, in the port of Tyre. 

Twenty years of fruitful work of the Alexandrian philosopher, and 

the few but faithful followers of his school of Divine Wisdom, had 

allowed him to accumulate a valuable treasure of ancient science that 

covered immense past ages, of which the modern world barely had 

vague news. 

In constant communication with Melchior, the dark-skinned prince 

of Arabia Petrea, they had made stupendous discoveries that opened 

vast horizons to the history of human evolution through the centuries. 

When the formidable hosts of Scipio Africanus passed like a gale 

of fire over ancient Carthage, leaving it in ruins, Rome was not 

interested in the treasures of wisdom that were enclosed within the 

walls of its great library. And the chieftains who had divided among 
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themselves the vast unexplored lands of North Africa, and the 

numerous tribes that inhabited them, became the owners of these 

treasures. 

Many centuries before, when the invasions of the Hyksos 

devastated the regions of the upper and lower Nile, numerous 

refugees took shelter in the countries of West Africa. And among that 

continuous, moveable human wave, the remnants of the Kobda 

wisdom of prehistory remained in the ancient Carthage city. 

And the schools of Melchior and Philo collected like precious 

dissected flowers, those very old papyrus manuscripts, preserved 

perhaps without fully knowing their value, by the ancient African kings 

who were the only lords of all of North Africa, before the powers 

Europeans established their colonies there. 

The Library of Alexandria, glory of the great King Ptolemy, who has 

gone down in history as its creator, was enormously enriched by the 

tireless search for ancient writings carried out by Melchior of Horeb 

and Philo of Alexandria, without the world knowing these details. Both 

were Essenes at heart and spoke very little of their own works. 

Everything was submerged in the mystical perfume of their meditative 

and studious silence. 

Wasn't it one of the great Essene principles to perform works and 

keep silent about the name of the one who did them? 

Later, the anointed Christ of love would make this sublime principle 

his own when he said: "don't let your left hand know what your right 

hand is doing", the quintessential self-forgetfulness reached by the 

Man-Light in his doctrine of brotherly love and personal resignation. 

The treasures of the great library of Carthage had thus passed to 

that of Alexandria, entrusted to the School of Philo, who made it one 

of the first in the world. From there, copies of many manuscripts were 

taken to the library at Tarshish on the opposite shore of the 

Mediterranean, another important center of ancient culture at the time 

to which this work refers. 

Taking our thoughts back to prehistory and unwrapping the 

papyrus scrolls in the city of the Nile, we can get an idea of the inner 

satisfaction that Yhasua would experience when finding the old 

chronicles of Corta Agua (Carthage), the sanctuary founded by 

Matriarch Solania. Seconded by her Kobda brothers, she hung her 

nest on that formidable rock that was like a lighthouse for that remote 

civilization, which spread its golden nets throughout North Africa, from 

the Nile to the Atlas Mountains of Mauritania, cyclopean remains of 

the lost continent of Atlantis. 
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But let's not anticipate events. The sailboat that carried our 

travelers came from Tyre with few passengers and a good cargo of 

the finest fabrics and bronze art objects in which the Tyrians 

remarkably specialized. The five of them occupied two of the most 

spacious cabins on the ship, and since they were next to each other, 

they spent long evenings together on that voyage in the middle of 

winter. 

They brought as a gift to Philo a complete copy of the “Writings of 

Patriarch Aldis”. 

—Soon we will step on the land that we know so much through 

these scriptures —Yhasua said to his friends. —That sanctuary of 

Neghada will seem to arise at moments from among the serene 

waters of the Nile with the silent shadows of its Kobdas in blue tunics 

and violet caps... 

—Yhasua!... The sea makes you sentimental and melancholic —

said Nicodemus, who felt in himself the soft and deep vibration of the 

thought of the young Master. 

—These waves that the keel of our ship is cutting saw so many 

sailboats anchor off Neghada to disembark the slaves that the solitary 

bought at a high price to give them freedom... In prehistory there was 

already love among men. 

"It would seem that the men in blue garments held love captive, for 

only they felt love for their fellow men —continued Yhasua. 

—Patriarch Aldis himself was bought by the Kobdas of Neghada, 

according to his own account —added Joseph of Arimathea. —And in 

his last epistle, our friend Philo assures us that he has a great surprise 

for us among the dusty manuscripts from ancient Carthage. 

—I have a feeling —said Nicholas of Damascus —that these 

writings of Patriarch Aldis are going to come to life on the banks of the 

Nile, and that the surprise that Philo holds for us refers to this very 

matter. 

—I, for one —said Gamaliel —feel overwhelmed under the weight 

of the responsibilities we incur by possessing these great secrets of 

the past. 

“How to impose them on our contemporaries who have already 

crystallized, mummified in their thinking, regarding events that 

evidence and logic show not to be true? 

“And if we cannot force them to accept the reality of the facts, what 

good is the possession of these great secrets kept by the centuries 

that have passed? That is my great concern. 

“We are, you well know, in possession of ancient wisdom, where 
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we find well-marked traces of systems and principles that lifted the 

spiritual level of very remote civilizations. Those ancient Schools of 

high knowledge called White Prophets, Flamens, Dactyls, and 

Kobdas, speak to us about an infinite space which is unlimited, 

populated by globes, that are now, or are preparing to become, the 

dwelling of many other humankinds and species of organic beings, of 

inferior and superior scale than the human specie. 

“In some of these Schools, they even got to know the collective 

way of life of the humankinds that inhabit certain planets of our solar 

system. 

"How can we make the Great Atman, the Unique and Supreme 

Cause which is the Universal Life and the Eternal Idea, enter into 

current mentalities if they conceive of God as a great lord, a powerful 

arbitrary and angry king, like everyone else who knows himself to be 

the unique owner? 

“Furthermore, the vast majority of current mentalities don’t even 

conceive of the spherical shape of this Earth that we inhabit; and this 

handful of terrestrial inhabitants believe we are the only intelligent 

beings in the vast universe. 

"It is too heavy a darkness, my friends, for our little lamp to 

penetrate... 

—You have spoken a lot and very well, Gamaliel —the Master told 

him —but you have forgotten one thing. 

—Which one Yhasua? Say it. 

—You have done like a grower who goes out into his field with a 

sack of seeds to sow. He looks at everything full of brambles and rocks 

and says: where should I throw this seed if the brambles and stones 

cover the whole ground? And he suffers and moans for not finding a 

area of land suitable for planting. What would you advise the grower 

in my story? 

—Well, simply to remove the rocks and clear the ground of 

brambles, to till the land in orderly furrows, and then throw the seed 

—answered Gamaliel. 

—It is precisely what we, who have a large sack of the precious 

seed of eternal truth, must do: prepare the soil so that the seed can 

germinate. And here I return to the theories of my Essene Masters: 

fight against the ignorance of the masses that were led into darkness 

by intelligences interested in dominating them at their whim, to 

brutalize them, and exploit them for their own benefit, as is done with 

a herd of beasts that only asks for food and drink. 

—All this darkness of ignorance in which humankind debates in this 
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civilization is because they turned off the radiant lamp of Moses —

said Nicodemus—. 

“In his incomparable Genesis all the eternal truth of God was 

enclosed as in an alabaster vase: from the formation of the nebulae 

to the appearance of the human species on this planet, everything 

was included in the work of Moses. 

“Once Destroyed, our humankind plunged into darkness. 

—You’re right —observed Nicholas —and with those words you 

open the path just indicated by Yhasua. Those are the stones and 

brambles we must uproot, so that we can successfully sow again in 

the present hour the seed that Moses sowed 15 centuries ago. 

—And we need to sow it as the Essenes do, selecting the souls 

from the heap, not indiscreetly throwing seeds on impenetrable stones 

or rebellious brambles. We must wait until the hindrances are 

completely removed, then we can pour it out with full hands in the 

open field —added Joseph of Arimathea. 

—Very good, Joseph, very good —Yhasua exclaimed with joy 

painted on his face—. 

“You have put the finishing touch to this nocturnal conversation in 

the chamber of a ship that takes us to the city of Ancient Sciences, 

where we’re going to collect more seeds for our sowing. 

 

—You have dealt a death blow to my thinking —said Gamaliel, 

satisfied, as he was the one who most doubted the human capacity of 

that time to accept and understand the great truths regarding universal 

creation, God, and souls. 

—Pessimism is one of the greatest obstacles to the task we have 

set for ourselves —Nicodemus observed. —We must believe in 

victory even if we see it as a treasure that’s hidden in an unexplored 

desert. 

“The conquest of this treasure will cost enormous sacrifices, 

perhaps even life. There will be martyrs and there will be blood 

because ambition and selfishness blind peoples’ leaders. They 

believe that cutting off heads will kill the ideas that reflect the Supreme 

Truth. 

—Humankind in general flees from examining the past as beasts 

flee from going through a field that was mown down by fire and 

appears covered in ashes. There's nothing there to eat. Similarly, 

unconscious humankind doesn’t look to the past for anything and thus, 

doesn’t learn the lessons of wisdom that the past has to offer. In the 

past, it has been seen that to achieve any evolution in a moral, 
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spiritual, and even material sense, it has cost many, enormous 

sacrifices, much blood and many lives. 

 

And Yhasua, who uttered such words, thought without daring to 

say it so as not to frighten his friends: 

“If the Eternal Law asks us to sacrifice our lives to relight Moses' 

lamp on Earth, what else must we do but to give our lives? Failing to 

do so would be giving up”. 

The selfishness of the Jewish clergy; the egoism of the Roman 

power that dominated the world at that time, which had made a 

Roman colony of all peoples, rose like gigantic phantoms to crush 

under its iron foot every head that rose from the submissive mob to 

say: 

—I am an intelligence that reasons and thinks, not a little beast that 

eats and sleeps. 

A meditative silence filled the chamber of the ship where that great 

spiritual movement was gestating. To it, the Nazarene Apostle, in 

whom the Word of God had incarnated, was to give definite forms 

years later. 

The sound of the waves colliding with the hull of the ship, and the 

sound of the wind shaking the spread sails, was the concert that 

accompanied the sublime, heroic thoughts of those five men who 

daydreamed of the great and beautiful ideal of human dignity through 

wisdom and love. 

 

At that moment they reached the bold arm of rocks known as Mount 

Casio, which juts out into the sea forming the magnificent Lake Cibron. 

In this lake, the palm trees and acacias are reflected, which crown the 

mountain like a diadem of emeralds. The sight was grand and 

fantastic in the silver moonlight, and the five travelers, wrapping 

themselves in their heavy camel-hair cloaks, went up on deck to see 

it. 

The Scriptures of Patriarch Aldis came to their minds as if they 

were weaving in them filigrees of old memories that made them live 

that distant life on the banks of the Nile, among the blue-dressed 

Kobdas. 

The immense delta of the river seemed to them like a gigantic hand 

whose fingers sank into the sea, while the arm was lost between the 

desert and the mountains. 

That great step in human evolution that we call Adamic Civilization 

had been developed there 8,300 years ago, which spread over three 
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continents. 

The Nile they had before them, with its millennial life, had 

witnessed the passage of thousands of generations, hundreds of 

glorious or disastrous reigns, devastating invasions of different races 

that had passed by like gales of fire, leaving behind silent ruins 

mercifully covered by ivy. 

 

That silent world of thoughts and memories had our travelers as if 

riveted to the deck of the ship, while navigating half a mile from the 

coast the great mouths of the Nile, the gigantic river of the country of 

the Pharaohs. 

After midday the following day they found themselves in the great 

port of Alexandria amidst a forest of masts through which gigantic 

obelisks could be seen, columns, domes intersecting and merging 

with each other in a confusing labyrinth. 

Shortly after disembarking, when they were about to cross the 

balustrade that surrounded the quay, a little old man approached them 

and asked them: 

—Gentlemen travelers, tell me, do you come from Judea? 

—Precisely, and we come in search of the Museum and the Library 

—replied Joseph of Arimathea. 

—Very well. Master Philo has been waiting for you for three days. 

He himself came to the arrival of all the ships coming from the ports 

of Palestine. He now sent me because he’s with people coming from 

Cyrene. If you trust me, follow me. 

—Of course we will follow you, with great pleasure —replied 

Nicholas. Yhasua walked in silence submerged in the infinite sea of 

his thoughts. 

 

People of all races converged on the great city, which despite 

having fallen somewhat from the grandiose splendor it reached in the 

time of Ptolemy I and II, it continued to be the great capital of the 

Southern Mediterranean. Its great commercial potential was only 

comparable to what Carthage had before it was devastated by the 

Romans. 

A star of the first magnitude in the sciences and arts, Alexandria 

was the end point of the consecration of a wise man or an artist. 

Illustrious names in all branches of human knowledge coming from 

the great centers of culture such as Athens, Rome, Pergamum, 

Syracuse, Persepolis, and Bombay, appeared recorded in the great 

visitor album that the Library of Alexandria displayed with pride and 
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satisfaction. 

Homer, Virgil, and Ovid, the three immortal bards of antiquity, had 

stamped before their names, beautiful stanza of their brilliant verses. 

Now the city was also reached by Yhasua: the Eternal Truth made 

man, the Word of God turned into a human person by the invisible 

magic of Divine Love; and this without the big city being aware of it. 

Like an indolent Pharaonic princess, the city continued half asleep 

among the rumor of the palm trees and the songs of the boatmen 

rowing on the waves of the Nile. 

—Yhasua, Yhasua!... Glorious child of my 20-year-old dreams! ..., 

—exclaimed a few moments later Philo, the great Alexandrian 

philosopher, tenderly embracing the young Master who entered that 

temple of human sciences, like any apprentice... He, who brought in 

himself the Supreme Truth of God! 

Philo was then 45 years old, and his magnum opus was already 

well advanced: the revision and commentaries on the five books of 

Moses. 

—You light again the lamp that was put out by men —Yhasua told 

him, eyeing that immense work that was enough by itself to place 

Philo in the front row among the cultivators of the Eternal Truth. 

—If it hadn't been for the cooperation of Prince Melchior of Horeb, 

I would not have been able to light Moses' lamp again —Philo replied 

to his recently arrived friends—. 

“In his School of Sinai, I found the most precious vein of gold for 

the reconstruction of the books of Moses, with such solid foundations 

that they cannot be destroyed in the ages to come, no matter how 

much ignorance and fanaticism there is. 

—In this solemn and propitious hour —said Nicodemus— let us 

unite our small discoveries in favor of the Divine Truth, buried for many 

centuries under mountains of sand, and let us try to break the dense 

darkness that envelops humankind. 

—We also bring to Alexandria the contribution of the truth 

discovered in the lands of Palestine and Syria— added Joseph of 

Arimathea. 

—Here's our treasure —he said, placing on the large table at which 

they were sitting, a thick folder that appeared like a hand-bag, used at 

that time by doctors and scholars.  

Each one brought his own, and once all were placed on the table, 

they formed a respectable set of papyrus rolls, waxed cloth, and clay 

and wooden plaques. 

—My God! —exclaimed Philo with joy painted on his face. —Here's 
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something to fill one more room in this library. 

—And so that your pen writes so many divine messages for 

humankind who ignores where it comes from and where it is going —

added Nicholas of Damascus, ordering by their numbering the rolls 

and folders they had brought. 

After a short break in Philo's private annex, they began to tour the 

famous Museum displaying canvases, sculptures, bas-reliefs, and 

engravings from around the world. 

Ptolemy I, who went from being a Macedonian general in the 

armies of Alexander the Great to becoming Pharaoh of Egypt, took 

great care to Hellenize, let us put it that way, the culture of the Nile 

countries in such a way as to allow him the illusion of having 

transferred there the artistic magnificence of the Attica in all its 

splendor. 

Ptolemy II, and his successors up to Cleopatra, his last 

descendant, participated in this same trend, although they were more 

influenced by the uses and customs of the country of mummies and 

pyramids. 

It was the ninth hour of that splendid winter afternoon, the fifth day 

of the week, which corresponds to our Friday. 

—We'll start with the painting room —Philo had told them, leading 

them through an immense gallery at the entrance to which read in 

large letters etched in black on white marble: Carthage. This name 

appeared in Egyptian, Arabic, Latin, and Syrian scripts. 

—Here you have some of the great artistic beauties of the 

unfortunate Carthage —Master Philo told them. 

—I was already here with my father years ago—observed 

Gamaliel, —but now I find that it looks very different. 

—Indeed, the change was necessary because Prince Melchior of 

Horeb, whom you know, obtained important works that were in the 

possession of some indigenous kings of West Africa. According to 

some scriptures, when a brother of Hannibal understood that the 

defending armies of Carthage were going to be overwhelmed by the 

Roman legions, he managed to save many of these works that you 

see here from a fire to which the victors surrendered the great city. 

These art treasures have passed through the hands of the 

descendants of the great Carthaginian general, who settled between 

the mountains of Oran, of Jelfa, and the brave tribes of the Tuaregs 

made them their own kings. Their domains reach the Niger River. 

These explanations that Philo gave as they advanced through the 

wide gallery were no longer heard by Yhasua, who was completely 
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absorbed by a large canvas that fully received the afternoon sun 

through the quartz screens that gave the sumptuous enclosure the 

transparency of pale gold. 

Yhasua could not explain how the frightful tragedy on the canvas 

acquired such a force of reality and life that his heart shuddered 

painfully. 

It was like an endless avenue of enormous wooden crosses, where 

a victim was hanging, writhing in supreme pain and bleeding from his 

mouth, feet, and hands. 

And this tragic avenue of executed men vanished into misty 

distances. The painter skillfully made it clear that the path was very 

long and that the crosses and the victims went on and on until they 

were out of sight. 

Those hair, disordered by the wind, the arteries and veins 

protruding from the skin due to desperate efforts, those countenances 

contracted by pain or anger, and those twitching nerves, it was 

something to drive the most temperate soul mad. 

—Master Philo —Yhasua finally said —what does this collection of 

horrors mean, boasting all the beauty of reality brought to perfection? 

—Oh, my son!.. —the philosopher answered him. That canvas is 

the revenge of the Tuareg kings, descendants of Hannibal, the heroic 

defender of Carthage. 

“And so that you understand it better, I will translate this legend that 

is on the margin of the canvas: 

“A great-grandson of the great Hannibal was eyewitness to the 

crucifixion of 6000 slaves who joined the heroic Spartacus in asking 

the Roman government for their freedom, which was denied to them. 

After two years of fighting while taking refuge on Vesuvius, they were 

captured and crucified along the Via Appia (Appian Way), the royal 

road that connects all of southern Italy with Rome. 

Yhasua seemed not to listen anymore. With his dilated eyes, wet 

from contained tears, he stared at that canvas that refuted the medium 

good concept that he had until then about the conquering and 

powerful Rome. 

I knew Rome full of ambitions for power and glory, but I didn't 

imagine it cruel and bloodthirsty to the extent that this canvas showed. 

—Power and force so merciless with unfortunate slaves who asked 

for freedom, the gift of God for all beings of creation! —Yhasua finally 

exclaimed, his voice shaking with outrage—. 

“How great and good is our Universal Father, who doesn’t 

exterminate these human creatures, who behave like harmful animals 
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who deny in this way their divine origin and their immortal destiny! 

—It’s obvious, my son —Philo told him, —that you’re only 20 years 

old and have lived until today in your Galilean placidity and among the 

sweet love of the Essene sanctuaries. 

“Look at this other canvas, the twin brother of the previous one. 

“It’s the massacre with which Rome finished annihilating Carthage 

after a century of bloody struggles, the burning of the city that was 

reduced to ashes. Then the plows reduced the ruins to dust, where 

thorns and brambles grew. This is what the inscription on the margin 

says. 

“It’s by the same author: Hannibal Tugurt, the last king of his family, 

which was exiled and dispersed among the Sahara mountains. 

—Piles of shapeless mangled corpses!... —Yhasua kept saying 

while his friends listened in silence. —Flocks of crows that come down 

to devour them!... Reddish flames and black smoke that rises like a 

mute clamor to the clouds!... The Corta Agua (Carthage) of Matriarch 

Solania, who hung her nest of love 8,300 years ago among your palm 

trees and your acacias! ... 

“How could selfish, evil men destroy that immense sowing of love, 

of peace, of civilization, spread throughout the world by the blue-

dressed Kobdas? 

—¡Oh, Yhasua! ... Your child's soul, incapable of any evil, hurts 

seeing through canvases painted half a century ago, the traces of pain 

and blood left by pride and ambition when it seizes men, —said Philo, 

trying to lessen the painful impression on the young Master. 

—It’s the disappointment, the disillusionment that hurts Yhasua —

said Joseph of Arimathea. —The history of the Jewish people that we 

all know is one of continuous slaughter. As well as that of our 

neighbors, the Assyrian warriors and conquerors. But for the Romans, 

who call barbarians those of the Semitic race, to commit the same 

atrocities, and on top of that, pretending that it’s a crusade to civilize 

the world, truly destroys all hope and all illusion! 

—Where has the peace, wisdom, and love that the Law commands 

been hidden?... Can you tell me? —Yhasua asked his friends, all of 

whom were twice his age. 

—It’s in the hearts of the few who have reached the path of light —

answered Philo. —In favor of this intense lucidity, we’ve understood 

that the only greatness that satisfies the human spirit is that which 

emanates from goodness, justice, and dignity of beings through 

understanding and love. 

“It’s certain that the idea of arming legions to conquer neighboring 
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countries by blood and fire wouldn’t cross the minds of any of us, even 

if we were owners of immense treasures. 

—Of course not!... —interrupted Yhasua. —We would think of 

making all men happy, each one in the region where God caused 

them to be born! 

His thoughts went to Bethlehem, to the treasure found in Rachel's 

funerary monument, with which all that region would have bread, light, 

shelter, abundance for the elderly, children, the sick, and beggars. 

—Indeed, humankind doesn’t know how to be happy even having 

in its hands the means to be so! –He exclaimed, dropping down into 

a large divan that was in the center of the gallery. 

—And it won't learn it for a long time yet —Nicodemus observed. 

—Evolution is very slow because the spirits that abandoned life 

amid these horrors continually reincarnate —added Nicholas of 

Damascus. —Most of these beings return with the fixed idea of taking 

revenge. And thus, the struggles and devastation of some peoples 

over others are perpetuated. 

—Truly —said Gamaliel —this last century it was the Roman 

legions that devastated more than half of the civilized world that we 

know, just as three centuries ago were the Macedonian legions led by 

Alexander the Great; and before him, it was Nebuchadnezzar, the 

Assyrian tiger who brought death wherever he laid his claw. 

—The Kobdas of prehistory —said Yhasua —brought peace, 

happiness, and love to three Continents, and they didn’t have armed 

legions, nor did they leave piles of corpses for the crows to eat. Why 

were they able to civilize without destroying, and posterior civilizations 

cannot? 

—Yhasua, my son— Philo told him, sitting next to him. —Love is a 

constructive force and hate is a destructive force. The Kobdas were a 

legion of wise men in love with good and justice. They were the 

instruments of the Eternal Law to reconstruct this world, devastated 

and destroyed by the selfishness that engenders hatred. They were a 

legion of spirits emigrated from Venus, Jupiter, Arcturus, worlds where 

the Eternal Law of solidarity and love is already better understood. 

“That’s why our Schools of Divine Wisdom have the great mission 

of teaching goodness and justice to men, who when they come to 

learn the lesson, will renounce all wars, fratricidal struggles, hatred 

and destruction and they will say as it is said in the advanced worlds: 

“What is mine is for everyone, what is yours is for 

everyone, neither yours nor mine. Everything is from 

God who gives it to everyone”. 
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 That is the Law. 

—But how is it that men have not already understood this? —

Yhasua asked again. —The Lemurian Flamens taught justice in that 

lost continent. The White Prophets taught it in Atlantis which sleeps 

under the waves of the sea. The Dactyls in prehistoric Attica. The 

Kobdas in Africa and Central Asia. What use were their great efforts 

and sacrifices then? 

—They were very useful, Yhasua! Let's just look at little Palestine, 

a little handkerchief among all the countries in the world. What is fair 

and good in it was created by the Essenes of the present time, silent 

in their rock sanctuaries. Each Essene family educated by them is a 

light bulb amid darkness. And in each region of the world there were 

and are small legions of Wisdom giving light to the mob, which in the 

darkness debates in a continuous struggle to snatch from each other 

the good they covet. 

"We, who see the ensemble from the highland of superior 

knowledge that we have reached, we know that they’re wrong on their 

way, all those who want to impose yokes on their fellow men that they 

reject, because they dash their hopes and break their amenities. 

“Each one interprets and measures Justice with the measure of 

their own individual interests. Each one sees as fair what favors him 

and as unfair what harms him in his individual or collective interests. 

“Only spirits of a great evolution forget their conveniences and their 

interests to think about the convenience, the good, and the happiness 

of their fellow men. 

“For example, Yhasua, in the case of Spartacus, noble, heroic 

initiator of the first slave revolution in the triumphant and powerful 

Rome. He and all those slaves who followed him believed it was fair 

to ask the Roman government for their freedom as men, because they 

were tired of seeing themselves bought and sold like beasts from their 

master's flock. The mothers saw that their children were taken from 

them to be sold at public auction to whoever gave the best price for 

them. Denied this right, all the slaves of Rome rose as one man 

around Spartacus, their leading guide. 

“The Roman government, which held itself to be the highest and 

upright of civilization, saw no justice or right in slaves to make such 

an insolent and audacious request. The patrician families of rancid 

ancestry said: ‘I inherited my slaves from my parents, just as I 

inherited my farms, my jewelry, my furniture, my haciendas, and 

plantations. I have not taken anything from anyone. I give them the 

necessary food and I only have them flogged when they have 
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committed faults that harm me. What reason do they have to rebel 

against the master?’ 

“Do you see, Yhasua, how human judgment is always subdued to 

the convenience of each one? 

“He who cries out for his freedom believes that he’s acting with 

justice. He who denies it believes that he’s acting justly because he 

has the strength and power in his hand. And those of us who see from 

a small moral height those tremendous struggles of vested interests 

weep in silence seeing the blindness of the powerful who think they 

are great when they pass over bowed, defeated heads; and the sterile 

rebellion of those who, at the end of the day, fall crushed under the 

victor's chariot. 

“There you have the example in that magnificent canvas that has 

prompted this conversation and which contains the reality of such an 

event 50 years ago, when none of us had yet been born. 

“Six thousand runaway slaves, who were captured, were 

sentenced by the Roman government to be crucified along the Appian 

Way, where they were left until the ravens began to tear at the 

corpses. Then they smeared them with pitch and set them on fire so 

that the bad smell would not infect the air in the nearby populous 

cities. And the world admires the power and glory of Rome, mistress 

of the Orb!... 

A painful silence followed this conversation. 

—Yhasua —Joseph of Arimathea said to him, perceiving in himself 

the painful thoughts of the young Master— this is your first outing from 

the paternal nest, and you’ve received a blow that is too harsh. I had 

observed in you a great hope in the Rome of the Caesars due to the 

softness with which Augustus agreed to Publius Virgilio Maro in 

everything he requested in favor of certain events in the towns of 

Palestine and Syria. 

“But in Rome there was not always an   Augustus Caesar, who was 

a man of humanitarian sentiments and who at times was overcome by 

pity. All of us were born under his reign, and hence have enjoyed a 

period of peace until Herod's pride began the chain of crimes to 

eliminate those who were in his way. Let’s see what Tiberius Caesar 

brings us now. 

—It was at the time of the conquest to expand its dominions that 

Rome committed the frightful atrocities to which these canvases 

refer— added Nicodemus. 

—Naturally —observed Nicholas —because the peoples he 

invaded defended their freedom and independence until they died for 
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them. 

—But Rome will suffer one day, sooner or later, the same thing that 

it did with Carthage which resisted Rome for more than a century. 

Because there’s an inexorable justice that doesn’t deceive or give in 

like human justice: The Eternal Law that says: "All evil falls on 

whoever does it." 

“The history of past centuries demonstrates this. 

 

—It's true, Gamaliel— answered Philo— because our principle that 

hate is a destructive force is fulfilled with astonishing precision. 

“And the blind and unconscious world calls Great a conquering 

warrior who overwhelmed the world with the force of his armed legions 

and sowed pain and death. Thus we have Alexander the Great, to 

whose honor Ptolemy I dedicated this city. It is built on the ruins of the 

sacred city of the Kobdas: Neghada. 

“He’s great because he founded cities in the conquered countries”, 

say the Macedonians who admire him to the point of making him a 

god. But... what about the cities that he destroyed by invading them, 

and the human lives that he cut off, and the pain that he caused to 

satisfy his inordinate and crazy ambition?... 

“He was not cruel by nature, it’s true. Now we will see him stretched 

out, rigid in his glass and silver sarcophagus that’s in the central area 

of this Museum. Young and beautiful, the conqueror seems to sleep 

in the eternal stillness of death. 

—You’re sad, Yhasua— the philosopher told him, seeing him with 

his gaze fixed on the canvas of the crucified slaves. 

—I never saw so vividly the horror of death in that form! –exclaimed 

the young Master, unable to take his eyes off those gallows of infamy. 

“When beasts— he added—are harasses by hunger, with one bite 

they kill their victim and devour it. Only man, the intelligent creature of 

the Universal Creation, allows himself the horror of killing his fellow 

men slowly through horrible tortures, and not to satisfy his hunger, but 

to satisfy his bitterness and anger, because those beings wanted to 

escape from his claws!... Can a cruder and more terrible evil be 

conceived than this? 

"Rome was evil! ... Rome was execrable when it was merciless like 

this with the weak and defenseless! —He exclaimed possessed of 

indignation. 

Who would have thought at such a moment, that 13 years later, he 

himself would suffer the same kind of death as the slaves crucified 

along the Appian Way, and that his sentence would be signed by the 
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representative of Rome in Jerusalem: Pontius Pilate! 

 

Yhasua stayed in Alexandria for a week, and not a single day 

passed without him visiting the canvas of the crucified slaves, which 

irresistibly attracted him. 

—Truly —said Nicodemus —these canvases are Carthage's 

revenge against cruel and destructive Rome. As it has happened to 

Yhasua, it will happen to every traveler who dreams awake, and thinks 

that happiness and peace of the world will arise from Rome. 

 

“It would seem incredible that silent canvases speak so loud and 

so eloquent. Art is truth and life! What a great artist was that Hannibal 

Tugurt, the last offspring of the heroic defender of Carthage!  
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41. In the Valley of the Pyramids 
 

Let us now see Yhasua immersed with his friends in the papyrus 

rolls that he had brought from Palestine and the ones that Philo kept 

for them as a surprise. 

Melchior of Horeb arrived two days after Yhasua arrival to 

Alexandria. He had been told beforehand. He didn’t, couldn’t, and 

wouldn’t miss the opportunity to listen to the young Master, whom he 

had seen twice during his childhood. 

—Oh, my African prince! —Yhasua told him, hugging him tightly. 

—My memory kept a faithful reminiscence of you, and in my dreams 

I’ve seen you more than once walking through mountains and deserts 

on a beautiful camel with very light, almost white hair. 

—He’s my companion in the desert— answered Melchior— and he 

brought me here to see you, Son of God, and to hear lessons of 

wisdom from your mouth. I have galloped for five days, stopping only 

the minimum time necessary for my companions and the beasts to 

rest. 

“I would have arrived yesterday, but a furious gale blew up in the 

desert of Ectham, and we had to take shelter in a cave... that same 

cave, my friend Philo, a mile from Heliopolis where you and I thought 

we were born again. 

—Oh, yes! ..., those memories are never forgotten —Philo replied. 

—If that enormous boulder had crushed us, our discoveries and 

our hopes would have died with us. 

—Can you tell what discoveries were those? —Yhasua asked. —

Because we also have some discoveries and I think that all of us here 

are joined as one to know them. 

—Yes, my son— answered Philo. —For a few years now I’ve been 

preparing the necessary data with their respective verifications to write 

the history of Moses with the comments that the corroborations 

suggest. I was missing something regarding a time of dark silence that 

he spent in the lands of Midian. Some legends about this have been 

woven that are impossible to accept for a being of the spiritual height 

of the great Hebrew Lawgiver. 

“We were carrying these verified data in our travel suitcase, when 

one night a huge piece of rock fell into our cave. It fell like a stone 

ghost, brushing past our bodies as we lay on beds of straw. We didn’t 

expect, even remotely, such a dangerous visitor. 

“Now I will reveal to you the surprise of which I spoke to you in my 

epistles to Nicodemus. 
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“With this good friend Melchior, we’ve made quite daring 

expeditions, from Cyrene to beyond the desolate place where the 

populous and flourishing city of Carthage once was. These two 

canvases that have impressed Yhasua so much have been the key 

that opened the mysterious world of the African desert to us. 

“I had barely been the director of this Library and Museum for one 

year and seven months, when a traveler from Cyrene showed up, He 

arrived on one of the ships that made the voyage from Sicily. He came 

with a 14-year-old teenage boy. They asked to see the Carthage 

gallery, and the guard who was on duty directed them towards it. 

“The guard saw that they were making a copy of the inscriptions 

and that the traveler prostrated himself on the ground upon reaching 

the canvas on which the fire and complete destruction of Carthage 

appears. Then he kissed the canvas, wiped the tears that ran down 

his face and spoke for a long time with the teenager who accompanied 

him. 

“Since all these demonstrations caught the guard's attention, he 

came to tell me, and I was curious to know what connection those 

people had with the canvases in the Carthage gallery. 

“Although I understood that they avoided the answers at first due 

to a natural mistrust to a stranger, I was lucky to inspire confidence in 

them after a few moments of conversation. When they found out that 

I was African like them and of Jewish race, they opened up 

completely. 

 

“—Race and misfortune unite us —said the older man—. I would’ve 

been born in Carthage if it hadn't been destroyed by barbarians from 

across the Great Sea. I am a Cyrenean and a fourth-generation direct 

descendant of Juba, brother of the great Hannibal, heroic defender of 

heroic Carthage. Every year I come to visit this gallery, which stores 

all that remains of the destroyed city. 

“—And this young man is your son? —asked. 

“—Yes, the youngest of all, the only one I still have by my side. The 

others, following the order, went into the desert— that man replied to 

me. 

“—I was completely unaware of all that— I told him. —Why flee to 

the desert where life must be dire? 

“—The few skilled men that remained, swore an oath around 

Hannibal to unite as a single nation with the great Tuareg race, the 

most advanced and strongest in North Africa. From there they wage 

war to the death against Rome. 
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“—Tradition says that Hannibal went to die in a region of 

Hindustan— I observed. 

“—That is false, completely false—he replied. —It was one of his 

captains who resembled him in stature. I took his clothes and fled to 

Ezion-Geber, intentionally leaving there the news that he was 

marching to India by way of the Persian Gulf. 

“Many warriors who served under Hannibal's orders were of pure 

Tuaregs race, and they saved his life out of hatred for Rome. Among 

them was the entire family of Hannibal and the Carthaginians who 

remained alive. My grandparents lived and died there. I am in Cyrene 

as a foreign correspondent by order of the Tuareg king, Jampsal II”. 

—This man— Philo added —was pleased to guide Melchior and 

me in our search for data that could serve as a clue towards the origins 

of the current civilization. 

Our travelers looked at each other. 

—We bring these very detailed data in these folders— said 

Yhasua. —And what's more, it’s narrated by an eyewitness. 

—Oh! Splendid! We’ll then have the corroboration of the veracity 

of the manuscripts preserved by the Tuaregs, which were found in 

funerary crypts in the subsoils of Carthage. This is a wonderful 

coincidence. 

The large table of Philo's cenacle was covered with papyrus, cloth 

folders, white-tanned skins, wooden and clay tablets, copper sheets, 

and even pieces of tree bark on which innumerable engravings 

appeared. 

—I think that with all this— said Philo —we can make the works of 

Moses very clear and establish continuity between the Kobdas, 

creators of the Adamic Civilization, and the Essenes, precursors of 

the Christ. 

—Brother Philo— said Melchior suddenly. —Keep in mind that I 

have not come alone. 

—I know, your servants will have everything in my house, 

everything is ready. 

—Not my servants, but Buya-Ben and Faqui, the ones from 

Cyrene. 

—What?... Have they come with you? 

—They’ve come with me just to see Yhasua— answered Melchior 

solemnly. 

—But do you think it appropriate? —Philo asked again. 

—I think they deserve it as much as I do. I couldn't refuse. 

“Africa has the same right as Asia to seek the Truth and the Light. 
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They went to look for me in Heliopolis after finding out in the caravan 

square that I had not arrived. 

“The people from their race intends to rebuild Carthage, which is 

confirmed by a spiritual announcement we obtained in Horeb: 

"A new town will arise from the blood of Hannibal and his 

Carthaginian martyrs, and in that town, vigorous voices will rise to 

ignite the new light of the Divine Envoy in the people." 

"I therefore believe that these beings, father and son, are brought 

to us providentially." 

Philo, seeing that they all agreed, made them come in. 

A few moments later, both visitors bowed deeply before the 

congregation and remained like that until Melchior, more aware of 

their customs, approached them and removed the blue veil that 

wrapped their heads and fell over their faces. 

They wore long tunics and richly woven blue cloaks. 

When they took their hands out from among the wide folds of the 

mantle, their fingers were seen full of rings with stones of great value 

and pendants with wide silver belts, long damask daggers with ebony 

handles and gold arabesques. On their chest they held a small silver 

shield consisting of a coiled serpent and in the center of the circle, an 

upright, dominant lion's head. That man was 45 years old, and his son 

was 19. The son fixed his black eyes, full of intelligence on Yhasua, 

the only young man he saw in the meeting. 

He approached him resolutely without waiting for an introduction 

and, bending one knee on the ground, took his hand and said to him 

in perfect Syrian language: 

—May the sun of this land be kind to you, prince of the house of 

David. 

—Thank you, my friend— Yhasua told him, picking him up. I’m not 

a prince, but a seeker of truth and justice. 

—We also seek justice —said his father, who seemed to be 

listening attentively to his son’s words. The son sat next to Yhasua 

and didn’t bother to hide the affection and admiration that he 

spontaneously devoted to him. 

Both formed a beautiful contrast: one with his matte white 

physiognomy, light-colored eyes, and golden hair; the other with his 

long ebony curls, his very dark eyes, and his physiognomy tanned by 

the hot desert sun. One, elegant as a spikenard branch; the other tall 

and stout as a stone obelisk. 

—How beautiful it is to love you, lily of Jericho! –said the young 

man from Cyrene to Yhasua with charming spontaneity. —How much 
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will Africa love you, nobleman with golden hair! 

—Keep your words inside your chest, my son— said his father— 

for you can cause grief to the son of David. 

—No, none at all, don't worry— Yhasua said —I love the trustful 

frankness of your son. 

—Let them be— observed Melchior kindly. —They are youngsters, 

and they ‘ll understand each other wonderfully. 

Indeed: Yhasua and Faqui soon hit it off. 

—Do you know that your blue dress awakens in me beautiful 

memories of the past? —Yhasua said to his interlocutor, playing 

distractedly with a corner of the wide cloak. 

—You’re so young and already have a past to remember? –asked 

the African in turn. 

—What happens is that in a remote age, a branch of the great 

Kobda School originating from the Nile existed in Carthage. The 

followers of that School dressed like you. This coincidence arouses 

great interest in me. That’s all. 

—And what relationship do you have with that school you mention? 

I'm asking you to see if our data matches –Faqui answered. 

—I'll say mine first —said Yhasua, to erase even the slightest 

mistrust in his new friend. —In a very remote time 8,300 years ago, 

there existed on the rock of Corta Agua, which was the name of what 

later became Carthage, a Temple of Wisdom directed by an admirable 

woman whose name was Solania. In the 25 years that she lived there, 

she spread an advanced civilization that reached as far as the Atlas 

Mountains in the West and as far as the Niger River in the South. Your 

clothing has revived these memories in me. The only thing I don't 

understand about your clothing is that shield of a serpent and a lion. 

—Everything you tell me agrees with the remote origins of our 

race— said the young man from Cyrene. — As for this shield, I will tell 

you: for us the serpent is a symbol of wisdom, and the lion of courage 

and strength. In addition, it has another meaning, because this shield 

is the only new thing in this garment, which only those of royal dynasty 

wear. This shield means Cleopatra and Hannibal united to fight 

against the common enemy: Rome, savage and barbaric, which goes 

by burning cities and stabbing its inhabitants, including the elderly, 

women, and children. 

“Cleopatra and Hannibal are the two symbols of the Tuareg race 

descended from a Daughter of the Sun, who dressed in blue and who 

appeared on top of the great rock where Carthage was built. Who 

brought her? Who was she? 
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—Solania!... The Kobda Matriarch from my ancient story! —

Yhasua exclaimed, excited to find common ground between the truth 

he possessed and the stories of the young African. 

—And why do you say: my ancient story? Are you of Tuareg race? 

—Faqui asked. 

—No, my friend. If I say my ancient story is because I’m part of a 

Fraternity dedicated to truth and justice. We eagerly seek everything 

that can give light to humankind, whose evil is caused by ignorance. 

Once humankind knows its origins and its destiny, there will no longer 

be a barbaric and cruel Rome, there will be no enemies, instead, all 

the races of the world will recognize each other as siblings... 

—Impossible!... Impossible, prince, son of David!... The Tuaregs 

do not forget! Cleopatra and Hannibal do not forget!... I assure you!... 

—Perhaps soon you will think differently. Faqui, my friend! Your 

soul is emerging from your eyes, and I think you’ll understand me well. 

—You have honey in your mouth, son of David!..., and your words 

enter my being like fresh water when I’m thirsty —the young African 

exclaimed with religious unction. 

—Let's go back to our story— Yhasua told him. —I was telling you 

that the Daughter of the Sun, the origin of your race, cannot be other 

than the Matriarch Solania of my story. Do you know why they called 

her Daughter of the Sun? 

—According to ancient writings we have of her— said Faqui— her 

origin is unknown; she was in every way different from the natives of 

these countries. 

“She was white as milk, with blue eyes and hair like sunbeams; she 

wore a blue tunic and cloak; she taught to sing to the sun when it 

appeared in the morning and when it set in the afternoon. We have 

beautiful songs that she bequeathed to her children as inheritance. 

—Why is your race called Tuareg? —Yhasua asked. 

—Because in a distant age, a man dressed in blue, whose name 

was Tuareg, came down from the sacred boulder and said: “Come 

and see what I have found in the excavation made on this slope of the 

boulder. A marble box appeared in a hole of the rock, and inside there 

is a mummy of a woman dressed in blue. She holds papyrus scrolls 

in copper tubes in her hands”. It was the Law and the songs to the 

sun. 

“We were before the mummified corpse of the Daughter of the Sun. 

She wanted to be found by Tuareg, the most just and noble man of 

the tribe, and everyone proclaimed him king. That’s why we call 
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ourselves Tuaregs. 

—This is amazing! Your story and mine are the same story. You 

are the followers of Solania, I have no doubt. But we will confirm it with 

the historical data we have. 

The two of them went to join the others who were already 

examining the ancient scriptures. 

In roll 73 of the "Writings of Patriarch Aldis" Yhasua found the 

passage referring to Matriarch Solania, the first person who climbed 

the Corta Agua rock with five women and four men in blue garments, 

who volunteered to accompany her on the risky mission. 

He read aloud a passage that recounted the solemn and tragic 

moment in which a group of Doloras, as those tribes called their 

priestesses, were about to immolate a chosen maiden, and the 

messengers of Matriarch Solania prevented it. 

—Such a passage— said Buya-Ben— is like a law for half of our 

race, which due to divergences like this and others that I won't 

mention, is divided into various ramifications. 

“That’s why we carry this shield that symbolizes Cleopatra and 

Hannibal with which those of us followers of the Daughter of the Sun 

distinguish ourselves. 

—So— asked Philo—you reject human sacrifices? 

—Absolutely, our law only allows us to kill in defense of life or 

honor— Buya-Ben replied, taking a silver tube from a small blue silk 

bag. —Here it is— he said— what we have left of the Daughter of the 

Sun. This is a copy, because the original is always kept in her 

sarcophagus, where it was found. The sarcophagus remains carefully 

kept in her rock funerary-temple on the shore of the Igharghar river 

reaching Tinghert. 

—It's just as he says— added Melchior, who until then had 

remained silent. —Master Philo can attest to it, since we have both 

visited that sanctuary carved into the mountain, just like the Essenes 

sanctuaries. 

—And have you seen the mummy of Matriarch Solania? —Yhasua 

asked anxiously, looking at each of those who made such a 

statement. —Eight thousand three hundred years have passed over 

that human body made of stone! 

—We’ve seen —said Philo— a sepulchral vault inside an immense 

cave, all covered on the inside with porphyry and jasper with silver 

ornaments. 

“On top of a white marble dolmen, there’s a marble sarcophagus 

with a glass lid through which the mummy, as white as the marble that 
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guards it, can be seen. 

“By a special concession obtained by the good friend Buya-Ben 

due to his rank in the dynasty, the sarcophagus was opened, and we 

were able to touch the mummy, which feels like stone to the touch. 

Her hair appears to have been bathed in pale gold and the blue silk 

garments have been skillfully placed over the petrified body. It’s like a 

recumbent statue dressed in rich fabric embroidered with pearls of 

great value. Only the direct descendants of Hannibal or Cleopatra can 

go there, and the warriors who have distinguished themselves by 

notable deeds. We took advantage of Cheig Buya-Ben's turn and we 

were able to enter with him and his son. 

“In vaults connected to that one, you can see the sarcophagi of all 

the nobles of the race, from Hannibal to the present day. In those 

beautiful funerary caves, the entire history of the Tuareg race can be 

read in engravings on the walls. 

—The origins of which we’ve narrated in these "Writings of 

Patriarch Aldis", who knew your Daughter of the Sun and dressed like 

her in blue and had the same law as hers —said Yhasua. 

—Please give me a copy! — Buya-Ben exclaimed, taking the scroll 

and looking at it carefully. 

—You will have one— said the Judeans, all at once. 

—You’ve cooperated with our best corroborations— added Joseph 

of Arimathea— and it’s only fair that you receive our compensation. 

—Yhasua loves the Daughter of the Sun— Faqui said 

enthusiastically— and she’s the white Matriarch Solania, which 

means mother Solania. It's beautiful to call her mother! 

—Such treatment was given in the old Kobda Fraternity to the 

women founders of School-Refuges and who demonstrated a great 

ability to lead crowds— Yhasua said. — In these "Writings of Patriarch 

Aldis" you will see the formidable performance of your Daughter of the 

Sun. She brought civilization to faraway Ethiopia, beyond the Nile 

Falls, because the great Chieftain of the region fell in love with her and 

out of complacency, he annulled everything that was against the wise 

law of the Kobdas in that country. 

—From what I see, your history is much broader in data than what 

we have about the origins of our race— Buya-Ben observed. 

—Which means— said Yhasua— that you possess the mummified 

body of the Daughter of the Sun, and we have her soul in the works 

she did. It is a way of being brothers. Don't you think? 

      —Exactly— they all said. 

—That's how I've understood it for some time— added Melchior.  
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—True civilization is the one that unites all the countries and all the 

races of the world, when we recognize the common origin of all and 

the identical destiny. 

—The “Writings of Patriarch Aldis” that you see here — said 

Yhasua— make us understand the great work of the Kobda Fraternity, 

in making a great Alliance of all existing nations 8,300 years ago, 

which marks the origins of the Adamic civilization. Your Daughter of 

the Sun, who was born among the prairies of Lake Van in the 

southeast region of the Pontus Euxinus, loved Africa so much that she 

made it her homeland, and in it she left her works and the material 

body that helped her to carry them out. 

—Our scriptures— observed Buya-Ben— say that the origin of our 

race is Atlantean, and it seems to be demonstrated by our physical 

appearance, which is generally different from the other races of the 

continent. 

—The time we have is short— said Philo— and I think we should 

make the most of it. What will really make us come to an agreement 

is reading the passages to which we are referring. 

Yhasua, being the one who had taken the copy from the Riblah 

archive and the one who was most aware of those stories, was the 

one designated to read. 

Faqui, his new African friend, sitting next to him, was picking up the 

scrolls he left behind and putting them in order again. 

The beautiful passages in which the soul of Matriarch Solania was 

seen floating like a dawn sun over the rocky region of North Africa, 

excited all the listeners, but even more so those who considered her 

as the tutelary genius of their race and their country. 

A gentle breath of brotherhood and love emanated from that 

reading, in whose passages all the peoples that later divided with 

deep hatred and destructive and cruel wars, appeared as emerging 

from the same root. 

The immense human unconsciousness was obvious after that 

reading. The reading clearly brought light, like a radiant lamp, to the 

paths traced by brotherly love, which was the ideal of the ancient 

Kobdas, and to the paths of hatred and ambition, which in the last 

centuries led humankind into a maelstrom of blood and death. 

—The northern races, from which the Daughter of the Sun arose, 

were the destructive gale of her work on the African continent..., Rome 

destroyed Carthage, as before the Hyksos destroyed Neghada— 

Yhasua exclaimed bitterly. 

Buya-Ben and Faqui remained silent because a deep emotion filled 
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their chests with contained sobs. 

—Same events will be repeated many times— said Nicodemus— 

until humankind comes to understand that it is a single family and that 

only love can make it happy. 

—This is what the effort of all of us who have come to understand 

this great fundamental truth must aim at— Philo added. 

—Difficult undertaking— Buya-Ben said. —Our Amenokal (King 

over many princes with their own states) does not want any alliance 

with those on the other side of the sea. They hurt us so much! 

—And if another great tutelary genius like your Daughter of the Sun 

presented himself to you to make this alliance, forgetting old 

grievances, would you reject him? –Melchior asked, looking at the two 

Tuaregs. 

Instinctively and without knowing why, they both looked at Yhasua 

who at that moment seemed not to be in the meeting but far away with 

his thought. 

The dark-skinned prince guessed that look and nodded 

affirmatively as if to say: it's him. 

—He comes from far away!... —Melchior said in a whisper. —He 

knew and loved the Daughter of the Sun. Perhaps he comes to you 

as her messenger. 

The two Tuaregs devoured Yhasua with their fixed gazes as if they 

wanted to penetrate the mystery that surrounded him. 

Solania's brilliant soul, the Kobda Matriarch of prehistory, was 

conversing with Yhasua in the depths of his inner self. 

Like a whisper of flowers falling on a fountain, the young Master 

listened to the inner voice: 

“Man of Light!... Man of Love!... Conquer them for yourself! Both 

are ours. The young man is the Marvan, from our old story. His father 

is Oedipus, whom you called one day: "lost pearl in the stubble." 

Yhasua awoke from his spiritual reverie and turned his head to the 

father and son who were looking at him with wondering eyes, wet with 

tears. 

—If you’re a messenger of the Daughter of the Sun, tell us clearly, 

and the Amenokal and all his princes, we all will be your subjects while 

you live and beyond death!... —Buya-Ben exclaimed excitedly, getting 

up from the divan in which he was semi-tended. 

 

Yhasua understood that those two men were sensitive subjects 

even if unaware of that fact, and both had perceived Solania's 

vibration when she spoke to him in his mind. 
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All those present had understood the psychic phenomenon carried 

out there without the noise of words, only in the deep stage of 

thoughts. 

Yhasua, still dominated by the powerful spiritual current that had 

passed through him, offered them his white, limp hands like lilies cut 

in the afternoon, while saying: 

—A strong bond of sympathy unites us, and I hope it will never be 

broken. I am the messenger of the Daughter of the Sun and in her 

name I tell you: Never let hatred enter your heart. Solania's blue cloak 

is a symbol of love and peace. It is the blue sky extended over all the 

races and all the peoples of the Earth. 

“In her name I tell you that everyone who sets foot on your African 

soil for purposes of conquest and destruction will be swept from the 

face of the Earth with ignominy and their name will be cursed for a 

long time. 

“Beneficent beings, brothers of the Daughter of the Sun, will one 

day come to you as messengers of peace and wisdom to illuminate 

your paths in the desert. Together with her I loved you one day among 

the jungles and mountains of Atlantis, now asleep among the waves 

of the sea. From there new continents will emerge to form together 

with you the paradise of the future, planted with red roses like human 

hearts and with white lilies like light stars. 

“Oedipus!... Marvan!... Eternal travelers who come from a past of 

light and love!... Do not stain your glories of yesterday with hatred, you 

hurt the heart of the Daughter of the Sun and you hurt my heart too. 

Yhasua's exaltation rose in tone and reached an intensity that must 

have hurt him due to the strong vibration that emanated from his entire 

being. 

Joseph of Arimathea touched him on the shoulder and said in a 

whisper: 

—Yhasua!..., you have to control yourself. It is prudent that you do 

so. 

The young Master heaved a great sigh, and releasing the hands of 

Buya-Ben and Faqui, whose faces were streaming serene and silent 

tears, he said: 

—Thank you! Forgive me! Those of you who know the secret of 

God and of souls will understand what has happened. 

—He’s an archangel of Amanai (the One God of the Tuaregs) —

Faqui said solemnly. —I had dreamed in Cyrene that I would see an 

archangel of Amanai with these eyes. 

—We would be traitors to our Amenokal if we hide what we have 
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seen and heard here! —Buya-Ben said. —It is good that he knows 

that his Hack-Ben Faqui and his Cheig Buya-Ben have friends who do 

honor to our noble race. One day he gave us permission for Prince 

Melchior of Horeb and Master Philo to visit Tinghert, the holy 

mountain, and he must not ignore that through them we’ve heard the 

voice and seen the face of a messenger from the Daughter of the Sun, 

of an Archangel of Amanai. 

“I know that he’ll open the gates of the rock walls that separate us 

from the rest of the world so that all of you may enter the sacred lands 

of the Tawareks as your own land. 

"Give me, please, a copy of the Scriptures that recount the glories 

of the Daughter of the Sun who appeared in Corta Agua. And I will 

take them myself to our sovereign, locked in a silver casket. He will 

live days of light and glory knowing these scriptures. He asked Amanai 

for a sign of his love before he died, and behold, you have given it to 

him! 

—Is your king very old? –asked Yhasua touched. 

—He’s old and has suffered a lot. He’s the grandson of the only 

son of the great Hannibal who survived the catastrophe of Carthage. 

And he’s married to Princess Selene, daughter of Cleopatra, the 

Egyptian queen, last offspring of the glorious Ptolemies who magnified 

this city dedicated to Alexander with all the sciences and all arts. You 

see, then, that our sovereigns are united like the serpent and the lion 

of our shield. Three races are recast in the Tuaregs of North Africa: 

the last Atlanteans, the descendants of Hannibal, and those of 

Cleopatra, through her daughter Selene. As a child, Selene did not sit 

on her throne after the tragic death of her mother but was miraculously 

saved from the Roman wolf, hungry for gold and lives. She was 

protected by our ancestor Amenokal, who married her to his son, thus 

uniting the pharaonic serpent with the lion of Carthage. 

—Is Princess Selene still alive? —Yhasua asked again. 

—She lives, and although she’s not octogenarian like our 

Amenokal, she’s already of advanced age. She was left a child of a 

few years after the death of her mother, and her life was saved by the 

ladies of the late queen, some of whom were from Cyrene. 

“My father was then a correspondent for Atakor, as I am now, and 

through him the girl entered our city of rocky peaks, from where she 

has never left. 

—Is this absolute withdrawal your ritual? —asked Nicholas of 

Damascus. 

—By no means, but she’s in eternal mourning for the felony with 
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which Caesar Octavius led her mother to her death. She always 

dresses in white as a sign of mourning and sings the songs of the 

Daughter of the Sun accompanied by her harp. She has a daughter 

and two sons, all three married to the first nobles of our race. 

“The Amenokal has given her the supreme power of life, so that 

even if the High Court sentences a prisoner to death penalty, she 

alone has the power to pardon him. 

“I act in accordance with the law of the “Daughter of the Sun” —

she says when she’s seen pardoning all prisoners sentenced to death. 

—Sublime woman, worthy of Matriarch Solania! —the young 

Master exclaimed enthusiastically. —If you do not object, I will send 

her a copy of the stories referring to Solania, which will further support 

her noble and just way of acting. 

—Beautiful idea! —They all said at the same time. 

—I would suggest —said the young Faqui— that you put a 

dedication in your own handwriting, in which it says that you are a 

messenger of the "Daughter of the Sun" who makes her the gift of her 

life recorded on a papyrus roll through you. 

—She wants to know everything that happens in the outside 

world— Buya-Ben added— she throws big parties when I send her 

good news; distributing donations to the sick and the elderly. And 

when the news is bad, she orders public prayers to Amanai to ask for 

mercy on the oppressed and mistreated peoples. 

—She’s almost an Essene— said Gamaliel. —Who can guess 

what will come out of those excellent beginnings in the future? 

—And the world in general has the idea that outside the 

Mediterranean coast, all of Africa is savage— Nicodemus observed. 

—The world knows no more than what the Roman legions have 

wanted to say— added Melchior, whose investigations had led him to 

become friends with the most advanced races in western Africa and 

from the north of the Red Sea. 

—Apparently many traces of the ancient Kobda civilization of the 

Nile have remained— Yhasua observed. — And we must revive those 

traces, Prince Melchior, for the good of humankind. 

“Couldn't we join forces with the pious and noble Queen Selene, to 

establish a School of Higher Knowledge? 

—Prince Melchior and I would take care of this, Yhasua— Philo 

said. 

—And me too, if it’s fine with you— said Buya-Ben. 

—Count with me too, as an assistant— added the young Faqui. 

“I will be the correspondent of the son of David in the mountains 
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and sands of Atakor. 

—Thank you Faqui, my friend, thank you! I only knew of the 

Africans who were dark and believed that only Melchior was just. Now 

I know that there are noble, white souls under a skin tanned by the 

Sahara sun. 

“Oh, what a conquest, good God!... What a conquest! 

—But Queen Selene is not dark-skinned —Buya-Ben said. —She 

is a lotus blooming in the desert oasis, and her heart is a glass of 

honey. 

—Intense joy fills me, Faqui— Yhasua said to his new friend. 

“In correspondence with you, I will call you Simon, which means 

foundation, because our friendship is the foundation of something 

great that will emerge in the future. 

—Very well, Yhasua. My name is getting longer then. I will be the 

Hack-Ben Faqui Simon, to serve the messenger of the Daughter of 

the Sun. 

The immense building of the Library and Museum, like almost all 

the great buildings of Alexandria, had spacious terraces in several 

directions. 

From them, you could see the yellowish desert that reached the 

city itself to the west and south, while to the north, the Mediterranean 

with its greenish waters caressed the restless city of the Ptolemies 

with its gentle or wild waves. 

In the distance, like a dark cutout against the limpid blue, were the 

great Pyramids, funerary monuments of the first Pharaohs of Egypt. 

The idea of the immense succession of centuries that those 

monuments arouse, seized the soul of Yhasua. It transported him 

towards a world of memories, of events, that other beings or perhaps 

the same ones had lived in times already lost in the shifting sands of 

time. 

—You think a lot, prince of David! –Faqui told him on the serene 

afternoon of the second day they had met, while they all took a short 

rest together after an intense work with the papyri and folders. 

Large palm trees shaded those terraces, from which they could see 

the green valley on which the Nile slumbers its centuries-old sleep. 

Behind him, a dark range of mountains cuts the eastern horizon. 

—It's just that the centuries that have passed come to life in me— 

Yhasua answered, making an effort to speak. 

—It seems to me that your head of ancient gold is a chest of past 

stories— said the young African, looking insistently at those sweet 

eyes full of dreams, which looked with double vision at everything that 
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surrounded him. 

—I would like to be frank with you, Faqui, because an intense voice 

seems to tell me that you will understand me— Yhasua said at last, 

caressing a limp palm branch that fell on the balustrade of the terrace. 

—And what prevents you from doing it? Do you mistrust me? –

asked the young African, approaching him as if to make the 

confidence more private–. 

“Do you perhaps have a hidden love that torments your heart? 

—Love for me is not torture, but supreme bliss— answered the 

Master— but my confidence is not a confidence of love, Faqui. It is a 

confidence of wisdom and truth. 

“You say you have observed that I think a lot, and indeed that’s the 

case. My mind is something like a great skein of threads that never 

ends. I usually live submerged in a world in which you and I live. What 

idea do you have of the Intelligences that have lived on this Earth 

many centuries before now? The Daughter of the Sun, for example. 

—Matriarch Solania of your story —Faqui said, and his 

countenance took on a soft look of inward devotion. —Do you see this 

golden glow of the sun, dying?... Well, believe me, it seems to me that 

she’s kissing me in the afternoon sun. I believe her alive, eternally 

alive, even when my flesh eyes cannot see her. 

—Your love for her will make you see her one day, but first I want 

to open up to you so that you understand why my head is a chest of 

old memories. 

And the young Nazarene began to make them alive before his 

astonished listener. 

—Alexandria is built on the ruins of the sacred city of the prehistoric 

Kobdas. Right here was the Great Sanctuary of Neghada, which was 

linked by a stone bridge over the first channel of the delta, with the 

sanctuary where the Kobdas women lived. Matriarch Solania lived 

there, and from there she left one day to go to the Corta Agua rock to 

civilize that region of Africa where you were born. Have you ever 

thought, Faqui, that all souls are eternal, the good ones as well as the 

bad ones? 

—Yeah, Of course! our scriptures say it clearly. We have the very 

old chronicles of prehistoric events, saved from the Atlantean 

cataclysms. Through them we know that our race comes from Atlantis, 

that when it split like a grenade squeezed by the omnipotent hand of 

Amanai, some of its great mountains rose higher, dragging with them 

to the surface of the water what here was the deep bed of its blue 

seas.... Our immense Sahara, is an example, where some current 
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lakes are brackish sea water and its enormous fish don’t taste like 

freshwater fish, but rather like saltwater sea fish. In the region of 

Mauritania, ten hundred men, women, and children from our country, 

which was called the country of "Dyaus" or Deep Valley, were saved. 

In the course of time, our race became numerous, and we separated 

from the Mauritanians, Atlanteans like us, to come to inhabit this part 

of the Mediterranean coast, from the eastern foot of the great Atlas 

Mountain range to the Large Gulf that flanks with its wild waves the 

rock of Corta Agua. 

 

“The Phoenicians, with their maritime greatness were our allies, 

and they brought us in their ships. And without merging us into them, 

but joining efforts and aspirations, we formed the great capital of the 

Big Sea, Carthage, which the Roman barbarians turned into ashes, 

after killing more than 100,000 of its peaceful inhabitants who could 

not escape into the desert. 

“And now I’m going to tell you, oh, son of David! how we believe 

that souls are eternal. 

“Apart from the fact that in the great library of Carthage the scholars 

of our people drank to satiety the doctrine of the great Greek and 

Egyptian philosophers, in our Atlantean chronicles we have the 

wisdom of the archangels of Amanai who illuminated Atlantis with 

such elevated science, such as has not yet been known on these 

other continents. 

“Our scriptures say that in two occasions Amanai took human flesh 

and appeared in those lands to lift them from all evil; to separate the 

good souls from the bad, delivering the bad ones to the tortures of 

Iblis, which is a dungeon for reformation, while the good souls are 

taken to immense temples of light and peace. In those temples they 

learn all the sciences and all the arts to later teach these to the 

inhabitants of the Earth in new lives that they will have on it. 

"This is what Amanai taught the two times he was in Atlantis with 

human flesh." 

Yhasua, immersed in a sea of thoughts, was remembering the old 

oral traditions and chronicles written on papyri that the Dactyls had 

delivered to the Kobdas of the Nile, 8,300 years ago, which Patriarch 

Aldis had compiled with meticulous accuracy in his 80 scrolls found 

recently in the Riblah archive. 

He suddenly came out of his abstraction to ask his interlocutor: 

—Do you know, Faqui, if your chronicles say something different 

from the two personalities that Amanai had on the Atlantean 
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continent? 

—They say little, but great things are guessed in that little, and you 

must surely know them. 

“In a beautiful country called Otlana whose capital was Orozuma, 

the supreme Amanai formed a person for himself, and that person 

was our Sun-God, who governs the destinies of the Earth. As a man, 

he was a king who brought peace and justice to his towns and all the 

neighboring towns. His name was Anpheon the Just. (In English, 

Amphion) 

"His own country didn’t understand him and, to avoid war and 

killings, he went to the country of Dyaus which was of my race, and 

there he taught his wisdom to men, until he died in his voluntary 

banishment. 

“Many centuries later, Amanai, took flesh again for another life on 

Earth; and in that new personality he was a Prophet, a philosopher 

who healed souls and bodies, and knew all the thoughts of men. He 

was in a country called Manantiales (Springs) of Zeus, in whose 

capital Manh-Ethel, he did all the wonders that can be imagined. After 

all the good done, men gave him bitter bean elixir to drink and thus 

killed him. Atlantis killed the human personification of Amanai twice. 

For this reason, the continent was swallowed by the salty waves of 

the sea where it’ll sleep for centuries its heavy and dark sleep as the 

assassin of the Sun-God. “Then he was called Ante-Lux which means 

“Before of the light”. (In Spanish Antulio, and in English, Antulius) 

“Have you understood, son of David, the traditions of my race? 

—I have understood them very well, Faqui, and I see in them a 

clear reflection of everything that the Scriptures that we know say 

about it. I also see how much wisdom Prince Melchior's words contain, 

when he says that you two, father and son, had been providentially 

brought to us. You will light again the golden lamp of Matriarch 

Solania, your Daughter of the Sun, around the Corta Agua rock. 

The interesting dialogue had reach up to this point when Joseph of 

Arimathea approached them to tell them that the camels were ready 

and that they were going to proceed immediately in the direction of 

the Valley of the Pyramids. 

Prince Melchior's servants had gone before them, accompanying 

an architect from the Museum, who had discovered new aspects and 

entrances to the millenary funerary monuments of the first Pharaohs 

of Memphis. He was one of the best-known funerary architects of his 

time and a great friend of Philo's. 

Considering the reverent cult of the Egyptians for their dead, whose 
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life was perpetuated beyond death through the perfect conservation 

of matter, the laborious task of mummifying corpses is well understood 

as well as the scope that architecture had achieved, becoming the 

most coveted and lucrative profession of all. 

This excursion to the Valley of the Pyramids was a great novelty 

for Yhasua and his friends in Jerusalem. But in addition to that, for the 

young Master this excursion had much deeper aspects than the 

simple knowledge of the greatest funerary monuments of the world. 

His Essene Masters of Tabor had told him a lot about the possibility 

to unite the vague memories of prehistory with the first outlines of 

history, regarding the origins of the Adamic Civilization. 

And he dreamed of seeing the blue silhouettes of the Kobdas of 

the Nile rise up with each step he took under the 100-year-old palm 

trees, or among the yellowish dunes of shifting sand that the winds 

gently undulated. Wouldn't he perhaps find this coordination, lost 

among the centuries, about that Pharahome Adam-Mena, the Adamu 

of the Writings of Patriarch Aldis, and also about Menes the founder 

of the first kingdom of Egypt, according to history? 

The Kobdas of Abel had been the foundations and crowning of the 

civilization of the three continents; and humankind, always ungrateful 

to its Masters and spiritual guides, only kept the living memory of its 

great conquering warriors who filled their cities and countryside with 

blood and mourning, and who, at the cost of the pain of their slave-

subjects, had left to posterity for their eternal memory, those 

enormous funerary monuments that they were going to visit. 

For Yhasua the spiritual greatness of the past arose like a golden 

radiance of the sun that still illuminated the dark paths of humankind. 

It was a sunset twilight, which he wanted to transform into the light of 

a new dawn, through the perfect relationship between the luminous 

past that we call the origins of the Adamic Civilization, and the great 

instructors that humankind had had later. 

From the confrontation of the past with the present could arise, with 

the firm delineations of reasonable and logical conviction, the perfect 

image of the Divine Truth, invariable, immutable, eternal, despite 

human errors and the natural disfigurement caused by the centuries. 

All this accumulation of thoughts overwhelmed the mind of Yhasua 

while mounted on Melchior's ivory camel. Among all his fellow 

excursionists they skirted the Lake Mariout lying like a silver mirror 

south of Alexandria. Another hour at the gallop of their mounts and 

they would be in the Valley of the Pyramids. 

—You have fulfilled your promise to me, Yhasua— said Philo, 
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when making the camel he was riding kneel down at the very foot of 

the great Pyramid and helping him to descend from it. 

—What promise is the one you say? —Yhasua asked him. 

—That sad evening in Tyre, when I ran many miles looking for you 

and couldn’t find you. 

—Ah, yes!..., when I entered the mountains inland in the Lebanese 

mountain range. Well, Master Philo, everything comes to those who 

know how to wait!  

—I already waited 20 years! —answered the Alexandrian 

philosopher– and I’m happy that I did. 

All were already dismounted and continued walking towards the 

great monuments. 

The purple of the setting sun seemed to spread a fine dust of 

scarlet and gold over the landscape. The fourth month of the year was 

beginning, according to the Hebrew calendar, but winter there is 

ordinarily like autumn in other regions. It was, then, a cool and serene 

afternoon on the banks of the Nile that was furrowed with small sailing 

boats, like seagulls playing on the waves of the majestic river. 

Melchior's servants lit a small fire and set up a tent with incredible 

speed. Prince Melchior, an indefatigable traveler, always traveled with 

his large canvas tent striped in white and red, which was assembled 

by means of a central mast made of pieces of strong reeds embedded 

one inside the other, and a portion of oak stakes with iron rings, which, 

placed in a circle around the mast, supported the edges of the 

immense canvas disk. This was the whole simple mechanism of the 

tent. The tapestries and skins of the saddles covered the sands of the 

pavement, and the traveling house of the desert was firmly installed. 

Yhasua had never made such a trip, and of course everything was 

new to him. 

His new African friends Buya-Ben and Faqui, very practical in this 

kind of work, also unrolled a blue bundle that was another tent like 

Melchior's in terms of construction, but smaller in size. 

—Apparently— Yhasua said with great grace— we’re going to stay 

here to live. You make two spacious houses! — As he said this, he 

observed how Melchior's youngest servant prepared the ropes with 

which the tent was attached to the stakes, and he wanted to help him 

in his work. 

—And who knows if there will be three, since my servants also 

have their four-people tent—answered Melchior, enjoying the 

astonishment of Yhasua and his friends from Jerusalem, who were 

not used to this kind of easy construction. 
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In fact, a few moments later the green tent of the servants stood 

close to the others, giving a cheerful camp appearance of bright colors 

that contrasted with the faded yellowish gray of the undulating dunes 

on the immense sandy plain. 

The architect of the Museum accompanied by Melchior and Philo 

surveyed the area around the great Pyramids and the Sphinx, which 

has the shape of a huge lion lying down, between whose front legs is 

the entrance door. 

They only talk about the Sphinx and the great Pyramids; but all that 

valley is a town of tombs because it was the cemetery of ancient 

Egypt. The connoisseurs of the place removed the sands of certain 

places and a huge slab appeared, which enclosed the entrance to the 

hypogeum. 

The explorer's job was to find the skillful combination that facilitated 

entry to the underground galleries. Buya-Ben and Faqui, sons of the 

desert, soon found the secret, which was the same with which they 

secured the hypogea among the sand in their native country. Soon a 

tombstone that had been lost in the sand was raised. 

— None of you go in —said Melchior —until a good portion of fresh 

air has entered first. 

—I'll guide— said Buya-Ben, —I'm used to this. 

And they all entered, armed with waxed wicks that gave a yellowish 

light to the dark corridors and passageways. 

—And why so much mystery to keep the dead? —Yhasua asked. 

—The ancient Egyptians had the custom of burying their dead with 

the best jewels and trinkets they had had in life; and hence the fear 

that they would be stolen by the Bedouin nomads of the desert— Philo 

replied. 

The smooth stone walls bore from time-to-time hieroglyphic 

inscriptions, of which the travelers from Jerusalem took notes. 

Around the corners or at the beginning of the steep stairs, there 

was a copper arm embedded in the wall in which there was a piece of 

wax candle, which the one who entered would light up in order to 

illuminate those caverns. 

Finally, the gallery was interrupted by a wall like the ones they had 

already traversed. 

—It is that now we have arrived at the sepulchral chamber— said 

the architect. 

—While you make copies of the inscriptions, we will find the 

secret— Faqui told Yhasua, who, as usual, was sinking into the deep 

sea of his thoughts. 
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He thought of Adamu, the last Pharahome Kobda, which was the 

last one who ruled Neghada with the law of the Kobdas. Nothing had 

been found of him, nor of Patriarch Aldis, who also went to die in 

Neghada next to his son. He was not so interested in finding his 

mummies, as in the writings with which the Kobdas used to bury their 

loved ones. 

In the depths of his own Self, he talked to himself, and the 

questions followed one after another in his inner world. 

The "Writings of Patriarch Aldis" narrated the events that occurred 

until the disappearance of Abel. Then a dead silence. 

What had become of Adamu, Pharahome of Neghada? 

What happened to the Kobdas who accompanied him to continue 

the work of Abel and Bohindra? 

What happened to the famous sanctuary of the Kobdas Matriarchs 

from where heroic women had come out as messenger pigeons of 

peace and wisdom. Such as Solania who left for West Africa; Nubia 

and Balbina towards Mount Zagros and the Caspian Sea; and 

Walkyria of Kiffauser to the foot of the Caucasus ridge? 

What happened to the great work of culture and civilization that the 

Kobdas and Dactyls began, united in Hellas of prehistoric Attica and 

the countries of the Danube? 

“Infinite and eternal wisdom! —Yhasua cried in the solitude of his 

own thought. —Is it possible that you let what cost more than 15 

centuries of continuous efforts to your messengers, the men in blue 

garments, be lost in the abyss of barbarism, ignorance, and 

unconsciousness of men?” 

In the depths of his intimate Self, he thought he heard a noiseless 

voice saying, making his heartbeat almost paralyzed: 

—“Wait and trust. You will never call upon Divinity in vain when you 

call upon it with love and justice. Wait and trust." 

Yhasua, strongly impressed, leaned against the cold wall of the 

gallery where his companions were copying hieroglyphics that they 

could not decipher at the moment. 

—Yhasua!... Yhasua!... —Faqui shouted in a triumphant voice. —

We found the secret and were able to open the door to the hypogeum. 

In four steps, the young man was next to his friend. 

—What’s wrong with you, Yhasua, that you’re pale like a dead 

man? –He asked him alarmed. 

—Nothing, Faqui, I'm not sick, don't be alarmed. Sometimes I’m 

weak before the immense burden of my thoughts. 

—Then I'd better get you out in the open, for there's time to search 
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the old Nile graves. Come on!" 

Yhasua allowed himself to be led outside, with the promise of his 

Judean companions, who would follow him shortly. 

It was almost night. A pale new moon, like a cutout of burnished 

silver, appeared against the dark blue background of imperturbable 

calm. 

Yhasua breathed deeply and under that clear and serene turquoise 

sky, he remembered again the phrases that a mysterious intimate 

voice let itself be felt in his inner world: "Wait and trust" 

So much love and tenderness radiated those words that a wave of 

soft tears rose to his throat and to his eyes. Faqui made him drink 

pomegranate liquor, comforting for the nervous system, and as if he 

were a small child, he made him lie down in the tent while he said to 

him: 

—You’re a lily of Jericho and the harsh breezes of the desert hurt 

you... Yhasua!... Why have I seen you if I have to separate from you 

again? 

This complaint from Faqui's passionate soul made Yhasua's 

generous soul react. 

—Don't say that, my friend, because you and I can see each other 

frequently. Every year I will go to the port of Gaza, and you who live 

in Cyrene can be by my side in three days. Don't you like this idea? 

—A lot... a lot Yhasua, if Amanai allows us to do it! 

Yhasua thought about the inner phrases he had heard and 

repeated them in response to his new friend: 

—Wait and trust! You will never call Divinity in vain if you call it with 

love and justice. 

—God speaks through your mouth, son of David! Blessed is your 

mouth that brings light of hope to souls. 

The companions returned to the tent and stretched out on the skins 

that covered the floor. 

—How soft are the beds on the sand!... —exclaimed Gamaliel, 

settling himself very comfortably in a lion's skin. 

—The desert also has its softness for those who love it —answered 

Buya-Ben. 

Melchior was talking by the campfire with his servants who already 

had the hot wine and roasted fish ready. 

In some baskets made of palm leaves, which were more like dishes 

or plates than baskets, the servants brought to the tent a dozen pretty 

golden fish on the fire, a bag of bread, goat cheeses, and dates, so 

abundant and special in the country. 
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Melchior was the oldest of all those present, since he had turned 

60; but he yielded to Yhasua the honor of saying the usual prayer and 

presiding over the meal. 

—Why me? —he asked. 

—Because you are the oldest in spirit— answered Philo. 

—And because he’s the messenger of the Daughter of the Sun— 

Faqui added, taking a place next to his friend. 

The very lively conversation made that simple and rustic table so 

enjoyable that Yhasua was delighted. 

—Under a tent, sitting on the sand, those of you from the desert 

eat calmly, like us on the grass in the shade of the oaks. In each region 

we find the manifestations of the Father's love —said Yhasua, 

pleasantly impressed by the customs used in the desert. 

—After the meal we will return to our work. It’s better to do it at 

night, so we won't be bothered by the curious river boatmen— said 

Philo. 

—Since they don't know how to assess the price of what we are 

looking for, they’ll immediately weave stories in which they’ll make us 

appear as seekers of hidden treasures— added Melchior. 

—Jhasua is hurt by the heavy air in the tombs— said Faqui. —If 

you want, I'll stay here with him. 

—No, no— said the aforementioned quickly. — It is necessary that 

I go. I want to see and know everything, my friend. 

—Very well, I'm going with you, but I'm taking the vial of 

pomegranate elixir with me in case you need it. 

The notion of his responsibilities toward Yhasua came to life in 

Joseph of Arimathea, who approached to inquire the reason for 

Faqui's concerns. 

Yhasua explained what had happened and everyone calmly 

returned to the hypogeum which, with the renewed air, offered less 

fatigue to the explorers. Buya-Ben lit everyone's matches and, leading 

as before, they entered with the ease of walking along a familiar path. 

At the end of the corridors and passageways, they found 

themselves before the wall that blocked their way, but which already 

presented a black mouth that had the shape of an acute triangle. The 

stone block set aside there had been split in two. 

They entered the great burial chamber, which was built of stone 

columns that formed like a large five-pointed star, if lines were drawn 

from one column to the other. 

The column that formed the center was 10 times thicker than the 

others and had niches with cauldrons to burn perfumes and amphoras 
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to place flowers. 

It was like the altar of offerings to the beloved dead. 

All the columns appeared embroidered with hieroglyphics. 

On the side walls there were some empty holes and others closed 

with basalt tombstones, whose copper inscriptions indicated the name 

of the deceased and the date of such event. 

Melchior, Philo, and Buya-Ben could read hieroglyphic writings of 

ancient Egypt with some ease, and they were translating the 

inscriptions on the slabs that closed the tombs. 

 

At first glance, it was clear that the hypogeum had not belonged to 

high-ranking characters since everything in it was modest and simple. 

Buya-Ben who, sitting on the base of the great central column, 

translated the engravings in the entryways and corridors, drew the 

attention of his companions to share his discoveries with them. They 

all turned to him. 

—According to our way of counting the centuries that have passed, 

we are 83 centuries from the origins of the Adamic Civilization, right? 

—Exactly, that’s what we believe— answered several voices. 

—Well then, be astonished by this inscription that I have just 

translated: 

"This hypogeum was ordered to be built by Mizraim of Tanis in the 

year 89 of the first century after the destruction of Neghada." 

—Do you know who Mizraim of Tanis is? —asked Buya-Ben. 

—Our scriptures mention nothing about him —answered Yhasua. 

—Mizraim of Tanis— said Melchior— appears in the oldest 

Egyptian traditions, as if he had been a tutelary genius of the Nile 

valleys and creator of the Egyptian race. 

—Sort of like Matriarch Solania in Corta Agua— Yhasua observed. 

—We already know— continued Melchior— that these superior 

beings are transformed over time into beneficent divinities, 

undoubtedly due to their extraordinary works that exceed the common 

level reached by the majority of humankind. 

—That's what the investigation of the truth comes to, to discover 

that these so-called tutelary geniuses or demigods have really been 

great men or women, instructors, and guides of certain portions of 

humankind — said Philo, shedding more clarity on the matter. 

— Eternal Truth hovers like a dawn over us —Nicodemus said. — 

Why have we come to open this hypogeum and not another? It as if 

something brought us in this direction, if as you say, this valley is a 

town of tombs. 
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—I will explain to you what has happened— said the architect of 

the Museum—: 

“When Master Philo called me to collaborate with him in the 

expansion of the Library and Museum of Alexandria, I took with great 

love the work entrusted to my efforts. 

“Prince Melchior gave me his material and personal support. His 

high lineage as the son of one of the most respected priests of 

Memphis, and his mother, crown princess of a kingdom in Arabia 

Petraea, was the most valuable element in carrying out my work. I 

have watched this valley for five years, and the desert sands, grim and 

silent, have been confidants to me. 

“As soon as a flood came down from the Nile, I mounted my camel, 

brought my tent, and spent a few days here, only accompanied by my 

servant. I observed that in certain places wells were formed in the 

sand and in them the stagnant water did not collect. Sometimes a few 

little fish remained in those tiny little lakes, until the heat of the sun 

evaporated the water. 

“I unearthed with my hoe, and soon I felt the impact with a stone: it 

was the slab that covered the entrance to a tomb. 

“Like this one, I have several others already marked with a cane 

buried three meters at the very edge of the slabs that hold it without 

moving. You see then, the desert is not as sullen as it seems, it 

delivers its secrets to those of us who love it. 

“When we return to the city, I’ll take you to the hall of the mummies 

and I will show you everything the desert has given me for the 

Museum, through the procedure that I’ve just explained to you. 

“Today it was the turn of the hypogeum of Mizraim, Patriarch of the 

Egyptian race, as Prince Melchior has just declared. 

—Have you translated other scriptures? —Yhasua asked Buya-

Ben. 

—Yes, they’re like sentences of wisdom. Listen: 

"Death is not annihilation, but freedom." 

" Only the one who thought nothing or did nothing for his fellow men 

truly dies, since oblivion covers him with shadows." 

"The material body that helped us to carry out noble ideas is worthy 

of respect and fond memory." 

"Tombs are faithful guardians of the history lived by men." 

“The crypt of the Grand Sanctuary was left under the ruins. May 

Almighty God bless this temple under the sands, where it will not be 

discovered by the greed of men.” “Mizraim”. 

"This is the translation of the carvings in the entrance gallery— 
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Buya-Ben said. —I will translate the remaining inscriptions later. 

—We have found what seems to be a golden thread of the truth we 

are looking for— observed Nicholas of Damascus. — These 

sentences are so similar to those of our Essenes! 

—The Essenes of today are the Kobdas of yesterday— said 

Yhasua. 

—Indeed, that’s the case— said Philo. —Eternal Truth has ever 

standing its legions of justice, wisdom, and love. Those of today find 

the traces of those who lived yesterday. 

—Let's see what the sepulcher of this tutelary genius of the Nile 

tells us. 

—It will tell us as the Daughter of the Sun –said Faqui–: “That love 

saves all the abysses! May we learn to love, and we will be saved”. 

—Very good, Faqui! —Yhasua exclaimed. —You are truly my 

brother. 

While this brief dialogue was taking place, the architect armed with 

his torch and a powerful lens examined the niches of the chambers 

open horizontally in the walls of the enormous mortuary room. 

—I can't understand these dates that appear here —Buya-Ben said 

in turn. —Come and we will see if through your prehistoric knowledge 

we can obtain the solution. Is it not true, Prince Melchior, that the 

Egyptians count the centuries from Menes, the first king that history 

remembers? 

—Justly. We are in the 52nd century since Menes, which is 5,200 

years —the prince replied. 

—I have always believed so. But these dates show that they don ’t 

count in the same way. 

“As an example, look at this basalt tablet with copper letters: 

Ptames of Zoan, descended to the temple of silence in the 10th year 

of the third century of the Man-Light, 37 years after the destruction of 

the great Temple of Wisdom. 

“What Man-Light was that who marked a new way for the 

centuries? 

—I will tell you— said Yhasua. 

“According to the Writings of Patriarch Aldis, among the prehistoric 

Kobdas they called Man-Light the son of Adamu and Evana, who 

according to them was a human personification of the Divine Avatar 

or Word of God. The Temple of Wisdom will surely be that of Neghada, 

the sacred city of the Kobdas of the Nile. 

—From that it follows— observed Nicodemus— that the Mizraim 

that built this hypogeum was a prehistoric Kobda. This is getting 
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interesting. 

—Indeed— replied several. 

—We are marveling at how many centuries old the pyramids are, 

and this tomb under the desert sands is older than they are— said 

Gamaliel. 

—Is it known exactly when the first invasion of the barbarians into 

the Nile Valley occurred? —Nicodemus asked. 

—We do not have exact data, but this inscription gives it to us, 

counting 337 years after the destruction of Neghada. And this 

happened before Menes, the first king of reconquered Egypt. 

—This sarcophagus is ready to open— the architect was heard to 

say from a corner of the room. 

They all went there. They removed the basalt tombstone that 

closed the chamber or niche, and the sarcophagus, completely 

covered in dust, was left in sight. 

It was a simple olive wood box. On its lid a lyre was engraved and 

below it a chisel. 
—It was a prehistoric Kobda! —Yhasua said. —He was a poet 

musician! —He added. —The lyre and the chisel say it. Patriarch Aldis 

brings in his writings the signs used by the ancient Kobdas to express 

the concepts as quickly as possible. The lyre meant melody, song; 

and the chisel, writing, engraving. Let's open. 

 

The mummy appeared wrapped in thin gummed ribbons. On his 

chest was a lyre and at his feet a silver tube. The mummy had been 

covered with a bluish blanket, but when the air penetrated, it crumbled 

into small pieces that disintegrated into dust. 

In the silver tube they found 30 papyri rolled up one inside the 

other. 

—There’s work for all of us here, but above all for Buya-Ben and 

Melchior —Philo said. 

—We'll do this quietly on our return to the city —answered 

Melchior, taking the tube. 

The architect was already opening another chamber in the rock, on 

whose outer tombstone there was no name or date, but only a thick 

copper crown in a simple style, the size of a human head. It was 

embedded in the basalt. 

—Here must rest one who was powerful in his life, for the crown 

proves that, according to the ancient writing of signs— said Yhasua. 

Once the tombstone was removed, a small white marble 

sarcophagus with a quartz lid appeared. It read on the side that faced 
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the front: Merik of Urcaldia. Forty-two moons after the Man-Light. 

—This will indeed be a light in this darkness! —Yhasua observed. 

—Something like the mummy of your Daughter of the Sun. 

—If we find something written... —said Philo. 

Shaking off the layer of dust that formed like an outer casing, a 

beautiful natural colored ceramic statue appeared, representing a 

sleeping woman. 

Everyone understood that this was just a box that contained the 

human remains. They had to be extremely careful to open it without 

breaking it, and when they did, they found the mummy of a girl inside 

who had been surprised by death when she was barely a teenager. 

In a small, burnished silver casket they found a tiny gold book that 

hung from a chain like a pendant. On the lid was a tiny star formed by 

a sapphire whose bluish clarity became more vivid in the glow of the 

torches. 

The five-pointed star, the Kobda symbol of Divine Light, bore this 

hieroglyphic engraving: "May it guide me." There was a silver tube 

with a small papyrus, which they would decipher when the task was 

finished, and they had returned to the city. 

They collected all these objects and closed the sarcophagus again. 

In this way they opened all the niches that were closed. 

Finally, they found what they most wanted, the one which had the 

hypogeum built: Mizraim of Tanis, whose mummy appeared in perfect 

condition enclosed in a copper box lined with oak wood. 

On his chest was a small copper box and some tubes of the same 

metal, towards the head and feet. 

The architect and his lens continued to record even the most 

imperceptible crack in those gray stone walls. At last, he realized that 

the great central pillar, the dimension of which could be measured by 

the open arms of 10 men holding hands, had a cavity on the inside, 

for it sounded hollow to the gentle tapping of the hammer. 

Everyone turned to the novelty, assuming that what was so well 

kept was worth a lot. A strong copper ring appeared in a small hole in 

the stone, and working with it a small oval door was opened that 

allowed a person to enter. The architect immediately entered with his 

glass and his match; the others were lighting from outside. 

—It's a true altar— said the observer, and his voice resonated 

strangely. —There’s a whole family of mummies here fastened to the 

wall by strong copper hoops. 

—They are in upright position, standing tall, defying the centuries. 

One, two, three, four, five, six, seven. 
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“This is colossal! Peek inside one at a time and look. 

They did so and each one observed some detail. 

When everyone had watched from outside. Yhasua said to the 

architect: 

—I think you and I can fit together in there. 

—Go in, go in— they all said. Melchior gave him his lens and 

Yhasua entered the small sanctuary that was like a rotunda with 

vertical chambers in each of which there was a mummy. 

—This small temple— said Yhasua in a loud voice, — was made 

with the idea of placing these mummies, since there are only seven 

cavities, and the seven cavities are full. These mummies are stone, 

they are stone! —He said touching them gently. 

He noted that ahead of them was a circular mantel of fine white 

marble supported by copper brackets. In front of each mummy 

appeared a hieroglyphic engraving. 

—There’s work here for Buya-Ben or for Prince Melchior— said 

Yhasua. 

The architect left and Prince Melchior entered and after him Buya-

Ben. Yhasua, sitting on the threshold of the little door, had prepared 

the charcoal stick and the rubberized cloth booklet to copy the 

translation. 

The first translated inscription read: Matriarch Elhisa, 26 years of 

the Man-Light. The mummy that was next to him said: Pharahome 

Adonai, 26 years of the Man-Light. Three centuries before the 

destruction of the Holy City. 

And in this way they were translating the inscriptions of the seven 

mummies enclosed in the great central column. 

When Buya-Ben read aloud the inscription on the third mummy: – 

“Bohindra of Otlana, two years after the Man-Light was born”. 

Yhasua stood in suspense as if he saw a new world rise before 

him, or a star fall from space. – Bohindra of Otlana! —He repeated 

like an echo of the African's voice. —But, is it possible? 

—Was this character so great that it fills you with emotion? 

—He was like your Daughter of the Sun, for three continents— 

answered Yhasua— and he was Atlantean like your Tuareg race. My 

friends in Jerusalem know it as well as I do. 

—It's true— said Joseph of Arimathea. —He’s the central character 

in the story of the Adamic Civilization that was left to us by Patriarch 

Aldis. 

—Very well— added Buya-Ben— be still more amazed at what 

comes here. "Patriarch Aldis of Avendana" 38 years after the Man-
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Light. Three centuries before the destruction of the Holy City: 

Yhasua squeezed his temples that seemed about to burst. 

—Yhasua, son of David! —said Faqui, who was behind him— it 

looks like you're going to die! –The head of the young Master, sitting 

on the threshold of the entrance door, rested on the knees of the 

young African because he really felt faint. 

The emotion produced in him by having in his sight, at his 

fingertips, the mummified matter of that man who had written 80 

papyrus scrolls narrating to mankind the beginning of this Civilization 

is indescribable. It was not, therefore, a fiction nor a paradox, nor a 

simulation. He was not a false character, a pseudonym as some 

believed. He couldn't take his eyes off the mummy covered, like all of 

them, up to the neck by a plaster cast that only let the head be seen. 

Bohindra and Aldis, both of Atlantean origin, presented the same type. 

Superb round heads with a high and domed forehead, with a slightly 

aquiline nose and the wide and firm chin of large personages. 

—Let's continue— Philo said— or if Yhasua doesn't feel well, let's 

leave it for tomorrow. 

—I'm fine— he said— let's continue since there’re only three left. 

—“Pharahome Adam-Mena of Ethea” –Buya-Ben continued 

reading in the inscription of the fifth mummy. 

Yhasua turned his head seeking the eyes of the friends from 

Jerusalem with whom he had read the old Writings of Patriarch Aldis. 

—Could it be that one? —he asked. 

—Probably, let’s hear what's next. 

 

Buya-Ben continued reading: – “Forty-nine years after the Man-

Light. Three centuries before the destruction of the Holy City.2  

—There’s no doubt. It’s him. 

—The Adamu of Patriarch Aldis! —Yhasua exclaimed, looking at 

the flesh statue converted into stone which seemed to be made of 

                           
 

2 Note: The International Association of Bible Students established 

in London refers to a stone tablet called the Abydos Table, which 

Pharaoh Seti I found in an excavation he ordered in the Nile valley. In 

this Table –the aforementioned Association says–, "Adam-Mena" 

appears as a much earlier Pharaoh and refers to Abel, who was called 

the submissive, and to Kanighi in Hebrew and Spanish: Cain. There 

is a copy of this tablet in the English Museum in London. 
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yellowish clay. It was shorter than the other two and less strong in 

build, his nose straight and his forehead, mouth, and chin very similar 

to those of Patriarch Aldis. 

—Adamu!... Adamu— Yhasua said moved. —We’re looking at your 

dead matter, reduced to a piece of stone. Where will your spirit be 

alive, resplendent with genius and love with 83 more centuries of 

evolution? What I wouldn't give to find you to make an alliance with 

you! 

Joseph of Arimathea wrote silently in his notebook made of 

rubberized cloth. 

—Here it is Yhasua, the answer —he said, handing the young 

Master the booklet opened to the page he had just written: 

“Archangel of Jehovah; anointed of Love!..., I’m not far from you. 

“What the Eternal has united, no one can separate. One hour from 

the forest of Daphne, on the Orontes river, south of Antioch, is my 

oasis called Orchard of the Palms. There he lives his hectic years, the 

Scheiff Ilderin, whom the Roman invader has spared. I was born in 

the country of Amon in central Arabia. It is the Adamu that you want 

to find and that awaits you”. "Scheiff Ilderim". 

—Magnificent! —exclaimed Nicholas of Damascus. —I know all 

those places which I have visited more than once. 

“I was once in the Orchard of the Palms, where I arrived with my 

servant to ask for help because my camel died suddenly. The Scheiff 

who has a reputation for being generous and hospitable was not there, 

because he was spending time in his Bene Kaden domain. 

“He’s a great man and so loved by all the peoples of his race, that 

because of that he has been respected by the Romans to this today. 

I invite you to come and visit him. 

 

—Agreed and committed— they all answered in chorus. 

They went on to decipher the name and date of the last two 

mummies and Buya-Ben read: 

—“Senio of Maracanda”. —Twelve years after the Man-Light was 

born. Three centuries before the destruction of the Holy City”. 

All that remained was to read the seventh and last mummy in which 

it was read: 

—“Beni-Abad the Just, 20 years after the Man-Light was born. 

Three centuries before the destruction of the Holy City”. 

—As we can see, the old saying “mute as a mummy” is here 

refuted– Nicodemus exclaimed. 

—This is the superiority of the peoples who believe in the survival 
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of the human soul after earthly life— said Philo— and they make such 

a conviction an ideal, that marks their paths during their lifetime and 

much beyond this life. 

—That's how it is — added Melchior. —They were thinking not only 

of the present but of the distant future. Dead matter surrounded by 

inscriptions and engravings has a mute eloquence; It is a lived and 

heartfelt story that tells the generations of a distant future, what it did 

for the great human family, of which it was a part one day already lost 

among mountains of centuries. 

—Now let's reason —said Joseph of Arimathea. —If this hypogeum 

was built by Mizraim of Tanis, it is very likely that the scrolls found in 

his sarcophagus give us the key to why these seven mummies are 

found here, whose dates indicate that these deaths occurred three 

centuries before the destruction of Neghada. 

—That's true— said Buya-Ben— for all the others in the room are 

from later centuries. 

—Here’s one— the architect said from a remote angle— which is 

the last one to come to this funerary pantheon. The engraving marks 

387 years after the invasion that destroyed Neghada. Then there is 

nothing else: an absolute silence. 

—That means— observed Yhasua— that those who guarded and 

closed that sarcophagus were the last to enter here. Since then, it has 

been forgotten. 

– “Timna of Eridu” –said Buya-Ben, reading the inscription. 

—Eridu was a great city in the valleys of the Euphrates— said 

Gamaliel. — Long before the founding of the first Babylon. It was from 

the prosperous age of Gahanna and Tirbik, the two prehistoric cities 

on whose ruins Nineveh and Babylon were built. You see that it’s a 

respectable antiquity. 

Opening this last sarcophagus, a star with a belt and a book of the 

Law of the ancient Kobdas were found on the mummy. 

—She was a Matriarch of the Kobdas women's Sanctuary of 

Neghada— Yhasua said. —This star was used as a symbol of her 

authority by the Kobda Matriarchs. The book of the Law was made of 

small sheets of ivory all joined by a gold ring. The engraving was made 

using fire and of such painstaking work that it made it a true jewel for 

the Museum of Alexandria. 

 

They returned to the tent enriched with all the writings and small 

objects found in the sarcophagi, which would be taken to the Museum 

so that they had a room for the mummies of Patriarch Mizraim's 
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hypogeum. 

—This is indeed an event for the peoples of the Nile— said 

Melchior. —Until today, only a vague trace of the founder of the 

Egyptian race had been found, and behold, it was reserved for us to 

tell them: “Mizraim of Tanis is not a myth. Here is the proof that he 

was a human being who did the work of a righteous man amid 

humankind.” 

The emotions had been so strong that Yhasua was unable to fall 

asleep to rest, despite the fact that Melchior and Faqui urged him to 

drink their calming syrups for nervous disorders. 

 

A throng of thoughts stirred in his inner world, where he 

reconstructed the past that he knew from the Writings of Patriarch 

Aldis, and stitched it together with the present, thus forming an 

admirable linked and harmonious whole. On it the power and wisdom 

of the Eternal Law shone like a sun in the zenith, which elevates 

incarnated intelligences as if by the hand when they frame their true 

path. 

—How great and beautiful is the majesty of the Divine Law! –he 

exclaimed in a whisper, under the tent raised in the desert, a stone's 

throw away from the banks of the Nile. 

Finally, he fell asleep almost at dawn, and the next morning he said 

to his companions: 

—I dreamed of the Scheiff Ilderim who slept under a tent in the 

Garden of the Palms, on the edge of a blue lake, there next to the 

forest of Daphne. Adamu, Adamu! I'll go find you because what God 

has united can never be separated! 

—You are admirable, prince of David! –Faqui was saying to him, 

looking at him the way one looks at something that’s far above us–. 

You are admirable!..., you don’t live on Earth, nor in the present life. 

All of you, is in the immensity of the infinite, submerged in the powerful 

Amanai. 

“It’s not difficult to understand that you are his archangel, 

messenger of our Daughter of the Sun. 
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42.  The Cry of a Slave 
 

Yhasua was a profound psychologist who explored the world of 

souls with more eagerness than the physical planes. For him, what 

was throbbing and what lived intensely in the souls that were meeting 

his soul did not go unnoticed, as he advanced in his terrestrial 

existence at that time. 

At given moments his great sensitivity perceived the vibrations of 

pain or joy, love or hate from the beings that surrounded him, whether 

they came from those of high status or from the most humble and 

small. 

He thought he knew Buya-Ben's internal world quite clearly, and 

even more so that of Faqui. He knew what they were capable of giving 

for the cause of Truth and Justice, which was the supreme cause of 

human dignity, to which the Essene Fraternity, spiritual mother of the 

great idealists, was entirely consecrated. 

He also knew Prince Melchior, his great friend from his cradle along 

with Gaspar and Balthasar, as lyrical dreamers of the Supreme Ideal 

insofar as It is beautiful and great, incomprehensible to the vast 

majority of men. He knew them to be Masters of Divine Wisdom, 

especially the two oldest: the Hindustani and the Persian, Balthasar 

and Gaspar. They were founders of ancient Schools of Higher 

Knowledge in their respective countries, in which they kept the divine 

torch of their unshakable faith lit and alive through their disciples. And 

he described them like this: 

“Gaspar and Balthasar, in their 80 years of age, are already like 

those Living Books that the Writings of Patriarch Aldis speak to us 

about. The Kobda Fraternity asked them, as a last tribute to 

humankind, to dictate to a notary appointed for that purpose, the story 

of their lives as an example for those who followed in their footsteps 

and painful experiences of their lives as seekers of Truth and Justice. 

Melchior, the youngest and most vehement of the three, still tussles 

and struggles to reach the summit where, due to their dedication and 

long years, his two old ideal companions awaited him. He is a burning 

torch that runs eagerly to continue igniting the holy fire in souls, while 

his two companions are resting lamps that only shed light from the top 

of the holy mountain. How well I understand all three of you! 

“I know my four friends who have come with me from Jerusalem in 

depth in their efforts and desires: 

“Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus are like the vanguard, and 

they’re also the soft vibration of loving tenderness that surrounds me 
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like a mother's love. Philo is the philosopher who investigates and falls 

in love with the good that he comes to discover. Being capable of 

sincere affection, he seeks to be understood and loyally loves the soul 

that understands him. 

“What is it, I ask myself in my soliloquy under the light of the stars 

in the middle of the desert on the banks of the Nile? What is the 

attraction I feel towards the youngest of Prince Melchior's servants, 

the silent Shipro? 

“Love begins to awaken in him along with a mute sadness, which 

at every moment reaches me like the scratch of a thorn directed at my 

heart. 

“I see him choose the best dates and the most golden buns from 

his stove to offer them to me without saying a word. 

“The Heavenly Father will open the way for me to reach his poor 

little soul, who suffers without my knowing why! 

"Lord!..., if every soul that seeks You and loves You has other souls 

in his charge to lead them to You... Give me, I beg you, all that belong 

to me and may not even a single one of them be lost because of my 

negligence!...  

This silent prayer welled up from the soul of Yhasua, wrapped 

tightly in his camel-skin cloak while he distracted his insomnia from 

that night sitting outside the tent under the canopy of reed mats which 

had been made to shelter the camels that, laid on the soft sand, slept 

or ruminated their last ration of the night. 

He suddenly saw Shipro coming out of the servants' tent. He 

fetched his camel, sat down beside him, buried his head in the dark 

hair on its long neck, and clasped it as he would do with a tender 

mother whose tenderness he missed. 

He surely had not noticed the presence of Yhasua who, wrapped 

in his dark cloak under the shade of the shed among a dozen of the 

great beasts lying on the sand, was really very difficult to spot. 

But Yhasua, accustomed to the dark, saw him perfectly, and in his 

tender heart an immense wave of pity and love was rising for that 

unhappy creature who felt alone enough in the world to seek love in a 

beast to which he could only entrust his grief. 

And the meek animal seemed to listen to him without even moving. 

“—Silence in man and silence in the beast! Yhasua thought. What 

a sad human condition of cruel separatism, of the difference in social 

position in life! 

“When will humanity come out of its terrible state of backwardness 

and incomprehension? 
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“Here’s a man, almost an adolescent, who feels more understood 

by a beast than by other men around him! 

"By the God-Love and Justice that I adore, I will gladly break this 

criminal aberration!" –And he got up to approach Shipro. This one, all 

scared, was going to flee. 

—Don't run away, Shipro, I'm sleepless like you, and so as not to 

disturb those who sleep, I've been here two hours. Let's talk like two 

friends and we will make insomnia less burdensome. 

 

And without further ceremony he sat down next to Shipro and 

rested his back on the soft belly of the half-asleep animal. 

—Sit as you were, please. Together with Faqui, we are the 

youngest travelers and it's fair that we're friends and confidants — he 

told him in the most natural and simple tone he could—. Don't you 

agree with me? 

—How can you have me as a friend if you are a prince of Judea 

and I’m a servant with less value than this beast on which I lean? 

—You are in an error, my friend, I’m not a prince except in the 

passionate lips of Faqui whose love for me makes him see me above 

the stars. 

—I heard him call you, prince son of David... —the young servant 

said timidly. 

—It is customary to give that title to a distant descendant of a king, 

who was formerly a shepherd and who, with many mistakes, did 

something good among men. I’m simply the son of Yhosep of 

Nazareth, an honest wood craftsman in distant Galilee. I am devoted 

to study, following my vocation. That’s all. So why can't I be your 

friend? What abyss is it that you judge that separates us? 

—My sad condition as a servant— answered the young man. 

—Tell me, Shipro..., couldn't I also have been born a servant by 

divine will, which orders the lives of men? 

The youngster looked at him in astonishment and lowered his eyes 

without answering. 

—And if it had been so— Yhasua continued in a low voice— I 

would have liked that you, prince or lord, had come down to my 

poverty and loved me. Do you understand? This is the law of the God 

of Moses, although I know well that the law of selfish, evil men is not 

like that. 

“So now you know; let's leave all separatism aside to be two good 

friends, who are on the same path and make the journey together. 

“Give me your hand, Shipro. I want to be your friend. 
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The young servant timidly extended his brown, calloused hand and 

bent over the Master's soft white hand, which he kissed with profound 

respect. 

Emotion knotted a sob in his throat and this scene faded into the 

deepest silence. 

 

In order to distract him, Yhasua started another conversation: 

—Have you been in the service of Prince Melchior for a long time? 

—Five years. 

—When you seek the love of your camel like this, it’s because you 

feel alone in the world, right? Well, you know that I don't want that 

loneliness in you since you shook my hand as a friend.  

—Well, sir... I'll obey you as my own master... I won't be alone 

anymore if you want it that way. 

—Little by little we’ll end up understanding each other— Yhasua 

told him. 

“And tell me, Shipro, in five years close to Prince Melchior, did you 

do nothing to get closer to his heart? 

—Oh no, sir!... He’s so high, and I’m so low! Besides, one of my 

three servitude partners is my uncle, my poor mother's brother. He’s 

a servant too, and he would never allow me even the shadow of a 

thought that could bring me closer to the master.  

“He is good and never mistreats us; He punctually gives us the 

agreed wages and only asks us for obedience and discretion, for 

which we must be mute to those who are not his friends. He has few 

true friends and many wicked and envious acquaintances who would 

have delighted in reducing him to misery and even killing him. My 

uncle is a trusted servant for the Prince; The one he loves like the 

apple of his eye! But my uncle is mute as a grave, and so he should 

be. 

—I'm not interested in the matter on that sense, Shipro, but on what 

concerns you. If you have a benign and considerate master, why do 

you suffer? 

—Since you wish to know, I’ll tell you, Prince of David— Shipro 

began to say as he slowly opened up his confidence as requested. —

I was born 19 years ago there behind these mountains that are seen 

to the west, which form a beautiful valley with the Natron Lakes in the 

center and an oasis that is a delight. But those Roman lords who bring 

misfortune to all the land they walk on, stabbed the main chiefs of our 

tribe who refused to enlist in their legions. Men capable of war were 

carried off by force; and the sick, the old, the women and children were 
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sold as slaves in the market of Alexandria. They took my father to war, 

while my uncle badly wounded in his shoulder, my mother, and I, who 

was only months old, were put up in the stalls in the market, waiting 

for a master who wanted to buy us. Luckily for us, a Judean Prince 

happened to come to Alexandria who had ships owned by him to trade 

among the main ports of Palestine and Alexandria. 

“He sought with great interest an Egyptian nurse for a girl who had 

been born to him, and at the same time closed contracts with the 

largest merchants of Alexandria. In the market he found my mother 

for sale, who was breastfeeding me. She was crying for having been 

brutally separated from my father, when I had just been born to her, I 

who was her first child. 

“He bought both of us, and since my uncle, a young man of 20, 

begged for mercy for his wounded situation, our master also bought 

him. And the three of us were taken to Jerusalem, where he resided 

with his family, in a beautiful palace from the neighborhood near the 

royal palace on Mount Zion, in the Citadel neighborhood next to the 

Jaffa Gate. 

“Mistress Naomi was as beautiful as she was good. Like you, 

prince of David, she used to say that masters and their servants 

should form one family. 

“I grew up with the little girl, who was like a jasmine. I was four 

months older than her. 

“The firstborn was six years of age, and when they gave him 

teaching tutors, and I was of the appropriate age, I received lessons 

next to the little prince Judah, who due to his intelligence and his 

physical beauty, was the pride and hope of his father. 

—All this— said Yhasua— means that you had a happy childhood 

and that you have a good degree of intellectual cultivation. 

—That’s true. I write and speak regularly, in addition to my native 

language, Arabic, Hebrew, and Syro-Chaldaic, for which reason my 

present master makes me render him some services in this regard. 

—Excellent, boy... why aren't you happy then? —Yhasua asked 

again. 

—Oh, prince of David!... I made you see the external decoration of 

a marble tomb, but you still did not see it inside, where fear and horror 

live. 

—Do you mean that you have a tragedy in the depths of yourself? 

And this at 19?... Come on, tell me everything, that although I'm only 

a year and months older than you, I have good friends and perhaps I 

can remedy something for you. Although if Prince Melchior hasn't 
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done it... 

—With all his kindness and all that he is due to his high position— 

observed Shipro— he defends himself against powerful enemies and 

does enough to defend himself and his considerable wealth, which he 

employs in works of mercy, from Roman greed to this day. 

—What! Prince Melchior persecuted by the Romans! And why? 

—You'll understand everything. Before I was born, he was about to 

be assassinated along with two of his great friends, by order of that 

evil King Herod who has already rotted in the grave, punished in his 

cursed flesh because of his great crimes. 

Upon hearing these words, Yhasua remembered the Idumean 

usurper's persecution of the three wise men from the East, the 

beheading of the Bethlehemite children, his own flight to the Hermon 

caves, and he thought that his new friend was quite aware of the 

serious events that had happened. 

—True, Shipro, but all that’s in the past, and I can't understand why 

the Romans want to persecute Prince Melchior. 

—For the same reason that they persecuted to death my first 

master, Prince Ithamar son of Abdi-Hur, head of the Sadducean 

nobility in Jerusalem; for his large fortune that made him owner of 

almost the northern half of the city of the Kings and of the most fertile 

orchards as far as Mizpah and Anathoth. 

—Then, my friend... I have just emerged from a nest of feathers 

and silks, veiled by all the softness of the most sublime love that could 

have been poured out around a human being!... Oh, my sweet and 

dear Galilee, my artisan home..., my mother, lovingly cooing 

turtledove, my honorable father..., my Essene Masters, sweet and soft 

as bread and honey!... 

“What land have I stepped on until today?... what soft and 

beneficial air has blown around me, that all these hurricanes of fire 

and blood have passed without hurting me? 

“Believe me, Shipro, that studies absorbed my life so much that I 

am less aware than you of many human tragedies. Please continue 

telling me about your life, I beg you, that with it you can teach me 

many things unknown to me. 

—I will obey you, young master, and in doing so I feel great relief 

from my sorrows. When Archelaus, the son of the bloodthirsty Herod, 

was deposed from his throne handed down by his father, there came 

to Judea a Roman personage whom they called Procurator, with all 

the powers of Caesar to do and undo in his subordinates. 

“It was Valerius Gracchus, an ambitious tyrant who only thought of 
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enriching himself and his intimates at the expense of the rich Jewish 

princes. My master Ithamar was head of the Sadducean nobility who 

had elected as Pontiff a nobleman, Prince Annas son of Seth. He lived 

in the royal palace on Mount Zion and was the one who kept some 

peace among the rebellious Jewish people. The first thing the new 

Procurator did was to remove the investiture of High Priest from 

Annas, and he gave it without any law to the priest Ishmael of the 

Pharisees, because he would lend himself to the excesses and 

usurpations that he had planned perhaps for some time before. 

“And the rich Sadducean nobility, which was the best of Judea, was 

exposed to the claws of the insatiable she-wolf. And so my master fell 

into the misfortune that sank his house. They were undoubtedly 

looking for an opportunity and it didn’t take long to present itself in a 

trip that the master made to Corinth, with three of his ships carrying 

personnel and merchandise to establish in a definitive way, direct 

trade with Greece and the large mining towns of the archipelago. 

"Valerius Gracchus, who from his residence in Caesarea spied on 

my master's steps, armed two old galleys with pirates of the worst kind 

who boarded and robbed my master's ships before reaching Crete. 

Since my master always had happy voyages, he was not prepared for 

a fight with bandits of the sea. He and a large part of the crew and 

personnel he was leading perished. 

“"Among his faithful captains only one was spared, and two of his 

best officers.  

“With the master dead, what could his widow do with two children, 

one 11-year-old boy and a 5-year-old girl? From documents found in 

the corpse of one of the dead pirate chiefs, it was learned that this 

horrible crime was inspired by the Prosecutor Valerius Gratus, who 

with such a coup in the shadows, made himself a more than average 

fortune. But my master was immensely rich, and that, were it not for 

the loss of his precious life, would have been of little consequence. 

His steward, a faithful servant above all faithful servants, took charge 

of his business all the way from Alexandria to distant Antioch, and 

Prince Ithamar's family shut themselves up in their palace in 

Jerusalem in permanent mourning and sadness. 

“Now you must understand, oh prince of David!, that here my 

sufferings began. 

“The little prince Judah was dedicated to higher studies in the Great 

College of the noblemen, where I could no longer follow him. But he, 

seeing my eagerness to learn, upon returning every day, gave me 

some of the lessons he received from his wise Teachers, whose 
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names I keep as a badge of honor: Hillel, Shammai, Gamaliel the old, 

Simeon. 

"The Roman dragon, devourer of fortunes and lives, continued 

today on one part, tomorrow on the other, the spoils and abuses with 

the richest and most exalted princes and noble Sadducees, who kept 

from their distant ancestors the lands that were awarded to them as 

chiefs of tribes and direct representatives of the first Israelite settlers 

of the Promised Land. 

“Many of them were even legitimate owners of the walls and towers 

that guard Jerusalem because they had rebuilt them at their expense 

after the last destruction of the Assyrian armies. My master owned the 

wall and towers from the Damascus gate to the tomb of Jeremiah 

inherited from his ancestor of that ancient time. 

“A few quiet years passed, but the great storm came when the 

Prosecutor had already well woven his entire web. Through the tax 

collector who occupied with the High Priest the ancient palace of 

Herod on Mount Zion, he was aware of the great fortunes of the noble 

Sadducees and, with a sure claw, prepared his plan. One day my 

friend Judah and I were reviewing our lessons in the summer pavilion 

on the fourth floor, when rocks from who knows where began to cross 

over our heads. A marble vase fell from its pedestal; then a heron that 

was sleeping on the edge of the fountain was wounded. 

“We began to run from one side of the large rooftop to the other 

looking for the origin of the attack, which continued. As we peeked 

over the balustrade on the north side of the building, we saw that 

Procurator Gracchus was passing in his luxurious carriage amidst an 

escort of 50 legionaries. 

“One of the stones thrown from the south side fell on one of 

Gracchus’s men causing him a slight injury. 

“That was enough. The soldiers brutally entered the palace, 

sweeping everything as if they were highwaymen, alleging that from 

there they had attempted to assassinate Caesar's representative. 

They took prisoner my young master who was only 17 years old, my 

mistress Naomi, daughter of Prince Azbuk of Beth-Hur, legitimate 

owner of the wall and towers in front of David's Tomb as far as the 

Sacred Pool and the House of the Brave, and even the mistress, my 

foster sister who was only 12 years old, the beautiful Thirsa, pure and 

beautiful as a flower. 

“Without hearing any defense, the little prince was sentenced to six 

years of forced service in the galleys that made war against the 

pirates, which was like a death sentence. And my mistress and her 
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daughter were locked up in the Antonia Tower, a fortress and hideous 

prison attached to the Temple, which was under the sole and direct 

control of the Roman Prosecutor. All the servants of the house fled 

through the door of the beasts and chariots and hid where they could. 

Only my mother and I were left, with my uncle who, in his capacity as 

keeper of the stables, had gone in search of fresh hay for the beasts. 

They searched the entire house, took the most precious jewels, 

chests, and rich weapons brought by the master from distant lands. 

And when they left, they locked the great doorway with an external 

bolt and put Caesar's seal on it with this legend: "Confiscated by the 

Roman government”. 

“My mother and I, hidden in the basement of the cellars among oil 

jugs and wine barrels, were not found and a small door was left open 

for us, hidden by bales of straw and firewood next to the stalls. 

“Hidden like this, we spent more than a year hoping that the painful 

matter would be resolved... Only out of urgent need did we go out at 

night to go to the market to buy what was not available in the house, 

such as fresh meat and tender vegetables. 

“Like a specter my uncle wandered, disguised as a shepherd or a 

woodcutter, through the markets, squares, and shops listening for any 

word he might catch that would give clues as to the fate given to our 

masters. 

 

He only heard that this terrifying secret was whispered through 

markets, streets, and squares: "The palace of Prince Ithamar, head of 

the Sadducee nobility, has been confiscated by the hated tyrant, and 

his family has disappeared." 

“They were our masters, they were our parents, they were our living 

providence!... What will become of us now?, cried their servants and 

laborers. 

 “The women would moan and weep on the site of the Temple 

where the family canopy was located, and they would kiss the rugs 

that their feet had trodden on and the stools of the two children. 

“Nothing!..., the Earth seemed to have swallowed them. 

“One day 300 of the cultivators of the master's olive groves and 

orchards gather together since the harvest had been taken from these 

orchards without giving an account to the laborers or paying them their 

wages. Those in charge of the administration received with lashes, 

and the cultivators who resisted and shouted, claiming their rights, 

were put in the dungeons of the Tower and were never heard from 

again. 
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"Secretly selling what exceeded our consumption in oil and wine, 

cheese, honey, and cereals, we lived another year, like owls or lizards 

in the most hidden parts of the great palace, waiting for the masters. 

Until one day my uncle heard a conversation in the markets in which 

it was said that Prince Judah had died in an encounter with pirates 

and that the mother and daughter had died of a malignant fever, in the 

depths of a dungeon in the Antonia Fortress. 

"Then my mother arranged for my uncle and I to return to 

Alexandria, where we had relatives who would help us find means of 

livelihood, and there she was left alone to guard the palace of her 

masters, where she wanted to die if they did not throw her out by 

force.” 

“That’s the end of the story, oh Prince David! 

“Your wisdom will tell if the wretched Shipro has just reason to cry 

always hugging the neck of his camel! 

Choking back a sob, Yhasua embraced the young servant whose 

noble and pure soul reminded him of the millennial story of meek 

Joseph mistreated and sold by his own brothers. 

—Shipro, my friend— he told him— my heart guessed what you 

are and that's why I looked for you in the solitude of the night, in the 

restlessness of insomnia. 

Two tears of the young servant rolled down to Yhasua's hands 

crossed over his knees, and their touch was like a steel lash to the 

sensitive heart of the Christ. 

—Don't cry anymore, Shipro— he said to him, his voice trembling 

with emotion— because in the name of our God-Love I say to you: He 

gives me the power to save what can still be saved in the terrible 

collapse produced by the wickedness of men. 

“Six days from now I return to Judea, where I have at my disposal 

all the divine power and strength converted into human souls and 

bodies placed at the service of good, justice, and love. 

“Write for me on a tablet the directions to find your mother in 

Jerusalem and the exact date on which these events occurred. I only 

ask you for two moons to settle this matter. 

—Oh, good prince, like the master I lost!... —exclaimed the young 

servant, falling on his knees before Yhasua and embracing his knees, 

on which he dropped his head weeping bitterly—. 

“Now I don’t cry on the neck of my camel, but in the heart of the 

holiest man I met on my path! –He murmured between the jolts of 

intense sobbing. 

Yhasua, just like a tender mother, passed and ran his hand over 
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Shipro's shoulder-length black hair. 

—It will soon be dawn, my friend, and it is not right for our 

companions to discover that we have spent the night without sleep. 

My friends in Jerusalem watch very much for my health, for they have 

a special charge from my parents who willingly consented to this trip 

only on that condition. 

“Let's go to our tents and rest in me, Shipro, for from this night on I 

watch over you. 

The young servant kissed his hand, and Yhasua watched him 

disappear under the green canvas of his tent. 

He crossed his hands over his chest and sinking his gaze into the 

serene blue sky embroidered with stars, he exclaimed with all the fiery 

emotion that he put into his most intimate and deepest prayers: 

"I thank you, my Father, because you have allowed me to give a 

thirsty person a drink!" 

"Grant me, Lord, that your waters of eternal life run like an 

unstoppable stream over all those who suffer the injustice of 

humankind!" 

He quietly entered the tent where he found Joseph of Arimathea 

sitting on his bed. 

—Yhasua, my son— he told him in a low voice. —Have you 

forgotten that I’m responsible for your health and your life before your 

parents? 

—I wasn't sleepy, Joseph, and I went out to contemplate this 

beautiful night in the desert— he answered. — I'm stronger than ever, 

don't worry. 

His bed was next to Joseph's and they both gave themselves up to 

rest. 

The next morning when the sun spread the golden purple of its 

veils, the servants brought the clay stove into the tent to roast the buns 

for breakfast. 

The mulled wine, the freshly cooked chestnuts, the cheese, the 

honey were already waiting on the white tablecloth laid out in the 

center of the tent, on large palm fiber fabrics. 

During breakfast they talked about the translations that each one 

would take care of when they returned to the city that same afternoon. 

—Prince Melchior— Yhasua said suddenly— if after this excellent 

breakfast you’ll grant me an hour of conversation, I’ll be very grateful. 

—And I want another hour for myself from you— Faqui said 

cheerfully. 

—Well, my friend, it is granted. 
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—I say the same thing— added Melchior, addressing Yhasua. 

—Meanwhile we will go to confide with the mummies from the 

Mizraim hypogeum. Right, Master Philo? —Nicodemus said. 

—Oh yeah! —they all said—. We will be there until after noon. 

Afterwards, our last meal in the desert and at the second hour of the 

afternoon, back to the city to resume our work there. 

—Faqui— said the young Master— you can hear my confidence 

with Prince Melchior because it’s like another papyrus in the endless 

rolls of the barbarism of Roman power, erected as a law over our 

oppressed and mistreated countries. 

—With pleasure, oh son of David! and perhaps this will strengthen 

the resolutions that, according to my father, I have taken tonight. 

—What! Did you also suffer from insomnia, and did your mind 

weave networks of gold and light? 

—Just as you say— replied the young African. 

“My father and I have spent a great part of the night behind this 

tent, next to the pile of branches piled up for burning. 

Yhasua laughed thinking that he believed himself alone in 

insomnia, a generator of works, and others a few steps away from 

him, meditated and created too. 

Melchior, with the peaceful serenity of his 60 years well spent and 

wisely lived, looked with paternal complacency at those two beautiful 

young men, each one in the type of his race, and said to himself: "At 

their age, for me everything was illusion, promise and hope... Now the 

autumn of life that withers everything, only allows me to reap what I 

have sown and help the new sowing that they begin”. 

—Yhasua, my son— he told him while settling into the covers and 

tapestries on his saddle—. Start whenever you want, this old friend is 

here to listen to you. 

And also making room for Faqui between him and Yhasua, the 

confidence began like this: 

—Good Prince Melchior— he said—I have a great favor to ask of 

you. You have been following me from the cradle together with my 

great friends Gaspar and Balthasar, to the point of having risked your 

precious lives for me. 

“All this, because an interior voice that is never silent tells you that 

the Lord's promise to Israel is made flesh in me. Whether or not you 

are in the truth, time will tell. Meanwhile, I am nothing more than a 

young seeker of the truth who longs to fill his life with works of good, 

justice, and love for his fellow men. 

Immediately afterwards, he told him of his chance encounter with 
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the young servant Shipro, whom he had asked to pour out his heart 

on him, since he so clearly saw him suffer. 

—That's a painful story from seven years ago, but not the only one, 

since there are hundreds of them throughout the East overwhelmed 

by Roman power— answered Melchior—. 

“The celebrated peace of Augustus died with him. He was truly the 

best of the Roman Emperors up to now, since he forbade, with severe 

penalties, the inhabitants of subjugated countries to be violated in their 

rights. 

—Then, prince, were you familiar with the story Shipro told me? — 

Yhasua asked. 

—I found out about it shortly after it happened. And because it was 

suspected among the Procurator's agents that I was stirring up the 

rubble, I earned their suspicions and mistrust, to the point that they 

recommended my capture if I ever set foot in the city of David. My 

efforts were by force inefficient and very indirect. 

—Our Essenes therapists— said the Master— are the only ones 

who can open the locks of all these mysteries without arousing 

suspicion of any kind. There are hundreds of victims snatched by them 

from the hungry claws of the powers, whether they are Romans or of 

any race or class of alliance with them. 

“Will you let me try my luck with your servant Shipro? 

—Yes, my son, and with all my heart; For this, it will be good for 

you to take Shipro and his uncle Eliacin with you for as long as 

necessary, to clarify the mystery and save what can still be saved. 

They are all in on the secret. 

—Oh, good Prince Melchior!... You grant me much more than I 

thought I would ask of you, although I’m sorry that you are left without 

two of your best servants. 

—Don't worry about that, in Heliopolis and in Clysma I have many 

faithful servants, not counting those of my Arabia of Stone, who 

number in the hundreds. 

“If I had wanted, I could have raised all of eastern and northern 

Africa, from Suez to the Atlas Mountains, and from Arabia Petraea to 

Bozrah and the Bashan Mountains over the Syrian desert; but the light 

that guided me to your cradle, 20 years ago, made me understand 

that my path is not one of blood and sword, but of peace, light, and 

love. 

“That light, child of God, linked my hands forever and fused my life 

with yours as in a single aspiration to the Infinite, towards which I feel 

impelled by a force that is impossible for me to contain. 
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With the immense Asiatic Arabia, with all of North and South Africa, 

from the Ethiopia of the black giants, an ally of Judea since the distant 

times of Solomon and Queen Sheba, what would Rome have done 

with its golden Legions that do not reach a third part of these millions 

of brave mountaineers, children of rocks and deserts, who never feel 

fear and fatigue? 

Faqui listened silently, but his hot African blood boiled in his veins 

and made his eyes sparkle like a flame of fire. 

 

Yhasua also listened in silence, and in his soul of chosen-one, a 

noiseless voice seemed to come from inside him, he didn’t know from 

what unknown depths, that repeated: "My kingdom is not of this 

world." 

—That light —continued Melchior—, came at intervals 

accompanied by a deep voice that told me: “Sheathe your sword 

forever and hang your spear on the wall of your bedchamber because 

your work is not one of war but of peace, wisdom, and love”. 

"I have obeyed this light and this voice, and here I am, Yhasua, 

enduring human injustice like anyone else, silently remedying the evils 

that men of power and force are causing, which open deep sores 

where they touch with a single finger from their hands that drip with 

blood! 

"Count on all that I am and all that I have, to help you quietly ease 

the burdens of the oppressed, of the dispossessed, and avoid as 

much as possible that the number of victims increases day by day." 

Yhasua heaved a great sigh as if his soul were unloaded from the 

weight of a mountain. 

—Thank you, Prince Melchior —he said after a brief silence—. 

“For about five years I’ve been collaborating with the Essene 

therapists in their silent work to relieve those oppressed by force of 

arbitrary and delinquent powers, whether the aggressors are Roman 

or not. And our God-Love has always come to our aid to remedy the 

pains of the humble classes most afflicted by misfortune. 

“I therefore accept your generous offers, which I will take into 

account when I again see myself in my country facing the specter of 

pain and misery. 

—Oh, son of David! —Faqui said, breaking his silence—. I also 

rejoice to tell you that I’m all yours and your cause, and that behind 

my father and me, is the desert with you. And the sands of the Sahara 

are many and can bury cities when the simoon drags them... 

—Thank you, thank you my friends, for your adherence to the 
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cause of justice, which is the cause of humankind. 

"May the light that illuminated Prince Melchior 20 years ago, 

enlighten us all so that we do not stray from our path." 

With this ended the confidence that seemed so brief and simple, 

and yet meant an alliance between two continents: Central Asia and 

Africa for the cause of justice and truth. 

Alexandria, the great maritime city of palm trees and obelisks 

received once again the ignored truth-seeking guests who considered 

themselves blissful with their hoard of inscriptions, hieroglyphs and 

yellowed papyri. 

Six days passed quickly in the great archives of the Library, where 

they all devoted themselves to the task of translations and making 

copies, so that the Palestinians would take with them translated and 

exact copies of everything they had found in the hypogeum of 

Mizraim, since the originals were naturally to remain in the Museum 

of the beautiful city of Alexandria. 

 

With a few hours left before the ship that would take them back to 

the port of Gaza set sail, Melchior called Yhasua and gave him several 

letters of recommendation for people residing in different cities in 

Palestine and Syria: for Prince Sallun of the old Lohes family , with 

domain over the city of Jerusalem; for Azbuk, prince of Beth-zur; for 

Jeshua, prince of Mizpah, all of them with domain in the wall and 

towers of Jerusalem and finally for prince Ezer, whose domain in Beth-

Zur, reached part of the wall and city of Bethlehem. 

—I finished with the princes — Melchior said graciously—that not 

only among them do I have good friends. 

“Here are two more letters: one for a strong Jewish merchant 

residing in Antioch: Simonides, here are the addresses. The other for 

Scheiff Ilderim, a resident one hour from the Dafne forest, in the Oasis 

of the Palms, more commonly known as the “Orchard of the Palms”. 

—Oh, Prince Melchior!..., that's the one that Joseph of Arimathea 

wrote about on the first night of our visit to the hypogeum, don't you 

remember? 

—Yes, yes, my son, he is the very one. 

—He was such a close friend of yours and you told me nothing? 

—Because everything has its time, child of God. Read all these 

letters on the ship and you will be as owner as I am of my relations 

with all of them and of the reason for these relations. 

 

Then Prince Melchior took a ring from his little finger that was a 
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simple gold hoop with 10 diamonds embedded in it. He put it on 

Yhasua's ring finger saying: this ring has all its value in that it belonged 

to my mother, direct and last descendant of Princess Zurima of Arabia, 

who drowned among the Kobdas of the Euphrates for saving the life 

of Abel, the Christ-man incarnated at that time. 

—Zurima of Arab!... —Yhasua exclaimed with a strange internal 

commotion that made him turn pale. 

—Yes—Melchior replied—. There’s an old tradition in the family, 

that all the descendants of the founder of our race, Beni-Abad, were 

to wear this ring and leave it as an inheritance to the eldest son. 

—Since I don't have children nor do I plan to have them, I give it to 

you, Yhasua, hoping you will allow me to feed the illusion that you are 

my great spiritual son. 

 

Yhasua with a deep emotion opened his arms, and the Elder and 

the young man merged in a long, tight embrace. 

Young Shipro and his uncle had received with joy the news that 

they would accompany Yhasua to Judea in order to facilitate the 

search for the unfortunate family of his first masters, to whom was 

linked the fate of all who had been their servants in all their properties 

and dominions. 

Many of them had been tortured by Gracchus's soldiers in order to 

extirt from them the secrets of the vast commercial network that the 

master had in different places. And one after another, they had fled to 

take refuge in mountains and caves, in abandoned tombs, or among 

the ruins of ancient cities destroyed by the repeated invasions of the 

Assyrian, Chaldean, and Egyptian armies at different times. 

 

The beautiful yet unfortunate land of promise was littered with 

ruins, painful traces of past cruel devastation. These ruins contrasted 

with the profusion of lavish and luxurious constructions to which 

Herod, called the Great, indulged himself precisely to earn such a 

name, with the squandering of gold taken from the peoples in taxes 

and levies of all kinds. 

When all the travelers made their way to the docks, Faqui 

approached Yhasua and said cheerfully: 

—I too am going with you, prince son of David. 

—What? But is it true? –and Yhasua looked for Buya-Ben, Faqui's 

father. 

—It's true!... This son of mine, the most vehement and daring, 

perhaps because he’s the youngest, has big dreams that  burst into 
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flight from the shell of his skull. 

“Let him spread his wings and see what strength he can count on. 

But I won't let him out of my sight. 

—Oh, very well! I for one am very satisfied with his company. 

—Yhasua... dear Yhasua— Philo told him as he hugged him—. 

Never forget that you have here an old friend capable of giving his life 

for you. 

—And you, Master, do not forget either that copies of the books 

you are writing are expected in the Essene sanctuaries. 

 

Prince Melchior gave his servant Eliacin a pocket with money for 

what they might need with Shipro and told them: –Until you return with 

me, if you wish, keep in mind that your master is Yhasua, the son of 

Yhosep of Nazareth. 

They both kissed his hand and then they both embarked. 

Three white handkerchiefs fluttered for a long time at the top of the 

pier while many hands were waving on the ship saying goodbyes that 

seemed to never end. 

When the ship left the inlet in the river and rounded the first bend 

to put the bow out to sea, Prince Melchior, Philo, and Buya-Ben looked 

at each other through tears that clouded their eyes, and one said to 

the others: 

—Only from the greatness of love that Yhasua's personality 

radiates from itself, is it confirmed to the point of evidence who he is 

and where he came from. 

—And to think that in his native country it is only the Essenes who 

have recognized him! 

 

In profound silence they walked the distance that separated them 

from Philo's dwelling, annexed to the Library and Museum of 

Alexandria.  
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43. Back to Palestine 
 

—How happy I have been in Alexandria, and what conquests I 

have made! —Yhasua said to his four friends from Jerusalem. Are you 

satisfied with this trip? 

—And you're still asking, Yhasua?... 

—Could we have dreamed of the discoveries made? –said 

Nicodemus, the most passionate as a researcher. 

—I for one— said Joseph of Arimathea—expected some surprises 

promised by Master Philo, but I never dreamed that we would have 

before us all the old history of a distant past, lost among the desert 

sands. 

—This old Egypt— said Gamaliel in turn— is like a great giant 

buried under the sand, which from time to time raises its head to 

frighten the learned men of the present time, saying: 

"Not everything that you dream is in agreement with the truth." 

—I'm already seeing— said Nicholas with great grace— the frown 

that the old teachers from the Great College of Jerusalem will put on; 

Shammai, Simeon, Hillel, Gamaliel your uncle, and others. 

—By our father Abraham!... —Joseph exclaimed, terrified—. Are 

you crazy to reveal our secret to them?... Don't you see that they are 

all over 80 years old? Do you think they can accept truths like these? 

—Truly — said Nicodemus— it would be like trying to put a turban 

on their feet instead of tightly wrapped around their heads as they 

wear it. 

—That’s Right, man, precisely! We have nothing to do with 

octogenarians. Our field of action is the youth that wakes up eager for 

truth and light, without preconceived ideas, and with reason and logic 

that flutters looking for other horizons to expand. 

 

The four friends from Jerusalem entertained their leisure as 

travelers in these conversations, while Yhasua and Faqui walked on 

the deck, contemplating the marvelous spectacle of the Nile delta with 

its enchanted islands, like delightful vases of emeralds and mother-

of-pearl. 

Tiny white houses in the distance looked like herons asleep in the 

dark green of the foliage and the silvery green of the waters of the 

great river. 

And again, the fiery imagination of Yhasua took a gigantic flight to 

80 centuries ago. And he thought he saw those who were then lords 

of the Nile, the blue-robed Kobdas, who like him, great and beneficent, 
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were the blessing of God for those vast, beautiful regions. 

 

The sensitivity of the young African undoubtedly perceived the 

thought of his great friend, and he began to recite in a low voice this 

verse from an Alexandrian bard: 

 

"Give me your secrets Nile, big Nile, good Nile. 

The secrets that sank in your crystal waves. 

How many beautiful princesses emptied their tears on you? 

And how many sad slaves sought their peace in you? 
 

—Oh! my good Faqui! — Yhasua exclaimed, moving closer to him, 

and placing a hand on his shoulder—. Have you received from 

Amanai the gift of penetrating my thoughts? 

—I don't know, son of David, I don't know; All I can tell you is that 

by your side wings grow that lift me to great heights, from where I see 

all things different from how I saw them before. 

 

—Looking at the Nile delta, I thought that here many centuries ago 

there were women dressed in blue like your Daughter of the Sun, who 

collected in small boats the slaves who fled from their mistresses due 

to ill treatment and took them to their Sanctuary, to their shelters to 

give them the love and peace that they lacked. 

“I thought that the blue-robed Kobdas entered and exited through 

these mouths of the Nile to collect all the unfortunate and persecuted, 

slaves or princes; to bring light, peace, and harmony to all the 

countries of the Earth, where their effort and zeal for the good of 

humankind reached. 

 

“I thought that later these same waters turned red with blood, when 

the barbaric invasions of untamed and warlike races made fields of 

destruction and death out of all this beauty. 

"Sad human condition, Faqui, that leads man along the paths of 

ambition and crime, when the peace and happiness he dreams of is 

in his hand!"  

 

While this dialogue was taking place, the two servants Eliacin and 

Shipro, withdrawn at a prudent distance, did not lose sight of Yhasua 

as if they had received the order of a loving watch over him. 

Yhasua and Faqui approached them, seeking to shorten the 
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distance. 

—The time has finally come, Shipro— the Master told him— for 

you to fight to rebuild what the evil of men has collapsed. 

—Oh, poor me!... what am I to do, Prince of David? 

—That's what you came for, my friend, and there are many of us 

here to help you succeed. Don’t think that the strength to conquer lies 

only in swords and spears. The children of God know other silent and 

hidden ways to save the victims of the injustice of the powerful. 

“My companions and I belong to a Fraternity that in its beginnings 

was called the Brothers of Silence, and that today is known as the 

Essene Fraternity. True rescue works are carried out within it, 

secretly, without noise, without boasting of any kind. 

“Have you never heard of the pilgrim therapists who wander 

through cities and mountains in Palestine and Syria healing the sick 

and helping the helpless? 

 

—Oh yes!... I remember well that some lumberjacks of my first 

master, all in the family sick from a malignant erysipelas, were cured 

in three days by those pilgrim doctors—Shipro answered immediately. 

—You see who our allies are. No one mistrusts them, and even the 

toughest bolts of towers and dungeons open up without fear. In 

addition, Prince Melchior has given me several recommendatory 

epistles for his friends who will undoubtedly be aware of the business 

at hand. 

“By the way, let's go down to our chamber, for the sun is already 

setting, and the cold is making itself felt. Our traveling companions 

have already gone down and will be in the heat of the braziers. 

 

And all four quickly went down. 

Yhasua took out from his travel bag the packet of letters that 

Melchior gave him, carefully wrapped in a linen cloth between a 

double cover of white-tanned antelope skin. 

—The prince recommended that I read them on the boat, and that's 

what we're going to do now— Yhasua said, sitting on his bed. 

Joseph of Arimathea approached the group. 

—I think we can be part of the youth group, too— he said affably. 

—I guess it won't be matters of the heart... 

—Come all of you if you want, since being this matter of my 

concern and in favor of the oppressed, it is also yours of course— 

answered Yhasua—. Besides, you are no strangers to the motives 

that bring Eliacin and Shipro to us. 
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—Yes... yes... — said several voices at once—. 

—The Law says: 'Love your neighbor as yourself,' and other things 

being equal, we would all like the same to be done to us— added 

Nicodemus. 

—What is it about, then, as a preliminary to the work to be done? 

—First, if you allow me— said the prudent servant Eliacin— I will 

close the door of this compartment and draw bolts and curtains, for 

we are not alone on this ship. 

—You’re right, Eliacin; Well, it looks like you're experienced. 

After they were all gathered around Yhasua, he continued: 

—Here we have the recommendations of our dear prince for his 

friends in our country. 

“I am interested above all on this one addressed to the Scheiff 

Ilderim of the Orchard of the Palms. Do you remember, Joseph, this 

name? 

—Of course. He’s the one who gave me that mysterious note 

written in the Mizraim hypogeum. 

—The current personality of Adamu, who gave our civilization its 

name— said Gamaliel—. Precisely, read, read, Yhasua, this must be 

interesting. Yhasua opened the papyrus and read: 

—“Alexandria, 20 days from Nisan in the year 3,250 from Mizraim. 

“To the Scheiff Ilderim of Bozrah, with whom be the peace of God. 

“Twenty years ago, you saved the lives of three foreigners who 

were leaving the Mountains of Moab, where they had taken refuge, 

fleeing from the wrath of Herod the Idumean. 

“You will remember, good Scheiff, the stories we told you about 

that mysterious light that guided us to Bethlehem, where the one 

awaited by the world of idealists, seekers of justice and truth, had 

been born. 

“The bearer of this letter is that child that the three persecuted 

foreigners told you about, the one that Israel awaits, announced by its 

prophets. And if God gives you his secret like this, it's because you 

deserve it and because you know what you should do. 

“The young prophet Yhasua of Nazareth, son of Yhosep and 

Myriam of the lineage of David, will tell you what he may need from 

you in support of the works that he must carry out. 

“Your good sense and noble heart do not need other explanations; 

I know well, because I know you. 

"To serve you always. 

"Melchior of Heliopolis, Prince of Horeb". 

—Superb! 
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—Colossal! 

—Magnificent! 

—Brilliant!... 

Such were the exclamations that were heard at the end of the 

reading of the letter. 

—This means— added Joseph of Arimathea— that we are entering 

the stage of missionary activities, with which we had not thought of 

coming across yet! 

—It was time to come out of ostracism and darkness— said 

Nicholas of Damascus briskly. 

—Truly— Nicodemus added —the people of Israel, and with them 

the entire Near East, are crying out in all their tones for a savior from 

the injustices they suffer. The hour of the prophets is this, and before 

God we will be guilty if we let it pass without moving on. 

—And to think that a foreigner has come to give the first clarion 

call! — Gamaliel added, disgusted by his own inability. 

Everyone was looking at Yhasua who was silently looking at the 

open letter in his hands. 

Faqui, with his black eyes illuminated by a strange light, devoured 

his silent friend with his gaze. Yhasua gave no sign of hearing what 

was being said around him. 

—Yhasua— Joseph of Arimathea finally told him—. It's about you. 

You have nothing to say? 

Yhasua heaved a deep sigh and, raising his eyes filled with sweet 

sadness, answered thus: 

—You will no doubt know the full scope of what you’re saying. 

Melchior will know it too. But here within my Self, the Heavenly Father 

has not yet spoken. I tell you the whole truth. 

—He'll talk soon, Yhasua!... —several voices exclaimed at the 

same time. 

—The hour of God has not sounded yet, from what is seen— added 

Joseph of Arimathea. 

—Sometimes it happens with the great envoys, that an unexpected 

event lifts before them the veil of enigma and mystery that surrounds 

them, and they suddenly find their path open, and the march 

commenced. —This last thing was said by Nicodemus who perceived 

the pain that this conversation caused Yhasua and wanted to divert it 

a bit—. Why don't we continue reading the good prince Melchior's 

recommendations? 

Yhasua took another of the scrolls and opened it. It read like this: 

—“To Prince Sallun of Lohes, may the peace of God be upon him 
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and all his people: 

“In 20 years of friendship, oh Prince of Israel!, I think we have come 

to know and love each other. When I met you, you were in your hour 

of trial, haunted by Herod's ambition and greed, and that pain brought 

us closer together. 

“You will surely not have forgotten the night we spent together in 

the khan on the outskirts of Bethlehem, waiting to find the place where 

the extraordinary child we were looking for was found. 

“Our wonderful story that interested you so much, in these 20 years 

has been confirmed more and more, as I have had the opportunity to 

tell you in the few times that we have seen each other since. 

“The bearer of this epistle is the child whose appearance in Israel 

was announced by the stars. He has been here in Alexandria on a 

study mission and returns to his country loaded with the historical 

truths that he was looking for. The one announced by your prophets 

is approaching the great hour of his life according to my opinion. And 

just as 20 years ago I announced his birth to you, now I do so 

regarding the beginning of his works of justice, salvation, and love. 

“I know that I give you great pleasure in providing you with this 

approach. Do much more for him than you would for me. He himself 

will tell you if he ever needs you. 

“I am always your ally and friend for the service of God. 

"Melchior of Heliopolis, Prince of Horeb". 

 

—Things are moving along, Yhasua, there's nothing we can do! —

exclaimed Nicholas of Damascus. 

—Moving along too fast in the opinion of good Prince Melchior, who 

continues to see the light that guided him to Bethlehem— answered 

Yhasua—. 

“If it is to be as he says, it must be confessed that he is an amazing 

clairvoyant seer. But I beg you not to comment on the letters and that 

everyone form his own judgment in silence. 

—Very well, Yhasua, read on. —he opened another papyrus and 

read: 

—“To Prince Ezer of Beth-Zur, May the peace of God be forever 

upon him and all his family. 

“You know well that we were unsuccessful in our search for the 

unfortunate family of your relative and friend of mine, Prince Ithamar 

son of Abdi-Hur of Jerusalem. Last moon I received a message from 

Antioch from which we may believe they are alive, and that the young 

prince Judah, today 24 years old, is hiding under an assumed name, 
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under which he has made a brilliant career in Rome. 

“I have been informing you for the past 20 years that I’ve been 

following a higher light that speaks to my spirit about salvation, justice, 

and peace for all the oppressed in the world and especially in our 

battered East. 

“That boy who brought Gaspar, Balthasar, and me to your country, 

where we were about to lose our lives, is already a young man of 21 

years of age, and he is the bearer of this epistle that he will personally 

deliver into your hands. God performs through him works that are 

considered miraculous among men. But for those of us who study 

Divine Wisdom, they’re simply the demonstration that the Supreme 

Lord has passed his infinite forces and powers to him. 

“For me, he is the one announced by your prophets; the one that 

Israel awaits. You will judge. 

“He is bound by his incomparable love to those who suffer in the 

case of Prince Ithamar. Hence, I think a more flattering success will 

now be obtained. 

“He will tell you whatever is necessary in joining efforts for every 

work worthy of children of God. 

“I always remain your faithful friend and ally for everything that 

means justice and salvation.  

"Melchior of Heliopolis, Prince of Horeb". 

—With your permission— said Eliacin timidly— I know the good 

Prince Ezer, cousin of my master Ithamar. And I learned from a 

traveler who arrived with the caravan from Beersheba to Heliopolis, 

that the persecution of the Roman Procurator against the richest 

Jewish princes continues; including the prince of Beth-Zur to whom 

this letter is addressed, because he had made inquiries to find my 

master's family so that his property and his rights be returned to him. 

“His family was hidden in the Forest of the Flocks southeast of 

Bethlehem, where the wealthiest shepherds have built strong stone 

huts to defend their cattle from wild beasts. 

—Precisely— said Yhasua with marked indignation— where the 

herds are sheltered from the voracity of wild beasts, a family 

persecuted by men should take refuge..., human beasts, whose claws 

reach much further than those of a tiger or a panther... 

—How long ago was this news? —Faqui asked. 

—It's been two years— answered Eliacin—. We will have to see, 

because I know where the palace of Prince Ezer of Beth-Zur is in 

Jerusalem. 

—My mother will know everything— Shipro observed— since she 
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hears everything in the market square. 

—Yes, you're right, Shipro. The first thing we will do is to look for 

your mother –answered Yhasua. 

—Let's continue with the letters if you like— said Joseph of 

Arimathea— because I presume that our friend Melchior opens a wide 

path for many works to be carried out. 

Yhasua opened another of the missives and read: 

—“To Jeshua son of Abinoam, prince of Mizpah and Jerusalem, be 

the peace of God and for all his people. 

"My good prince friend: In your last epistle that reached me in 

Heliopolis when I left on a trip to the Central Sahara, for which reason 

it took me three moons to learn of its content, you told me about the 

dull, burning struggles between the rigorous Pharisees of Ishmael and 

the noble Sadducee princes of Annas son of Seth. 

"As the Pontiff Ishmael lived in the palace of Mount Zion together 

with the Roman eagles, it is well understood the systematic 

persecutions against the Sadducean nobility. They must defend 

themselves against two powerful forces: the high clergy who answer 

to Ishmael with the Pharisees, souls of spies; and the greed of the 

Roman potentates who come to our lands from the East, with the sole 

aim of building up fabulous fortunes by means of robbery and plunder. 

“You know very well that I’m a friend and ally of everyone who 

yearns for justice and harmony, freedom, and peace, for the East 

oppressed by the invaders from the West. 

“With the young bearer of this epistle, you will be able to clarify your 

concerns regarding that mysterious child, in whose pursuit we were, 

three travelers from the Far East 20 years ago. He appeared and 

disappeared as you told me once: ‘If the one who is waiting for Israel 

is incarnated in him, why does he hide himself, leaving us in anxiety 

and darkness?’ 

“That was your question, to which I hope you will find an answer if 

you speak in privacy and confidence with this young bearer of my 

letter. 

“He is a disciple of the high School of the Essenes of Moab, of 

Hermon, and Tabor, with which everything is known to you as to his 

knowledge of God's designs and mysterious ways. 

“Works of mercy and salvation are in his hands, in which you will 

be able to help him with your high position in Jerusalem. Do more for 

him than you would for this faithful friend, who will always be for good 

and justice. 

"Melchior of Heliopolis, Prince of Horeb". 
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—We’re just missing the last one — said Yhasua— and this is for 

the merchant from Antioch. 

—Let's hear it— said several voices at once. 

—“To the good friend Simonides of Judea, peace of God, 

prosperity and abundance. 

“With the arrival of your last ship at this port of Raphia, you asked 

me for orders regarding the interest on my money that is in your 

possession. 

“When I made you depositary of that capital four years ago, I told 

you that I did it with a view to a perhaps distant future, because I 

considered myself linked to a work of liberation and justice for the 

oppressed of our peoples of the East. 

“I am in the conviction that this work is close, and since I cannot 

specify the manner and form in which it will be carried out, I ask you 

to retain in your power, capital, and interests for when the opportune 

moment arrives. 

"The bearer of this epistle, educated in the School of the ancient 

prophets of Israel, will be able to guide your spirit and at the same 

time soothe your body, atrophied by the tortures given to you by the 

despots erected as masters in this sad time for these countries that 

cry out for their freedom. 

“For reasons that he himself will tell you, he is engaged in the same 

work that occupies you, regarding the unfortunate family of Prince 

Ithamar, your former patron, to whose fidelity you have sacrificed even 

your own body, today invalid. 

“Trust him more than you would trust me, notwithstanding his 

youth. He is 20 years old, and I have known him for 20 years. 

Consistent friend, yours always, Melchior of Heliopolis, Prince of 

Horeb”. 

—Here are five epistles that, if they fell into the hands of the agents 

of Rome, would be the best passport to the Antonia Fortress or to 

hang us from a tree on the Skull Hill— Gamaliel said laughing. 

—Yhasua should not carry them in his bag. I will take them here 

under my tunic, tied to my own body— said Joseph of Arimathea. 

—No, no— observed Nicholas —we must all bear the responsibility 

for them, and each of us carry one. So, distribute them. 

—I will take with great pleasure the one that Yhasua was to take, 

which is the fifth — said Faqui with his usual vehemence. 

—It will be better of all— added the silent servant Eliacin —that I 

take them all together. All of you, from what I see, are doing works of 

great merit; I’m not capable of anything, and I have no children, which 
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is why my life is the least important of all. So let me carry them on my 

body. 

Yhasua, who until then had kept silent, suddenly said: 

—All lives are worth more than any treasure in this world. 

Everything can be arranged with justice and wisdom. Let me take care 

of this. 

And immediately he took the sack in which all the papyri tubes 

were, and put the epistles of Melchior, that were wrapped among 

those rolls, back into their respective tubes and covered them in 

unimportant clothing. He put everything in the sealskin sack, tightened 

the bolt, put the key in, and threw the key into the sea. 

—What did you do Yhasua? —asked Joseph of Arimathea, 

alarmed. 

—I made the sea responsible and owner of this sack until we 

reached Gaza. 

—We all know what the sack contains. If when disembarking there 

is any danger or we are searched, nothing will be found on anyone. 

Once we arrived at our destination, we’ll break the sack, which of 

course is worth less than a human life. 

—Yhasua does everything well— Faqui said enthusiastically—. If 

you were the Roman Caesar, how happy this world would be! O son 

of David! Sometimes I think that Amanai forgets the humankind of this 

land. 

—Or that humankind forgot about Him, Faqui, you would say 

better! –The young Master observed. 

—In all those epistles of Melchior, the conviction that he has that 

you, Yhasua, have come to this physical life to do something great in 

favor of the oppressed peoples, is revealed. It could be said that in 

this poor sack that you have just closed are the keys of all the doors 

that will open to let you in and facilitate your activities. What will be, 

Yhasua, what will be that so great that you must do? 

Yhasua smiled affably at Faqui's vehemence, and the four doctors 

from Israel also smiled, waiting for the young Master's response to the 

incisive questioning of the young African. 

—I think that indeed, the time has come for the humankind of this 

world to return to God from whom the great majority have fled, and 

only small groups in our oppressed East, cry out for Divine Mercy, 

expecting everything from it. 

“I’m also willing to do everything in my power so that God reigns in 

all souls again. 

“I think all of you feel the same. Is this not the truth? 
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—Yes... yes... of course it is— answered several voices at once. 

—Then, you must not say and repeat over and over again that “I 

have to do a great work”. We have to do it among all of us who 

understand that the time has come to do it. Do we agree? 

—Very good, Yhasua, very good! You just said the great word— 

said Joseph of Arimathea. —You among us! We around you! 

—And many others that will follow!... — Gamaliel said —because 

in Jerusalem many small lamps are burning hidden under the bushel. 

—And under the plantain groves of the Orontes River and on the 

slopes of Lebanon as far as Damascus, the prophets are studied like 

never before to extract from them the secret of the precise hour that 

marks salvation— said Nicholas in turn vehemently. 

—Truly— added Nicodemus —the fever for liberation is reaching 

an almost uncontrollable point. And now it is insistently remembered 

among the elders of the people in Jerusalem, that 20 years ago, three 

wise men from the East came saying that the Christ announced by the 

prophets had been born, that the stars had marked the time and place 

of his birth, that Herod unleashed his fury and filled Bethlehem with 

blood to exterminate the king of Israel that had been born. And where 

is he, and why is he hiding from his people who are waiting for him? 

This is what everyone asks. 

—Everything comes in its time— Joseph said again—. I see there, 

very deep in my internal world, that we are approaching great journeys 

towards this path’s goal. Events themselves are pushing us towards 

it. And we must confess that the clairvoyance of Prince Melchior has 

raised us up on a summit, from which we see a much broader horizon 

than we saw before. God's instrument is Yhasua, it cannot be 

denied!... but as he himself has said, all of us and many others who 

await the alert clarion call, must fasten our belts, and grasp the staff 

of great adventures because the hour arrives.  

 

Three days later our travelers disembarked in Gaza where no one 

was waiting for them because they had given no notice of their arrival. 

All together they continued their journey to Bethlehem immediately, 

because Yhasua's family was waiting for them in the old house of 

Elkanah with which the reader is already acquainted. 

Myriam's tender complaints about the delay soon vanished in the 

sweet joy of having her beloved son again within her arms' reach. 

They had arrived around noon, for which reason the hospitable 

Elkanah wanted to celebrate their return with a joint meal. 

—Elkanah— said Joseph of Arimathea —you hasten to treat us to 
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a well-served table, doubtless believing that this is welcome and a 

farewell for a long time, but I announce to you that we’re taking over 

your house for at least three days. 

—So much the better— exclaimed the householder— so we will 

listen to the impressions you bring back from distant Egypt. 

Yhasua had a private conversation with his parents, in which they 

undoubtedly mentioned family events in their Nazareth’s home, in the 

picturesque Galilee of shady orchards and laughing valleys, full of 

seagulls, birds, and flowers. 

—We have to leave soon— Myriam said— because your Uncle 

James, your brother Yhosuelin, and the industrious Anna, are waiting 

impatiently for us. 

At this moment, the voice of Joseph of Arimathea was heard 

saying: 

—Give us two days of meeting here to determine the program that 

we are to follow. We have some very important work in hand, which 

we will communicate to you tonight at the quiet time. 

—It would be good, if you agree, to let our friends here know. You 

already know that Josiah, Alphaeus, and Eleazar have been one with 

us for more than 20 years – Elkanah observed. 

—Of course— answered various voices— because they will have 

a large part in the tasks to be carried out. 

—And they are so faithful to Yhasua! –Added Yhosep, his father, 

who felt great affection for his Bethlehemite friends. 

—Yhasua, my son— Myriam said suddenly—. Have those two men 

who are under the shed with so many sacks and blankets come with 

you? 

Yhasua looked where his mother indicated. 

—Ah, yes!... Eliacin and Shipro!... 

 And he rushed out towards them. 

—Why did you stay here? We are not families of princes for you to 

keep this protocol. Come with me and I’ll introduce you to my parents. 

Yhasua took the sack whose key he threw into the sea and he 

entered followed by the two servants to the great porch of the house 

where they were all gathered. 

—Do you see, Elkanah, this sack? —Nicodemus asked—. If you 

only knew what treasures of hidden truths it keeps! 

"And how lavish the desert sands were with us!... 

—These two friends, mother— Yhasua said, presenting the two 

servants— are recommended to your care and tenderness. It’s 

enough to tell you that they were sent by our great friend Prince 
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Melchior.  

—Have you seen him, my son, have you seen him? –Myriam 

asked, as if speaking of a being whose memory she preserved with 

immense love. 

—I was with him all the time I was away from here— her son 

replied. 

—And I haven't seen him since we were on Mount Hermon, when 

you were only six years old! How much gratitude we owe him! 

—Here is this gift that comes from his hand— Yhasua said, taking 

off the ring that Melchior gave him when saying goodbye to him and 

putting it on his mother's ring finger. 

—Always the same, pouring out gifts wherever he passes— said 

Myriam—. May the Lord fill him with peace and abundance. 

As the cold was very intense, everyone took shelter in the huge 

kitchen, where the hearth was burning happily, and the family stove 

gave off that pleasant smell of bread when it is golden and ready to 

be served on the table. 

Sarah, the diligent housewife, helped by Myriam, did the honors of 

that old oak table, on top of which 20 years ago they had celebrated 

the birth of Yhasua with a wine of joy and glory, among the splendor 

of the glory of God, which made itself felt in the heavenly voices that 

sang: 

"Glory to God in the highest heaven,  

and peace on Earth to men of good will." 
Eliacin and Shipro, the two humble servants, were speechless with 

the emotion of seeing themselves treated as family by Yhasua's 

parents and the householders, for whom they saw clearly that their 

current master, Prince Melchior, kept so much respect and deference. 

When Yhasua presented his new friend to his parents, the Hack-

Ben Faqui, whom he met in Egypt, and who loved him so ardently, the 

sweet Myriam, welcoming him affably, said: 

—How similar he is to Prince Melchior! Almost as much as a son 

to his father. Are they family? 

—In love we are father and son, but not by blood. Just like Yhasua 

and I, who have brotherly love for each other, only because our hearts 

beat in the same tone. You do look like him, happy mother, you cannot 

deny that you’re the mother of this great son of David. And your father, 

Yhasua, in my land would be taken for one of those beneficent 

geniuses who bring down the refreshing rain when the drought of the 

desert scorches us. 
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“Just as I imagined your family members, so I found them; family 

of patriarchs who are sweetness of peace and wisdom of good advice. 

—I really like your African friend, and even more, because I know 

it was Prince Melchior who brought him close to you, Yhasua— 

Myriam said with her usual sweetness. 

In these and other natural explanations of the circumstances that 

the reader will understand very well, lunch and after-dinner passed, 

after which, the two servants who had nothing to do there, continued 

their journey to Jerusalem in search of Shipro's mother and Eliacin's 

sister, to make the necessary inquiries into the matter that had brought 

them from Alexandria. 

The others would leave towards Jerusalem three days later, 

agreeing to meet at Nicodemus's private house as it was the most 

secluded of the places frequented by agents and those close to the 

Roman government. Since it was inhabited by an old widow with her 

two older daughters, who only dealt with works of mercy, no one could 

suspect that those who arrived there would have other purposes than 

charity. 

In addition, the private house of Nicodemus, for being close to the 

gate called “of the Fish”, which was the first to open at dawn and the 

last to close at night, and which was also of relative proximity to the 

abandoned palace of the disappeared and dispossessed family, 

inhabited only by the faithful servant, mother of Shipro, came to be 

like a strategic place even for the pilgrim therapists who used to stay 

there. 

Anna, the wife of Nicodemus, with her children, spent most of the 

year in the beautiful orchard that the family owned at Nicopolis, to take 

care of that great possession, whose olive groves and vineyards were 

one of the means of their livelihood. 

On many similar occasions, they had used the old house of 

Nicodemus's mother for delicate matters that required silence and 

discretion. 

—Three days from now I will be in Jerusalem— Yhasua told them 

when saying goodbye to both servants—. Make the inquiries we need 

and at night, on the first hour, follow these directions that I’m giving 

you and enter without knocking through the stable doorway, where the 

custodian is always there and will have already been notified. 

“And cheer up and good luck. We must now begin our task of 

salvation and justice for those who suffer! 

These words pronounced with that internal fire of love for their 

neighbor which the young Master kindled in all those who came to 
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him, filled the two servants with hope and energy. They, who, when 

embarking in Alexandria, had almost believed that this trip would be 

to receive more disappointments. 

—What a man is this, almost a teenager! —Eliacin said to his 

nephew— and exerts such control and force that one feels subjugated 

by him. 

—It's true— the youngster replied—. Without knowing how or why, 

I’m convinced that this time, everything will become clear because he 

wants it! 

While they are on their way to the sacred city of Israel, let us 

observe, dear reader, what happens around Yhasua in the old house 

of Elkanah the weaver. 

He sent for his relentless friends: Alphaeus, Josiah and Eleazar, 

with whom they had to share the meeting that night. 

If the discoveries made in Egypt, in the hypogeum of Mizraim 

buried in the sands next to the great pyramids, were interesting and 

very worthy of attention, even more so were the recommendation 

epistles from Prince Melchior. These epistles clearly implied that the 

times were pressing, and that those who considered themselves 

engaged in the great work of the salvation of Israel, and with him, of 

all the oppressed, should be put into action. 

Yhosep with Myriam and Sarah also attended the meeting in the 

cenacle room, after having taken the precaution of closing the doors 

and corridors and drawing the heavy damask curtains that prevented 

the glimpse of lights and the murmur of voices from showing through 

from the street. 

—Though Herod the usurper has already rotted in his grave; and 

his heir Archelaus rests in exiled in Gaul –said Elkanah–, there are 

still good hounds in Judea, who go hunting for what is thought and 

spoken in the old houses of the children of Israel, faithful to the Law. 

“I say this so that you will not be surprised by all the precautions I 

take. 

—We are well guarded— said Josiah— because the three of us 

have each brought our trusted servant, who together with your 

servants, watch over the house. 

—Anyone would say that we are hatching a conspiracy— said 

Gamaliel, laughing—. Do bonfires throw up so much flame that you 

fear a fire? 

—There is something new— answered Elkanah—. Last Saturday 

we went to Jerusalem to take our offerings to the temple, and we found 

ourselves with great alarm in the town, because the garrison of the 
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palace on Mount Zion and the Antonia Fortress has been redoubled. 

In all those surroundings you can see nothing but helmets and spears, 

and a despotic and arrogant soldiery that has just upset the judgment 

of our already tired brothers, who are watched even when they enter 

and leave the temple. 

“The covered gallery with which Herod made the Antonia Fortress 

connect with the holy place of prayer, is full of soldiers at all hours, 

and from the high terraces of the Tower, they constantly watch the 

outer cloisters. 

—And what is the reason for this change of scenery? —asked 

Joseph of Arimathea. 

—Truly, we don’t know; but there are rumors of an uprising of the 

nobles, not against Caesar, who is sometimes unaware of what is 

happening here, but against Governor Gracchus. Since Gracchus has 

committed so many outrages in Judea, he established his residence 

in Caesarea, reportedly to be closer to the sea, where he has a boat 

moored in case he finds himself in trouble and needs to escape freely. 

“In order to despoil the richest Jewish princes with impunity, he 

invented assassination plots against him. Now that so many crimes 

bite his conscience, he rightly fears revenge from his victims. That's 

all— argued Eleazar—. Our great friend Prince Ezer of Beth-Zur, who 

has always bought our products and shipped them to Ashkelon in 

contract with the ships of the late Prince Ithamar, was also about to 

fall into the diabolical networks of Governor Gracchus. He was notified 

in time, but he already knows that he is on the list. 

—Day by day the situation in our country is becoming more and 

more intolerable— Alphaeus added—. Those of us who live semi-

unknown in the dark do not present a covetable target to these robe 

pirates. But since in one way or another we live in the shadow of the 

big finances that drives commerce in the country, in the end they affect 

us all. 

—That’s the way it is, any way you look at it— Josiah affirmed in 

turn—. And without going any further, you will see. Due to the 

persecution unleashed against the family and assets of Prince Ithamar 

of Jerusalem, his shipping company had to withdraw from Tyre, and 

move its headquarters to Antioch to shelter under the immediate 

authority of the Consul who seems not to be such a bad person. This 

naturally makes the arrival of his ships to Ashkelon less frequent. Now 

only one ship comes every two months, when before we had two per 

month. 

—Not to mention— Eleazar continued —that the ships had to 
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increase their crew and arm them as if they were warships, for what 

may come. It is said in a whisper that Gracchus has a contract with 

the same pirates against whom Caesar sends his galleys, to assault 

the merchant ships that he indicates. This is how Prince Ithamar was 

assassinated.  

—In this last moon that you have spent in Egypt— Elkanah added 

—this nest of vipers has been stirred up in a street riot that occurred 

as a result of the arrival of reinforcements to the garrison. 

—You see— said Joseph of Arimathea, who, like all the 

newcomers, listened in silence—. All of this seems to indicate that we 

must come together in silence and prepare for events that will not be 

long in coming.  

—Indeed— Yhosep said, intervening in the conversation—. there 

seems to be a swell all over the country. My son Yhosuelin wrote me 

with the last caravan, that in Galilee young boys are beginning to 

disappear and that their whereabouts are unknown. There are those 

who suspect that they cross the Jordan, and that they are organized 

in the country of the Hauranites in the Bashan Mountains, for the 

purpose of liberating the country. 

Sarah and Myriam exclaimed in horror and fright at the sight of 

fights to the death, which seemed to threaten them. 

—Meanwhile, what do our Elders say? — asked Nicholas of 

Damascus. 

—What can they say!... That a man is needed to unite them all as 

if they were one. That is why now the thoughts of those three 

foreigners who arrived in the country 20 years ago, assuring that the 

Messiah announced by the prophets had been born, revives like an 

almost extinguished flame— answered Josiah energetically—. 

“If our people were united, there would be no Governor Gracchus 

to established himself as master and owner of lives and estates. 

—Naturally— Nicodemus replied—. That’s our evil. The nobility 

with all the Sadducees, on the one hand; the Pharisees with some 

doctors and part of the clergy answer to the Pontiff Ishmael; the 

Samaritans, mocked and despised by the Jews, approach with 

adulation their master who is so close to them in Caesarea; the 

Galileans, friends of all foreigners who seek fertile valleys and its 

cheery mountains, have no greater desire to free themselves from 

masters who seem to have raged against Judea and its main families. 

—In Judea is the gold; in Jerusalem, the great magnates reside — 

said Nicodemus—. The eagles don’t go looking for the little sparrows 

that peck grains in the huts, but the herons and the pheasants that 
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sleep next to the marble fountains. 

—If you will allow me— said Faqui —I am a foreigner among you 

and the youngest of all; but since when I came to your country I did so 

following the inspiration that Prince Melchior instilled in me, I believe 

that a word of mine is not out of place. The ruins of our Carthage are 

still smoking, the blood of our brothers slaughtered by the Romans 

has not yet dried on the desert sands. Our numerous Tuareg race, 

hidden in the black mountains of the Central Sahara, is organized to 

take its place if the oppressed East rises up to shake off the yoke that 

it has endured for more than a century. I am authorized by my father, 

Cheig Buya-Ben, who is one of the 10 high chiefs who command 

cavalry troops, to propose an alliance to you, in order to protect all 

together the release into the world of the Messiah Savior of Israel, an 

event that cannot and should not be delayed for a long time if we don’t 

want to give the enemy all the advantages that our delay would mean. 

So, you already know brothers from Judea. If you want to impose the 

reign of the son of David announced by the prophets whose birth the 

stars marked 20 years ago, count on the 50,000 horsemen that the 

Tuareg race puts at your disposal”. 

Everyone's eyes were fixed on the young African, whose voice 

vibrated with clarion tones on the day of battle, and whose haughty 

countenance and slender figure made him appear like a beautiful 

bronze statue clad in a blue tunic. They then looked at Yhasua as if 

they believed him to be aware of these war projects of his new friend. 

The young Master, sitting between his parents, finally came out of 

his silence, and his soft and sweet voice resounded like a melody in 

the great room full of wonder and questions. 

—I confess that I was completely unaware of these projects that 

my friend has just exposed, as he himself can say. I thought that his 

trip was only due to the tender friendship that awoke between us and 

the desire to get to know our country. 

“I understand that we cannot be indifferent to the pain of our 

brothers and that we are obliged to put effort on our part to ease the 

yoke that weighs on everyone. We, the affiliates of the Essene 

Fraternity, believe that we are not free to act without first reaching an 

agreement with those who have been our drivers and guides up to 

now. 

"Frankly, I tell you that my points of view regarding liberation are 

very different, because I am convinced that as long as man does not 

free himself from his heavy chain of ambitions, selfishness, and 

meanness that overwhelm him, little will be done if we free him from 
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external masters that he himself throws himself on due to his own 

inferiority. How and why did foreign domination come? Because the 

ambitions for greatness and power had divided the ruling classes into 

factions, and in the eagerness to scale peaks where gold shines they 

opened the door to usurping intruders who justly exploit the internal 

discords of the peoples. 

“I had thought of expanding the silent but effective work of the 

Essenes, by means of voluntary helpers who share the work of the 

therapists. 

“Perhaps you think of armed armies to impose justice by force. I 

also think of armies, but without spears or swords, and only armed 

with the truth, with loyalty to one another, with the necessary 

instruction so that the people learn to think and reason, banishing the 

ignorance and fanaticism used by the bold adventurers to dominate 

them, deceiving them. 

“This is how I interpreted the guidelines that I opened before my 

eyes in the letters from Prince Melchior. All those material resources 

that these epistles allow us to glimpse, can be used for this vast 

network of moral elevation, of instruction, of teaching the people in 

order to prepare them to govern themselves. 

“Herod was an arbitrary and despotic master to the highest degree, 

that he took advantage of the internal discords to rise; the Divine Law 

took him out of physical life, and a new master came over Israel in 

similar conditions to the previous one. 

“Governor Gracchus has found the Jewish nation divided by deep 

hatred. Why does Judea hate Samaria? Why does it despise Galilee? 

Are they not all descendants of those 12 tribes whose trunks are the 

12 sons of Jacob, son of Isaac, son of Abraham, favored with divine 

promises? 

"While all this ignorance, rivalry, hatred and misery exist, our 

people will drag themselves miserably, subject today to one master, 

tomorrow to another, until they know how to conform their thoughts, 

their works, their entire life, to the Divine Law, which is the only just 

master that all people should have. 

“And within Jerusalem itself, why the hatred of the Pharisees 

against the Sadducees and their princes? Because of the envy that 

corrodes their souls, because of the ambition that harasses them at 

all hours. The Pharisees favored with the protection of Gracchus, have 

launched a war to the death against the Sadducean nobility for the 

most part; They have made themselves appointed pontiffs outside the 

law, but in accordance with their purposes. What would we do with 
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expelling foreigners from the country, if the cause of all evil is in the 

very heart of the people? 

“Such is my thought, which may be wrong. You are free to think, 

according to your own ways of seeing. 

"For me, it is not an armed uprising that would remedy so many ills, 

but rather a silent but determined and firm campaign of unification and 

concord, of instruction and persuasion, which raises the moral level of 

the people to put them in a position to govern themselves wisely. 

—Very good, Yhasua; very good! —said several voices. 

—You have spoken like a Master— added Joseph of Arimathea. 

—But this campaign should be initiated from above, that is, from 

the temple itself, from the Sanhedrin, and perhaps then it would give 

the result we are looking for— said Nicholas. 

—But, since we cannot force the great ones to take that path, we 

will take it by expanding the work of the Essene Fraternity, and even 

if later, we will get there— observed Gamaliel. 

After a long exchange of ideas, they decided upon the following: 

That each one, in the place where they lived or where they had the 

greatest ties, would invite the most qualified men so that in the 

synagogues they could begin to promote the unification of all the 

children of Abraham, deposing mistrust and unjustified hatred 

contrary to the spirit of the Law. They would take passages from the 

books of Moses and the Prophets, well studied beforehand, and on 

them they would develop their redeeming thesis: the unification of all 

the Israelites in a single thought and feeling, as only means of 

preparing to achieve peace and freedom. 

The four friends from Jerusalem were associated to the Great 

College, which after the death of the elderly Rector for life Hillel, had 

undergone some transformations introduced by Simeon his son and 

by Shammai with the help of some doctors and priests who were 

Essenes. 

Joseph of Arimathea observed that Prince Jeshua, son of 

Abinoam, with domains in Jerusalem and Mizpah, to whom one of 

Prince Melchior's letters was addressed, was treasurer of the Great 

College, and through him they could reach the great classroom from 

where the learned men of the country came out. 

Melchior's epistle hinted at a more intimate and familiar friendship 

with him, and perhaps it was the best way to successfully enter the 

field that they wanted to cultivate. 

They agreed that Yhasua, with the four from Jerusalem and Faqui, 

would visit Prince Jeshua, taking Melchior's epistle introducing the 
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conversation on the desired topic, for which the letter itself presented 

them with all the facilities. 

The areas of the country were distributed, where each one had 

relatives or friends to start the great unification crusade for all of Israel, 

which would be called the Holy Alliance, and they would take the 

initials of both words as a sign to know those who belonged to it. 

Yhosep, Myriam and Sarah, who had only been listening in on that 

meeting, calmed down a bit seeing that the campaign ceased to be 

warlike and became a bond of love and fraternity. 

—That way— Myriam was saying affably— even I can help when 

we return to our nest in Nazareth. 

—And I here in Bethlehem and Hebron, where I have many 

relatives— added Sarah, participating in the general enthusiasm. 

—I, in Herodium— Josiah was saying— have some good friends. 

—Me, in Bethsura— Alphaeus added cheerfully. 

—I can have a regular harvest in Jericho— said Eleazar, who was 

originally from there. 

And Ramah, Bethel, Gezer, Emmaus, Anathoth, and other 

important neighboring towns of Jerusalem, adding themselves to the 

golden dreams of that handful of idealists who, in their longing for the 

improvement of freedom and peace, saw in those moments as an 

easy thing to speak, and that from their words sprout the facts in 

splendid compensation to their efforts and desires. 

—Whichever way you take in favor of our oppressed and vexed 

countries —Faqui said in turn—, I will always be for the cause of 

Yhasua to triumph or die with him. 

—You, who are the youngest of all, speak of dying when you have 

barely begun to live? — asked Nicodemus, who had taken a great 

liking to the young African. 

—It seems to me that this young man has very farsightedness, and 

his foresight leads him to think that in the work you are starting, many 

risks can be taken— Yhosep observed, silently analyzing the people 

and their thoughts, revealed in the conversations he had just finished 

listening. 

—That's right, father, just as you say— Yhasua said—. 

“Tomorrow we will discuss the Tuareg race to which he belongs 

and all the discoveries that the desert has given us. 

“It will be good that all of us who form the Holy Alliance know the 

truth, which will serve as the basis for the teaching that we are to give.  
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44. Yhasua in Jerusalem 
 

Three days later the young Master with Faqui and his four friends 

stopped at the lonely hill where David's tomb was located. 

There they left the donkeys on which they had made the journey, 

which a servant from Elkanah would return to Bethlehem. 

—Here it is buried the great king, your ancestor— said Faqui to 

Yhasua— and here I will come many times to ask for inspiration from 

that tutelary genius of your race. 

After a brief exchange of ideas about the appointment they had 

pending with Melchior's servants, Eliacin and Shipro, in Nicodemus's 

father's house, they separated. The four doctors of Israel entered 

through the gate of Zion, and Yhasua with his parents and Faqui 

through the gate of Shrimp, known today as Gate of the Moors, 

because it is very close to the house of the widow Leah, their close 

relative. 

The appointment with the servants was early in the evening. 

The travelers had arrived in the middle of the afternoon, so Yhasua 

prepared to go to the temple which he had not seen for a long time. 

Faqui wanted to go with him, and they both went to the picturesque 

hill on which the temple was established like a magnificent crown, on 

the stone head of an immobile giant. 

The young African found beautiful the panorama of the great city 

of David and Solomon, built so skillfully, using the highlands of the 

irregular terrain that now descended in delightful slopes, as it rose in 

hills crowned with splendid palaces that the building genius of Herod 

had greatly embellished. 

 

The marble whiteness of the Hippicus, the Phaseolus, and other 

palaces, like gigantic chests of the richest marbles, stood out on the 

slopes of the hills, resplendent with the afternoon sun, and silhouetted 

against the serene blue of the sky, with the elegance of its lines in the 

purest Roman style. 

The 40 towers of the wall, the crenellated towers of the Citadel 

attached to the Jaffa Gate, the thousand turrets of the royal palace on 

Mount Zion, the gold and blue domes of the Temple on Mount Moriah, 

under that pale gold sun of sunset in Judea was a superb spectacle 

for the young African who came from a country impoverished in its 

monuments since the destruction of Carthage, whose magnificence 

was reduced to modest villages that were slowly springing up as if 

fearful of provoking the invader's wrath again. 
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When they were going up the resplendent steps of the Temple, 

they saw a large stretcher stop in front of the Antonia Fortress and 

that the soldiers were grouping next to it to learn about the character 

they were carrying. 

He was the commander of the garrison of the Tower, who was 

lowered on a stretcher, and whose painful moans grated on the nerves 

of those nearby. 

—You'll have it well served— Faqui said in a low voice. 

—No, my friend— said the Master. —Perhaps a small path of God 

is encompassed in this. Come with me.  

Yhasua in 10 hasty steps approached those who lowered the 

stretcher. Their faces denoted affliction and fear. 

—I'm a doctor— he said with an imperative voice— let me assist 

him. 

—Enter the portico of the Tower— one of the soldiers told him. 

Yhasua continued walking, but he had already taken the hand of 

the wounded man whose bloody head did not allow him to perceive 

his features. Two more stretchers came in behind with two more 

wounded. 

They came from the circus of Jericho, where chariot races had 

been held in which the military man was a formidable champion who 

would have been laureate this time, as in others, had it not been for 

the accident that had occurred. His runaway horses had overturned 

his chariot, and he and his two attendants had been dragged and 

bruised to the point where they stood. 

 

When they entered the portico of the Tower, the wounded man no 

longer complained. 

—He's already dead— said one of the stretcher drivers. 

—Not yet my friend— Yhasua replied—. The Commander sleeps. 

If it weren't for the fear that dominated everyone, they would have 

mocked Yhasua's statement. The other two wounded had also 

silenced their mournful moans. 

—All three have died— said another of the drivers—. Not 

surprisingly. 

—They are not dead— Yhasua stated again—. Bring me water 

please, and cherry syrup if you have it. 

Shortly three basins full of water and a jug of the requested syrup 

were there. 

Yhasua, helped by Faqui and some servants, was unbuttoning the 

clothes and washing the wounds of the Commander first and then he 
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passed on to the other two. 

With his fingers dipped in the elixir, he made drops fall on their dry 

lips, then he drank in large gulps and with his own mouth he poured 

the liquid into the mouths of the wounded. 

After this operation was repeated many times, the Commander 

opened his eyes. 

—You are a Jew, and you cure me— he told him. 

—I am a Galilean— answered Yhasua— and you know that we 

Galileans do not hate foreigners. Have peace in your soul, and you 

will be healed. 

—May your God pay for your good deed— the Roman soldier said 

again in a weak but clear and understandable voice. 

 

The reaction of the other wounded was slower; both opened their 

eyes, but could not speak, except with unintelligible guttural sounds. 

Those who were present did not come out of their stupor and began 

to envelop Yhasua in a respect full of fright and almost fear. 

—Could he be a magician? — said one. 

—Or one of those prophets that the Hebrews venerate almost like 

gods— added another in a low voice. 

—Take me to my office— the Commander said weakly— and also 

my two assistants. For serving me, they have almost lost their lives. 

—If you allow me— the Master told him— I'll stay by your side for 

a few more moments. 

—I was about to ask you to come with me tonight. I have 

confidence in you, and I want to leave some arrangements in case I 

have to die. 

—It’s too soon to talk about dying— the Master replied— because 

God wants you to live. 

—You can go and rest— he told the soldiers and stretcher drivers. 

—My friend and I will watch over the sick. 

“It’s enough for one of you to stay at the door in case we need 

anything. 

Faqui believed that he was living on magical enchantments. 

He had never seen anything like it. Yhasua calmly ran his wet 

fingers over and over the throats of the wounded who had lost the use 

of speech. 

The commander, who no longer felt any pain, did not take his eyes 

off him. It was as if a powerful magnet tied his gaze to Yhasua's face. 

—Talk to me— Yhasua said imperatively to one of the wounded—

. I want you to tell me your name. 
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—Gensius— he said clearly. 

—Well, Gensius; Almighty God returns your voice and the use of 

the word so that you can do much good to your fellow men with it. 

—Thank you prophet! — He said with a voice full of emotion. 

—Now it's your turn— he said to the other wounded man, who 

shook his head negatively as if to say I can't. At the same time, he 

opened his mouth and Yhasua saw that his tongue was like a clot of 

blood. 

In falling, he had doubtless bitten himself, producing a hideous 

gash. 

Scooping up water in the cup of his hand, he made him drink for a 

short time. 

Then he joined his lips to those of the wounded man and exhaled 

great breaths, deep, deep, as if he left his own life in them. 

He sat on a small stool in the middle of the three beds and 

supporting his forehead with both hands, he kept a long silence. 

The three wounded fell into a deep sleep that must have lasted 

about an hour. 

When they woke up, the three of them sat on their beds and said 

to each other: 

—I am cured, I have no damage. 

—Neither do I— said another. 

—And I'm healthier than before— said the third. 

Yhasua looked at them smiling. 

—You're not old enough, child, to have learned so much science. 

Who are you? —asked the soldier, rising to a standing position. 

—I already told you that I am a Galilean; My name is Yhasua, son 

of Yhosep, a craftsman from Nazareth. 

—How much do I owe you for what you've done today with me and 

these? 

—Nothing, because it is my God-Love who has cured you, and He 

only asks as compensation for his gifts, that you be good and merciful 

as He has been with you. 

—But don't you need something for your person, for your life? —

the Commander asked again. 

—For me I need nothing, but I may need you as helpers to do with 

those who suffer as I did with you. 

—Count on us always and for everything you want. 

—Thank you guys, thank you very much. I also beg you not to 

divulge what you have seen. A doctor cured you and that's enough. 

—Your friend is admirable! –said the soldier addressing Faqui, who 
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was more absorbed and astonished than them. 

—He really is admirable! — I have arrived yesterday from 

Alexandria, a stranger in this country, where I have come to witness 

wonders that I never dreamed were realities. 

—You have never thought that there is a Supreme God, giver of all 

goods— answered Yhasua. 

—I want to know the law of your God, Yhasua— the Roman said 

again. 

—It's very short and very simple: 

"Do with your neighbor as you want to be done with you." 

 “Love all your fellow men; don't hate anyone." 

—That is all? 

—That's all, absolutely. 

“Now, my friend and I are leaving because we are expected in 

another place. 

 “Legionary of Rome!... –exclaimed the Master–; May my God give 

you his peace and wait for me, I will come to visit you tomorrow. 

—I don't know if you are a man or a god!..., but I swear by all the 

gods of Olympus, that I will never forget what you have done with us 

today. 

Yhasua and Faqui went out. 

—I thought we would visit the temple— Yhasua said to his friend—

. But, for today we don't have time. 

—But you have done a work that is worth much more than our visit 

to the temple— Faqui answered—. Aside from three lives saved, I 

think the gratitude of these men will go a long way in paving your way 

through this tangled maze of hatred and persecution. 

—I think so— answered Yhasua—. Now let’s go home, Faqui, 

because my parents are waiting for us and it's not fair that to comfort 

some, we afflict others. 

—Yes..., yes, Yhasua!..., it's as they say, and as I say since I've 

known you: 

“You do everything well and as always driven by a high wisdom. 

Let's go with your parents. 

Leah and Myriam were already waiting for them with the white 

tablecloth laid out on the table, the hot milk, the cooked chestnuts, and 

the bread fresh from the fire. 

The simple evening meal passed amid the most complete joy. 

How sweet and smooth is all delicacy when the soul is serene, and 

the accusing conscience does not raise tempests and storms! 

Yhasua told his parents, in minute detail, his trip to Alexandria, the 
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nights spent under the tents in the desert, in the valley of the 

Pyramids, all the exciting scenes that occurred in the hypogeum of 

Mizraim, the mummies of a millenary antiquity, the papyri kept 

between the sarcophagi... 

Yhosep, Myriam, and Leah listened in silence. 

—My son— said Yhosep suddenly—. Now I understand your 

mission amid the people of Israel. 

“The three wise men from the Far East were right when they visited 

you in the cradle: ‘This child brings with him all the divine powers to 

be the savior of the world’; they said in one voice. 

—You've told us about Egypt, but not what happened this 

afternoon at Antonia Fortress— Leah said, smiling. 

—What? How come you already know? 

—Oh, my son, in Jerusalem everything is known as soon as it 

happens. You already know that my uncle Simeon's two sons are 

service Levites in the Temple, and this afternoon I sent my servant to 

bring them what they need, as I use to do since before the old uncle 

died. In the Temple one knows what happens in the porticos of the 

Tower, just as there one knows what happens in the outer courts. 

“But don't be alarmed, only two doctors recently arrived in 

Jerusalem are said to have healed the wounded. Only my cousins and 

my servant know that you, my son, were involved in this matter. 

Yhasua, somewhat annoyed, remained silent. 

—I think there’s no harm in knowing it— said Faqui. 

—It's just that Yhasua doesn't want notoriety for his person— 

Myriam observed. 

—It's prudence— Yhosep added— and I think like him. 

—There is so much bad intention at the present time in our country 

that misgivings and distrust of such extraordinary events can arise. 

—Don't be afraid, our Essene Levites are very discreet, and my 

servant, who was born in my house, is like a son who won’t’ speak if 

he fears harm to the family. 

—Let us give thanks to the Supreme giver of all good— Yhasua 

said— because the healing of the Commander and his assistants can 

open ways for us to do some good to those buried alive in the Antonia 

Fortress. 

“Think along this line, everyone, since you surprised the secret. 

 

A few moments later, Yhasua and Faqui were heading to the old 

house of Nicodemus's mother, where they would meet the four 

doctors of Israel and the two servants of Prince Melchior. 
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They were already waiting, accompanied by a dark-haired woman 

who, despite not being more than 50 years old, was aged, with white 

hair and a visibly exhausted body. 

—She’s my mother— Shipro said, as soon as he saw Yhasua. 

The woman kissed Yhasua's cloak, and she began to cry with great 

sobs. 

Yhasua made her sit down again, while he said to her: 

—Don't cry, good woman, for the just like you should always be full 

of peace and joy. 

“The time has come to triumph over the wickedness of men. Tell 

me what news you have concerning the family of the lamented Prince 

Ithamar. 

—There are very few, master— the woman answered— but one of 

them is very good: the friend Judah is alive, and he came to his 

father's house in search of news. 

“They took him 17 years old, and he has returned made a man of 

24 years, beautiful and strong, just like the prince his father was, who 

seems to have risen in him. He's all a portrait of him. He has gotten 

his freedom and is rich by the protection of great lords of Rome. He 

will tell you everything better than me. But neither he nor I can find out 

anything about Mistress Naomi and her poor little daughter, that if she 

is alive, she must now be as old as my son Shipro, minus four months. 

—And that young man, where is he? — Yhasua asked. 

 

—He comes to his house alone, late at night. And he only came 

three times in the 20 days since he arrived to Jerusalem. He told me 

that he does not want to be seen in the city, for fear of hindering with 

his presence the meeting with his family, because his enemies believe 

him dead, and that is precisely his safety. 

“He stays in the khan * of Bethany, where he is known by the name 

of Arrius * – a fenced and partly covered field, where anyone who 

came to a city in Israel could stay free of charge—. 

“When the misfortune occurred— continued Amra, which was the 

name of Shipro's mother— it was said that the mistress and her 

daughter were taken to the Antonia Fortress. Since Governor 

Gracchus, the perpetrator of this crime, was here until a year ago and 

the guard of the Tower depended on him, no one could approach its 

vicinity. 

“I heard in the market that the new garrison that arrived recently is 

less severe, and they even share games and entertainment with the 

people. Since the governor has been in Caesarea, not so many are 
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locked up in the Tower, nor are so many crimes committed. 

“I believe that the mistress and her daughter were taken to that 

prison, where Gracchus sent all those who stood in his way; but I don't 

think they are alive, after seven years of martyrdom. 

“I heard a prisoner in the market recounting the life given to 

captives there. How could the mistress have endured such a life? 

—You have spoken well, woman— Yhasua told her—. Return 

calmly to the house of your masters, that your self-sacrifice and your 

honesty deserve the justice of God, which is the only one that saves 

human injustices. 

 

When the woman left, Nicodemus entered with the news that the 

meeting was not convenient, because the Sanhedrin was finding out 

who were some foreign doctors who had cured the Commander and 

his assistants, whose extremely serious condition could not be cured 

except by magic or by a prophet of great power. 

—Well— said Yhasua—Faqui and I will change clothes and no one 

will recognize us. 

“Now we go to the khan of Bethany to meet the son of Prince 

Ithamar who is staying there. 

—Is that the young man who disappeared seven years ago? —

Nicodemus asked. 

—Precisely. The woman who came across you is Shipro's mother. 

She has seen him at his father's old house, where he has visited three 

times. Do you want to come with us? 

—Can we get back tonight before the gates close? —Nicodemus 

asked—. The khan is beyond the ancient tombs. 

—We'll try to get back sooner, and if we can't, due to any incident, 

the guard on duty at night is an old acquaintance of mine— Eliacin 

said—and for a few sesterces he'll gladly open the gate for us. 

—Okay, let's go then. 

—Take my blue cloak— Faqui said to Yhasua— and cover the 

white robe that can be compared to the one worn by the magician who 

healed the Commander this afternoon. 

—You’re right, my friend. Now you are the one who makes 

everything right. 

The five men set out on their way. 

Eliacin, the servant, spoke to the guard, explaining that they were 

going to the Bethany khan for a traveler without a family who was 

staying there. The 20 sesterces that he gave him in exchange for 

opening the door if they came back late, were stronger than all the 
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explanations. 

 

Those hills covered with trees defoliated by the harsh winter, 

pierced by caves that were tombs with black valleys of shadow and 

greyish flanks cut into peaks; those enormous ravines, and to the left 

the black depths of the Mount of Olives, and everything seen only in 

the dim light of the stars, formed an impressive spectacle to those not 

accustomed to such excursions. 

Faqui, whose stature and strength as an athlete always gave him 

confidence, gave Yhasua an arm and Nicodemus the other. The two 

servants led since Eliacin knew the way well. 

From afar they saw the merry bonfire burning in the khan. 

If men fraternized from the heart somewhere, it was in those 

strange lodgings used in the East, where everyone felt at the same 

level. 

There, men and the beasts on which they had come mounted, 

spent the night. For that reason, camels that dozed chewing their 

ration could be seen in the reddish light of the bonfire; horses, mules, 

and donkeys, among bundles of luggage and belongings of all kinds. 

The keeper was paid by the travelers, who each left in his bag, 

according to their means. 

—We are looking for Arrius who is staying here— Eliacin said, 

when they confronted the keeper in the gate box. 

—Oh yes, yes, the good foreigner and his servant, who occupy the 

khan's best room—the keeper replied, ushering them in—. It is the 

first room on the right. 

Our friends headed there. 

The dim light of an oil lamp fell squarely on the handsome face of 

the young prince Judah, turned into Arrius the foreigner, by the work 

and grace of a Roman governor representing Caesar, who, although 

he was unaware of this particular fact, he knew very well that the great 

fortunes made by his prefects or governors were the result of plunder 

and robbery in the subjugated countries. 

—Master, good little master! —the two servants exclaimed at the 

same time, taking a fringe of his cloak, and kissing it. 

—We are Eliacin and Shipro!..., don't you recognize us? My mother 

told us you were here –added the boy. 

The young prince continued to look at them and his eyes began to 

crystallize with tears. 

—I am an outlaw— he told them— are you not afraid to come to 

me? 
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—No, master, no. If we have to die, we will die together with you! 

"These gentlemen want to talk to you, master, because they are 

also looking for the mistress Naomi and her daughter. — Saying this, 

Eliazin stepped aside, and the lamplight fell full on the face of Yhasua, 

who was ahead. 

—Those eyes!... — exclaimed the prince—. I could never forget 

those eyes!... who are you? 

Saying this, he had risen approaching Yhasua. 

—Prince Judah, son of Ithamar, whom the Lord have in peace— 

said the young Master—. An old friend of your father's, Prince 

Melchior of Horeb, has been looking for you for a long time, as well as 

for your family. We arrived two days ago from Alexandria, and we 

have had the good fortune to find you so soon. 

He made them sit on the beds, since there were no other seats. 

—Perhaps you will not remember me, but I have not forgotten your 

eyes, child of the well of Nazareth— Judah said with his well-toned 

voice charged with emotion. 

—Indeed— replied Yhasua— I am from Nazareth, and I don’t 

remember when you may have seen me. 

—Seven years ago, some Roman soldiers led a caravan of 

prisoners destined for galleys anchored in Ptolemais. I was among 

them, and since I was the youngest of all, they already gave the order 

to march, and I had not yet drunk. You ran to bring your pitcher closer 

to my mouth scorched by thirst. Don't you remember? 

—Not really. I have seen so many caravans of prisoners pass 

through the well of Nazareth, located next to the caravan path; that 

your case has been lost among the pile. 

—But I have not forgotten your eyes, Nazarene, and I bless the 

God of my parents who places you again before my sight. 

—And this time— Yhasua said—it will not be just to give you a 

drink, but so that you can recover peace and happiness, which in 

justice belong to you. 

—And why do you worry so much about my misfortune? — Judah 

asked again. 

—The Law says: You shall love your God above all things and your 

neighbor as yourself— answered Yhasua. 

“By Shipro your servant, I have known your misfortune, and they 

have led me to you. I don’t have an army to oppose the force that 

Gracchus abused to fall on your family like a pack of hungry beasts, 

but I have the justice of our God in my hands, as does every son of 

his who works according to the law, and with it we will work. 
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“If your mother and sister live, they will return to your side, O son 

of Ithamar, in whose memory I promise you in the name of God! 

—And you, who are you, Nazarene, tell me, who are you? Hope 

blossoms at the sound of your words, and it would even be said that 

my eyes see the beloved shadow of my dead father, and that I already 

feel the arms of my mother and my sister around my neck, hugging 

me so as not to be separated anymore. Are you a prophet or a 

magician, or a beneficent genius of those who come out of the sacred 

groves to console men? 

—You have said it, Judah, I am a Nazarene whose heart deeply 

feels human pain and seeks to alleviate it by all means available to 

him. Did they not use divine powers to relieve the suffering righteous, 

Elijah, Elisha, and Daniel? Has the power of God been consumed like 

chaff in the fire? 

Faqui, silently thought: "If this unfortunate young man knew what 

Prince Melchior says about Yhasua, that he is the Messiah awaited 

by Israel..." 

—Through the Orchard of the Palms, under a tent in the oasis, I 

heard a marvelous legend from the lips of an Arab leader. More than 

20 years ago, wise men from the Far East came to Judea, guided by 

a mysterious light to Bethlehem, where they claimed that the Messiah 

announced by the prophets had been born. 

“I was very young, and my mother made me pray so that if those 

rumors were true, the Messiah would save his people from 

opprobrium and restore to all of us the peace and justice that our 

elders bequeathed to us. Nazarene!..., haven't you heard this beautiful 

legend? 

—Yes, and even more so, I am a friend of those wise men and 

three days ago I was in Alexandria with Prince Melchior of Horeb, one 

of them, the youngest of those three who came 20 years ago. 

—Oh! Oh, good Nazarene!... —exclaimed Judah vehemently—, 

tell me everything you know, because a sibyl told me in Rome that: 

"when the great man awaited in the East passes by me, all my 

misfortunes will be remedied. 

“And looking for him I came to my native country. You know where 

he is!...Tell me, by the God of our fathers! 

—Your hour is near, Judah, and our God-Love sends me to you as 

his messenger to fill your heart with hope and faith. Be calm and 

serenity, because if the Christ, the Son of God, is on Earth, he will 

pass near you, because your faith and your love deserve it. 

"We have the means to investigate in the dungeons of Antonia 
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Fortress— he said immediately, giving another twist to the 

conversation—. An unexpected event has linked us to the current 

Commander who governs the prison and keeps order in the city. 

“If tomorrow you want to stay all day at your elders' house, maybe 

we can bring you good news. 

—First, I think we should find out if this young man can freely enter 

and leave the city, or if there is surveillance on him— said Nicodemus, 

who until then had remained silent.  

—I think— said Judah— that believing me dead, they will not think 

that I can resurrect to demand justice from Gracchus for the crime 

committed. My only fear is that my father's friends or his servants will 

recognize me, since I look so much like him, and that once the news 

gets out, the persecution will begin. 

—Wouldn't it be more prudent to take him with us now and have 

him wait tomorrow hidden in his house? — Faqui hinted. 

Everyone agreed on this. The young prince called his Arab servant, 

told him that he was entering the city, asked him to take care of his 

horse, and if his mountain friends were looking for him, to make them 

wait until he returned to the next evening. 

Without knowing why, that phrase: the mountain friends, led the 

thoughts of Yhasua and Faqui to what Yhosep had said in the 

Bethlehem meeting, that young men were disappearing, who crossed 

the Jordan and were lost in the neighboring mountains to the desert. 

But they kept silent, and immediately started their way back. The 

gate had already been closed, but the guard, paid in advance, did not 

even notice that there was an additional person in the returning group. 

Yhasua, with Nicodemus and Faqui, returned to Leah's house, and 

the two servants followed Judah to the solitary palace of his parents, 

where they entered through the door attached to the barn in the 

stables. 

But no sooner had he entered the gloomy house of his ancestors 

than Prince Judah, as if possessed of reckless courage, broke the 

rusty outer bolt on the great front door, went out into the dark and icy 

street, and tore down the sign that read: "Confiscated by the Roman 

government." 

—What are you doing, little master? —both servants asked him at 

the same time. 

Judah, without answering them, threw the infamous tablet into the 

empty stables located on the ground floor, and closed the inside again 

with the bronze iron, with which that magnificent door had always 

been closed. The door’s high reliefs and bronze inlays reminded him 
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of the craftsman his father brought from Tyre, to make it just like the 

one King Solomon had placed in the palace of his first wife, Pharaoh's 

daughter. 

As much as the poet-king had loved his Egyptian princess, his 

father loved the sweet Naomi of the dreams of his youth, for whom he 

had that palace built on Commerce Street, from whose terraces he 

could view the entire beautiful panorama of the city and its picturesque 

contours. 

How unstable and ephemeral had been the illusions and hopes that 

fluttered like butterflies of light under the coffered ceilings of those 

splendid rooms! 

On his first visits to the house, Judah never wanted to go beyond 

the faithful maid's room, attached to the servants' kitchen. Hearing 

sounds of footsteps and doors opening, the good woman appeared 

startled, with a small lamp in her hand. 

Her joy knew no bounds when she recognized her child, as she 

called him, who went through all the main rooms, lighting some lamps 

in them. 

—Little Master!..., you are now free, and you are waiting for the 

arrival of the good mistress and my dear girl... 

“Now you want to see everything! It's like the day they took you 

from here, because Amra has left no spiders or moths alive to destroy 

this enchanted paradise. 

When Judah entered his mother's bedroom, curtained in light blue 

and gold..., he saw her resting divan in the center, where the book of 

Psalms and the psalter on which she sang them still rested. His heart 

suffered a painful jolt and, falling to his knees, he sank his head into 

the cushions on which she had leaned, and a storm of sobs echoed 

dully through the lonely palace.  

The maid was crying next to him, and Eliacin and Shipro made 

incredible efforts to hold back their tears. 

Suddenly, Judah felt someone gently put a hand on his head. He 

raised his eyes and saw in the darkness that ideal face with those 

eyes that he could never forget. 

—Nazarene! It is you! –He exclaimed with such an accent of 

astonishment and love, that the servants also raised their eyes looking 

for the aforementioned character. 

But, they saw nothing, but his master who fainted, fell on his 

mother's couch, plunged into a deep lethargy. 

Shipro, whose love for Yhasua made him understand that there 

were great things, as he said, in that beautiful young Master, so loved 
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by Prince Melchior, had the intuition that Yhasua, Jehovah's Prophet, 

had appeared like a vision to his little master Judah to comfort him in 

his gloomy despair. And so it was, indeed. 

—Didn't he appear to me in the desert when I, alone in the world, 

cried embracing my camel? –he wondered. 

And wondering if it had only been a vision or a personal presence, 

Shipro took his mother's lamp, who was more dead than alive sitting 

on the floor of the bedroom, and began to run through all the rooms, 

corridors, and stairs, thinking that he perceived by moments the white 

tunic of that young Master who had approached him with so much 

love..., a miserable servant who was not worth more than a little sand 

in the desert. Tired of searching he returned, and Prince Judah was 

still sleeping. 

The servants put fire in the braziers to temper the frozen 

atmosphere of that bedroom, covered their master with blankets, and 

stayed by his side waiting for him to wake up. 

The next morning, when Myriam served her son breakfast, she 

would say: 

—Last night, until I saw you arrive, I was restless about you. Do not 

expose yourself to any danger, my son, remember that you have 

parents. 

—But mother!... —he replied, laughing—. With this athlete by my 

side, with the guardian Nicodemus and two faithful servants, do you 

still fear for your son? 

Shortly after, Yhasua went to the temple accompanied by Faqui. 

 

The young African paid great attention to the explanations that 

Yhasua gave him of what he saw regarding the practice rituals. 

The richness of that ornamentation, the coffered ceiling and walls, 

the gold and silver of the chandeliers, censers, and pedestals, were 

truly dazzling. His thoughts went back 10 centuries, and he saw 

Solomon consecrating that temple to Jehovah and blessing the faithful 

and loving people who had parted with their jewels of gold and 

precious stones, to enrich and adorn the temple in honor of Jehovah. 

—What is greater, Faqui?... —the young Master asked his friend, 

who was absorbed in so much wealth—. What is greater, the human 

soul, eternal, imperishable like God, or this heap of cold marble, gold, 

silver, and purple that speaks loudly of the magnificence of Solomon? 

—Oh..., the human soul, which loves, and creates these and many 

other beauties! 

—Then the soul of a just man is a more worthy temple of God than 
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all this wealth that we see here. We do a greater work than Solomon's 

when we comfort a suffering human soul, when we raise their moral 

level, when we remove the stumbling blocks that prevent their path 

towards the Light, when we awaken in them the yearning for truth, for 

knowledge, for wisdom. 

“If at least under these vaults of gold and silver the serene voice of 

truth, of justice, and of brotherly love that will make humankind happy, 

resounded, then the soul could bless and love them!... But when they 

conceal selfishness, ambitions, commerce, profit, deceit, and lies 

mixed in horrible desecration, with the simple prayers of an 

unconscious people, who ignore everything and seek God here with 

pitiful intonations, then the soul rises up in internal and silent rebellion, 

which little by little is externalized in manifestations that force and 

power drown with blood! 

“Do you understand Faqui?... God only wants love for one another; 

truth, justice, peace. 

“Without this monument of marble and gold, man could be happy 

worshiping God in his own heart and in the great splendor of the 

Universal Creation; but he cannot be happy without love, without 

freedom, without justice and without peace... 

—Oh!..., that really is the supreme truth— answered Faqui, sharing 

the same feeling as his friend. 

They immediately went to the covered gallery that linked the temple 

with the Antonia Fortress, along which a resplendent soldier walked 

in his armor, which shone as much as the gold and silver that dazzled 

in the temple. 

—Can we see the Commander? —Yhasua asked the guard. 

—You can go through here to the portico of the Tower— he 

answered— and there they will tell you if he wants to see you. 

Announcing his visit, Yhasua only said to the guard of the fortress: 

—You will tell your master that Yhasua, the Nazarene, is coming 

to visit him. 

He himself came out to meet him. 

—I bless your God because you have come —he said, holding out 

both hands to him. 

—And I bless you because I see you happy— Yhasua answered. 

—Are you so interested in the happiness of others? —the soldier 

asked again. 

—It is the only thing that interests me, my friend, because making 

men happy makes us like God. Believe me, I am very happy when I 

have been able to remedy the pain of my peers. 
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—Your friend is a foreigner, right? –He asked alluding to Faqui. 

—I am from Cyrene, so I’m an Egyptian from the seacoast. We 

arrived three days ago, and I just got to know the famous temple in 

Jerusalem. It is actually very beautiful. 

—For those who have not left the country, it is wonderful; but as 

soon as you have walked a few miles by sea or land, you see buildings 

that are true chests of art and wealth. In Antioch there are palaces that 

greatly dampen the brilliance of Solomon's temple. 

“Speak to me, Nazarene!... —continued the Commander—. What 

do you want me to do for you? Yesterday I saw myself on the brink of 

the grave and today I look healthy and strong thanks to you. And you 

have forced me to shut up! 

—Naturally! –the Master replied —. What need do I have to attract 

attention with facts that cannot be understood by the crowds? 

"I'm not interested in being considered a magician, which arouses 

suspicion and mistrust in there!... —And as he said so, Yhasua 

pointed towards the temple. 

“So, you know, Commander; if you love me well, don’t comment on 

your healing. 

—Very well, Prophet, fine; it will be done as you want. 

—I told you a moment ago that I am only happy when I do good to 

my fellow men— Yhasua continued—. I need you to remedy a very 

great pain. 

—If it's in me to be able to do it, count on it already being done. 

—Please tell me if two women: mother and daughter, have been 

buried alive in the dungeons of the Tower for seven years. 

—I am telling you the truth; I do not know yet. Only 28 days ago I 

was transferred from Antioch here: And I'm reviewing the inmate 

records. So far I have not found any women. I still have to check all 

the underground dungeons, and it is not to be assumed that women 

have been taken down there. 

“Do you know what crime they were brought here for? 

—For the crime of having a large fortune that has largely passed 

into the coffers of Governor Gracchus— Yhasua answered firmly. 

—Nazarene!... What serious words you have just pronounced! –

And the soldier got up to see if there was anyone in the neighboring 

corridors that could have heard this. 

He found the soldier who guarded the gate, who was one of the 

helpers in the run that nearly killed three men. 

—Gensius, come here— he told him—. Have you recognized this 

man? 
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—Yes, it is the Prophet who healed us— and approaching Yhasua, 

he kissed his hand. 

—Have you heard the statement he made about the Governor? 

—Yes, Commander, I've heard it, but since I'm not an ungrateful, 

you can be sure that I won't repeat it. In addition, in Antioch I heard 

one of the cases in which the Governor is accused of having 

negotiated with the pirates the murder of a Jewish prince in order to 

seize his fortune. One of the captured pirates declared it in a loud 

voice when they were taking him to be hanged. 

“And so, it may very well be that those two women the Prophet is 

looking for are from the family of the murdered prince. 

 

—Precisely— replied Yhasua— they are the widow and daughter 

of Prince Ithamar, son of Abdi-Hur. 

“If they were stripped of everything they had, it is a double crime to 

bury them alive in a dungeon, and this has been seven years now. 

—I know that many complaints reached the Consul of Antioch, but 

it is still supported by Caesar's favorite minister, married to a sister of 

Gracchus— the soldier continued—. 

—I have come here reporting directly to the Prefect of Syria, a great 

friend of the Consul, and I have command in the city of Jerusalem, in 

this Tower, and in the Citadel of the Jaffa Gate— he then added—: 

“Gensius, call the keeper of the dungeons. — he then quickly 

extended a sliding screen that concealed Yhasua and Faqui—. 

"Here you can hear but not speak— he told them. 

Soon the footsteps of two people entering were heard. 

—Guardian— he told him— last week you asked me for a license 

to attend to your business in Sidon, and I didn't give it because it 

wasn't possible for me then. I give it to you now for the days you need. 

—Thank you, Commander. 

—Gensius will replace you for the days you're missing. I haven't 

checked all the logs yet. In the underground dungeons, are there 

recommended dangerous ones? 

—Yes, Commander, in cell number five, the only one I received an 

order not to enter even to clean, because there are three prisoners 

who possess a serious state secret, for which they are kept there for 

the rest of their lives. The one who receives food and water for the 

three of them has his tongue cut out and cannot speak. 

“The rest are common criminals, murders, assaults on the roads, 

etc. 

—Well, teach Gensius how to do the service and give him the 
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sketches of the corridors and corridors, and the keys to the dungeons. 

“In the treasury they will pay you the current month, and 100 

sesterces more, as a mite for your good services. So, good luck, and 

have fun. 

—Thank you, Commander, may the gods be favorable to you. 

 

They both went out, and the screen was drawn back again. 

Yhasua extremely pale, seemed deep in thought. 

—Have you heard, Nazarene? — asked the Commander. 

—I have heard, yes, I have heard. Tell me Commander, even if you 

are a Roman, what are your compatriots in the middle of the world? 

Men or beasts? 

The soldier understood that Yhasua was suffering intensely, and 

sweetening his voice, he said: 

—Nazarene!..., I have understood that you are a man who is far 

above the rest. You cannot understand men, whether they are Roman 

or not, because all are equal when they have power and strength. 

Today is Rome, before it was Alexander, Nebuchadnezzar, 

Ahasuerus, the Pharaohs... 

“You are not from this world, Nazarene, and I don't know if you are 

an exiled god, or an angel of those that the Arabs sometimes discover 

among the palm trees of their oases in the middle of the deserts. 

“Whatever it is, I am alive because of you, and I will do everything 

I can to please you. 

“In a few moments we will go down to the dungeons if you wish to 

see the convicts for yourself. 

"I think your friend is trustworthy— he added, looking at Faqui. 

—Yes, Commander, there’s no doubt about that. 

“We go wherever you want. It is enough that I can alleviate the 

horrors that are hidden among these walls. 

Gensius returned with a thick key chain and the tablet on which the 

sketch of the dungeons was engraved. 

—The guard has left and that's the first door to go down to the 

galleries— he said, pointing to a small box that could barely be seen 

on the wall of the corridor next to the office where they were. 

—Open and let's go down— ordered the Commander. 

 

A nauseating musty smell came from that black mouth, which 

heralded horrors in the thickest darkness. 

Gensius turned on a lamp that was at the entrance and they began 

to walk down a narrow corridor, then the first stairway, a turn, another 
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stairway, more corridors and hallways; turning right, turning left, 

seeing as they passed little iron doors with large bolts where a grunt, 

a scream, a curse warned them that there was a human being there 

full of hatred, anguish, and despair. But no woman appeared. 

—We’re only missing this one — Gensius finally said, shining his 

lantern on the number 5, marked on the sketch—. It’s the last dungeon 

in this corridor. 

He opened it and they entered. 

Lying on a pile of straw, a bundle sat up. Between the tangled 

ashen hair and the beard in the same condition, two sunken eyes 

shone with reddish and bloody eyelids. 

Covered in dirty rags instead of blankets, the unfortunate man was 

shivering with cold. The nails of the hands and feet like eagle claws, 

hinted at how long the man had been locked up there. 

—The time for freedom has come for you too, if you want to be a 

good man— the Commander told him. How long have you been here? 

The prisoner counted on his fingers to seven. He gave a grunt 

accompanied by a hideous grimace and pointed to a barred shutter in 

the corner of the dungeon. 

"This must be the mute one," said Faqui. 

The prisoner opened his mouth like an empty, blackish, and 

disgusting cavern, revealing the openings of the larynx. His tongue 

had been amputated. 

Yhasua squeezed his chest with both hands to stifle a groan of 

fear, of anguish, of horror. 

—This is humankind!... — he said in a very low voice that was more 

like a moan. 

The unfortunate mute kept pointing at the black barred shutter. 

They searched for the door of that dungeon and found that it had been 

closed with stone and lime. 

The mute man took the lamp from the guard and with trembling 

steps he approached the small shutter and gave light. A weak voice 

was heard saying: A light!... Thank you, my God, for the gift of a light!... 

It was a woman's voice, and all hearts trembled with anguish. 

—Whoever you are— the voice continued— bring me water, my 

daughter is devoured with fever, and we have consumed what was 

brought at dawn. 

—Woman!... — Yhasua told her with his voice saturated with pity. 

—Today you will have your freedom and the arms of your son who 

awaits you safe and sound. 

There was a gasp and the thud of a body falling to the ground. 
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The Commander, Gensius, and Faqui, with extraordinary vigor, 

armed with picks, removed one by one the stones that closed the 

dungeon door, producing a cloud of dust that almost drowned those 

present. 

As soon as the hole gave way to the body of a man, they entered 

one by one. 

The picture was terrifying: two bodies lying on the ground, between 

damp straw and dirty rags, giving signs of life in the tremors that shook 

them from time to time. As scrawny as the other, one only knew which 

one was her mother by the tangled white hair that covered part of her 

face and her bare shoulders. 

Yhasua and Faqui spread their cloaks over them, while the young 

Master knelt down to listen to their breathing and heartbeat. The 

Commander had already sent for water, bread, and milk, which they 

made them drink almost drop by drop. 

—Go to the market shops— he told Gensius —and bring clothes 

for two women and a double litter with blankets. 

Meanwhile, Yhasua was no longer on Earth. His spirit, all light and 

love, all pity and mercy, was injecting his own life into those almost 

dying bodies. 

Faqui did not know what to admire more, if the painful state of those 

unhappy creatures, or the love of his young friend who gave himself 

completely to the pain of his peers. 

The mother, of a more vigorous nature, reacted first; but Yhasua, 

placing his forefinger on her lips, indicated silence, pointing to the 

young lady who was as if sunk in a heavy lethargy. After a while she 

half-opened her eyes and looked for her mother who hugged her, both 

breaking into big sobs. 

—Seven years!... seven years without knowing why! —said the 

mother, while Gensius was coming down the stairs with the clothes 

ordered by the Commander. 

—Bring the stretchers and have the litter wait at the door of the 

dunghill— he added. Faqui went out with the guard, because he 

understood that the Commander wanted to give everything the 

appearance of a burial, that is, as if two corpses were taken out of the 

fortress for the common grave called the dunghill. 

When the two women were able to get up and stand, Yhasua 

brought their clothes to them and withdrew to the next dungeon, where 

the mute, sitting on his pile of straw, gnawed on a crust of bread and 

a piece of dried fish. 

—Do you know who these women are? —he asked him. The mute 
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shook his head in the negative, and thus, through skillful questions, 

Yhasua understood that it was only he who possessed the grave state 

secret; that the other two of his companions had died. And Gracchus 

used him as an instrument to retain the two women, without anyone 

in the fortress being aware of their presence. It was the mute who 

handed out the bread and water to the two prisoners. 

While the stretchers were brought, the mother informed Yhasua 

and the Commander that Gracchus himself had lowered them into the 

dungeon, later having the door walled up with two Gallic slaves he 

trusted. 

—Do you have a place to lead them without attracting too much 

attention? — asked the soldier. 

—To their own house, where this woman's son awaits them, —

answered Yhasua. 

—Good; take them, and if later on they are disturbed when their 

freedom is known, tell them to come and deal with me. 

“Tomorrow, I will send a courier to the Consul Magnentius in 

Antioch, who today enjoys all the favors of Caesar. 

—May God give you all his gifts, Commander— Yhasua said, 

shaking his hand—. What you do for them you do for me, and I remain 

your debtor. 

—And the life you gave me?... — asked the soldier—. Nazarene 

Prophet!..., never forget that you have in me a true friend for life! 

Yhasua and Faqui with the two soldiers that together with the 

Commander Yhasua had cured, led the covered litter towards the door 

where the corpses of the deceased or executed prisoners came out. 

It was such a frequent event in the fortress that it did not attract much 

attention. In the depths of the dungeons, those condemned to the 

death sentence were executed without noise. Two more fallen under 

the executioner's axe, what difference did it make? 

When they left the fortress, the soldiers removed the black cover 

from the bunk that indicated the presence of corpses on it, and after 

walking down a lonely alley, the two soldiers withdrew so as not to be 

seen by passers-by. 

—Prophet— said one of them—we are yours for everything you 

need, and although we are at the service of Caesar, we are not 

Romans, and we know what the injustices of Rome are. 

—Call those two men you see at the exit of this alley, they are our 

compatriots, from Pergamum, and they’ve already been paid to carry 

the litter. —And both entered the fortress again through the so-called 

door of the executed, whose gloomy appearance grates the nerves. 
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—How many human beings had left through that door with their 

heads separated from the trunk! –Yhasua thought when he saw the 

two soldiers disappear behind the door, which closed again until other 

victims force it open again. 

Faqui ran to call the waiting men, and Yhasua raised the curtain of 

the litter to see the sick. 

The two were crying silently. 

—Who are you that you pity our misfortune like this? —asked 

Naomi, whose physical appearance had improved remarkably. 

—A man who wants to comply with the law that commands to love 

his neighbor as himself. 

—We will bless your name for the rest of our lives— the woman 

added. 

—But how does he hide it!... — said the young lady timidly, whose 

extreme paleness made her almost transparent. 

Yhasua guessed the desire of both and told them: 

—I am Yhasua of Nazareth, son of Yhosep and Myriam, a family 

of Galilean artisans, educated in the love of God and neighbor... 

—Yhasua!..., may our God give you peace and happiness for you 

and yours! —both women said full of emotion. 

Faqui arrived with the two huge, burly men who earned their bread 

by driving litters. 

Behind the family palace, there was a lonely esplanade, shaded by 

a grove of sycamore trees, towards which the carriage gate opened. 

There the two women got out and the drivers took the litter, but not 

before having received a bag of coins that Faqui gave them. 

Although with still hesitant steps and leaning on their saviors as 

they said, they were able to reach that back door of their palace, 

through which in another hour the carts and beasts loaded with 

products from their farm fields entered and left. 

Yhasua resounded two loud knocks, whose sound echoed through 

the solitary galleries of the enormous mansion. 

A little later the bolts were felt to be drawn, and Eliacin with startled 

eyes looked without believing what he saw when the door was slightly 

opened. 

—Open soon— Yhasua told him, pushing open the heavy door 

himself and ushering the two women inside. 

—No one has shown up to discover our secret— Faqui told him, 

closing the door again, after looking in all directions. 

—Is Prince Judah here? — Yhasua asked again. 

—He is in the mistress's bedroom, and he has been sleeping since 
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last night. 

—Mistress Naomi! Little mistress Thirsa! —said the faithful servant, 

gently touching the dark cloaks that wrapped them, partially hiding 

those beloved faces, so beautiful in another hour, and so exhausted 

and withered now... 

 

Neither one nor the other could utter a word because emotion 

tightened their throats and filled their eyes with tears. 

When they reached the great portico of the main staircase, they 

both dropped down on the blue upholstered pavement, just as they 

had left it in that sad winter of their misfortune and burst into loud sobs. 

Shipro and his mother leaned out of the stairway landing, and the 

boy ran downstairs, for he guessed what was going on in the great 

portico. The poor maid, being older, slowly came downstairs, weeping 

and clamoring madly. 

 

When the storm of emotions calmed down somewhat, they carried 

the two sick women up to Naomi's bedroom, where Judah was still 

asleep. 

The mother was going to throw herself on her son to cover him with 

kisses and tears, but Yhasua gently stopped her: 

—Your son's dream obeys a mental mandate because it was 

necessary for him not to go mad with pain. I will wake him up. 

He approached the sleeper and placing one hand on his forehead 

and the other on his chest called his name: 

—Judah, my friend, wake up to hug your mother and sister who are 

by your side. 

The prince sat up heavily and saw Yhasua by the couch. 

—Nazarene!..., my tutelary angel!..., now it is not illusion, but 

reality! –he exclaimed vehemently. 

And he took both of his hands. 

Yhasua moved away a bit so that the young man could see those 

two women who were so loved, and for whom he had cried so much. 

—Son of my soul!... 

—Unforgettable mother!... 

—Cried little sister!... 

—Judah dear!... 

All these phrases were mixed with sobs, with hugs, with maddened 

kisses, with looks that through the glass of tears questioned, begged! 

 

The servants, on their knees before the grieving group, also wept, 
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blessing God. Yhasua and Faqui moved away towards a corner of the 

bedroom without being able to articulate a word, because they felt in 

their own hearts the strong vibrations of that final scene of the terrible 

tragedy that had lasted seven years. 

—Do you see, Faqui? —Yhasua was saying, when the emotion 

allowed him to speak—. This is the only joy that I enjoy on this Earth: 

to gather in an embrace those who loved each other, that human 

injustice had separated; Seeing my fellow men happy... Oh, how 

beautiful it is, my friend, to sow the path of our brothers with flowers 

and turn on light in their icy darkness!... 

—Because you are who you are, you think and feel like that, 

Yhasua, son of David! 

"Every day that passes I understand you more and the conviction 

deepens in me that you are the one that Israel expects... 

—Nazarene with sweet eyes, full of pity!... Only you could 

overcome the hatred and wickedness of men, to restore peace to this 

unfortunate family— said Judah, detaching himself from the arms of 

his mother and sister whom he laid down on the divan. 

 

The servants sitting at his feet kissed his hands and clothes, 

weeping silently. 

—Judah, my friend— Yhasua told him when he was at his side—. 

What I did for you could be done by any disciple of Moses who wanted 

to act according to the law: Love your neighbor as yourself. 

—Your words are the truth, but no disciple of Moses does what you 

do... Nazarene!..., tell me in the name of God, who are you that in this 

way you scare away pain and annihilate hatred? Tell me!... who are 

you? 

Yhasua met Prince Judah's fiery gaze with serenity, but was 

silent... 

Faqui intervened with his usual vehemence because that scene 

was irresistible to him. 

—He is the Messiah that Israel is waiting for!..., did you not 

understand? 

—I had a presentiment!... —Judah said with a deep voice, full of 

loving devotion. And bending one knee on the ground, he exclaimed 

with his sonorous voice like a bronze bugle that announces victory—: 

"God save you King of Israel!..." 

The mother, the sister, the servants also knelt before that white 

figure, which radiated more than ever the love and pity that filled his 

heart. Yhasua, who looked at them meek and serene, answered 
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Judah: 

—If I am the one you say, my kingdom is not of this world! 

—Son of David!...Savior of Israel!...Anointed by God announced by 

the prophets— the mother, sister, and servants said in turn. 

 

And forgetting all the pain she had suffered; Naomi dropped her 

heavy cloak and the snow on her hair could be seen. She took the 

psaltery in which she had sung so much, and her enthusiasm and love 

gave her the strength to sing the hymn of praise to the God of 

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, who at the same time had given her what 

she had longed for throughout her life: the real presence of the divine 

Anointed One and peace in her beloved home. 

—Whether or not I am what you say; God knows! — Yhasua said, 

putting an end to that scene that tormented him—. Let us bless him 

for the joy that he grants you and ask him for the means to carry out 

works worthy of Him, who is Love, Justice, and Wisdom. 

Hearing blessings and phrases of love and gratitude, the young 

Master said goodbye to the family, recommending that they not let 

themselves be seen by the people for a short time, to give the 

Commander time to arrange with the Consul resident in Antioch, the 

freedom and vindication of those women, ex-convicts without any 

crime. 

—Nazarene, son of David, will I see you again? —Judah asked him 

as he said goodbye under the sycamore grove through which they had 

entered. 

—I will still stay in Jerusalem, one more week— the Master 

replied—. Then I will take a short trip to Moab and then return to 

Galilee. 

—I'll go with you— Faqui said immediately. 

—I'll go with you too— Judah added vehemently. 

—Now you owe it to your mother and sister who need your love 

and care more than ever. 

“And you, Faqui my friend, if you want to please me, you will stay 

here with Prince Judah to take my place at his side. I want you to be 

two brothers. 

“Where I am going, you cannot follow me: to the Great Essene 

Sanctuary of Moab where the Masters await me, I must enter alone, 

to receive the last degree that corresponds to the completion of my 

studies, do you understand? 

—Oh yeah! You’re right— said Judah and Faqui, who were 

somewhat consoled knowing that they would continue to be united in 
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thought and in love for God's Anointed One, whom they had 

discovered at a crossroads, like a traveler who discovers a light, a 

source of crystalline waters when thirst and darkness had driven them 

mad with fear!  
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45. On the Way to the Summit 
 

—Yohanan, the son of your cousin Elhisabet, is waiting for me, 

mother, in the Sanctuary of Quarantine to go up Mount Moab 

together— Yhasua said to Myriam—. It’s the completion of the studies 

to which I devoted my life until today. Do you want to wait for me here 

in Jerusalem or in Nazareth? 

—It will be what your father says— was the mother's response. 

Yhosep was of the opinion to wait for him in Jerusalem, where he 

also had to finalize some agreements on works to be carried out for a 

relative of Joseph of Arimathea, a famous architect who built 

sumptuous buildings in the populous Caesarea. 

—Rejoice, Yhasua, my son— said the old craftsman—. With this 

contract for all the wood that the palace needs, we will be able to 

employ 50 more workers. 

—And with the 60 that you already have, they form 110 homes 

where bread and fire are assured for a long time. God bless you father! 

– His son answered. 

 

Before leaving to join his relative Yohanan, Yhasua visited the 

personages for whom Melchior gave him letters of recommendation. 

They all received him with great enthusiasm, for they understood that 

the clairvoyant of the mysterious light that guided him to Bethlehem, 

was right about the personality of Yhasua. 

In each house where he entered as a bearer of an epistle, his 

incomparable love for his neighbor found the means to alleviate a 

difficulty, to comfort a sorrow, to cure an illness. 

Not because they were families exalted in enviable positions, 

caressed by fortune, they were alien to pain, which visited huts as well 

as palaces. 

At the time the young Master arrived at one of those resplendent 

palaces on a delightful slope of Mount Zion, Prince Jeshua, son of 

Abinoam, a great friend of Melchior, was fighting desperately with the 

eldest of his sons. This son, after the recent death of the mother, 

wanted to add the pain of moving away from his father's home to enlist 

in some legions that were secretly forming on the other side of the 

Jordan, in the neighboring countries of the desert, in order to liberate 

the country. 

—This letter from my great friend Melchior couldn't be more timely, 

—Jeshua said to Yhasua, who concentrated on himself, radiated 

peace and love over the father and son, whose overexcitation hurt 
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him. 

—My son, God sends his Anointed here so that we come to an 

agreement— said the father, breathing a sigh of relief. 

—I had a bride who was pure and beautiful like an angel, and those 

Roman brigands have taken her from me. I've lost sight of her, and I 

don't know where she is— said the young man, who was barely 19 

years old, with infinite bitterness. 

—She is the daughter of Prince Sallun of Lohes who undertook a 

journey without giving us notice, and his family disappeared shortly 

after— the father added—. This is what despairs my son. 

—And if I told you where your missing loved one was, wouldn’t you 

agree to stay by your father's side as he wishes? —asked the Master 

to the desperate young man. 

—Yeah, undoubtedly. — he replied—. But how would you even 

know? 

—Son— his father objected—. Don't you understand that the 

Divine Light is with him? Have you not heard Prince Melchior's letter? 

The boy gave Yhasua a skeptical look, still unsure. 

—The family of Sallun of Lohes is hidden in the Forest of the 

Flocks, a mile and a half southwest of Bethlehem— Yhasua said with 

calm firmness. 

—Praise be to the God of our fathers! –exclaimed Jeshua, crossing 

his hands over his chest–, because the day of glory for Israel has 

already dawned on our horizon! 

“You are the Anointed of God that our people await! –And the 

moved man kissed the border of Yhasua's cloak. 

—God bless you Prophet! –exclaimed the young man full of joy–, 

and if there’s truth in your word, by our holy temple I swear that I will 

not abandon my father and that I will do whatever you tell me from 

now on. My name is Ezequiel, and I am your servant for life. 

—I'm only looking for friends— the Master told him, holding out his 

hands, which the young man effusively shook and left to meet his 

loved one. 

Once alone, the Master spoke in these terms: 

—Don't think, Jeshua, that by means of an extraterrestrial light I 

have seen the place where your son's fiancée is. I also brought Prince 

Sallun a letter from our friend Melchior. And when I made inquiries 

about his whereabouts, since he’s not in his residence guarded by an 

old servant, I learned that he’s hidden with his family in the Forest of 

the Flocks, as I told your son. 

—I see, Yhasua, that you try to obscure the Divine Light that shines 
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in you... Why not declare openly who you are, so that the people follow 

you in droves, since they await you, to be saved by you? 

—Prince Jeshua— said the Master resolutely— forgive my rude 

frankness; but if you knew the ways of God and the hearts of men, 

you wouldn’t speak to me like that. 

—What do you mean by that?... 

—I mean that all the peoples of the Earth are the work of God, his 

creations, his creatures, and that his Envoy will bring messages of 

love and peace for all the souls incarnated on this planet. Not just for 

Israel. 

—But it was the Prophets of Israel who announced it... — observed 

Jeshua. 

 

—Because in the divine designs, this country was marked for his 

birth; and because Israel had Moses before, who was transmitter of 

the Divine Law; and because the worship of a single immutable, 

indivisible, and eternal God, offers a firm foundation to build on it the 

saving doctrine of humanity. 

“The Essene Fraternity, of which I'm a part due to my family and 

beliefs, doesn't believe in a warrior Messiah who aims to seize the title 

of Israel's savior by force. The Essenes have always waited for an 

Instructor Messiah, full of Divine Light and superior knowledge to set 

men the course that leads to God, the supreme goal of all creatures. 

"Do you believe that the people of Israel, under the current 

conditions they are in, filled with rebellions and hatred towards the 

invader, will accept the Messiah in a man who tells them: ‘Be more 

concerned with ridding yourself of your passions, which have caused 

your suffering, than from the foreign domination to which your hatred, 

antagonisms, and unjustified rivalries among brothers of the same 

race, religion, and customs have opened the door?' 

Prince Jeshua was silent. 

—You have nothing to say? — the young Master insinuated again. 

—Truly I see that I am placed on a much lower plane, compared to 

the height from which you contemplate the ways of God and the hearts 

of men. 

“Yhasua!... If you are not the Anointed of the Lord, at least you 

understand him and feel him as he should be. We men of the present 

time are too small and selfish to accept the universal brotherhood that 

you’ve just outlined as the supreme ideal of the Messiah announced 

by the Prophets.  

“The people of Israel await a Joshua who will lead them to triumph 
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over all the peoples of the Earth; a Judas Maccabee, a David, a 

Solomon, an Alexander the Great, glory of Macedonia! 

—And all those names don’t bring more memories than a sterile 

sowing of hatred, revenge, plunder, crimes, and infinite anguish on 

men! 

“Today Israel reaps the poisoned fruit of that fatal sowing! —At 

these words, Yhasua let out a deep sigh that was almost a lament—. 

"It pains me to tell you, Prince Jeshua, that all those names that 

you have pronounced reminisce beings that lost their way, and their 

steps were not in accordance with the Divine Law... 

—You will not deny that they are glorious and great among those 

born of women... —Jeshua argued, almost scandalized by the 

Master's words.  

 

—You speak with ardent enthusiasm of God's Anointed Messiah, 

and you disagree with the ideal that will be his ideal... —Yhasua 

replied bitterly—. Before the Divine Law that says: "You shall not kill", 

it is execrable who with cunning and force orders the devastation of 

cities through burning and looting, killing defenseless beings, the 

elderly, women and children, directed by the erroneous idea that they 

are enemies of God. 

“Where did man get the petty idea that the Eternal Thought, the 

Infinite Love, the Supreme Power, have enemies? Does the sea have 

enemies? Does the sun, light, air, life have them? Do the stars that 

shine with gold in the immense blue have enemies? And God who is 

infinitely superior to all that because he is the Sovereign Creator, will 

he have them? 

“Man, God's creation, blinded by his ambition and his pride, revolts 

against other God's creations, foolishly saying: ‘I am the master 

because I have the strength and I do and undo as I please’. 

“This is how Joshua acted, devastating Jericho, a sad first in the 

series of cities that fell under the helmet of his war steeds. Thus he 

baptized with blood the blessed land that the angels of the Lord 

promised Abraham for his numerous offspring... And he had just seen 

in the hands of Moses the stone Tablets of the Law that said: ‘You 

shall not kill, you shall not steal, you shall love your neighbor as 

yourself.’ 

“This is how David and Solomon acted, ordering the cold and 

calculated death of everyone who stood in their way, in the same way 

that a tree is cut down with an ax, or a bush of thorns that hinders our 

walking along the chosen path. I am not talking about Alexander the 
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Macedonian, nor about others like him, because they did not drink at 

the source of the Divine Law like Joshua, David, and Solomon, 

mentioned by you. 

 

“And do you believe that the Anointed of God will come to Earth to 

follow those same paths?... I am about to tell you that it would be a 

sacrilege just to think about it! 

“Doesn’t the prophecy say, that: ‘He will not break the reed that is 

bruised, nor quench the wick that is still smoking?’ 

"Don't the Holy Books say that: ‘He will be like the woolen fleece, 

like the lily of the valley, like the lamb that lets itself be led to the 

slaughterhouse without resistance?’ 

“Man, disloyal and inconsistent with God, is also unfair with his 

fellow men. 

“He offers holocausts to God and tramples on his Law in all that it 

has wisdom, holiness, and greatness. 

“If Moses were to rise from his thousand-year-old tomb on Mount 

Nebo, he would once more smash the Tablets of the Law against the 

rocks, and say to the people of Israel who are the trustees of it: ‘Have 

you thus fulfilled the divine mandate?’ 

‘You made an ark of solid gold, guarded by golden cherubs, and 

enclosed in it the Tablets of the Law of God, but you tore it from your 

heart where hatred, pride, and ambition grew’. 

“But nonetheless, the Divine Envoy comes to Israel, because there 

are many just who await him with purified hearts and with souls 

burning with faith and love, like an old lamp whose light the wind of all 

human pain could not yet extinguish!... 

"Be you, one of these living lamps, Prince Jeshua, since you are 

so well disposed for it..." 

The prince, unable to contain himself, embraced Yhasua with 

intense emotion. 

—Blessed are you Anointed of God because I have seen the light 

through your words that distill the honey of Divine Wisdom! —he 

exclaimed when he was able to speak. 

And Jeshua, son of Abinoam, having lost the companion of his 

youth, gave what was due from his abundant fortune to his children, 

and shortly thereafter left for Horeb to reunite with his great friend 

Prince Melchior, in whose School of scientific research and spiritual 

cultivation he spent the rest of his life. 

As an act of adherence to the Essene Fraternity, which had served 

as his spiritual mother and school of Divine Wisdom, Yhasua believed 
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he was fulfilling a duty by trying to meet with the Essene Priests who 

served in the temple, to inform them of his departure to the Grand 

Sanctuary in Moab, in case they wanted to send a message or ask a 

question to the Seventy. Such a procedure was very usual and correct 

among the Essenes, given the few means of secure communication 

that the solitaries had, which was limited to themselves. 

Myriam, the incomparable mother, knew this custom of the 

Essenes and had announced to Ezra the priest about the journey of 

Yhasua. She told him that he intended to go completely alone towards 

Mount Quarantine, for which he had to cross the rugged mountains 

that make the desert region surrounding the Dead Sea more 

dangerous for the traveler. 

 

There were six priests of Essene affiliation who served in the 

temple; and Ezra and Eleazar were also members of the Sanhedrin 

ever since the days of Annas son of Seth, the former high priest. They 

were the representatives of the Essene Brotherhood in Jerusalem, 

though this was a secret known only to the solitaries, who lived in 

seclusion in their mountain sanctuaries. Yhasua knew it too and that's 

why he was going to say goodbye to them, completely oblivious to the 

loving maternal resource which found a way for his son not to cross 

the desert alone. 

The discreet Essenes Elders, who were already 69-year-old, 

skillfully seconded the wish of Myriam, always full of fears for her son, 

without Yhasua noticing her intervention. 

—An opportunity like this might never present itself to us again— 

Ezra said cheerfully when Yhasua told them about his trip. 

—Opportunity for what?... — asked Yhasua. 

—What else, son?, but to climb the Moab Mountains. Don't you see 

that we’re approaching 70 years and we have not yet been to the 

Sanctuary of Moab? 

“By obligation established by the Law, we should have gone six 

years ago, but we were excused by the High Council because things 

in Jerusalem demanded our presence here. But currently we have 

someone to replace us with advantage for the days that the absence 

lasts. Will you, Yhasua, carry these two old men who will lean on you 

during the trip?... 

 

While asking such a question, Ezra and Eleazar were studying the 

impression received from Yhasua upon hearing it. 

—Providential coincidence! —the young Master exclaimed 
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excitedly—. 

"Due to the illness of the Hazzan of the synagogues of Bethlehem, 

it was you, Brother Ezra, according to what they told me, who wrote 

my name in the register of the children of Abraham at birth, and today 

I will take you as a traveling companion to write my name in the great 

book of the servants of God and humankind. 

—In the great book of the Masters, I say— added Eleazar. 

—We still don't know if the final test is favorable to me— Yhasua 

said. 

—Don't you think it's fair, my son, that Eleazar and I, who had so 

much participation in the happy hour of your birth, also have it in this 

glorious hour of your consecration as Teacher, as Missionary, as 

Apostle? 

—Fair!... Very just! –Yhasua exclaimed–, and I’m grateful to the 

Heavenly Father that he has given me such companions for this trip, 

perhaps the most important of my life. 

—When do we leave? —Eleazar asked. 

—Tomorrow at dawn if it’s fine with you— answered Yhasua. 

—Agreed. We’ll go pick you up at Leah 's house. 

The next morning, when the sun turned on its scarlet and gold 

lanterns, three travelers came out of the Fish Gate and went down the 

slopes of the Torrent Valley of Kidron (aka Cedron), taking the 

tortuous path marked by a stream, whose waters ran to empty 

themselves in the shadowy depths of the Dead Sea. 

It was like a faint memory of what the mighty Kidron Torrent had 

been before, almost completely exhausted then. 

The majestic silhouette of Monte Olivet or Mount of Olives, golden 

by the rising sun, presented in some places the white veil wrapped up 

from the last winter snowfalls. 

Then the deep valley, the Potter's Field, and the Akeldama, after 

which came the tragic Hill of Bad Advice, whose slopes and hills 

appeared pierced with black mouths, dark and sinister caves, the last 

refuge of the numerous family of lepers, cruelly cast from the golden 

city of David and Solomon. 

Only an hour had the sun risen, when our travelers arrived at the 

ancient well of sweet waters. En-Rogel, the only beauty that remained 

for the unfortunate patients. It appeared in the center of the kind of 

amphitheater formed by the rocky hills, as if to enclose among them 

the miserable human remains that still throbbed with a trace of life. 

 

It was exactly the time when the lepers came out of their caves to 
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sunbathe and fetch water from the well. 

—Have pity on us!... — a woman's voice was heard crying out, 

seeing those travelers go by. 

Completely covered, the unhappy woman approached the road 

leading a child by the hand and another in her arms. She was a leper, 

along with her two children. Her rags demonstrated well the harsh 

abandonment in which she found herself. The older boy, half wrapped 

in a lambskin, was trembling with cold. Yhasua jumped off his mount 

and searching among the bags and aprons he was carrying on his 

donkey, he took out a blanket which he gave to the woman, along with 

bread and dried fruits that he took from his traveler's suitcase. The two 

Essenes looked at him in silence. 

—Leprosy can't hurt him— Ezra said to his companion. 

—He’s good in all his perfection! He’s life in the full force of his 

sovereign power. He defeats death! 

And they listened to this emotional dialogue with the leper woman. 

—Don't you have family or friends? 

—No one in the world takes care of me or my children, good Rabbi, 

may the God of our fathers give you peace and happiness. 

—And he will also give it to you and to all your companions— 

Yhasua said, seeing that other heads peeked out of the caves. Some 

men and women came out when they heard human voices that so 

early interrupted the sepulchral silence of that field of death. 

He then looked at the bottom of the deep well and saw his own 

image reflected in its waters. 

—My Father!... — he thought—. God of love and mercy!... If it is 

true that you give me a part of your divine powers, I want this crystal-

clear water, beneficial treasure of your immortal love, to be 

impregnated with energy and vitality for these unfortunate creatures 

of yours, who live dying, forgotten and abandoned by all! 

And leaning his head more and more over the well, he exhaled 

deep breaths in which he seemed to throw out all the energy of his 

being. 

He then took the bucket equipped with a long rope with which they 

drew the water, threw it forcefully into the well and it came out 

brimming with water. He scooped up some water in his cupped hands. 

—Drink— he told the woman, who instantly obeyed. He renewed 

the water three times to make the children drink also, and they drank. 

—Do you have faith in the power of God, owner of the lives of men? 

—he asked her. 

—Oh yes, Rabbi!... — the woman replied—. I only hope for health 
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and life from God! 

—You don't wait in vain! The love of God has healed you! — 

Yhasua told her—. May all those in this place who believe in him and 

adore him with sincerity of heart be likewise healed. 

The woman had fallen as if fainted on the ground, and the two 

children were sleeping next to her, invaded by torpor. 

He covered the three of them with the blanket and after mounting 

again, he followed the path next to the Elders who didn’t utter a single 

word. 

The other lepers had believed that it was only material relief from 

a relative of that woman so forgotten by all, and they did not give much 

importance to the event. 

Only a woman advanced in years, who was pious at heart, left her 

cave and went to the well next to which the young mother was left with 

her two children. 

—That man is a prophet of God— said the woman—. I have seen 

a light shine on his head similar to the morning star. 

And she bent over the woman and children covered in the traveler's 

blanket. The sleep was so deep that it was impossible to wake them. 

She then drew water from the well to fill her pitcher and drank from 

the cup in her hands. She too was invaded by the same lethargy, and 

she too fell asleep. 

One of the lepers who saw this began to shout: —Get up everyone 

and let's go after the traveler who has poisoned the water in the well 

to kill us all. 

And several of them, enraged, began to fill sacks with pebbles to 

stone the traveler who had done them so much harm. 

The two women and the two children woke up to the infernal 

shouting that arose... 

—What are you doing, wicked? — the old woman yelled at them—

. Have you not understood that he’s a prophet of God? 

"Don't you see the face of this woman clean without any sores? 

Don't you see her children's hands like roses just opened at dawn? 

Seeing the reality of these statements and that the older woman 

also appeared cured, they tore their rags even more and began to 

beat their chests with the stones they had gathered to stone the 

traveler. 

—Fools of us who could also have been cured and have not 

understood anything of this mystery of God! —they shouted 

desperately. 

—Because evil nests in you, you always think evil, without leaving 
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an empty place in your heart for good to penetrate— said the woman 

who had seen a great light in Yhasua's head—. 

“Drink from the well water as we have drunk, and may God forgive 

your wickedness, and may you also be healed —she continued telling 

all those who were coming to the well attracted by the novelty. 

A storm of weeping, shouting, and clamoring asking God for 

forgiveness for their bad thoughts about the prophet filled the air with 

strange sounds. 

—Prophet; Prophet of God! Have mercy on us!... Do not be angry 

with us!... Forgive our iniquity! Don't leave us submerged in this 

horrible misery!... —and the clamors continued deafening. 

The travelers were already far away, and it was materially 

impossible for these voices to reach them. But Yhasua's sensibility 

caught the painful vibration of those shouted deep thoughts and she 

said suddenly: 

—If you don't mind, I beg you to dismount for a short rest. 

—As you like— they answered and the three of them went down to 

rest for a few moments under a little oak grove that was next to the 

path. 

Yhasua stretched out on a blanket and soon fell asleep. 

The two Elders understood that it was a psychic phenomenon, an 

irradiation of spiritual forces from the Man-Love, who had come down 

to the physical plane to save humankind. 

And they concentrated their thoughts in deep prayer helping the 

work they guessed. 

Meanwhile, on the hill of the lepers, the lamentations continued, 

and despair turned into irrepressible fury against the two cured 

women, for not having called them all to receive equal benefits. 

Suddenly that woman who had clairvoyant faculty began to shout: 

—Calm down, calm down, the prophet is back! Look at him there, 

leaning on the trunk of the oak by the well, look at him! 

For many of those unfortunates, the diaphanous and transparent 

astral figure of the young Master was visible to a greater or lesser 

degree. The astral figure, extending his hands over everyone, seemed 

to say to them: “Peace upon you!” 

Hope and faith were transmitted from those who saw, and the 

evidence of the healing of the first two women and children enlivened 

that faith that formed a great collaborative force with the thought and 

will of the sleeping Christ. 

The two healed women multiplied to make everyone drink, and little 

by little they were invaded by drowsiness, an omen of healing. 
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A few days later, the atriums of the temple were invaded by men, 

women, and children, who in compliance with the Law, asked to be 

checked by the priests on duty to be declared clean of the dreadful 

disease from which they were finally free. 

When questioned, they could only say: 

—A young prophet with two Elders passed through the well of En-

Rogel, and the young man blessed the waters and by drinking we 

have been healed. 

They offered the ordained holocaust according to their means and 

each one continued his life, blessing the young prophet who sowed 

good with full hands without looking back to seek the reward. 

And in the minds of the elders of Israel revived the distant memory 

of the three foreigners who arrived 21 years ago, announcing that the 

Savior of the world to whom they had come to pay homage had been 

born in Bethlehem. 

—Jehovah keeps his promise— they said —and he has not 

forgotten this people. 

—The Messiah walks this Earth, and he hides from us because of 

our iniquities, but he will soon appear to us as a light on the horizon; 

like a sonorous voice that will call everyone to his posts to overthrow 

tyrannies and establish his kingdom of peace and lasting glory. 

As much as the three travelers hurried, they could not prevent the 

frequent turns in the road from eating up time. 

Entering the middle of the mountainous and arid desert, Yhasua 

understood well the harshness of the penance that the Essenes 

imposed on themselves to cross it and reach Mount Quarantine, 

where the smallest of the Sanctuaries was like an ante-portico of the 

Great Sanctuary of Mount Moab. 

At dusk on the first day of the trip, around a bend, they found that 

a landslide in the mountain had interrupted the stream that served as 

a guide. It must have been recent, since the therapists had not had 

time to put up an indicating tablet, since they were the ones who 

traveled that way. 

For those who were not skilled, in the desert it’s easy to get 

disoriented, even more so in the Judean desert, which was a labyrinth 

of hills, of rocks strategically planted in the vast sand, forming 

dangerous depths and innumerable crossroads. 

—I think we’ll only be able to walk a little before night falls— 

Yhasua told his companions—. The most prudent thing will be to look 

for a cave and take refuge in it. You stay resting here, while I search 

this labyrinth in search for shelter. It's still snowing at night, and we 
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can't spend the night out in the open. 

—Very well, child— the Elders replied—. Be careful not to get lost! 

If you're late, we'll call you with the whistles. 

And Yhasua got lost after a crossroads, where a few dwarf holm 

oaks entangled with brambles seemed to offer a good lair for the wild 

beasts that abounded in that region. 

To defend themselves against them, the pilgrim therapists used a 

kind of spear made of pieces of reeds, embedded one with another 

with an iron spike at one end and easy to disassemble. Yhasua carried 

his own and leaned on it as he walked. 

A little while later he found a donkey dead and with its meat already 

torn and partly devoured. 

—He hasn't been dead many days— he thought—. The traveler 

who rode that donkey must walk near here. 

He continued searching the rocks in search of a grotto, which he 

soon found. 

When he reached the cave door he looked inside. He heard a 

heavy breath and a painful moan. 

—Who lives here? —he asked. 

—An unhappy traveler who feels like he’s dying— a voice 

answered him. 

—I can help you—the Master replied —. What do you want? 

—I'm wounded and I'm dying of thirst. Twenty paces behind this 

cave runs the stream interrupted by the landslide that hit me and broke 

my donkey's legs, for which I was forced to kill it. 

—What a misfortune in the middle of the desert! But have courage 

and good cheer, and we will help you. We are three and we have good 

mounts. We only ask you to share this cave with you to spend the 

night –Yhasua answered, taking a clay bowl from the wounded man's 

scant luggage to give him a drink. 

 

He found the stream that had forcibly diverted its course, and after 

having served the water to the wounded man, he went back to look 

for his companions to whom he related what had happened. With the 

donkeys by the bridles, they soon reached the grotto where the 

wounded man continued to complain. 

Yhasua with Ezra proceeded to his immediate healing, while 

Eleazar brought dry branches and lit a fire in that icy grotto where the 

cold was felt very intense. 

The traveler's wound was a horrible gash in his back, where the 

coagulated and dried blood of two days without washing caused him 
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great pain. That back appeared as a living sore when the wound was 

washed. Yhasua made lint and bandages from the canvas of his 

turban and putting all the strength of his will and his love into relieving 

his fellow man, he made him drink wine with honey, and mentally 

ordered him to sleep. 

—I want you to be healed in your dream— he told him with the 

thought of him put into action, like a powerful current that shook all the 

sleeping man's limbs. 

—How long will he sleep? —Ezra asked him, understanding of 

course that the dream was caused by a mental command. 

—Until dawn— answered Yhasua, carefully sheltering the 

wounded man—. While you prepare our dinner, I will bring straw and 

hay for the beds. And busily he came and went bringing great armfuls 

of straw until he formed three good piles in the innermost part of the 

grotto. 

He watered the donkeys, left them tied up in the best pastures, on 

the banks of the stream, under some wild mulberry trees, and then 

went to sit next to the Elders who were waiting for him with the frugal 

meal on the white tablecloth spread out on the pavement. 

—Thanks to the Eternal Love, your day was laborious, Yhasua! –

said Ezra starting the conversation. 

—As every day of the good servant of God and humankind should 

be—replied the aforementioned. 

—Truly, very sad is the day in which we have not carried out a 

useful work for our brothers. 

—What do you think happened on the hill of the lepers? —Ezra 

asked Yhasua again. 

—Those who have faith in the Divine Power that wanted to work in 

them will have been healed. I'm sure of it. 

—And the others?... — asked Eleazar. 

—They will suffer their pain, because God of Love gives himself to 

those who want to receive him. This is how I understand God. 

—The astonishment will be great in the sacred courts, when the 

cured lepers appear there, asking to be recognized as required by the 

Law to join their families and friends —Ezra observed. 

—It will be a great hubbub — added Eleazar— because I 

understand that the Hill of Bad Advice is a true city of lepers according 

to their high number. And similar prodigies have not been reported 

since the times of Elijah and Elisha. 

—Moses did works that surpass Elijah and Elisha— said Ezra. 

—Moses!... Moses!... How great and how misunderstood he was! 
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—Yhasua exclaimed. 

—Souls incarnated on this Earth, my son, cannot understand souls 

like Moses'. And not always the great souls can catch up with the small 

and mean souls in the crowd. 

“The idea of good for its own sake is almost completely alien to 

humankind on this planet. 

 

“Loving for the sake of loving, without expecting anything from 

loved ones, is like an exotic flower that lives isolated on a peak, where 

most of us humans cannot reach. 

“Moses loved his slave people of Egypt so much that he spared no 

effort to save them. But his people loved him selfishly without 

understanding him. They loved him only for the good they received 

and expected to receive from him. 

—It is easy for me to accept— said Yhasua— that the people of 

Israel did not come to understand Moses; but what is 

incomprehensible to me is the transformation that was made of his 

books. Why and what for? 

—I have pondered a lot on this— said Eleazar— and heard other 

brothers of ours expatiate on this subject, mostly those who have 

visited the archive of Moab and the tomb of the great Lawgiver on 

Mount Nebo. 

“These say that the authentic writings of Moses are very few and 

very brief. We are headed to the Great Sanctuary where they are kept 

in a marble chest. I don’t know if we will be allowed to see them, but I 

don’t doubt the truth of the words from whom I’ve heard them. 

“Moses wrote the account of his grandiose vision of the creation of 

our Planetary System in general, beginning with the formation of the 

nebula that gave rise to it; after the slow evolution of this globe that 

we inhabit until reaching its capacity to house beings with organic life, 

and finally the human species. 

“This is what has been called Genesis. The hymns and prayers to 

Jehovah are authentically written in his handwriting in the oldest 

Aramaic, as well as the so-called Blessing of Moses, and above all 

the Law with its 10 clear, explicit commandments, which leave no 

room for misrepresentation or doubt. 

“This is the authenticity of Moses according to the Elders of Moab, 

millennial custodians of his writings and his sacred burial. The Essene 

Fraternity has taken as a basis for its statutes and ordinances the few 

true writings of Moses, above all the Law, in his most sublime 

mandate: "You shall love your neighbor as yourself." 
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"The other books that begin with the same phrase... "And the Lord 

said to Moses..." clearly indicate that they were not written by him, that 

in such a case he would say: "The Lord said to me..." They are also 

written, some in Egyptian hieroglyphics, others in the Chaldean 

language and some in ancient Hebrew, with different features of 

letters, which proves to have been written by the scribes of the people 

of Israel and by order of the leaders of the people after the death of 

Moses. 

—Good logic— answered Yhasua— the only means of orienting 

ourselves in such dense darkness, impels that what you say is the 

pure truth. Otherwise it is inconceivable that Moses, who received the 

Divine Law through such elevated spiritual paths, in which one of the 

precepts: "Thou shalt not kill", then write ordinances riddled with 

individual or collective death sentences, even including the elderly, 

women and children for hidden or public sins, serious or not, 

depending on the point of view from which they are looked at, and 

even less, to achieve usurpation of territories, cities, goods of fortune 

belonging to other peoples. Where is the "Thou shalt not kill" of the 

Law? And above all: Where is the "Love your neighbor as yourself", 

summary and synthesis of the entire Law? 

“That is why I say that Moses, not only was not understood by his 

people, but he was horribly slandered, discredited as a legislator, as 

an instructor and leader of peoples. 

—I think— observed Eleazar— that upon the death of Moses, the 

people of Israel, so rebellious and wayward and no longer restrained 

by the powerful influence exerted by Moses, should have given 

themselves over to all sorts of excesses and crimes. And the Elders 

who surrounded Joshua, son of Nun, still young and inexperienced, 

must have been forced to impose severe penalties, to contain that 

overflow of vice and wickedness in all its most repugnant and 

ferocious forms. And to give them the force of law, they put before all 

the writings called mosaics this invariable phrase: "And God said to 

Moses: you will tell the people of Israel this, and this, etc., etc..." 

Night had already closed over that sinister camp of rocks, in which 

no other light could be seen than the dim glow that came out through 

the mouth of the cavern. Some howling of wolves was heard in the 

distance, and Yhasua ran to bring the three donkeys into the cave, 

whose entrance was covered with tree branches and dry straw. 

He prepared axes with straw and dry branches tied to the end of a 

stick, to light them in case the wild beasts came to the cave. Such a 

procedure he had learned from pilgrim therapists; but it was not 
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necessary to use it, because the beasts passed in the direction of the 

dead donkey that they had seen along the road. 

—What a poor thing we are, beings covered with matter! —Ezra 

exclaimed shortly after, always sitting by the fire, in whose burning 

ashes he roasted chestnuts—. 

“The howling of a beast is enough to make us abandon a whole 

lofty dissertation on the authenticity of the works of Moses. 

The three laughed heartily and Yhasua said: 

—The lives of our donkeys are worth much more than the 

complacency we felt in the conversation we started. 

—That is true of course, especially if you take into account that with 

them we will be able to reach our destination— Eleazar observed. 

—And with the snow beginning to fall, these horrible roads must 

become impassable— Yhasua added. 

—Tomorrow before nightfall we will be safe and sound in the 

Sanctuary of Mount Quarantine, —added Eleazar. 

—May God hear you, good brother, because I assure you that a 

lodging like this is not very to my liking— said Ezra, who showed that 

he was weakened by the years and mental work. 

—This helps us to appreciate in all its value bordering on heroism, 

the task of our pilgrim therapists, who are not very learned, nor do 

they rise very high in the contemplation and study of the mysteries of 

God, but whose work of brotherly love resembles them in Earth to the 

Mercy Candles of which the seers of the spiritual world speak. 

Shortly after, they recited the thanks-giving psalm together and 

each one collected himself in his bed waiting for the new day to 

continue the journey. 

At dawn, the wounded man found his back healed and he didn’t 

feel any pain. He explained to them that he was going to the Masada 

Fortress, beyond En-Gedi, where he was to hold the position of baker. 

—I have left the Antonia Fortress due to the benevolence of the 

new Commander, who since he was miraculously cured of his wounds 

on the day of the races in Jericho, he has become so compassionate 

that the prisons are becoming empty. 

—It's a good way to thank God for the benefit received — Ezra 

said—. Thus, you must imitate his behavior, and since you will act in 

a prison, try to soften the life of the unhappy inmates. 

—I fell into the dungeon because of a fight with Governor 

Gracchus's henchmen. I was in the service of Prince Sallun of Lohes 

before the unjust persecution against him began; and at the moment 

when they assaulted him in a dark alley, where two servants with the 
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horse were waiting for him, I fell like a cyclone on the assailants, who 

in the darkness of the night believed that we were many according to 

the noise and shouting that I armed, pretending to encourage those 

who followed me. Once the object was achieved, which was to give 

time for the prince to escape, it was not possible for me to get rid of 

the henchmen who, after mistreating me, dragged me to the Antonia 

Fortress where I had been until now. 

—You are a man who is grateful to your master— the Commander 

told me —and not anyone would have done the same in your place. 

But since it’s not prudent for now that they see you here, I will give 

you a destiny that although not very flattering, at least it will ensure 

your life and the means to support your family. And he assigned me 

to Masada when he learned that my trade was a baker. I had no choice 

but to accept, but my joy would be to find my former master and return 

to his side. I have not been able to find out his whereabouts since that 

fatal night. 

—If you're going to be discreet, I'll tell you— said Yhasua, staring 

at that man. 

—If I went to prison for saving my master— the man said again— 

you will understand that I will not harm him even though I can’t follow 

him for the moment. 

—He is hiding with his family in the Forest of Herds, southeast of 

Bethlehem, where I have visited him. 

—So, you are his relative or friend?  

—Friend only— answered Yhasua—. 

“The commander of the Antonia Fortress has already taken it upon 

himself to seek his vindication so that he can return to his house. 

“I will instruct one of our therapists— Yhasua continued— so that 

he will notify you when your master has return to his house. 

And when it was time to continue traveling, Yhasua offered his 

mount to the former wounded man, but he refused it, saying that he 

was a native of the mountains of Beashura. He added that he was 

very well suited to walking among them until En-Gedi, where he spent 

the night in the already well-known Andrew Farm, where he had to 

part ways with his fellow travelers. 

The joy of the good mountaineers of the Quarantine when seeing 

Yhasua, a young man of 21 years, is not to describe it, but to feel it in 

the deep vibrations of love of those simple and good hearts. 

The old Bethsheba, still strong despite her years, felt capable of 

offering a great feast to the Holy Child as she continued to call 

Yhasua. 
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—Mother Bethsheba— he said jovially —don't you see how my 

beard is growing? I'm no longer a child, and I'm truly sorry about it, 

because everyone's pampering made me so happy! 

Jacob and Bartholomew had already converted into serious 

parents, and their children fell in love with Yhasua who played lovingly 

with them! And the eldest of the children exclaimed with great 

sharpness: 

—Lucky you came, Yhasua, to rest from repeating day by day: 

“Good God, watch over the health and life of Yhasua, our Savior!” 

—Is that what you said daily? Well, you see that the good God has 

listened to you, since you see me in perfect health. 

“And tell me... what kind of salvation do you expect from me? 

—Look, Yhasua!... Grandma Bethsheba will know that since she’s 

the one who taught us to say it. 

—Silly, more than a plover! — said a vivacious little girl, daughter 

of Bartholomew— Yhasua will save us from all evils and from falling 

into the precipice. Have you already forgotten when you were left 

hanging from a branch over an abyss? And your father shouted: “Save 

him, Yhasua, for God's sake! save him!” And he saved you ..., have 

you forgotten? 

Yhasua laughed happily when he heard them argue. And the little 

girl she called Sabita, a diminutive relative of her grandmother's name, 

confidently approached him, seeing that her words had pleased him. 

—The light of God is in you, Sabita, and you will be the beneficial 

star in this home— Yhasua told her, caressing her. How old are you? 

—I'm going to be eight, and I almost know my grandmother's 

prayers by heart, and I pass the threads in the loom without entangling 

them... 

—And you know better how to growl when I set aside the best 

chestnuts away for me... — one of the little boys murmured. 

—Ah, little gluttons!... So that’s what's going on! –Yhasua said as 

if he were once again a child among children. 

—It's just that you can't lose sight of that one!... — said Sabita 

gravely—. He eats the best, and he leaves the worst for his father, for 

his grandmother, for his uncles... 

—Each sparrow seeks its own!... — argued the little glutton, 

defending himself. 

Yhasua said to him laughing: 

—You are wrong, my little friend: the sparrow looks for its own 

nourishment, but first it takes to its nest the best it finds. 

“Suppose one day you get sick or hurt your foot and you can't walk. 
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Would you like your little brothers or cousins to eat the best of all fruits 

and leave the worst to you? 

—Oh no, I wouldn’t like that! — the boy answered. 

—Then you must all get used to this thought: “I will do with others 

as I want them to do with me”. Do you understand? This is the 

salvation you can expect from Yhasua. 

Grandmother Bethsheba hidden behind a curtain of reeds 

observed this simple scene between the Man-Light and her 

grandchildren. And despite her rusticity, the good woman found within 

her the ineffable love of Yhasua manifested in all moments her life. 

The next day Yhasua went to the Sanctuary together with his travel 

companions. He only found three of the solitaries who dwelt there the 

last time he was there, when he was 12 years old. Nine years had 

passed. Two of these solitaries had been incorporated into the 

recently restored Mount Ebath Sanctuary, as the reader will 

remember. Another had gone to Tabor, to be part of the high School 

of Superior Knowledge in which Yhasua completed his instruction and 

development of his spiritual faculties. And the fourth, Abiathar, one of 

the three who brought the news of his birth to the Grand Sanctuary in 

Moab, had been appointed by the Essene Brotherhood to complete 

the Council of Seventy, where death had left empty seats. 

Along with the three Elders already known to him, he found three 

more, still young, and Yohanan, his relative, who was the youngest of 

all, only 22 years old. The other three were Levites, who, deeply 

disgusted by what was happening in the temple of Jerusalem, 

renounced their rights and privileges granted by law and preferred the 

pure and independent life of the Essene caves, to living witnessing, 

without being able to remedy, the abominations of the temple. 

They could have dedicated themselves, as others did, to the 

philosophical speculations and high studies that were carried out in 

the Great College of Jerusalem under the direction of Simeon, the new 

Rector, and other Doctors. But they found themselves too weak to live 

without being contaminated in that abyss of hatred, and of ambitions, 

of fratricidal fights and disorders of all kinds. 

There, in the Sanctuary of Quarantine, they were preparing to train 

among the pilgrim therapists, which were the first two degrees that the 

Essenes had to pass before entering the solitary life of development 

of the superior faculties of the spirit. 

In addition, painful circumstances that occurred in their respective 

homes had also contributed to this resolution. 

The three Levites, therefore, sought in the solitude of the caves, 
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the ease of being able to live in accordance with their conscience, and 

at the same time heal the deep wounds that contact with humankind 

had caused them. 

Their names were Philip, Bartholomew, and Zebeo. The latter was 

sent to the Hermon Sanctuary for special jobs. All three later formed 

part of the 12 Apostles. Born in Galilee, they had spent most of their 

lives in Jerusalem. The eldest of the three was Philip, 39 years old, 

recently widowed and with two daughters, almost girls, who were 

cared for by their maternal grandmother. In addition to the death of his 

companion, he suffered from the fact that his mother had married a 

second time with an idolater, a guard from Valerius Gracchus's escort, 

an evil man who supported all the arbitrariness and outrages of his 

master, as long as he paid his complicity well. 

Such were the solitaries that Yhasua found in the Mount 

Quarantine Sanctuary. Among the three Elders, there was Zadok, who 

was the Servitor, one of the three who 21 years ago went to bring the 

news of Yhasua's birth to the Mother Sanctuary. 

The reader will therefore guess the emotional and tender scene 

that took place upon the arrival of Yhasua, whom the Elders 

considered a glorious son who should be light, comfort, and hope for 

all. 

The powerful vibration of love of the Master was immediately 

perceived by the young Essenes who had just met him. They took a 

determined and enthusiastic affection for him, and from that moment 

on wanted to follow him as disciples. 

 

And in an intimate confidence with them, the young Master 

revealed himself to them without intending it, due to that great spiritual 

penetration that he had, which together with his exquisite sensitivity, 

allowed him to read the depths of hearts. 

What explosions of spiritual clarity overflowed over the souls of 

those three vanquished by life, who had barely lived it, when the 

sweetest voice of the Master was peeling off the fresh flowers of his 

heart on their wounds, full of hope, love and of faith! 

—You come to the cave of the Essenes, seeking the stillness and 

peace that the society of men has denied you— he told them—. But 

you should not harbor in you the cowardice of giving up life, just 

because it has given you pain. 

“Coming here for an ideal of overcoming all human miseries, and 

seeking the high knowledge of divine mysteries, is a great thing, 

above all the great and beautiful to which the incarnated human soul 
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can aspire. 

“But this great knowledge only reaches the soul of man, when it 

has drunk all the gall of human ingratitude, abandonment, oblivion, 

lack of love from those to whom we gave ourselves as a complete 

oblation, without stopping to think that those loved creatures could 

never give us what they did not possess, the pure essence of a love 

without interest, without selfishness, capable of perpetuating itself 

through all setbacks and all contingencies. 

“Sometimes they toast us with a brimming glass of their ephemeral 

loves, thinking that they will get from us the satisfaction of their 

ambitions and desires, and such loves only live as long as the illusion 

lives. Once this has vanished, the affections die like a fish out of water, 

like grass uprooted from the ground, like the light from a lamp when 

the oil runs out. 

“And the soul that dreamed of love that is stronger than death and 

eternal like itself, begins to taste the bitterness of agony, which will 

gradually lead to the annihilation of its hope and its faith in life, in 

beings, and even in itself. 

While he was saying this, Yhasua saw two big tears flowing down 

the noble face of Zebeo, in whose mental aura, the Master's 

clairvoyance perceived the image of a young woman who was walking 

away getting lost in the paths of life, because her promised husband 

had lost, due to various human contingencies, the material goods he 

owned. 

And the Master continued: 

—That was not love, Zebeo, but only the illusion of her own good 

that she pursued in you, like the child who chases a golden butterfly 

in the garden of his house, and when he has it and realizes that that 

golden dust vanishes in his hands, he puts it aside and continues to 

chase another, and another along the way... 

—The light of God is in you, Yhasua, because you have guessed 

my grief— Zebeo murmured, his voice choking with emotion. 

—And mine— added Bartholomew, who was also deeply wounded 

by the indifference and lack of love from relatives, to whom he had 

dedicated his entire life without receiving from them even a humble 

flower of tenderness and gratitude. 

—I, too, suffer the abandonment of a mother who preferred the love 

of a villain with gold, to the affection of the son who looked up to her... 

—Philip said in turn, recalling with deep bitterness the desertion of the 

one who brought him to this world. 

—You have experienced the painful trial of feeling unloved by your 
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loved ones. — said the young Master— and I tell you that you’re in a 

position now to aspire the supreme knowledge of God, whose infinite 

love will fully fill your empty glass of illusions and terrestrial hopes. 

“I think that one day I will tell the three of you: Come with me to 

drink from the divine fountains, because the waters of this world can 

no longer quench your thirst... Will you follow me then?... 

—Oh yes, Yhasua... to death! — The three answered at the same 

time. 

Immediately afterwards, he explained to them about the Holy 

Alliance that was beginning to be formed, to enlighten the people with 

a teaching that would prepare them to be free and to govern 

themselves. 

Yhasua also wanted to talk privately with Yohanan, his cousin and 

classmate for promotion to the last degree, which would make them 

Masters of Divine Wisdom in the Essene Fraternity. 

There were only two days left to travel to the Great Sanctuary of 

Moab, through steep mountains full of precipices. 

Neither of them had been before in that luminous focus of the 

highest knowledge of the high mysteries of Divinity and of the 

greatness that the human soul can achieve after long centuries of 

purification. 

—Yohanan— Yhasua said one day during a soft sunset of opaline 

twilight— believe me, I'm not at all excited about the final sanction of 

the High Council of Seventy. 

“The only feeling that accompanies me is the fear of encountering 

the unknown, the unforeseen, the unexpected. Don’t you feel the 

same way? 

—No, Yhasua, because it's been four years since I found my path, 

the one that I have to follow throughout my life. By divine goodness, I 

know what I am and the mission that I must fulfill. 

"On the other hand, you... — and Yohanan stopped, afraid of 

outlining thoughts that were too bold and serious. 

—On the other hand you... what? You haven't found your path, you 

want to tell me, right? —Yhasua asked. 

—That’s not what I mean— answered Yohanan— since you walk 

your great path with long strides. The thing is, as I understand it, that 

you are still not convinced of your mission at this time of terrestrial 

human evolution. Or in other words, more spiritually deep: you haven’t 

yet found yourself as you are at the present time, in relation to this 

humankind. And from there, according to my understanding, that 

vague fear of finding yourself in Moab with the unknown, with the 
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unexpected according to your own words. Have I got it right? 

—Completely! And believe me that sometimes I think that this fear 

could be a principle of suggestion, due to the frequent insinuations 

that are made to me regarding a messianism that I do not feel in 

myself. 

—Let's talk thoroughly and with all sincerity— Yohanan said—. 

What value do you give to the prophecies from the time of Abraham? 

What are those prophecies according to your understanding? Are they 

the faithful expression of the truth or not? 

—All the prophecies in general are, in my concept, clairvoyance of 

advanced spirits, designated by the Eternal Law to set directions for 

the portions of humankind where they act, to encourage them in their 

times of decadence, to keep the lamp of Divine Knowledge burning 

and opened the crystal bridge that unites man with his Creator. I 

therefore believe in the truth of the prophecies made by spirits that in 

their terrestrial life have given proof of their union with God, to whose 

laws and wills they have demonstrated a perfect submission. 

According to the actions in the life of men, they deserve or not, that 

we accept or reject their words and their doctrines and teachings. 

—I agree— Yohanan said—. Our great prophets have announced 

the coming to Earth of a Messiah, of an Instructor, of a Savior who 

stands between Divine Justice and terrestrial humankind whose 

moral, spiritual, and material derangement is such that it’s about to fall 

under the sanction of the Eternal Law of destruction and annihilation. 

“The time of the appearance of this Superior Being came 21 years 

ago when the conjunction of Jupiter, Saturn, and Mars took place. In 

this all the sages, astrologers, and clairvoyants of various countries 

and schools agree. 

“The Essene Fraternity, which is the school of the Hebrew 

Prophets, our Mother School, is convinced that in your human person, 

the Superior Intelligence is incarnated, which is the clearest vibration 

of the Eternal Idea, of the Eternal thought, which is the Supreme Truth; 

or in other words: that the Divine Light is in you, for which you are the 

Messiah awaited and announced by the Prophets, and by the 

clairvoyants of other sacred schools of Superior Knowledge spread 

throughout the world. What do you say to this? 

—I say, Yohanan, that now it is God who should speak deep down 

within myself, because I still do not recognize such a superior 

personality in myself. 

“That I love the good, the truth, justice, it is true. That I love my 

fellow men enough to feel the urge to sacrifice myself for them is also 
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true. But all this was felt by others, and you feel it yourself, Yohanan, 

because it is the logical inheritance of everyone who loves God and 

his works. But tell me, is this enough to designate a man as Messiah, 

Teacher and Savior of the humankind of a planet? 

—If in the birth and human person of that man the conditions, 

circumstances, and events enunciated by the prophecies of the 

clairvoyants and expected by the hypotheses and logical deductions 

of the sages, are met, then of course that’s enough, Yhasua. 

"And if in the course of that man's life, manifestations of a spiritual 

and material order occur day after day that prove the existence in him 

of internal powers, typical of a very high spiritual hierarchy, the 

evidence becomes so clear that only a mentally blind could deny it. 

Don't you think so, Yhasua? 

—Some of our Prophets also had great internal powers, and they 

accomplished deeds with those powers that were the astonishment of 

their time. Elijah, Elisha, Ezequiel, and Daniel are there to prove it. 

The clairvoyance of Joseph, son of Jacob, his mastery of the lower 

self, his greatness of soul to forgive his brothers and repay them for 

all the wrong they had done him, his clear lucidity to direct the spiritual, 

social, and economic evolution of ancient Egypt of the Pharaohs, all 

of this indicates the extraordinary evolution of that spirit, and yet no 

one thought of a Messiah as the savior of humankind. 

—All those faculties and powers that were in a high degree in the 

beings that you have just mentioned, must be gathered in the august 

divine personality of the Word of God – answered Yohanan with great 

firmness—. His capacity for love, for benevolence, for tolerance, must 

be such that it radiates abroad like an extraordinary force, like a drag 

of souls, irresistible, invincible. 

“This is all logic... pure logic, Yhasua, nothing dreamy, no illusion. 

 

There was a deep silence between the two of them, as if a superior 

force had ordered them to shut up. 

A few moments later, Yhasua broke that silence to say with infinite 

sweetness: 

—Yohanan!... If you love me as I love you, let us pray together to 

the Father Creator of this and all the worlds, so that upon arriving at 

the Sanctuary of Moab, and before being consecrated Master of souls, 

the complete illumination of my spirit occurs. 

 

—Because I loved you Yhasua since before I was born into this life, 

the Most High has given me the ability to recognize you before you 
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recognize yourself. Let us therefore pray to the Lord. I am certain that 

you will find within yourself the Word of God that we are all looking 

for... 

 

The great silence of the union of souls with Divinity became deep, 

profound, and ecstatic. 

The evening twilight had evaporated into the first shadows of 

evening; and under that clear turquoise sky where the first star shyly 

appeared, those two spirits, old in evolution, sought the infinite 

immensity, forgot the earth that their feet trampled, forgot the 

creatures, forgot themselves and immersed themselves in the realms 

of Supreme Truth. 

Who can know what great souls perceive delivered while in 

complete abandonment to the embrace of the Infinite? 

The sonorous chimes in the calm of the evening brought them back 

to the painful reality of life. In the Rock Sanctuary the white cloth was 

laid on the table, and the bell was ringing for the evening meal. 

Yhasua and Yohanan, without saying a word, turned back their 

steps and headed back to the caves wrapped in shadows, and where 

only the dim glow of the dining room candles could be seen. 
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46. In the Sanctuary of Moab 
 

The reader will remember the raft bridge that the solitaries had built 

to extend it at given moments over the Dead Sea, which at the latitude 

of Kir, owing to the daring peninsula of that name, becomes as narrow 

as a shallow inlet. The bridge had been replaced by a boat with 

capacity for 20 passengers. This way they avoided the long and 

dangerous road to the Salt Flats and the steepest and most rugged 

part of the Judean desert to reach Mount Moab. 

Two days after the conversation with Yohanan, Yhasua and he 

embarked accompanied by Ezra and Eleazar plus the Servitor, Zadok, 

who in compliance with an ordinance had to be the one to present the 

two young men who were going to be consecrated Masters of Divine 

Wisdom. A kind of holy pride filled the old Servitor of the Quarantine 

Sanctuary with joy, who repeated with his eyes moist with emotion 

when the oars propelled the small boat towards Moab:  

—I came 21 years ago to announce your arrival in physical life, 

Yhasua, and today I come to bring you so that the Seventy consecrate 

you Master of the highest divine knowledge! 

“Isn't this an immense glory that I don't deserve and that I could 

never dream of? 

—Likewise, Eleazar and I— said Ezra—had our role in the arrival 

of Yhasua to Earth. Because it was I who recorded him in the Great 

Registry of Israel, volume 724, existing in the first Synagogue of 

Bethlehem, and Eleazar with Simeon already deceased, served the 

altar when Myriam and Yhosep entered the Temple for the ceremonial 

purification and presentation of the child to the Most High God of our 

parents, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. 

“Can there be more beautiful and suggestive coincidences? 

—And don’t forget— Yohanan added—that when I was in the 

womb I recognized Yhasua, for which I inspired my mother to 

sublimely praise Myriam as our chronicles have preserved. 

—All this means— said Yhasua— that I have innumerable debts 

with all of you and that I don't know when I will be able to pay them. 

What happens to me is very original: wherever I go, I find creditors to 

whom I owe a debt of gratitude. When will it be me the one to have to 

collect something from you? 

—You're already collecting yourself, my son, ever since you were 

born. And you charge in the only currency that has value for you: love! 

—It is true, Servitor— answered Yhasua— it is true! If I were to 

repay the Heavenly Father in love, as much love as I have received, I 
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would need a lifetime of centuries to settle my debt. 

And in his mind, full of radiant light, all the souls on Earth who loved 

him passed by like a procession of stars. 

This soft recollection moved him almost to tears, and in a low voice 

he murmured: 

—There is no gift that can be compared to the pure and holy love 

of souls who know how to love! 

And so, in elevated conversations typical of souls that only live for 

sublime and beautiful things, they made the brief journey that took 

them barely half a day. And that same evening, before sunset, our five 

travelers entered the Great Sanctuary of Moab, which the reader is 

already familiar with from the beginning of this narrative, in which their 

arrival caused indescribable joy.  

That same night the first assembly for the consecration of Yhasua 

and Yohanan as Masters of Divine Wisdom took place. The Seventy 

Elders were subdivided into seven Councils, each of which was in 

charge of examining the postulant in one of these seven topics that 

encompass all the science of God, worlds, and souls; and each 

Council consisted of 10 members: 

First topic: God. Second topic: the Worlds. Third topic: Souls. 

Fourth topic: the Law of Evolution. Fifth topic: the Law of Love. Sixth 

topic: the Law of Justice. Seventh topic: the Messiahs or intelligences 

conducting the humanities. 

Both youngsters, seated before that venerable tribunal formed in a 

semicircle, gave the exact impression of two children before a council 

of wise men who sought the spiritual, intellectual, and moral 

satisfaction of contemplating closely the elevated evolution of those 

two souls, already old on the paths of Eternal Life. 

Yhasua, due to his spiritual origin, belonged to the Legion of 

Loving-Beings, and Yohanan for the same reason to the Spirits of 

Justice. 

The Elders, attentive in their observation, amply verified these 

circumstances in the way in which both youngsters developed their 

dissertations on certain topics. 

When Yhasua made his presentation on how the Law of Love 

should be understood, the unshakeable foundation of solidarity and 

universal harmony, the fire, the vibration, the enthusiasm that his word 

radiated was such that the Council of Seventy, plus the other Essenes 

that attended as spectators, erupted in a round of applause, breaking 

the custom of not demonstrating their approval so expressively. 

Some of the most sensitive Elders wept with happiness and 
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assured that they had not heard anything similar in so many Divine 

Wisdom students that they had been assigned to examine at the end 

of their studies. 

The old Servitor of the Quarantine and Ezra, who had been close 

to Yhasua since birth, got up from their stools without being able to 

contain themselves and embraced the young Master full of emotion, 

who could not deny the attribute they had given him since his arrival 

on the physical plane: ‘The Most High has sent us as Messiah, a 

seraph from the seventh heaven of the Loving Beings’. 

Yhasua!... the seraph from the seventh heaven, descended amid 

this terrestrial humankind, made up for the most part of selfish, evil, 

and vicious beings that not even with a miracle, if a miracle were 

possible, could they get in tune with this living harp, whose vibration 

of love and harmony engulfed the whole Earth! 

Yohanan, in turn, when he gave his exposition on the Law of 

Justice, truly appeared as the archangel of fire that he was, come 

alongside the sweet Yhasua to consume some of the dross of the 

paths that the Word of God had to travel. 

The Elders confessed to each other that in all their long lives they 

had not taken part in another examination so brilliant, so steeped in 

the Supreme Truth, so in tune with the Eternal Idea, with the Eternal 

Thought. 

Any reader eager for superior knowledge may find an empty place 

in this narrative by not making known the philosophical and moral 

dissertations of these two outstanding students; but its extension and 

depth would be such that the seven questions by themselves could 

form a separate book, which could not be for all kinds of readers 

either, but for the very few who dedicate themselves to the esoteric 

part of the sublime ideal, whose encompassing reach culminated in 

the Divine Christ. (N.R: In the work "Summits and Plains", in the 

chapters: "John's Garden Flourishes" and "John's Parchments", the 

reader will find the dissertation of the Divine Master). 

“—Now I speak to you like this— he later said to his friends— 

because you still cannot understand me. However, when you are with 

me in my Kingdom, you will see clearly in all things." 

Those of us who recount his life must keep these prudent and wise 

words of his in mind, seeking that the Divine Savior be known and 

understood by Earth’s humankind, which is his inheritance for all 

eternity. 

After the seven assemblies, in which both students gave ample 

evidence of having passed the high science to which the Schools of 
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Higher Knowledge were dedicated, they proceeded to consecrate 

them Teachers of souls, with a ceremonial full of extremely emotional 

symbols. 

All dressed in simple tunics of an almost black, violet color tied at 

the waist by a hemp cord, all symbol of penance and humiliation, they 

sang to the beat of psalters Psalm 57, in which the soul fully abandons 

itself in the immensity of Merciful Love waiting for light, strength, hope, 

and comfort that can only come from God. 

After the psalm was finished, they remained in silence for an hour, 

all submerged in a deep spiritual concentration, so that each one 

might seek the most perfect union with Divinity. 

This was also the spiritual help that the Elders offered to those who 

were going to be consecrated Masters of souls, leaders of large or 

small portions of humankind so that they would be enlightened about 

the great responsibilities they accepted in those solemn moments. 

And Yhasua then had the most tremendous vision that made his 

path amid humankind clearly known to him. 

He slowly fell into that ecstatic state, in which the Eternal Love 

submerges the souls that give themselves fully to them in total 

abandonment, in complete forgetfulness of themselves in order not to 

seek or want anything other than the Divine Will. 

The Eternal Light, which collects and records in the diaphanous 

crystal planes of its sacred domains every thought and feeling that 

human intelligences radiate, allows us to observe the intimate process 

that took place in the depths of the consciousness of the Word of God. 

He saw himself standing on the edge of an immeasurable abyss, 

so dark that only with great effort could he see what was happening 

there. Like disgusting larvae, like tiny worms, like dirty little animals 

mixed up in a nauseating pool formed of mud and blood, of putrefying 

wrecks, he saw terrestrial humankind yearning for death among the 

throes of a slow and cruel agony, where suffering reached the point 

of paroxysm, and selfishness and ambition turned into the fatal 

madness of crime. 

A tenth of humankind were executioners dressed in purple, gold, 

and precious stones, who amused themselves in the filthy pool of 

crushing the remaining nine parts like ants, subjecting them to the 

tortures of hunger, fatigue, epidemics, of nudity, cold, fire, hanging, 

mutilation, slavery, and misery in its many forms. 

In the black rocks flanking that abyss, he saw in very small groups, 

some little lights like candles burning, and their faint flames rose up 

like small tongues of light lifted upwards. 
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But they were so few that they were not enough to give light to the 

frightful darkness. 

He saw in the immensity of infinity, blacked out worlds rolling out 

of their orbits and hurtling into the voids of space that Occult Science 

has called cemeteries of dead worlds. He understood that in their 

vertiginous rolling, they would overrun planet Earth, whose currents 

of Good and Evil were in complete imbalance, for Evil was immensely 

greater than Good. Like an organic body, its decomposition was such 

that final destruction was imminent from moment to moment. He 

understood that the vision outlined for him a future that was more or 

less near. 

“Worlds and souls are alike” –thought the ecstatic seer–. "One and 

the same is the law of evolution that governs them." 

 

Immediately afterwards, he saw rising from the very bottom of that 

black abyss, a white light like a silver moon that rose and rose. That 

luminous disc suddenly widened, dispelling the darkness, and in the 

center of that disc was drawn a black log with a crossbar at the top. It 

was a cross in the form used to execute slaves running away from 

their masters, highwaymen raiding caravans, and sea-robbing pirates. 

On that piece of wood appeared a bloody and dying man, whose 

weeping eyes looked with pity at the unconscious and barbarous 

crowd, which howled like a pack of hungry wolves. 

And Yhasua, shocked, recognized himself in the man who was 

dying on that infamy stake. 

Anxieties of death made his matter faint, which appeared semi-

stretched on the reed bench in the shadows of the Essene sanctuary. 

A divine clarity appeared over him and the sweetest voice of one 

of his guides told him: 

“That is the altar of your sublime holocaust in favor of humankind 

that is perishing. You are still free to take it for yourself or leave it. No 

law obliges you. Your free will is master of yourself. Love is who will 

decide. Choose". 

And then he saw himself ascending to luminous heights, 

inaccessible or incomprehensible to the mind chained to matter; and 

that he dragged behind him most of that formless labyrinth of larvae 

and worms, which were human beings submerged in the disgusting 

pool at the bottom of the abyss. 

—"Choose!" —the voice insisted—. “This is the decisive moment 

of your final glorification. This is the triumph of Love over Egoism. Of 

the Truth about the Lie; of Good over Evil”. 
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—I want it for myself, I choose it for myself!... I am that man who 

dies in infamy, to save all humankind from infamy!... — Yhasua 

shouted, with a formidable cry that was heard by all those who were 

present. And he would have rolled like an inert mass on the pavement 

mats if the Elders around him had not hastened to lift him up in their 

arms. 

 

The next day when the sun was at its zenith, all the inhabitants of 

the Great Sanctuary of Moab wore linen tunics and crowns of myrtle 

and olive trees. 

And the Great Servitor, after burning incense on the bonfire of the 

altar where the Tables of the Law and the books of Moses and the 

Prophets were, made this interrogation to Yhasua: 

—Yhasua of Nazareth, son of Myriam and Yhosep, of the royal 

lineage of David, do you want to be consecrated Master of souls amid 

humankind? 

—I do! –was the answer of the questioned. 

—Do you accept the Ten Commandments of the Law inspired by 

God to Moses; and do you recognize it as the only efficient one to lead 

humankind to the brotherly love that will save it? 

—I accept that Law in all its parts, and I recognize its divine origin 

and its capacity to save men. 

—Do you voluntarily accept all the sacrifices that your divine 

mission as Master will impose on you from now on? 

—I accept them, including even the sacrifice of life itself. 

Then all the Elders raised their right hand over the bowed head of 

Yhasua and pronounced in a loud voice the solemn words of the 

Blessing of Moses by which they asked for him his mastery of all the 

forces, currents and elements of Nature, God's magnificent work.  

A formidable: "God save you, Anointed Eternal Priest, Savior of 

men!" resounded like a concert of manly voices under the austere rock 

vault of the Moab Sanctuary. The Essenes all, with their venerable 

faces bathed in tears, embraced Yhasua, one by one. 

When it was Yohanan's turn, he told him: 

—Heavenly Father finally spoke to you! 

—Yes, Yohanan! But he spoke so loudly that my heart still trembles 

at the echo of his voice. I will never be able to laugh anymore because 

I have understood all the pain and misery of humankind. 

—Help me because tomorrow will be my consecration— Yohanan 

said. 

—Count on me, Yohanan, since we are twin brothers who follow 
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similar paths— answered Yhasua. 

With the same ceremonial, Yohanan, Master of souls, was 

consecrated the next day at the same time. 

Immediately afterwards they were taken to the mortuary grotto of 

Moses on the height of Mount Nebo, where the great Lawgiver 

delivered his glorified spirit to the Infinite, after having amply fulfilled 

his mission of that time. 

Since this scenario is already known to the reader, we save 

ourselves from describing it again. 

Yhasua with Yohanan and the two Essenes Elders who came from 

Jerusalem, asked to be allowed to examine the books of Moses 

considered to be authentic writings of his own handwriting, to which 

the High Council agreed for two powerful reasons. 

The first, because Yhasua was the one who requested it and the 

second, because in that year it had not yet been opened and revised, 

as was their custom to do every year on the anniversary day, from 

when Moses came down from Mount Sinai with the Tablets of the Law. 

They were five small papyrus scrolls written with admirable clarity, 

with dark purple, almost violet murex dye: 

“The Genesis or vision of Moses with the description of the 

formation of our Planetary System and primitive evolution of our planet 

Earth. 

"The Exodus", which is a brief account with the list of the Hebrews 

who entered Egypt with Jacob when he was called by his son Joseph, 

plus the names of the family heads of each of the Twelve Tribes 

descendants of the 12 sons of Jacob and the total number of them. 

And at the end this ordinance was read to the people: "Seven 

scribes will be appointed to keep records of the children of Israel who 

left Egypt, of those who died during the journey, and of those who 

reached the promised land." 

"The Leviticus or priestly book", in which Moses declares having 

chosen individuals from the tribe of Levi for the sacred chants, prayers 

and offerings to Jehovah because Patriarch Jacob his father gave him 

a special blessing for being among all his children, the most inclined 

to prayer and intimate relationship with God, to whom he cried out and 

begged several times each day. ‘You and your seed— he had told 

him— will teach the people to pray before the Lord.’ And the first 

priests chosen among the Levites were Aaron, Moses' adoptive 

brother, and his four sons, for the justice and righteousness that 

always shone in them. 

He describes the consecration ceremony according to indications 
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that were given to him from the spiritual world, to what he called 

"Jehovah's will." 

He then briefly describes the journeys made by the people since 

they left the land of Goshen in Egypt, until they reached the Jordan 

valleys, mentioning in passing the towns or countries where they 

made rest stops. 

He then came the papyrus in which Moses had written down the 

names of the heads of families in each tribe, and the number of 

individuals of which each family and each Tribe was composed. 

Such as a Record Book, in which the exact sum of all the 

components of the Hebrew nation could very well be obtained. This 

written record was called the "Book of Numbers". It was the people of 

Israel as they were in the last years of Moses. 

And finally, The Law, which is the Ten Commandments that we 

know, with some brief explanatory comments, tending to the good and 

perfect interpretation that should be given to said Law. For instance: 

the case in which an individual kills another without intention and 

without will, only due to an unforeseen accident, which did not imply a 

crime or deserve punishment, but rather pity, for the misfortune 

occurred to both. Because one was deprived of life and the other was 

hated by the relatives of the deceased, for which reason Moses 

ordered that three Cities-Refuge be designated for these involuntary 

murderers, where no one could cause them any harm. 

And so, each verse or mandate of The Law had a small explanatory 

comment attached to help the correct interpretation. 

Yhasua was able to verify that in the course of time long additions 

had been made to the five short original authentic papyrus scrolls of 

Moses. This was undoubtedly done to provide greater and more 

detailed clarifications, but in many cases they changed the meaning 

and spirit of that Law, which in no case ordered the punishments to 

be given to offenders, but rather left it to the judgment of the court of 

the Seventy Elders chosen by Moses to solve all civil and moral 

questions. 

And so, it’s very well understood, that according to the thinking and 

feeling of that Council that was renewed due to the death of its 

members, were the punishments for the offenders, which over time 

took on the force of law, because the accepted customs by the 

majority, in a court, become with time, unappealable laws. And this 

was what happened with the famous Law of Moses, so brief, so 

simple, but that by the second century after his death had already 

become a voluminous portfolio of tremendous penalties and 
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punishments for the offenders. This portfolio grew more and more, as 

evidenced by a chronicle book written by the Elders of Moab in which 

the dates, details, and names of the Councilors who believed in justice 

by decreeing such and such penalties for the transgressions reported 

to them were recounted. 

Yhasua found that for the first time in the middle of the second 

century after the death of Moses, there appeared the death by stoning 

of a blasphemer whose name, family, and tribe to which he belonged, 

were carefully noted with the signatures of witnesses who had 

witnessed the act. 

On the same page appeared the stoning of a woman, the wife of 

Councilor number 23 for having been found guilty of marital infidelity. 

And together with this condemnation, a vote of the entire Council of 

Seventy to impose from now on and as an example, this sentence on 

all women guilty of adultery. 

Opinion had been divided, as some said: "The law prohibits 

adultery not only for women but also for men, since it does not specify 

the sexes." 

"Why, then, should the wife who is unfaithful to her husband be put 

to death, and not the husband who is unfaithful to his lawful wife?" 

The Essenian chronicle tells that of the Seventy Councilors only 12 

agreed with the criteria that the penalty should be the same for a man 

as for a woman; and the other 58 obtained by majority the triumph of 

their idea that the unfaithful woman suffer death by stoning, and that 

the man in the same case, be admonished and forced to pay a more 

or less large tribute according to his assets. 

Thus, Yhasua was able to verify case by case, how over the 

centuries, the most serious transgressions to the Law of Moses were 

being born on the part of the leaders of the town, whose crimes they 

wanted to repress with other greater ones, but apparently justified by 

the approval of the majority of the Council of Seventy Elders, sole 

judges of Israel. 

—It is, then, proven— he said to Yohanan and his two travel 

companions —that one is the Law received from the spiritual planes 

by Moses, and another is the regulations or statutes created by the 

leaders of Israel, from Joshua to the present day. 

“Let us take note, Yohanan, for our future teachings, if we are to be 

true Masters of Divine Wisdom. 

—It will cost you your life!... — the Elders of Moab said with deep 

sorrow. 

—We already know— both youngsters answered at the same time. 
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Four days later they returned to the Sanctuary of Mount 

Quarantine, where after a tender farewell to all its inhabitants, Yhasua 

took the road to Jerusalem accompanied by Ezra and Eleazar, who 

left him with his parents, in the house of Leah where they were waiting 

for him.  
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47. Yhasua and the Holy Alliance 
 

The four doctors from Israel, friends of Yhasua, who are already 

known to the reader, plus Judah and Faqui, his two young and fervent 

devotees, as soon as they heard of his arrival they rushed to visit him. 

And they all agreed on this observation: “It seems that 10 years 

passed in a leap over Yhasua. How changed is he!" 

His mother was the first to notice it, and no matter how hard she 

probed, she couldn't figure out the cause. She finally attributed it to 

exhaustion from the painful trip and the excessive mental work and 

tried to hasten his return to her quiet Nazareth, where she hoped that 

his son would recover the freshness of his physical appearance and 

his usual joviality. 

Yhasua was informed that the Holy Alliance was secretly growing 

to admirable proportions. Each home was a School-Registry, where a 

lesson was learned, a slogan was taken, and the names of the new 

adherents were recorded. 

A strong bond of brotherhood was being knotted from heart to 

heart, forgetting old grievances and resentments, forgiving each other 

debts, sharing the roof, table, clothes, food as if they were a single 

family, which came together to resist the spurious and wicked invader, 

who ran over even with the most holy and pure feelings. 

The slogan was: love against hate; reason against fanaticism; 

equality against arrogance; one for all and all for one. 

How strong and powerful Israel would be if it were to perfect this 

sublime ideal in all its members! It would be liberation. It would be 

greatness. It would be peace and prosperity. 

If hospitality had always been the first Essene virtue, now it grew 

to such an extent that even the stables were arranged as lodgings for 

the incessant travelers, who arrived bringing adherents who, later 

instructed, spread through towns, villages, and mountains, bringing 

the good news: "The Savior of Israel is already in the midst of his 

people, and it is necessary to prepare his presentation to the world." 

Faqui and Judah took Yhasua one night to David's sepulchral 

pantheon, a meeting point, as is well known, of the most ardent 

opponents of the Roman government and of the excesses of the high 

clergy united to it for the most part, for the convenience that they 

gained from it. 

Yhasua found himself surprised by that great mass of people on 

whose chests he saw the initials of the Holy Alliance. He also 

understood that Judah and Faqui had acquired great prestige there 
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as leaders of the great liberating crusade of Israel, since they were 

consulted and obeyed in everything. 

Many of these adherents were the former hired men of Prince 

Ithamar, father of Judah, slain by order of Gracchus nine years before; 

plus the servants of Prince Sallun of Lohes, already rehabilitated by 

the Imperial Legate of Syria; and almost all had equal or similar 

dependence on Sadducee princes, who were the most punished by 

the arbitrariness of the reigning power. 

Suddenly an elderly man asked to speak and said: 

—I propose to all the brothers that we impose an obligation to notify 

each other when someone can find out where the one who is our King 

and Savior is hiding, so that we can very secretly personally offer our 

support and receive from him the necessary instructions. 

“If, as they say, he is already 20 years old, he can very well put 

himself at the head of all of us, who together with the groups that are 

being formed in all corners of the country, are already a respectable 

force and very capable of expelling the invader. You will say if I am 

right”. 

Judah and Faqui looked at each other and looked at Yhasua, 

whose eyes, fixed on the pavement, did not receive that look. 

Judah said: 

—Friends: tonight, we have brought a great companion of ours who 

is already known to some of you: Yhasua of Nazareth, he comes from 

the heights of Moab, in whose Great Sanctuary he has been 

consecrated Master of Divine Wisdom. 

“I propose that we listen to him and that his word serves as a 

standard for our path to follow. 

Everyone's eyes fixed on Yhasua, and a wave of sympathy spread 

in the environment. 

Silence fell immediately, and Yhasua, standing up, spoke to them 

in this way: 

—Friends of the Holy Alliance: 

"I see burning in your hearts the holy fire of fraternal union, which 

will make you great and strong to respond to the supreme ideal that 

designates you as a people chosen by the law of this hour, to receive 

the spokesman of Eternal Truth who is light, peace and well-being for 

all the peoples of the Earth. 

“I come, as has been said, from Mount Moab, where I have found 

the Savior that we awaited with feverish anxiety, and I know that he’s 

willing to sacrifice everything, absolutely everything, even life itself, for 

the sake of the liberation of his brothers, oppressed by all kinds of 
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loads..." 

A unanimous cry amid thunderous applause resounded in the 

crypts of David's vault: 

—Hosanna to the son of David, Savior of Israel!... 

—I have just found him— Yhasua continued— and I have 

understood that his action will not be of arms and blood, but of that 

silent and firm resistance. Resistance that turns every heart into a 

diamond block, in which all the stalking and machinations of the 

cunning adversaries crash. Adversaries who will seek to buy 

consciences with gold, silence reasoning and logic, disfigure the truth 

so that fanaticism and lies reign, which is the only means of triumph 

available to the oppressors of peoples. 

"Your Messiah knows that your liberation from all the burdens you 

bear will only come from yourselves; if you are capable of conquering, 

whatever the cost, the new clothing that he will demand for all those 

who want to share with him the arduous and painful mission to give 

men, the greatness, peace and happiness that we seek. 

“There is no wool, nor linen, nor silk, that can weave that garment, 

which is not corruptible matter, but immaterial and eternal: it is woven 

of selflessness, self-sacrifice, a spirit of sacrifice and a powerful and 

strong desire, like the gale that drags everything; of social, material, 

and spiritual improvement, for all races and peoples of the Earth. 

“Your Messiah knows that selfish thinking that only Israel must be 

saved must be banished. Our Nation, however great it may seem to 

us, is only like the tablecloth on our table, and we will do very little if 

we are only capable of keeping our tablecloth clean, while allowing to 

grow around it in raging waves the sea of blood and tears, of filth and 

misery that surrounds us on all sides. 

“Your Messiah knows that the people of Israel have been called the 

first in this hour of human evolution to give the cry of freedom from all 

kinds of slavery. And you are, friends of the Holy Alliance, the heralds 

of that freedom, daughter of God, which makes each man an apostle 

of human dignity, which has been lacerated, offended, and trampled 

on by all created despotisms, and sustained by the pride and 

selfishness of audacious adventurers, seized of power by the 

unconsciousness and ignorance of the popular masses. 

"Your Messiah knows that if the Holy Alliance succeeds in 

destroying that unconsciousness and ignorance of the peoples, 

substituting them for the reasonable and logical conviction of the best, 

of the just, of the great, noble and true that there is in human life, the 

Triumph is certain, as sure is the fire lit with a spark on a windy day, 
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whose currents will carry its living flame wherever there is a hay plant 

to ignite... 

Yhasua was interrupted by fervent and fiery cries: 

—We want to see and hear our Savior Messiah!... If you have found 

and seen him, why can't we see him? 

—My friends... I have spent my whole life preparing myself with 

studies, sacrifices, and renunciations, to find the Messiah that you ask 

to see and hear at this instant. In my internal Self, I have already 

accepted all the sacrifices that the Eternal Law imposes on those who 

voluntarily want to share with Him the salvation of men. Believe me, 

because I am in a position to affirm it in the name of God, who is 

Justice and Love: when you are ready, the Messiah will be before you 

to start the march towards the conquest of all the greatness and 

happiness possible on this Earth. I turn on your lamps on this hour, 

and I ask God, Eternal Wisdom, that in his light you all find the path in 

which the Savior of humankind awaits you. 

Yhasua's face shone with a soft light in the gloom of the sepulchral 

crypt, and the radiation of his sovereign love was so strong that some, 

more sensitive, gave this alarming cry: 

—You are the Messiah, son of God!... You have the light of a 

Prophet in your forehead!... Jehovah has descended upon you! You 

are the Savior of Israel!... 

Judah and Faqui intervened to calm that storm of enthusiasm, 

which threatened to crush Yhasua, on which everyone rushed looking 

for a remedy for their physical ills, because there were some sick 

people there, or who had sick people in their families. It was 

announced that the presence of the Messiah would remedy all human 

pain! 

The most conscientious helped Judah and Faqui to form a chain of 

united arms, isolating Yhasua from that human wave that was 

onrushing him, while he, white as an ivory statue illuminated by the 

moon, said to them: 

—For the love of your Messiah, God Infinite Power, gives you 

everything you need at this moment. 

And without giving them time to recover from the powerful magnetic 

wave he sent over all of them, he rushed out of the crypt and lay down 

behind a pack of bundled hay, which some shepherd had left under 

the sycamores to take away the next day. 

This sudden disappearance was taken as miraculous, and all that 

crowd came to be convinced that Yhasua was the Messiah himself 

who had spoken to them. 
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—Whatever it is— Judah told them, supported by Faqui— time will 

reveal the whole truth to us. We also believe that he is the Messiah, 

but if he refuses to confess it, let us respect his secret, thus showing 

him that we are capable of understanding his designs and thoughts. 

At dusk the next day, Judah and Faqui took Yhasua to the gate of 

Damascus, commonly called the North Gate, and led him into an 

immense olive grove several miles in length, owned by Prince Jeshua, 

son of Abinoam, for whom Yhasua brought one of the letters from 

Melchior of Horeb. As soon as night fell, the darkness was complete 

because the centuries-old olive trees interweaved their branches with 

each other in such a way that they allowed only very weak rays of light 

to penetrate. There Jeshua was waiting for them with two and a half-

hundred of his laborers, who around a beautiful bonfire distributed 

piece of roast lamb, with good bread and better wine from the prince's 

cellars, widely generous for his servants. Great was his joy at meeting 

Yhasua again. 

—You've aged boy! What happened? —he asked him as soon as 

he saw him. 

—That I have ceased to be a child and have become a man who 

takes the pain of humankind for himself— Yhasua answered. 

—Not too much, not so much that it harms your health— the prince 

insisted—. 

“With God’s favor and our good will, we’ll all bear the pain of our 

people together, and we’ll have little luck if we don’t manage to 

remedy it. 

“Sit down to eat and then we will continue our journey. —And he 

pointed out to them a shed of reeds and rushes, where in the light of 

an oil lamp, a rustic table covered with a white tablecloth could be 

seen. 

Yhasua, greeting the various groups of peasants looking at him, 

realized that Judah and Faqui were familiar with them. 

Led by Prince Jeshua, he entered the shed and sat down at the 

table, together with Judah and Faqui. 

—I think I’ve heard that we’ll continue our journey. To where if I 

may ask? —Yhasua asked, helping himself from the dish that was 

brought to him. 

—Where this forest of olive trees ends, are the tombs of the Kings 

whose custody was entrusted to my ancestors by Maaseiah, governor 

of Jerusalem in the days of King Josiah the Just. Since that time, we 

have maintained that custody all the more so since the family, with its 

domain from the city to Mizpah, borders the valley of the Royal Tombs. 
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There will be our journey tonight, where adherents of the Tribe of 

Benjamin will come, of which I am one of the most ancient princes, 

descendants in a straight line of Elidad, son of Chislon, appointed by 

Moses to take possession of the part of allotted lands to the tribe of 

Benjamin. Circumstances that I refer, with the desire to make you 

understand that we will be there in perfect safety. The crypts are 

immense, and that old monument has been forgotten since King 

Herod, father, verified that he could take nothing from there that would 

be usable in the elegance and wealth of his palaces. 

 

When the meal was over, they left the olive grove in groups of six 

or seven to go unnoticed, even though the large ravines on both sides 

of the road made it very impassable when night fell. 

Prince Jeshua with Yhasua, Judah and Faqui and two trusted 

servants, were the last to leave the thick forest and start the march, 

with no more clarity than the light of the stars. 

When they reached the Tombs of the Kings, one of the prince's 

servants lit a torch made of waxed threads and held it up three times, 

quickly extinguishing it. 

It was the signal, and at once they saw a multitude of men come 

out from among the ravines, fall from the trees, and come out from 

among the grasses obedient to the signal. The black mouth of the 

entrance tunnel was swallowing them all with dizzying speed. 

In the end the prince entered with the companions we know, 

leaving two servants as sentinels. 

Neither Yhasua nor Faqui had ever been in that huge crypt, built to 

keep all the kings of Israel under its granite blocks, even if there were 

a thousand more than they were. 

There were innumerable niches opened in the side walls, walled 

up with stone blocks, in which the name of its real inhabitant 

appeared. On the pavement of the spacious rooms there were tombs 

raised two feet from the ground, which served as seats for the 

constituents of that nocturnal assembly. 

On one of these tombs, it was written in ancient Hebrew: “Here 

sleeps Asa, king of Judah, who reigned for 41 years in Jerusalem. 

Because he did what was right before Jehovah, he be praised forever. 

The careful cleaning of this tomb was striking, which was clearly 

seen to have been polished and decorated with bronze flowers in high 

relief, while the others, covered in dust that had formed a crust on 

them, clearly denoted the abandonment in which they were. 

Yhasua stopped to observe this circumstance, and Judah 
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approached him: 

—Yhasua, Does it strike you that the tomb of Asa, King of Judah, 

is decorated and sparkling clean? 

—You guessed it. I was just thinking about it –the Master replied. 

—Look at this leading edge— Judah added—. Can you read here? 

Yhasua read: 

—Eliezer Ithamar, son of Abdi-Hur, in eternal gratitude to the King 

protector of his ancestors. 

—Eliezer, son of Abdi-Hur, was your father, was he not? 

—How many times did he bring me as a child to venerate this tomb 

and pray to Jehovah for the freedom of Israel! —the young prince 

Judah, replied deeply moved—. 

"It seems that since the time of Joshua, who was accompanied by 

one of our own blood when the triumphal entry into Jericho, my family 

had the bad star of arousing the envy of men. Throughout the 

centuries, our family chronicles tell of an ancestor being nearly 

murdered and robbed; and if it had not been for the justice of King 

Asa, we would have become slaves to one Baasha, king of the 

Samaritans. For this reason, from father to son our gratitude is 

transmitted to King Asa, a direct descendant of David. Tell me, 

Yhasua, is it true that human souls take on new bodies to repeat their 

physical lives over and over again? The school of Socrates and Plato 

say so. 

—It is one of the great truths of the Eternal Law. The human soul 

appears many times on the stage of physical life in different bodies. 

Why do you ask? 

—Because one night when I saw myself released from my exile, I 

dismounted upon reaching a ravine of the Kidron Torrent, and waiting 

for nightfall to enter Jerusalem to find news of my mother and sister, I 

fell asleep at the foot of a hill covered with vegetation. I dreamed that 

a very beautiful and elderly woman said to me: "Get up, Asa, King of 

Judah, for this hill was once cursed by you, because I, your mother, 

had built an altar to an idol that brought me luck. "Such was my dream. 

—That fact appears in the chronicles of the Kings of Judah— 

Yhasua replied— and there is no reason not to believe that you 

yourself are an incarnation of Asa. 

This dialogue was interrupted by two resounding claps from Prince 

Jeshua, who, helped by Faqui, had seated the crowd on the tombs of 

the Kings of Israel. 

—Companions of the Holy Alliance— said Jeshua —. You all know 

the reason that brings us together: to unite more and more to save our 
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nation from the oppression in which it finds itself. And since the first 

thing is to organize ourselves, I tell you that here you have three young 

people of great capacity whom you know by these names: Yhasua, 

Judah, and Faqui. The three of them will act as scribes to write down 

tonight in our registry your names and the place where you can carry 

out our activities. 

The embalming tables served as desks, and the three young men 

wrote down 340 names, among whom were subjects from distant 

regions: from Heshbon and Philadelphia in Perea, from Abila and 

Raphana in Trachonitis, and from Hezron and Rehoboth of Idumea. 

Those who came from Heshbon, Philadelphia, and Raphana 

brought recommendation notes from Scheiff Ilderim, whose domains 

in the Arabian desert delimited these populations. 

Yhasua, who still had a letter from Melchior to Scheiff Ilderim in his 

traveler's bag, paid great attention to these subjects and talked with 

them about the aforementioned character, about whom he had 

excellent accounts. Although he was not a Hebrew, he was a man 

who believed in God, and a friend of justice and loyalty. When he gave 

someone the name of friend, he felt capable of sacrificing himself for 

him. This faith of his in the infinite power of a just God made him 

sympathize with the Hebrew people, the only one who had not been 

contaminated by the worship of multiple gods to which the rest of the 

world had indulged. 

Judah knew him personally, and in his wandering life as a fugitive, 

he had been a guest in his tent in the Orchard of the Palms. 

Faqui in turn recalled that in the hypogeum of Mizraim they spoke 

of said character, whose mummy from a distant physical life, they 

contemplated at the bottom of that thousand-year-old tomb, lost in the 

valley of the Pyramids, back in his native land, of the which he was 

absent for love of Yhasua. 

The name, then, of the Scheiff Ilderim had the magic of arousing 

the interest that deep memories preserve, for people with a vehement 

and sensitive temperament. 

Yhasua, Judah and Faqui, were linked to such a character, and 

when they had finished registering all the names, they made an aside 

with those subjects who came recommended by him. They were six 

young men from 30 to 37 years old, all of them related to each other 

by marriage to each other's sisters. The Kabir of the caravan that was 

going from Jerusalem to Philadelphia, a relative of some of them, had 

brought them the news of the rumors that were spreading in Judea 

about the birth of the Messiah, the Savior of Israel, and of the Holy 
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Alliance that was being secretly formed to prepare his triumphal entry 

to possess the throne of David, his distant ancestor. 

Yhasua couldn't help but be startled when he saw the scale that 

the rebellion project against the illegally constituted powers was 

starting to take in the land where the Eternal Law had made him born. 

Prince Jeshua did not know Scheiff Ilderim, called the Generous, 

except by name. But when he found out from Yhasua that he was a 

great friend of Prince Melchior and had brought a letter of 

recommendation for him from Alexandria, he was keenly interested in 

those subjects who came recommended by that Scheiff Ilderim, and 

he kept them until the entire crowd had been dispersed with the 

necessary instructions, and they were left alone and ready for a 

confidence that would guide them all. 

Those who came from Philadelphia were two brothers: Harim and 

Zachur, fur traders, and they were apparently the most capable of 

those six men who came from Perea, whose sovereign was Herod 

Antipas, second son of Herod the Great. 

According to their genealogy, they belonged to the Tribe of Gad, 

one of the 12 sons of Jacob, descended in a direct line from Geuel, 

son of Machi, one of those who obtained the concession from Moses 

to settle in that eastern region of the Jordan, where the numerous 

descendants of Gad still remained. Everyone understood that the two 

brothers were influential people in their homeland, that they could be 

excellent pillars for the reconstruction of the greatness of the nation. 

His grandparents had been powerful in the old days; but the Roman 

domination had impoverished them by charging heavy tributes to all 

commerce, and even more, with the assaults on the caravans, 

ordered or allowed by the Roman Procurators, who sent the products 

to their private coffers. 

 

Its fur trade in good times provided a comfortable livelihood for a 

large part of those populations; once ruined, hunger and misery were 

felt with enough intensity throughout Perea, because apart from the 

Roman power, King Herod Antipas had his agents collecting other 

taxes imposed by him, for his endless orgies and to obtain pageantry 

and splendor of his many courtiers. 

Both brothers became aware of the extreme precautions with 

which in Judea they would have to carry out any activity aimed at 

overthrowing the spurious rulers, and one of them, the eldest, which 

was Harim, said: 

“Our land reaches up to Mount Jebel, which is a range of more than 
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50 miles, which is the natural boundary that separates us from the 

Arabian desert. 

“Only we and Scheiff Ilderim, our friend, dominate this entire 

mountain, which is why it’s an excellent place for the training camp of 

the armies that will enforce respect for the King of Israel, the Savior 

Messiah who will liberate our race from foreign domination. 

“If it pleases you, Prince Jeshua, send with us, emissaries of the 

Holy Alliance with the first volunteers of the great liberating crusade, 

because between Scheiff Ilderim and our large family, we’ll make sure 

that they don’t lack the means to support themselves. 

“That lonely mountain has immense caverns, in one of which the 

Scheiff is storing provisions and weapons that arrive from the Persian 

Gulf by the Euphrates, and from Antioch and Damascus. 

They all looked at each other in astonishment and then that gaze 

rested on Yhasua seeking to know his impression on the matter. 

—I think— he said, at the insistence of those scrutinizing glances— 

that armed armies will not be needed. The Holy Alliance is, in truth, a 

disciplined force like an army, but its means of struggle are teaching, 

persuasion, and the skillful leading of the masses towards a passive 

resistance, which, creating a void around the illegitimate powers, 

forces them to straighten their paths or withdraw, convinced of their 

impotence to dominate the people. 

—It seems to me difficult that the Romans abandon their prey 

without a fight, when we see them continually looking for pretexts to 

take offense, and present combat to all the peoples of the Earth one 

after another. 

“In our country there are rumors that the Roman eagles prepare 

their claws against the Parthians that are still free; And then it could 

be opportune for us to fall on them from the south, since the Parthians 

are brave and would be of great help to us to box the Romans between 

the mountains and the desert, Ilderim thinks so and with good reason. 

—Let Prince Jeshua speak; he’s the one who has brought us 

together in this place— said a manly voice that suddenly came out 

from among the group. 

—Speak! —was the response of all those present. 

—I find myself torn between two forces that seem to spur my will— 

said the prince, who was the oldest person in the entire gathering—. 

“Pushing our nation into war is hard, very hard for those who love 

it the way I love it. 

“And without the absolute certainty of victory, even more so, 

because if today the yoke we endure is hard, it will be a hundred times 
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harder if unfortunately, we were defeated in our just rebellion. 

—We will be many, united with Ilderim and the Parthians— said the 

man from Philadelphia. 

—And with the Tuaregs of North Africa— interrupted the sonorous 

voice of Faqui. They all looked at the young Egyptian whose eyes 

sparkled with excitement. 

—Fine, yes, we will be many as I was saying— Prince Jeshua 

continued— but we will not have the austere discipline of the Roman 

legions that move like a machine, whose infinite springs automatically 

obey an iron will: the generalissimo who commands them. We lack 

that admirable unity that makes them invincible... 

—You have pronounced the great sentence, Prince Jeshua, and 

forgive the interruption— said Yhasua. 

—Speak, speak— several voices said at once. 

—We lack unity— Yhasua continued—and although I am very 

young and inexperienced in these matters, I consider it a grave 

mistake to think of leading our country into a war as deadly as it is 

unequal. 

“As long as we lack the unity that the noble prince Jeshua sees as 

lacking, any attempt at freedom is useless, and hence the great and 

necessary work that the Holy Alliance will carry out if we support it to 

strengthen and magnify it. Let's do like the shepherds to defend their 

cattle from the wild beasts, a strong fence of thorny branches closely 

intertwined with each other. Let us unite with love, with a spirit of 

sacrifice, with disinterest and only seeking the well-being of all; peace 

for all, abundance for all; and when we have brought our people to 

that moral level which makes a man capable of sacrifice for the good 

of his fellow men, then it will be time to say to the intrusive despot who 

crushes us: get out of here, there is no place for tyrants. in a town that 

wants justice and freedom. 

“It will be good to organize armed forces very secretly as a defense, 

as a containment wall that commands respect for the enemy, whose 

essentially warrior character fears no other force than that of arms. 

“The union of all races and all peoples who love freedom and 

justice is the only certain promise that I see shining on the horizon like 

a light of dawn for a still distant future. 

“Educating peoples in the noble selflessness that leads to fraternity 

and love for one another and annuls the cruel separation of what is 

yours and what is mine, is a long and heavy journey, my friends, and 

that will be the work of the Holy Alliance, if each one of us becomes 

an apostle of national unity first and of the whole world afterwards. 
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—Very good, very good— said the listeners—; Let us then form the 

Holy Alliance to prepare the union of our people among themselves, 

and with the neighboring peoples of our land subjugated like us. 

Yhasua, Judah and Faqui wrote down 340 names that night when 

the holy fire of enthusiasm for prompt liberation burned vigorously in 

all souls. 

The second hour of the night was already beginning when they left 

the Tombs of the Kings to return to the city by different paths. 

Prince Jeshua's laborers were left in the sheds of the olive grove, 

where almost all of them lived permanently. 

The three young friends accompanied Prince Jeshua to his 

residence in the Jaffa Gate Market quarter, and then proceeded to 

Ithamar's palace where Naomi and Thirsa were still watching waiting 

for Judah. 

—The Lord's Anointed is coming with you!... — exclaimed the 

mother, leaning down to kiss the hem of his tunic—. What glory is this 

for our house? 

Yhasua had taken the hands of that woman to prevent her from 

falling to the ground! Judah kissed his mother and his sister, 

complaining that they were still up at that time of night. 

Faqui approached Thirsa, whose delicate and transparent beauty 

reminded him of the paintings of Queen Selene, kept by his father in 

Cyrene, his hometown. 

A secret sympathy was born between them, and Yhasua, who 

noticed it, said with his affable and soft grace like a caress: 

—Next to a granite rock, the lily of the valley is best kept... Isn't that 

so, Faqui? 

—As you wish, Yhasua, since your ideas and thoughts always 

bring us a new light— he answered, smiling. 

Thirsa blushed intensely, and she went to remove from a large 

copper brazier a silver vase with cherry syrup with which she used to 

wait for her brother when she went out at night. He pushed the rolling 

table towards the divan where his mother was sitting with Yhasua, and 

broke an egg and almond cake into several pieces while he said: 

—I am seeing here the brown and agile hands of my good Amra, 

who is a master in preparing sweets for her child, already a man. 

The good woman who in the next bedroom was waiting for her 

mistresses to help them get into their beds, heard herself name and 

with her tired face illuminated with joy, she appeared shortly with a 

tray where she brought butter, fresh cheese, and delicate buns, which 

she had kept in the oven for her child to find them hot. 
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—I also have roasted quail and honey cakes— she said, proud of 

her skill in the art of pleasing delicate palates. 

—Very good, Amra, fine, bring everything you have, because the 

journey we've made has us willing to devour whatever we find. 

And immediately afterwards, Judah recounted what had happened 

that night in the tombs of the Kings. 

—And we, can't we form in the Holy Alliance? –Naomi asked while 

serving her visitors. 

—You before anyone else— answered Yhasua— since you know 

in depth the divine science of loving. 

“The Holy Alliance is nothing more than a strong chain of love. 

"If it’s to your liking, I will put you in contact with my mother and 

other relatives residing in this city, and you will be able to collaborate 

with them in the apostolate of the Holy Alliance... 

—Oh, your mother!... I thought you didn't have a mother and that 

you were brought down from Jehovah's heavens like Elijah!... — 

exclaimed Naomi, joining her hands in an attitude of prayer. 

—I have a father, mother, brothers, and a large family in Galilee, 

more than here. Souls truly arise from the bosom of God, but matter 

proceeds from matter, as such is the law of life on this planet. 

—And what are we women to do in the Holy Alliance? –Thirsa 

asked with a certain charming shyness, while she served pastries to 

Faqui and her brother. 

—Yhasua already said it and I don't know how you have forgotten 

it— Judah answered him maliciously— your job will be love, nothing 

more than love! —And at the same time, he wrapped her and Faqui 

in an intelligent and tender look. 

The young woman pretended she didn’t understand and went to 

the brazier for the jar of syrup to refill the glasses. 

Faqui did not hide his satisfaction at the indirect allusions of his 

friend. 

—If you knew how much misery and pain there is in our people, 

you would understand that your apostolate in the Holy Alliance may 

know where it begins, but not where it ends— Yhasua said, his voice 

moved by painful memories—. On the Hill of the lepers, there are 

many cured people who, due to lack of clothing, cannot present 

themselves to the priests to be declared clean of their disease, and 

rejoin human society. 

“You two take care of them, and you will have done the best part in 

the apostolate of the Holy Alliance. 

—But you will soon go to Galilee, and the fire will go out in the 
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bonfires... —Judah insinuated with pain—. I also have duties to 

perform in the north, and if it were not for my mother and Thirsa I 

would go with you. 

The mother looked at him in alarm. 

—We spent seven years of terrible separation, and you already 

want to leave us?... — she asked with a painful accent. 

—There is an old saying full of wisdom— observed Yhasua— and 

it goes like this: 'Love bridges all abysses.' 

“And although yours is not a big problem, this sentence can be 

applied to it. 

—Where is a difficulty that our Yhasua doesn’t know how to 

remedy? –Faqui asked, almost guessing the solution he was going to 

propose. 

—The definitive vindication of the family has not yet come from 

Antioch, since it seems that the Consul is absorbed by the matter of 

seeking complications with the Parthians to make war on them —

continued Yhasua—. 

“Do you have any difficulties to undertake a trip to Galilee together 

with my family and wait there more calmly for the solution to your 

problems? 

—Judah will say... 

—You will say, my mother, aren't you the head of the family?" 

—We will be calmer there, right Thirsa? 

—With you, mother, I will go to the end of the world— answered 

the young lady—. Didn't I live by your side for seven years in the 

dungeon without air and light? 

—Well, then, we are going to the north to breathe airs more serene 

than those of our beloved hometown— answered the mother—. When 

will the trip be? 

—Three days from now, if you can arrange yourself in such a short 

time— answered Yhasua. 

—Tomorrow it will be enough for us to buy the clothes for the 

lepers— said the young woman— and we will appoint Amra to take 

care of that. The poor thing is going to suffer so much if we let her! 

—You shouldn't leave her— Judah said— because only she knows 

how to take care of your delicate health. Similarly, Shipro and Eliacin 

will also come with us. 

—And you, Faqui— said Yhasua— won't you come with joy to meet 

my calm and joyful Galilee? 

—You know, Yhasua, that for six moons, I am yours completely. 

My father has not yet claimed the return –the young Egyptian replied. 
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It was therefore settled that three days later both families would 

undertake the journey towards the lush northern mountains. 

The next day, Myriam with Leah, Naomi and Thirsa were led by 

Judah and Faqui to the well of En-Rogel, which the reader has seen 

in the center of the semicircle formed by the tragic Hill of Bad Advice. 

Eliacin and Shipro carried two donkeys loaded with clothes to dress 

the lepers, who, although half-naked, had the immense happiness of 

knowing that they were cured. 

Through their stories repeated a hundred times, the four women 

understood that it was Yhasua who had cured them. 

 

And Naomi said to them: 

—The young prophet who cured you sends us to dress you so that 

you can immediately fulfill the law of your purification. 

Yhasua had the satisfaction of seeing that Naomi and Thirsa loved 

his mother so much that he was able to think in silence: 

"She won't be so alone when I'm gone from her side." 
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48. To Galilee 
 

The family of the unfortunate Jewish prince, Eliezer Ithamar of Hur, 

was still forced to hide their presence in the country of their elders, 

and for this reason, to make the trip to the northern regions, they 

prepared one of the great traveling carts that for years had been kept 

in the stables of the palace. They took out the family crest from the 

doors, which was an olive branch and a vine branch linked around a 

five-pointed star, a beautiful symbol of God illuminating peace and 

abundance. In its place they placed the shield used by the Tuaregs 

since the ruin of Carthage, their great metropolis: a lion and a sleeping 

serpent under a palm tree, illuminated by a rising sun. 

It was the shield of Faqui, the African prince, whose meaning, as 

we have already said, was the union of Hannibal and Cleopatra, which 

was the Nile meadow with the rocks of the desert. 

It would therefore be Faqui the one who would appear during the 

journey as the owner of that sumptuous vehicle, which in the country 

was only used by people of gentry, and more commonly by 

representatives of the Roman government or by foreign princes 

traveling with their families. 

Faqui with the servants Eliacin and Shipro would make the trip on 

horseback escorting the cart drawn by four mules, driven by the skillful 

hands of Judah, accustomed to driving fast chariots in the races of the 

Circus Maximus in Rome. 

Yhasua with his parents, Naomi, Thirsa, and Amra would be 

comfortably seated in the soft interior of the blue-curtained vehicle. 

They had said goodbye to the Commander of the Antonia Fortress, 

who provided them with a pass to leave the city at the time that suited 

them. 

So, they left before daylight through the stables of the palace of 

Hur, entrusting the former servants of the prince, who had all returned 

seeking the gentle servanthood not easily found in other masters. 

The palace was located in the western part of the avenue that ran 

from East to West passing through the north façade of the immense 

mass of the Antonia Fortress. They had to traverse the great street 

that ended at the Old Gate, as they called what is now called Saint 

Stephen. 

There began the road to Jericho, which travelers would follow 

because it was more direct and ran parallel to the Jordan River, whose 

mountainous banks and exuberant vegetation offered delicious and 

comforting panoramas for the spirit. 
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The two ex-captives wept with happiness, when the blinds of the 

vehicle were drawn up and they contemplated at their leisure the 

beauties of nature around the sacred river, after seven years spent in 

a dark dungeon. 

Meanwhile, Yhasua savored the infinite delight of seeing everyone 

happy, and knowing that that peaceful well-being had been granted 

by the Eternal Law through him. Suddenly this thought came to him: 

‘Perhaps when the hour of immolation arrives, I will go through the old 

city of Solomon in a very different way than I have gone through it 

now. I am now a benefactor. Then I'll be executed.’ And absorbed by 

such a thought he said aloud: 

—When will that day be? 

—What day are you referring to, Yhasua? –Questioned his mother 

who observed his distraction. 

—Nothing mother..., the day of freedom, in which I was thinking so 

intensely, that I passed from thought to word without realizing it. 

—We all think about that day, with anxiety and anguish at the same 

time— said Naomi. 

—Why with anguish? —Judah asked from the front seat. 

—Because it won't be achieved without victims and without blood— 

Naomi said again, whose clairvoyance was great without her realizing 

it herself. 

—As I crossed the city— he continued—in the early morning 

twilight, I seemed to see painful scenes on that same street, which 

passing by one of the facades of the terrifying Antonia Fortress where 

they lock up all the political prisoners, by force it has been and will be 

the scene of terrible passages to places of torture. 

 

Who was to tell those happy travelers that 12 years later, the 

beautiful and sweet Yhasua, who at present made everyone happy, 

would pass through that same street weighed down by the weight of 

the infamous wood on which he had to die crucified! 

—Let's not talk about sadness, mother! —Thirsa said pleadingly—

. You and I went through so much sadness in seven years that it’s fair 

not to mention them anymore! 

The journey passed without incident to Jericho, where they were to 

take a short rest for them and also for the beasts that led them. 

While the women and Yhosep rested among Myriam's relatives, 

which the reader will remember, Yhasua, Judah and Faqui visited the 

leaders of the Holy Alliance, which was quite numerous there. 

That Arab princess whose little son was saved from death by 
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Yhasua, had settled in a large house, whose orchards overlooked the 

Circus field, and on the other an olive grove that was abandoned by 

its owners, with dilapidated and partly fallen fences. Hence, it was like 

a homeless shelter. 

That princess was already united with her husband, whom Yhasua 

found on that first visit he made to the conspirators at David's tomb. 

This was the main leader of the Holy Alliance in Jericho, for the 

liberation of Israel. 

The old, olive grove, abandoned, or rather used by all who wanted 

to enter it, was full of farmers who fixed trees, and masons who rebuilt 

the fences and places, ponds and warehouses of the immense 

orchard. 

Judah was greatly surprised by this, since that olive grove had 

belonged to his father before the great tragedy. 

Without further ado, he approached the workers and questioned 

them. The foreman of the crews told him that his boss, the merchant 

Simonides, had sent him from Antioch to direct the reconstruction. 

—This possession— he said— belonged to Prince Ithamar of 

Jerusalem, whose family disappeared shortly after he was murdered. 

Old Simonides does not account to anyone for his actions, and I 

suppose that if he orders all this to be rebuilt, it will be because he has 

bought it. 

—Yhasua— Judah said later in an aside— didn't you bring a letter 

of recommendation from Prince Melchior for Simonides the merchant 

from Antioch? 

—Yes, I have it here, because I intend to continue my journey there 

once I have reached my homeland— answered the young Master. 

—I don't know if I told you— Judah continued— that he was my 

father's general administrator, and it seems that he continues in his 

position, since he has the olive grove that belonged to my family 

rebuilt. We must go see him. My mother and sister will go with me. 

—The four of us will go— said Faqui, arriving at that moment—. In 

Antioch we have the Tuaregs, great allies. 

They continued the trip to Phasaelis, which was the second day. 

The road was getting closer and closer to the banks of the Jordan, 

which at that time, early spring, was beginning to be frequented by 

patients of all kinds. Innumerable tents were found in their path. 

—There is hidden pain in each one of them— observed Yhasua, 

and as soon as he said that he looked for a secluded corner within the 

cart and leaning back on a cushion said to his fellow travelers—: 

“Forgive me, I will leave you for a few moments because a great 
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sleepiness has come over me. 

—Sleep, my son— his mother told him— while we prepare the 

afternoon meal. —And she closed the curtain that separated him from 

the others. 

The readers will have understood that it was not really the need to 

sleep that Yhasua felt, but rather an imperious, irresistible need to give 

of his own life, of his energy, of his optimism and, finally, of his 

immeasurable love as the Son of God to all those who suffered in their 

soul and in their body the great or small pains to which the 

inescapable law of expiation subjected them. 

Upon reaching Phasaelis, they saw a small tumult, from which 

came the pitiful cries of an elderly woman. 

A few ragged men with the faces of outlaws dragged a handcuffed 

young man, whose torn clothes and hair falling over his forehead gave 

him a painful appearance. It was understood that they were taking him 

out of the city to stone him to death, and that the clamorous woman 

was his mother. 

The traveling women also began to cry at such a terrible scene. 

Myriam, whose trust was boundless in the divine powers she 

recognized in her son, hastened to wake him. Thirsa, who was a 

sensitive, covered her face with both hands because that spectacle 

was overwhelming to her. 

—Yhasua!... Yhasua!..., look how horrible, my son! My eyes never 

saw such a thing— Myriam said to her son. 

Yhasua jumped from the chariot followed by Judah and Faqui 

mounted on his superb white horse caparisoned with silver and blue; 

they approached the group. 

—Buy him as a slave, Faqui, to save his life— Yhasua told him in 

a low voice. 

—Even if this boy is a criminal— he said— you must not treat him 

that way. He could have come walking on his feet and not crawling. 

—And you, who are you to ask us to account? –said the one who 

seemed to order the execution. 

—I am Hack-Ben Faqui, prince of Cyrene, and he traveled on 

passes from the Roman government. Why do you mistreat this man? 

—For blasphemous, the law has sentenced him to stoning— they 

replied. 

—Who represents the law here? —the African asked again. 

—The scribes and the Hazzan of the Synagogue. 

During this dialogue, the unhappy mother had approached Yhasua, 

no doubt attracted by his intense radiation of love and pity that he 
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transmitted to everyone. 

—The law gives you the dead man's assets, right? I buy you this 

man as a slave, and I also give you the value of what he carries on 

his body. 

—Truly— murmured the head of the executioners— it’s a pity to kill 

him when he is only 23 years old and his mother wails like a mourner. 

—Anyone can have a bad moment— the unhappy woman 

murmured between sobs—. While angered, he didn't know what he 

was saying. Have pity on me, this son is all I have in life! 

Yhasua radiated all his strength of mercy and love on those men. 

—Done business— Faqui insisted—. I give you two thousand 

sesterces for it; distribute as you like. 

The woman, the executioners, the young man himself looked at 

him in amazement. 

—Two thousand sesterces, a sum none of us ever had. 

—Seriously— Faqui said— and here he is. —And taking out of his 

bag the coins with the bust of Caesar, he made them shine before 

their eyes. 

 Greed shone even more on the debased faces of that group of 

men. 

—Take him— said the chief, pulling the hapless youth closer to 

Faqui—. You've been lucky, friend, that you got rid of the stones. 

The woman threw herself at Faqui's feet, saying: 

—My son's master, I too am your slave for life, even if you don't 

give a denarius for me. I only ask you to let me follow him! 

 The women in the car were crying as they said: 

—Yeah, yeah, her too. 

When the deal was done, Yhasua took the mother and son by the 

hand and led them to the car. 

When the executioners began to walk towards the city, Judah said 

that it was not convenient to leave them in that place but to take them 

to another part where they would not be known. They would leave 

them in other of the journeys they made. Everyone got into the cart 

and the unfortunate condemned man suffered a horrible nervous 

breakdown due to the intense emotion caused by the fact of seeing 

himself so unexpectedly saved. 

—You are not my slave— Faqui told him—we have done this only 

to save your life. 

“Good woman, this archangel of light who travels with us, gives you 

back the life of your son. 

And Faqui pointed to Yhasua, who heard nothing of what was said, 
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completely absorbed in calming the excited youth who was shaking in 

painful convulsions. 

They had stretched him out on the mat, and he was kneeling next 

to him, gently pressing his forehead and chest. Her mother ran to him 

and leaning on the tapestries placed her head next to her son's while 

she continued to sob. Myriam, Naomi and Thirsa also approached, 

more attracted by Yhasua's attitude than by the patient himself. 

Leaning over the patient who was gradually calming down, he let 

silent tears run that fell on the sick man's tangled hair. 

And the women thought: Why is Yhasua crying? Naomi called 

Judah through a cart window. 

—Our Messiah cries over the sick!... Does he perhaps know that 

he’s going to die— she told him in a low voice. 

—No mother! – he answered – our Messiah will save him. If he 

cries, he’s hurt in his soul by the wickedness of men, who are wild for 

his peers. 

Meanwhile, Yhosep said to Faqui in a private conversation outside 

the car: 

—Oh, this son of mine!... Traveling with him you know!... We must 

collect all the pain we find along the way. 

"Being the father of an archangel of God brings about very 

extraordinary situations— answered the African—. 

“You are a Patriarch of the old lineage already disappeared from 

the Earth, and Amanai has chosen your house as a reward for the 

temple of his Light made man, and you complain?  

—I'm not complaining, child, I'm not complaining, but the Lord 

placed next to this pebble such a resplendent star!... —answered 

Yhosep, his eyes crystallizing from the tears he was barely holding 

back. 

The young man's crisis had passed, and the journey continued to 

Archelais, where they arrived at sunset. They had Samaria and the 

mountains derived from the great Mount Ebath made the road 

increasingly rough and tortuous, for which they didn’t think it prudent 

to continue the journey, with night already so close and having women 

with them. 

Yhasua and his two friends thought to use those brief hours to 

properly install them in the khan of the city, which, rebuilt by Herod on 

the old towns of Shiloh and Yanath (aka Taanath), baptized it with the 

name derived from that of his eldest son Archelaus. 

The khan was an immense stone fence, with a fine, white-painted 

building, all of which had been a large plantation of vines, cherry trees, 
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and pomegranates, about which there was an old belief: It was said 

that this orchard was owned by the sons of that Great Priest Eli, 

protector of the prophet Samuel, who died of an accident caused by 

the corruptions and scandals of his sons which revolted the people. 

For the good children of Israel, that was a cursed place, since it was 

the site of the criminal orgies of the children of Eli with debauched 

women brought from Sidon and Antioch, masters of corruptions to 

which they consecrated themselves as priestesses of vice under the 

protection of their gods. 

Herod, oblivious to all these scruples, took possession of the 

beautiful orchard full of fountains, flowers, and fruits, and attached it 

to the city wall to serve as khan for the travelers who passed through 

those beautiful lands on the banks of the Jordan. 

Yhosep, aware of these ancient folk tales, enlivened the evening 

by referring them to his travel companions, not without Myriam, Naomi 

and Thirsa, and especially the superstitious Amra, becoming alarmed 

fearing to see the ghosts of the children of Eli murdered in that place 

of their orgies, by the same people who joined them in them. 

Judah, during his prolonged period as an outlaw, befriended the 

guardian, whose loyalty he secured through generous gifts. He relied 

on the guardian to provide insights into the thoughts and feelings of 

the people of Archelais. 

—There are riots every day in the city— the good man told him— 

and last week a group of lads armed with picks, mattocks, and 

shovels, clashed with the tax collector who doubled from their own 

harvest, to divert the course of the stream that crosses on the edge of 

the city and take it to where he has his vineyards and orange trees. 

“We are about to lose our lives at the hands of the rebels, and a 

garrison from Caesarea is expected to arrive at any moment, to 

remain permanently in the Tower to quell any uprising. 

—And you, what do you say to this? —Judah asked again. 

—I say what every good Israelite says, be he a Samaritan, a Jew, 

or a Galilean: that life is already becoming unbearable with the levy of 

new taxes every day to fatten Caesar's agents and the king's 

courtiers. 

—We are engaged in a silent campaign to liberate the country— 

Judah continued— and it’s necessary to unite; Jews, Samaritans, and 

Galileans; to bring down the foreign domination that exploits our 

disunity and through it, has taken over our nation. For now, it’s a 

matter of peace and no noise: deep secret! You want to help me? 

—Master, if you don't tell me what my help will consist of, I can't 
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promise you anything— the man replied. 

—In taking a list of all those dissatisfied with the current state of 

affairs and giving me the opportunity to speak to them personally— 

Judah replied. 

—Okay— said the guard— take care of the door for me in case 

other travelers arrive, because before the sun sets I'll bring you a few 

dozen. —And he complied. 

Judah gave him a pocket with coins in payment for his good service 

and as encouragement to continue lending them to a good cause. 

From this the reader will already deduce that that night the Holy 

Alliance was established in Samaritan lands with 120 young men who 

would be in charge of seeking adherents. The ancient ruins of the 

Sanctuary of Shiloh used by therapists as a refuge for the needy sick, 

would be the point indicated for urgent notices; but the meeting place 

of the crowd would be in an immense cavern that opened on the 

opposite bank of the Jordan on Mount Gilead, at the height of the 

ancient village of Adam, where a bridge had existed since remote 

times that could still be used despite the abandonment in which it was. 

The fact that said cave was a refuge for lepers, before being collected 

in the ruins of Shiloh, gave it complete security. 

For the same reason, the bridge used by lepers to go down to the 

river was forgotten. 

The terror that existed due to the horrible disease made a place 

previously frequented by leprosy patients impregnable. 

While the relatives slept peacefully in the khan, Yhasua, Judah and 

Faqui went to the ruins of Shiloh where some three dozen men were 

waiting for them, according to what the guardian had told them. But 

the news had spread in Archelais, and they found the two therapists 

who were taking care of the refugees in the ruins, alarmed, because 

as soon as night fell the ruins were invaded by men armed with 

daggers, axes, and oak wands with an iron spike at the tip, etc., etc.  

They had understood that it would be an armed uprising, and only 

Yhasua, with his incomparable sweetness and genius of persuasion, 

could lead them to the conviction that at that time it was only a matter 

of uniting the entire Jewish nation to prepare to achieve freedom, 

peace, and justice. 

—Look— he said to them— we are three, and the three of us are 

from different regions and from very different positions: here is Judah 

who is from Jerusalem, Faqui who came from Cyrene, and I who am 

a Nazarene. You are Samaritans, convinced that the Jews reject you 

completely. Judah represents Judea at this moment, and he calls you 
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brothers to join the ranks of the Holy Alliance. Faqui represents the 

countries of North Africa, and he also calls you brothers to seek peace 

and justice together. 

There he took note of the names of the new adherents and their 

capacities and aptitudes, in order to designate those who would be in 

charge of the directive functions. 

From the same gathering a name emerged: Ephraim! 

He was a 28-year-old young man, kind-looking and intelligent at 

the same time. 

—Our bard!... Let him be the one to give us the precise 

instructions!... Ephraim! Ephraim!... 

Everyone's looks indicated who was the owner of that name. 

His father, a stone worker, had given him the job of engraver and 

sculptor. He wrote heartfelt verses, and that is why he was a regular 

guest at all parties on family dates, and very loved in that region. 

—Let it be him, then, your older brother— said the young Master— 

since that's how you want it. And through him we will send you the 

notices that we deem appropriate, and in urgent cases in which you 

doubt to make a resolution, consult right here with the therapists who 

know well the spirit that inspires our Holy Alliance: unification, 

fraternity and of Justice. 

 Ephraim, the Samaritan bard, did not want to be alone in the 

direction of that group and it was necessary to give him six 

companions, which the audience itself pointed out as suitable to form 

a board of directors. 

Yhasua had a private conversation with Judah and Faqui. Let's 

listen to him: 

—My friends— said the Master— I never told you that I have a 

treasure that belongs to me in part. I hold as many talents of gold as I 

am years old: which is 21. Melchior, Gaspar and Balthasar, the Wise 

Men of the Star, as my mother calls them, have had the perseverance 

to send my parents year after year a talent destined for my needs. My 

parents never touched that sum which is kept in the same little chest 

in which they left the first donation the year of my birth. 

“I think the time has come for this money to be used for the 

salvation of Israel, a work entrusted to our Holy Alliance. To it then, I 

donate that capital, and you will be its administrators. 

“It is necessary to leave these good Samaritans a small sum, for 

what they may need. They all live from their work and perhaps support 

their own family members. So I think I'm right. You will say. 

—For us is an honorable designation — said Judah— who has 
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made us the soul of this movement to liberate oppressed peoples. 

Prince Jeshua already spoke to me about forming a common fund, to 

provide the Holy Alliance with the necessary means to subsidize the 

expenses that the work to be carried out may cause. 

“Yhasua goes first to form this fund; I add a sum equal to the one 

put by him. 

—And I— said Faqui— make the same amount available to the 

Holy Alliance on behalf of my father and me. 

“Three times Yhasua's current age! What an admirable agreement 

this one concerted by all three! 

—I think— added Judah— that we should not exclude from this 

agreement the four doctors, who, according to my understanding, 

have been Yhasua's first collaborators up to now. Faqui and I are 

newcomers, it can be said. 

—Are you alluding to Joseph of Arimathea, Nicodemus, Nicholas 

of Damascus, and Gamaliel? — Yhasua asked. 

—Exactly! I think they should form the Central Council of the Holy 

Alliance. 

—With you and Faqui as members of that Council— Yhasua 

observed. 

—And with you as its heart— the two young men observed at the 

same time. 

—Fine— said the Master—. In seven epochs the creation of our 

Planetary System was completed, and Moses imposed seven days 

for all the indicated or necessary corrections and purifications, to 

special circumstances of physical or moral health. Let us be, then, 

seven brothers equal in rights and duties, the ones who carry on our 

shoulders all the weight of the liberation of the oppressed. 

—This Supreme Council is in charge of naming the Councils of 

each region where the Holy Alliance is established— Judah added. 

Having collected the names of the Samaritan adherents, to whom 

they gave the appropriate instructions to develop a joint action tending 

to the unification of all with a single thought and feeling, they returned 

to the khan very late at night. 

The next morning, they left for Scythopolis (aka Scythopolis), a city 

that the reader will remember, where Yhasua was for the restoration 

of the Essene Sanctuary in the neighboring mountains and where he 

saved Philip's father, still a child, who years later was the founder of 

the first congregation Christian in Samaria. 

In Scythopolis, located on the border of Samaria with Galilee, 

Yhasua and his parents felt that they were in their native land. In 
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addition, this city would be extremely important for the formation of the 

Holy Alliance because it was the central point of trade in those regions 

due to the conjunction of the different paths of the northern caravans 

and seaports. 

Because the pilgrim therapists were there almost continuously, 

upon arriving at the Great Market they met one of them who 

immediately recognized Yhasua and gave them extensive updates 

regarding the state of mind, whose exaltation was not as intense as in 

Judea. Discontent fluttered everywhere and longed for the long-gone 

days when life was calmer and happier in the lands of Palestine. 

The therapist put them in contact with three of his brothers, who 

had their cattle at the entrance to the plain of Esdraelon and went 

almost daily to the great mercantile city to sell their products. 

Therefore, the work for Yhasua and his friends was much easier there 

than in other places. Ever since they left Scythopolis, Prince Judah 

began to live on painful memories. 

After entering the plain of Esdraelon, the roads of Scythopolis and 

Sebaste join. Through this last city the Roman soldiers had led Judah 

eight years before, as an unhappy man condemned to the galleys for 

his whole life. 

—Soon we will arrive— he said with intimate sadness— to the well 

of Nazareth, where you gave me a drink, Yhasua, and where I saw 

your eyes full of light that should never be erased from my memory. 

With them my outlaw darkness was illuminated many times, and in 

dreams your eyes once told me: “Wait and trust. Your day has not yet 

come." 

Such painful reminiscences recounted in great detail by Judah 

while they were crossing the plain of Esdraelon made the women 

weep, who thought they saw the young prince of Hur burdened with 

chains at the age of 17, advancing along that same path on foot under 

the whip of the soldiers demanding that their prisoners march at the 

same pace as their horses. 

—Under these trees— Judah said, stopping the cart for a 

moment— I fell, exhausted and with bleeding feet, unable to continue. 

The soldiers wanted to leave me behind, but the Centurion noted that 

Gracchus had recommended me very highly, and that I should not be 

neglected, until he left me tied up on the Commander of the Fleet's 

galley, which was anchored in Ptolemais, as they were soon going to 

embark on a campaign against the pirates of the Mediterranean 

islands. 

“Then they made me ride a pack donkey and thus I came to 
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Nazareth. 

—The suffering you experienced in the past — Yhasua told him—

is a chapter of your life that made it fruitful for your fellow men. 

“If you didn’t know from your own experience the pain of slavery, 

exile, oppression and all the forms of injustice incurred by men of 

power, would you perhaps have the same ardent enthusiasm that you 

have against all human injustices? 

—Surely not— Judah replied—. Pain that has not been suffered in 

our own flesh doesn’t excite our compassion enough to sacrifice 

ourselves for those who suffer. Only your soul, Yhasua, is capable of 

identifying with a pain that you’ve never suffered. And this is, in my 

opinion, one of the clearest proofs that the Expected One is in you. 

—Isaiah says it very clearly, and his words are the faithful portrait 

of Myriam's son— said Naomi, who was well versed in the Holy 

Scriptures. 

—What does it say, mother? —Judah asked, while he attentively 

drove the black horses of the chariot. 

—In chapter 32, he says: “And that man shall be a refuge from the 

wind; as a shelter against the storm; like a stream of water in dry lands; 

like the shade of a great rock in a hot land.” 

When they reached the well that was on the outskirts of the city, 

Judah got down from the cart, seized with an indefinable emotion. He 

was reliving that fateful day! Yhasua got down with him. 

—Everything is the same— the young prince murmured— even 

you and I are here to complete the picture that lives in my retina as if 

it had happened yesterday. Mother! Thirsa! — he called with a shaky 

voice—. Up to here Yhasua ran with a water jug to give me a drink! 

The soldiers stared at him, not daring to reject him. 

"May the peace of God go with you– you told me. –Something 

happened between your Soul and mine because once I turned my 

head, and you kept looking at me with the jug in your arms!  

“Your pity was like a wave of holy water, and I cried silently for a 

long time, because your tenderness had penetrated my heart like a 

balm... Don't you remember this, Yhasua?  

—Now I do, Judah, now I do remember! And that night and the next 

day and many more days, I asked the Lord for comfort and hope for 

the beautiful young man with the sore feet. 

“I gave you the cloth of my turban so that you could bind your feet. 

It's true!... I remember now!... 

—True!, and I sat on this stone to bind my feet. 

—You and I loved each other on that day, and you see, what love 
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unites, united remains forever before the gaze of God. 

Judah's mother and sister watched this scene from a cart window 

and wept silently. 

—Great was our affliction, my God— said the mother— great were 

our sorrows, but may they be blessed if they have served to purify our 

souls and make us capable of having pity and mercy with those who 

suffer. 

—Judah— Faqui said suddenly— go back to the cart and don't stir 

that painful past anymore. Don't you see how your mother and Thirsa 

suffer? 

—You are right— Judah replied and taking Yhasua's hand he 

placed it over his heart—. In this very place of our meeting, I swear to 

you, Yhasua, that I will be the most ardent defender of your ideal of 

brotherhood and mercy, and whatever your path and the end of that 

path, I will walk with you for all my life! 

Yhasua thought at that moment of the tremendous vision he had in 

the Great Sanctuary of Moab and answered: 

—Great and courageous is your promise, made without knowing 

what the end of my path will be, Judah, my friend. Your hour of trial 

has past, and from now on you will serve the Lord in peace and joy. 

And they both got into the cart to enter the peaceful city of 

Nazareth, where it caused great surprise to see Yhosep with his wife 

get out of the sumptuous vehicle. 

But, when they saw Faqui with the two servants who were escorting 

the cart, they understood that the honest craftsman had made friends 

with a foreign prince who would have commissioned him great works. 

The natural selfishness of the humble people who get bread from 

the sweat of their foreheads made them rejoice in the prosperity of 

Yhosep, because they thought that they would not be left without 

benefit, since the workshops of the old wood craftsman provided 

bread and fire to many homes in Nazareth. 

—My house is big— Yhosep said to his fellow travelers— but surely 

it doesn't have the comforts to which all of you are accustomed. But I 

offer it to you as it is to stay if you like our company. 

—Those of us who spent more than seven years in a bare and dark 

dungeon— Naomi said—found that your house is a palace. 

—And I— said Judah— in my three years as a rower on the galleys 

and as a slave, I think I have been cured of princely royalties. 

—As for me— Faqui added— I am made to live in a tent in the 

desert, and your home among pomegranates and vines, among rose 

bushes and orange trees, will be delightful to me. 
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Yhasua's relatives were overjoyed at the new friends his parents 

had made in Jerusalem. 

Uncle James, Yhosuelin, and Ana, multiplied themselves to give 

them the best they had. 

—Yhasua —said Faqui— you are portrayed in the sky, in the air, 

in the flowers, in the orchards of your beautiful Nazareth, as seen in 

your loving softness, in your inimitable sweetness!... You are a perfect 

Nazarene! 

After a week of missionary work in Nazareth, Judah and Faqui 

crossed the Jordan to meet with the so-called "friends of the 

mountain." Because it was among the ravines and uninhabited valleys 

of the mountains of Gilead (aka Galaad), neighboring the desert of 

Arabia, where the army for the King of Israel was formed. 

—Believe me, Judah— Faqui was saying— I'm discouraged in this 

job. 

—Why? —Judah asked almost scandalized. 

—Haven’t you understood that Yhasua will never accept that they 

take up arms for him? Do you think that Yhasua will allow millions of 

children, parents, brothers, husbands who are the sustenance and 

support of countless families to expose themselves to death, to raise 

him to the throne of Israel? Don’t dream about it, Judah! 

“I also had the audacity one day to say in his presence: “We the 

Tuaregs will place 50,000 horsemen with lances at the disposal of the 

Savior of Israel”. And Yhasua gave me a look of pity, so impregnated 

with his own pain and disappointment that I caused him, that since 

that day I understood that if he becomes King of his people, it will not 

be because of weapons raised with his approval. 

—And then in what way will it be? – Judah asked, alarmed by the 

discontent of his friend. 

—I don't know, Judah, I don't know! Perhaps the Divine Law will 

have some hidden design that we mortals cannot yet see – observed 

the young African. 

—Soon we will reach Gadara, which is almost in sight, and your 

disagreement, Faqui, puts me in the position of playing an unattractive 

role with our army, already in formation— said Judah, stopping the 

march of his horse, under a stout oak tree that shaded the path—. 

“Two galley companions whose lives I saved when our ship was 

boarded by pirates are in Gadara, with assumed names. Both are 

Israelites but born in Cyprus. My protector Arrius the Duumvir, hero of 

that colossal and glorious battle at sea, by adopting me as his son, 

allowed me to have these two companions with me. Together with 
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them we carried out all the military apprenticeships to which my patron 

consecrated me, thinking of making me an expert commander of 

Roman ships. We master all the arts of war with the secret design of 

serving the homeland of our fathers, the holy cradle of our religion and 

our faith. 

“To carry out this secret design, I was forced to wait for time and 

events to give me the opportunity. It’s been a year as of last moon 

since the death of my second father. And here I am, heir to his glorious 

name and his vast fortune, for to the Roman world I am Quintus Arrius 

Jr. But in my native land I am Judah, son of Ithamar, until an absolute 

claim allows me to present myself as the continuation of the ancient 

house of Hur. What is the least I can do, my friend, in gratitude to the 

God of my parents, for the mercy he had with me and mine after the 

wicked Romans plunged us into the most frightful misfortune? What 

is the least I can do than give myself with everything I have and 

everything I am, to the liberation of my homeland and my people, 

harassed and oppressed to the point of slavery? Should I cross my 

arms, having God put his Divine anointed one in my path to save 

Israel? Put yourself in my place, Faqui, and tell me what you would do 

under equal circumstances. 

The young prince of Cyrene dismounted in silence, and leaving his 

horse to graze, which he held by the bridle, sat down on the grass. 

Judah did the same. 

—Listen to me, Judah: I am very easy at love, and I have come to 

love Yhasua more than myself, and I have also come to love you as if 

you were my own brother. This endearing love binds me to Yhasua 

and to you in such a way that I am certain that I will never loosen 

myself from this sweet bond. I think that this love will be the one that 

inspires and illuminates all the acts of my life. 

"You are three years older than me, but I observe that my habits of 

reflection and above all having the thoughtful maturity of my father by 

my side, the frequent contact with Master Philo and with the luminous 

wisdom of Prince Melchior, give me the advantage over you of 

penetrating the psyche of the people I am close to with an ease that 

amazes me. 

“I am completely convinced that Yhasua is the Christ announced 

by your prophets and awaited by the wise astrologers of all the 

Schools of Divine Wisdom. Before knowing and treating Yhasua in 

intimacy, I also believed, like you, that the so-called Deliverer of Israel 

would be a hero like our Hannibal, with that formidable force of 

attraction that with just his glance he would be followed by crowds of 
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men, willing to die for the homeland he wanted to save. 

“I imagined the Messiah announced as an Alexander the 

Macedonian, conquering the world by his extraordinary power to 

implant in it his ideal of human aggrandizement. But when I met 

Yhasua, and Prince Melchior and Master Philo told me: ‘There you 

have the Savior of the world. He is the Messiah announced by the 

Prophets’, I began to study him, and from my lengthy observations I 

got something very different from what I had dreamed of and from 

what you still dream about. 

“Yhasua, more than a man, is an incarnated Genius in which there 

is no place for feelings, passions, or desires that raise up fierce storms 

in our hearts. In him only lives like an eternal flame, the love to his 

God and his fellow men in such a sovereign and complete way, that 

he’s completely absorbed in that infinite feeling, in that absolute 

surrender to that supreme ideal of his life. We say that he’s a man 

because we see his physical body, we touch his hands, we see him 

walk with his feet; we see that the air stirs his hair and that the icy wind 

of winter makes him shiver and seek the sweet warmth of the bonfire. 

We see him break the bread and eat it, cut a fruit and taste it, take a 

glass of wine and bring it to his lips, give his mother a kiss full of 

immense tenderness..., Yhasua, hence, he’s a man. 

"But his soul!... Oh! the soul of Yhasua! Judah, my friend!... 

“Who can reach the flight of Yhasua’s soul in the immensity of 

God? 

"Could we fairly think that there’s room in the soul of Yhasua, Son 

of God, for those great passions that push men to conquer glory and 

renown, to climb a throne, to dress in purple and gold, to hold with iron 

hand the reins of power over millions of subjects prostrated before 

him, with all that ephemeral flowering that we call courtiers' flattery?... 

“I have met Yhasua, and I said to myself, and I will always say to 

myself in all the moments of my life: 

“He’s not an Alexander, he’s not a Hannibal, he’s not an Augustus 

Caesar. He’s much higher!..., infinitely higher than all of them, it 

doesn’t even admit the comparison. Yhasua is rather a tutelary Genius 

of this world; a beneficent Fate that passes through the life of a planet 

like a fleeting star, flooding it with new clarity, spilling exotic flowers of 

peace, bliss, and happiness never dreamed of by us, miserable little 

birds imprisoned in the heavy iron cage of our ruins and baseness!... 

“Can you ask a glass of honey to turn bitter? Can you insinuate a 

white lily of the valley to cover itself with thorns and make the feet of 

travelers bleed?  
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“Oh, no, Judah, my brother!..., let's not dream that Yhasua will ever 

accept sacrificing even a single life to be King of Israel. If he becomes 

one, it will be through a hidden path that the Divine Power will open, 

and that we humans cannot yet understand. 

"You will say if my reasoning has convinced you." 

—Yes, Faqui, you have convinced me, but I confess that this 

conviction has completely disoriented me. 

“What do we do with our army in formation, in full military training 

tasks? What do we do? What will we say to the friends with whom we 

are going to meet right now? 

“Almost all of them have left parents and siblings; and they have 

been able to leave them alone, due to an advance of money that I 

made them so that hunger would not take over those homes without 

support. Do you understand, Faqui, how is my situation before them? 

—I understand you, Judah, and I believe that we can arrange 

everything satisfactorily. Training can continue so that Israel's future 

soldiers return to their families for seasons. 

“Yhasua wants the instruction and moral elevation of all the people 

and that is what the Holy Alliance aims to do. Let’s continue alongside 

with this instruction the military training to form legions of defense if 

necessary. I believe it is adding a force to another force, and that the 

combination of both will form a reasoning, strong, and virile people, 

capable of imposing and governing itself.  

“I believe that our Messiah will not be in opposition to a force that 

doesn’t have killing and war as its end goal, but rather the fair and 

honest defense of those who want respect for their human rights. 

“In that context we can talk to your friends. They also love their own 

life and that of their loved ones, and they will not want to make 

thoughtless sacrifices without the certainty of obtaining positive 

benefits for the cause they defend. 

—You're right, Faqui... you're right about everything! We will do as 

you say. 

They remounted and entered the city, the capital of Batanea. In 

one of the suburbs of this city there was a wool and fur store, whose 

owner was a former servant of Prince Ithamar. He had fled to Gadara 

where he had relatives, when the servants and workers were 

persecuted to extract the secret of the Ithamar’s family assets. 

He was thus a loyal agent for Judah, in whom the good man saw 

as a resurrection of his former patron. It was in his fur and wool 

warehouse that letters and messages were left for the army being 

formed. 
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The two friends remained there for three days, and they verified 

that the volunteers had increased enormously. The caves of the 

mountains of Gilead, from the Jabbok river to the Waters of Merom, 

were full of persecuted people fleeing from Judea, which was the 

hardest hit in the country of Israel, by the greed of Roman power, or 

of the high clergy of Jerusalem, or of the agents and courtiers of Herod 

Antipas. 

What intense dramas could be written by dipping the pen in the 

tears of the unhappy outlaws who fled to the mountains to save their 

lives or the honor of their wives and daughters, losing the relative 

tranquility in which they had lived! 

The rustic, semi-wild life that almost everyone was forced to lead, 

the deficient diet, the lack of regular care, in short, all that 

accumulation of privations, brought them infectious diseases that 

increased more and more the pain of those poor people, abandoned 

by men and apparently also of God. 

Faced with that distressing picture, the two friends thought and said 

it: "If Yhasua had come with us and seen these images, what 

magnificent works we would have witnessed to praise God!" 

—That is the ideal of our Messiah— Faqui added—. Oh, divine 

magician of love and hope, Yhasua of Nazareth! Why aren't you here 

to dry so many tears and make hope bloom again in the souls that 

have lost it? 

The young African fell on a pile of straw, heartbroken by his 

impotence to remedy so many evils. They had just pulled away an 18-

year-old young man who was about to throw himself from a peak to a 

cliff, plunged into despair because he saw his mother dying without 

being able to help her. 

—If Yhasua were here!... — Judah exclaimed, sitting next to his 

friend, and supporting his forehead in his hands. 

They both must have thought of him with great intensity of love and 

faith in the divine power that they recognized in him. A few moments 

passed that seemed very long to them because in the depths of the 

grotto they were listening to the labored breathing of the dying mother 

and the desperate sobbing of her son next to her. 

It was almost dusk, and suddenly the cavern was filled with a dim 

golden light, as if it were a last golden haze of the setting sun. 

And with the astonishment and bafflement that is to be expected, 

they saw next to the patient's straw bed, a transparent white and 

subtle image that leaned over her, that with its barely perceptible 
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hands seemed to weave and unweave invisible threads of light and 

shadows, until the sick woman calmed down and the son's sobs fell 

asleep in a deep silence. 

The astral figure got up again, and directing its eyes that shed a 

soft light at the two friends, stunned by what they were seeing, it said 

to them in a tone of voice that they both felt deep within themselves: 

—Faqui!... Judah!, because you recognize the divine power that 

was placed in me by the will of God, you have saved this mother and 

her son. This is how you must understand the Messiah, Savior of the 

world: defeating pain and death, not attracting death and pain to his 

fellow men. 

They both rushed over the intangible image shouting: Yhasua!... 

Yhasua, Son of God!... 

The vision had vanished in the gloom of the grotto on which the 

first shadows of night fell. 

Judah and Faqui found themselves alone in the middle of the cave, 

embracing each other with immense love like two children bewildered 

by the divine greatness of that moment, they burst into an explosion 

of sobs they couldn't contain. Such was their emotion! 

The patient and her son slept in a peaceful stillness. 

—Isn't this a miracle, Faqui? — Judah asked when he regained 

control of himself. 

—That's what we call a manifestation like this —answered the 

African—, but Prince Melchior says that it’s only the use of the powers 

that a great soul like Yhasua's has conquered due to his high evolution 

to use the existing forces in nature. 

—Yhasua is the Son of God!..., he is the Messiah announced by 

the prophets!... — said Judah, who was still astonished at him. 

—Did you understand his words? —Faqui asked again. 

—I still feel them vibrate in here! —Judah replied, squeezing his 

chest. 

When they left the cave they saw that several bonfires were lit at 

the door of the caves and that two men, apparently recently arrived, 

were unloading two camels and six donkeys. 

They approached them for questioning. 

—We come on behalf of the friends from Raphana who were not 

long ago in Jerusalem. We bring salted rams, flour, and vegetables 

for the refugees in the caves— said one of them, pointing to the large 

leather sacks that they had just unloaded. 

—At midnight— added the other— the shipment of cheeses, oil, 

and dried fruits that Scheiff Ilderim has ordered for these caves from 
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his people from Bozrah will arrive. 

Judah and Faqui looked at each other and that look said: 

"Our magician of love walks around here like a divine blessing, 

softening all the bitterness of men." 

Soon they found the news that filled those people with joy, that all 

the patients with fevers or erysipelas had been cured almost suddenly. 

—You have brought us luck. A beneficial wind seems to have come 

with you— said the recovered patients. 

And both friends explained that the Messiah Savior of Israel had 

already begun his redemption work, which consisted of remedying the 

sufferings of all those who believed in the Divine Power residing in 

him. 

They made them understand and love the Holy Alliance in its vast 

programs of mental, spiritual, and moral cultivation, to prepare the 

people to be strong through the unification of all those who had the 

same faith and the same ideal, which was the only way to be free from 

foreigners and despotic governments who restricted them in all their 

rights as free men. 

Three weeks of rest in the serene placidity of Yhosep's house in 

Nazareth fortified the spirits and bodies of the travelers, to the point 

that Naomi and Thirsa, mother and sister of Prince Judah, said to 

Myriam: 

—Happy mother, In your house is all the heaven of Jehovah! Who 

is not happy next to you? 

And Myriam, full of the love that her son radiated towards her, 

answered them: –It's just that I and mine want to make you forget your 

years in prison, and that each of your tears today is a day of 

happiness. 

And the beautiful Galilee, all of it truly an orchard of charms, 

presented itself to them in that happy spring as if it were associated 

with the love of Myriam and Yhasua for their guests, victims until very 

recently of the unprecedented cruelties of the ambitious who 

exercised power illegally. 

There the love of Thirsa and Faqui, the prince of Cyrene, was 

clearly manifested as an idyllic poem of shepherds, and Yhasua, 

understanding it, said to them: 

—Your love will be the sap that will make the good seed bear fruit 

in the valleys of the Nile, in the old rock of Corta Agua (Cut-Water or 

Carthage), where the violet veil of Matriarch Solania still waves like a 

pavilion, and even in the sands of the Sahara, where queen Selene, 

white lotus of the Tuareg race, will be your firm pillar in the near future. 
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Holy and pure love was Thirsa's, Jewish princess, with the Hack-

Ben Faqui of Cyrene, which opened like a white rose caressed by 

Yhasua Son of God, when his mission of leading men along the 

eternal path of love began fully! 

It was the mother-rosebush, of a family of illustrious apostles of 

Christianity in the first centuries of our era. 

 

Ignatius of Seleucus, apostle of Christ in Antioch; Apollonia of 

Alexandria, spiritual mother of the Christian missionaries of the 

second century, who died at the stake as an old woman, accused of 

magic and sorcery for the admirable cures that she often performed 

in the name of Christ; Nemesius and Ptolemy of Alexandria, second-

century Christian missionaries and martyrs; Anmon and Sabine, 

cousins to each other and grandparents of Monica of Tagaste, the 

virtuous mother of Augustine of Hippo; all of them authors of a heroic 

Christian apostolate in North Africa, are flowers of that rosebush of 

love blessed by the Son of God, in Hack-Ben Faqui, prince of Cyrene 

of the Tuareg race and in Thirsa of Hur, Jewish princess. They both 

drew close to Yhasua in tender intimacy during the years of his early 

youth. 

—“Your love will be the sap that will make the good seed bear fruit 

in the valleys of the Nile, in the old rock of Corta Agua and even the 

sands of the Sahara”, the Messiah had prophesied to them, and time 

verified the fulfillment of his words. 

This brief digression from our account is only intended to reveal the 

great clairvoyance of the Divine Master and his penetration into the 

mysterious and complex world of souls during his unknown and 

uncertain paths. 

Three weeks had elapsed between unalterable peace and bliss 

embellished even more by idylls of love-doves that loved each other 

under the gaze of the God of Love, whose purest reflection was found 

amongst men. Mark, called the student, who years later would be one 

of the faithful and great chroniclers of Christ, author of one of the four 

so-called canonical Gospels, was at Yhosep's house in those days. 

He loved Yhasua dearly, and he also loved Anna, whom he planned 

to marry shortly, as indeed he did the following winter, shortly before 

the death of the Elder Yhosep and Yhosuelin, events that occurred 

when Yhasua was already 22 years old. 

The supreme joy emanating from reciprocal love and mutual 

understanding made delightful for everyone that brief season of three 

weeks spent in Nazareth, in the manor house of Yhosep, the honest 
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and respectable craftsman, whom everyone called The Just One. 

 

And he, full of well-deserved satisfaction, repeated every moment 

with the serene calm of his Patriarch: 

—“Life is beautiful when we manage to live it according to the 

Divine Law”. 

It would seem that this Law wanted to fill Yhosep's glass with 

happiness in the last days of his life on Earth. 

 

An ancient Christian tradition has made him a protector and 

guardian genius of those who are close to death. This is indeed very 

precise, since the sweet placidity and joy of Yhosep’s last days are 

like the crown placed on a life that had great pains at different times. 

Because he even suffered the deathly persecution with which Herod 

threatened him, but whose end was like a psalmody of love and peace 

amid which the noble Old Man fell asleep in a most sweet dream from 

which he woke up in immortality.  
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49. Towards Ptolemais 
 

When the day arrived to start the trip north, they all decided to take 

the caravan road, which, passing through Nazareth, led directly to 

Ptolemais. This was an important seaport at that time, located barely 

a mile north of what is now known by the port of Acre. 

In Ptolemais they would take one of the many ships that made the 

journey from Alexandria and Raphia in Egypt to Antioch, the lavish 

Eastern Rome as they called it in those days. 

Yhasua would have liked to visit Riblah again. He had such great 

memories of Riblah, where that incomparable Nebai lived, whose 

spirit understood his so well. But the trip would have been too tiring 

for the family of Judah, for which reason he sent a letter to his sweet 

friend from adolescence telling her that on his return from Antioch he 

would stop in Riblah, where they would establish the Holy Alliance for 

the freedom of Israel. 

In Ptolemais, the most important seaport of Galilee, Yhosep had 

good, old friends because of his work, since the woodwork for some 

of its best palaces had come from his Nazarene workshop. There 

resided the father of Thomas, who years later was one of the 12 

apostles. He had a large business there in silks, jewelry, and artistic 

objects in general, since he was a representative of the great 

businesses of Persia and India. 

Thomas had met Yhasua when he was a very young boy fleeing to 

Mount Hermon with his parents, and had the great satisfaction of 

meeting him again, now a young man of 22 years. 

Thomas's mother and her children were members of the Essene 

Fraternity, while his father had not yet formally joined it, even though 

he was sympathetic to the charitable works that it silently carried out. 

Due to the great concept of the honesty and justice of the artisan 

of Nazareth, with whom he had business for many years, he had a 

great honor to host his son Yhasua and serve him in whatever they 

needed. There they had to await the arrival of a ship that would come 

from the south three days later. 

Judah, accompanied by Faqui and Yhasua, visited the same pier, 

where eight years before he had been tied to the bench of a Roman 

galley, as a rowing slave for life. 

—You see, Judah— said Yhasua— how men propose, and God 

Love disposes of his sons who seek him and who love him. Who would 

have thought that you, a delicate young man of 17, tied to a galley that 

was going to fight the pirate ships that had destroyed so many Roman 
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fleets, would escape unscathed and be free within three years of being 

taken prisoner? 

“And even more: that you would save the life of the fleet 

commander when his ship was sunk, and he would gratefully adopt 

you as his son, inheriting his fortune and his name? 

—Truly! —Judah exclaimed moved—. The God of my parents was 

merciful to me, and it will never be enough whatever I do in gratitude 

in His favor. 

“Yhasua! I would like to do a work here like the one my adoptive 

father did when he freed me and adopted me as his son. 

—Beautiful and holy idea inspired by your gratitude to the Lord— 

Yhasua replied. 

—I know... I can guess— said Faqui— you want to free some slave 

and adopt him as... what? You're too young for a father of bearded 

boys. 

—Let me do something— he said, and followed by his friends, he 

began to tour the entire port. Yhasua, with his observant and analytical 

genius, looked at him attentively, radiating all the strength of his 

redeeming love on that noble spirit, in which his best intentions 

flourished so lavishly. 

 

Among that endless maze of cables, sails, bales of all kinds, they 

found an old man, muscular and still strong, who was coiling a thick 

cable, tying an enormous cargo barge to the breakwater. 

—Good man— Judah told him— do you know if among this forest 

of sails and masts, there is a ship with slaves condemned by the 

Roman government? 

—In all the crews, at least half are slaves— he replied— but I think 

you're looking for prisoners of the State. Caesar's galleys that watch 

out for pirates roam the Cyclades and it is believed they’re not coming 

any time soon. 

"If you don't mind me asking, is there someone in the galleys that 

interests you?... If I can help you with something, master... 

—Precisely— Judah replied— and if you’d like to guide me a bit, I 

would be grateful to you all my life. I’m an Israelite and I want to show 

my gratitude to the God of my parents for a great favor received. I 

want to rescue galley slaves and I don't know which way to go. 

The old man dropped the cable he was winding up and paled 

visibly. But he remained silent as if he was wary of discovering a 

secret. 

—Can't you help me?... — Judah asked him again. 
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—Master..., as you can see, I am an old sailor who has spent my 

life fighting the sea and I am still as poor and miserable as I was when 

I started, even though I didn’t hurt even the flies. I wouldn’t like a 

dungeon to open its doors for me in old age, but it seems to me that 

your face is that of an honest man and so are the two who accompany 

you...  

—Don't be afraid, good man— Yhasua told him with his inimitable 

sweetness— here we are trying to do good to those who suffer and 

not to harm anyone. 

—I believe you because it seems to me that you are of good blood 

and that your mouth does not lie; but this is not a good place to talk. 

If you want to follow me, near here is my hut. 

The three followed him. 

 

Indeed, some 200 steps to the south along the seacoast, he turned 

around an enormous rock covered with terebinths and wild mulberry 

trees and opening a small log door he told them: –Come in, this is my 

home. The air that is breathed here is holy, because it was more than 

four times the hiding place of Judas the Gaulonite, one of the first 

martyrs for the freedom of Israel. 

—Are you an Israelite? — Yhasua asked him. 

—Yes, and I descend from that great Joseph that a Pharaoh made 

viceroy of Egypt, since I belong to the Tribe of Manasseh his son, and 

I am a Gaulonite like Judas, the son of my older sister. 

—You have honorable relatives and I think you honor them despite 

your poverty— Yhasua told him again. Now if you please, tell us about 

what we told you that was the reason for our questions. 

—That's where I'm going for, master, That's where I'm going." 

—Don't call me master!... 

—Because despite my noble origin, one day I became a slave for 

the love of a daughter who is all my treasure in this world, who has 

given me little grandchildren who are a glory to God. 

—Well, well, your soul is noble like your lineage— Yhasua told him 

again. 

—Since we trust each other, follow me a few more steps— said the 

old man, and walking to the end of the hut whose inner half was a 

cave open in the rock, he pushed aside some bundles of reeds and 

birch sticks, and everyone saw an iron door, small but very strong—. 

“This was the dungeon of the daughter of Abdalonymus, king of 

Sidon 300 years ago. It was the love drama that ended at the bottom 

of this boulder. Things human do! 
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This was said by the old man while walking down a corridor 

illuminated from the roof by a skylight open in it. 

—To tell you the truth, this dungeon had its beauty, since it didn’t 

lack light— said Judah, observing the good appearance of that 

corridor. 

—It's a princely dungeon! — said the old man—. That king, it 

seems, loved his daughter, whom he secured here so that she 

wouldn't be stolen by a man named Abbasids, lord of Baghdad, who 

wanted to take her to his harem. 

They arrived at another hiding place of stones and moss, behind 

which another door opened, and the sunlight and sea air poured in 

This was a beautiful grotto with an opening towards the sea, but 

whose pavement was quite high above the water level. They still went 

up 10 steps carved into the stone and from there the old man shouted: 

—You are still sleeping, doves, look, you have visitors! 

He opened a kind of quartz screen reinforced with copper laths and 

an enclosure like a ship's cabin appeared. Two little beds like 

hammocks hung from the roof, and in them two young men, 

apparently between 22 and 25 years old, so similar to each other that 

at first glance it was clear that they were brothers. 

They must have been beautiful, but their faces were disfigured by 

blackish spots and their half-closed eyelids barely allowed one to see 

the pupils. 

—Here you have it— he told them— the only two sons, twins, of 

Judas the Gaulonite, my heroic nephew, who died for the freedom of 

Israel. The Roman government sentenced them to the galleys for the 

rest of their lives, but God, who flouts the orders of men, has saved 

them, as you can see. 

“In a boarding by the pirates, they set fire to the ship in which they 

were tied to the oar, and their eyes were burned, and almost all of 

their faces and the upper part of their bodies. Since they believed 

them useless for rowing and that they would not live many days, the 

crew of the galley threw them into a rickety boat and released it as a 

useless thing at the whim of the sea. I was lucky enough to pick them 

up in my cargo barge on one of my trips to Achzib, Tyre, and Sidon. 

The boarding had been on the southeast coast of the island of Cyprus, 

but God commanded the waves to bring them to me and here they 

are. The sentence that they had for the sole reason of being their 

father's children, subsists, so if they saw them safe and sound, they 

would seize them again. I have kept them here for four years, plus five 

that they were in the galleys, complete their 26 years of age. The poor 
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things can do nothing with what little they see. They only dedicate 

themselves to fishing and making baskets of cane and birch to carry 

merchandise on my barge. 

“That’s the whole story, and the state prisoner slaves you were 

seeking are out in the open. Do as you wish. 

—Uncle Manoah!... — shouted one of the young men, sitting up in 

his hammock—. Are you going to hand us over to our executioners? 

—No, children, no!... I am Manoah..., I bear the name of Samson's 

father, and by the God of Israel I have the necessary strength to 

defend you from all the Caesars of the world. 

Yhasua and the two friends were already by the hammocks, but 

both boys had jumped ashore. 

—Don't take us for lazy people who slept when the sun has risen— 

said one of them— but tonight we stayed awake because the tide was 

rising so strongly that it seemed to have the bad intention of entering 

our den and take away all this pile of polished reeds, ready for the 

baskets that the uncle needs this very week. 

—Don't worry, we don't make judgments about others— Yhasua 

answered, sitting on a bundle of reeds. 

—I have here a little wine from Cyprus— said old Manoah, pulling 

out a pitcher from a hole in the rock— that with just-fried puff pastry 

tastes heavenly. 

And he kindly offered them a basket of biscuits and a vase of wine. 

—You take good care of your nephews— Faqui said. 

—Interested!... —Manoah said— because I think they will take care 

of me when my years weigh too much. 

—What can two unfortunate blind slaves do?... — asked one of the 

young men with a voice tired by dint of despair and pessimism. 

—Do you believe that the God of Israel has the power to exhaust 

the water of the sea so that his children may pass through, and to 

make water sprout from a rock touched by Moses to give drink to his 

thirsty people? Judah asked with the vehemence that was usual for 

him. 

—Yes, we do— replied the two blind men. 

—But it seems that the God of Israel forgot about us— said one of 

them. 

—Proof that he did not forget, is that we are here— added Yhasua, 

taking each one of the blind young men by the hand and looking into 

their eyes with that gaze of his, which was a ray of loving light when 

he wanted to heal. 

An intense emotion seized both of them who began to shake in 
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convulsive sobs without tears, because their closed eyes could not 

shed them. 

—Unfortunate!... —Faqui murmured, clenching his closed fists—. 

They didn't even leave them the consolation of mourning their 

irreparable misfortune! 

—Irreparable, you said? —said Yhasua, who heard him say that—

. If the Daughter of the Sun were by your side, she would have covered 

your lips with her hand so that you would not utter that phrase, Faqui, 

which is only said by those who do not believe in the power of God. 

—You're right, son of David! For a moment I forgot that you were 

among us— answered Faqui. 

Those fire-distorted eyelids began to redden as if under the 

influence of a life-giving breath. The spots and wrinkles that disfigured 

those poor faces, lacerated by the flames four years ago, were getting 

lost in the smoothness of the skin that seemed to be renewing and 

transforming under the action of the ultra-powerful breaths that 

Yhasua exhaled on them, as if he were transmitting new life to them, 

fiber by fiber. 

Old Manoah was all eyes seeing that unusual spectacle of two 

faces disfigured by fire, which moment by moment acquired the 

beautiful youthful aspects that he had known in his nephews before 

the misfortune. 

And when the thin membrane of the eyelids acquired its natural 

mobility, and opened giving way to the light of the dark blue pupils like 

the Galilean night sky, the old man could resist no more and fell to his 

knees at the feet of Yhasua, and shouted with all his breath: 

—God of Israel!... You know that I did not believe in miracles, and 

you have done in my sight the most stupendous that human eyes have 

seen... 

“God has come down to Earth in the person of this holy child!... 

The sobs choked his voice, and sitting on the hard pavement, the 

poor old man prayed, asking for forgiveness of his sins, and promising 

to all the patriarchs and prophets of Israel that he would henceforth 

be a righteous man in every sense of the word. 

When those eyes, which had been blinded by the flames of the fire, 

could perceive everything around them, the two brothers hugged each 

other crying and saying at the same time: 

—I thought I would never see your face again! 

Faqui and Judah, equally touched, looked at each other without 

words and looked at Yhasua, whose intense paleness made them 

understand how much of his life he had left in those two beings, so 
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unhappy an hour before and so happy at that moment. 

But, not long after the explosion of joy in the recently cured, they 

thought about their sad situation as slaves imprisoned by the State for 

life and suddenly they fell silent and withered. 

—Do not wither the rosebush of your happiness with the 

anguishing thought that afflicts you at this moment— Yhasua told 

them sweetly. 

—God of Abraham!... — exclaimed one of the young men—, who 

are you that you read thoughts like that? 

—A man who has studied the soul of men— Yhasua answered 

them—. You are thinking about your condition as state prisoner 

slaves; but also think that our God doesn’t do things halfway. 

—Judah, my friend: your time has come. Therefore, fulfill your 

noble thought in these sons of the martyr Judas the Gaulonite. 

—Indeed — said the aforementioned— I have come here to rescue 

a slave imprisoned by the State, and God grants me two instead of 

just one. 

—And who will you pay for our ransom? We are slaves of the state. 

—The State threw you into the sea as a useless thing and surely 

they believe you are dead by now— said old Manoah. 

—I take one and you take the other— Faqui said to Prince Judah— 

but not as slaves but as paid employees. I need a trustworthy servant 

and I believe I have found him today in the port of Ptolemais. 

—If Uncle Manoah agrees— they both said at the same time. 

—As if I wouldn't!... How could I not, when God has entered this 

hut my humble home today? You can't stay here because too many 

people know about your misfortune, and it would be impossible to hide 

you once you're healed. The past would be stirred up again and you'd 

be lost. 

Judah had been pensive looking at the two young men, whose 

strong and muscular arms clearly indicated the hard work they had 

done. He also had iron muscles in his arms, even though he only 

rowed for three years. 

—Can you tell me which fleet you have served in? — He suddenly 

asked the young men. 

—The one in which the Roman tribune Quintus Arrius commanded 

nine years ago, our galley was the Aventino II and our Captain was 

called Paulus Druso. 

—I was on the Astrea, which was the flagship— said Judah— and 

I am the adoptive son of Quintus Arrius!... But don't be afraid, I am a 

Jew by race and religion, and I’m no longer a friend of the Romans. I 
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am very grateful to this noble Roman who saved my life and honor. 

“With the agreement of your uncle, you remain from this moment 

as our salaried servants. You will not have any complaint about us. 

—These friends of mine are two noble hearts — said Yhasua— 

and they are in good standing, too. Both are owners of great wealth 

and illustrious names in their respective countries. 

—This is Hack-Ben Faqui, Prince of Cyrene; and this is the prince 

Judah, son of Ithamar, of the house of Hur, of Jerusalem. 

—Oh, wow!... —exclaimed old Manoah— great houses, my 

children!... fortune has entered into your body like a blessing from 

Jehovah. Therefore, know how to take advantage of it and respond to 

such a great benefit. 

—Now we continue our journey to Antioch— Judah added— and 

we’re taking you with us now. Tell us your names and choose from 

the two of us the one you want as a close friend, to make you forget 

your painful past. 

—I am Othoniel and I stay by your side, Prince Judah. 

—I am Isaiah and I join you, Hack-Ben Faqui— said the other. 

The vehement African took a step towards him and embraced him 

as he would have embraced a long-awaited brother. 

—I hope to make you very happy— he told him. Judah did the 

same, adding: 

—Now we’re going to a clothing store, and you will dress as befits 

two brand new butlers of illustrious houses. 

Old Manoah couldn't decide whether to laugh or cry, and finally he 

decided to approach Yhasua, and tell him: 

—My dear saint master, you enter like a god into the huts loaded 

with pain, and the whole heaven of Jehovah enters with you!... Are 

you perhaps the Messiah that Israel has been waiting for so long?... 

“For the memory of Judas, my martyred nephew, tell me if you are 

and I will give you the secret of him that he left for you! 

—I am! —The Master said for the first time in his life—. So, tell me 

the secret of my heroic brother Judas, who has preceded me on the 

path of sacrifice for the liberation of Israel. 

While the four young men went out to look for a clothing store to 

dress Othoniel and Isaiah, the old Manoah made Yhasua sit on a 

bench, and lifting a stone in a corner of the pavement, he extracted 

an ebony chest and gave it to him. 

—What’s this? —asked the young Master. 

—Open it and you will see; because only you can see it –answered 

the old man. 
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Yhasua broke the signets that sealed it hermetically and took out a 

tablet on which these words were engraved: Judas of Gilead to the 

Messiah, Savior of Israel. 

Then he took out a silver tube that contained a papyrus: it was the 

testament of the illustrious martyr for freedom and justice. It read like 

this: 

‘Son of David, Savior of Israel. I know that you are amid our people 

because Prince Melchior saw you in the cradle years ago. I don't know 

if I'll get to know you before I die, because my days are numbered. My 

life will only last as long as it takes the tyrants of our people to find my 

refuge. 

‘I have offered my life to the God of my parents for the salvation of 

my people and the happiness of my only two children, Isaiah and 

Othoniel, who I leave entrusted to my maternal uncle Manoah, an old 

sailor from Ptolemais. I leave 20 talents of gold (equivalent to 50,000 

sesterces), the result of the sale of my parents' estate and my own 

work; half for my children and my uncle; and half for the defending 

army of the Messiah King of Israel. 

‘Son of God!...save our people from opprobrium and oppression, 

and may my children honor the memory of his father with their lives 

dedicated to justice and freedom. Judas of Gilead’. 

Yhasua looked at the date, 11 years had passed. He had written it 

a few months before his heroic death, when his children were only 15 

years old. 

—Poor Judas! —Yhasua exclaimed, wiping away two tears that the 

memory of the martyr drew from the bottom of his soul—. 

"You sacrificed yourself for the political liberation of Israel, without 

thinking that it’s necessary beforehand to prepare Israel to govern 

itself... 

—I too will be a martyr like you, but it will be for human liberation 

from the enormous burden of iniquity that has prostrated it in a fatal 

decline!... 

—Holy Master!... — said old Manoah, also crying— put this away 

quickly, those who just left will soon be back. The shops are next to 

the port. 

—No, Manoah, they must all know the secret of Judas of Gilead. 

Don't you see that half of the gold found here is for you and your 

nephews, and the other half for an army defending Israel? 

“My two friends are members of the Central Council of Jerusalem, 

which directs and oversees over the Holy Liberating Alliance, and they 

cannot ignore any of this. 
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“Let me do it, good Manoah, and everything will be in accordance 

with justice and reason. 

A little while later the four who had gone shopping returned. 

—Oh, my!, Father Abraham!... —the old man shouted out in a 

frenzy, seeing his nephews in their elegant white robes made of fine 

cashmere, just like those worn by high-ranking Sadducees, and 

turbans with blue, yellow, and white stripes– who recognizes you 

now?... 

—And who will recognize you when you cover yourself with this 

cloak the color of palm fruit and this yellow and green striped turban? 

—Isaiah asked, showing his uncle the gift they brought him. 

—You’re crazy, you’re crazy!... — exclaimed the old man—. When 

am I going to wear this? Have you not even earned a denarius yet and 

you are already squandering like this? 

—Don't scold them, good Manoah— Judah told him—. We have 

given them an advance of what their monthly salary will be, and they 

immediately thought of you. 

—Things little kids do!... — said the old man, opening an old chest 

to store the cloak and turban that he considered a luxury for him. 

Immediately Yhasua, who was still with the chest open, shared with 

his friends the secret of Judas of Gilead. 

—Great soul!… —said Faqui— who even on the brink of the grave 

thought about the defense of his people! 

They gave old Manoah the 10 talents of gold, half of the sum left 

by Judas, because his sons Isaiah and Othoniel donated to the good 

old man the part that corresponded to them, since he had taken care 

of them when they were abandoned and blind. 

—We are young, and God has favored us with a good position in 

life, —said Othoniel— while our uncle’s strengths are diminishing and 

we must do with him, just as he did with us. 

—That is the justice I demand for Israel to be free— said Yhasua— 

if everyone understood life like you do! How happy this humankind 

would be! 

Two days later our travelers boarded a beautiful galley painted 

ivory white flying a yellow flag, which had come from Gaza and had 

called at Ashkelon, Jaffa, and Caesarea. 

—The best passenger and cargo ships are those of our compatriot 

Simonides— said old Manoah, pleased to have taken passage for 

them on one of the ships of the great merchant from Antioch. 

Our friends exchanged a look of intelligence, since this Simonides 

was the merchant friend of Prince Melchior, for whom Yhasua had a 
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letter of recommendation. Judah, in turn, bitterly thought that the ship 

was from his father's fleet, since the merchant Simonides was the 

general representative of Prince Ithamar, and later of his widow. 

Would Simonides recognize the owners of the immense fortune that 

he managed? The three of them, that is, Judah, his mother, and his 

sister, had been like dead for eight years. What changes would have 

taken place in that former servant who had been tormented by 

Valerius Gracchus to wrest from him the secret of the wealth of Prince 

Ithamar, head of the family? 

The beautiful new galley was called Thirsa, a name that appeared 

in large ebony letters on the prow. Next to it Judah saw another galley 

that looked like a twin to the previous one, painted bluish-gray and 

whose name in bronze letters read Esther. 

—These ships— Judah said to Manoah, while some servants 

brought up the luggage and Faqui arrived with his mother and his 

sister— these ships seem to have recently been launched into the 

sea. 

—This is the second trip they've made—the old man replied —. 

There seem to be two maidens for whom the rich shipowner has great 

love, and he has named his last two ships after them when the girls 

have entered their twenties. 

—Look Thirsa! –Judah said to his sister who was arriving at the 

dock at that moment with Yhasua, Naomi, Amra and the two servants, 

Eliacin and Shipro. 

—What am I to look at, if not a forest of masts, of sails, of beautiful 

ships? The sea that I hadn't seen since I was 10 years old and we 

went to say goodbye to our father for his last trip? 

—Look at your name on the galley we embarked on— Judah 

added. 

—True!... What a coincidence! —they all exclaimed. 

—So Thirsa goes with Thirsa! —Yhasua said. 

—And with me— said her mother, Naomi, squeezing her 

daughter's arm as if a vague fear had startled her. 

The gangplank was lowered ashore, and the embarkation of 

passengers and bundles of merchandise began. 

—Look at this other ship with the same yellow flag, with identical 

masts and sails; like two twin brothers, and its name is Esther. 

—And both are from the same shipowner, the merchant Simonides 

of Antioch—old Manoah replied, who was in all his glory like an old 

Patriarch between his two gallant nephews. 

—Simonides of Antioch! —Naomi exclaimed, looking at her son 
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Judah—. Such is the name that I still remember of our legal agent, 

ever since I married your father. Could it be the same? He was already 

a man of 60 years and eight have passed... he must be reaching 70. 

"Do you know if he has children?... — Naomi asked old Manoah. 

—I know little about him— answered the old man— but I have 

heard something about an only daughter who, after she was married, 

disappeared due to a persecution that a Roman jackal unleashed on 

her because she was very beautiful. Simonides is very lucky, but also 

has a lot of suffering. 

“It is said that he was subjected to torture to wrest from him I don't 

know what secrets that interested Caesar's government. 

—Merciful God!... — exclaimed Naomi, full of fear—. Why do you 

insist, my son, that we go to Antioch? Wouldn't it be like throwing 

ourselves back into the lion's den? 

—Mother!... — Judah said to her—. Does your great faith in the 

Savior of Israel abandon you now when we try to begin our 

collaboration with him for the liberation of our people?... 

—Don't be afraid, woman, for your faith and your resignation have 

crowned your present and future life with peace and happiness— 

Yhasua told her, taking her by the hand to help her embark. 

—May “Thirsa” take us on a good trip on the waves of the sea! 

—With you, yes, oh, glory of Israel! –The good woman exclaimed, 

leaning on Yhasua, until she entered the white and beautiful galley 

that bore the name of her daughter. 

When the ship cast off, everyone waved their handkerchiefs saying 

goodbye to those who remained on land. It was early afternoon, and 

a warm spring air gently rippled the surface of the sea. On a rock on 

the quayside, you could see the strong and upright silhouette of old 

Manoah, who followed with his eyes the boat that was taking away the 

two orphans of his nephew Judas of Gilead, so unhappy a day before 

and so full of happiness at that moment. 

—It’s clear that the God of Abraham and Jacob remembered his 

people and sent him the star of their rest! Manoah, old Manoah!... Who 

would have told you that after 11 years of waiting with that chest 

hidden under the floor of your cave for the arrival of the Messiah to 

deliver it to him, you would hear his own voice that said to you: " I 

am!"? 

A deep emotion filled his eyes with tears and turning around he 

was lost among the cables and sails of his cargo barge. 

Our travelers settled on deck except for Naomi, who wanted to 

retire to her chamber followed by Amra, her faithful servant. 
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She, who had heard the whole conversation about Simonides the 

merchant, told him: 

—My mistress, forgive me that I haven't told you anything about 

that good man Simonides. 

—What do you know about him? – Asked her mistress already lying 

on her bed. 

—In each of his ships that arrived at Jaffa, he brought a servant to 

Jerusalem with a bundle of merchandise that were clothes and food, 

and a small note that said: "Fidelity and honesty in a servant are like 

the olive tree whose root never withers. Our God who fed Hagar in the 

desert, will also take care of you even if many years pass. Do not 

abandon your position in which you must always wait”. And he signed: 

Simonides. 

“After three years of the misfortune, I recently learned that this 

Simonides was a faithful dependent of the dear master Ithamar, to 

whom he administered his property in Antioch. 

—He never came to our house? 

—Never, mistress, at least I didn't see him in Jerusalem. 

“The surprise the good man will have when he sees the three of 

you together! 

—Do you think that he will not be more pleased that our fortune is 

his, as it has been during the eight years of our disappearance? —

Naomi asked. 

—I don't think so, good mistress; because if that were the case, he 

would not have taken care of me anymore. Once the messenger came 

and found me sick. He had the key to the cart door and entered without 

knocking. At nightfall when I thought he was already traveling, he 

returned with a therapist from those who stay at the khan of Bethany, 

to cure me. He bought me the necessary medicines and left me 100 

sesterces to continue my healing. 

“—He who sent me— he said —needs you to live so that you can 

recognize the masters when they take their place in life again. 

—And how would he know whether we would return? —Naomi 

asked—. 

"Thirsa and I could have died in the dungeon and Judah in the 

galleys... 

—And you have not died, my love, for which we must give reason 

to that man who asked me to wait. There would be something that 

made him keep hope alive! I love him without ever having seen him. 

Amra saw her mistress fall asleep and drawing the blinds on the 

skylight she left the cabin dark. 
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She took a blue silk shawl from the bed destined for Thirsa and 

went up on deck to wrap her mistress with it, because the sea breeze 

was turning cool, and her girl was a hothouse flower... 

He found her sitting on a bench between Yhasua and Faqui, and 

lovingly covered her with her shawl; then she took off a dark shawl 

that she had behind her back and wrapped it around the girl's tiny feet. 

—Enough, Amra, enough— Thirsa told her— do you still think I'm 

in the cradle and crying from the cold? –The good woman smiled at 

her in silence and went down to her mistress's cabin to watch over her 

sleep. 

Yhasua, who was watching all this silently, said when the maid 

disappeared: 

—Tell me if it is not a frightful human aberration that beings like this 

woman endure the harsh condition of slaves, who can be bought and 

sold like a donkey, an ox, or a goat! 

“Is not their noble and pure soul perhaps much more than that of a 

high magnate? 

“Look— he said suddenly— in our Holy Alliance for the liberation 

of Israel, we had to take care of the slaves. There should not be 

random slaves but voluntary slaves. 

“Whoever wants to remain one, fine, but everyone must have the 

right to win their freedom. 

—The Law— Thirsa said— accords to the right of freedom to those 

who served the same master for six years. 

—It's true— answered Yhasua— but most of the masters manage 

to make the servant feel that from that moment on, they don't care 

about them at all, in such a way that they must defend themselves 

against the adversities of life. 

“Many slaves thus abandoned to their fate, whose spirits are 

already coy and timid due to the same condition suffered, become 

cowardly when they throw themselves alone into the wild sea of 

human life, which surely will not be peaceful and beneficent to them. 

“And so they prefer to continue like this indefinitely. 

"Come here, Judah, with Isaiah and Othoniel, we are dealing with 

a very serious matter!... — the Master said in a loud voice to his three 

travel companions, who were chatting animatedly on the deck 

balustrade. The three approached. 

—What is it, son of David? — Judah asked smiling. 

—How would you do so that there were no accidental slaves, only 

volunteer ones? —Yhasua asked in turn. 

—With a law that severely prohibited the sale of human beings— 
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Judah replied. 

—But not counting on the necessary power to give that law, how 

would you do it? 

—All of that is part of my program, if we form a great army that 

asserts our rights to make laws and enforce them— Judah replied. 

—The defense army is very good; but it’s better if we raise the 

moral level of the people, awakening in them the feelings of fraternity 

and camaraderie, after having extirpated, of course, the disastrous 

seed of class hatred. 

—I have an idea— said Faqui— and it’s as follows: In the coffers 

of the Holy Alliance there’re already more than 200 talents, which is 

equivalent to half a million sesterces. With this the Holy Alliance could 

redeem the accidental slaves that are being mistreated by their 

masters. 

“For now, we can do that as long as we are in a position to pass 

laws annulling slavery. I believe this way the masters could not raise 

protests, since they are given the value for their servants. It’s a 

purchase. 

—Great idea, Faqui! — They all exclaimed at the same time. 

—Let's send the project to the Central Council of Jerusalem— 

Yhasua said— announcing at the same time the post-mortem 

donation of our brother Judas of Gilead, which reinforces our relief 

fund. 

—Forgive my indiscretion— said Othoniel suddenly—. Could I 

know what is this Holy Alliance of which I hear you speak and what 

ends do you propose by taking the difficult situations of others as your 

own? 

—Othoniel!... — said the Master— what do you think is better: how 

you both are now or how you were before we arrived at your hut? 

—Prophet of God!... — exclaimed the two sons of Judas Gilead—

. That shouldn't even be asked! 

—We were two useless wrecks and today we are two men capable 

of making an effort for a just cause— added Othoniel. 

—You have spoken well, Othoniel. And now I tell you: The Holy 

Alliance means that each of its members is capable of doing with their 

fellow men as we have done with you. Have you understood? 

—This is a gigantic work, since the world is full of unfortunate 

people in conditions similar to our condition before your arrival in 

Ptolemais— said Isaiah. 

—Well, that work of giants can be done by men of goodwill, capable 

of fulfilling the Law that says: "You shall love your neighbor as 
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yourself." 

—We want to belong to the Holy Alliance! —exclaimed Isaiah 

vehemently—. Do you agree, Othoniel? 

—You've taken the words out of my mouth! —replied the 

questioned. 

—Gentlemen!... two more to join our ranks— exclaimed Judah—. 

This time tomorrow we will be in the port of Tyre where our ship stops 

for six hours to lift cargo. Will we be able to plant there in such a short 

time a sprig of the Holy Alliance? 

—It depends on whether we have a good friend there— answered 

Faqui. 

—We have them, and great friends they are! In the old port is 

embedded in the rock, the Tower of Melqart whose tragic history 

scares people, and there are our therapists with lepers and people 

that are in general attacked with incurable diseases —said Yhasua—

. I had already thought of visiting them if the ship stopped for some 

time in Tyre. 

Just as they thought it was done, because the famous Tower of 

Melqart where Yhosep and Myriam with Yhasua, a little fugitive from 

Herod, took refuge years ago, was once again visited by the young 

Master and his friends. 

And there, 36 lepers, 19 paralyzed, 14 tubercular and eight blind, 

were healed by the divine energy that resided in the august 

personality of the Son of God. And those beings, undone and dregs 

that humankind had separated from its bosom, were the first group of 

members of the Holy Alliance, who dragged after them, first their 

relatives and friends, and then, the majority of the Israelites, Arabs 

and Egyptians living in the great metropolis, glory of King Hiram, the 

noble and generous friend of David and Solomon. 

The reader will understand that the new foundation was there, 

under the tutelage and advice of the pilgrim therapists, whose 

discretion ensured the smooth operation of the Holy Alliance and its 

development with the necessary reserves. 

At Sarepta, the ship would only stop for three hours or so. 

Yhasua took out his pocket notebook and looked for some address 

that he had there written down by his cousin Yohanan, when he was 

with him recently. 

A fairly large stream ran 50 paces to the north of the city, on whose 

southwestern shore, among a labyrinth of hills covered with thick 

trees, there were many caves, some of which were tombs. One that 

was not, because it was more than six feet from the ground, was 
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inhabited by traveling therapists and was called "the grotto of the 

Prophet." An old tradition said that the Prophet Elijah had stayed there 

for a while, when he asked for help from the widow of Sarepta 

mentioned in the Holy Scripture. 

Yohanan had intimately confided to him that twice in his life he was 

transported in spirit to that solitary cave, and that he saw in the hidden 

hole of a rock in the depths of the cavern, a copper tube with a papyrus 

in it, which the Prophet had briefly written about his origin. But 

Yohanan could never read what was written in it. 

Yhasua, who was planning to make this trip to Antioch, had 

promised to take care of verifying this. Indeed, the tube was found 

according to Yohanan's indications, and the engraving read as 

follows: 

‘My parents were originally from the island of Crete where I was 

born, causing the death of my mother when I came to life. 

‘My father took me to Paphos on the southwest coast of Cyprus, 

where his death left me alone at the age of eight. 

‘I was adopted as a son by a wise hermit who taught me astrology 

and chemistry, sciences in which I reached a high advancement. 

‘From him I learned to restore vitality to a dying person and to ignite 

flames of fire in the air through the use of substances imperceptible to 

the naked eye. 

‘He had learned his wisdom from the hermits of Mount Hymettus, 

called Dactyls. 

‘The Supreme Maker of all that exists in heaven and on Earth took 

me as his instrument of justice to punish the wicked and protect the 

weak. 

‘If I did wrong, I want to be forgiven and corrected. 

‘If I did well, praise the Supreme Court and may he take it into 

account for a new day. ‘Elijah of Thesbite’. 

When Yhasua with Judah and Faqui were about to return to the 

port to take the boat, a therapist arrived at the grotto with a cancerous 

young man and a mature man, blind from birth. 

The therapist was coming from Mount Hermon and didn’t recognize 

Yhasua, whom he had not seen since he was 10 years old. As soon 

as they met, Yhasua gave him the watchword of the Essenes: "Voice 

of silence." The therapist replied: -"The Lord is with us." Such is the 

new slogan, brother. Where do you come from that you didn't know? 

—From Galilee and I'm going to Antioch— answered Yhasua, 

looking at the two companions of the therapist. 

He placed a hand over the blind man's eyes and the other on the 
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cancerous man's chest. 

—If you believe in the divine power that resided in Elijah the 

Prophet and that today resides in me, by eternal law of love and 

justice, I want you to be healed so that you do good on Earth. 

The sick young man spewed a mouthful of blood and fell lifeless 

into the arms of Judah and Faqui who held him up. The blind man 

rubbed his eyes invaded by a strong stinging and slowly opened 

them... 

—Who are you?..., who are you in the name of God? —The 

therapist cried, marveling at such a sudden cure. 

The smiling and affable young Master put a hand on his shoulder 

and said: 

—Didn't you just tell me that the Lord is with us? 

The therapist fell to his knees with deep emotion exclaiming: 

—Light of God on Earth! Blessed is the hour in which I came to this 

cavern! 

—The time we have is short. Listen to the horn of the ship that calls 

us to the port –said the Master–. 

“Take charge of gathering here adherents of the Holy Alliance, for 

which you will ask the therapists of the Tower of Melqart in Tyre for 

instructions, where we have just established it. 

The therapist left the former blind man in charge of the cancerous 

young man who was resting in deep lethargy on a bed of hay and 

accompanied Yhasua until he saw him embark. 

This Essene was called Nabat and had a widowed sister named 

Mary, who lived very withdrawn with an adolescent son named John 

Mark; and at that time, they lived in Caesarea Philippi. These were, 

together with those cured in the "grotto of the Prophet", the 

foundations of the Holy Alliance in that part of Syria, mainly in 

Caesarea. Years later, in his own house was the first Christian group 

who provided so many services to Peter the Apostle, in the great 

persecutions he suffered. 

From Sarepta to Sidon there was good weather, only a day's 

journey. Even though this capital had faded much from its former 

splendor as the center of the great commercial activity of the 

Phoenicians, when they were the sole masters of the Mediterranean, 

it still retained the clear vestiges of its past greatness. 

Its superb panorama of mountains covered with eternal greenery, 

its white palaces clinging to the top of the hills like eagles' nests, their 

bold turrets barely peeking out from among the tops of the gigantic 

cedars; its location between two rivers that flowed down from the 
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heights of Lebanon jumping between rocks until it emptied into the 

sea, all in all, made Sidon a dream city, where fertile orchards and 

marvelous gardens saturated the atmosphere with the aroma of ripe 

fruits and rose gardens in bloom. Sidon was exceptionally beautiful in 

its nature, in its benign and healthy climate, due to the high altitude at 

which it was located, already in the middle of the Lebanon mountain 

range. 

Sidon continued to be the adoptive homeland of innumerable 

princes and because of this, it was a city of courtiers and courtesans, 

who brought the customs and usages of their respective countries. 

The bayaderes and odalisques of Baghdad, Byzantium, Paphos, 

Daphne; the worshipers of the pagan gods of pleasure, smoothness, 

and the most refined sensuality, had brought to Sidon what they 

conceptualized as the only thing that made human life worth living. 

The Divine Light made man, the Eternal Love beating in a heart of 

flesh, arrived at this capital aboard the galley “Thirsa”. 

Naomi, the mother of Judah, who knew this, from references from 

her husband, whose travels to the East and West made him a great 

connoisseur of customs and uses, observed the convenience of not 

disembarking in that city. Judah and Faqui understood the withdrawal 

of the austere Jewish lady, who did not want the young men traveling 

with them to see up close what she called the abomination of Sidon. 

The brief dialogue between Judah and his mother in this regard 

made Yhasua understand the reason why Naomi opposed the 

landing. 

The ship would stop for four hours in Sidon, long enough to explore 

the terrain in case an opportunity offered them to win proselytes for 

the cause that had taken deep roots in the three friends. 

—Living five years in the Rome of the Caesars cured me of terror, 

mother— said Judah—. More than what I have seen there of 

corruption and vice, I will certainly not see in Sidon. 

—Where there are many plague-stricken, that is where purification 

and cleanliness are most needed — said Yhasua—. Perhaps the bad 

reputation is greater than the reality and also ‘if there were 10 

righteous in Sidon, for those 10 the Lord would forgive everyone’. 

Wasn't that the divine word, Naomi? 

—Yes, son of David, it was like that. May the Lord forgive me the 

selfish fear that you will suffer harm, where in truth you can sow good. 

—Then, do we have your approval to visit Sidon? — Faqui asked 

affectionately, as if that virtuous Jewish matron were his own mother. 

—Yes, yes, Hack-Ben Faqui. When our Messiah wants it, he knows 
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what he wants— answered the sweet woman. 

As Faqui's looks questioned Thirsa, she said discreetly: 

—When mother says yes, it must be yes; but I don't want to go 

down. I will look at the city from the deck and I ‘m satisfied with this. 

The five men got out. The new butlers of the young princes assured 

that before their misfortune, a brother of his deceased mother resided 

there, and in the great market of Sidon he had a business of precious 

stones, corals, and mother-of-pearl. Perhaps he would guide them in 

the endeavor they wanted to carry out. 

The Sidon market was an immense rotunda, a kind of walled 

square, but whose wall had innumerable gates. 

A great circle of slender marble columns, parallel to the outer wall, 

resembled an amphitheater. This circular colonnade had a 

magnificent roof populated with high reliefs, in which odalisques in 

dance before the statues of the gods stood out boldly. 

In the center of the great rotunda was a marble fountain with a 

statue of Adonis surrounded by dancing Erotes crowned with flowers. 

 

They finally found the business they were looking for, but it wasn't 

the uncle who was there, but a very affable and good-looking young 

woman. 

When they gave the name of their uncle, the young woman told 

them: 

—I am his daughter; My father is ill. What do you want? 

Isaiah and Othoniel did not recognize their cousin, just as she did 

not recognize them either, since they had not seen each other for 10 

years and the three of them were almost children the last time they 

saw each other. 

When they made themselves known, the joy of the girl whose name 

was Thamar was great. 

—Allow me— she told them— to attend to some clients I have in 

here, and then I'll take you to see my father myself. 

While this dialogue, Yhasua with Judah and Faqui walked through 

the great circular colonnade observing everything. 

They saw the paralyzed owner of a small fruit and flower shop 

sitting in a wheelchair that a teenager pushed when he needed to 

move. That's how he attended to his business. 

He offered them grapes from Cyprus and dates from Alexandria, 

which they bought to start a conversation. 

—You will have arrived on the galley that just docked— the old man 

told them—. You surely come from Judea, as your clothing attests it. 
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How is life over there? 

—There and here we breathe air of humiliation and contempt— 

Judah answered. 

—Only idlers and dancers live comfortably here— said the old 

merchant—. For them there’s no bad year, nor is life burdensome. 

—While you— Yhasua told him— earn your bread with difficulty 

with your body almost useless by paralysis. 

—Paralysis?... The rack of torment that dislocated my feet and my 

knees!... — exclaimed the poor man with his voice trembling with 

anger. 

—And why? –Yhasua asked again–, what crime had you 

committed? 

—I defended the honor of my house, as a lioness with cubs 

defends her lair. There’s nothing worthy of respect for the greed of the 

masters of Rome. To pay his gambling debts, a dependency of His 

Imperial Majesty had the idea of buying from me two of my eldest 

daughters for the King of Baghdad, who would give him in exchange 

a pocket of precious stones of great value, since he fancied maidens 

of the Solomon's homeland. He was missing two to complete the 10 

that that satyr wanted. 

“I hid my two daughters where not even the devil could find them, 

and he tortured me to make me declare where they were. He didn't 

kill me in the hope that I would agree later. 

 

—From Scythopolis I jumped here in search of tranquility and here 

I am. I saved my house from disgrace, but I did not save my legs that 

were dislocated. 

—I am a doctor— Yhasua told him, kneeling at the foot of the 

invalid's chair—. There are dislocations that can be cured. Let me try. 

—His hands lightly rested on the man’s skinny, bony knees and then 

on his feet, the soles of which were horribly disfigured outward. 

—Your child hands are burning me, be careful!... — the merchant 

said. 

—Don't be afraid, good man, it's not to hurt you that I've 

approached you. Since you are a Samaritan you must believe in the 

divine power that the prophets used to heal the sick... 

—I think so!... But the prophets left this land so long ago that today 

it’s a den of royal heads and toga-wearing murderers!... 

—Try getting up and walking— Yhasua told him with a certain soft 

authority. 

—Me walk?... It's been six years since I used my legs at all!... 
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—Try getting up and walking— Yhasua insisted again, taking the 

invalid by both hands. 

When he stood up, he gently drew him towards him, and releasing 

those hands that trembled in his, he said: 

—Walk... you can walk now! 

The man took a step, then another and another. 

—My feet walk alone! —he screamed—. God of Israel! Elisha the 

Prophet has risen, and the dead come back to life. 

—Shh! —Yhasua said—. Don't speak so loudly, because you 

already know that the prophets of God are always sentenced to death, 

and my time has not yet come. 

—All that I am and that I have I will give you, Prophet, for the good 

you have done to me. Run home, my son, —he said to the teenager 

who pushed his wheelchair— and may your mother prepare the best 

bread and the best wine for this man of God who has made my legs 

live! 

—Don't worry like that— Yhasua told him— the time we have is 

short. 

Judah and Faqui said to each other: 

—We already have free entry to Sidon. This good man and his 

family will be the first team of the Holy Alliance. –And it was indeed, 

since among his large family there were six sons and three daughters, 

some already married, but who continued to live in the old paternal 

house. 

While this was happening in the flower and fruit shop, Isaiah and 

Othoniel in the other part of the roundabout were talking with their 

cousin Thamar. 

 

The clients that she had inside her tent were an already mature 

man dressed in the Greek style, which is with a short chlamys and the 

himation or great cloak in the form of a cape; a woman of average age 

also cloaked in her cloak, which covered her head and went around 

her shoulders; and lastly, a blond young woman with topaz eyes 

dressed in a wide pleated skirt and a completely ruffled blue cape that 

fell gracefully over the yellow skirt. As it could be seen, the three 

characters seemed to be well-to-do Greeks judging by their clothes. 

—I would immediately send you what you have chosen for your 

child— Thamar said, escorting her clients to the colonnade— but I 

must escort these travelers to my house and then I will comply with 

you. 

—It's enough if it's before sunset— observed the Greek. 
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—If I can be of use to you, my cousin— said Othoniel— I will bring 

this family their purchases. Where do they live? 

—One hundred steps from here, in front of the statue of Artemis in 

the small square bearing her name— the young lady answered, 

looking at the friendly foreigner who was offering to help them. 

 

It was a box and several packages, whose weight was insignificant 

for Othoniel, vigorous and strong, and even more excited by the 

delicate beauty of the young woman. 

—What's your name? —he asked walking next to her. 

—Mary of Magdalo. This is my father, and this was my nursemaid 

and now my governess. 

—And what reason is there— said the Greek whose name was 

Hermione— for this boy to act as our servant? 

—My will, nothing more, and the desire to render a service to you 

and to my cousin Thamar whose father is ill. 

—If you are Sidonian, I pity you— said the Greek—. Sidon is an 

eternal hubbub of laughter, songs, and lustful processions. I am 

desperate to return to my castle among my forest, my birds, and my 

books. 

—This is a great city, father— said the girl—Magdalo is a village 

where you can see nothing but the castle and around it the huts of our 

farmers and shepherds. 

—Do you like big cities? —Othoniel asked again. 

—I like animation, movement, constantly renewed emotions— 

answered the young woman. 

—Yeah, yeah! —the Greek murmured–, with only 15 years of life, 

you can't think otherwise. Let the snow of the years fall, and you’ll find 

a good taste in stillness, silence, and solitude. 

—I am also a Galilean— said Othoniel— originally from Ptolemais 

where I have lived until now. In two hours, I continue my journey to 

Antioch! 

—Antioch!... — exclaimed Mary as if they were naming another 

world— and will you stay there? 

—No, I'm just passing through and I think I'll return to our homeland 

soon. 

—Well, when you return to Galilee— said the Greek— if you 

manage to reach Tiberias, only half a mile away is my castle in 

Magdalo, like a seagulls’ nest in the middle of a forest. 

“If it pleases you to play the hermit for a while, you already know 

where to find us. 
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—Thank you, I won't forget it—Othoniel replied, already stopping 

because they were in the Artemis square, in front of an old palace 

transformed into an elegant inn for travelers favored by fortune. 

The young man said goodbye to his new friends and returned in 

search of his travel companions, not without feeling that in his heart 

there was a new cult that seemed worthy of transforming his life from 

now on. But he kept his secret for himself thinking: “Nine years of 

complete nullification in the darkness of blindness, I think they give 

me the right to wish happiness for my future life. I will strive to make 

myself worthy of her if her position were higher than mine”. 
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50. In Antioch 
 

The ship that carried our travelers made no more stops until it 

reached its destination: Antioch. 

They arrived late in the afternoon and, as the ship was entering the 

bay formed by the mouth of the Orontes River, Judah approached the 

boatswain and asked for a comfortable and respectable lodging for 

his family. The friendly sailor gave him a small sketch of the great city, 

something he used to do with all travelers who visited it for the first 

time. 

The populous metropolis, queen of the East at that time, was 

divided by two very beautiful avenues, decorated with specimens of 

beautiful and rare trees, brought from all over the world. And among 

that exuberant grove, an endless series of lavish palaces on either 

side, gave those avenues an appearance of such great magnificence 

that the traveler was dazzled by such opulence. 

The boatswain, pointing out the sketch, said: 

—At the beginning of this avenue that, as you can see, runs from 

north to south, the building called "Nipheum" appears first. At the end 

of the gardens that surround it, is one of the best hostels for families. 

It belongs to the owner of the ship in which you make this journey. 

From the treatment you have received here, you will be able to judge 

what is given at the inn. It is called Good Hope, a name that you will 

see on the entrance portico. 

Judah thanked him, and immediately went down to the dock where 

he hired a litter to carry his mother, who sometimes got tired walking. 

While Judah and Faqui with the servants duly installed the family, 

Yhasua with the sons of Judas of Gilead, Isaiah, and Othoniel, asked 

the captain of the "Thirsa" for the owner's address. 

—I must deliver to him today— the Master told him— a letter that I 

bring from Alexandria, from Prince Melchior of Horeb. 

—I'm going to his house— answered the captain— if you want to 

follow me? 

And they headed there. 

The private house of the well-known shipowner was very close to 

the landing docks at the mouth of the Orontes. Therefore, is was 

attached to the imposing and magnificent tower of the wall, which 

began there and continued to the East and then to the South, until it 

was lost to sight in the fertile plain limited in the distance by two 

mountain ranges covered with perennial greenery. 

That house was not a palace, but rather an enormous warehouse 
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of bales, which formed mountains from the pavement to the ceiling. It 

was clearly seen by the inscriptions or labels, which were goods 

arrived from various countries, or prepared to go to their destinations. 

 

Following the Captain, Yhasua, accompanied by the sons of Judas, 

went through several of those large rooms packed with merchandise. 

Finally, he reached a most beautiful patio planted with rose bushes 

and orange trees, where no living being could be seen except two 

white herons walking on the grass and a gazelle, which immediately 

reminded him of the one Nebai played with in the stone hut near 

Tabor. 

The Captain entered alone, opening a door that was ajar, and soon 

came out, ushering in Yhasua and his companions. 

It was an enormous office, where there were several tables 

overloaded with writing tablets, scrolls, large folders for notes. 

Behind one of those tables, they saw the bust of an elderly man, 

with a beautiful gray head and intelligent eyes, and a deep, somewhat 

inquisitive gaze that seemed to always question. 

—Welcome in the name of God— said the old man in a solemn 

and clear voice. 

—Peace be with you, Simonides, friend of Prince Melchior of 

Horeb, in whose name I come to you— answered Yhasua. 

The old man's austere face seemed to light up with an almost 

imperceptible smile. 

He invited them to sit down and state the reason for their visit. 

Yhasua silently extended Melchior's epistle to him. 

As he read the papyrus, his face visibly revived. His dull paleness 

was replaced by a soft red that gave more brilliance to his deep gaze, 

so Yhasua understood to what extent the reading impressed him. 

He laid the papyrus on the table and with a tenderness that seemed 

completely alien to his steely nature, he said: 

—Great honor for my house is your presence in it, oh, son of 

David!, but I am a poor invalid, and I cannot run to you to reverence 

you. Please come closer to me. 

Before the old man finished speaking, Yhasua was already next to 

him and had taken both of his hands. 

—I'm not looking for obeisance, but only understanding— he told 

him with his usual sweetness, looking deep into his eyes. 

—I know who you are and what you mean to Israel! —the old man 

continued—. You must know what I am and what I mean to you, 

despite being tied to this chair with a body destroyed by the tortures 
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that our Roman oppressors gave me, whom may Jehovah confuse. 

—The ways of the Lord are sometimes incomprehensible to human 

intelligence— said Yhasua, without letting go of the invalid's hands— 

and divine power sometimes makes flowers sprout where there were 

only dry roots eaten by caterpillars. 

—What do you mean by that, Prince, son of David? 

—That if your faith is as great as the desire for justice that lives 

vigorously in you, the Lord is going to give you what you have never 

asked him for: physical vigor and the health that you lost, for the sake 

of a sacred duty for you: the protection to a persecuted and helpless 

family. 

Yhasua released the old man's hands that burned as if they were 

on fire, moving a few steps away he said: 

—Simonides... The mighty Jehovah that you have invoked has 

restored vigor to your broken and undone body, and He says to you 

through my mouth: Get up and walk. 

The old man who seemed to spew flames from his eyes illuminated 

by strange light, stood up and stepped forward. 

—If I am cured— he exclaimed— it is because the Messiah King 

of Israel has entered my house; announced for so many centuries by 

our Prophets. Lord! —he said bending one knee on the ground—. You 

are the King of the Jews, whom the wisemen from the East worshiped 

at Bethlehem 21 years ago! You are the one who will save the Nation 

from the foreign yoke! God save you son of David! 

—God save us from twisting the course of his designs, 

Simonides— answered the Master sweetly—. I accept the name of 

Savior of the world because that is why I have come; but the name of 

king, my friend, leave it for those who judge that all greatness is on 

thrones and scepters. I am the Prince of a Kingdom, unknown to men, 

where there is no other law than love, and no other soldiers than those 

who know how to renounce themselves in favor of their fellow men. 

—What about the announcements of the prophets?... — asked the 

old man. 

—Have peace in your soul, Simonides, for time will make you see 

clear about all things. In the few years that remain before my final 

triumph, you have time to see which way the beneficial winds of hope 

and faith take you. 

—Then you yourself announce a triumph!... Oh, oh!... I already said 

it: the hope of Israel cannot be in vain; my hope cannot be in vain! 

“It doesn’t matter if it takes years; but the triumph will be ours and 

the glory of Israel over the world will be imperishable... 
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“Oh, holy Jerusalem!... Your name will never be erased from the 

face of the Earth!... All nations will turn towards you, and there will be 

no human lips that do not pronounce your name calling you holy, holy 

for all the centuries!... 

—It will be as you say— Yhasua answered sweetly, and his 

thoughts contained the infinite bitterness of one who knows that those 

words were prophetic, although with a different meaning from what 

the fervent old man attributed to them. Jerusalem would remain in the 

memory of all men and of all time for the horrible crime that the priests 

of Jerusalem, guardians of the faith and hope of a numerous people, 

had to perpetuate blinded by their pride and ambition for power. 

Jerusalem would be called holy three times, because it would be 

watered by the tears and the innocent blood of the Son of God, cruelly 

immolated for the salvation of humankind. 

—Do you know, my friend, that Prince Judah, son of Ithamar, with 

his mother and his sister, have traveled with me on your ship “Thirsa”; 

and that are coming towards you? 

—As friends or as judges? —asked the old man without flinching. 

—As friends, Simonides, or even more, as orphans of protection 

and shelter, since they are still under the proscription of Roman law, 

which unjustly condemned them one day. 

The old man heaved a great sigh and dropped into an armchair. 

—Thank the God of Abraham, for the mercies he has had with his 

servants! Oh, Anointed of the God of Israel..., with you all good things 

have come upon me! I learned that the son of my former employer 

had been saved from the galley by an illustrious and generous Roman 

friend of his, who, as a gift to the dead nobleman, saved from derision 

and adopted as his son, the son of Prince Ithamar. And so, I expected 

day by day that he would come to me. About a month ago I learned 

from an agent of mine in Jerusalem that my employer's widow and 

daughter had been removed from the Antonia Fortress by a 

circumstance that my agent was unable to ascertain. I sent him to the 

old palace, but they had gone on a trip to the north, answered the 

servants who kept the house. I supposed that they would come here, 

and I have attributed their delay in arriving to the fact that they would 

travel with all kinds of precautions, so as not to arouse the wrath of 

the Roman jackals who sniff out their prey everywhere. 

—They are now resting from the trip at the "Good Hope" hostelry 

—continued Yhasua. 

—Oh, blessed Jehovah!... They have traveled in their own ship and 

now they are staying in their own house!... There has not been a 
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greater happiness than this under the sun, since I can remember— 

exclaimed the old man beside himself with happiness—. Esther, my 

daughter, Esther! Come, today happiness enters our house without 

asking our permission. 

—Grandpa! —Said a voice so familiar to Yhasua, but he still 

couldn't see the person who emitted that voice due to the darkness 

made by a silk screen crossed in the corner of the large office. —How 

come you are walking, grandpa? 

 

And a young woman in mourning with her head covered with a 

white veil, suddenly appeared. 

Yhasua thought he recognized Nebai in her, whom he had not seen 

for more than two years. But the girl, astonished to see the old invalid 

walking, paid no attention to her three visitors. 

—I am healthy and strong, my daughter; the Messiah announced 

by the prophets has entered my house. Greet him Esther, with the 

reverence that the King of Israel deserves. 

Overwhelmed with astonishment, before the prodigies that the 

young woman saw, she was going to bend the knee before Yhasua, 

but he took her by both hands and their eyes met. 

—Yhasua!... 

—Nebai!... How come you are here and with that mourning cloak? 

The young woman spontaneously embraced Yhasua and burst into 

great sobs. 

This time it was the turn of old Simonides to be astonished to the 

point of stupefaction, at the scene before his eyes. 

He approached his granddaughter to ask her: 

—But did you know the Anointed of Jehovah? 

—Back in the Tabor cabin, when we were both teenagers... — the 

young woman murmured between sobs, to whom Yhasua tenderly 

dried her tears. 

—Oh!... I am understanding— the old man said, caressing the 

young woman's head—. Well, yes, I have recovered this daughter of 

my daughter, due to the death of her father Arvoth which occurred 

only two moons ago. He fell from the highest tower of the fortress of 

Hippos, which was being restored by order of the Tetrarch Philip in 

Trachonitis. Her two brothers are about to get married, and then the 

mother and daughter return to the parental home, which will be 

illuminated again with starlight and blush. 

Yhasua looked tenderly at this painful Nebai with tenderness, and 

he reproached himself for leaving her alone in her pain. 
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—How come here your name is Esther, and in Tabor it was Nebai? 

—he asked her sweetly. 

—Things Grandpa does— she said, smiling at both of them through 

her tears. 

—Yes, yes, things grandfather does, who’s always right. You 

should know, oh, sovereign lord of Israel!, that when this girl was born, 

my beloved companion was already dead. She gave her soul to God 

when our second daughter, whom we would call Esther, was stillborn. 

And my good Rachel asked me if the Lord sent us a granddaughter to 

call her Esther. 

"The illustrious and beautiful Jewess who dominated the furies of 

Ahasuerus, King of Persia and dominator of almost the entire Orient. 

Is it not worthy to be remembered and immortalized, in the girls who 

are born on the same day as the anniversary of her coronation as 

Queen? 

—It's a beautiful idea, since Queen Esther saved countless of her 

compatriots from death, condemned to slavery and to die, due to the 

vengeful anger of the favorite Haman— replied Yhasua. 

—Exactly!..., but it sounded good to her father to call her Nebai 

because of a sister of his who looked a lot like her. But in my house 

and by my side, she’s Esther, and she will continue to be until the 

Earth covers my bones. We agree? 

—Yes, grandpa, yes..., I agree. Here in front of us, is the one who 

taught me one day to give myself up to please those who love me. 

—And have you not found compensation, Esther, in that 

renunciation of love? —Yhasua asked her. 

—Many, Yhasua!... Many compensations! So many that I could 

almost assure that giving up on oneself is the whole secret to win the 

love of those around us. 

—My granddaughter is great!... —the old man exclaimed, 

caressing the young woman's hand—. No one would say that she is 

not yet 18 years old. Since she came, she's my secretary and I don't 

accept secretaries other than her. Soon her mother will come, who will 

be the housewife..., and I will dream again that my Rachel is still alive, 

to make my garden flourish with all the charms in the world. 

—Winter is past, and the apple trees are blooming... —Yhasua 

said, remembering the words of love that the “Song of Songs” puts in 

the mouth of Shulammite's beloved. 

—Yes, winter is past, prince, son of David! It’s past for three great 

reasons: Because the King of Israel has come to my house today and 

has transformed me into a strong man; because the beloved family of 
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Prince Ithamar of Jerusalem rises again, and because I have come to 

know that my only granddaughter is a great friend of Jehovah's 

Anointed. 

“Aren’t these really great reasons? Say it, you two young Galileans. 

Othoniel and Isaiah were directly alluded to by the owner of the 

house, and the first answered: 

—These are such powerful reasons that I am almost overwhelmed 

by such great events that have come to your house all in one moment. 

—Very well then, allow me one moment to take my cloak and 

turban, because I want to go at once to the inn to pay my respects to 

my former employer's family. Now I am no longer an invalid!... I will 

go, yes, I will go right now!... Oh, my little Judah must have turned out 

to be a handsome man, for he was the spitting image of his father!... 

—Here’s your little Judah, good friend of my father— said the 

young Prince, whom a servant had led to the office. 

The old man was speechless... paralyzed with emotion and 

wonder, as Judah approached him with both hands outstretched 

toward him. 

—Prince Ithamar! — he exclaimed— the resemblance is uncanny. 

It’s as if he's the same one that has come out of the waves of the sea 

that swallowed him!... New Jonah prophet, arisen from the abyss! —

And his old arms tightly embraced the young Prince Judah, whose 

beautiful and gallant personality filled the old man with astonishment. 

 

Then he presented his granddaughter Esther to the prince. Then it 

was his turn had to marvel, because he supposed the old man alone 

like a fungus tied to his invalid's chair, and he found him not only 

healthy and still strong but accompanied by a beautiful rose bush in 

bloom ... 

—It's evident that Yhasua has entered your house!..., for where He 

enters, the orchards flourish, and the birds sing— Judah said—. Oh, 

Simonides! Our long years of suffering have had an epilogue of glory 

and peace, love, and joy, because the Lord's Anointed is with us. 

—All my dreams are going to come true— the old man said 

enthusiastically—. The God of my parents gives me everything 

done!..., the orchard in bloom, and I only have to reap the fruits! I had 

moved heaven and Earth, as they say, to find the family of Prince 

Ithamar, because they must be, in my opinion, the first collaborators 

of the great King that we expected. I had inquired among my traveling 

agents from all my caravans about the place where the Messiah 

Savior of Israel was hiding!... And behold, the least expected day, the 
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sun opens amid the sadness of my life and the God of Abraham and 

Jacob puts before me what I have been searching for so long!... 

—Happy of you, Simonides! —said the Master—. That you allow 

the gratitude to the Lord to flourish in your soul for his benefits on you. 

And since He doesn’t allow Himself to be surpassed in largesse and 

generosity, He fills with joy your life, already at sunset, because your 

life was one of justice and equity; because your days were laborious 

and good for your fellow men..., because you have loved your 

neighbor as yourself, according to the great mandate of the Law.  

After these preliminaries, the intimate confidences naturally 

followed: the painful and terrible stories of the eight years spent 

without knowing about each other and the sad news that the reader 

already knows: spoils, dungeons, condemned to the galley, 

shipwreck..., and then the profound silence, synonymous with 

annihilation, destruction, and death! 

—But, despite all this— said the old man— I was waiting, without 

knowing what or why I was waiting! 

“The enormous fortune of the Ithamar house was multiplying in my 

hands in a marvelous way. Much was devoured by the Roman she-

wolf, but it was much more what I saved at the cost of my body twisted 

and dislocated in torment. God blessed my businesses with a great 

purpose surely. Through Melchior, Gaspar, and Balthasar, who were 

my guests, I knew about the birth of the King of Israel, but they left for 

their countries and until recently I had no more news from them. 

—The Supreme Lord— said Yhasua— has designs that are not 

within the reach of human intelligence, nor of the efforts or desires of 

men until the hour of their realization has sounded. 

“Yesterday was the hour of hope. Today is the hour of love, of 

unification in effort and faith. 

“There’s not only one Savior of the world. We will be many, as 

many as all that are capable of understanding the divine work in the 

midst of humankind. 

—Judah, son of the generous and noble prince Ithamar. Your 

genealogy is lost in the night of the centuries, when Hur-Kaldis, the 

most glorious city of prehistory in the valleys of the Euphrates, housed 

our father Abraham. Will you not be destined by the Jehovah of hosts, 

to consecrate your life and your fortune to the greatness and glory of 

the King who is at our side? Who gave me the strength to endure the 

rack of torture to save a fortune that was not mine? Who gave me the 

talent of business, that not a single one has failed me? Who contained 

the furies of the sea in frightful storms that sank even Caesar's ships? 
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And yours reached this port as if driven by a soft wind. Who took care 

of my caravans, which the simoom respected in the desert and the 

bandits in the mountains? 

“It was Jehovah of hosts!..., it was the Supreme Lord so that this 

colossal fortune, Judah, my child, was the pedestal of the greatness 

and glory of our King of Israel.  

“And you won't be ungenerous with him now!... surely not. 

—Don't exalt yourself like that, good friend —Yhasua told him—, 

because if the program you outline is within the divine designs, we’ll 

have plenty of time to carry it out. 

—I for one — said Judah— am my father's son, from whom I have 

news that he did charitable works in our towns in Judea. If, as you say, 

the King of Israel needs the fortune that you have accumulated so 

marvelously, you can be certain it will not be I, who stingy it. 

—Dear daughter— said the old man, turning to his 

granddaughter— for now you are the housewife. Bring us some of that 

wine from Hebron, from the vineyards of Prince Ithamar, which 

surpasses that of Corinth, which I kept for when you wanted to marry. 

 

The young woman went out to fulfill the order, and the old man, 

who was overwhelmed with joy, talked non-stop. 

—Certainly, then— he said— I see myself cured by the presence 

of the Messiah, who has also brought me this lost lovebird, for whom 

I have cried so much... You'll see what a surprise the old administrator 

of your dad holds for you! You are richer than Caesar. Look— he said 

while opening a window that overlooked the bay of the Orontes River, 

where several ships with yellow and blue flags were anchored—. 

“See that fleet? It's all yours. And there are still six more ships that 

are traveling east and west, dealing honestly in the purchase, sale, 

and exchange of products from all countries, without anyone ever 

having to blame me for a disloyalty or lack of compliance. What do 

you say to this? 

—I say, good Simonides, that you are the tutelary genius of noble 

commerce— the young man replied—. And I also say —he added— 

that I almost have scruples about receiving a fortune that haven’t cost 

me the slightest effort. Is not this fortune more yours than mine? Tell 

the truth. 

The old man's eyes widened in astonishment. Then he said in a 

slow and serene voice: 

—I am a faithful keeper of the Law of Moses that says: “You shall 

not steal. You shall not covet". 
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“If the capital that your father, Prince Ithamar, gave me with great 

trust in me has multiplied in my hands, does it cease to be yours? Let 

the Anointed of God, here present, say so. 

—It is as you say, Simonides, and because you have been just and 

loyal, the Lord has multiplied the treasure entrusted to you. But that 

doesn’t mean that you can prevent Judah, his father's heir, from being 

generous to you. 

—Yhasua reads the thoughts of men!... —Judah exclaimed—. 

What you have thought, Yhasua, is exactly what I will do. 

—It won't be possible without me knowing it first, for you must 

know, Judah, my child, that I have a debt with your father that I cannot 

pay with all the treasures I have accumulated for his widow and his 

children. And I’m immensely happy to see this fortune flourish, like 

lotuses in the rivers of India, and I want no other reward than to 

continue managing it until the earth covers my bones. 

“Did you know that I wanted to do in Judea like Spartacus in Rome; 

revolt all the slaves mistreated by their masters, looking to improve 

their lives? 

—No, we didn't know— they all answered. 

—Indeed, gentlemen, and among Herod the Idumean and some 

members of the Temple courts, they sentenced me to the death given 

to rebellious slaves: crucifixion on The Skull Hill. They were already 

dragging me through the streets of the city, when Prince Ithamar 

happened to pass by, your father, who was the idol of the Jewish 

nobility and highly respected in the sacred cloisters for his large 

donations and his respect for the law of Moses. 

“He stood between me and my executioners, and he bought my life 

for 10,000 sesterces that those who sentenced me to die gladly 

shared. He did even more, he bought all those mistreated slaves to 

their masters, whose sufferings had led me to incite them to rebellion. 

“Are you happy now?” He asked me with that noble kindness of his 

that I seem to be seeing in you, Judah, my child. 

"I fell on my knees at his feet and said: ‘Yes, my master!..., I am 

happy to be your slave and that all those for whom I was sentenced 

to die are also slaves together with me.’ I am therefore the slave of 

Prince Ithamar of Jerusalem, who bought me with his gold to save my 

life. When I completed the six years of service required by the Law, 

he wanted to give me my freedom, but I asked him to join the class of 

slaves for life, that is, until death. Then he put me in charge of all his 

businesses as his general representative, residing in Antioch, where 

that incident and my condition as a slave were unknown. You will all 
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understand that by law, I’m the slave of Prince Ithamar's heir, in such 

a way that I can continue to administer his assets that can never 

belong to me as property, because they belong to the master. Do you 

understand now my secret with the noble prince Ithamar? And 

although his family didn’t know it, can an Israelite of good stock be 

disloyal to his benefactor and covet his goods? 

Judah could contain himself no longer and approaching the old 

man, he held him close to his heart while saying: 

—I don’t want to be your master, but your son, since death took 

away from me the father who gave me life! 

The old man, holding back his sobs, abandoned himself to the 

noble embrace of Prince Judah, son of Ithamar. 

—Behold— said Yhasua— the prototype of loyalty and gratitude, 

such as are rarely found on this Earth. 

Nebai, or Esther, whatever we want to call her, had listened to part 

of this scene while serving Hebron wine with almond paste to the 

visitors, and was thinking inwardly of it with some vague uneasiness: 

“If my grandfather declares to be a slave to Ithamar and hence to 

his heirs, then my mother is too, and I, who am her daughter, will be 

equally. The Law is inexorable”. The reflection deepened in her, until 

it touched the most intimate fibers of her being. Accustomed to feeling, 

ever since she could remember, the preferential and tender love of 

her parents, knowing herself to be something like a pampered 

princess in the smiling mountains of Galilee, she felt a rude blow to 

her dignity, her self-esteem, her the natural pride of knowing that she 

is the daughter of a sculptor appreciated even by kings, and of a 

mother educated in the cloisters of the Temple as the descendants of 

noble lineage. And she was nothing more than the granddaughter of 

a slave, bought with money and that she would be for all her life. How 

regretful she was for having come to shelter her orphanhood and her 

poverty in the shadow of that grandfather who was a slave! 

When she reached out to offer the cup to Yhasua, Nebai had two 

tears trembling on her eyelashes. 

—Nebai, my tender companion from the fountain of doves, there in 

Tabor!... — Yhasua told her with the sweetest voice that his lips could 

modulate—. Your internal rebellion against the divine plan is a sin, 

Nebai, against the goodness of our God who is love. 

—Why do you say so, Yhasua? –She asked, fixing her eyes on 

him, crystallized by her crying. 

—The revelation of your grandfather makes you suffer enormously, 

and you don't know that happiness and love hover by your side like 
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butterflies on a rose bush... 

—You’re always the same, Yhasua..., seeing even in the air you 

breathe, the reflection of the beauties of your dreams— she replied. 

Yhasua had observed that Prince Judah's sweet and noble gaze 

fixed too insistently on the young woman as she came and went, while 

lending the hospitality as a housewife to her visitors. 

And his fine intuition outlined with the most beautiful colors, a love 

like that of Faqui and Thirsa, from which would arise in the near future, 

another believing home in the loving Father God that he had 

understood since childhood. 

When Nebai approached Prince Judah to give him the cup, he 

leaned down, seeking her insistently lowered gaze. 

—If you are of my race and my faith, you should know that drinking 

from the same cup is an omen of eternal affection. Drink from mine, I 

beg you! 

And Judah brought the cup full of red liquor to Nebai's lips. 

She turned her eyes to grandfather as if questioning. 

—Drink, girl, drink. Have you not heard that Prince Judah has 

declared that he wants to be my son?... 

Cherry-red Nebai took a small sip and murmured: 

—Thank you, Prince! 

—Just call me Judah, because I want to be for you what I am for 

my sister Thirsa, whom you will meet today. 

—Esther!... — he told her sweetly, and as if he guessed the inner 

bitterness of the young woman—. If you want to grant me any right in 

your feelings, I want your pity and your affection, because I have 

suffered a lot in my life, despite being still so young. 

—Now you have it, Judah, since you have been as noble towards 

my grandfather, as good your deceased father was with him. 

—So, we'll be friends for life? — Judah insisted again. 

Nebai looked at Yhasua this time and found him smiling with his 

usual sweetness. This cheered her up. 

—As I am of Yhasua, I will also be of you, for life. 

—“Alliance of three, firm it is”, they say in this land irrigated by the 

Orontes —said the old man, whose happiness was so great that his 

heart seemed to spill out like an overfilled glass of essence. 

Nor did it escape his perspicacity, the spontaneous sympathy of 

Prince Judah for his granddaughter, which the reader will already 

suppose, was for the old man's noble heart, one more reason for joy 

and gratitude to Jehovah, who, as he said, had made his benefits 

overflow over his hazardous and long-suffering existence. 
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Then they had to listen to the old man's stories about the state of 

business, capital, and income since he administered the fortune of 

Prince Ithamar. 

Yhasua, believing himself outside of these matters, wanted to 

withdraw, but the good Simonides begged him to be present. 

—Oh, Anointed of the Lord! – He told him with a pleading tone –, 

my sovereign King of Israel! Are you going to take away from old 

Simonides the satisfaction of rendering accounts in your presence, of 

these capitals that will be the base and foundation of the work of God 

that you have come to carry out? 

—All right, my friend— Yhasua replied— I don't want to deprive you 

of such satisfaction. I thought it was enough that Judah, who is the 

heir, received your statements to that effect. 

—Yes, yes, my little Judah, he’s the heir of his father, but you, Lord, 

are the heir of the Creator Father, who made these assets bear fruit a 

thousand times one. Is this not the truth, clear as daylight? 

—And so clear it is, that we all agree with you, Simonides— said 

Judah, to calm the exaltations of the old merchant. 

When he finished rendering accounts, he rubbed his hands 

together with bosom satisfaction. 

—Tell me, all of you, if we can logically believe that the Eternal 

Giver of all good, can give such a fabulous fortune to a determined 

being, just so that he can enjoy knowing that he’s the wealthiest man 

in the world..., even richer than Caesar. If today he places it in the 

hands of Judah, son of Ithamar, prince of Jerusalem, it is without 

doubt, because there will be the exaltation of the Divine Anointed to 

the throne of David; there he will take possession of his immortal 

realm, which is to dazzle the whole world with unseen grandeur. In 

Israel there will be no needy, nor orphans, nor beggars, nor caves 

inhabited by lepers, nor old people crushed by hunger and misery, 

since the King of Israel will be able to give happiness and well-being 

to all his subjects. Could there be a happier and more prosperous 

kingdom than his? Is it not so foretold by the prophets? 

"Does not Isaiah say: 'Arise Jerusalem and shine, for your light has 

come and the glory of the Lord has come down on you'? 

“Does not Jeremiah say: ‘Behold, the days are coming, says the 

Lord, in which I will awaken David, a just renewal, and he will reign, a 

blessed, noble and great King, who will do justice on the Earth’? 

“Who will this King be if not the Messiah..., the son of God, a 

remnant of the same immortal and powerful Jehovah, who rules over 

all the elements and over all beings? 
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—Oh, good Simonides! –exclaimed the Master–; The day will come 

when we all see clearly in Divine thought, as we see at the bottom of 

a stream when calm has entered its currents and with it the light of the 

sun. 

And as if to give solid food to the dreams of greatness for the 

people that the old man nurtured, Yhasua described to him the 

panorama that the Holy Alliance already offered in sight, as a vast 

cultural, religious, and civil institution, to which every good son of 

Israel who wanted to be trained to cooperate in the aggrandizement 

and freedom of the Nation should belong. 

The intelligent old man immediately understood the innovative 

thought of the Messiah, and unreservedly adhered to Him. Then he 

added: 

—A quarter, at least, of the day laborers of Antioch call me their 

patron, their providence, their bread on the table. Because in loading 

and unloading ships, as crew members and rowers, as servants in 

caravan, as guardians of the herds of camels, mules, and pack asses, 

O my Judah!, I have at my service about 4,000 men. And this is 

without counting the ax-cutters in our forests and the cultivators of our 

olive groves and vineyards… 

—But Simonides— said Judah, smiling— Caesar would be jealous 

of you who have half the world for your business... 

“I don't know how the Syrian Imperial Legate consents to this 

tremendous expansion on land and sea. 

—How does it consent to this? Oh, my child, still innocent, after 

being educated among the illustrious Roman patriciate. 

“You don't know what your gold is worth! I bought Caesar's favorite 

minister, who obtained for me from the Emperor's handwriting, 

permission to trade with 50 ships in all the seas and rivers under his 

jurisdiction, and with 20 caravans of 200 beasts each, on all the roads 

of the countries that pay tribute. 

“My scribes have made a hundred copies of that document, and 

Minister Sejanus has put the imperial seal on all of them. Each ship 

captain carries one among the documentation, and each caravan 

Kabir also carries his own. Who will then be the bold one who dares 

to put obstacles in the way of my dependents? 

“Furthermore, if our holy faith tells us that the Mighty hand of the 

God of the Prophets is directing these matters to carry out very soon 

the kingdom of the Messiah, the Savior of Israel, how can we be 

surprised that success has always favored me? 

“I have friends and allies in Persia, Armenia, Greece, Arabia, Gaul, 
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Iberia, and Egypt, which I have not bought with gold, but with honest 

and loyal trade, giving them the profits that are justly due to them; not 

a denarius less, not a denarius more. 

“The only one who has left all the profits in my possession has been 

Prince Melchior, who wanted to capitalize them as his contribution to 

the work of the Messiah Savior of Israel, when the time comes. 

“My ally in the Arabian desert is Scheiff Ilderim, in whose meadows 

of the Orchard of the Palms, our herds of camels, mules, and donkeys 

are kept for the service of the caravans. I'll take you, my Judah, over 

there, so you can see up close how your flocks darken the Scheiff's 

meadows. 

—I met him in his tents on Mount Jebel, near Bozrah— Judah 

said—. I was in the preliminaries of an organization to liberate Israel, 

which after meeting Yhasua, has unified with the Holy Alliance. 

—Now I understand— said Yhasua, smiling affably at Judah—. 

Those were the friends from the mountain, right? 

—You are perceptive, Yhasua! Yes, those were my mountain 

legionnaires and Scheiff Ilderim provided me with weapons and 

supplies. 

—Oh, brave son of Ithamar!... —old Simonides exclaimed 

joyfully—. You do not deny your race, nor your origin. But no wars for 

the moment!... what can be done in peace and good friendship, so it’s 

done... 

—And what can't be done?... —Judah asked nervously. 

—That... we'll see about that! —Gold can do a lot without 

bloodshed... —answered the old man. 

—I bring an epistle from Prince Melchior for Scheiff Ilderim of the 

Orchard of the Palms —said Yhasua, cutting off the conversation—. 

And since he’s your friend, I hope you’ll give me the opportunity to 

meet him. 

—It’ll be, Prince son of David, when you wish. My greatest glory is 

to obey your slightest indication as a command. 
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51. Judah y Nebai 
 

Nebai or Esther had disappeared from the scene, apparently 

without anyone noticing. 

She had left to her private bedroom. And lying on her couch, she 

was crying silently. Her thought was spinning a tragedy. 

Until then she had been the pride and glory of her father, her 

mother, her brothers, and all her friends residing in Galilee and Judea. 

What humiliation, what contempt when they found out that her 

maternal grandfather was a slave bought with gold, that her mother 

and she herself were slaves by inheritance! 

If her father raised his head from his grave and saw his wife and 

his daughter turned into slaves to a Jewish prince; What would not be 

his despair!; he, descendant of a heroic Macedonian, captain of the 

legions of Alexander the Great!... 

 

And Prince Judah who had been so kind to her by making her drink 

from his cup, was her master, who perhaps would have the whim to 

humiliate her by attacking her honor with a love of pastime and 

momentary amusement... Wasn't she his slave?, which is like saying, 

a thing, a little beast that belonged to him? 

 

And Yhasua abandoned her to her sad situation, as she believed, 

because she saw him as a great friend of Judah and apparently 

pleased with the amorous suggestions that he had made of her. What 

would life be from now on under such a despicable condition? 

—Yhasua... Yhasua! —Nebai thought, crying bitterly. —When 

there in the Tabor, in the quiet and loving little garden of the stone 

cabin, sitting in the fountain of the doves, we let our thoughts float like 

a white and gold veil through the blue immensity, spying on the first 

star, about which you told me beautiful legends learned in your studies 

at the Sanctuary, who was to tell the unhappy Nebai that very dark 

days would cover her life with mourning and shame? 

Her desperate thoughts reached the young Master's like sharp 

pinpricks, and he said suddenly: 

—Good Simonides, if you allow me, I will look for your 

granddaughter in whom I thought I saw a deep pain. My complete 

ignorance of the tragic death of her father made me careless of her, 

whom I believed to be very happy in Riblah. We have been such good 

companions in our adolescence, spent next to the Tabor Sanctuary. 

—Let yourself in, oh my Lord! that after this room, follows my 
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bedroom and next to it, Esther's... 

And so saying, he himself raised the curtain that covered the door. 

—I'll finish with Judah— added the old man— and immediately we'll 

all go to the inn to compliment the incomparable ones, Naomi and his 

daughter! 

Esther, Esther! —he shouted—, the King of Israel is looking for 

you!... 

This call reached the young woman, who stood up painfully ready 

to return to the office. As she turned, she found herself face to face 

with Yhasua, standing in the doorway. 

—Why are you crying, Nebai, with that despair that has been 

tormenting me since you disappeared from your grandfather's office? 

—And you ask me, Yhasua!... How far is your soul from mine that 

you have not been able to guess the cause of my pain!... Wasn't it 

enough to have seen my father die torn to pieces in a terrible 

accident? Wasn't this orphanhood enough, but I also had to savor the 

opprobrium and humiliation of knowing that I was the slave of a Jewish 

prince?... 

Do I or do I not have reason to cry? 

—Nebai... my sweet and pure Nebai from the fountain of doves! —

said the young Master taking her hand—. Come with me to this garden 

of rose bushes, where the herons fall asleep, and your gazelle jumps 

happily. 

“I will convince you that you have no reason to cry, but to open your 

heart to a new hope, to a new sky of happiness. 

Nebai followed him to the first stone bench they came to, next to 

an Iranian rose bush, its snow-white petals falling at the slightest 

breath of wind. 

—Just as these petals fall without difficulty and without suffering, 

so will fall, my child, the painful creations of your burning and living 

imagination. I understood that your grandfather's noble declaration in 

the presence of third parties had caused you deep pain. 

“Neither Prince Judah, whom I know very well, nor the two young 

Galileans, can give the fact any other meaning than what it only has 

in the disastrous times of injustice and outrages in which we live. 

“What will you say when you learn that Prince Judah, owner of such 

a fabulous fortune, was a victim of Roman despotism that for no 

reason sentenced him to the galleys for the rest of his life, and his 

mother and sister to perpetual dungeon? 

—Really? —Nebai asked as if she saw a ghost. 

—As you hear it! The other two young Galileans spent five years 
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as slaves in galleys, and they are like you, sons of a noble compatriot 

of ours, whose great ideals led him to die for the liberation of the 

country, just as your grandfather would have done, if Prince Ithamar, 

father of Judah, would not have saved his life. These two young men 

have been rescued from their slavery by Judah and another friend of 

his, who have made them stewards of their houses. And you, my poor 

thing, cry with that despair because you know you are the slave of 

Prince Judah who is cured of pride and selfishness, cured of petty 

meanness with the great pain he has suffered! 

“I have understood his nascent love for you, and I am certain that 

if you love him and give him your hand, within a year he will make you 

his wife. There are very few men on Earth who are endowed with the 

nobility of sentiments of Prince Judah. And when you meet his mother 

and his sister, you will be delighted to bring your heart closer to such 

generous and noble hearts. 

“Do you see, my wounded gazelle, how those phantoms created 

by your imagination vanish before the truth? 

"I want to see you happy, Nebai, in these years that are running 

toward the culmination of the work that the Heavenly Father has 

entrusted to me." 

—And do you think that only by being the wife of Judah can I be 

happy? —Nebai asked, looking fixedly at Yhasua, sitting next to her 

under the rose bush that continued to drop its white petals like 

snowflakes—. When there at the foot of the Tabor, we talked at length 

in the fountain of the doves, you never spoke to me in that sense and 

you know, I was happy. In Riblah I have also been studying and 

singing the immortal verses of Homer, Prophet of Greece, as Isaiah 

and Jeremiah are of Israel. A chorus of Greek, Macedonian, 

Corinthian, and Syrian maidens have surrounded me to form a school-

temple dedicated to the cultivation of beauty, harmony, goodness, of 

all that can be great and noble in life, when the golden thread that 

binds us to Divine Knowledge has been found. You yourself, Yhasua, 

pushed me down that path knowing that I would be happy in it, and 

now do you want me to take another course? 

—Nebai, I am infinitely pleased to see you reason so serenely, 

because I understand that your spirit has risen very high above the 

thinking and feeling of the majority. No suggestion drags you. No 

fanaticism bends you. The Truth, the Beauty, the Good, behold the 

trilogy that forms the supreme ideal of your life. 

“It's not that I want you to change course, but that human life has 

fair demands, from which we cannot completely exempt ourselves. 
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Human life is a manifestation of Nature, and Nature is the work of God 

in the physical worlds. At the Tabor we talked like two teenagers who 

were unaware of the life in which we didn’t know for sure what role we 

had to play. It's different now, Nebai. 

“I am a man already entered the 22 years; you, a young woman 

who has begun 18. I finished my studies in the Essene Sanctuaries, 

and I was consecrated Master of Divine Wisdom in the Great 

Sanctuary of Mount Moab, where I received the illumination of the 

Heavenly Father on my path and mission in this world, so terribly 

deranged and undone by the forces of predominant evil.  

—And can't I accompany you on that path and on that mission? —

asked the young woman with some concern. 

—Yes, Nebai, you can accompany me and second me with great 

efficiency. But this does not prevent you from thinking about your 

happiness. Now that you no longer have the guardianship of your 

father, and that your already married brothers will take little or no care 

of you, allow me to be for you like an older brother, to give you his 

support to walk through life. Will you let me, Nebai? 

—I don't know, Yhasua, how come you ask me! Can you doubt that 

I am content with your tutelage? 

—I was not doubting, my child, but I wanted your full consent. Well 

then, let's analyze together your situation amid human life. Your 

grandfather is already an old man; your mother, so weak in health, 

you can't count on her living forever; your married brothers have 

contracted new and very serious duties, to which they must 

consecrate themselves entirely, if they want to have peace and joy. 

"By our customs and laws, there is no other honorable path for a 

maiden like you, than a good marriage, through which your life is 

assured under the protection of a man worthy of you in all respects: 

of your same ideals, of your same feelings, of similar education and 

still bound by the same bonds. Who can this man be but Prince Judah, 

who one fine day crosses your path without you looking for him, who 

is bound by circumstances, with your grandfather, an honest and loyal 

administrator of his property, who loves him as he loves you? Even 

more: that he is linked to me, to your Yhasua of adolescence by such 

great reciprocal love for one another, such as we rarely see flourish in 

this Land of misunderstandings and selfishness! Do you want a 

greater blessing from Heavenly Father for you? 

“Come on, talk my dear Nebai, and tell me if my speech has 

convinced you. 

—But... it seems to me that you were an agent of Prince Judah, to 
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win me over, Yhasua— Nebai said, as if suspicious of the situation 

into which she found herself so unexpectedly led. 

—None of that, Nebai, none of that! We have not exchanged a 

single word with Judah in this regard. He just met you and hasn't left 

your grandfather's office! Convince yourself, my sister, that this is only 

a clairvoyance of my spirit, which sees the Divine Will opening a 

luminous path of faith, love, and hope, for your two souls that are so 

dear to my heart. 

“God has taken me as an instrument of his goodness, of his love, 

of his divine wisdom, for which I have been able to heal many sick 

people whom death had immediately classified as its own; the blind, 

the paralyzed, the lepers, the deformed, and also many sick in the 

soul due to frightful moral deviations. The Heavenly Father also grants 

me to raise my lamp high and illuminate your path to follow, my Nebai, 

and that of Judah also mine, for hundreds of centuries and that will 

continue to be so for all eternity. What do you say to all this? 

—I say, Yhasua... my sweet and tender Master! I say that if your 

words are a reflection of God's will for me, He and no one else will 

make the rose bush of love bloom in my heart. So far it has not 

flourished, Yhasua, except for you, for my parents and brothers, for 

my good companions from the Temple of Homer in Riblah. Will it also 

bloom for Prince Judah if he deigns to love the one who is his slave?... 

I don't know, Yhasua, because my heart is still like a chrysalis 

wrapped in its cocoon, from which it will emerge when its time comes. 

Time, then, will be the one who lifts the veil. 

—You have spoken very well, Nebai! God, who is the eternal owner 

of souls, awakens in each one in due time what should constitute the 

orientation of his life, provided that these souls have taken into 

account their dependence on God and conformity to his divine laws, 

which are the pattern in which each soul must modulate the beautiful 

symphony of life, justly and nobly lived. 

“Now promise me that you will not cry anymore without reflecting 

first, that you have your older brother, Yhasua, to defend you from all 

despair and to illuminate your path in life. 

—I promise you, Yhasua, for the memory of my dead father, and 

for the holy and pure life of my mother. 

—Now let's go back with the others— the young Master told him. 

He kissed her on the forehead with infinite delicacy, while he said 

to her: 

—May this brother's kiss seal, Nebai, this promise that you have 

made to me. 
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—Oh, Yhasua, Sower of white roses of peace and hope! —Nebai 

told him, walking by his side—. I don't know what power you have to 

calm the biggest storms like this. 

—You will also learn to calm them down in those around you. Aren't 

you my first disciple? 

The beautiful gazelle came out to meet them, as if looking for a 

caress that they tenderly lavished on her. 

—Every living being seeks love, Nebai, as the most beautiful thing 

in life. Always keep this in mind and you will be an excellent missionary 

of mine when your time comes. 

All eyes were on them, questioning looks as they entered the office. 

Judah had looked at them several times through a window 

overlooking the garden, and he had understood that Yhasua exerted 

a great influence on Nebai. He didn’t know if in the glorious path he 

dreamed of for the future King of Israel, there should be a woman who 

would share the throne with him. 

Why not? What King had not had it? And although that beautiful 

young lady was not a princess, wasn't King David married to women 

of the people? Solomon had as his wife a daughter of the Pharaoh of 

Egypt, and as his lover Sheba, Queen of Ethiopia, but this new King 

of Israel, nobler and greater than all because he came to save the vast 

oppressed and vexed Orient, could he not raise Simonides' 

granddaughter at his height and share the throne with her? 

Thinking like this, Judah was suddenly silent and accused himself 

of having rushed too much in his amorous advances to the young 

woman. He also thought that he should not have released the wings 

of the feverish nightingale of his fantasy, as soon as he met the young 

woman. Why was she so hurt and almost tearful before and now she 

smiled as if filled with an internal bliss, the cause of which could not 

be other than her intimate dialogue with Yhasua? He had no doubt; 

they both loved each other perhaps for a long time. And he had been 

late! 

Another man, in his condition, would have risen up imposing and 

bold, knowing that he had so many rights to conquer what he believed 

they were disputing for him. But Judah was very noble and loved 

Yhasua very much, whom he frankly recognized as far superior to him. 

 

The young Master understood the struggle that had been 

unleashed in Judah's soul, and he decided to calm him down as he 

had done with Nebai. 

He took advantage of the moment when the sons of Judas were 
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caressing the gazelle that had entered the office and Simonides was 

attending to a messenger who was talking to him about business. He 

approached him and said: 

—Your concern is a fantasy with no reality possible on Earth, 

Judah, my friend. Do you think that I can tie my life to a woman, to 

leave her shortly to cry on my grave while she lives? 

—Yhasua!... What are you saying?... 

—What you hear! Simonides' granddaughter is for me a beloved 

childhood sister, whom I have recently prepared so that she doesn’t 

run away from your love that seeks her and calls her. Go ahead Judah! 

May God bless you in this as in everything else because you’re called 

to be a sincere collaborator in my work of human liberation. So, stay 

calm. 

Judah was dumbfounded as he verified Yhasua's insight into his 

inner world. He had just answered the most hidden and deepest 

thought of his. 

—You are admirable, Yhasua, in the clarity of God who assists you! 

Believe me, I didn't think badly of you, it just hurt me a little to see my 

beautiful dream disappear. 

—Come, Esther— Yhasua said— and convince Judah that you are 

very anxious to meet his mother and sister. Since you both love me, I 

want you to be very good friends. Will you come with us to the “Good 

Hope” inn? 

—Grandpa will say— Nebai answered. 

—It is not grandpa who is in charge here today— said the old 

man— but the sovereign King of Israel, of whom we are all subjects. 

What does He command? 

—That we go to the inn to meet the mother and sister of Prince 

Judah— Nebai answered. 

—Very well, get ready properly and let's walk. There are only 200 

steps from here... You don't know how good I feel walking on my feet. 

That unhappy chair was fed up with me and I with it. Seven years of 

being tied together! 

Shortly after, the young woman returned with a wide white silk 

dress and half-wrapped in a transparent black cloak that fell from her 

head to her feet. She carried a large bouquet of white roses from Iran 

as an offering to the mother of Prince Judah. He offered her his hand 

to go down the stairs and Yhasua did the same with the old 

grandfather. 

—Look at my glory! Me leaning on the right hand of the King of 

Israel! —the old man exclaimed with satisfaction. 
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How brief those 200 paces seemed to Judah to reach the “Good 

Hope” inn! 

—You were very sad today, when I first saw you in the office— 

Judah said to Esther, as he called her—. And now you seem happy 

to me. 

“Why did you choke back sobs before and now you laugh..., if you 

don't mind me asking? 

—Because it hurt me a lot to know that I was the slave of a Jewish 

prince— the young woman answered serenely. 

—For being a Jew or for being a slave? — Judah asked. 

—For being a slave— she answered—. I never knew what slavery 

is, because I grew up next to the Tabor Sanctuary where there are no 

slaves. And I imagined it the most frightful thing that can be in life. To 

be like a little dog that receives a spanking and licks the hand of the 

one who gives it... 

—And did you think that I could accept being a master for you? 

Didn't you hear me say to your grandfather that I wanted to be like a 

son to him? 

—Yes, I heard it... But the law is inexorable!... 

—But love makes the law sweet and smooth. Did your grandfather 

Simonides have any complaint about my father? 

—It seems not since he blesses his memory. 

—And you cried with hatred for me!... Oh, Esther!... you misjudged 

me without knowing me. Isn't it true that you were unfair and that you 

won't be anymore? 

—That's what I promised Yhasua today— the young woman 

answered. 

—And couldn't you grant me your love, my beautiful little slave? —

And when asking such an insinuating question, Prince Judah leaned 

over, looking for the young woman's eyes that were hidden within the 

shadow of the black cloak. 

—These white roses— she said— are symbols of hope and love, 

and they open at dawn. Wait for a dawn, prince Judah; so that my 

rose bush blooms for you. It's all I can tell you. 

—Very well, my girl!... I will wait for that dawn and hopefully it will 

shine soon on the horizon of my life. Many wounds have been opened 

by unjust men in my heart, and I hope that a great love will heal them 

all. Until now I have only lived thinking about revenge. The law also 

says; an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth! And I was thinking of 

charging with interest all that they made me and my family suffer. 

Murder my father, bury my mother and sister alive in a dungeon in the 
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basement of the Antonia Fortress, sentence me to the galleys for life, 

confiscate our property; which passed into the coffers of Valerius 

Gratus, aren't these facts that deserve an exemplary punishment? Tell 

me Esther, isn't that fair? What should be done with a highwayman 

when he falls into the power of justice? He’s ordered to flog until he 

bleeds and then hangs him on a tree on the Skull Hill. 

 

—It's just as you say, Prince Judah, but sometimes it's also good 

to let Jehovah do justice, for he knows how to do it very well. My 

mother, too, was imprisoned in a Judean tower before I was born, and 

my father roamed about like an angry lion. I think it was a favorite 

secretary of Consul Cyrenius, who caused the misfortune to my 

family. 

—Yes, yes, a Roman jackal with no respect for anyone— Judah 

said. 

—Well then— the young woman continued —Cyrenius, who did 

not want to do justice to my parents, suffered from Jehovah: he fell 

into disgrace with the Emperor, he was banished and later 

assassinated by one of his own slaves. 

“And his favorite villain perished at the hands of a Scythian 

gladiator, who wrung his neck as if he was a harmful vulture, for 

refusing to pay a circus wager. 

—Look, Esther, I don't have the patience to wait for Jehovah's 

justice on my enemies. I do it myself, and I wish you could see how 

well I do it! 

“In good law, in a noble fight, I left them incapable of harming 

anyone in their lives. 

—Then, God keep me from being your enemy, prince!... — Nebai 

replied smiling. 

They were before the doorway of the "Good Hope" inn, whose 

double colonnade portico gave it an imposing appearance. 

It was an ancient palace, if not identical, very similar to all those 

ordered to be built by the last of the Seleucids: Epiphanes, who was 

the one who gave Antioch its greatest splendor and its beautiful and 

artistic aspects of a Greek metropolis at the entrance to the oriental 

world. 

Simonides, the genius of good business, had acquired it for half its 

real value, due to the fact that the palace entered into a confiscation 

of property made according to custom by the Roman government 

against a Tyrian prince, who fell into disgrace with His Imperial 

Majesty. 
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This is how Simonides exercised his revenge on the Romans who 

had dislocated his body. With a unique ability, he managed to reduce 

to the maximum, the assets confiscated by the Roman power and then 

bought them at a very low price, fabulously increasing the assets of 

his late master, Prince Ithamar. 

He also used to exercise another kind of revenge that he called 

corrective, which consisted of looking for evidence of the crimes 

committed by the Roman consuls and attorneys, and having it reach 

Caesar, who was almost always ignorant of what his legates and 

officials were doing in the distant villages invaded. 

And once at the "Good Hope" inn, after complimenting the ladies 

and the Hack-Ben Faqui, who was introduced to him there, the happy 

old man took Yhasua and Judah and led them to an interior room that 

was the stewardship or administration, to which for years he had been 

made to carry every week in his wheelchair to watch for himself the 

good progress of that house that was for him like a gold mine. 

From a cupboard or cubbyhole built into the wall itself with a double 

door of bronze and cedar, he extracted a portion of books, notes, and 

documents. 

Some recorded the entrances and exits of guests, the payments to 

all the Greek servants, for having found more loyalty and intelligence 

in the individuals of that nationality. The other books were accounts of 

the purchases made in confiscations of property, as already 

mentioned above. There was a third class of books, and these were 

accounts with the data, references, and statements of eyewitnesses 

of all the crimes, usurpations, prisons, tortures, and murders carried 

out and ordered to be carried out by the Roman consuls, governors, 

and procurators. 

—All this is blood!... — the noble old man said with concentrated 

anger— and that's why I had it written with red murex ink. I want the 

King of Israel and his prime minister, Judah, to see all this with their 

own eyes, so that they know in depth what Rome is for the subjugated 

and defeated peoples. 

In these appeared as in a catalog the secret agreements between 

Herod and the Sanhedrin, between Herod and Caesar, between 

Herod and the consuls and the procurators and the tribunes, and all 

that legion of bloodthirsty henchmen, bloody dogs, hungry crocodiles, 

as the Oldman called them, at the height of his indignation. 

Yhasua and Judah were shocked, not only by the atrocities that 

appeared there, but by the skillful and subtle network of investigations 
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that Simonides managed from Antioch, with which he was able to 

disrupt many machinations, many crimes, of which the victims were 

almost always the best men and the noblest families of Syria, Galilee, 

Judea, Samaria, Perea and Trachonitis. 

This task had begun as a result of the misfortune of Prince Ithamar 

and his family, whose authors had been severely punished, without 

them noticing where the punishment came from. 

The pirates who drowned Ithamar by order of the Roman governor 

of Judea had died by hanging, and the fact was so exposed that the 

governor had to withdraw his headquarters to Caesarea, in the 

province of Samaria, and Caesar withdrew his trust from him 

afterwards, and he ended up having to take his own life. 

—You are the angel of justice, good Simonides— Yhasua told him, 

going through those pages written in red, a terrible catalog that 

revealed what an arbitrary power does over a defenseless people. 

They counted up to 187 cases, hard to say which more disastrous 

and terrible. In what bad position the Roman imperial authority was 

left, which calmly enjoyed the barbaric tributes of the invaded 

countries, without worrying about the atrocities that its agents 

committed to enrich themselves, all of them at the expense of the 

defeated! 

What a terrifying role the little cardboard kings played, obedient to 

Caesar, the governors and consuls, the pontiffs and high clergy of 

Israel, mostly allied to the Roman power! 

When Simonides closed the red book, Yhasua dropped onto the 

dais that surrounded the room and burying his head in his hands, he 

exhaled a sigh that seemed like a sob. 

The old man came up to him and sat next to him. 

—My Lord— he told him with a softer voice— sovereign King of 

Israel, Jehovah's Anointed, is it fair or not that you take possession of 

your kingdom as soon as possible to remedy so many evils? Don't you 

see how the people groan under an unbearable tyranny? Don't you 

see how the victims fall like spikes in the harvest, to be trampled by 

herds of hungry beasts? 

“You have a fleet of 50 ships with brave captains and a brave crew, 

who will carry your justice through all the seas of the world! You have 

immense caravans that will make you master of all the roads open to 

honest and loyal trade! 

“You have 20,000 lances obedient to Scheiff Ilderim, my friend and 

ally of the desert, who is waiting for my warning to launch himself on 

Syria and Palestine! 
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“You have three legions of Knights of Judah, which the son of 

Ithamar prepares in the Jebel Mountains beyond Philadelphia! 

—How do you know? if that's my secret? —Judah interrupted, 

astonished that the watchful eye of Simonides reached that far. 

—Have I not told you, child, that Scheiff Ilderim is my friend and 

ally? The help he has given you was suggested by me. 

—You are admirable, Simonides! You deserved to be a Caesar. 

You would be an irreplaceable prime minister for our glorious King of 

Israel— exclaimed Prince Judah—. 

“Yhasua!... Don't you answer anything to all that? — Judah asked, 

seeing his obstinate silence. 

The young Master raised his head buried in his hands and the two 

of his interlocutors saw that his face appeared contracted by 

tremendous anguish. 

—Lord! —said the old man— falling to his knees before him—. My 

stories have hurt you because your heart is tender like the newborn 

lamb... Like the plant just out of the embryo!... Like the featherless bird 

just peeking out of the edges of the nest!... Lord, forgive your servant 

for not having known how to properly treat the Divine Messiah, lily of 

the valleys of Galilee!... Glass of sweet water from the well of 

Nazareth! 

—Have peace in your soul, good Simonides, for I suffer for the 

pains of the world, for the opprobrium of the humble, for the anguish 

of mothers, of orphans, of the defenseless elderly. 

“Your work is great, Simonides, and yours will be great too, Judah, 

my friend, in this magnificent Antioch and in the Rome of the Caesars, 

as will be Faqui's in North Africa; but there’s still a little time for you to 

see these words of mine come true. 

“I am already master of my position in this life, and for some time 

now I’ve been in an open struggle with all the evil that dominates these 

towns. 

“Put me in touch with all the victims that you have listed in your red 

book, Simonides, and if I can count on you two, all that pain will be 

transformed. I promise you in the name of God! 

—Fine, my Lord, my beloved King. Whenever you wish we’ll visit 

the suburbs of this great city, Gisiva and Carandama. They are 

located between the crossroads and the slopes of Mounts Sulpius and 

Casius, close to the great Circus of Antioch. They are beautiful 

villages built with your gold, my Judah, and therefore they are yours. 

Although this is unknown to all, except my most intimate agents, 

through whom I bought those lands that used to belong to an Egyptian 
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prince who was exiled, and his assets confiscated. For what 10 stades 

are worth in places like that, I bought from the Imperial Legate 150 

stades and divided it into 230 orchards with their own houses each. 

“In both villas I have gathered my servants, almost all of them 

Greek, Jewish, and Corinthian. Among them are the victims of the 

events referred to in my red book. The crew members of our fleet, the 

caravanners and almost all those who provide me with their services 

for an agreed salary have their home in those two suburbs. I pay better 

than all the bosses, even better than Caesar's agents, and that’s the 

secret of everyone serving me well. 

“In both suburbs, oh my Lord, you will find all the supporting 

documents of my red book and they will terrify you even more. I’m 

already seeing, oh, my Anointed King of God!..., the wonders that your 

power will work there, as you have done with me, an invalid for seven 

years, who today feels young and strong despite his 70 years. 

—And what was your intention, good Simonides, to keep these 

unfortunate people under your protection? —Yhasua asked. 

—Lord! Didn’t Jehovah say through Jeremiah: ‘Do judgment and 

justice, free the oppressed from the hands of the oppressor, do not 

deceive, nor rob the foreigner, nor the orphan, nor the widow, nor shed 

innocent blood in this place’? Well, I intended to do justice to the 

wicked and the innocent, by means in part of the immense income of 

my late master, in whose memory and love I did it. 

“This, first of all. 

"Secondly, I cultivated my firm hope of meeting with you, oh, my 

sovereign King of Israel!, and I prepared with factual data and with 

evidence and witnesses, the criminal acts that the invaders committed 

with your people in the most iniquitous and criminal way that they 

could do it. 
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52. The Betrothal 
 

They agreed that the next day they would visit those suburbs. And 

as evening fell, Simonides arranged that a splendid dinner be 

prepared at the "Good Hope" inn, in celebration of such fortunate 

events. The arrival of the King of Israel, the family of Prince Ithamar, 

his mourned employer, and his own healing that made him a renewed 

man at 70 years of age. 

The old man was unaware that at that moment two more reasons 

for joy arose unexpectedly for everyone. Judah with Faqui had a part; 

then with Yhasua and Naomi, another, equally intimate and reserved, 

which remained a secret from the others. 

And the great hall of honor of the palace of Epiphanes, the last 

Seleucid, was ordered to be decorated with all the white roses and 

myrtle branches that were found in Antioch. 

Old Simonides went the extra mile, as is commonly said, very 

splendid. And good Naomi, a happy mother, smiled with a supreme 

bliss, which she never thought she would reach after the great pains 

she had suffered. How true it is that God draws near with love to the 

pained and sobbing heart! The hour of divine mercy had been long 

overdue, but it had arrived in the most generous, beautiful, and 

sublime way that she could dream of. 

Large silver chandeliers on high marble pedestals supported 

numerous oil lamps that illuminated the beautiful room. Yhasua 

occupied the center of the table with Simonides and Naomi on either 

side. 

They immediately followed him, Judah with Nebai, Faqui with 

Thirsa, and then the two sons of Judas of Gilead; Isaiah and Othoniel. 

The reader will imagine the sweetness of that environment which 

the incarnate Christ breathed with infinite placidity. They all owed to 

him those moments of pure and holy joy, that intimate peace, softer 

and sweeter than all riches and all imaginable treasures. Sincere, 

spontaneous, and loyal love vibrated there in all tones, without leaving 

a single space for suspicion, distrust, or fear. 

—The whole heaven of Jehovah has come down on this table— 

Naomi said, her eyes sparkling with emotion, and her heart 

overflowing with ineffable joy. 

—Because at this table we have seated the splendor of Jehovah— 

answered the old Simonides, who that day seemed 10 years younger. 

When the servants opened the dusty amphoras of Cyprus wine, which 

the old man had kept in Ithamar's cellars for many years, Yhasua 
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asked for a moment of silence from the endless chirping laughter that 

vibrated with musical notes in that elevated environment, full of 

concord, friendship, and companionship. And he spoke like this: 

—Our old sacred chronicles say that when our father Abraham 

wanted a worthy and pure wife for his son Isaac, he sent his butler 

Eleazar to look for her in the country of his birth and he found Rebekah 

at the edge of the spring of sweet waters, which she gave him and his 

camels to drink. 

“Our Heavenly Father, loving and wise in his designs, has wanted 

me to be like Abraham's faithful steward, who had the wisdom to 

choose a holy companion for his master's son. 

“Simonides, just man, happy grandfather; I ask you for the hand of 

Esther, your granddaughter, for my great friend Prince Judah, son of 

Ithamar of Jerusalem; and to you, worthy Jewish matron, widow of 

Ithamar and happy mother, I ask the hand of your daughter Thirsa for 

the Hack-Ben Faqui of Cyrene. 

“And may this union of hearts be like a dew of divine blessings for 

all of you and for the work of human liberation that the Heavenly 

Father has entrusted to you and me, in unification of faith, hope, and 

love. 

 

Sweet tears of emotion trembled on the half-closed lashes of the 

three women and moistened the eyes of the men with an overflow of 

mutual love and understanding. 

Old Simonides, with his voice trembling from a contained sob, 

rested his head on Yhasua's shoulder and could only say to him: 

—Lord!... My King of Israel!... Who is the man who can deny you 

anything since you do everything as if God himself did it? No joy will 

be greater for me than to see my Esther, wife of Ithamar's son. 

There was a deep silence in which the beating of the hearts 

seemed to be felt, whose joy was appreciated at that moment. 

Naomi recovered from her emotion and answered with her sweet 

sobbing voice: 

—If my daughter loves Hack-Ben Faqui, I receive him in my heart 

as my own son.  

All eyes were fixed on Thirsa and Esther. There was a solemn 

pause. 

Both young women extended their hands in silence towards those 

who asked to unite their lives with them, and thus the betrothal was 

celebrated in the most tender and cordial intimacy. 

Their weddings would take place together, six moons later. 
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These four beings, united by a silent and chaste love, which was 

born under the gaze of the Word of God, was truly a dew of blessings 

for Christianity that was about to be born, as we will see later. 

 

The same understanding and affection that Judah and Faqui 

lavished on each other, was born between Thirsa and Esther. It was 

a tender friendship that offered sweet and holy Naomi the most 

beautiful compensation for her immense moral and physical torture of 

seven years, buried alive in a dungeon in Antonia Fortress. She, 

belonging to the most noble family of Adiabenes, who for centuries 

reigned peacefully in the beautiful valleys of the Tigris. The death of 

her uncle Abenerig, which occurred two months before the murder of 

her husband Ithamar, left her without protection in life, and such a 

circumstance was skillfully used to strip her and her small children of 

everything they had, and even their freedom. Abenerig Izates 

occupied the old throne of his elders and his younger brothers, 

youngsters of 16 and 18 years old with their mother Helena, met 

Yhasua and his friends in the populous Antioch, where they 

sometimes came to spend the hot months of the year. 

Beautiful conquests were these for the Holy Alliance, which thus 

began to extend silently to the valleys of the Euphrates. Helena, 

Naomi's sister, both widows, one of King Abenerig Adiabenes and the 

other of Prince Ithamar of Jerusalem, found themselves in Antioch 

after a long absence of 12 years. And the golden thread of divine 

design united them again so that their unwavering faith and boundless 

piety would serve as the basis and foundation for the first Christian 

congregation, whose outline we are already seeing emerging with a 

golden mist around Yhasua, when he was 22 years old.  

This unexpected meeting, if you will, was due to the fact that 

Simonides had in his possession capital deposited some years ago 

by the late King Abenerig, husband of Helena, who was greatly 

astonished to see him walk healthy and strong since she had met him 

captive in a wheelchair. 

 

The old man, who knew the relationship between the families of 

Adiabenes and Ithamar, made them meet and also know the great 

secret of the servants of God: the presence of the Divine Anointed 

One, the Messiah announced for so many centuries by the prophets 

of Israel. 

 

It could be said that since those happy days for Yhasua, 
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understood and loved by all who approached him, Antioch, the great 

eastern metropolis, remained predestined to become, 20 years later, 

the adoptive homeland of nascent Christianity. 

 Keep in mind that Yhasua's stay in it was only three weeks and 

that it passed without any publicity, since his time had not yet arrived, 

according to what he said. 
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53. Towards the Euphrates 
 

Through Helena and her children, he had news of the wise Persian 

Master, Balthasar, who had visited him as a child in Bethlehem, and 

then in the Sanctuary of Hermon, when he was seven years old. From 

Shinar, capital of the kingdom of Adiabenes, one only had to cross the 

Tigris to find oneself among the mountains of Susiana, in whose 

capital, Susian, Balthasar oversaw his School-Sanctuary of Divine 

Knowledge. The pious widow Helena had consulted the wise Master 

several times when she was left alone in charge of her country, until 

Abenerig Izates, her eldest son, was able to take the direction of her 

people. 

The wise Elder had told her about the Messiah born in the country 

of the Hebrews, whose existence was a secret to everyone, in 

anticipation of the formidable enemies that would immediately seek 

his death. 

The only link that united this illustrious woman with the country of 

Israel was her sister Naomi, whom she mourned as dead since she 

learned of the terrible tragedy of Prince Ithamar. 

 

Yhasua had been in Antioch for two days when he met the noble 

widow, who immediately dispatched a private courier who, mounted 

on a fine camel, was to bring Susian the great news for his adviser 

Balthasar: The Messiah, Savior of the world, was in Antioch, where 

he would remain for three weeks. 

And the great man, 80 years old, immediately set out for the 

Mediterranean coast. He sailed up the great Euphrates River to 

Thipsa, which was a day and a half from Antioch on good camels. 

But Yhasua did not consent to the Elder making this journey, so he 

went, with Judah and Faqui, to meet him in the beautiful city of Thipsa, 

on the very bank of the Euphrates. 

From the silent, long embrace of Yhasua, Anointed Divine, with the 

Elder Balthasar, one of the three famous sages who in their distant 

countries saw in the blue immensity the announced conjunction of 

Jupiter, Saturn and Mars, sign of the birth of the great Envoy, must 

have emerged an immense clarity. It was a powerful vibration of love 

over those blissful countries, where the divine breath floated, from the 

greatest being brought down to the planet as a ray of Light from 

Divinity. 

The young Master introduced the sage to his two friends, but the 

secret conversation he had with him, which lasted an entire afternoon, 
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was heard by no one except the magic of heavens, the Eternal Light, 

which picked it up like subtle threads of a delicate lace, to keep it in 

the Eternal Archive of its domains. 

The young Master told the Elder all the path he had already walked; 

the superior powers conquered in the years of study in the Essenes 

Sanctuaries; the admirable results obtained, and finally, the 

tremendous vision that he had in the Great Sanctuary of Mount Moab, 

the eve of his consecration as Master of Divine Wisdom. 

The Elder knew something of all this by spiritual revelation, and his 

consistent friend, Gaspar, also had identical revelations. To confirm it, 

he read to Yhasua what he’d written in his pocket folder under the 

heading: "The path of the Messiah".  

—Before I left Susian— he told him— I have dispatched a 

messenger to the Persian Gulf, and thence by coastal ships to the 

mouths of the Indus, where our friend is now. Fourteen days from now, 

he can be here in Thipsa to embrace you. Will you deign to wait for 

him? Think that our many years do not allow us the illusion of seeing 

you again in the physical plane. 

—I will wait for him, yes— Yhasua answered firmly—. Some jobs 

will keep me in Antioch for three weeks or so. 

—Then I hope that Gaspar is with us, so that the three of us 

together can talk about the path you've already traveled, Son of God, 

and the one you still have to travel. 

“May he hear, as I have heard, the revelation of your spirit, to savor 

together the infinite pleasure of having been in the truth, when 21 

years and months ago, we gave our judgment on your personality. 

“Melchior, the youngest of the three of us —added the Elderly 

Persian sage—, received from the Supreme Atman the joy of following 

you closely. And through his continuous epistles, Gaspar and I have 

been able to follow your footsteps from afar. Divine Wisdom has 

ordered everything around you in such an admirable way, oh, 

splendor of Eternal Clarity! that we, its little lamps, only have to get 

closer to it, to illuminate ourselves and those who want to receive its 

light. 

"If the Masters of souls and directors of consciences had not 

twisted the course of humankind, your passage through this Earth 

would have been a fragment of the immortal poem of love and light in 

which you live in the immensity of God— added the Persian sage, as 

if responding to the thought that plagued him—. But the men, leaders 

of peoples, have turned them into herds of beasts, which only sigh for 

the best pasture; and to get it, they crush each other. And each one 
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seeks the most abundant ration for himself, leaving only hunger and 

unsatisfied need for the weakest and most incapable in the fight. 

“You appear on such a stage, you, Anointed of love and faith, to 

teach men the true law; our equal origin and identical destiny, leaving 

the Eternal and returning to the Eternal at an indefinite time, which our 

unconsciousness or our wickedness sometimes lengthens 

immensely. You appear to tell the world that there should be neither 

masters, nor slaves, nor rich to the point of exaggeration, nor poor to 

the point of misery; that the one who possesses the most should give 

the most to the one who lacks everything; that the one who stingy of 

his abundance to the dispossessed, does not deserve the rain from 

the clouds nor the kisses of the sun on his fields. 

“Out of duty, oh, Envoy of the Father-Love, you will reproach them, 

you will confront them with their iniquity, their injustice. You will 

discover their lies, their deceptions, and the shameless and 

dishonorable usufruct that the men of power make to the detriment of 

the deceived masses with eternal promises that are never fulfilled! 

And then the viper will turn against you, it will coil around your body 

with the terrifying force of its coils, it will squeeze you like a sponge 

full of honey, and it will transform it into poison, with which it will flood 

the world, in order to quench the light of your lamp, and that no one 

succeeds in following the path of truth, which will put an end to their 

iniquitous domination on Earth. 

“I see you in my long dreams as an idealist, like a star of soft light 

that illuminates all the corners of the darkest consciences. An 

immense legion of souls will follow you along your radiant paths of 

faith, nobility and love; but the majority, oh, sovereign King of idealistic 

dreamers!..., will seek in you the splendor of purple, the shine of gold 

and precious stones, and when you tell them that all this is nothing 

more than straw and smoke, compared to the eternal treasures of 

light, happiness, and love, they will turn their backs on you, they will 

despise you, they will trample you as a useless being for the 

happiness they seek, as the only good of their life. 

—Your thoughts— said Yhasua— are in admirable agreement with 

my vision of the Sanctuary of Moab that I have referred to you today, 

which announces the end of my life with a terrible and shameful 

sacrifice. 

“The voluntary acceptance of the supreme pain on my part will 

prevent the destruction of this planet, which was close to entering the 

orbit of that terrible divine justice, which marks the epochs of 

evolutionary lives of worlds, humanities, and individuals. 
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“I only ask you, oh, wise Balthasar, that you assist me with your 

thoughts and your love, so that my human nature never comes to 

predominate in what my superior Self has already accepted as a 

divine revelation of the Supreme Will! 

—Do not fear, oh, Son of God, because it is your last passage on 

Earth, and you have not come for failure but for triumph! 

Yhasua invited his two friends to speak privately with the wise 

Persian astrologer, so that he could give them guidance in their lives 

as collaborators in his work of human salvation. 

Finding out the precise facts of both lives, the sage searched for 

planetary influences, hereditary defects, and the paths traveled by 

those two souls, through the centuries and ages, and told them this 

way: 

—Prince Judah, son of Ithamar: I see three phases in your life: 

childhood and adolescence, illuminated by peace and happiness; first 

youth tormented by human wickedness and plunged into great 

darkness. The third face is a life of faith, hope, and supreme love; 

happy life in the family and triumphant in a noble and great ideal. It's 

all I can tell you. 

“Hack-Ben Faqui of Cyrene –the Elder continued saying with his 

eyes closed and his hands crossed on his chest–. 

"I see you under the immediate action of a luminous Intelligence, 

which had special guardianship over you, saving you from major 

setbacks that would have twisted the course of your life, in which two 

phases are clearly designed: your childhood and adolescence 

plunged into a soft unconsciousness that only allowed you to admire 

the magnificence of nature. Your youth and virile years, dedicated to 

human love in the family and to the propagation of an ideal of justice, 

which completely fills the aspirations of your spirit. It is what I discover 

in your life”. 

The next day, Yhasua and his two friends returned to Antioch, 

leaving Elder Balthasar immersed in the ecstasy of faith and love that 

the presence of the Light-Man had produced in him. 

 

They arrived at the “Good Hope” inn at midnight. Amra, the old 

maid, Eliacin and Shipro, were waiting for them watching, in order to 

get Naomi to rest. The good woman had been terrified from her years 

in prison and feared horrible misfortunes every time her relatives were 

away from her. The maid ran to tell her that the three travelers were 

back safe and sound. 

Nebai had stayed with Naomi and her daughter, with the intention 
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of providing them serenity and confidence. 

The Elder Simonides was fast asleep lying on a divan in the 

administration room. 

 

After calming down the anxious mother and saying good night until 

the next day, Yhasua with his friends went to the administration, where 

they had to pass on their way to their bedrooms. 

—Hurry to rest— the Old Man told them— because tomorrow's 

work will be great. Oh, my Lord of Israel!...; if you could see how they 

wait for you in the two suburbs of Gisiva and Carandama! 

—My good Simonides, it must be because your mouth spoke more 

than was appropriate— replied Yhasua, smiling. 

—Wait, Lord, and listen to me: I only told them that you were a 

prophet of God, and even though my mouth had told them nothing, 

my whole body, remade and healed, was more than enough. All of 

them, except the blind ones, had seen me tied to a wheelchair. 
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54. Gisiva and Carandama 
 

As the sun rose above the horizon and the splendor of its 

brightness seemed to shower gold dust on the calm waves of the 

Orontes and on the enchanted gardens and the whispering groves of 

terebinths and laurels, the whole family set out for the morning walk 

towards the two suburbs of Gisiva and Carandama. 

Naomi, supported by Yhasua and both guided by the Elder, led the 

way. Nebai or Esther followed with Thirsa and Judah, Faqui and the 

two sons of Judas from Gilead. 

In a separate group to avoid attracting attention, there were half a 

dozen servants with Eliacin and Shipro, carrying baskets of 

provisions, since they planned to spend the whole day there. 

They followed the avenue that heads south until they reached the 

triumphal arch of Epiphanes, which he himself built for his own glory 

in his lifetime. There they saw sitting on the pavement, as a vivid 

contrast to all that magnificence, a ragged and dirty beggar, who 

greedily ate a piece of roasted fish and some crusts of bread. His feet 

were bare and so horribly disfigured that it was evident that he had 

suffered burns, which were now healed. 

—How’s your day going today, Simon? — asked Simonides, who 

had known him for a long time. 

—Today, is going well, master, because I’m eating, as you see— 

answered the beggar. —If you don’t mind me asking, master..., what 

did you do with your wheelchair?..., how come you walk? 

—The majesty of God is everywhere for those who have faith in his 

power, friend— answered the Elder, stopping for a moment. 

—The gods have forgotten me since I fell into this misfortune... —

the beggar replied. 

Yhasua with Naomi also stopped before that scene, and the good 

woman whose heart had become even more pious with her great 

sufferings, silently thought: "I hope that the Messiah will have mercy 

on this unhappy beggar and heal his ruined feet." 

Yhasua was deeply penetrated by this thought and said: 

—Do you see this triumphal arch erected by the pride of a man, 

which is the only thing that remains of his ephemeral life? 

—Yes, I see it, it’s magnificent! — Naomi replied—. It’s even richer 

than the sacred porches of our holy Temple in Jerusalem. 

—Well then woman,... there you have him, the one who ordered its 

construction for his eternal glory!... —And Yhasua pointed with his 

index finger at the dirty and ragged beggar. 
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—The reincarnation! – Naomi exclaimed, terrified–; how 

tremendous is the justice of God! 

—How many slaves would have burned their feet, hands, and faces 

to carve with fire the orichalcum and all the precious metals and 

stones that shine on this monument!... —Yhasua exclaimed with 

painful indignation. —Only to satisfy the inordinate pride of a man, of 

whom only dust and ashes remain! God's justice has been fulfilled the 

way you see. Here’s the great Epiphanes of Seleucia, sitting under his 

triumphal arch, receiving alms and the contempt of humans. 

“What has happened to your feet that you have them undone like 

this? —Yhasua asked him. 

—I was working in the forge, master, and a terrible accident ended 

my feet forever! Now I live begging.  

—Do you believe in God? —Yhasua asked again. 

—I am from Gao, on the Niger River, but I grew up in Cyprus where 

there are many gods; Jupiter the god of thunder, Bacchus of wine and 

joy, Mars of warrior triumphs. 

—I'm not talking about any of them, but about the God, Universal 

Father of all that exists, Living Providence over all beings —Yhasua 

answered, emitting a powerful energy over him—. 

“To that single God I am referring! 

—Thanks to Him, I walk with my feet— said Simonides. —Can't 

you see? 

The beggar seemed to be suspended from Yhasua's eyes, which 

looked at him with great pity. 

—If the God of the Hebrews is as good as you say... yes, I believe! 

I believe in him, and I want to adore him for the rest of my life. 

Yhasua knelt beside him, took the dirty and disfigured feet of the 

beggar in his hands, and said: 

—Know that the God of Israel wants you to walk on your feet and 

in the path of his justice and his love. 

"Get up! In his name I command you. 

The beggar gave a howl as if a sharp pain had straightened his 

feet, stretched out to his full length, and then stood up. He was going 

to start jumping and shouting, but Yhasua told him: 

—Hush for God's sake, I'm a foreigner on this land and you don’t 

want to be the cause of me being taken for a magician. 

—Find a store in the market and dress clean —Simonides told him, 

giving him some silver coins. —Then come with us to Gisiva, where 

you will have a house and a family. –And they continued on their way, 

leaving the beggar dumb with astonishment, who couldn't even think 
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about what had happened to him. 

He saw them pass beyond the Arch and get lost among the crowd 

of people who came and went, street vendors, passers-by enjoying 

the cool of that spring morning. The day was even more beautiful with 

the splendor of the crystalline waters that sprung up like golden 

granules in the sunlight from the thousand spouts of the fountains that 

embellished the gardens on either side of the avenue. 

Due to a psychic phenomenon very typical of the human soul, it 

was only then that life seemed beautiful to him, among all the natural 

and artificial beauties that surrounded him. He looked at the blue sky 

of wonderful serenity, and it seemed to him that it was a soft silk cloak 

that covered him. He fully breathed in the cool breeze that came from 

the neighboring peaks of Amanus and Casius, eagerly inhaled the 

golden dust of the sun that flooded everything with light, and finally 

saw in his dirty and emaciated hand, the silver coins that Simonides 

had given him, while inviting him to follow him to the suburb of Gisiva 

where he would have a home and family... 

An immense wave of tenderness and gratitude flooded his heart in 

such a way that he ran like mad towards where he saw the young man 

in the white cloak disappear who had told him: "Get up and walk". He 

cried big sobs, drawing the attention of some passers-by who made 

fun of him, believing him to be a vulgar madman. 

Someone said: —But... isn't he the beggar from the Epiphanes 

Arch of Triumph? 

Finally, reflection returned to the beggar through the coins he was 

squeezing in his right hand. 

—True!... —he said, —they gave me this to dress clean and 

present myself in Gisiva— he entered the first store he found, and 

then went to the public baths, where he remembered after many years 

that he also had other duties with his poor body than eating and 

drinking. He dressed in his new clothes and thought with joy that he 

was once again a man among human society. 

He himself was amazed that the misfortune and cruelty of men had 

dragged him to such an extreme of degradation and self-contempt. 

Our friends reached the first plateaus of the beautiful mountains 

among which the Orontes runs, and saw from afar, like two flocks of 

seagulls, the small white houses that dotted the dark foliage of that 

exuberant vegetation typical of the country of Lebanon. 

And Simonides, pointing to them with his hand, said: 

—That's Gisiva and the neighbor is Carandama. As you can see, 

both are beautiful, and their splendid situation promises them a great 
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future. Most of its inhabitants are refugees from different countries, 

victims of Roman domination that could not grow without leaving 

traces of pain and blood in its wake. Everyone works in what they can, 

and even the blind people are dedicated to winding the esparto grass 

for the mats and the threads for the weavers. Let's go up this path. 

A swarm of little boys who were picking blackberries and cherries 

came out to meet them, offering them their baskets in exchange for 

the city's sweets. 

It could be seen at first sight many retarded or deformed children, 

and some of sick appearance. Yhasua immediately noticed a beautiful 

teenage face, with blond hair and blue eyes full of intelligence. He had 

such a monstrous hump on his back that when you looked at him from 

behind, his head couldn't be seen between his shoulders. And 

everyone called him the hunchback. His name had been erased from 

everyone's memory, leaving only the great physical defect that 

overwhelmed him, filling his life with sadness. 

A tender affection for him was immediately awakened in Yhasua. 

—What’s your name? —he asked him. 

—Humpy— answered the boy. 

—That's not your name —Simonides told him. 

—My mother was called Nelia, so, if you want, call me Nelio... 

The bitter smile with which he expressed himself produced a kind 

of chill. 

—I'll tell you about his story that's in the red book— the Elder said 

to the young Master. 

—I have a special interest in him— Yhasua said quietly to 

Simonides; and then caressing all the children, he took some of the 

blackberries and cherries that were offered to him. — At the midday 

meal, I'll give you candies brought from the city –he told them, while 

the thought of him as a powerful magnetic current, completely 

dominated the noisy joy of the kids, leaving them still and suspicious. 

—Since you are the eldest— he said to the hunchbacked boy— 

come with us so you can later tell your companions where we will be. 

–And Yhasua took him by the hand. 

—What a pity to see him like this! —Naomi said in Hebrew so as 

not to be understood by the boy who spoke Greek, like most of the 

people in the city of Antioch. 

—You will not see him like this for long— Yhasua replied—. I have 

separated him from the others –continued the Master–, because the 

healing of this one will cause great astonishment to the kids who will 

repeat it loudly everywhere. 
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—But only this one will be healed? —Simonides asked. 

—They will all be, but none will cause the astonishment that this 

one since the others are not so monstrously crippled. 

 

“I am a doctor —he said to the boy, leaning towards him, —do you 

want me to cure you? 

—Will you remove my hump?... Oh, you won't be able to! I have 

had it since I was born, according to what I’ve been told. 

 

—It's true— said the Elder — I knew him when he was two-year-

old when his mother lived. He was born with a bent spine from the 

torture to which his mother was subjected when she carried him in her 

womb. She was a beautiful woman from Bithynia, just married, and a 

Roman tribune named Duilius fell in love with her so madly that he 

made her husband appear as a thief, putting jewels of great value 

belonging to the Imperial Legacy into his clothes. Her husband was a 

decorator in the palace on Mount Silpius where he lived. The poor 

man was buried in the deep dungeons of the Citadel. While she, who 

was so beautiful, was forced to swim at the Mayouma festivities 

among his courtesans, for he pierced her ear with the awl, over his 

door, making her his slave for life. 

“She tried to escape, and her master tied her bent over an iron rod 

so that her head touched her feet. Three months later this child was 

born, thus disfigured by the torture suffered by his mother. 

—But wasn’t the child his son? —Yhasua asked. 

—No, and hence the wrath of the villain when he realized that the 

woman was pregnant. 

—Don't hurt me please— said the boy suddenly, —it feels like 

you're breaking my back. 

—Don't be afraid, Nelio!... —Yhasua told him sweetly. —I only slide 

my hand to heal you. Do you believe in God? 

—Oh, yes!... my mother, who always cried, told me that I had a 

Good Father, there, above the stars, and that he would always take 

care of me— the child answered almost with religious unction. 

—And do you call that Good Father and ask him for what you want? 

—Yhasua asked. 

—Yes, and he gives me what I ask for. 

—Have you never asked to be cured of your sick back? 

—Sometimes, yes, when the bad kids in town threw rocks at me. 

Everyone here loves me, and my hump doesn't bother anyone. 

—Well then, Nelio, I tell you that this Good Father, whom your 
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mother taught you to love, wants to cure you so that you can be a 

useful man to your fellow men. You look ten-year-old because of your 

bent body. Look me in the eye!... Look at the blue sky where the sun 

shines so beautifully that fertilizes everything!... The tops of the 

plantain trees and the palm trees that seem to be neighbors of the 

clouds! Look again and again!... Like that, like that!... And now let us 

together bless that Good Father, who is perfecting your body, so that 

you may be a missionary of his Eternal Truth and his Sovereign Love. 

When the child first looked at the eyes of Yhasua, who was tall, 

then at the sky, at the trees, he rose gently and almost without feeling 

it himself. 

Under the gentle pressure of Yhasua's hand, which was the 

conductive thread of the powerful magnetic current emitted by him, 

the bent back straightened until it was completely vertical, and the boy 

appeared as a 14-year-old adolescent should appear. 

—You have cured me Lord!... I no longer have the hump!... I have 

nothing to pay you with!... Nothing!... I will serve you as a slave!... 

And the handsome adolescent fell to his knees and embraced 

Yhasua, while Naomi and Simonides made efforts to stifle the deep 

emotion that overwhelmed them. 

The young Master, also moved, raised the boy while he said to him: 

—Now you will not let your companions see you, because they 

would not know how to keep the secret, and it is convenient that none 

of this be disclosed. 

—I will take him with me to the city —Simonides said immediately, 

—and there will be a suitable job for him there. 

—We have now reached our little pavilion in front of the ancient 

Gisiva Grotto, which has given its name to this suburb. 

Naomi was softly murmuring a psalm of thanks-giving to the 

merciful God, who visited his suffering and sorrowing creatures on 

Earth with such wonders. 

Those suburbs of Antioch had their romantic legend of past ages. 

How many things full of mystical poetry and mythological creations 

passed from one generation to the next, as if those beautiful places 

were or had been places of enchantment! 

The slopes of those mountains were pierced with large and small 

caves. 

The leafy banana groves of the Orontes stretched all the way to 

this point, and the groves of myrtle, laurel, boxwood, and terebinth 

formed veritable walls of eternal green. 

Gisiva and Carandama, according to the old legend, had been twin 
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sisters, whom the king, their father, condemned to live in those caves, 

as punishment for having loved two beautiful slaves from the lands of 

blond men, with blue eyes, prisoners of war, whom they had helped 

to escape. 

The unfortunate princesses cried so much that two threads of 

crystalline water were formed from their tears, which flowed from a 

crack in those rocks. 

The reader will well understand that in ancient times fables were 

easily believed, and the ignorance of primitive peoples lived on them.  

For Simonides, the genius of good business, none of this had 

worried him in the slightest. And if he decided to buy those lands by 

confiscating the assets of Thutmose of Heliopolis, an Egyptian prince, 

it was for pure convenience, since he foresaw a great commercial 

future in those suburbs of Eastern Rome, as the lavish metropolis was 

then called, a glory that belonged to the Seleucids. 

For us, dear reader, who must raise the sight of our spirit to higher 

and more beautiful horizons, we can find out the true story of that 

Mount Casius, whose delicious ravines full of caves played such an 

important role in the beginnings of Christianity. 

 

In prehistory, 8,000 years before the incarnation of the Christ in the 

personality of Jesus of Nazareth, Mount Casius was called Mount 

Kasson. On it, the Great Kobda Fraternity built a sanctuary for the 

refuge of women, which due to the law of the only wife promulgated 

then by the Great Alliance of the United Nations, they were left without 

the protection of their husband. And so that the stigma of repudiated 

women would not fall on them, the Kobdas created that honorable 

refuge, where they remained in a life of honesty and work, until a new 

husband would open his home to them. 

In the time that we have been narrating, some ancient ruins were 

still preserved half buried among the rocks and the tangled vegetation 

of the great upper platform of Mount Casius, from which the laborers 

of the good Simonides extracted many blocks of stone that they threw 

at roll down the mountain, to use them in the constructions that he 

ordered to be made. 

And several contemporary authors, including Ernest Renan in his 

book "The Apostles", refers to the ruins and caves of Mount Casius. 

The reader will forgive us this brief digression, since we do it to 

prove the extent to which we are scrupulous in strictly adhering to 

history, not only of the human life of Christ, but of the places, 

landscapes, and cities, where as a child, teenager, young man, or 
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adult, he tirelessly traveled as a missionary of truth and brotherly love. 

In this way, we believe that readers see him as living again in our 

land, in the same places that he sanctified with his august presence 

as Divine Anointed. Because not only Jerusalem, Nazareth, Lake 

Tiberias, the Garden of Olives, and the mountain of Calvary, were the 

only ones privileged with the presence of Christ. 

The four succinct chronicles that the world knows of its Divine 

Savior: John, Mathew, Mark, and Luke, only recount the last three 

years of his life, saying nothing about the previous 30, which were no 

less fruitful given the study and apostolate with which Christ prepared 

the final triumph of his mission as Redeemer of humankind. 

When Yhasua with Simonides and Naomi reached the covered 

square that appeared at the entrance to Gisiva in the manner of a 

portico facing the grotto of the legend, Judah with Nebai and Faqui 

with Thirsa seated on the large benches of stone that surrounded the 

small square in a circle, decorated with vines of jasmine and 

honeysuckle, until they formed veritable curtains in bloom, since it was 

the middle of spring. The birds of Lebanon, whose limitless variety of 

colors and chirps are proverbial, filled the air with their noisy 

symphony from the lofty tops of the cedars and pines where they 

concealed their nests. 

—Beautiful is our Judea, Galilee, and Samaria, mother— Judah 

said to Naomi, —but they cannot be compared to this. Isn't this the 

earthly paradise of which Scripture speaks to us, which the poem of 

Adam and Eve recounts? 

—No, my son —Naomi answered— because the sacred book says 

that this paradise was between the Euphrates and Tigris rivers, which 

is in Mesopotamia. 

—And this beautiful teenager, where did he come from? –Nebai 

asked her grandfather. 

—It is the scoop of today's trip of our Messiah King of Israel— 

answered the Elder with manifest satisfaction. —Events do not take 

me by surprise, and since my granddaughter has celebrated her 

betrothal, I’m looking for another secretary that I will train, for the day 

when you, my daughter, leave that position vacant. 

 

Everyone laughed at the Elder's clever reasoning. Only Nebai 

remained serious, and a deep crimson passed over her beautiful face 

like a flame. 

—Grandpa!..., it was not necessary to anticipate events like that, 

—added the young woman. 
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In a low voice the Elder told the story of Nelio, the adolescent who 

until a few moments ago was cruelly called the hunchback. And from 

that moment on, he was considered a new member of the family. 

They were engaged in these preliminaries about the visit to Gisiva 

when the Intendant presented before Simonides. The Intendant was 

a person Simonides he hired to maintain order and harmony in that 

village, where all were his dependents. 

—What happened, good master, that the little boys, who picked 

blackberries and cherries down there, miss the hunchback who was 

the director of all the games, and they claim that you took him out from 

among them and he never came back? 

—Look at him: there you have him. 

The Intendant 's eyes widened to search for the famous humpback 

that had disappeared. 

But since that good man was also a good Israelite who read the 

Prophets and waited for the Messiah, Simonides said these few words 

to him:  

—This child's hump has joined my wheelchair, do you 

understand?, and they have gone to offer their services to Satan in 

hell. We won't see them around here anymore. 

And with his intelligent eyes, he wrapped his Lord, King of Israel 

who stood before him in a look of immense tenderness. 

—Praised be Jehovah, for the wonders he works among us— 

exclaimed the good Intendant. — The fact is — he added—, that the 

kids await my answer. And alarm spreads among them, because 

those that had crooked legs, now have them in proper condition, and 

those who suffered from erysipelas appear like porcelain figures. They 

need an explanation. 

—Let me deal with them, — Naomi said. —Bring them here. 

 

They left her alone to wait for the children and all our friends began 

their visit to the refugees in Gisiva, which Yhasua knew by name from 

the red book of Simonides. 

There, suffering was represented in its most varied and 

tremendous aspects, from the physically tortured, with broken bones 

and limbs, to the one tortured and undone in the most intimate fibers 

of his heart. 

Most of them were under the thick trees that formed green 

canopies on all sides. 

There were reed weavers, and weavers of esparto, wool, cotton, 

and silk. They looked like a swarm of industrious bees. 
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—All this is beautiful! —Yhasua said. —Overly beautiful! 

Transforming pain into useful work for humankind is a great work, 

Simonides, my friend. 

—Note that many of them, whose hands move so quickly, have 

their feet and legs destroyed by burns or dislocations— said 

Simonides in a low voice. — Almost all of them have been saved 

when, after being tortured, they were going to be thrown as food to 

the beasts of the circuses, so that the motives of these tortures were 

forgotten forever and ignored. 

—And how did you manage to make this rescue? —Yhasua asked 

again. 

—Oh, my Lord!..., gold is good for all this, even if you say that you 

don't want to have anything to do with gold. I have bought the 

guardians of beasts, some executioners, and certain gladiators in 

charge of dislocating the members of the victims. That's why all these 

you see are alive. 

“Now you will see, my Lord, some unfortunate men deprived of 

reason, who in their lucid moments have made statements that cause 

chills. 

“There are few, I think 11, and most of them women, of noble 

lineage, who went mad, because their husbands or children were 

murdered in their presence. Of all these, the most interesting is that 

man with black hair and gray tunic, who is sitting playing the flute. He 

was a prince of Lystra in Pisidia, and was deprived of all his property, 

after having murdered his mother in his presence, taking his wife, and 

killing his first three-month-old son, who was all the family. After being 

locked in a dungeon in Rome where he was taken as a slave, an order 

was given to throw him into the circus, because his fits of madness 

made him unsuitable for servitude. 

“His youth, his physical beauty, and above all his skill on the flute, 

inspired compassion in a circus keeper who brought the news to me, 

and I bought it from him for 1,000 sesterces. 

—Let's get close to him— said Yhasua— I want to talk to him. 

—How beautiful your flute sounds on this serene morning! —

Simonides told him to start a conversation. 

—As always—the madman replied. 

Simonides began to talk with others, and with Judah and Esther 

who were walking closer under the trees, and Yhasua was left alone 

with the man of the flute who continued to play without interruption. 

He sat next to him on the same bench and pretending to listen to 

his music, he was spreading the subtle net of his thought and his love 
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over that spirit obfuscated by the horrible moral pain that he had 

endured. 

Under his influence, which was also powerful, the flute seemed to 

wail in lugubrious sobs. And then, tossed about by a storm, its sounds 

were shrill and quavering, as if it were about to go off in a sudden 

explosion. Yhasua's silent and methodical mental work was having an 

effect on him. The melody became like a soft moan of sounds so 

sweet and tender, that it came to seem like a mother's song by the 

cradle of a child. 

He suddenly dropped the flute, which fell to the ground, and burst 

into agitated sobs. 

—My friend, —the Master told him— I know you suffer. Tell me 

about your sorrow because the pain emptied into another heart is less 

terrible. 

—I was playing that melody to put my child to sleep, when the men 

from the Tiber entered my house like hungry wolves. Are you roman 

by any chance? 

—No— Yhasua answered. —I am from Israel, Nazarene, from 

Galilee. 

—You too are from a slave people, and you will understand well 

what the slavery of men from Tiber is. I had a mother; I had a wife, 

and a little son in whose eyes I looked as in a mirror!... My vineyards 

and my olive groves provided bread to many laborers, and there was 

no other palace in Lystra more beautiful than mine. 

“It was an inheritance from my father..., and I stole from no one. My 

vineyards and my olive groves were an inheritance too. My flocks of 

sheep and my herd of camels were not stolen, they were also inherited 

from my elders... And do you see me now? Not even the flute on which 

I play, nor the tunic that covers me are mine, since I was stripped of 

everything!... And I don't know why they left me alive!... But no!... I 

know, I know! They left me alive because I am physically strong, and 

the natural beauty and gallantry of the Pisidians makes them fit for a 

Roman master to show off a beautiful and gallant servitude, but my 

tutelary gods drove me crazy so that they would not force me to serve 

them as a slave. 

—Calm down, my friend! –said the Master taking his hand–. Your 

situation is the same as that of many who fell under the claws of the 

invaders, some of whom, more tormented than you, have been able 

to rebuild back their lives and today are happy again. 

“Do you see that gallant young man who leads by the hand that 

maiden in the white dress and black cloak? 
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—Yes, I see them. 

—Well, he was sentenced to the galleys for three years as a slave 

of the Roman State; his father was drowned in the sea; his mother 

and his sister buried alive in a dungeon for seven years. And he was 

one of the noblest and richest princes of Jerusalem, the capital of 

Judea. 

“The Merciful God found the way to make him regain what he had 

lost, and soon he will be happy in a new home, for the young woman 

who accompanies him will be his wife. 

—Happy of him! but I cannot recover my dead mother and child. 

—And your wife, do you know where she is? 

—She was taken as a slave to Rome by a tribune who was 

governor of Iconium. I didn't hear from her anymore and that was four 

years ago. 

—Do you know the name of that tribune? 

—Yes, his name was Marcius Fabius, whom may the furies of hell 

confuse him with the swamp. 

—And what's your name? 

—Jephthah of Lystra. 

Yhasua took notes of all this data and then told his interlocutor. 

—Jephthah!..., I am a doctor of sick bodies and souls. Your soul 

suffers a slow agony because the pain suffered was great; but if you 

want, mighty God can heal you. 

—I'm not excited about life, foreigner!... If you can, make me die 

instead, and don't prolong my life. What am I doing alone in the world? 

Without a mother, a wife, a child... what am I but a dry and barren tree 

that is only good for fire? 

—And all these companions that surround you?... —asked 

Yhasua. 

—Neither do they know me, nor do I know them... 

“Neither do they love me, nor do I love them... They are of no use 

to me, and I am of no use to them. Nullity!... Emptiness... oblivion!... 

Ashes carried away by the wind!... Death that does not return prey! 

Nothing, nothing, nothing! 

Yhasua irradiated on him a powerful current of Love that produced 

a slight tremor in the mental patient and then asked him: 

—And am I also for you: empty, oblivion, and ashes carried away 

by the wind?... 

Yhasua's eyes, moist with emotion, attracted Jephthah's gaze, who 

remained as if pending from that gaze. 

—You, you!... It seems that you love me and that I need to love 
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you! —He murmured. The Master opened his arms to him, and that 

sick soul threw himself into them shaken by sobs. 

—My friend!... My brother!... —Yhasua said softly to him, while he 

hugged him to his chest. —For God’s Goodness, there’s no pain that 

is incurable, nor wound that cannot be healed. You can still wait and 

trust that a new light will illuminate your path. Jephthah!... Will you 

promise me that you will wait? Do you want to trust me that I am your 

friend from the heart?... Do you want to believe that I speak to you 

with my soul peeking out of my lips?... Talk to me! Don’t you hear me? 

The sick man's sobs slowly calmed down until they reached a deep 

silence, in which he seemed not to feel even his breath. With his head 

resting on the Master's chest, he seemed to be sleeping in a peaceful 

dream. Yhasua understood that the crisis caused by him, seeking the 

man’s healing, had passed, and that his awakening would be the new 

light for that mind tortured by the terrible and painful images that had 

tormented him so strongly. 

Simonides observed from a certain distance, and his old heart 

trembled with emotion before the magnificent scene that was not of 

this world; the divine love of the Christ overflowing over an unhappy, 

insane man forgotten by all. 

—Who other than the Messiah King of Israel can do such a thing?... 

—the Elder murmured in a low voice, while he made efforts so that 

the emotion would not bring tears to his eyes. —God of Abraham, 

Isaac, and Jacob!... If you have allowed your servant’s eyes to see 

these marvels of power and mercy, how can I not offer you until the 

last breath of my life, to help your Divine Envoy triumph on the face of 

the Earth? 

"Judah!... Judah!... Esther, my daughter!... —he shouted—, 

prepare all the crippled and sick people in the big pavilion, in the 

synagogue, so that our Lord can see them all gathered together and 

healed them all. Soon, soon!... That all these will be his servants who 

will acclaim him as king!... 

—Calm down, Simonides— Judah told him, astonished to see the 

rush and exaltation of the Elder. —Remember that Yhasua does not 

want publicity and you are speaking too loudly. 

—You're right, my son! The happiness of having him in sight drives 

me crazy, drives me crazy!" 

—I understand that Simonides, but above all we must be careful 

not to compromise him. 

“And although we’re not here under the jurisdiction of the 

Sanhedrin of Jerusalem, you know that the high clergy with Agrippa 
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and Antipas, and with the Roman governors, understand each other 

very quickly when it suits them. Let Yhasua do things with the 

discretion and prudence that he’s used to. We can be very sure that 

all the sick will be cured. 

 

Meanwhile, let's look at Yhasua and Jephthah. When he about to 

wake up, the young Master supported him on the back of the bench 

as he was before the crisis; And as if nothing had happened, he 

continued speaking to him: —I have taken notes to look for your wife 

and have her come to meet with you— he told him—. It is fair, and I 

believe that I will do it very soon with the favor of God. 

"Judah!... —said Yhasua in a loud voice—. Do you want to come 

for a moment? 

The ex-insane looked at everyone with that strange air, from which 

he wakes up in an unknown place. 

—Here I am, Yhasua, what do you want me? 

—I suppose you will have some faithful friends in Rome, among 

the friends of your noble adoptive father— he told him. —Could you 

not find out what the tribune Marcius Fabius, who was in Lystra in 

Pisidia four years ago, has done to the wife of Jephthah of Lystra, who 

is here present? 

—Marcius Fabius!... —Judah exclaimed. —He was a great crook, 

who was stabbed to death by one of the many enemies that his felony 

created for him. 

—Justice of the gods! —exclaimed Jephthah. —What will have 

become of my poor little Soaemias, so soft and sweet as a turtledove? 

—Was Soaemias your wife? —Judah asked. —Oh, oh!... God's 

judgment! There was much talk among the enemies of Marcius Fabius 

of a beautiful Pisidian slave who was a marvel at playing the zither, 

and whom her master sold because he could not submit her to his 

whim even though he had her whipped. 

—It was her!... I'm sure it was her because of the zither and her 

rebellion to subdue her!" Oh, my Soaemias, faithful and noble as a 

gazelle for her beloved one!... Find her for me, you who know the lairs 

of Rome and the wild beasts that inhabit them!... —Shouted Jephthah, 

approaching Judah with feverish anxiety, as if he wanted to discover 

his Soaemias behind his shadow. Yhasua gave Judah an intelligent 

look, who promptly replied: 

—Yes, friend, rest in me, for I am sending a courier to Rome right 

now to bring Soaemias to you. 

“She was bought by one of the richest Roman ladies, Fulvia, a 
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respectable old woman, niece of that Fulvia, wife of Antony, the lover 

of the famous Egyptian queen, Cleopatra. His palace is so well known 

in Rome, and I have been there so many times that I would go there 

on a dark night with my eyes closed. Luckily for your Soaemias, that 

house is from ancient Rome, the one in which the noble matrons lived, 

guarding their house, while they spun linen and wool for the robes of 

their husbands and children. 

“She lives secluded with her paralyzed husband. Her world is 

confined to within the gates that enclose the gardens and forests that 

surround her home. Very close to hers is the beautiful villa where I 

spent five years living with my adoptive father. I have in that villa, my 

house, the butler, and the old servants, which belonged to him, and 

now belongs to me by his inheritance. You see then, Jephthah, if I 

have in my hands the means to bring you to your Soaemias. 

—It's all set!... —said Yhasua—. God wants it that way! Let us bless 

him for his goodness and mercy towards his creatures. Jephthah, my 

friend –he told him–, now you won't say that you’re alone in the world 

and that everything around you is oblivion, silence, dust and ash that 

the wind takes away, right? 

—But why are you doing all this with me?... —he asked, as if 

suddenly seized by the fear of being outwitted by a deceitful illusion. 

—Our faith commands us— Yhasua told him— that we love our 

fellow men as ourselves, which means the duty to do all the good that 

we wish for ourselves. 

—And you are from the country of Israel!... Then your God is the 

best of all gods, because he ordains good, justice and love. Soaemias 

and I will be worshipers of your God!... 

—Which is the only Lord of the worlds and of beings! —The Master 

interrupted him. —Everything else is the invention of men, and the 

result of humankind's backwardness and ignorance. 

That same afternoon Judah wrote an epistle to the Roman matron 

Fulvia that began thus: 

"My most excellent friend of my adoptive father whom we have both 

loved so much." 

Immediately afterwards, he explained the painful situation of 

Soaemias's husband, the tragedy suffered by both four years ago, and 

the need that every noble-heart individual felt to reunite those two 

beings whose cruel separation made them unfortunate. Judah added 

that he was willing to pay the price that Fulvia set on her slave 

Soaemias hers. 

"I will buy her— said Judah— not for her to be my slave, but to 
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return her to her true owner, her husband who mourns her as dead." 

The epistle went out on the first ship of Simonides' fleet that set sail 

the next morning. The Captain was carrying it, with the express order 

to deliver it immediately and bring the reply. 

Yhasua wanted to take advantage of this opportunity to do with his 

internal powers, an experience that he had not yet done in cases 

similar to this one. He learned that the noble Roman matron who had 

Soaemias as her slave suffered from her husband’s paralysis which 

he had contracted several years before. 

—I want— he thought— that the moment her intelligence agrees 

to return Soaemias to her husband, the paralytic husband is cured of 

his disease. I want it, my Father, Supreme Goodness!... I ask it 

because I have accepted the greatest sacrifice that this son of yours 

can make, Lord, for the salvation of his fellow men!... I want it, I ask it! 

... I claim it with all the strength of my spirit!” 

 

And thinking like this, his lucid soul, radiant with love and faith, 

began to fall as if in an ecstasy of supreme love and voluntary 

surrender of all that he was to his Father, loving and beloved of him. 

And in the semi-consciousness of that sublime spiritual state that very 

few incarnates know, he continued murmuring in a soft, soft voice: “All 

for You, my Father..., all for You and for them!... For me, the pain, 

ignominy, opprobrium, outrages, and death!... I want it that way!... I 

claim it that way!... I ask it that way!..." 

The Intelligences in charge of collecting the sublime and heroic 

thoughts of men in favor of their fellow men, undoubtedly collected 

those of Yhasua, who was like an explosion of stars in the immensity 

of space. His light, his superhuman strength due to his heroic 

selflessness, must have necessarily and logically formed a powerful 

current in the same sense, manner, and form in which its author 

created it. 

When this secret poem from the soul of Yhasua, lonely in his 

bedroom at the "Good Hope" inn, unfolded noiselessly in the depths 

of his own Self, on the other shore of the Mediterranean, on the 

western coast of Italy at the sea’s shore in the region of Lazio, where 

the ancient patrician families had their villas to rest in the heat of 

summer, under the leafy groves among a labyrinth of beds covered 

with flowers, an old woman with white hair, the owner of that property, 

was lying on a couch and by her side was a beautiful young woman 

with a melancholy look who was playing a beautiful melody on the 

zither. 
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—Soaemias— the lady said to her when she finished playing —

would you be able to deprive me of your company and your music, if 

they suddenly brought the news that your relatives have found you? 

—My lady!... Think how one loves a mother, a little son... a 

husband! I would be very sorry to abandon you!... but what am I 

saying?... If I am your slave, and without your approval, I could never 

separate myself from you. 

—Since you came to my side, I have been fighting with myself not 

to love you, Soaemias, but as a servant who pleases me in everything, 

for fear that your situation will suddenly change, and I might lose you. 

“You can see that my husband's paralysis leaves me in complete 

solitude. My two sons died with glory on the ships of State, and only 

from year to year do I see the Corinthian daughters-in-law. 

“Oh, Soaemias!... If instead of being born in Lystra you had been 

born in Lazio (Latium), in this delicious town by the sea and you had 

been my daughter! —The young woman confidently laid her head on 

her mistress's hand that fell to the edge of the settee, and she wept 

silently.  

“How much you love yours, Soaemias! I promise I'll join you with 

them if we find them alive. But I would put a price on that freedom, 

and since you own nothing in your country because your assets were 

confiscated and sold, I would adopt you as my daughter according to 

the law, and you would live with your family in this summer palace, 

removed from the shame of Rome, which is certainly not the Rome 

my grandparents knew. 

 

This was the same moment in which the great Anointed One, 

elevated to infinity in the divine ecstasy of his prayer of love for his 

fellow men, claimed from his Father the power to cure from a distance 

the paralysis of Fulvia's husband, Soaemias's mistress, if that woman 

freed her slave. 

The sea was between Yhasua, who emitted those sublime 

thoughts like golden cables conducting his formidable energy and the 

old couple from Lazio. But distance is nothing for the transmission of 

thought when the source from which it emanates is clear and pure, 

and it is love that drives it. 

—Fulvia!... Fulvia!... —they suddenly heard Flaminius's cry from a 

balcony calling his wife. Soaemias ran first and found the old man 

standing by the open balcony. 

—I'm cured, I'm cured! —he said loudly. 

Fulvia arrived and froze in astonishment. 
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—When I was sleeping —continued Flaminius, —I dreamed that a 

beautiful magician, young and handsome as a god Apollo, got me up 

from bed and told me to walk. When I woke up, I saw my feet and 

hands soft and that they obeyed me docilely... The gods have had 

mercy on us!... 

Both elderly spouses hugged each other crying with happiness. 

And Soaemias thought: 

—Only I have no happiness in the world, amid which I’m alone like 

a useless weed, which is good only to be trampled and burned!... 

She was about to burst into tears with unspeakable bitterness, 

when an impalpable and dim image was drawn before her in the dim 

light of the room. He was a handsome young man with blond hair and 

beard, with luminous and clear eyes like reflections of a setting sun. 

—The Apollo who cured the master! –She said, and signaled 

silence to the elderly couple, who were also perceiving the vision in 

the shadows of the purple curtain that covered the balcony. 

All three fell to their knees and the apparition grew more and more 

noticeable. 

“—I am not a magician— he said in a very soft voice. —I am the 

Messiah Savior of the oppressed and suffering, who wait with faith 

and love; the one announced by the augurs and prophets of all 

peoples, who adore the One God, Lord of all worlds! I am Faith, Hope, 

and Love, and because there are within you, I am here in spirit, to 

soothe your souls and tell Soaemias that Jephthah, her husband, 

lives, and that he will soon be reunited with her. 

“Count 18 days from today, and an epistle from Antioch will reach 

you with the news that I anticipate. A new faith..., the faith in the One 

God who governs the worlds, will be for you the star of rest in the 

years that you will still live on Earth”. 

The three of them questioned with their thoughts: Who are you?... 

“—I am the messenger of that One God, who admits no rivals in 

the heart of His children. Call Him God-Love and He will reign in your 

souls as the only sovereign”. 

The apparition gradually disintegrated like a cloud of white gauze 

unwoven by the wind, until only the empty place remained in the 

shadows where it had formed. 

Those three kneeling beings could not move or speak; only their 

gazes interrogated each other. 

The powerful vibration was also extinguished in the environment 

and Flaminius was the first who could get up. He lifted his wife and 

then Soaemias, who was more sensitive than the others, he was the 
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one who most perceived the deep sensation of the infinite and 

extraterrestrial, which had subsisted there for a few moments. 

Meanwhile Yhasua, upon waking up to physical reality, was certain 

of what had happened there on the other shore of the Mediterranean; 

but he remained silent, because there was still no one next to him 

prepared to understand the hidden truths that the Supreme keeps in 

the immeasurable greatness of his eternal laws. 

—Balthasar, Gaspar and Melchior, seers of the Divine Light, and 

my Essenes Masters, would understand what has just happened —

the young Master murmured in a low voice—. As long as all of 

humanity does not reach what they have reached, how misunderstood 

and alone I must feel while I live as a man, as will those who continue 

to walk in my footsteps! 

Let’s go back once again to the other characters who were in the 

suburbs of Antioch that morning. Like the beggar at the Arc of 

Triomphe, the hunchback found on arrival at Gisiva, and the mentally 

ill Jephthah, they were restored to physical and moral health by the 

supreme energy of the Word-God. 

We have narrated in detail only these three manifestations of the 

Divine Power in Yhasua and that of the Roman Flaminius because 

they were the most extraordinary that took place on that memorable 

day, in which it can be said with all truth, that the first congregation 

was founded in Antioch, which years later would take the name of 

Christian. 

Gisiva and Carandama were called later: the suburb of the saints. 

And it was there the flourishing church of Christ, which the apostle 

Barnabas sent from Jerusalem by the Twelve found, to ascertain what 

they believed to be exaggerated news, referring to spiritual and 

economic prosperity of that organization, open to all men and all 

races, just as the Divine Master had dreamed of. 

 

The material foundations of that first and most flourishing Christian 

congregation were the treasures belonging to Prince Judah, son of 

Ithamar, always administered by the magician of honest business, 

Simonides of Antioch. His original name was simply Simon of En-

Rogel because he was born there, in the King's Garden, a beautiful 

suburb of Jerusalem, which kept that name ever since Solomon built 

the palace there for his Egyptian wife, daughter of Pharaoh. To the 

vulgar name, Simon, he added two syllables to give it a Greek tint. In 

this way he hid that terrible incident in which he almost lost his life, if 

it were not by Prince Ithamar of Jerusalem who saved him, as the 
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reader will well remember. 

A tenuous reflection of these events is found in the Acts of the 

Apostles, but so vague and imprecise that they leave in the shadows 

the great missionary works carried out 12 years before the death of 

the divine Redeemer. 

Nowhere in Palestine and Syria did the Holy Alliance acquire 

greater strength and splendor than in the populous Antioch, whose 

enormous population coming from all parts of the world, lent itself to a 

thousand wonders to realize the divine dream of Christ: the unification 

of all men in a single faith, in a single hope and in a single love. 

There people did not inquire: what’s your faith, your cult, your 

religion?, but what is your sorrow, your suffering, your need? 

Once the moral or physical pain has been healed, then gratitude 

arises in all beings like a beautiful exotic flower, which immediately 

acclimatizes in souls redeemed by the purest and most disinterested 

love. 

When our friends had already been in the opulent eastern 

metropolis for 20 days, a ship of the great fleet that made Simonides 

proud arrived from Rome. On board was the messenger sent by him 

to deal secretly with the minister Sejanus, favorite of Emperor 

Tiberius, the vindication of the wife and children of Prince Ithamar of 

Jerusalem, in such a way that they could not be bothered by any 

representative authority of Caesar in Palestine and Syria and had free 

possession of their property. The reader will already suppose that the 

favorite ministers of that time were not different from the current ones, 

which means that one was the official document that accredited said 

claim, signed and sealed by the emperor, and another was the secret 

document of the minister. On this secret document he advised, in 

anticipation of a possible change in the fickle will of the all-

encompassing and absolute sovereign, that the assets of fortune 

belonging to the Ithamar family, be in the shadow of various names of 

people, whose friendship was convenient for Rome. 

And the shrewd minister, in a few words, made us understand the 

profound meaning of his advice: 

“A head is severed with one blow; many heads require a 

combination of skillful blows to leave no trace. Your generous gift, 

good Simonides, deserves this advice that I rarely give. And you can 

be sure that I remain at your service for whatever you need in Rome”. 

It was wonder, since the able minister of Tiberius had received a 

shipment from Simonides, of 10 pounds of gold in barrels. 

—How useful is gold to buy the will of the wretched! –said the Elder, 
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accustomed by now to seeing human villains up close–. The lives of 

those we love and their happiness and peace, —he continued to 

philosophize coldly, —are worth much more than what I have sent to 

the coffers of that jackal-souled bastard. 

And the brilliant commercial talent of Simonides, put the large 

fortune of Judah and his family, which he called "the treasures of the 

King of Israel", under the shield of six names of his absolute trust. 

Judah son of Ithamar his true owner, Prince Melchior of Horeb, 

Hack-Ben Faqui of Cyrenaica, Scheiff Ilderim of western Arabia; 

Sanballat of Cyprus, his agent in Rome since he entered Ithamar's 

service, and Helena of Adiabenes, mother of the young king Izates 

Abenerig of Shinar, in Mesopotamia. 

Of all of them, the Elder had in his possession, large deposits in 

gold and bills to collect, which served as a guarantee in case of death 

or any other eventuality. 

Confident of the success in his skillful financial combinations, the 

good Elder presented Yhasua with a very detailed papyrus in the 

presence of Judah and Faqui, and said: 

—My sovereign lord King of Israel; deign to put your signature here 

as approval of the security measures that I have taken of the 

numerous treasures of your Kingdom. 

Yhasua smiled at him. 

—My good Simonides —he told him, —with his usual sweetness. 

When will you be convinced that gold is not necessary in my 

Kingdom? 

—Yes, my Lord, it will be as you say, but as long as I don't see you 

seated on the throne of Israel and owner of the whole world, my duty 

is to safeguard the funds with which your Kingdom will be founded in 

a short time—the Elder replied, keeping before Yhasua with the 

extended papyrus and the heron feather dipped in ink. 

“Well, Simonides; If my approval of your administrative acts on 

these values is necessary for your peace, here is my signature that I 

give you of good will. 
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55. The Scheiff Ilderim 
 

They were still in this operation, when a servant announced at 

the door of the great office, that Scheiff Ilderim with a gallant escort 

of 20 lancers had just dismounted at the door of the "Good Hope" 

inn. 

Simonides and Judah came out to meet him. The famous Arab 

leader whose popularity throughout the Near East had made him 

respected by the Roman Consuls and Governors, to whom 

expediency advised having him as a friend, effusively embraced 

the Elder Simonides, congratulating him on his marvelous healing, 

of which he had gotten news. 

—My generalissimo!... —he said, shaking hands with Judah. In 

the Orchard of the Palms your horses fall asleep and the lances 

rust!... When do we sound the alert bugle? 

—You’ll be the one to announce it yourself when the time 

comes— Judah answered. 

—I look forward to meeting the young ruler of Israel whose 

presence in Antioch must usher in our golden age— said the 

warlord. 

“I arrived yesterday from the Bashan mountains and today you 

have me here without even having shaken off the dust of the road 

well. 

That man was charming at first sight. He appeared to be 45-

year-old. His look was frank and loyal when true affection brought 

him closer to those who deserved to be called friends. But he 

became rough and sharp as a dagger for those in whom he 

suspected falsehood and lies. 

Prince Melchior of Horeb, for whom he felt a reverent and deep 

love, had instructed him on the divine science that helps men find 

the ways of God among the arid deserts of terrestrial life. But the 

soul of the valiant son of the desert did not fly so high as to conceive 

the sublime idea of a Savior of the oppressed world, that was not a 

mighty king at the head of an invincible army. 

His all-white clothing, his great cloak fluttering in the wind, 

fastened around his neck by a gold chain, his red turban with white 

feathers fastened with a thick ruby clasp, and his radiant weapons 

of gold and precious stones, gave him the appearance of a prince 

of legend, wrapped as in an aura of fantastic grandeur. Judah made 

the escort dismount, and together with the horses they entered 

through the great door of the carts. 
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And as in the "Good Hope" inn, Simonides had made sure that 

travelers of all races and peoples of the world felt at home. Scheiff 

Ilderim was received in what was called the Arab Room, a vast 

enclosure surrounded by divans with a low- rimmed marble 

fountain in the center of the pavement for the frequent ablutions 

they practiced. These ablutions were partly ceremonial to their 

creed and partly a hygienic necessity of their life, in a fiery climate 

continually lashed by the hot desert sands. 

—Oh! God, eternal splendor! —He exclaimed, leaving his 

turban, cloak, and weapons, and stretching out on a divan. —You 

know very well that in few places I feel as comfortable as in this inn 

of my good Simonides, where even the air I breathe smells of the 

fruit of palm trees and myrtle flowers... 

—And this time you will find yourself in paradise, even with the 

presence of a golden archangel, one of those who populate your 

skies decorated with emeralds and amethysts— Simonides 

answered, sitting in an armchair next to his visitor—. 

"Judah will have gone to look for him, —continued the old man, 

in whom the internal satisfaction that seemed to overflow through 

every pore of his body grew by the hour. 

—For whom? —the Scheiff asked curiously. 

—Well, for whom should it be?..., for our sovereign King of Israel 

who inhabits this very inn. It was called "Good Hope" for a reason. 

—Majesty of God! —exclaimed the Arab, sitting up on the divan. 

So, you have him as yours, Simonides, by your side, in your house, 

eating at your table?... Is it possible? 

—Oh, and so real! My faith and my hope were not in vain, friend 

Ilderim!... Jehovah filled my glass with his goodness and his glory, 

and there’s no more room for another drop. Here he comes!... Here 

he comes like a dawning sun! 

Yhasua was advancing through an interior colonnade with 

Judah and Faqui, anxious to meet the Scheiff Ilderim. 

The Arab sprang from the divan and stood gallantly in the center 

of the vast room, while his eyes deeply devoured the graceful white 

and blond figure advancing up the colonnade. 

—He's the one in the center, isn't he?... Oh, oh!... You're right, 

Simonides, he's a golden archangel in the splendors of God. 

—Behold, good Scheiff, that your generalissimo, —Judah told 

him, —brings you glory before having fought. Here you have the 

expected one of Israel. 

—Lord!... —murmured the Arab trying to bend one knee on the 
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ground with his eyes hanging on the sweet eyes of Yhasua, who 

held out both hands to him and embraced him over his heart. 

—As I do with Prince Melchior— she told him— I do with you, in 

whom I see the live flame of true affection sprout. 

When that brave son of the desert broke away from Yhasua's 

embrace, he had two big tears on his cheeks that sought the refuge 

of his black and curly beard. 

Reader friend, I seem to read in your thoughts, already educated 

in the high school of Divine Wisdom, through this work and other 

works in which your anxiety will have gleaned in search of the 

knowledge of the immutable laws of God. It seems to me that your 

thoughts travel many centuries back, and stop before a deeply 

emotional picture: Abel, the sweet Abel of prehistory, embracing 

his father Adamu, when the young apostle returns from one of his 

missionary journeys, and finds the author of his days tormented by 

a tremendous spiritual storm. 

—I bring for you, oh, Scheiff! –said Yhasua–, this epistle from 

our friend Prince Melchior. —And he took out from among his tunic, 

the missive covered with a very fine linen cloth wrapping, according 

to the use of that time. 

—When the great man chose such a messenger, grave matters 

must be dealt with here. With your permission— he said, 

addressing everyone, and opened the epistle. 

He read it in a low voice. Let's listen to him and refresh our 

memory about the epistle that said: 

“Alexandria, on the 20th of Nisan (January) in the year 3250 of 

Mizraim. 

“To the Scheiff Ilderim of Bosra, with whom be the peace of God. 

“Twenty years ago, you saved the lives of three foreigners who 

were leaving the mountains of Moab, where they had taken refuge, 

fleeing from the wrath of Herod the Idumean. 

“You will remember, good Scheiff, the stories we told you about 

that mysterious light that guided us to Bethlehem, where the one 

awaited by the world of idealists, seekers of justice and truth, was 

born. 

“The bearer of this letter is the child the three persecuted 

foreigners told you about; he is the one that Israel awaits 

announced by its prophets. And if God gives you his secret like this, 

it's because you deserve it and because you know what you should 

do. 

“The young prophet Yhasua of Nazareth, son of Yhosep and 
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Myriam, of the lineage of David, will tell you what he may need from 

you in aid of the works that he must carry out. 

“Your good sense and noble heart do not need other 

explanations; I know that well, because I know you. 

"To serve you always. Melchior of Heliopolis. Prince of Horeb." 

—Majesty of God!... Poor me, I'm worth little for such a big 

secret!... —exclaimed the Arab, looking at everyone with 

astonished eyes. 

“Yes, yes, I remember all this well as if it were yesterday, but I 

tell you the truth: at that time, I was not even 30-years-old, and my 

blood was fire that boiled in my veins. My father was still alive and 

if it weren't for him, I would have lashed out with blood and fire, 

dragging the whole East with me, against the conquering and cruel 

Rome. Filling my heart with hatred and a desire for revenge, I 

remember very well that the confidences of the three foreign sages 

sounded like strange music to me, alien to our environment, to our 

current situation and to what our life on Earth is like. 

“From everything they told me, I only understood two things: that 

their lives were clean as fresh water from the springs in the oases; 

and that they were telling the truth, insofar as the Divine Power had 

to send a Deliverer for the world overwhelmed by the Roman wolf. 

“Twenty years have passed since then and they have weighed 

heavily on my life. The stories of the foreign sages have become 

more and more comprehensible to me, and Melchior's explanations 

about God, the worlds and the souls of men have illuminated the 

depths of my spirit. Hate has gradually faded away, and today only 

the yearning for justice, freedom and peace remains. 

“If you are, oh, young prince son of David!, the one who is to 

give us all justice, peace and freedom, the whole desert of Arabia 

will rise up to my voice as a single man, to lift you to greater heights 

than those climbed by Alexander, Hannibal and Julius Caesar. 

“Melchior says it well here; that you, Lord, will say how this son 

of the desert can serve you. 

—My good Scheiff Ilderim— Yhasua told him. — You speak to 

me as a man of arms in the present hour. At this present hour no 

one sees any other glory than that obtained by powerful armies. I 

will speak to you like a man who has drunk Divine Wisdom, drop 

by drop, until it overflows in his heart. 

“Have you ever thought, Scheiff, about the cause and origin of 

all domination and slavery? 

—Yes, prince, I have thought about it: the men of the West have 
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the heart of granite and the jaws of a hungry beast. The idea of 

God has fled from them... Their law is that of the strongest, and no 

noble and generous feeling softens the iron fibers of their hearts, 

long since placed on the edge of their swords. They hurt, steal, and 

kill because they don't know how to do anything else to gain a 

satisfactory position in the world. 

—Everything you've said is a faithful depiction of reality, but it's 

only an effect. The cause is another, oh, noble son of legendary 

Arabia! Yhasua said. Meanwhile, I think –continued the Master– 

that the world has fallen under Roman domination due to its own 

moral and intellectual backwardness. Ignorance is what has forged 

one after another the links in the chain that imprison our countries. 

“The light of Divine Wisdom was extinguished centuries ago by 

the ambition and selfishness of men, who divided themselves from 

each other in so many ways and forms, that there are moments 

when they even forget that all races and all peoples are absolutely 

the same at their origin and at their destination. 

“The king believes that he is of a different nature than his slaves 

and servants, and that therefore he must live in the most opposite 

way to their lives. Everything for himself, nothing for others but the 

yoke on the neck. 

“It is necessary that kings, as well as slaves, know that only God 

is great, invincible, immutable, owner and lord of everything that 

exists; and that all the rest of us, even if we are girded with a crown, 

or tied to a chain, we are his tiny creatures, incapable of creating 

an ant, nor adding a hair to our head, nor changing the color of our 

eyes, nor the height to our body. We are all born equally, and we 

all die equally. If there is any greatness that man can achieve, it is 

what he obtains by approaching the greatness of his Creator. 

“Once the ignorance in the masses of the peoples is destroyed, 

the cause of domination and slavery will be destroyed. 

“Oh, good Scheiff!... Believe me, I'm not flattered at all to be 

called prince or king, but to be called Master. Because I came from 

other worlds to destroy ignorance, giving this humankind the living 

water of the Eternal Truth. I am engaged in this task, even before 

the Eternal Light illuminated my consciousness and disclosed the 

reason for my coming into this world. 

"Do you want to help me? Do you want to carry my lighted lamp 

through your deserts scorched by the sun, through the gorges of 

your mountains, through the shadows of your palm trees, and in 

the oases where the fountains murmur? 
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—Lord!... I want to do everything for you!... But what can the 

brightness of your lamp and the melody of your words be able to 

do, before the Roman legions that pass by like fiery gales, 

devastating everything when the peoples resist submitting? 

—My work of salvation is not for one day or one year, Scheiff, 

—answered Yhasua. —It’s for many centuries!..., for long ages, 

until men have learned to love one another and have come to 

understand that before the Supreme Atman, the soul of a king is 

worth as much as the soul of a slave, that all are his creatures 

destined by him to supreme happiness; That no being, however 

great it may be, owns the life of his fellow men, and that killing each 

other over a few stadiums of land is the greatest aberration that 

men can commit! 

“What did Alexander the Macedonian accomplish with all the 

lives he sacrificed to his stupendous conquests? He expanded his 

dominions for a certain number of years, and yet today his mummy 

sleeps in eternal stillness in the Museum of Alexandria, while his 

wandering and maddened spirit will listen for long centuries to the 

curses of his victims. Victims that will not allow him a moment of 

rest, neither in infinite space, nor in the physical lives that he carries 

out from now on, until he pays to Divine Justice every tear shed 

from all those who surrendered under the helmet of his war steeds, 

under the irresistible thrust of his victorious armies. 

“What happened to Antiochus, Nebuchadnezzar, Ahasuerus, 

and to the greatness of their empires that stretched from the 

Mediterranean to the Indus? 

"Ephemeral and momentary glory, today reduced to a fact from 

the past, leaving as the only lasting thing the pain of centuries of 

those spirits, who in all the immensity of infinity, cannot find a place 

to hide where the curse and the hatred from all those whom they 

managed to crush with their chariots of gold of victors doesn’t 

pursue them like a terrible swarm. 

“Changing masters like changing clothes, their peoples were 

invaded, dominated, and enslaved by others. 

"You see, my good Scheiff Ilderim, that the greatness and 

happiness of the peoples is not achieved by weapons, but by the 

moral elevation of the masses, when a mantle of love and light is 

spread over them that awakens the consciences to the Eternal 

Truth and to its sovereign law that says to man in all tones!: 

"You are just like your brother, whom you should love as you 
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love yourself." 

Yhasua was silent and the Arab leader was deeply thoughtful. 

Simonides, Judah, and Faqui understood this silence very well, as 

it made them relive the moment of inner struggle that all of them 

had gone through before coming to terms with the Divine Idea 

expressed by the Son of God: the intellectual and moral elevation 

of the peoples, not the slaughter and devastation; brotherly love 

that makes even ruins flourish; not the hate that destroys and kills 

to magnify some, oppressing others; human equality like a rose 

garden in bloom, where each plant has the water, air and sun it 

needs for its growth, its full life and its splendid flowering. 

 

As the great silence continued, Yhasua interjected: 

—Scheiff Ilderim! —he said—. Can I count on you for my 

liberation work? 

—Yes, Prophet of God and King of Israel! Count on me and my 

allies and supporters even if we have to sacrifice our lives to 

Roman hydrophobia. I can't reach the summit of light and sun 

where I see you, Lord!... But I know for sure that you are the Savior 

of the world and I follow you even without fully understanding your 

greatness! When it is time, God will deign to illuminate me so that 

my littleness can be in tune with His Sovereign Will. 

—Here is the frank and loyal response of this son of the desert, 

who is not double-hearted— said the Master, addressing the 

others—. 

"May God bless you, noble Scheiff Ilderim, and multiply his gifts 

to you because you are a faithful seeker of Divine Truth... 

—Thank you, Lord, and you can command this unconditional 

servant as you like. 

—The desert is ours! —Judah said. —We have conquered the 

desert! 

—And forever! —Faqui added. 

—Little by little, my friends! —said the young Master. In this very 

inferior physical plane, that immense word cannot be said very 

loudly: “forever”, which contains in itself the idea of eternity. 

“In worlds with little evolution like this one, the great ideas 

emanating from Divinity are sown innumerable times because evil 

drowns out the good seed, when it has only triumphed in the most 

advanced portions of humankind. 

“In the present hour the desert will be ours because Scheiff 

Ilderim with all his followers will be the tireless Sower of it. But let 
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us not dream that the seed thrown into the ground by him will last 

forever. The centuries are like a tidal wave that brings harmful 

seeds that unfortunately drown the good one until it disappears. 

But it does not matter. Isn't it eternal life? Does the human soul die; 

living flame ignited in each being by the Eternal Intelligence? 

“Today Scheiff Ilderim is the Sower of the Arabian desert, as 

Faqui is of the Sahara Desert, and Judah of Palestine and Rome, 

and Simonides of Syria and all the regions where his ships and 

caravans arrive. 

“When the devastating tide of the centuries and of human 

unconsciousness destroys this magnificent planting, other 

intelligences or perhaps your own, with new physical lives, will 

remove the lost furrows, which your plow of eternal Sowers will 

open again. 

"Oh, my friends of the present hour!..., if in this small and 

imperfect world we could truly say the immense word "forever", 

there would be no rulers or slaves, there would be no hunger for 

some and plenty for others. Rather, all of them, like an immense 

caravan of God's children, would walk hand in hand under the gaze 

of their Father, all equally feeling in themselves the supreme 

happiness of love. 

“I know that you four –continued Yhasua–, feel fascinated by 

these living paintings that I do for you of God’s Truth, but fail to 

understand how Good will triumph over evil, without force of arms. 

Isn't this true? 

The four listeners looked at each other and with one voice said: 

—It's true!... It's the whole truth! 

 

—Well, then: this triumph will be the work of the Holy Alliance, 

and the fight will last 20 full centuries, which is the time remaining 

for humankind on this planet to change its evolution. When that 

term expires, Divine Justice will do what the Sowers of Love could 

not finish. 

—Then our army in formation is completely nullified? —asked 

Scheiff Ilderim. 

—No —said Yhasua —is not against the Divine Law for man to 

be capable of defending his rights. And so that you have an idea of 

what other men inspired by Divine Wisdom did many centuries ago, 

I will refer you to what I have read in old archives where stories 

from past ages are kept: 

“In the valleys of the Nile there was a great School of Divine 
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Wisdom that extended its beneficial action to the meadows of the 

Euphrates. It was called the Kobda Fraternity, and it shed light on 

men in such a way, that innumerable princes and warlords joined 

with their respective peoples, forming a joint entity that was called 

the “Great United Nations Alliance”. This entity dictated wise laws 

inspired by the wisdom of the Kobdas, and great peace and 

prosperity reigned in the civilized world of that time. Well then; 

these United Nations formed a great army of archers, each 

contributing a certain number of individuals, whose slogan was to 

form a chain of defense around all the peoples affiliated with the 

Great Alliance. This circumstance and the mutual help that they 

were obliged to provide to each other awakened in other peoples 

the desire to enter that wonderful group, where everyone lived as 

happily as possible on this Earth. 

“And so, the Kobda Fraternity came to extend its action on three 

continents. The magnificent golden net that gently wrapped the 

immense human hive, which worked in peace and harmony under 

the gaze of the God-Love, stretched from Ethiopia in eastern Africa 

to the ice countries of northern Europe, and from the Pillars of 

Hercules (Gibraltar) to the Indus and Caspian countries. 

“Humankind today, my friends, is no different from humankind 

of that time, and all that is necessary is a group of souls without 

selfishness, without interest or ambitions, who are trained to set 

these magnificent paths for humankind today. Where are those 

souls? 

“I have them all around me; here are you four as leaders; in 

Jerusalem there are four others: Joseph of Arimathea, Nicodemus, 

Gamaliel, and Nicholas of Damascus; in Bethlehem four others: 

Elkanah, Josiah, Alphaeus, and Eleazar. In Galilee, Simon with 

friends close to Tabor. How many will emerge as new shoots from 

these already strong trees in the paths of Light? 

“And this without counting two stars of the first magnitude at the 

mouths of the Nile and in Arabia Petraea (aka Arabia of Stone): 

Prince Melchior and Philo of Alexandria. And in Persia the lamp of 

Balthasar shines. And in the Indus, Gaspar's torch. What do you 

say to all this? 

—My sovereign King of Israel!... —Simonides exclaimed— you 

are a sun that illuminates everything with its golden glow!... 

Listening to you, this world appears to me as a garden of 

enchantments!... May your dream come true, Lord, so that no one 

cries on Earth! 
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—Then we should be able to do it like that! —Faqui, the prince 

of Cyrene, said firmly. 

—We still need to hear from the Scheiff Ilderim and Judah —

observed the Master. 

—I was thinking— said the Arab chieftain— how many spears 

will I need to guard from the Jebel range to Tiphsah on the 

Euphrates? 

—And I— Judah said —was thinking about how much gold I'll 

have to ask Simonides to buy the priestly approval in Jerusalem 

and Herodian condescension in Galilee. 

—Leave it to me, my Judah— argued Simonides, —for in the art 

of convincing with a pocket in hand, I am an accomplished master. 

Yhasua smiled kindly as he said: 

—Buying a man's good deeds with gold is not an excellent thing, 

but it’s always better than taking up arms against our fellow men 

and depriving them of life. When it comes to evils, opting for the 

least of them is a prudent measure. 

—My eldest son— Scheiff suddenly said—wants to marry a 

beautiful maiden of your race, of the blood of an illustrious hero, 

sacrificed to the liberation of his homeland. She is the daughter of 

the sister of Judas of Gilead. She’s also claimed by a son of Philip 

the Tetrarch, third son of Herod the Idumean, because I don’t want 

to call him Herod the Great. But the girl prefers death to be united 

in marriage with that race of vipers. Her widow mother does not feel 

capable of defending her against the Tetrarch who will surely make 

common cause with her son. They live in the country of the 

Gaulonites, 40 stadiums from Bethsaida, which is under the 

domain of the Tetrarch. The maiden's father is the son of the chief 

prince of the Itureans, who, when he died, left his widow and his 

sons the lands and forests from the Sea of Galilee to Caesarea 

Philippi. 

—Oh yeah; I know him like my hands— said the Elder 

Simonides—. The maiden must be the daughter of Jair, with whom 

I did good business. An honest man through and through, unable 

to appropriate a denarius that is not his own, he had one of the best 

herds of camels and dromedaries in the country. His caravans 

joined mine at Damascus to continue together to Philadelphia. 

"Good marriage for your son, Scheiff Ilderim! 

 

—I know, I know—the warlord replied —but I’m standing face to 

face with Philip the Tetrarch, who will surely have cast his eyes on 
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the numerous goods that the maiden will carry as a dowry. 

—Look, Scheiff: I'm 25 years older than you and I know the men 

who rule these enslaved towns today like the pack asses in my 

caravans. Philip the Tetrarch is a man brutalized by vices. He 

drinks like a leech and the one who does what she pleases with 

him is his favorite woman: Herodias, his niece, since she’s the 

granddaughter of Herod, his father. Libertine and ambitious woman 

to the point of exaggeration, she’s capable of selling her soul for a 

pocket of gold and precious stones. 

“It would be a great pity to sacrifice a niece of Judas of Gilead, 

our martyr, uniting her with that race that trampled with our 

freedom, and even with the sacred treasures of our Holy Temple. 

Present yourself to Herodias with great gifts and negotiate the 

matter for the good of your son and the niece of Judas of Gilead. 

—In this same inn— said Yhasua— the only two sons of the 

illustrious martyr, first cousins of the one who will be your daughter-

in-law, are staying with us. 

—Majesty of God!... —exclaimed the Arab— greater 

coincidences cannot be asked for. And are they also your allies? 

—They are stewards of our houses— Judah said, pointing to 

Faqui. 

Isaiah and Othoniel were called, and once the matter was 

settled, they offered themselves unconditionally to Scheiff Ilderim 

to help him free their cousin Nora from falling into the clutches of a 

grandson of Herod the Idumean, murderer of his own children and 

of 200 Bethlehemite children who therapists could not save from 

his clutches. 

 

Herodias's influence on her husband's son cost the Scheiff 

Ilderim a beautiful diadem of gold and emeralds, with the 

accompanying necklace and bangles, and a delightful orchard in a 

suburb of Caesarea Philippi, which the maiden's mother donated 

to Philip's ambitious wife in exchange for the freedom of her 

daughter. 

—In what country has this been seen, sovereign King of Israel? 

–said the Arab to Yhasua–, that we honest men must buy from a 

vile courtesan, the freedom and happiness of our children? Is this 

not worth it, Lord, that you take as soon as possible the government 

of all these peoples that were the inheritance of Moses for those 

freed from the slavery of Egypt? 

—The time has not yet arrived, Scheiff, —answered Yhasua— 
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but be sure that when I am lifted up on high, the crowds of peoples 

will run towards me, and they will call me, like Judas of Gilead, the 

great martyr of human liberation. 

—No!... Martyr, no!... —the Scheiff shouted out of his mind— 

your blood will bring misfortune to those who commit the folly of 

spilling it. 

Judah and Faqui had the fear portrayed in the countenance. 

Simonides watched the Master with inquisitive eyes. 

—Why did you say that my Lord? – He asked him, approaching 

with the tenderness of a mother who fears a danger to her son. 

—My friends!... —said Yhasua smiling. —Does it cause you 

alarm to think that one more sacrifice is added to those already 

accomplished for the salvation of these peoples? 

—But yours won't be without us all dying! —Faqui said, his eyes 

flashing with energy and courage. 

—It's not fair, Yhasua— Judah told him— to pour bitterness into 

our cup of honey. 

—Forgive me all— said the Master. —It was no more than the 

flash of an idea that crossed my mind. 

“God is our Father, and while he gives us his flowers of love and 

peace, let us adorn our souls with them. 

This conversation ended with the arrival of Thirsa and Nebai, 

who came with a large bouquet of roses to adorn the edges of the 

ablutions fountain, since they would soon be called to the noon 

meal. 

The gallant Scheiff Ilderim thanked the offering according to the 

old customs of his country: defoliating roses or jasmine in the 

ablutions fountain. 

—Only in the presence of God's Anointed, can beautiful angels 

appear like this to defoliate flowers in the path of men— said the 

Arab, contemplating the austere and delicate beauty of both 

maidens. 

Nebai, blond as a golden flower, and Thirsa with his dark hair 

and eyes and the dull whiteness of her complexion, offered a 

delightful contrast. 

Apparently oblivious to the admiration they aroused, they 

continued to defoliate roses in the serene waters of the marble 

fountain. 

—The table will be set soon— Nebai said, addressing that group 

of men who looked at them as living reflections of Immortal Beauty. 

The great ideals, when they become flesh in noble and good 
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hearts, idealize, magnify, and purify everything. 
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56. The Death of Balthasar 
 

Two weeks later, big news materialized. 

Matron Fulvia's reply to Judah's letter requesting the freedom of 

the slave Soaemias came from Rome. 

In this letter she explained the prodigious healing of her husband 

Flaminius, the mysterious appearance of a beneficent god that they 

figured Apollo, who had promised Soaemias to reunite her husband 

Jephthah of Lystra, for which Fulvia and her husband had decided 

to adopt Soaemias as a daughter with all the rights that the Law 

granted her; and they begged that Jephthah be sent to Rome, so 

that together with his wife, they would become part of the honorable 

home that opened its doors to them. 

—Do you see what you do, my sovereign King of Israel? –asked 

the Elder Simonides to Yhasua, more and more beside himself, 

when contemplating the ripe fruits that they gathered from the 

marvelous planting of love of Yhasua, Son of God. 

 

The other novelty was that Balthasar and Gaspar, the two 

astrologer Elders who visited Yhasua in the cradle, were gathering 

in Tiphsah, on the great river Euphrates. 

Yhasua, accompanied by Scheiff Ilderim, Judah and Faqui, set 

out on the next morning to meet the two Elders, who, making a 

supreme effort, had been able to get there to see the Savior of the 

world for the last time. 

With what holy eagerness did he advance, mounted on a 

beautiful white camel, across the plain of the Euphrates to embrace 

those who had been the first to recognize him in his cradle! 

 

When they were notified of Gaspar’s arrival from the Persian 

Gulf, they announced that Elder Balthasar was getting weaker by 

the day. His doctors doubted that he could live three more days. 

This will explain to the reader the haste that Yhasua and his 

companions had on their journey. 

Simonides had given them the best Persian camels from 

Judah’s herds in the Orchard of the Palms; so resistant and strong 

that they could run for two days, stopping only a few moments to 

drink and receive their ration of dry beans. 

Yhasua said to his friends with his voice trembling with emotion: 

—I have asked my Heavenly Father that Balthasar not leave 

Earth without me giving him a last hug. And in the depths of my 
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spirit the supreme voice, a divine promise, has resounded: "Run to 

his side and you will get to him before his departure." 

He dismounted for a few moments so that his camel ate and 

drank. And he only accepted for him a piece of bread and a few 

sips of wine. 

—In these moments— he said to his travel companions— is 

when I doubt that I am the one you think I am. I feel so weak, so 

small, as human flesh as the most insignificant creature dominated 

by his feelings and intimate affections! 

When the travelers reached Tiphsah, the old heart was still 

beating. Yhasua knelt beside the divan where the Elder reposed in 

unchanging peace. 

—I'm by your side, my father— he told him with infinite 

tenderness—. Our God-Love did not want to take you from Earth 

without giving each other our last hug. — A blissful smile lit up the 

pale face on which the traces of near death already appeared. 

—Son of God!... Son also of my dreams and of my love of many 

years!... —exclaimed the Elder with a very clear voice. —Your 

prayer and mine were united in the infinite heavens and our Father 

listened to them with love. 

“I didn't want to leave without seeing you for the last time either. 

You have come, you are by my side..., you will receive my last 

breath, my last look and then you will close my eyes!... 

"What more could this Servant of the Lord want?" 

Yhasua had Balthasar's left hand in his own, and laboriously 

raising his right hand, he placed it on Yhasua's bowed head and 

said: 

—Son of God!... My free spirit will follow you like a spark of light 

in all the steps of your messianic life on Earth. 

“I will accompany you in your life and in your death! At the hour 

of your final victory, I will be the first to receive you in the Kingdom 

of God! My heart that loved you so much, blesses you now when it 

will stop beating. 

"See you later!" 

His breathing became somewhat labored. His dying eyes were 

still fixed on the pale, serene face of Yhasua, who continued to 

clasp his emaciated hands. 

A sigh longer than the others was the last, and the already 

lifeless eyes were fixed on the beautiful face of the Man-Light. 

Yhasua rested his aching head on that chest, mute forever, and 

let the man vent his man's feelings. He cried on the chest of the 
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Elder Balthasar, as we all cry over the mortal dispossession of our 

loved ones. 

—He is the Son of God and weeps! – Gaspar exclaimed, 

contemplating the emotional painting of Yhasua kneeling next to 

the death bed of his Elder friend, and crying silently. 

—My Father!... —said Yhasua when his soul could calm down—

. He was yours! You have collected what is yours!... What belonged 

to you by voluntary consecration in all the moments of his life! 

“May your divine clarity follow him in infinity as it followed him on 

Earth and may your sovereign love give him the deserved 

compensation! 

—So be it— they all said, making Yhasua's prayer their own. 

An hour later, they found among Balthasar’s deathbed clothes a 

small black leather pouch with the name of the wise man engraved 

in silver. They all wanted Yhasua to open it. 

—From what I see, you make me the owner of the secrets of the 

dead— he said and opened the small case. 

 

It contained only a papyrus folded in many folds and a little 

golden key. 

The scroll said: 

“I, Balthasar of Susian (Persia) declare that I have had no more 

children than the disciples of my School of Divine Wisdom. I do not 

leave debts, nor does anyone have them with me. 

“Only yes, I have a spiritual pact with the friendly princes, 

Melchior of Horeb and Gaspar of Srinagar, by which we have 

solemnly committed ourselves before the Most High, Lord of the 

worlds, to cooperate in the human salvation that the Son of God 

has come to carry out, whom we recognized together in the cradle. 

The empty place left in said work by the first of us three to abandon 

physical life, must be filled by those who remain. 

“I want the assets of fortune inherited from my ancestors to be 

invested; half in supporting my School and the orphans, elderly, 

and sick linked to said institution.  

“The other half of the assets must be used to collaborate in the 

works carried out by the Divine Avatar incarnated on Earth. 

“I appoint my two companions of eternal clairvoyance, Gaspar 

of Srinagar and Melchior of Horeb, as executors of my last will. 

“May the Most High whom I adore and serve receive my spirit 

when it reaches the spirit realm. 

“Balthasar of Susian, servant of God”. 
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Gaspar declared that in effect, this pact existed among the three 

of them, for which he decided to send notice to Prince Melchior to 

settle on the way to fulfill it. 

He conferred with Yhasua at length about the development of 

his mission to save humankind, and they resolved to meet with 

Melchior at the Mount Hermon Sanctuary, every two years, 

beginning on Yhasua's 22nd birthday. The meetings were to take 

place in the first week of January. 

Furthermore, every three moons they had to send each other 

epistles to keep alive and latent the holy fire of divine love that had 

called them to a clearer understanding of God's designs. 

 

Balthasar's mortal remains were embarked in a boat on the 

Euphrates, to take them to Babylon, where the main headquarters 

of his School were located, scattered in the most important Persian 

capitals. 

 

As Yhasua returned with his friends to Antioch, he naturally 

thought that other duties called him in his native land, to which he 

wished to return before summer began. 

When saying goodbye to the Elder Gaspar who embarked 

accompanying the mortal remains of his great friend, Yhasua had 

the intuition that he would be the first to follow the one he had left. 

The sensitive Elder caught this thought and said with immense 

tenderness to the young Master: 

—It is true that after Balthasar, I will be the first to leave for the 

kingdom of souls, but we will still see each other a few times on 

Mount Hermon. 

"Let's ask our Heavenly Father together— answered Yhasua, 

deeply moved —so that you don't leave me alone for so long. 
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57. In the Orchard of the Palms 
 

The so-called Orchard of the Palms could be reached in an hour 

and a half from Antioch to the southeast at the gallop of a good 

horse. It was a delightful spot, whose name was due to a thick 

forest of the largest palm trees that grew in the region. It gave 

shade and coolness to a most beautiful lake some three leagues 

long by one league wide approximately. Its depth allowed 

navigation in small boats. As it came from an arm of the Orontes 

River, the lake grew and overflowed when the waters of the 

Mediterranean pushed the waters of the great river to the beach. 

This enchanting spot, with a radius of three leagues in the green 

meadow surrounding the lake, belonged to the Scheiff Ilderim by 

inheritance from his distant ancestors. 

 

The property title, which he proudly kept, dated back three 

centuries, which is since the Seleucid dynasty entered Syria. Its 

first king, Seleucus Nicator, donated that beautiful orchard with its 

lands to a distant great-grandfather of our Scheiff in gratitude for 

the great services that he had rendered to him with his invincible 

hosts of the desert, to conquer his position and establish his 

glorious Kingdom in the entire region of Lebanon and the Orontes. 

 

The greedy Romans, when they subjugated Syria, had set their 

eyes on the incomparable Orchard of Palms, whose meadows full 

of herds of all kinds, meant great wealth. 

 

But half of the desert obeyed Scheiff Ilderim, and the Parthians 

were his friends; and the Arabia of Stone (Arabia Petraea) from the 

Red Sea was his sister, and their caravans walked together with 

those of the Nile Valley and those of distant Ethiopia. These 

reasons must have been very powerful, so that the Roman legions 

could not take a step towards the delicious place where we take 

the reader in pursuit of Yhasua. 

 

The generous and noble Scheiff wanted the Prophet-King, as he 

called the Master, to visit his possession with the family of Judah 

and the friends who had come with him, including Simonides and 

his beautiful granddaughter. 

And one evening there appeared at the inn of Good Hope some 

servants leading by the halter, harnessed camels with the chair-
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canopy on their backs, like those used for the journeys of women, 

the elderly, or children. A few Arabian horses of beautiful stamp 

were intended for young men. 

 

Faced with such a kindly offered invitation, a refusal was not 

possible and so it was that very early in the morning, the joyous 

caravan set out even with the three intimate servants of the family: 

Amra, Eliacin, and Shipro, who repeated in all tones, that ever since 

God’s Prophet was close to their master Judah, life had become a 

paradise for them. 

Thirsa and Nebai found it delightful to ride on the back of the 

great white camel that had recently carried Yhasua to Tiphsah; and 

they laughed with mad joy when, looking down, they saw Judah 

and Faqui far below, escorting them at a trot on their sparkling little 

Arabian horses. 

Naomi with her faithful maid, traveled in another and they prayed 

in silence, because they imagined that they were going on the top 

of a tree, whose smooth and monotonous swaying caused them a 

slight dizziness. 

 

Yhasua with Simonides, the two sons of Judas of Gilead and the 

servants, closed the caravan, all of it escorted by the Scheiff's 

envoys. 

—The Heavenly Father filled my life with joy and beauty— 

Yhasua said to his fellow travelers. —It is not possible that my 

paths are always planted with roses, love, and joy... 

—You deserve it that way, my Lord— Simonides answered—. 

And I think that it cannot and should not be otherwise. Don't you 

live, oh, my King of Israel!, to give contentment, health, and peace 

to all who come to you? Jehovah is justice itself, and He pours out 

on you what you give to others. Am I not reasoning well, Lord? 

—Depending on the degree of your understanding, you reason 

well, but there’s also another hidden reasoning that you don't see 

today and that you will see later— Yhasua answered. 

—Oh, my Lord!... —Simonides exclaimed. —Don't throw icy 

water on our raft of flowers!... We are all so happy by your side, 

that if they offered us another sky, we would prefer this one. 

—Oh, Simonides! You have become like a child, and I truly tell 

you that sometimes toddlers are the ones who most easily 

understand the glory of God. —When they reached the Orchard of 

the Palms, the sun rose in all its splendor, spilling gold dust over 
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the bluish waves of the lake, over the dew-damp meadow, and 

above all, over the green and floating fans of those 100-year-old 

palm trees laden with abundant fruit, which in that warm region 

began to ripen at the beginning of summer. 

The Scheiff Ilderim, overwhelmed with joy, had decorated his 

tents as on days of great solemnity. Was it not a prince of the 

lineage of David and Solomon, destined by the Most High, to be 

King over all the East, who came to his abode in the desert?  

Flags with the colors of all the peoples of Arabia waved from the 

central masts, on which the tents were pitched, resembling an 

immense camp. He had there about 3,000 men of his mighty 

spearmen, many of whom had wives and children. His relatives and 

his servants also made up a large group. It was, then, a lakefront 

tent village. In the crystal ripples of the lake were depicted the tall 

palm treetops, the masts adorned with pennants and flags, and the 

3,000 lancers who formed a long line making their lances and 

javelins shine in the sun and waving the feathers of their turbans in 

the wind. 

The young blood of Judah and Faqui began to boil in their veins, 

and without dismounting yet, they gave a mighty cry of triumph, 

which spread like an echo in the solitude of the desert: 

—Long live the great King of the East, glory of Israel! –The 3,000 

lancers chanted the deafening Long Live, at the same time that 

they crossed their lances high so that the young Master to whom 

they acclaimed would enter under them. 

He quickly dismounted and hugged the Scheiff who was waiting 

for him at the door of the main tent. 

—You receive me as a King— he told him, —and I am nothing 

more than a Master, who come to teach men the divine Law of 

Love. I would be so happy if you understood my Law! 

—Yes, Lord, I understand it!... You are the Savior of this world, 

and for love and justice, you will reign over all men on Earth! 

Everyone's eyes shone with enthusiasm and even the women 

threw down their veils, when the Scheiff told them that " the King is 

not received with veils." 

The Scheiff had three secondary wives who meekly obeyed the 

first, an austere 40-year-old matron who still bore traces of her 

youthful beauty. 

—Azara— said the Scheiff— this is the Sovereign, to whom our 

children and our grandchildren will serve as an escort. 

The woman leaned down to kiss the hem of Yhasua's white 
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robe. She at the same time signaled to the other wives and to a 

beautiful group of maidens who were shyly keeping their distance 

from her. 

The soft sound of the guzlas and the lutes began to prelude a 

sweet melody. 

Naomi, Thirsa and Nebai thought they were dreaming. The 

Elder Simonides wept with joy, and Judah, Faqui and the two sons 

of Judas of Gilead, came to believe that Yhasua was really going 

to be crowned King of all the East. Such was the atmosphere of 

solemn majesty that was breathed at the door of the immense tent, 

curtained with purple, waving in the wind the ornate flags of Arabia. 

They were all immensely happy; Only Yhasua's eyes were full 

of tears and his gaze was lost in the blue waters of the lake, shaded 

by the palm trees and golden by the sun. 

He saw in the distance the tremendous vision he had in the 

Grand Sanctuary of Moab on the eve of his consecration and said: 

—When I am raised on high, all loving hearts will rush towards 

me!... Calm all your enthusiasms and anxieties because the hour 

has not yet arrived. 

—When will that day be, Lord? ... —Simonides asked, believing 

he heard him answer him—: "A year or two from now." 

But Yhasua answered him smiling and affable as if he were 

announcing a day of glory and happiness: "When the veil of the 

Temple is torn from top to bottom and darkness covers the Earth." 

A new character that appeared at that moment through the inner 

door of the tent caught everyone's attention. He was a tall Elder, 

lean, and dry as a bundle of roots, dark brown in color, dull pale 

and with deep black eyes, full of intelligence and kindness. He wore 

a long white tunic of coarse wool, cinched at the waist by a strip of 

rawhide. 

He carried in his two slightly raised hands a gold ribbon, the 

width of two fingers laid flat, in which 70 rubies shone like little eyes 

of red fire. 

—He’s our Patriarch Beth-Gamul— said the Scheiff Ilderim. —

The Hermit of the Tadmor Mountains. 

The Elder stood before Yhasua and said to him in the Aramaic 

language: 

—Prophet of the Most High!... Your day begins and mine ends! 

You have arrived in good time, since in a short time I will be called 

to the Paradise of God, and the desert will be left without a 

Patriarch. The angel of the announcements told me that you were 
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the one sent to enlighten men, and Divine Wisdom commands me 

to gird your head with the band of its chosen ones. 

And without waiting for an answer, he attached it to Yhasua's 

head, bent one knee on the ground and said with a sonorous voice: 

– God save you, Master! 

More than 3,000 united voices repeated as in a formidable 

concert. 

Naomi, Thirsa, Nebai and Amra, as if seized with a religious 

fear, had fallen to their knees and folded their hands on their 

chests, their hearts full of pious tenderness, gave their words fervor 

of prayers, anointing of prayer, when they repeated with the others: 

"God save you, Master". 

Yhasua appeared petrified in the center of the room, since only 

he remained standing, like a white statue, in which life was 

concentrated in the brilliance of his eyes full of infinite tenderness. 

—Peace and love upon all of you! —He finally said with his voice 

trembling with emotion. —You have bowed the knee before the 

majesty of Divine Wisdom, which consecrates me Master of the 

Desert. May it be for the best, and from now on I promise you that, 

just like your Patriarch Beth-Gamul, when I am called to the true 

life, I will leave you a successor who will lead you along the paths 

of the One-God and separate you from the deceitful illusion of the 

false gods that have led humankind into the abyss. 

“In your Arabia Petraea crowned by Sinai, Moses received the 

only Divine Law that will lead terrestrial humanity to the summit of 

the ideal that was designated for it. The winds from Sinai carried 

the 10 divine mandates to all areas of your mountains and your 

deserts. And the shadow of your palm trees was impregnated with 

the sweet melody... And the waters of your oases and the sands of 

the great dunes, undoubtedly imbibed the divine mandate 

condensed all of it, in this synthesis that is like a granite altar: 

"Love God above all things and your neighbor as yourself." 

The old Patriarch merged with the young Master in a close 

embrace and the latter said in a loud voice: 

—In you I embrace all these spearmen of the desert, to whom I 

ask from the bottom of my heart, that they never raise their 

weapons except in defense of the weak, of the persecuted, of the 

helpless, because only thus can my mouth be able to say: "Blessed 

are those who hunger and thirst for justice because the Eternal will 

fill them." 

Thus ended that solemnity, in an oasis in the great Syrian 
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desert, then dominated by the Arabs who entered the alliance of 

the Savior of the world through the wide door of His Heart, august 

temple of Divine Love, until human misunderstanding and pettiness 

threw them away from the Christian congregations of the first times, 

alleging that they were uncircumcised, as in the Middle Ages they 

were burned for not having received the waters of ecclesiastical 

baptism. 

To what trifles is reduced in the feeling and thinking of men that 

sublime: "Love your fellow men as yourself" on which the Divine 

Christ based his teaching! 

After the midday meal, a caravan of boats full of maidens, 

youths, and children filled the calm waters of the lake with laughter 

and songs. 

—You all, go with youth and childhood— said Yhasua to his 

young friends—. I will keep company with Scheiff Ilderim, Patriarch 

Beth-Gamul and my good Simonides who has become my shadow. 

—May it be for a long time, my Lord! –answered the Elder, sitting 

on the central divan of the tent, where the Master was. 

—What a great conquest the desert has made on this day! –said 

Scheiff Ilderim–. The future King of Israel is the Teacher and the 

Prophet of the Desert. 

—And this means— Patriarch Beth-Gamul added— that he’s 

the Consultant and the Supreme Judge in matters and disputes 

that the chiefs of the tribes cannot clarify. 

—Even if I agree to be like the breath of God in the Desert, I 

don't know if I can properly fulfill the mission you place on my 

shoulders— said Yhasua— because I am still tied to my blood 

family and many other commitments from the Nile to Antioch. But 

if your will towards Good and Justice is great, among all of us we 

can carry the great burden that means promoting happiness and 

peace in the Desert. 

—Before I was announced that I had to transmit my authority 

and my duties to you, oh prince of David! – said the Patriarch – I 

had a council of six around me, one of the most capable among the 

chiefs of our tribes. One of them was Scheiff Ilderim Sr., who was 

replaced by his son present here. The other five are scattered 

among Mounts Tadmor, Bashan and Jebel, but they met with me 

on the last autumn moon to carry out by mutual agreement, the 

distribution of the crops and the products of the exchanges with the 

neighboring countries, in order to that the ghost of hunger and 

misery does not approach our tents. 
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“A great solidarity unites all the inhabitants of the Desert, and 

this is largely the work of the Patriarch and his closest 

collaborators. 

—This means— said Yhasua— that the law of Moses, who 

engraved on stone the divine mandate of brotherly love, has 

penetrated more deeply into you. 

“In our Israel, on the other hand, separatism among regions 

spread like tares; and hatred, which is a destructive force, has 

made its job, and the peoples are broken into shreds, which the 

arrogance of the invaders drags along the ground where mud and 

filth runs. Reconstructing by fraternity and love, everything that 

destroys the hatred of men, is and will always be the work that will 

save humankind. 

The conversation would have continued to rise in tone in this 

sense, had it not been for the fact that shrill cries for help split the 

pure and diaphanous air that floated over the lake of Orchard of the 

Palms. 

They all left the tent in great haste. A tumult and shouting in 

which the sobs of women and the cries of children fused with 

commanding voices from the boatmen, formed a formidable 

labyrinth. 

Not a single boat had remained in the small pier to run to the aid 

of those who asked for help. Nobody knew what was happening, 

the wife and children of Scheiff Ilderim had also gone to the lake. A 

few men-at-arms shed their clothing and swam. But the distance 

was long, because the tumult occurred almost at the other end of 

the lake. 

—Stay calm!... Yhasua told them—. Return to the shore that you 

will drown before arriving. —The men stopped. 

They saw something like a flame of light enveloping the Master, 

and a formidable wave of wind pushed him above the level of the 

waters that slightly rippled. A unanimous cry escaped from all their 

lips, and they fell mute on their knees on the stones of the dock, 

while they gazed, paralyzed by astonishment, at the white 

silhouette of the Master who glided over the water with frightening 

speed. It was nothing more than a white flake running over the 

water until they saw it merge with the tumult there in the distance. 

—The wind of Jehovah has carried him to save the 

shipwrecked!... —Simonides shouted, as if mad with 

astonishment—. Save him, Lord, so that he does not perish for 

saving others! 
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—He’s truly the Son of God... —the Patriarch said in a low voice, 

—and the elements obey him. Fear not! He’s stronger than the 

waters and the winds. 

Scheiff Ilderim, pale as the cloth of his turban, seemed not to 

even breathe and with his immensely open eyes devoured the 

distance that separated him from the tumult of the boats and those 

embarked on them. It seemed to them like a century the time that 

elapsed until the small boats began to slowly approach the coast. 

The recklessness of a few youngsters who started boat races 

was the cause of that incident. Three boats had collided, throwing 

their crews overboard. The boats had split open, producing the 

painful scene of a true shipwreck. If it hadn’t been for the 

supernormal intervention of the Master, who used his internal 

powers of levitation and absolute control of the elements, some 20 

people would have perished, including two teenagers, a man and 

a woman, children of the Scheiff Ilderim. 

The shipwrecked later reported that they took hold of the hands, 

feet, and clothes of the Prophet, who remained like a white rock on 

the water, until the nearest boats approached, in which they were 

picked up. 

Six of the castaways had suffered minor injuries, and only one 

had a profusely bleeding wound on his back. Yhasua embarked 

with him and carried him lying on his knees, with his right hand 

placed on the open wound. It was one of the oarsmen who, in order 

to save one of the Scheiff's children, collided with the bow spur. 

When they disembarked, the wound was no longer bleeding and 

its edges had joined together, presenting the appearance of being 

recently healed. 

 

Among the inhabitants of the Arabian desert a cult, mixture of 

fear and devotion, was preserved alive for the Prophet Elijah and 

also for Moses, the great Hebrew Lawgiver and thaumaturge, who 

with his powerful internal faculties, dominated men and the 

elements, producing stupendous supernormal manifestations, 

called miracles. 

 

And the inhabitants of the Orchard of the Palms said with great 

enthusiasm: "This young Prophet who runs on the waters and 

leaves death annulled, must be the soul of Elijah the Prophet 

returned to Earth to do justice to the wicked”. “No, it must be the 

great Moses— said others, and listed one by one the prodigies that 
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the great thaumaturge had performed in distant Egypt to force 

Pharaoh to give freedom to the peoples of Israel. 

—He is the King of Love! –said the Patriarch, silencing all 

suppositions and conjectures–. He is the King of Love, who will 

reign forever over all who are capable of loving by following in his 

footsteps! 

The Arab Patriarch Beth-Gamul, a hermit of Mount Tadmor (in 

Palmyra), was a great sensitive clairvoyant and had surprised in 

the personality of Yhasua, the Chosen One of the Most High for the 

work of human liberation, by the divine magic of love.  
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58. Yhasua and Yhosuelin 
 

Three days later, Yhasua left the city of Antioch and the smiling 

meadows of the Orontes to return to his homeland. All those who 

had accompanied him returned with him, plus Simonides, who as 

Yhasua said had become his shadow, and his beautiful 

granddaughter Nebai. 

They would all meet in Jerusalem, in the old palace of Ithamar, 

which they would enter with all their rights, as rightful owners, after 

the vindication obtained through the gold talents that Simonides 

had presented to Caesar's favorite minister. 

Valerius Gracchus resided by superior order in Caesarea, the 

modern metropolis of the province of Samaria, and considered 

himself very well served if they didn’t denounce the skein of crimes 

that he had committed in Judea, driven by his ambition for wealth. 

And so, he pretended not to be aware of the reinstatement of Prince 

Ithamar's family. 

The Holy Alliance was hence founded in the great metropolis, 

gate to the oriental world, which years later was to be the first nest 

of Christianity as the Divine Master dreamed of it. 

Yhasua parted ways with his friends in Ptolemais with the 

promise of meeting them again in Jerusalem next Easter. 

Uncle James was waiting for him at the port of Ptolemais, and 

as soon as they met, he informed him that his father and Yhosuelin 

were in rather precarious health, for which they were anxiously 

awaiting him. 

Yhosuelin, his brother, was increasingly exhausted, and Yhosep 

frequently suffered fainting spells, dizziness, and heart palpitations. 

Myriam, his mother, lived in continuous affliction, and although her 

great heart had made the generous offering to God of her prophet 

son, she begged the Lord to bring him to her side as soon as 

possible, to relieve household ailments. The reader will understand 

that the arrival of Yhasua was a day of glory for the old home of the 

artisan of Nazareth. 

The improvement of the two patients was clear and manifest. All 

the relatives and friends gathered, whose enthusiasm for the future 

of greatness and splendor that they supposed to be near for the 

young prophet, whom everyone secretly called the Savior of Israel, 

made them tolerant of his absence. 

They attributed to his frequent trips proselytizing purposes to be 

able to climb the high peak, where he would perhaps drag all his 
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friends and followers. The Master's silence in this regard was 

interpreted as discretion and caution. 

Wasn't it necessary to beware of the thousand enemies that 

everyone who stood out a little from the crowd had in that country? 

Yhasua soon understood that his father and his brother were 

reaching their final crisis. 

Concentrated in prayer that night in Yhosuelin's own bedroom, 

his spirit accustomed to delving into divine designs, had the lucidity 

to discern that his father had honorably finished his life program on 

Earth, and that his physical organism would not resist more than a 

few more moons. He also understood that Yhosuelin suffered from 

the supreme desire to die. He wanted Infinity... he wanted Eternity. 

Terrestrial life choked him. He had come to the physical plane only 

to serve as a shield for Yhasua's childhood and adolescence. He 

had obeyed an alliance and pact that he did not want to break. 

Yhasua was already big and strong like a cedar from Lebanon, 

capable of resisting all storms. 

And during that night's dream, while talking in his sleep, he said 

to his brother who was watching by his side: 

—Yhasua, my beloved!..., give me freedom because the 

atmosphere of the Earth suffocates me. Didn't I already fulfill the 

pact with you?... Why do you still hold me back? 

The young Master leaned his sore head on the chest of his noble 

and dear brother, and said to him with his thought full of love: 

—I give you freedom, my brother, dearer than all my father's 

children. If God allows you, go! –And crying he embraced that 

beautiful sleeping head. 

The dream lasted another hour. Then he felt him exhale a great 

sigh. It was the last one, taking the last breath of physical life from 

that man, young for his few years, but old as a spirit in the long 

ways of God. He was 26 years old. 

This was a fatal blow for Yhosep, his father, who, were it not for 

Yhasua’s presence, might not have been able to resist it. This was 

understood by all. 

But the clear lucidity of the young Master and his mastery of all 

beneficial forces, which in such cases act to transform the greatest 

pains into serene peace, so flooded the just and noble soul of the 

Elder that it was an astonishment for all to see him. He serenely 

walked leaning on Yhasua, when the mortuary procession headed 

towards the sepulchral caves on the outskirts of Nazareth. 

—This good son was very dear to me— said the Elder to the 
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friends who accompanied him in his mourning— but I am 

convinced that he was already a mature fruit, a flower that had 

reached its fullness and that the Lord wanted it for himself. He 

passed through the Earth without the dust of life sticking to his 

clothes, and I am certain that he awaits me in the bosom of 

Abraham. 

 

Myriam was inconsolable; Yhosuelin had been a true son for 

her, who together with Anna, received from her the most tender 

pampering, since they were the smallest that she found when 

joining the home of her husband, Yhosep of hers. 

—Mother! Mother! –Yhasua said to her, trying to comfort her–; 

let us not cause sorrow to our sweet and beloved Yhosuelin with 

our inconsolable cry. All he did in his life was love and serve 

everyone to the extent his strength allowed him, and such is the 

Divine Law; We must rightly think that the Lord has led him to his 

Kingdom, to crown his life with the ineffable prize of His love that is 

light, peace and eternal happiness. 

"Let's leave the grief and crying for those poor beings in the 

grave who will cry and grieve because they made many suffer. 

They sowed their path with evil deeds and had no feelings of 

kindness and love for anyone but sacrificed everything to their 

interest for personal profit and aggrandizement. Those are truly 

deserving of weeping and mourning, because they will be plunged 

into icy darkness for a long time... But Mother, our Yhosuelin was 

a flower of tenderness and softness even for the last laborer or 

servant in the house. –And with a moving allusion to all the actions 

and works of the missing young man, he tried to bring peace and 

quiet to all the souls who had loved him so much in that blessed 

home. 

The tender and sweet Anna saw the most intimate confidante of 

her sorrows and hopes, disappear in Yhosuelin. She seemed like 

a little heap of anguish, crying in a shadowy corner of her bedroom. 

Yhasua went looking for her and approached her and sat next 

to her and hugged her tenderly while she said to him: 

—Now I will for you, Yhosuelin and Yhasua at the same time. 

Two brothers in one. Do you want Anna that I do by your side 

everything Yhosuelin did? 

“Don't reject me, Anna, my little sister, because then you'll make 

me feel ashamed to think that you love me very little! 
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Weeping bitterly, Anna hugged him, and her anguished sobs 

resounded throughout the house. Myriam, who heard her, 

approached Yhosep, who was sitting in his chair reading the book 

of Job: "The Lord gave it to me, the Lord took it to me..., blessed 

be his Holy Name." 

She wanted to calm Yhosep's anxious questioning gaze, who 

was listening to those deep sobs moved. 

—It's Anna!... —Myriam said—. For her, Yhosuelin was a 

guardian angel. The two understood each other so much; he even 

seemed to guess her thoughts! 

—Who was this son not good for?... —said the Elder, also 

stifling a sob—, but Yhasua will take the place of Yhosuelin for all 

of us. Oh yes!... Yhasua will console us all, because he’s capable 

of loving more than all of us put together. Jehovah's angels are 

celebrating, because one more has entered the Kingdom of God. 

Yhosuelin is waiting for me, Myriam, because I won't be long in 

departing with him. 

—You too?... —the sore woman exclaimed—. And don't I 

deserve anything? 

—Yes, woman, you deserve everything and perhaps you will 

have the joy and glory of seeing the triumph of our great son, 

prophet of God, before leaving this life. I'm twice your age, hence 

how can we think that I can live on Earth as long as you? Come on, 

understand, my child, and we'll go together to the cenacle so that 

we can wait for those who will come to pray. It is time and we’re on 

the third day of mourning. 

 

When they were there, Anna and Yhasua entered, who had 

achieved a complete triumph over that anguishing pain. The young 

woman appeared serene. 

Then Uncle James and the other relatives arrived, who for seven 

days went to the house to make the customary funeral prayers and 

honors together. 

The physical death of a just man left peace and serenity in the 

souls of those he loved, because Divine Goodness allowed him to 

be the comforter of those who mourned his absence. 

If all humankind understood that God is Love above all things 

and that he only asks his children for love to redeem and save 

them, other horizons would be glimpsed in this hour of anxiety and 

gloomy uncertainty. 

Yhosuelin's spiritual presence made itself felt by the most 
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sensitive; Yhasua had called him with his thoughts to comfort his 

own, and the soul of the just, full of tenderness, approached those 

who still cried for him. Myriam, Anna, and Uncle James felt the 

same words: “I am so happy that your crying has no reason to be! 

Do you want to see me always tormented with my physical 

exhaustion and the fatigue of my heart?... You have Yhasua who 

will fill up to overflow all the emptiness that my absence left by your 

side”. 

The others only felt a great peace and tranquility; an ineffable 

consolation and certainty that the one they were mourning was 

happy, and they limited themselves to saying: “Jehovah took him 

to his Kingdom early because he was a just man who in the 

morning of his life became great by good deeds; Blessed is the 

home that had a son like that." 

He said something else to Yhasua, deep in his luminous spirit: 

“In autumn our father will leave the physical plane. It will be well 

that you do not leave home until such an event has happened.” 

The Master thought that summer had begun and then autumn 

would follow... How short was then the time of physical life that 

remained for his father! 

And raising his voice to finish the prayers for that night, he said: 

—Most High Lord of the worlds. May your sovereign will be 

fulfilled above all things and may these creatures of yours be able 

to accept it full of gratitude and love! We thank you for the peace 

and joy with which you have showered our brother and we beg you 

that it be so for us too when you want to call us to your immortal 

Kingdom”. 

—So be it— they all answered and said goodbye until the next 

day, when they would continue the septenary funeral rites. 

The next day, Yhasua had a long confidence with Uncle James 

who, together with Yhosuelin, had been the regents and 

administrators of Yhosep's workshop. He became aware of the 

state of his father's finances. He saw that there were no debts and 

that the existing contracts were to conclude the work begun, and 

that there was an obligation to deliver in the short term. 

And they secretly agreed with Uncle James not to accept any 

more contracts and to order the suspension of new shipments of 

wood from Lebanon. He verified that Yhosep's sons who were 

married had already been given their heritage. Anna's dowry, her 

father had set aside from the set of assets for when she got 

married. All that remained was to remove Yhasua's patrimony; but 
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he resigned at that moment in favor of his mother by means of a 

document that he signed and kept in the small oak chest in which 

Yhosep kept documents and valuables. 

He found in a separate chest that on its lid read: "Yhasua's 

Treasure" which was the donation in gold that year after year the 

three friends who visited him in the cradle made him: Melchior, 

Gaspar, and Balthasar. 

He counted the 21 talents that he had promised to the Holy 

Alliance and added the rest to his parents' assets. 

Uncle James watched this entire scene in silence until Yhasua 

asked him: 

—For how many years do you think this will sustain my mother's 

life? 

—Are you thinking that all the men in this house are going to die, 

that you worry so for her? —the good man asked, alarmed. 

—My father and I will die before her. Only you will stay by her 

side, that’s why I ask you. 

—Yhasua!..., your brother's death has made you so somber that 

I'm about to get angry with you— his uncle reproached him. 

—Listen to me, Uncle James!... I beg you, understand me! I am 

a missionary of Eternal Love and I owe myself to humankind. But 

since I also want to be a good son, I want to arrange all things to 

ensure my mother's subsistence. 

—Don't worry, Yhasua— good Uncle James told him—only with 

the land attached to the orchard of this house, your mother has 

enough to live her life with ease. 

“Besides, there's me, and I think you don't want to make me die 

too soon. All this makes me believe that you have had an 

announcement that your father will die soon. Is it so? 

—Yes, Uncle James, that's the case. In this coming autumn he 

will leave material life, and it is good that such an event does not 

catch us off guard. Such is the announcement I have. 

—Then if you agree, I'll start making short trips to neighboring 

cities where there are jobs that haven't been paid for yet. The good 

Yhosuelin always gave installments to those late in paying. 

—It's because a good Essene can never put a dagger to the 

debtor's chest to demand payment. 

“Yet it is appropriate to ask each one for his part, and to forgive 

when the debtor is going through pressing circumstances. 

 

Uncle James began his trips to the Galilean cities where there 
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were Yhosep's debtors, and Yhasua devoted himself entirely to his 

parents and his sister Anna. At night, alone in his bedroom, he 

wrote long letters to his friends scattered in different places, so that 

the enthusiasm for Israel's redeeming Holy Alliance would not 

wane. And he himself delivered the letters to the caravans that 

stopped by the well of Nazareth. 

His beautiful conversations about life on the spiritual plane, the 

conformation of the worlds of light destined for just souls, the infinite 

goodness of God who gives one hundredfold to the keepers of His 

law, the crown of light and happiness reserved to those who have 

loved their neighbor as themselves, was preparing Yhosep for his 

next departure to the world of light and love. 

Myriam, listening spellbound to her son, sometimes said: 

—But can we deserve another heaven more beautiful than this? 

That mother would never forget the 22nd autumn of Yhasua's life 

when she experienced the most intense spiritual bliss.  

Leaning on her arm, Elder Yhosep walked through the paths of 

the orchard illuminated by the afternoon sun on summer days and 

by the moon, in the placid Galilean nights full of softness and 

charm. In truth, Yhosuelin's promise had been fulfilled, and Yhasua 

filled to overflow the void left by him. 

At his advanced age, a great clairvoyant faculty developed in 

Yhosep during that season, which prepared him more and more for 

his next entrance into the spiritual plane. He experienced beautiful 

visions that Yhasua explained to him later, according to the studies 

he had done in the Essenes sanctuaries. He clearly saw some of 

his previous lives related to his current relatives, especially with 

Myriam, Yhosuelin and Yhasua, to whom he knew he had been 

linked since ancient times. 

Good Uncle James went back and forth from the neighboring 

cities, bringing the values, the fruit of the work of that workshop 

known throughout the region as the trust house where everyone 

was sure never to be deceived. And if some debtors had not been 

able to pay, he brought a written promise to do so in a new term 

that was always kindly agreed upon. Who could dare to mock Elder 

Yhosep, who throughout his 80-year life had been the living 

providence of all those afflicted by painful situations? 

The summer months passed like this, in unalterable peace, in a 

continued happiness that alarmed Myriam sometimes. 

—Is it possible, Yhasua, my son, that we have two heavens, one 

here and another after death? –she asked the Master, when peace 
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and happiness overflowed from her heart. 

Then he, sitting like a little boy on a little stool at her mother's 

feet, would say to her: 

—Mother, what do you think the farmer should do when he sees 

that all his fields of golden wheat and his orchards of all kinds of 

fruits have flourished? 

—Collect them and save them for when bad years of scarcity 

and famine come— she would answer. 

—Well then, dear mother, this is what the human soul should do 

when it sees its horizons flooded with glory and light, when its 

fountain overflows with clear water and the peace of God floats 

over its garden making it flourish. Collect all the divine gifts and 

strengthen ourselves with them, for when the will of the Heavenly 

Father, manifested in special circumstances, may test our love for 

Him and our faith in His eternal promises. 

The Easter festival arrived, and Yhosep thought of going to 

Jerusalem with his wife and his son Yhasua. Family and friends 

joined them, leaving the homes entrusted for the days of absence, 

to some trusted servants. 

This trip already known to the reader who accompanied us on 

other similar ones, did not offer more incident than the encounter 

with some infectious patients who went out on the road to implore 

the mercy of the travelers, and who, cured by the extraordinary 

spiritual force of the Prophet of Nazareth, continued their journey 

to the Holy City together with him. 

And to all of them he said equally: – As the only reward I demand 

your silence. Jerusalem is beautiful, big, and strong like David and 

Solomon, who founded it on Mount Moriah and Mount Zion; but in 

it the servants of the Lord have been sacrificed. 

“It is not that I fear death, but I want it for myself when our 

Heavenly Father wants it. We cannot provoke it or look for it, except 

when it is time. And it’s not my time yet." 

Almost all those healed by him were faithful to this promise, and 

thus it is explained that the Divine Savior reached the 30 years of 

his life without having transcended his fame as a prophet and 

miracle worker to the high spheres of the priesthood and doctorate 

of Israel. 

Some vague rumors sometimes reached the Great College of 

Jerusalem and the porches of the Temple, but the most celebrated 

Jewish doctors silenced everything with their usual contemptuous 

phrase: "Let us not waste time in paying attention to such rumors. 
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Did anything good ever come out of Galilee? 

And from Galilee came the most radiant sun that was to 

illuminate the paths of terrestrial humanity, leaving the old Jewish 

people like an arid rock submerged in darkness, closed to all 

renewal due to the hardness of its heart. 

"All light must come from Jerusalem" was the unshakeable 

axiom of the wise doctors and priests of Israel, who in their blind 

pride and arrogance came to think that the Supreme Creator of the 

worlds would subordinate His will to theirs. Tremendous error that 

has ridiculed most philosophers and dogmatic sages, whose 

affirmations and premises were swept away like dry leaves by the 

Eternal Law of Evolution, and by scientific discoveries of all kinds, 

which have shed clarity of evidence, of logic and undeniable truths 

in the path of humankind. 
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59. In the City of Kings 
 

Again, we have Yhasua in Jerusalem in the last third of the 22nd 

year of his life. 

Once again, the old house of Leah, the honorable widowed 

relative, who had welcomed them with so much love since the early 

childhood of the Christ-man. 

And with the Elder Yhosep leaning on his arm, Yhasua walked 

through that immense orchard where the cherry and almond trees, 

the vines and the fig trees, the red-flowered pomegranates, and the 

centuries-old olive trees, proudly displayed on their hard barks, the 

engravings that Yhasua-boy had printed in them, to remember 

dates that seemed very important to him. The fall of a nest of larks 

from the top of a cherry tree, whose young chirped wildly asking for 

food; the death of the old tan donkey, on whose back he rode along 

the paths of the orchard; his own fall from the branches of a fig tree 

where he had hidden, with great resentment for a reprimand from 

Leah, who found him giving the thrushes the most beautiful 

bunches of grapes. And Yhasua, already a man, burdened with the 

weight of humankind, laughed like a child at those memories, and 

made his old father laugh, to whom he happily referred the story of 

each of those events. 

He found all his friends from the big capital having some 

disagreements between them and the adherents of the Holy 

Alliance. This disagreement arose because Yhasua's intimates, 

who were the leaders, put a hard brake on the reckless warlike 

enthusiasms of the most vehement. 

 

There were continuous fights between some of the affiliates and 

the soldiers of the Roman garrison that guarded the Antonia 

Fortress, the Citadel, or the Palace of Mount Zion. This latter was 

the residence of the High Priest and of Caesar's representative in 

Judea, which, as will be remembered, had been taken from 

Archelaus, son of Herod, and placed directly under the authority of 

a Roman governor. 

Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus, who were with Gamaliel 

and Nicholas of Damascus, the most recognized authority of the 

Holy Alliance, could not calm the warlike ardor of many affiliates, 

who at all costs wanted to break spears with the dominating 

intruders of Israel and with the dependents of the Sanhedrin who 

friendly tolerated those. 
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To celebrate name days of the imperial family, or glorious dates 

for their Legions or their maritime fleets, they adorned the façades 

of public buildings with brilliant shields fringed with flags and 

pennants with Roman eagles and images of heroes or consecrated 

characters. This infuriated some of the members who were too 

extreme in their Jewish patriotism. And late at night they would tear 

down all that ornamentation that the next day would appear in small 

pieces, or they would throw shields and insignia on the garbage 

dump on the outskirts of the city, where the aqueducts drained with 

all kinds of filth. 

Inscriptions made with tar began to appear in the most public 

and prominent places: “To the gallows with the tyrants” – “Out with 

the invaders” – “Stone the traitors of the temple and the Law”; etc. 

As a result of all this, greater surveillance was placed, until the 

Roman authority identified some of the perpetrators who were 

arrested and placed in the dungeons of the Antonia Fortress, 

incommunicado and for an indefinite period of time. Yhasua 

received this painful report from his friends. The detainees were 36, 

and their relatives, naturally, were desperate and blaming the Holy 

Alliance as the cause of all this evil. 

 

To avoid the complaints that the families could make in this 

sense, the leaders were forced to support them with the funds that 

they had prepared for the glorious future that everyone expected. 

They calmed them down with the promise of soon freeing their 

captives. But how to fulfill this promise, without exposing 

themselves as allies of those guilty of rebellion against the supreme 

authority of Caesar? 

Such were the circumstances when Yhasua arrived in 

Jerusalem with his parents, his sister Anna, and other relatives. 

—There you have the evil that results from confusing the 

Kingdom of God with the terrestrial kingdom —Yhasua answered 

them—. The Holy Alliance has as its object and purpose to magnify 

souls, illuminate intelligence with Divine Knowledge to be better, 

more just, more selfless. To be more capable of union and 

fraternity, which is what gives peoples the strength to win their 

freedom. 

“Rebellion against a force a hundred times greater than yours 

can only lead to much greater ruin than you deplore. 

"This means that in our ranks there are many who have not 

understood the high purpose of the Holy Alliance, nor its main 
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objective: the unity of all under a single directing force, which we 

can call moral, mental and physical discipline, to reach finally what 

we have proposed. 

“This also means that if these exalted members of the Holy 

Alliance were to have power and strength in their hands, they would 

act exactly like their adversaries: they would impose their will and 

ways of seeing with violence, and they would be other masters, as 

tyrants and despots as those who they seek to throw to the ground. 

 

He found out immediately and learned that the Commander who 

commanded the garrison of the Antonia Fortress, was new to 

Jerusalem. The official that he had cured had been transferred to 

the fortress of the Jaffa Gate, called the Citadel; but he was the 

son-in-law of the Commander of the Antonia Fortress. 

He went to visit him, thereby giving him great satisfaction. 

Immensely grateful, everything seemed little for the Nazarene 

Prophet who brought him back to life. He had just married and had 

sworn to his wife that he would never take part in circus races. 

The Master explained to him the affliction he had for the 36 

imprisoned in the Antonia Fortress and asked him whether it would 

be convenient to ask for mercy for them. 

—The case is serious— the Roman officer replied— because 

they threw a bust of Caesar and all the eagles on the shields, 

symbols of imperial greatness, onto the dunghill. But my father-in-

law is horribly desperate because his only son is infected with 

leprosy. He has brought notable physicians from Persia and 

Alexandria, and illness advances at full speed. He’s already on the 

verge of losing his fingers and his upper lip. 

“You are a Prophet. If you can cure him, rest assured that he will 

give you whatever you ask for. The boy has cut short a beautiful 

career because he was Drusus's favorite partner, Caesar's son, at 

the Military Academy and in the athletic games. 

—Do me the favor of introducing myself to him— Yhasua told 

him —and it will be another work worthy of a just man that will 

embellish your life. 

—Let's go right now— he told him—. The unhappy desperate 

father will welcome you like a god from Olympus. 

It was so indeed. 

—Here is a Nazarene prophet who cures leprosy— said the son-

in-law to his father-in-law. As a good Roman of the time, he had 

great dislike for the Hebrew race, but the pain of losing his son, 
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whom he was forced to keep locked up in the leper cell in a remote 

corner of the same Antonia Fortress, softened his heart. 

—Are you a physician? —he asked him. 

—Yes, Commander— Yhasua replied—. My God, the God of all 

the Prophets of Israel, gives me the power to cure the diseases 

against which science has declared itself impotent. Your son-in-law 

has told me about your leper son. Here I am at your disposal. 

—I must tell you— added the son-in-law— that this Prophet was 

the one who saved my life when I was about to perish as a result 

of that circus accident. 

The Commander widened his eyes to look at Yhasua who was 

looking at him sweetly. 

—Even if you ask me for all that I possess and all that I am, 

including denying Caesar and the eagles, I will do it Prophet, if you 

save my only son. 

—I don't have to ask you for any of that, but rather that you do 

works that are pleasing to my God, who is love and justice— 

Yhasua answered. 

—Let's go— said the Commander, and the three continued 

through long corridors and hallways, patios and stairs, until they 

reached a rusty tower of the many that flanked the walls of that 

formidable fortress. 

They entered a room that was like an antechamber to the so-

called leper cell. The reader will understand that said compartment 

was only for those attacked who belonged to high-ranking Roman 

families, or very close friends and allies of them. The mob of lepers 

was thrown outside the walls of the city and took refuge in the caves 

of the Hill of Bad Counsel that we already know. 

 

The Commander opened a grated shutter and looked through it 

into the next room. He then invited Yhasua to watch as well. 

That room was well lit and furnished but full of dust and 

cobwebs. Who could dare come in to clean up? 

On the wall in front of the post there was a fine, yellow-curtained 

bed with excellent woolen blankets, leather covers, and silk 

cushions. And next to the door where the shutter opened, Yhasua 

saw a table on which food and water could be left from the shutter 

itself. The patient was lying on the bed and seemed to be sleeping. 

He represented a 20-year-old young man, tall and due to the great 

care in eating, did not appear very exhausted by the disease. 

—Open the door for me— Yhasua said simply. 
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—But, how?... Do you dare to enter? — the Commander 

inquired astonished—. His mother herself reaches this shutter, she 

looks at her son crying, she leaves him the best food and fruits, the 

most delicious wine, but she never asked me to open the door for 

her! 

Yhasua smiled sweetly and said again: 

—Open the door for me. 

—Open it for him— added his son-in-law, seeing his father-in-

law's hesitation—. The Prophet is the winner of death, and the evils 

of men do not reach him. 

—Great is your faith— Master told him— and I must take it into 

account. 

The door was open, and Jhasua hurried into the leper's room. 

His two companions watched him from the shutter. 

—Paulo Gaius! –said the Master in a loud voice. 

—Oh! –Exclaimed the Commander–, who told him his name? 

Was it you? 

—What am I supposed to say! ... I didn't even mention anything 

about your son, except that he was a leper. 

The young man sat up in bed and looked at Yhasua with startled 

eyes. 

—Are you also a leper? —he asked him. 

—No, thanks to God. I come to cure your illness. 

The young man let out a laugh mixed with mockery and anger 

and turning towards the wall he lay down again. 

—My son— said the Commander from the window— listen to 

the words of this just man, who is the Prophet who cured your 

brother-in-law when the Circus accident occurred. 

—Paulo Gaius! –The Master said again, and his voice must 

have had such great force, that the young man jumped from the 

bed, and face to face with Yhasua, he extended his two hands that 

appeared bruised and full of small bumps announcing the first 

pustules that were going to destroy them. 

—What do you want of me? —he asked him with feverish 

anxiety. 

—That you believe in the power that my God vested in me to 

give you back your health and life! –exclaimed the Master, with a 

voice so overloaded with divine energy that it caused a shudder. 

—I believe, I believe, I believe in the power of your God, 

Prophet!... —the sick man shouted. And the father, fallen on his 

knees at the lintel of the half-open door, also said: 
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—I believe, I believe in the power of your God, Prophet! 

Yhasua concentrated on himself, spread his hands over the 

leper and said: 

—Dear Father!... Show men without faith that I am your son to 

whom you have transmitted your divine powers over all human 

pain. Paulo Gaius! My God wants you to be healed! 

The young man fell unconscious on the bed as if struck by an 

electric current. 

—Did you kill him? —the father shouted. 

—No, Commander. What was killed is the illness that consumed 

him. Enter without fear, for the germs of leprosy no longer exist. 

All traces of the horrible disease had disappeared from the body 

of Paulo Gaius. 

—Call his mother— said Yhasua— for it’s a work of mercy to 

remove from her heart the anguish that is killing her. 

The officer ran to the pavilion inhabited by the family and 

returned hastily bringing a grieving woman who believed she had 

come to witness her son's agony. 

—Our son is safe— her husband told her, hugging her, and 

bringing her closer to the bed of the young man who continued in 

torpor. The woman was still crying. 

The Master mixed water and wine from the amphorae that were 

on the table and wetting his fingers, he shook them several times 

over the young man's face. 

—Paulo Gaius! Wake up, your parents are waiting for you. 

The young man opened his eyes and then sat up. He looked 

down at his hands and arms. He opened his robe and looked down 

at his chest. 

His mother couldn't resist anymore, and she threw herself on 

him, covering him with kisses and tears. 

Twenty months had gone by without being able to get close to 

her son, who had been snatched from his arms by leprosy. 

 

The Commander took Yhasua to a sumptuous pavilion in the 

Stronghold and demanded that he state the reward he wanted. 

—I am already amply rewarded for myself. Isn't it mine the 

happiness to see you full of bliss at this moment? 

—But do you really want nothing for yourself or for your 

relatives? You are very young, you must have a mother, a wife, 

siblings; ask me for something for them if you want nothing for 

yourself –insisted the Commander. 
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—I have parents and siblings but thank God they don't need 

anything because they have abundant health, peace, and joy. I 

have another family that suffers and that is not of my blood. For 

them I do ask for your clemency and your pity. 

—Speak, Prophet of your God, because whatever it is, it is 

granted. 

—I beg clemency for the 36 rebellious Israelites you have 

imprisoned in this Fortress. 

—They have caused so much disorder and injury to Caesar!... 

—he answered regretfully. 

—I know everything, and I don't agree with it. They have done 

wrong, because these are not the paths through which the Hebrew 

nation will achieve its freedom. But... Commander!... It is not the 

just who should be forgiven, but the criminals. Because they have 

sinned against the authority of Caesar is why I ask you for mercy 

for them. 

—Prophet of God!... It’s impossible that I can deny you anything! 

Today they will be free. 

He called a subordinate and ordered the 36 convicts brought, 

most of whom were under 20 years of age. Some were 22 and 25-

year-old. They all had a chain riveted to their feet that barely 

allowed them to take small steps. 

—This is a Prophet of your God, and he asks for your freedom! 

—the Commander told them. 

—Yhasua!... David's son!... Our future Savior!... —several 

voices exclaimed at the same time. 

—Yes, your Savior from the sentence into which you have fallen 

due to your imprudence— Yhasua told them severely—. Why have 

you given yourself over to these acts of violence that only worsen 

the situation of the Jewish people? The tests sent by our God are 

atonement for your errors and must be endured with dignity and 

courage. 

“The Commander present here has granted me your freedom, 

which will be made effective by promising to be docile to the norms 

that your leaders have set for you, in the event of foreign 

domination over the country. 

—We promise— they all said— but let the soldiers not provoke 

us with bloody taunts, calling us dogs of Israel, miserable mutilated 

people, rubbish from the dunghill, etc., etc. 

—Is that what my soldiers tell you? —The Commander shouted 

angrily. 
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—Yes, sir, and much worse things, which a man cannot bear 

without throwing a stone at their heads. 

—Fine, from now on things will change. I take responsibility, I 

answer for my garrison's respect for the people, and the Prophet 

answers for your respect for the authority of Caesar. Do we agree? 

—Completely— answered Yhasua, echoed by the 36 convicts. 

—Our God wants you free and just— the Master exclaimed 

aloud. —Go to your house. 

The convicts began to walk, leaving the chains that tied their feet 

on the pavement. 

—By Olympian Jupiter! —the Commander shouted. —What 

does this mean?... 

—Commander!..., it is more difficult to kill the leprosy that 

corroded the body of your son, than to open the chains that tied the 

feet of the captives. My God, the God of the Prophets of Israel, is 

the owner of all that exists –Yhasua told him–. There is no power 

like his power. 

—You are a powerful magician, and you will own the world! – 

exclaimed the austere soldier, between frightened and joyful. —I 

am tempted to forget the gods of Olympus by your God, Prophet of 

Israel! 

—Do as you say, and you will be very happy— Yhasua told him, 

and he left behind the now free prisoners. The soldier followed him 

with his gaze full of astonishment. 

And outside the Fortress, Yhasua said, in a stern tone, to the 

former captives: 

—Are you startled to see your chains open? If the power of our 

God is so great, why don't you calmly wait on Him, that can give 

freedom to Israel if it were worthy of it? And be mindful that he took 

you out of your prison once, but he’s not obliged to take you out 

once more. The hour of the Lord will come when He wants, and we 

who are his creatures must wait for the fulfillment of his designs. 

The Universal Father has worked in the way that you have seen so 

that our dominators know that when He is served, He will sweep 

them off the face of the Earth like dry leaves that are carried away 

by the wind. Go then in peace to reassure yours and use prudence 

and caution when reporting your release from prison. "Silence is 

always the best ally of the oppressed." 

Among the recently released prisoners was a nephew of Eliacin, 

Shipro's uncle, who together with his parents and brothers worked 

in one of the olive groves and vineyards of Prince Jeshua whom 
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the reader already knows. Said young man ran to Ithamar's palace 

and told his uncle what had happened in the Antonia Fortress. So, 

when Yhasua went to visit his friends that afternoon, he found that 

they were already in possession of the secret. 

Hack-Ben Faqui was preparing his return trip to Cyrene, his 

hometown. His father was urgently waiting for him, since the Elder 

Amenokal of the Tuaregs, powerful ruler of the great Sahara 

desert, had died, and Queen Selene was demanding the presence 

of all their chiefs in the fortress of lost rocks, among the desert 

dunes. 

It was more than four months before the wedding of Thirsa and 

Nebai, so he had plenty of time to go and return to fulfill his word. 

Yhasua sent with him epistles to Philo of Alexandria and Prince 

Melchior, telling them what had happened in Antioch, without 

forgetting Balthasar's departure to the kingdom of souls. He invited 

them both to come to Jerusalem, where he was willing to spend the 

entire fall there for family resolutions. He considered them strongly 

linked to him in the redeeming work of Israel and the entire world, 

and he believed that they should fortify that alliance with 

agreements that still had to be reached. 

Judah accompanied Faqui to the port of Ashkelon, where he 

took the first ship that set sail for the city of Alexandria. 

The young and vehement African, understood in that farewell to 

the family of Judah and other friends of Jerusalem, how deep were 

the affections that united him in the brief time that he had spent in 

the country of Solomon. And with all the sincerity of his soul he said 

when leaving: – “I consider the country of the Hebrews as a second 

homeland. I leave my whole soul here where Yhasua, Thirsa, and 

Judah remain, where Naomi remains, the mother who replaces the 

one who gave me life; and where the best and most noble hearts 

that I have known in my life remain”. 

 

Faqui's love for Yhasua was fruitful for the spiritual and moral 

evolution of humankind that inhabited North Africa and the banks 

of the Nile, as we will see later. 

Yhasua's life in this season that he spent with his parents in 

Jerusalem, was tumultuous, very active and hectic, due to the great 

efforts he made to restore peace and tranquility to the members of 

the Holy Alliance, without neglecting his apostolate of brotherly love 

towards his fellow men. 
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Day by day the clear awareness of his mission as Savior of the 

World was forming in his intimate self. He had not come only for 

Israel, but for all the peoples and for all the races of the Earth. 

He often went to the temple to look in the old archives, the papyri 

already forgotten by the brand-new doctors of that time, which the 

few remaining Essene priests provided him with, knowing who was 

asking for them. Simeon had died, Eleazar and Ezra were still alive, 

but already very old they only went to the temple on Saturday to 

take part in the sacred liturgies. It was then, when retired with 

Yhasua in one of the cells that were part of the temple itself, 

destined to keep the objects of worship, they had long 

conversations about the true divine law, from which the people had 

separated seduced by the doctors and priests. The spirit of love for 

God and neighbor, the core of that law, had been erased from the 

popular soul by force of new ordinances and prescriptions of a 

purely material order, but increased with such exaggeration that 

they formed thick scripts that the faithful could not finish learning.  

The tendency of modern priestly preceptors to make themselves 

increasingly essential in the religious and civil life of the Israelites 

in general was clear. 

For every minor thing they had to go to a priest who would give 

his approval to every situation or circumstance in their life, without 

which they could not continue their activities of any order 

whatsoever. 

A spot on the skin required the intervention of the priest to say if 

that was the germ of an evil that made the man impure. Touching 

clothing or objects that had touched a corpse required priestly 

intervention and offerings for purification. Hardly could a man or a 

woman spend a day in their life that they were not forced to demand 

the priestly intervention to remove the impurity contracted by such 

insignificant things that already bordered on stupidity and ridicule. 

Those faithful to their faith occupied all the attention in these 

insignificant trifles and naturally neglected the foundation of the 

Law, which was love of God and neighbor above all things. 

 

One day when Yhasua remained in the temple during hours 

when the faithful attended, a doctor of the Law explained to his 

listeners one after another the innumerable ordinances on impure 

things that stained man in terms of food, drink, when approaching 

tombs, animals, etc., etc. 

—You who are a doctor from Israel— Yhasua asked the speaker 
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—can you tell me how many were the commandments of the Law 

that Jehovah gave to Moses? 

—Are you so ignorant that you don't know? There were 10 and 

they are as follows – and the doctor emphatically recounted the 

mandates of the Decalogue. 

—And why have you corrected the text of Moses, adding that 

accumulation of ordinances and laws that would require an 

Egyptian chariot to load them, and that the people must endure 

willingly or ill? 

—And who are you, to rebuke a doctor of the Law, a member of 

the Sanhedrin who can punish you for your rebellion? —said the 

doctor with a very manifest anger. 

—I am the one who can tell you, shut up your tongue that is lying 

before God and before the people. —And he quickly left the temple 

to the astonishment of all, because the speaker made unheard-of 

efforts to speak and only howled like the cawing of crows. 

Some came out to throw stones at the reckless young man who 

had disturbed the peace of the temple, but they only found two 

paralyzed beggars whom Yhasua covered with his blue cloak. They 

fought to each keep one half of the cloak, without clearly perceiving 

that their crooked and misshapen legs were healed, since they put 

all their effort into that cloak they intended to divide. 

 

Those who came out to insult the Master, fell on that blue bulge 

that moved so abruptly in the outer court, because they recognized 

the cloak of the young man who had rebuked the speaker. The 

astonishment was great when they saw the cured beggars, who 

began to run with Yhasua's blue cloak seized at both ends and 

floating in the wind like a piece of the clear and pure sky of Judea. 

—The devil is involved in all this— they said, —because it’s the 

work of black magicians. 

The orator had recovered the use of the word, but the books 

closed and put away, he had prostrated himself on the ground and 

prayed, weeping bitterly. 

—Lord God of Israel! —He said—. Gehenna's fire is lit for me 

because knowing the truth, I have taught the lie. Lord!... Have 

mercy on me, that from my deep abyss I wait for your promises!... 
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60. The Death of Yhosep 
 

One night, Yhasua woke up with a start because he thought he 

heard his father's voice calling him. 

He ran to his bedroom and found him fast asleep. He sat down 

next to him, and his luminous spirit sank into meditation. Shortly 

after being there, he observed that a transparent white silhouette 

was designed next to him. He asked for Divine Light to understand 

the enigma. It was the astral or double body of his father asleep, 

but not in the guise of an old man, but in full virility. 

Yhasua understood that he was saying: “–My body sleeps its 

last night on Earth. Tomorrow when the sun rises to its zenith, I will 

be a free spirit, eager for light and beauty. I want to take this step 

with your hands in mine. Help me to enter the Kingdom of Light”. 

 

The white and transparent image vanished on Yhosep's chest, 

and he woke up looking for something around him. 

—Oh, Yhasua!... Were you here? I just dreamed of you, but I 

don't remember what I dreamed of. Your face is sad, and your eyes 

want to cry. What's happening? 

—Nothing, father!... I was praying, and the divine truth that came 

to me produced intense emotion in me— answered the Master. 

—It must be very early, since the shadows of the night are still 

there— Yhosep said, sitting up in his bed. 

Yhasua drew back the curtains on a large window overlooking 

the orchard, and a pale rosy light filled the room. 

—It is the beautiful dawn of Jerusalem! –exclaimed the Elder 

who seemed happier than ever–. 

“When the sun rises a little higher, I will see from here the golden 

and blue roofs of the temple of the Lord. And then you will recite 

the thanksgiving psalm to me because the Lord lets me see the 

light of this new day. 

 

Making a supreme effort, Yhasua was able to calm down so that 

his father would not notice his pain. He was going to see him leave 

the physical plane that same day, and a wave of sadness 

oppressed his heart! 

—At this moment— said Yhasua— I remember an old papyrus 

that I liked to read a lot during my stay on Tabor. It refers to the 

beautiful visions of the kingdom of souls, which a Master of Divine 

Wisdom frequently had, who lived on a continent that disappeared 
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under the waters many centuries ago. The continent was called 

Atlantis and the Master, Antulius. 

—And what visions were those? —Yhosep asked. 

—I'll tell you a few. Antulius saw angels of the Lord floating daily 

like white clouds over the face of the Earth, which he calls Candles 

of Piety, that were collecting from the Earth like flowers from a 

garden, the souls of those who daily left their bodies to spend to 

the realms of light. 

And there are thousands of Candles of Piety that carry out this 

most noble mission: to detach souls from their physical matter, 

already incapable of sustaining life, and introduce them into the 

spiritual plane, which they have conquered given their degree of 

evolution. It is understood, of course, that such solicitude and love 

is for the just who have done as much good as they could on Earth 

in compliance with the eternal law of love for one another. 

—I listen to you, my son, and I think that being terrified of death 

is ignorance and a great misunderstanding. This Master of Divine 

Wisdom must have been a great enlightened one, right Yhasua? – 

Yhosep said, looking placidly at his son. 

—He was without a doubt. And his beautiful clairvoyance 

experiences have allowed our Higher Schools to create great 

treatises on this matter, which opens new horizons for seekers of 

the Eternal Ideal. 

At this moment Myriam appeared carrying a bowl of hot milk with 

honey and freshly baked buns for the Elder. 

—How come you are here so early, my son? –She asked 

Yhasua. 

—I thought I felt that my father was calling me and came. 

—Look for the book of Psalms, Yhasua, the sun is already 

rising— said the Elder while he was having breakfast. —Don't go, 

Myriam –he added–, together the three of us will give thanks to the 

Lord because we have seen the light of a new day and because he 

fills us with so many gifts. 

Yhasua took the book requested by his father from the table, 

and as one who collects the best ears in a golden wheat field, 

Yhasua was choosing the most beautiful and suggestive verses. 

These verses filled Yhosep's soul with sweetness, who was about 

to detach himself from his physical matter. 

The sun rose towards the zenith and its rays fell on the golden 

domes of the Temple of the Lord. The Elder's face seemed to light 

up with a serene beatitude, while he was repeating the phrases that 
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Yhasua read “As the deer pants for the streams of waters, so my 

soul pants for You, oh, God, my soul! My soul thirsts for God! Of 

the living God! When will I appear before God!... Send me your 

Light and your Truth, which will lead me to the mountain of your 

holiness and to your tabernacles. And I will go up to the altar of 

God, to the God of my joy, and I will praise you with harp and 

psaltery, oh my God! ..Wait for me, Lord, because I still have to 

praise you" (Words found in Psalms 42 and 43). 

 

The Elder's eyes continued to look at the sunbeam, which 

glowed like an ember in the dome of the Sanctuary, and he seemed 

to no longer hear his son's reading, for his very low and broken 

voice kept repeating: "Wait for me, Lord, because I am going to 

You! to praise and bless you!..." those were his last words. 

A slight jolt shook his body, and the great silence of death 

seemed to wrap him in its veil of mystery and peace. 

Myriam, who was praying with her eyes half closed, didn't even 

notice what had happened. 

—Receive him, Lord, in your kingdom of love and light, because 

he loved you above all things and for You he loved his fellow men 

as himself! –Yhasua said in a loud voice joining his hands on his 

chest. 

Myriam came to herself from her meditative and deep 

abstraction upon hearing her son's words, which she repeated with 

her sobbing voice as she understood what had happened. She 

looked with fright at the immobile pupils of the Elder with his head 

turned towards the window, were already off but always fixed on 

the ray of sun that illuminated the Sanctuary, which for him was the 

House of God. 

Yhasua kissed that still warm venerable forehead, closed his 

eyes and laid him back on his bed. 

—You no longer have a father, my son! –She murmured Myriam 

sobbing. 

Yhasua hugged her tenderly as he told her: 

—I have him in the Kingdom of Light and Love, mother, where 

he awaits us to continue the psalm of adoration that we have just 

recited together. –And he took her to the cenacle, where he called 

the widow Leah, her servants, and some relatives who lived in her 

respective homes on the other side of the garden. 

This is how that just man ended his terrestrial journey of that 

time, perhaps the happiest that a man can live on the physical 
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plane. 

Yhasua was accompanied by his great friends from Jerusalem 

and by numerous members of the Holy Alliance. And after the 

customary funeral rites, the corpse was buried in David's tomb, 

which the reader already knows, because its immense crypts were 

one of the nocturnal meeting points for those who dreamed of an 

upcoming freedom for the Hebrew nation.  
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61. To the Judean Desert 
 

Something was whispered that could affect Yhasua's safety. His 

father had been entombed in David's royal tomb, therefore he was 

a descendant of David. 

And if the young prophet who cured lepers and did so many 

wonders was a descendant of David, wouldn't he be the Savior 

announced by the Prophets? Through the great market-square of 

the Jaffa Gate, voices too lively to pass unheeded began to spread, 

to the ever-alert ears of the princes and doctors of the Sanhedrin. 

The Essenian priests reported this to Yhasua, who, 

accompanied by Prince Judah, Simonides, and Shipro, took refuge 

on the Mount of Olives, behind which began the arid Judean desert, 

with its rock labyrinths and sepulchral caves. 

The Essenes had a refuge there for the sick in soul and body, 

and above all for the obsessed, which the Jews called “demonic”. 

Ignorance made people believe that the mentally ill were 

possessed by evil spirits, and some of them whose illness was 

extremely violent and appeared dominated by irrepressible fury 

were tied with chains to the rocks of the caves. 

The four fugitives, knights on stout donkeys loaded with food for 

several days by Simonides' foresight, arrived after a day and a 

night of travel. The distance was not so much as the path was 

tangled and tortuous, sometimes skirting bare rocks or wading 

streams, ramifications that persisted from what in other times was 

the mighty and wild Torrent Kidron. 

The martyrdom began for the tender heart of Myriam, still 

anguished by the recent death of Yhosep. But, to free her from any 

indiscreet interrogations that could be made, the same night that 

Yhasua was going to leave Jerusalem, she was taken with Anna 

and her cousin Leah to the palace of Prince Ithamar, where good 

Naomi with Thirsa and Nebai would take care of reassuring her. 

The banishment of the fugitives from the Holy City lasted only 

two weeks, as the young Shipro, who came and went from the 

caves to the city, finally brought the news that Joseph of Arimathea 

and Nicodemus with their friends had disproved those rumors that 

alarmed some members of the Sanhedrin. They wanted and 

expected the Messiah, the Deliverer of Israel, but they wanted a 

Messiah docile to all the laws and ordinances that overwhelmed 

the people, whose voice could not be raised except to offer 

abundant offerings and sacrifices, which enriched the proud 
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priestly families. 

Yhasua was not, then, the Messiah that the Sanhedrin needed. 

Yhasua told the people: “Freedom of conscience, thought, and 

action is a gift granted by God to the human creature; and as long 

as that freedom does not infringe on the rights of others, the person 

who prevents or destroys it commits a crime”. 

Forty-two mental patients that people called possessed were 

given back their use of reason and to human society in the two 

weeks that Yhasua remained in the caverns of the Judean desert. 

 

This narrative would become endless if we had to recount one 

by one the intense dramas that took place in those caves, where 

Divine Energy and Eternal Love arrived, expressed by Yhasua, 

Word of God, over all those intelligences submerged in the 

darkness of mental imbalance. 

But for the reader to form an idea of the work of love carried out 

on this occasion by the Divine Master, we will narrate some cases. 

One was a man of about 40 years of age, whose mental insanity 

consisted in the fact that at given and very frequent intervals, he 

gave frightful howls and twisted around in a terrible defense from 

enemies that only he saw. With sticks, with his nails, with his teeth, 

with sharp-edged stones, he attacked the rocks, the trunks of the 

trees and even against the people who dared to approach him 

when he was in crisis. He had caused serious harm to many, so 

they had him tied around the waist with a chain to the trunk of a 

tree. Right there they had made him a hut of stone and palm fronds 

stuffed with straw so he wouldn't hurt himself. 

Another case was that of a woman of mature age, whose habit 

consisted of digging graves to bury herself, for which reason they 

had to watch her constantly, since they had already taken her out 

several times almost completely covered with earth and rocks, 

which she herself made fall from the edges of the open pit. 

And in her horrible delirium she imagined burying with her a 

hated enemy who had undoubtedly done her much harm. Her 

hysterical laughter seemed like the cawing of crows tearing up a 

corpse to devour; that was the impression received when seeing 

this unfortunate victim of human wickedness. 

The therapists knew something of the tragic history of those 

tormented lives. 

The chained man had been a wealthy merchant who carried and 

brought goods from the Red Sea to Jerusalem by means of his 
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caravan. 

His wife and twin 12-year-old daughters always stayed in 

Jerusalem during his absence. One day when he came back from 

a trip, he found the three of them, mother and daughters, tied up 

and gagged at the bottom of the warehouse, naked and their skin 

torn from so many lashes that their ribs were exposed. The three 

were dead and their corpses were already decomposing, so it was 

clear that many days had passed since that event. The rats had 

torn the corpses to pieces even more. What had been the motive 

for such a hideous crime? 

The therapists did not know this and the unfortunate madman in 

his irrepressible fury knew nothing to say, except to deal blows and 

throw stones in all directions. 

The woman who wanted to bury herself alive had been crazy 

since the beheading of the Bethlehemite children ordered by Herod 

the Idumean, when the three travelers from the east slipped out of 

his hands, without telling him where the King of Israel who had 

been born was. 

Her one-year-old son had had his throat cut, and her husband 

and her father, who tried to run away to save the child, had their 

chests stabbed open and all three had been thrown into a common 

grave. And her obsession for wanting to bury herself alive seemed 

to obey the horrible memory she kept of that event. 

 

The other cases naturally had a terrible origin: persecutions, 

murders, dungeons that were never opened, spoils, misery, 

abandonment, and death. 

Yhasua with his soul all made light that appeared in his eyes, 

silently reviewed that painful scene of lived and felt human 

tragedies. He buried his forehead in his hands and sitting as he 

was on a piece of rock, he let his silent tears flow for a long time. 

Judah and Simonides had sat silent beside him. The youngster 

Shipro, with his tender soul shuddering with fear, had let himself 

fall on the dry straw in which Yhasua sank his feet. The burning 

tears of the Son of God made man fell on the brown hands of 

Shipro, who upon seeing them, could no longer contain himself and 

with his eyes crystallized with tears, he hugged Yhasua's knees 

and said with a voice broken by sobs: 

—Prince of David!... When I cried one day on my camel's neck, 

you comforted me by giving me peace... You cry now, Lord, over 

my open hands at your feet and I cannot comfort you! 
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Yhasua rested his head on Shipro's head as he said to him: 

—I weep, Shipro, for the wickedness of men and sometimes I 

lack the courage to sacrifice myself for them! It will be the sacrifice 

of a lamb for the tigers and panthers of the jungle. 

Simonides and Judah, who had their emotions knotted in their 

throats, approached him and Judah said to him: –The man is 

speaking right now. Yhasua, Son of God!... Let's wait that He who 

sent you to men speaks! 

The Elder, drying his own tears, offered Yhasua his vial with 

cherry syrup that he always carried with him. 

—Drink, my Lord— he told him— the great fatigue you have 

suffered has weakened you like this. 

The Master drank a sip, not remembering that they had not had 

any food since the previous afternoon. 

—You will heal them all, oh, my sovereign King of Israel!, and 

then even the rocks of these mountains and the sands of this desert 

will sing to the Lord. 

A therapist approached the group bringing a platter of bread and 

bowls of hot milk with honey. 

—You have guessed our need— Judah told him while receiving 

the platter and offering the first portion to Yhasua—. We didn't take 

anything since we left Jerusalem at nightfall. 

—I supposed so— said the therapist— and to witness the 

scenes that are seen here, it’s necessary to have well-tempered 

nerves and a heart full of strong blood. 

 

For that night's rest, Judah chose a spacious, dry cave, from 

where six insane people who were among the calmest were 

transferred and placed as lookouts for the most terribly 

unbalanced. Helped by them, Shipro collected a large quantity of 

fresh hay and arranged beds for the four newcomers. 

Simonides, who foresaw everything, took sheets and blankets 

from his traveler's suitcase. 

—Wow! you never see this around here—said the peaceful 

madmen who were tidying up the grotto—. You must all be from a 

family of kings. 

—Of course— replied Shipro— the two young men are princes 

of the country of Israel. 

—And what do they come to do here among all our misery? —

asked one of the madmen.  

—You will surely find out about that tomorrow— answered the 
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young servant, almost sure that the sun of the following day would 

shed its light on all the madmen, already cured and happy. 

That night was a deep silence. The guardian therapists, who 

were two, said that normally at night they could not sleep in peace 

because of the terrible howls, screams, cries, and curses that those 

unfortunate people exhaled, as if they were venting their evil with 

it. 

In the grotto prepared for Yhasua and his traveling companions, 

the two guardian therapists met, and after reciting the psalms that 

ask for mercy from the Most High, they held a long spiritual 

concentration, for which Yhasua prepared them with a simple 

explanation about the power of thought driven by selfless and pure 

love. 

The next morning Yhasua went with the therapists and his 

companions to visit one by one the insane people, whom they 

found perfectly calm. 

—This is a great doctor who has come to cure your disease, —

the therapists said to the sick—. He’s a prophet of God and only 

asks of you to expect everything from the God of Israel, who sends 

him. 

The man with the chain was sleeping, and thus asleep he was 

untied at the direction of Yhasua. When he woke up, he saw next 

to him the Master who offered him bread and dry fruits with that 

divine sweetness of his, which seemed to soften the mountains. 

—You’ve released me from the chain— he told him— and you 

haven't thought that I’m a madman, possessed by demons, and 

that I can kill you. 

—Would you be happy if you did so? —Yhasua asked him 

without moving or changing his position, sitting on the ground, with 

bread and fruit in a basket. 

—I couldn't kill you even if I wanted to, little lamb without gall!... 

The angels of Jehovah are guarding you because you are good like 

Abel and Moses. 

—Okay, even better. Eat and then we’ll talk because I’m the 

friend you were waiting for who’s finally coming to look for you – 

the Master answered. 

—And why were you looking for me? —asked the madman. 

—So that you may be happy among those who love you. 

– Is there someone in life who could love me?... –the madman 

asked again. Yhasua called aloud: 

– Judah, Simonides, Shipro! – The three arrived. – 
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“Isn't it true that this friend of ours will return with us to Jerusalem 

where his family is waiting for him? 

– Exactly– said Simonides. – I have needed a man like him for 

my house for a long time. Of course! He’s in all vigor and life force. 

Eats man, and then we’ll go together to bathe in the neighboring 

stream, where we will fish until noon to prepare a good lunch. 

—And in a few days— Judah added— we’ll set out for 

Jerusalem where they’re waiting for us for a great party. 

—Am I still awake or still sleeping? —asked the madman. 

—Man, if you're eating dried figs with bread and cooked 

chestnuts, it's because you're wide awake— Judah told him, 

laughing. 

—If this one has already been cured— a therapist told 

Simonides in an aside— then the others already are as well. The 

silence last night has made me understand. 

When all the caves were visited bringing breakfast to the sick, 

they all understood and marveled at the formidable Divine Energy 

that the love of Christ had infiltrated those completely unbalanced 

mentalities the day before his arrival. 

—How many human pains have disappeared in one night! Oh, 

sovereign king of souls and bodies! —Simonides exclaimed with 

an enthusiasm that bordered on delirium. 

—Let us bless the Lord— said Yhasua— who is the Father of all 

good. 

A week later they began their return to Jerusalem, where 

Simonides and Judah would find a way to locate with dignity all 

those beings torn from pain and misery. 

Yhasua quite reasonably thought that his mother's immediate 

return to Galilee would be doubly painful for her. She left there 

accompanied by Yhosep and was returning without him. 

Naomi, the noble lady, with her daughter Thirsa and the one who 

was to be her daughter-in-law, Nebai, became so fond of the sweet 

mother of the Christ-man that it was no longer possible to separate 

her from them. 

Within five moons the wedding of Nebai and Thirsa would take 

place, and both brides desired the presence of Yhasua and his 

mother at such an event. 

It was a time of incomparable happiness for all who dwelt under 

the hospitable roof of Prince Ithamar. Their evenings on the terrace 

in the moonlight, under the artistic kiosks or open pavilions 

curtained with jasmine and rose bushes, had an ineffable 
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sweetness. 

Mark, Anna's promised husband, joined those attending the 

evenings, and Prince Judah, who found out the reason why they 

were not going ahead with their marriage, intervened immediately. 

Mark was the eldest of the children in his home, where death 

took his father when they were all little. He was therefore the 

support of his mother and the guardian of five younger siblings, four 

of whom were women. They also had very old maternal 

grandparents, and it was not possible for him to think of creating 

his own home, abandoning his relatives who still needed him. In 

addition, Mark was studying philosophy and letters at the Great 

College, where he also held the positions of clerk or scribe as the 

pen men were called at the time, and warden or guardian of order 

in some of the classrooms of the largest educational institute in the 

country. 

In this way he attended to the subsistence of his large family. 

Simonides was planning to set up an agency for large maritime 

businesses in one of the Mediterranean ports closest to Jerusalem. 

 

From Alexandria to Antioch, it was a long distance and 

sometimes emergencies occurred that required a quick solution. 

They thought that Mark was the right person, and Joppa the 

appropriate maritime city, since it was a meeting point for the 

caravans that came from Arabia through Philadelphia and from the 

countries of the Red Sea. They brought it to the attention of 

Yhasua, who gave them this response that reveals his extreme 

delicacy when it came to material benefits: 

—In this regard, act freely as if I were not in your way. You seek 

an important benefit for my relatives, and I think I’m not the best 

person to tip the scales in their favor. Give me the gift of not 

counting on me for this resolution. 

—Well, my Lord— Simonides said, amazed at Yhasua's 

extreme courteousness—. We are satisfied that you know the 

resolution that Judah and I have taken. –Because of this, Mark 

resigned from the meagerly paid positions in the Great College and 

moved to Joppa with his entire family, where he was established 

as General Agent in said port to represent Simonides, Supreme 

Leader of the vast commercial network established in Syria and 

Palestine 30 years ago by Prince Ithamar of Jerusalem. 

His marriage with Anna would take place, then, together with 

that of Thirsa and Nebai, since a close bond of love united them as 
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if they were really three sisters born from the same mother. 

This season was fertile in works of love, which overflowed like a 

torrent on all the needy in Jerusalem and its suburbs, since 

Ithamar's palace became a weaving workshop and clothing 

preparation for the helpless elderly and the needy in general. 

Myriam and Naomi were immensely happy with the youthful 

enthusiasms of the three young maidens, who were preparing to 

enter into the great responsibilities of marriage with the sublime 

apostolate of works of mercy and love for their neighbor. 

Sabad, mother of Nebai, having married her two sons in Riblah, 

would henceforth consecrate her life to her father Simonides and 

her daughter, for whom Divine Goodness opened a beautiful 

horizon of happiness and well-being. She was to be the wife of 

Prince Judah, heir to one of the noblest and oldest families in 

Jerusalem. 

Sabad recalled and narrated to everyone her dark years of dire 

tragedies, comparing them to her present happiness. 

—The God of Abraham and Jacob— she said with tears in her 

eyes and deep gratitude in her heart— is powerful and good; and 

when one has endured a cruel and hard test blessing His Name, 

the sweetness of His divine love does not take long to arrive like a 

flood of peace, hope, and happiness. 
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62. In the Synagogue of Zerubbabel 
 

During this long stay in Jerusalem, Yhasua devoted himself with 

special consecration to visiting and studying in the numerous 

synagogues in the city, in order to compare the sacred texts that 

were preserved in each. 

Lost in the labyrinth of the winding streets of Jerusalem, in the 

old neighborhoods, some of which dated from before the captivity 

of the Israelites ordered by Nebuchadnezzar in Babylon, he found 

two private synagogues, in which he was introduced by the elder 

Essene priest Ezra, which is already known to the reader. 

—These two schools of Divine Wisdom— the Elder told him, —

after so many centuries still retain the spirit that Zerubbabel and 

Nehemiah, who were their founders, instilled in them. Here I am 

sure, my son, that you’ll find the truth, not in such great abundance 

as in our mountain sanctuaries where Divine Knowledge has 

overflowed, but enough so that pessimism does not overwhelm you 

in your wanderings as an apostle among humankind. 

 

One was in the very ancient northwestern quarter of the city, as 

if attached to a corner of the wall of the so-called Castle of Goliath, 

a gloomy fortress that Herod had used as a tomb for those buried 

alive during the long time it took him to make the Antonia Fortress, 

a true fortified citadel. This was the so-called synagogue of 

Zerubbabel (aka Zorobabel). 

The other was in the southern quarter, also at a corner of the 

wall, a few steps from the so-called Zion Gate where Mount Zion 

Street began, running from south to north until it formed an angle 

with David Street, which ran from east to west. This was the 

synagogue called Nehemiah. 

 

Yhasua shared his discoveries with Joseph of Arimathea and 

Nicodemus, both of whom he knew were as eager for the truth as 

himself. And the three of them started going there every Saturday. 

The owners and leaders claimed direct descent from their 

founders. As the attendance was always very small, limited to a few 

residents of the neighborhood, both synagogues, very distant from 

each other, remained in the complete stillness of unknown things, 

long forgotten. 

In the second portico of the synagogue attached to the Castle of 

Goliath, a worn marble plate read "House of Wisdom built by 
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Zorobabel son of Shealtiel, and his brothers, after the return from 

captivity in the first year of Cyrus King of Persia, in the seventh 

month.” 

Likewise, on the interior portico of the synagogue built in a 

corner of the southern wall, next to the Zion gate, it was read in 

faded characters of the ancient Hebrew “Nehemiah son of 

Sheshbazzar, prince of Judah, founded this altar and house of 

Wisdom, in the first year of Cyrus King of Persia in the fifth month. 

On this altar were kept the sacred vessels that King Cyrus 

ordered to deliver to Sheshbazzar, who with Ezra the Prophet, 

came to rebuild the Temple of Jerusalem.” 

 

Both synagogues therefore had as a seal of honor and glory, in 

addition to their respectable antiquity, the name and genealogy of 

their founders. They had been first-line participants in the 

reconstruction of the city and temple of Jerusalem, under the 

direction of the Prophet Ezra, which also revived the almost 

disappeared Essene Fraternity, in the disastrous time of the cruel 

and barbaric Assyrian invader, Nebuchadnezzar. 

—I want to go completely unnoticed in both synagogues— 

Yhasua had said to his two Doctor friends from Israel, — in order 

to remove all suspicion from their noble owners. 

 

But it happened that the second time they went to the 

synagogue of Zorobabel, Hilkiah, an old scribe in charge of the 

documentation and old sacred books, was clairvoyant and saw that 

when Yhasua entered, the penumbra of the room turned into a 

golden light that emanated from the person of the young man, 

spreading like a golden mist everywhere. 

Hilkiah had a malignant ulcer on his left arm that made it very 

difficult for him to write. Seeing the powerful radiance emanating 

from that modest-looking young man, he made this fervent prayer 

to Jehovah: 

—Lord God of Heaven and Earth, if this light that my soul 

perceives emanates from You, give me a sign so that I adore your 

designs, that my ulcer be healed by the contact of your effluvia 

brought to this house by that servant of yours. 

The scribe was in the farthest corner of the synagogue, sitting 

at one of the desks placed there. 

He had uncovered the diseased part of his arm, and with startled 

eyes he watched the sore quickly dry up, leaving only a small 
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reddish spot on the smooth, clean skin. 

He saw that Yhasua was reading Leviticus from Moses and his 

two companions were leafing through scrolls looking for a passage 

that interested them. He approached Yhasua and asked: – May I 

know who you are? 

—A Hebrew who comes to seek wisdom— he answered. 

—You are a Prophet of God and perhaps you don't know it! 

—And how do you know? 

—The Light of Jehovah walks with you, and that light has healed 

my ulcer. Look – the reddish spot of a recently healed sore was still 

noticeable on his arm. 

—Good man— the Master told him—. If the Lord made you the 

depositary of his secrets, it’s because you have the ability to keep 

them well. So be faithful to the Lord, and may your silence make 

you worthy of his new generosity. 

And without more words he continued reading. 

When neighboring people began to arrive, since it was time to 

begin the explanation of the Holy Scripture, a majestic Rabbi with 

hair and beards black as ebony, approached Yhasua and gave him 

the book of Isaiah. 

A servant approached a lectern and the rabbi said to the Master: 

– Master, my Lord, please explain chapter 66 of the Prophet Isaiah, 

which is the assigned reading for today. 

Yhasua looked deep into his eyes and saw sincerity in him. 

—Be as you wish— he said, and standing in front of the atrium 

he opened the book and read—: ‘Thus says the Lord: Heaven is 

my throne and Earth is my footstool. Where is the house you will 

build for me, and where will my resting place be? 

‘Has not my hand made all these things, and so they came into 

being?, says the Lord, but I will look at the poor and humble in spirit, 

and the one who bows his head to my word.’ 

"May the Most High God of Israel put the light of his stars in my 

mind and the fire of his sun on my tongue so that I may be a worthy 

transmitter of Isaiah's thought— Yhasua said beginning his 

comment. 

“I understand that the sovereign Lord of all creation seeks with 

pleasure the loving heart of his creatures, for the repose of his 

greatness and his infinite majesty, and that the heart of the arrogant 

man can never be a sanctuary for the Supreme Maker. 

“Humble in spirit is the one who makes the pains of the orphan 

and helpless his own, and he finds no rest and true joy until he has 
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healed their pains and dried their tears. 

“Humble in spirit is the one who loving the truth above all things, 

gives to God what is of God, and takes for himself his own burden 

of imperfections and backwardness, which leads him to prostrate 

himself before Divine Justice, crying out with all his strength: Don’t 

look, Lord, at my iniquity and misery, but at your great mercy to 

welcome your servant, not for what he is, but for what you want him 

to be, to glorify you forever and ever. 

"Humble in spirit is the one who only wants life to fill it with works 

of love and justice, worthy of the one who has allowed the Divine 

Law to penetrate himself, which says: ‘Love God above all things 

and your neighbor as yourself’. And the Prophet adds that it’s not 

with the sacrifice of oxen, rams, and doves, with which man 

conquers the right to serve as a sanctuary of rest to the Lord, but 

with the sacrifice of his own passions and renunciations, rising by 

brotherly love and the sincerity of a pure life, above all ambitions 

and all selfishness. 

“Lord God of Israel! God of our fathers, God of our hearts! –

exclaimed the young orator in an impulse of love towards Divinity–

. Show us that our lives are yours and that our spirits flourish in 

works worthy of You!... Show us that our hearts are humble 

according to the thought of your servant Isaiah and take 

possession of us who belong to you from eternity! Open, Lord, our 

spirit to your Truth and your Love, and may we be the candlelight 

in the darkness of our brothers, and the oil of mercy on their deep 

wounds…”. 

Suddenly a frightful tremor was felt on the walls of the 

synagogue, which were as if attached to the old Tower of Goliath. 

A wall of the prison had been torn from top to bottom, in a black 

crack two feet wide, and from it came piteous moans as from the 

bottom of a grave. 

Yhasua with his two friends, plus the Rabbi, the scribe, and the 

listeners of the synagogue, ran towards the huge opening through 

which so many painful cries came out. At the risk of their own lives, 

they entered there and the pictures that were presented to the eye 

surpassed in horror anything that could be imagined. 

Specters in human forms moved feebly, extending vulture-

clawed hands with enormously long nails, and parched, blackened 

skin. 

They were those buried alive that Herod the Idumean had left 

behind, who not even at the time of his death had mercy on those 
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unfortunate victims of his infamies and his crimes. Fourteen years 

since that crowned executioner had died eaten by cancer, and still 

his victims lived buried in the gloomy tower forgotten by all, with no 

other food than the lizards and rats that had their burrows there, 

and the weeds and herbs that grew among the stones of the 

dilapidated tower. The Master's prayer in his address had said: 

"May we be candlelight in the darkness of our brothers, and oil of 

mercy on their deep wounds." 

What a force of Divine Love there would be in that prayer of the 

Man-Light, that the spirits of Justice broke down the wall so that 

light and mercy could reach those unfortunate creatures of God 

forgotten by all, but not by Him! 

—Silence!... Silence!... —Yhasua said to everyone, —. What 

Divine Goodness does, must not be undone by human 

cowardice—. And helped by everyone, who obeyed him almost 

with fear, they pulled out those who were still alive through that 

crack. A hideous smell of corpses came from the crack. There must 

have been many unburied dead in there. Only 10 men were saved 

and hidden in the synagogue hayloft, but with such rapidity that 

when the onlookers from the street approached and then the 

soldiers of the Citadel garrison, they found only the skeletons of the 

unfortunates who had not resisted such a dreadful life.  

—It won't be said that we Romans did this—a centurion said —

since we were unaware that the old Fortress was inhabited 

underground. 

—This was done by King Herod the Great, who without a doubt 

when Jehovah the terrible called him to trial, forgot that he left 

buried alive a hundred human beings who have gradually died of 

hunger— said an old man who had approached among the curious 

The Rabbi of Zerubbabel's synagogue did not know what to 

make of this, either Yhasua was a righteous archangel sent by 

Jehovah, or the reincarnation of the prophet Ezekiel, who made the 

skeletons of the dead come out of his graves. 

Yhasua, without caring what they thought of his person, gave all 

his life in waves of divine energy to those beings suddenly taken 

from death. 

Meanwhile, Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus, without 

making themselves known to the Rabbi who owned the synagogue, 

asked him to retain those saved from the Fortress in his power, 

until they returned with food and adequate clothing for them. 

—Mercy to those in need— answered the Rabbi— is a 
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fundamental precept in the Law given by Jehovah to Moses, and if 

you believe yourselves obliged in this case, so am I. Leave them 

sheltered in my house, if you like, and all united let's help them to 

enter the paths of life again. 

 

They were pleased with the pious sentiments of the Rabbi, 

whose name was Zadok. He descended in a straight line from 

Aaron, the first priest consecrated by Moses to explain the Divine 

Law to the people of Israel. 

While Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus acquired what they 

were looking for in the market, the Rabbi with the scribe and 

Yhasua made the victims drink hot milk with honey. Their 

appearance had changed greatly, and a new hope shone before 

them like a blue star, a divine promise of peace and prosperity. 

Nearly all of them had been so close to starvation that they were 

extremely weak and could not yet speak. A tremor as if from intense 

cold shook some, others wept silently, others looked as if stupefied 

and believing that they were still under the influence of an atrocious 

nightmare. 

 

Yhasua continued standing before the miserable group like an 

alabaster statue with golden hair, and his great opaline eyes, full of 

infinite pity, seemed to say to them: 

"Eternal love made me arrive in time to save you, because your 

works of mercy from another time attracted Divine Mercy on you, 

after having purified you by pain." 

When Joseph and Nicodemus returned, they immediately 

proceeded to sanitize those poor bodies like human wrecks, full of 

all kinds of filth. 

In large jars filled with water mixed with palm wine, such as was 

used for washing and disinfecting corpses before shrouding them, 

they introduced one by one of those 10 wretches who still didn’t 

know what they intended to do with them. Their intelligence 

atrophied, their will annulled, they let themselves do whatever they 

wanted, since it would always be better than what they had 

suffered. 

One who was in a better condition than the others asked in the 

Aramaic language: 

—You prepare us for the slave market? 

—No— Yhasua answered. —We prepare you to duly enter the 

brotherhood of the true servants of God. 
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—Will you hand us over to Rabshakeh, Herod's magician, 

again? —asked another, who was also beginning to clear his head 

and speak. 

—The magician no longer lives, nor does Herod live. Neither 

wizards nor kings are forgiven by death—answered Joseph of 

Arimathea—. Rabshakeh died hanged in that tower, and Herod 

died consumed by a cancer that made him suffer in life the 

putrefaction of the tomb. This was 14 years ago. 

—Fourteen years! —Several voices exclaimed as if in a death 

rattle—. Who rules Judea? 

—Rome— was the reply they heard—. The people of Israel live 

under the rule of the Roman legions. 

 

A deep silence followed, in which only the noise of the water that 

was continually renewed in the jars was heard. 

Energy and vitality flowed quickly into those bodies, invigorated 

by the magnetic action that Yhasua exerted on them and by the 

cleansing bath that everyone had received. They were taken to a 

very interior room, full of air and sun, and they were laid out on the 

dais arranged with very comfortable beds, where they made them 

drink a bowl of hot wine with some goose egg buns, much used by 

of greatly weakened people.  

—Now sleep— Yhasua told them— think that your brothers 

have saved you from death and initiated you into a life worthy of 

God's servants. When you have rested satisfactorily, we will talk so 

that you can tell us what can be useful for your relief and orientation 

of your life from now on. 

With Yhasua's mental mandate and the great need of rest that 

those unfortunates had, they slept until the next morning when the 

sun was already rising like a golden lantern over the hills crowned 

with palaces, which offered such a splendid panorama to those 

who looked at the city of Solomon. 

And those 10 men spoke believing that they were still under the 

influence of an enchantment. 

—It seems incredible that we see the sun again as in our happy 

days! –Said one, ecstatic at the contemplation of that magnificent 

autumn sun, which wrapped everything in the faint golden gauze of 

its splendor. 

—But... Who is it that has saved us and why has he saved us? 

What are they interested in our lives? —asked another—. It seems 

to me that nobody does anything without a certain end. What is that 
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end? 

—We'll find out, man, we'll find out! —said another—. For now, 

we are out of that damn tower where we have been about to leave 

our bones. 

—Why don't they let us get out of here? –asked another. 

—Are you crazy!?... Do you want us to go out into the street 

without knowing where to go, looking like walking corpses, like 

people who have just escaped from a grave? –answered another. 

 

The dialogues continued in this tone, when Yhasua appeared at 

the door of the room, with Rabbi Zadok, with Simonides and Prince 

Judah. Behind them came Eliacin and Shipro with large baskets of 

bread, cheese, and fruit. 

Although the transformation of those men was great, their 

extreme emaciation still caused fright, which made them resemble 

bundles of dry roots. 

The Rabbi directed the two servants to bring in several tables, 

which they covered with white tablecloths and placed in front of the 

daises.  

—Now we celebrate together the feast of your freedom— 

Yhasua told them, passing in front of all of them with an affable 

naturalness that enchanted them. 

Simonides and Judah carefully observed those physiognomies, 

searching for the faces of well-known individuals who had 

disappeared many years ago and nobody could account for them. 

At this point it was Simonides who could speak. 

—There are two faces here that seem to awaken my memory of 

distant times— he said in Judah's ear— and soon we will know if 

there’s any truth in my suspicions. 

—I see that we have not yet had the fortune to earn your trust— 

Yhasua said aloud—. Do you fear something from us? You are 

wrong, believe me, because we do not want anything from you, 

except that you recover soon so that you can continue your path in 

life. 

—Forgive everyone!... —exclaimed an old man with a 

suspicious look— the world was so cruel and ruthless with us that 

we still doubt what we are seeing. 

—It's very natural— said Simonides— and don't think that the 

world has acted better with us. I was subjected to torture twice, and 

if I walk on my feet, it’s because this Prophet of God that you see 

here healed the dislocations of my limbs. –The ex-captives 
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widened their eyes to look at Yhasua who looked at them with 

immense tenderness–. 

“This young man— continued Simonides, touching Judah on the 

shoulder— is the son of Prince Ithamar of Jerusalem, and he spent 

three years as a state slave in the galleys, after his father was 

murdered. 

—Prince Ithamar murdered!... —shouted the old man with the 

suspicious look. 

—Did you know him? —Simonides asked, looking intelligently 

at Judah. 

—I was the butler of his house, when he settled in his palace on 

Commerce Street, where he brought his wife, the purest and most 

beautiful maiden I have ever known, the sweet Naomi with gazelle 

eyes... 

—Didn't I tell you... —Simonides said to Judah—. Is it possible 

to know the cause why you ended up at the Fortress? 

—No one gave me any reason. But I think it was because I 

asked for mercy for the khan of Bethlehem’s porter, married to my 

children's nanny. He died in the Fortress a long time ago. Herod 

learned that three travelers from the East stayed there when they 

arrived in this country guided by a mysterious light, saying that they 

had come to adore the great King who had been born. As the 

travelers escaped from his hands, royal wrath was unleashed on 

those who had dealings with them, supposing that among all they 

had hidden them. The unfortunate porter mentioned my name as a 

person who could vouch for his honesty, and I was also called to 

answer the king's interrogation. He made us give 50 lashes and 

buried us alive in the Tower, from where the Justice of God has just 

taken us out through that blessed crack that opened from top to 

bottom.  

"What would Prince Ithamar think when I disappeared from his 

home to which I never returned?" 

 

The unhappy old man covered his face with both hands and his 

sobs echoed painfully in the room. 

—Don't cry like that, good old man— said Prince Judah while 

approaching him. — I am the son of Prince Ithamar and I answer 

to you on behalf of my dead father. You are rehabilitated before 

him and before me, and today you will return to our house, not to 

work, but to rest. My mother, the sweet Naomi that you still 

remember, is still the same, although her sufferings covered her 
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head with snow. 

“She was also buried alive with her daughter during eight years 

in a dungeon in the Antonia Fortress. 

The old man jumped with his fists clenched and his eyes 

sparkled at him upon hearing such a statement. 

—Calm down— Judah continued— all the servants of the great 

announced King were persecuted, but the bugles of freedom have 

already sounded. 

During this brief dialogue, Yhasua and the Rabbi, with Shipro 

and Eliacin, had dedicated themselves to diligently serving the 

most exhausted, who could hardly do it for themselves. 

They found another prisoner, also aged, whose bald head, bent 

over his left shoulder, trembled with periodic tremors. 

Yhasua approached to serve him and asked him: 

—Why is your head bent like that? 

—A dislocation, master, when I was tortured. Also, this arm is 

crooked. Look. 

The palm of his left hand was turned outward with the entire 

forearm that was out of joint at the elbow. With great naturalness, 

the Master took that trembling bald head in his hands and raised it 

gently. 

—I want you to look at the blue sky that envelops you like a 

turquoise cloak and the stars of God that roll in space, speaking to 

us of dwellings of peace and happiness prepared for the just. I want 

your hands to join on your chest when you pray to the Heavenly 

Father, in gratitude for his benefits, and in permanent supplication 

for your own needs. 

And while Yhasua pronounced such words, he was 

straightening with infinite delicacy the emaciated crooked arm of 

the old man, who looked with startled eyes at the effects produced 

in his body by those hands that healed without hurting. 

—Now tell me, why were you in the Fortress?  

—I was one of the gatekeepers of the Great College and was 

carrying an epistle from Master Shammai for a character who lived 

by the North Gate, when I saw three enormous white camels enter 

it, with rich canopies of gold fringes and silver bells, which formed 

a pleasant music. They were rich travelers from distant lands, and 

they spoke of the birth of a great king who would be the savior of 

the country and of the whole world. I followed them as they walked 

down the street in Damascus and the group grew larger. I was the 

one who answered their questions and guided them to the house 
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of Gamaliel the old, so that he could give them an explanation for 

the announcements of the Prophets about that great King they 

were looking for, since I was null in those matters. 

“When they left his house, I led them to the Golden Gate, as 

they asked to go to the Temple. 

“Four days later they locked me up in the Fortress, where they 

tortured me so that I would tell where those travelers went. Since 

then, I have seen no more sunlight. 

—Twenty-two years have passed!... —Yhasua exclaimed with a 

tremulous and anguished voice—. How terrified was that king of 

the arrival of another king, who would never think of disputing his 

gold or his power! And that foolish fear made him charge himself 

with so many crimes that this world will be transformed by evolution 

into a world of justice and peace, and that king will still be bitten in 

his heart by envy and remorse, fighting with the monsters of the 

swamps among savage and primitive races. 

The old man with the bald head listened without understanding 

the words that Yhasua was saying while Yhasua served him a 

portion of cheese and fruit. 

Simonides and Judah were taking note of the data that the ex-

captives gave in order to orient themselves regarding their families 

and the trades that each one had had. 

According to them, there had been 87 men and six women who 

fell into the deep dungeons of the Fortress because of those three 

travelers who passed before Herod's eyes and disappeared as if 

the Earth had swallowed them. 

And when solicitude and care put them in a position not to call 

attention to their weakness, they took them out one or two at a time, 

so that they could once again continue their path in life among the 

society of men. 
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63. The Story of Moses 
 

In the so-called Synagogue of Nehemiah, very different things 

happened, but no less important for the Man-Light, who only sought 

the Truth and the Good. 

The owner was Ezra‘s brother-in-law, the Essene priest that the 

reader already knows. Hence, Yhasua was received there with 

great considerations. Ezra's sister, Hoglah, was the youngest in the 

family, but she was already of age, and she always cried full of 

sadness because Nature had denied her motherhood. She wanted 

so badly to see her life continued in a being of her blood, a son or 

daughter who would close her eyes at death and perpetuate her 

name and her race! Ezra had lived in constant celibacy and his 

other brothers had perished in popular riots in the tragic days of 

Judas of Gilead, leaving no children. 

Because of their love for the Law of God, taught by Moses, this 

couple supported the ancient Synagogue founded by their distant 

ancestors, and they poured out the mercy of their hearts on all 

those in need who came to their door. Mordecai and Hoglah were 

therefore just before God and before men. 

Twenty-two years ago, three travelers from distant lands had 

arrived at his Synagogue seeking the prophecies of the seers of 

Israel about the Savior of the world who was to be born, and they 

had taken notes on the old parchments that they kept as hidden 

treasures in their millennial archives. 

They had spoken to them of a mysterious and diaphanous light 

that appeared to each one of them in their distant country, when a 

profound disappointment in all philosophies and all sciences led 

them to wish for death before being involved and swept away by 

the vortex of selfishness, iniquity and misery that darkened the 

whole Earth. 

They assured them that the Savior had been born, since the 

prophecies of Israel were in agreement with those of all the inspired 

from other Schools and other countries, but Mordecai and Hoglah 

did not hear anything more about the matter. Their brother Ezra 

always told them: "When the hour of the Lord sounds for you, you 

will perhaps see him in your own house." 

And during this long stay of Yhasua in Jerusalem when he had 

reached his adulthood age, Ezra judged that it was the hour of the 

Lord for the merciful marriage, that would never be withdrawn in 

their dwelling, without having done a work of mercy with their 
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neighbor. 

—I bring you a young Prophet who will fill your old age with joy— 

Ezra told them, when he took Yhasua to the Synagogue. 

With such a presentation, the reader will understand that there 

was no closed door for the young Master, and that Mordecai and 

Hoglah opened the old olive wood file for him, which had not been 

opened to anyone for years. 

There he found the necessary data to fill in the gaps that he had 

found in the old accounts of the Essene Sanctuaries. 

The archive of the Synagogue of Nehemiah was almost as 

important as the Archive of Riblah, and with both one could very 

well continue the history of human evolution, from the 

disappearance of the ancient Lemurian and Atlantean civilizations 

to the present time. 

What great news Yhasua had for his Essene Masters and for his 

four friends, Doctors of Israel! 

And when he searched the Archive, he saw before him, like a 

humble servant, Hoglah sitting on a tapestry on the pavement, 

silently contemplating that young Prophet who reminded him of the 

visions of archangels of gold and snow that she had seen more 

than once in her dreams. 

—Hoglah!... —the Master told her one day, while she offered 

him a glass of cherry syrup with almond cakes made by her— I see 

that there is great sadness in your eyes, and I want to know the 

reason. 

She blushed and replied: 

—If you were 20 years older, I would tell you; but you are almost 

a teenager and you will not understand me. 

He stared at her as he drank the syrup to the bottom of the glass. 

—You suffer —he told her— because you want a son that was 

not given to you in youth, and now you believe it impossible due to 

your age. Don't you know that Nature obeys God when He wants 

it? Don't you know that Elhisabet, my mother's cousin, had a son 

when she was 60-year-old, and today he is a young Master of 

Divine Wisdom? 

"Hoglah, good mother of all the helpless!... Within a year a son 

will be born to you, who will fill the centuries to come with the Light 

of God: I tell you in the name of the One who sent me to the Earth... 

—You are the Messiah Savior of the world! —cried Hoglah— 

the one that travelers from distant lands announced to me, because 

I have seen on you the mysterious light that guided them. 
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—As you say it, so it is, blessed woman, but keep the secret, 

and don't tell it until the son I announce to you has been born. 

"Tell your husband that I am taking this papyrus written by 

Caleb, son of Jephunneh, with me today to make a copy, and that 

in two days from now I will return the original." 

And he left, leaving the woman overwhelmed with such joy that 

it didn't fit inside her chest. Her husband was a weaver and all day 

long he was at the looms directing his numerous laborers. 

They were finishing an immense white veil of the finest linen, to 

replace the one that covered the Sancta Sanctorum of the Temple, 

which had suffered the action of a candle flame from a chandelier. 

Wonderful coincidence! That veil was the one that 11 years later 

was torn from top to bottom on the tragic evening of darkness that 

covered the Earth, when Yhasua, the Son of God, expired on the 

mountain of Golgotha, sacrificed for the wickedness of men. 

The papyrus that Yhasua found in the old Archive of the 

Synagogue of Nehemiah, was like a collection of accounts of the 

death of Thotmes I (aka Thutmose I) of the XVII dynasty of 

Pharaohs who reigned in Thebes, and who was the one who 

welcomed the descendants of Jacob for love of his son Joseph. 

The three Pharaohs Thotmes and the four Amenophis, with the 

famous queen Hatshepsut, allowed the Hebrew people to grow and 

prosper, in which they found special conditions for agriculture and 

livestock. 

It was with the arrival of the Ramses in the XIX dynasty, when 

the Israelites were declared slaves condemned to the hardest jobs 

and barbarically persecuted in their goods and in their lives. And 

after this kind of a prologue, the yellowish parchment already eaten 

away at its edges, began to recount the origin of Moses3. 

64. A Papyrus of Solomon 
 

Night after night, Yhasua's reading came to an end, at the same 

time that he finished the copy of the parchment. Hence, he returned 

to the ancient Synagogue of Nehemiah to return it, as he had 

                           
 

3 In the book “Moses – The Seer of Sinai”, by the same author, you will 

be able to learn about the intimate life of Moses, the brilliant legislator 

miracle worker. So disfigured through the centuries and the deficient 

narratives made, almost always, based on oral traditions. 
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promised. 

He found Mordecai in the Archive with an elderly foreigner who 

had arrived from Persepolis on the previous moon. His name was 

Sachbathan, and he was one of the Masters that Balthasar had left 

at the head of his School in Persepolis. The object of his journey 

was to study, for which he had presented himself to the Great 

College of Jerusalem, where Gamaliel the old, was then Rector, 

and had listened in silence to the lessons of his wise doctors. The 

sidereal world attracted him above all things, for which reason he 

had dedicated himself fully to the study of the stars in all their 

aspects, feeling dazzled by the magnificence of their splendors, 

and above all by the mysterious enigmas enclosed in that infinite 

blue populated by luminous globes, whose stupendous laws I 

would like to penetrate. 

 

After having attended many lessons given by different teachers, 

he found himself as empty as before, since he did not hear anything 

new, nor did it expand the knowledge he already had. And he did 

not resign himself to returning to his School with the news that in 

the famous Jerusalem of Solomon, the wisest of the kings of that 

time, he had found absolutely nothing to quench his thirst for more 

knowledge. 

 

In one of the lectures heard at the Great College, he heard a 

passing reference to Nehemiah, who five centuries earlier had 

obtained permission from Artaxerxes, king of Persia, to return to 

Judea and rebuild the city and temple of Jerusalem. By oral 

tradition among the Elders, it was known that when excavating the 

ruins of what was Solomon's palace, Nehemiah had found in a 

stone chest, a papyrus scroll under a copper cover, on the cover of 

which read: "Wisdom of King Solomon. The laws of the Universe”. 

But no one could say precisely what was the end of that priceless 

treasure; for Nehemiah, the restorer of Jerusalem and its temple, 

was found dead in his bed, leaving nothing said or written, except 

the account referring to the rebuilding of the city and the temple, 

and the list of princes, priests and Israelite nobles who helped in 

said reconstruction. 

The foreigner, perhaps under a secret inspiration, asked if the 

place where Nehemiah, son of Hachaliah, who reconstructed the 

city of Solomon by order of Artaxerxes king of Persia, lived was 

known. And they replied that it was attached to the southern gate, 
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then called Zion Gate. There was a house with a dilapidated 

appearance where a marble plate blackened by the action of time 

indicated that it was there where sudden death surprised the 

Patriarch of the restored Jerusalem five centuries ago. This vague 

hint had been used by the Persian foreigner Sachbathan to reach 

the Synagogue of Nehemiah. 

 

Mordecai was more a man of work than of books, and to tell the 

truth he himself did not know what he kept in his file. His ancestors 

had left in large cupboards and chests of olive wood what was 

greatly appreciated by them. He kept guarding the written treasure 

without fully appreciating its value, because the financial difficulties 

of his life, in those difficult times, did not allow him to do anything 

other than lightly study the law, recite some psalms, and the rest of 

his days he devoured the weaving workshop that gave him bread 

and light. 

In these introduction preambles both characters were when 

Yhasua arrived to return the scroll that he had brought three days 

before. 

—Here you have, Yhasua— Mordecai told him— a foreigner 

who, like you, likes to untie old scrolls in search of knowledge. Do 

me the favor of acting as secretary in the Archives, to show him 

everything he wants to see, and blessed the Lord if he finds here 

what his soul desires to have peace. The workshop calls me, and I 

leave you until noon. 

—Don't worry, Mordecai— Yhasua answered, — I'll replace you 

the best I can. 

And he began the search, which at the same time was the 

organization of the Archive that clearly denoted being in the power 

of a man who did not understand letters but looms. 

Very in the first line appeared the so-called books of Moses, with 

the monumental catafalque of ordinances for all the moments of 

the life of a good son of Israel; then the books of the Prophets: 

Isaiah, Ezekiel and Jeremiah, which were always the most widely 

read; then the psalms, among which the soul found what it needed 

for the painful eventualities of life or to contact the Divinity through 

verbal prayer. 

The other shelves appeared closed and covered with dust and 

fine webs dotted with tiny insects, which were gnawing away at 

those monumental books that no one bothered to clean, let alone 

read. 
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“—The Riblah Archive –thought Yhasua–, had a Homer priest, 

who knew page by page what he kept; but the Archive of the 

Synagogue of Nehemiah has a weaver for a guardian, and he 

cannot divert time from his onerous work which gives him the bread 

for his table”. 

—Good Patriarch Nehemiah!... —Yhasua suddenly exclaimed 

in a loud voice. If our eagerness for knowledge is to be for the glory 

of the Divine Truth and the good of humankind, guide us to where 

the wisdom of Solomon is hidden, which this brother has come to 

seek from distant Persia! –The Persian looked at him astonished, 

as if an internal calling voice had come to him from afar. 

 

The involuntary movement of a folder made a clay plaque of the 

many that were with cuneiform writings fall on something that 

resounded like a stone breaking. The platelet had fallen onto a 

sheet of white stone, entirely covered with dust. 

 

It was the lid of a marble chest where in ancient Aramaic it was 

read: "Scriptures of Solomon King of Israel." The sheet had been 

split in two to the great grief of the foreigner, who believed himself 

guilty of a serious crime to the detriment of the Synagogue Archive. 

—No afflictions, my friend— Yhasua told him—. This is only the 

response of Nehemiah, servant of the Lord, who wanted to show 

us where what you are looking for is. 

 

And exposing the small chest, they began to search its contents. 

On the cover of the first manuscript that they pulled out from a 

thick layer of dust, it read: "Eternal Spouses." 

The foreigner and Yhasua began to translate those blurry 

characters with great difficulty: 

“I am Wisdom, and I am betrothed to the Perfect Invisible. 

“My Eternal Spouse possessed me at the beginning of his path 

and long before his works. 

“Eternally He had the princedom, since long before the sun, the 

stars, and the Earth. 

“Before the abysses, He and I were begotten by ourselves, who 

emerged from our own eternal life. 

“Before there were the seas of many waters. 

“Before the mountains were founded. 

“Before the nebulae, mothers of suns and stars. 

“When from Him and I eternal, the heavens were born that 
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stretched like canopies over the abysses. 

“When we were giving orders to the nebulae, so that the radiant 

stars would give birth to their children, who run like golden steeds, 

vertiginous races without ever meeting. He and I eternal, we were 

already united. 

“He and I eternal, we were born together. We engender 

ourselves and live eternally in love. 

“The entire Universe is His and Mine; and I know him as a man 

knows the fingers of his hand. 

“I, Wisdom, wife of the Invisible Eternal, love those who love me 

and seek me at the dawn of their lives and seek me to the edge of 

the grave. 

“And my Eternal Spouse allows me to give myself to those who 

love me, because my veils of lights and shadows dazzle them and 

they cannot hurt me, harm me, or touch me. They are only allowed 

to see me, as the image reflected in the fountain. 

“Infinite variety are the suns and stars that populate the abysses, 

as infinite variety are the lives that populate suns and stars. 

“Out of air, water, fire and dust, the worlds were made in the 

Eternal night in which the abysses slept until the Invisible Eternal 

and I were begotten in sovereign matrimony and we were, and we 

loved each other, and we scattered like clusters of ripe fruits, the 

suns and stars for eternal dwellings of those who in future ages 

were to be our loving beings, our children, our continuation, our 

own life prolonged and renewed to infinity. 

“There is no above or below, there is no base or roof, there is 

no beginning or end in the works born of Him and I eternal. It is the 

limitless. 

“Life, force, movement, vibration, sound and silence, that’s only 

what exists and will be forever and ever. 

“And all of this, wrapped, penetrated by the vital fluid of Light, 

which is the great golden veil that covers both of us Eternals, who 

give life and more life to everything that lives, without our life force 

ever diminishing. 

“Terrestrial man: as you were from your beginning, as you are 

and as you will be, all the beings that populate all the globes that 

roll like bubbles in the abysses of infinity were, are and will be. 

“I am Wisdom, the eternal beloved of the Invisible Eternal, and 

He allows me to reveal myself to those who love me and rise early 

to seek for me. 

“Terrestrial man: purify your heart, if you seek that I love you. 
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Only the pure in heart can see me. 

“Do not lock yourself in the black egg deposited in the swamp, 

like the crocodile, which without moving waits for the prey to 

devour: such is fanaticism and pride. 

“He and I eternal, have given you three powerful wings: 

Understanding, Memory, and Will. Wave them in the immensity and 

you will find us, and you will love us, and you will light your lamp in 

our light, and you will live the true life that is Knowledge. Peace and 

Love for all Eternity. 

“I, Solomon, son of David, was taken as a red stylus is taken, 

and by invincible force I wrote Jehovah's commandments. May He 

be blessed and glorified forever. Whoever deserves to understand, 

let him understand. The Most High gives everything. Blessed is he 

who stretches out his hand to receive and opens his mouth to drink. 

“Light is the golden chest that encloses everything. 

“Blessed is he who manages to open it and possess its 

treasures. He is rich and happy above all wealth and all happiness. 

"Praise Jehovah." 

* * * 

 

The foreigner and Yhasua looked at each other for a few 

seconds and in that look they seemed to repeat these words from 

the manuscript: "Whoever deserves to understand, let him 

understand." 

—A prophet from ancient Iran—the foreigner Sachbathan said 

— left a writing similar to that of Solomon, and when his disciples 

wanted to spread copies throughout the greatest schools of Susian, 

Pasargadae, and Persepolis, they were killed or condemned to 

perpetual dungeon. Mankind hates wisdom because it is 

comfortable in ignorance. 

—Not all humankind, my friend— Yhasua told him— because 

you and I are part of humankind, and we hunger for wisdom. The 

founder of your School, Balthasar, was another tireless seeker of 

wisdom. 

—Did you know him?... — asked the astonished Persian. 

—I saw him die at Tiphsah on the Euphrates, not yet a year ago. 

My life and yours are linked by a golden link!... 

—So... you're the one who was announced to him by a light 

coming down from the top of a rock!... —Sachbathan shouted, 

unable to contain himself—. I see that light perched on your 

forehead. 
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—You have said it— Yhasua answered— and since you are a 

disciple of Balthasar, may he seal your lips so that they remain 

closed until the hour strikes. 

The foreigner fell on his knees before Yhasua, saying: 

—Lord!... Lord!... The world is lost by ignorance, and you say 

that my lips should be sealed! Speak, Anointed of God, and the 

world will be saved by your word. 

—I'll speak, Sachbathan, I'll speak, but first I must act as one 

who is going to undertake the last journey; I must leave to my 

laborers the threshing floor full of grain, which will serve them to 

sow during my absence. 

And raising the Persian who was crying with emotion, they sat 

on two stools in front of the archive, and Yhasua told him about 

Balthasar's last moments and the pact to continue his work with 

those who remained: Melchior and Gaspar. 

The sun was already falling behind the mountains that surround 

Jerusalem, when those two hungry for wisdom, according to 

Yhasua's expression, said goodbye until the next day, when they 

were to meet again in the cenacle of Ithamar's Palace. 

The Persian traveler had been about to undertake a journey 

back to his native country believing that the Jerusalem of Solomon 

was barren and dead for him, and behold, he found in it, not only 

the wisdom of the Hebrew King, but also the vessel of living and 

radiant wisdom in the divine personality of the Word of God. And 

he repeated to himself the words of Solomon's writing: “I am 

Wisdom, and those who rise early to seek for me, find me. I love 

those who love me. The Most High gives everything. Blessed is he 

who stretches out his hand to receive and opens his mouth to 

drink." 

The evening of the following night was augmented by one more 

attendant: the Persian traveler the reader already knows. 

Yhasua had brought Solomon's manuscript from the Synagogue 

of Nehemiah so that his friends, the four Doctors of Israel, would 

pass judgment on it. 

—With the writing of Caleb, son of Jephunneh, on the Genesis 

of Moses, and with this writing of Solomon, the Sanhedrin has 

plenty of reasons to order us all to die by stoning together— said 

Joseph of Arimathea, who, as an elder, was invited to speak first. 

—Be careful, be careful!... —Naomi's reassuring voice was 

heard. 

—I'm the oldest of all here— said Simonides— and although I'm 
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no luminary in the sciences, I think I can say something useful. In 

this cenacle illuminated by the presence of our King Savior, all 

matters can be dealt with in complete freedom, but let no one think 

of these matters crossing that door’s lintel. What good would we do 

to our people, dying now like reptiles crushed by a dozen stones, 

and all for trying to scratch the ears of the old men of the Sanhedrin, 

with this news of Moses and Solomon? 

—Truly— added Nicodemus— these matters, though they are a 

great revelation to us, as they will be to all men of study, must not 

come out of our midst, much less should Yhasua deal with them 

anywhere public. 

—And I had thought to ask the opinion of Master Shammai of 

the Great College... —Yhasua said calmly. 

—Old Shammai— said Nicholas of Damascus— he is a man of 

great talent, and he would appreciate these writings for all they are 

worth; but he’s one of those who think that the mobs cannot be 

made to glimpse things that they’re incapable of understanding. 

Gamaliel had not withheld his opinion up to that moment, and 

suddenly said: 

—I have an idea that I submit to everyone's decision. 

Several voices said at the same time: 

—We heard you, speak up. 

—I think that we can make about 20 copies of both documents, 

without expressing in any way how they have been discovered, so 

as not to compromise the Synagogue of Nehemiah; and without 

saying a word, we leave them among the notebooks that each 

student of the Great College keeps in its desk. I have the facility to 

go in and out without attracting attention, since I always go to take 

messages or letters to my uncle, in whose house I live. 

—Oh, old Gamaliel! We could as well talk to him, and have him 

introduce this new science, which is as old as the Universe –added 

Yhasua, who was more inclined to go out in the open than hiding 

under the unknown. 

—Let anyone speak except you, Yhasua— observed Prince 

Judah, who until then had kept silent, because sitting at the feet of 

Nebai or Esther, he was holding a great skein of the finest purple 

silk, which Simonides had had brought from Greece so that her 

granddaughter with Myriam, Naomi and Thirsa wove the royal 

mantle, which was to be placed one day not far off on the shoulders 

of their beloved King of Israel—. Our adversaries –he added— 

already suspect your presence in the country, and they are sniffing 
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your face like a prey dog. 

—Oh, yes? Then on a trip to Antioch again— Simonides said 

with great alarm. 

—We don’t have to resort to that— Naomi observed— but it's 

worth being prudent. 

—I think we should accept Gamaliel's proposal— Nicodemus 

said —if everyone agrees. 

—It's for the best— said several voices at once. 

Immediately afterwards they placed on the table of the great 

cenacle: the ink, the punches, the feathers, the parchments, the 

glued fabrics, the very thin sheets of white wood that were joined 

by small copper rings to form notebooks of different sizes. 

—Fair and proper— said the foreigner Sachbathan—. Among 

this variety of writing elements, no one will assume that all copies 

came through the same channel. 

 

There was a great silence as everyone wrote around the round 

table covered in rich blue tapestry. 

Yhasua dictated, and even Naomi, Anna, Thirsa, and Nebai had 

to put down the skeins of purple silk to write as well. Myriam, who 

was left without homework, went to sit next to her son and rolled up 

the parchments that he was vacating. 

—Don't dictate so quickly, child— said Simonides— remember 

that I am already a 70-year-old man, and my poor hands are too 

heavy for adventures with a pen. 

The four doctors of Israel knew very well the constituents that 

attended the classrooms of the Great College and gave the names 

of those to whom they should leave copies. 

—Marcos would have done us a good job here— said Joseph 

of Arimathea—. The documents would enter like wine into the 

barrel. 

—Don't worry, I'll do it by myself, and they'll come in just the 

same— Gamaliel answered, very sure of himself. 

Three days later, there was a commotion in the Great College, 

driving the old masters crazy. 

—What evil genius walked through our cloisters spilling asp 

venom? —grumbled the old Gamaliel, who was joined by Shami, 

Simeon, and Annas, the one who had been High Priest, and who 

was regarded as an authority at that time. 

—This is a two-edged sword in the hands of inexperienced 

young men, who will do nothing good with these sciences so daring 
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as to drive the most judicious mad— Annas said, as if pronouncing 

a capital sentence. 

—Either deliver all those copies here or be expelled from the 

Great College— argued the old Rector. 

Gamaliel the young, listened to the diatribe of the old masters 

from the anteroom of the Rectory, where he pretended to leaf 

through old texts preparing his natural history class for that 

afternoon. 

 

The students favored with the copies, which no one knew how 

they got into the great educational establishment in Jerusalem, had 

withdrawn to their homes, and only one of them, fearful of what 

might happen, had delivered his scroll to the Rectory. Or rather, 

this was the interpreter for all, so that the old masters would have 

a copy and come face to face with events carried out 15 and 10 

centuries ago, respectively. 

The students knew that they would be threatened with 

expulsion, and having agreed, they made some copies of both 

documents, and meekly handed over to the Rectory the copies that 

had been placed on their desks. 

—To the fire with them— the old men shouted with satisfaction. 

—Once again we have triumphed over the imprudence of the 

audacious modern sages, who do not know the danger that 

propagating theories that exalt man to the point of placing him at 

the top of the archangels of the Lord means for humankind— said 

Annas, and everyone agreed with him. 

—Of course— said another— Moses and Solomon knew all the 

Occult Science of their time; but if they did not give it to the people, 

why should we? 

—And if we are all going to be equal one day, what is the use of 

being born of royal blood or of the priestly caste? — Annas insisted 

again. 

—How will we keep the mobs in obedience if we teach them that 

any of them can be equal to us? – Added Simeon, whose ancestors 

had a noble coat of arms reaching King Josaphat, son of the just 

King Asa and his first wife Azubah. His genealogy had no 

interruptions, no grafts, no additions, which is why he used to say 

with pride: 

—If Jehovah has to choose a pure blood and an illustrious 

progeny to incarnate his Word, I believe that my house will be 

chosen. With seven children and 16 grandchildren, there are more 
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than enough nests of feathers and silk for the blue bird. 

A few days later, the Persian foreigner undertook the journey 

back to his distant country, carrying in his luggage all that his new 

friends in Jerusalem had given him on parchments with copies of 

the Riblah Archive, of the Mizraim hypogeum lost under the sands 

of the valley of the pyramids, and lately what was found in the 

Synagogue of Nehemiah. Something greater and more eternal was 

carried by Sachbathan in the depths of his heart: the radiant image 

of Yhasua Son of God, whom he unexpectedly found among the 

dusty files of a forgotten Synagogue in Jerusalem. 

The Schools of Balthasar in Susian, Persepolis, and 

Pasargadae, where the thought and feeling of the old Master still 

floated like torchlight, would be enriched with new treasures of 

wisdom that came to give reality consistency to the hypotheses and 

theories supported by him.  
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65. The Epistles from Egypt 
 

Three moons had elapsed since the death of the just Yhosep, 

four since the arrival of the family to the old city of the Prophets, 

when epistles arrived from Cyrenaica, Horeb, and Alexandria for 

the Man-Light, whose divine clarity was already spreading 

throughout two continents. 

 

Cyrene's epistle was from Hack-Ben Faqui, Horeb's was from 

Prince Melchior, and Alexandria's was from Master Philo with 

copies of his writings, as he promised during Yhasua's visit. 

—The world begins to wake up and looks towards Jerusalem— 

said Simonides proudly, who was authorized by Yhasua to read his 

correspondence, in view of the excellent psychological skills of the 

Elder, who was a lynx to know people and penetrate their 

intentions. 

"Come here, my Lord, that the countries of Africa demand your 

clarity, because they saw that their paths are in shadow... 

Reading the original epistles, we will get acquainted with what 

excited Simonides. 

Faqui said: 

“Archangel of Amanai: I am in the dark without the light of your 

bluish eyes. 

“The death of our Amenokal brought such great disturbances in 

our Tuareg race that we still haven’t completely settled down. 

“Queen Selene cannot make her lark's voice heard, drowned out 

by the whirlwind of great ambitions for power, which are unleashed 

at once in the royal princes who are vying for residence in the 

Tawareks palace (Sacred Land of the Tuareg race) and the rock 

city of Tinghert. (The holy mountain where they worship the tombs 

of their kings and their heroes) 

"My father with two more Elders, form the high government 

Council of the country, and this Council is inclined to let Queen 

Selene continue at the helm, since the armed struggle would come 

among the supporters of each of the sons, if any of them rise to 

power There being no firstborn male, both have equal rights under 

the Law, and the people must choose. 

“Two factions are already formed that hate each other with all 

their might and threaten each other with death. 

“Man of Light, messenger of the daughter of the Sun, say a 

single word, and that word will bring peace to my homeland. 
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“Queen Selene, my father, and I expect everything from you. 

Are you not Amanai's Anointed to give peace to men of good will? 

“I allow myself to make you my messenger before the virgin of 

my dreams. Deliver the attached epistle to Thirsa. 

“My love to all who love me there. For you Yhasua, a big and 

strong hug from your faithful and reverent admirer and friend”. 

"Faqui" 

"Postscript. If you calm this storm of hatred, in the next moon I 

will be in Jerusalem to fulfill the promise made with the family of 

Prince Ithamar. If the revolt continues, I don't know how long it will 

take, since I have command of 25,000 men and I cannot abandon 

my post”. 

* * * 

 

Philo's epistle recounted to other discoveries made in one of the 

pyramids of the Nile Valley, whose entrance had been discovered 

by the Museum archaeologist. He said like this: 

“Oh, Divine Thought made man! Eternal love made human 

heart; Yhasua, the one who encloses in his spiritual personality 

what humankind needs to find his way again. 

“Your presence in Alexandria opened wider horizons to my 

thoughts. I have written a lot and I have modified my writings of 

youth in attention and obeisance to the historical truth regarding 

Abel and Cain, both characters that are only understood after 

having read the Writings of Patriarch Aldis, which you were kind 

enough to give me. In short, by the Scriptures that I command, you 

will be able to see that my precious stones have been refined and 

polished, so that the truth shines in them, although I do not forget 

your prophecy on the nights of the tent in the desert: "Philo, do not 

forget that You write for men of flesh and blood, and not for cherubs 

that illuminate the sidereal abysses with flaming swords. The 

cherubs will understand you, but men will not understand you. A 

book that men do not understand is a book that men forget. 

"I know it; I am subjugated and dominated by the Ideal Universe, 

which may not be the Real Universe. The Idea is so vigorous that 

it struggles with reality. But the Idea lives within me; and reality is 

outside of me. 

“You understand me, Divine Logos, born of Eternal Love and of 

the Eternal Idea. But there is no other You in this world, where men 

are children who understand the bread they eat, the bed they sleep 

on, the earth that bears fruit, the well that gives water, the fire that 
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gives heat and cooks food. 

And moving on to another matter: 

“Our archaeologist has discovered in the pyramid, the one with 

the broken slabs, a compartment that offers the particularity that 

the mummies deposited there are all of very small women and 

seem to belong to the first dynasty of the Pharaohs of Memphis, 

which is in the remote ages of Mizraim, Naucratis, Merik, Peluphia, 

and Menes. These mummies are real pieces of stone that resonate 

when the hammer is struck. 

“By comparative dates, with the appearance of certain stars that 

the Persian and Chaldean astrologers have fixed at eight, 10 and 

11 thousand years ago, we can say that these mummies are within 

those epochs, which means that they’re not more than 14,000 

years old, nor less than 8,000 years old. 

‘’The little men of the tiny terrestrial realities would tell us: “They 

are among the first human beings born around the Terrestrial 

Paradise after the sin of Adam and Eve. But my brilliant Yhasua, 

the Eternal Idea tells us something different!... You guess these 

vibrations of the Eternal Idea in the brain of this friend and admirer 

of yours, who thinks and dreams even when he breaks bread. 

“This finding takes us back to Patriarch Aldis, as it makes us fully 

enter the horizons where he saw humankind develop. 

“When we have managed to translate the figures and signs that 

appear on the sarcophagi, I will be able to give you the exact 

relationship of what appears as true or possible, in the secret of 

death and of the centuries. Send me your news, since Hack-Ben 

Faqui came, I have none. Yours forever". "Philo" 

“My brother c of Egypt by the Roman government, and will 

continue his journey from Gaza to Pozzuoli, being called by 

Caesar's favorite minister. I don't know if life or death, good or evil 

will come out of this. Nothing is certain in these calamitous times of 

barbarous autocracy. Andrew of Nicopolis, brother of Nicodemus, 

your intimate, receives him in the port of Gaza, and takes charge 

of delivering this to you. My affections to your good friends”. 

 

* * * 

 

Prince Melchior's epistle contained news that greatly interested 

everyone. It was conceived in these terms: 

“May you have abundance of peace in your soul Anointed of the 

Most High for his eternal message. After the departure of our well-
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beloved Balthasar, all my days were of preparatory meditation to 

arrive at the ability to replace even a small part of his value as a 

Master and as a column of the temple that you raise, oh, Yhasua! 

Great Priest of the Lord! 

“I notify you of a good discovery made by the adherents of our 

School of Mount Horeb. In this labyrinth of mountains that after 25 

years of inhabiting them, we still don't fully know them, we have 

finally stumbled upon the cave of Moses' vision. Others searched 

for it before me without finding it due to a collapse of rocks that, 

when rolling from an enormous height, twisted the bed of the 

stream that flows into Diza-Abad on the eastern gulf of the Red 

Sea, which tradition said that it was born from a spring found by the 

great prophet, next to the entrance to the cave of the mysteries of 

God. We have been able to identify the cave by some hieroglyphic 

engravings made with a punch on the basalt, that very old 

documents refer to having been made by two priests from Memphis 

who accompanied the exile from Midian. 

“Some names appear clear, but other fragments have been 

erased by the action of time. Ohad, Thimetis, Carmi, Amram, they 

appear quite clearly. There is some reference to Karnak and Lake 

Merik. All Egypt and more Egypt. It mentions Ramses II together 

with a number 10 repeated twice, which we assume will allude to 

20 years of his reign. 

“The cave is on the side of a hill in front of Paran. Looking at the 

nearby valley, one dreams of seeing Moses leading Jethro's sheep. 

But the valley is populated with cabins and white houses belonging 

to woodcutters, most of whom perhaps never heard of Moses. 

 

“Oh, Anointed of the Lord!... Word of God made man!... Even 

the immovable rocks of this Arabia of Stone (Arabia Petraea) would 

sing if you placed your footstep on them! Will you come some day? 

Couldn't one of the meetings agreed upon by Gaspar and you take 

place here at the deathbed of our brother Balthasar? The cave of 

the secrets of God revealed to Moses well deserves to be the 

sanctuary where the Word of God resounds vibrating in a human 

tongue and lips. 

"Yhasua, think about it in the presence of the Most High, and 

when the caravan returns you tell me what has been resolved, 

since for a similar event we have to share it with our schools in 

Ezion-Geber, Kadesh Barnea, and Mount Hor, and with our solitary 

penitents of the Paran desert. Among all of them there are not 
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many, but you could count on a little more than 400 additional good 

apostles of your teaching. 

“Another of the meetings could be held on the eastern shore of 

the Persian Gulf, where Gaspar resides with the oldest of the 

schools supported by him. 

"Will you say that I intend to divide you into pieces?... Oh, 

Anointed of the Most High!... Understand what it is for a seeker of 

the Eternal Truth to know that he has it at his fingertips, personified 

in You, and that it will be the last time that the Word of God made 

man puts his feet on the dust of this planet! 

“I have extended more than I thought. Do not neglect to present 

the offering of my affections to your relatives and friends in 

Jerusalem. And for you, Yhasua, this single word: I love you above 

all things on Earth. Servant of the Lord and yours”. "Melchior of 

Heliopolis" 

 

* * * 

 

—What epistles, my Lord, what epistles! —Simonides 

exclaimed with great enthusiasm—. They alone are worth more 

than the entire Roman Empire with its legions and its eagles. What 

do you say to this, my sovereign king of Israel? 

 

—I say that the fields of the Lord are very extensive and that the 

farmers of good will are very few—answered Yhasua. 

—But these epistles— said Judah— indicate that these 

peasants can be increased to the marvelous. The Tuaregs are 

numerous, like the Saharan sands they inhabit. And the Midianites 

from the Sinai mountains will be no less. And those of the country 

of Amun in Eastern Arabia, which obeys our noble and brave 

Scheiff Ilderim... Yhasua, have you forgotten all this? 

—Child of Jehovah, when will you be convinced that your 

kingdom will have no limits? —Simonides asked again to finally 

convince Yhasua. 

—Come Simonides and you too, Judah; both of you come with 

me to the patio of the cellars. 

The three of them followed Yhasua down, hoping to see 

something wonderful. 

—Do you see this little trail that the ants have made, in their 

hauling of rye grains and acorn skins, which they found crumbled 

in the garbage bins? 
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—Yes, we see them, and as long as they don't do other harmful 

work, they can be forgiven, since that's how they clean up useless 

waste— Simonides replied. 

—Look more here now, near the jars of honey and the sacks of 

dried fruits— Yhasua told them, leading them towards another 

compartment of the enormous cellars. 

Cargoes of cracked rye and bristles of acorns for the beasts 

were left halfway, when the ants stumbled upon a basin of honey-

soaked wax, and a forgotten sack of dried figs, perhaps halfway. 

—And what does this have to do, my Lord, with what we were 

talking about a moment ago? 

—Very much, my friends. The men of this Earth are more or less 

like these little insects, who busily run after what pleases their taste 

and nothing more. 

 

“And so, when I speak to men the way I have to speak to them, 

they will abandon me like the cracked grains of rye and the skins 

of acorns, and they will run to the honey of material enjoyments 

that give sweetness of flattery to their gross passions. Disillusion 

yourselves, my friends, that the word of the Anointed One will only 

be understood by the chosen minorities for many centuries for this 

last hour. 

—And the prophecies, my Lord, the prophecies that tell us about 

a mighty King, whose kingdom will encompass the whole Earth and 

will never end?... —asked Simonides, still not wanting to be 

discouraged by Yhasua's axiomatic conclusion—. Do the 

prophecies of the great inspired men of Israel lie? 

—The prophecies do not lie, but they claim from those who read 

them, the interpretation of the divine thought that they contain. 

"Whoever deserves to understand, let him understand," says 

Wisdom by Solomon's pen. 

“Do you believe, Simonides, that the Word of God will find a 

kingdom like the one David founded, based on massacres, spoils, 

fires, betrayals, and deceit? The prophecies also say, "That his 

Kingdom will be of justice and that he will be called the Just, the 

Holy One who will not extinguish the wick that is still smoking, nor 

will he break the cane that is bruised." 

Judah listened in silence and a slight shadow of sadness 

seemed to spread over his noble and beautiful countenance. 

—Oh, my Lord!... I still want to cling to the idea of seeing you 

crowned with the scepter in your right hand, directing the crowds 
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along the path of happiness. Do not throw, my Lord, land of death 

in my eyes, before it is my hour!... Do not kill my unique illusion at 

the 70 years of my hazardous life! Oh Lord!... 

—Well, well, Simonides!..., forgive me if I have caused you 

sorrow with my speech different from your noble thoughts— 

Yhasua said with filial tenderness, passing his hand over the white 

head of the Elder. —Let's wait for the hour when Divine Wisdom 

speaks to us, and we deserve to understand it. 

The voice of Esther, who from the landing on the last stairs 

called them to the midday meal, ended this conversation to which 

Yhasua gave a different turn, convinced that it was not yet the time 

for the good Elder and Judah to understand him. 
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66. In the Grotto of Jeremiah 
 

The day after Yhasua received the aforementioned epistles, 

very early in the morning, he notified his mother and his friends at 

the palace of Ithamar that he would spend the day with the Essenes 

Masters, Eleazar and Ezra, the two Elders who accompanied him 

on his journey to the Great Sanctuary of Moab, when he was 

consecrated Master of Divine Wisdom. He announced to them that 

he would return very late at night and that they should not worry 

about him. 

And as he noticed a certain uneasiness in his mother and Anna, 

he told them that he needed to consult with them the answer he 

should give to Faqui's epistle. 

He crossed the entire northern part of the city and exited through 

the Damascus Gate or North Gate, making his way through large 

ravines covered with bushes and some old oaks towards a place 

that looked rugged and very lonely. About two stadiums from the 

wall of Jerusalem, there was an immense cave lost among the 

labyrinth of rocks and trees, which in distant past times had been 

much visited by devout people, since that cave was traditionally 

inhabited by Jeremiah, the great prophet of the dirges, like moans 

of turtle doves. It was also said that he was buried right there but 

that the angels of Jehovah hid his corpse so that the children of 

Israel would not take it as an object of worship. Human ignorance 

always leads to looking for something visible and tangible to 

worship. Few are those who agree to adore what is not matter. Only 

advanced spirits can feel the Invisible Eternal who is Love, Light 

and Energy. 

 

Be that as it may, let us follow our Yhasua as he approaches the 

famous Jeremiah grotto, which by then was almost forgotten. 

The entrance only gave way to a very leaning man, and two 

crossed oak poles in the shape of an X closed it. By the ease with 

which the young Master opened it, it was obvious that it was not 

the first time he had gone there. 

With a pebble he picked up from the ground, he tossed it toward 

the bottom of the grotto and there was the click of a stone on hard 

rock. A moment later, a little old man with a skein of hemp on which 

he was working on emerged from the gloomy interior. 

—Oh, what new light the child-sun brings me!... —he exclaimed 

while kissing the end of Yhasua's blue cloak. 
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—Good Isaac— he answered —you know that I come here 

when I am the one who needs light. Are the Masters not coming 

today? 

—So far they haven't arrived, but if you need them urgently, you 

know I can send them notice—the old man replied, ushering 

Yhasua in through an opening that was concealed with a large pile 

of pieces of firewood and sheaves of straw piled carelessly there. 

It was a spacious room lighted by an opening in the rocks at the 

top. On the pavement and around the compound were rustic daises 

made of tree trunks and covered in white sheepskins. In front of the 

daises there were three or four small tables of a rusticity the same 

as all the furniture that appeared there. 

—Give me the gift of letting them know. I'll wait for them here for 

an important job that we must do— said Yhasua, stretching out on 

one of those daises because the walk through the rugged ravines 

until reaching the cave had really tired him. 

 

He felt the tiny old man come out and whistle loudly, so he 

understood that he was calling someone. 

—The messenger has already left— he said, entering again. 

—Apparently, good Isaac, you allow yourself the luxury of 

having a servant at your disposal— the young Master told him 

jokingly. 

—My grandchildren work in the neighboring quarry, and when I 

need them I call them. They are the ones who sleep on these 

daises, when there is work around here. But they don't know about 

the other inner room. Only the Masters and some illustrious 

foreigner known to them and brought by them can enter there. 

 

It was already past midmorning when Eleazar and Ezra arrived, 

dressed as two peasants mounted on their donkeys, and even then 

they showed signs of being quite tired. 

—What brings you to Jeremiah's cave, child of God? —Ezra 

immediately asked him, heading for the hidden stone door that 

gave way to the innermost room. 

—I'll tell you in there— Yhasua answered. The three entered, 

and the door closed behind them. 

That inner room was like a small oratory that at the same time 

was very similar to a sepulchral pantheon. 

On the polished rock in the shape of a square three feet high by 

three feet wide it read in Aramaic: “Here the Prophet Jeremiah 
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received the Divine Light, here he protected his life when he was 

persecuted for declaring the truth to the powerful, and here he gave 

up his soul to God when He called him.” 

On white wooden plaques nailed to the walls, phrases from the 

holy prophet, priest of the Lord, were read: "The Lord is good to 

those who hope in Him and to the soul that seeks Him." 

"The Lord does not abandon forever." 

“I called on your Name, O Jehovah, from my deep prison, and 

you heard my voice, and you came near to tell me: Do not fear. 

"Woe to him who builds his house without righteousness, 

making use of his neighbor's services without paying his work!" 

"Take as yours the cause of the afflicted and the abandoned, 

then you do good." 

When the three of them were comfortably seated on the 

benches covered with esparto grass and sheepskins, Yhasua took 

from his tunic Faqui’s epistle and gave it to the Elders to read. 

—You want to pacify the storm of hatred and ambitions that 

rages in the distant Sahara, right? —asked Ezra, looking with 

scrutinizing eyes at Yhasua sitting next to him. 

—Exactly— he answered— and I hope that my Father, who is 

Love, Power, and Energy, will not deny me the necessary strength 

to carry out my desire from here. Isn’t the soul of man a divine 

breath that comes and goes, bringing good to everything it 

touches? 

“And can we not do this, who have received the divine gift of 

giving peace and love to those who do not have it? 

—What do you want from us? Oh, Anointed of the Eternal, 

Owner and Lord of all things! —Eleazar asked in turn. 

—That you help me with your thought of love and watch over my 

matter to transport me to the palace of Tawareks Rocks in the 

middle of the Sahara desert and make me felt by the children of 

Amenokal, Queen Selene, and her ministers and warrior chiefs. Do 

you believe it to be just and good? –And when asking this question, 

Yhasua humbly submitted to the precept of the Essene law that 

said: 

"Even if you are a Master of Wisdom, submit your judgment to 

the judgment of the Elders who lived and suffered more than you, 

and the Most High will speak to you through their mouth." 

—It is just and good to avoid the desolation of a war which will 

destroy many lives and cause immense harm, perhaps worse than 

death —said Ezra. 
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—It is just and good— added Eleazar —to remove the anguish 

from the hearts of mothers, daughters, wives, and restore peace 

and joy to an entire people, who will be the victim of the ambitions 

of those blind princes, who don’t receive the Divine Light because 

of the wickedness of their hearts. 

—Then... may the Divine Power be with us and may the 

Intelligence-Guides of the Tuareg race help me— said Yhasua 

solemnly, giving himself over to mental concentration. 

A deep silence fell in Jeremiah's grotto, and something like a 

breath of divinity began to spread in that environment impregnated 

with the smell of incense, myrrh, and hay flowers, which were often 

burned there. 

The yellowish light of three candles that gave opaque clarity to 

the room continued to flicker with that faint tremor that makes all 

things move, and Yhasua entered a deep hypnotic sleep. It was 

just before noon, and a golden autumn sun cast golden veils over 

mountains, valleys, and deserts. 

Reader friend: according to the word of the young Master, "the 

soul of man is divine breath which comes and goes bringing good 

to everything it touches". Our soul can therefore fly towards the 

Sahara desert to witness the work of love and of peace from the 

Word of God in those dunes and mountains scorched by the sun. 

The Tuaregs had an Elder prophet who was highly revered 

among them because his life was fair, and his lips were never 

stained with lies. And the same morning that Yhasua was on his 

way to Jeremiah's grotto, he presented himself to Queen Selene, 

who was crying in great grief over the misfortune that threatened 

her country, due to the death of her husband. 

—Amanai’s voice made itself be heard by me tonight— the 

Prophet said to the queen— and today at noon, you will be 

comforted in your sorrow, if you bring your two sons, your advisers, 

and war chiefs. 

—What should I tell them? —Queen Selene asked. 

—They will be the ones who will tell you: "We have understood 

the true path of peace and happiness for our people." 

—May Amanai be honey in your mouth— the queen replied, 

according to the usual phrase used by them. 

And in the great room called of Good Advice, all upholstered in 

crimson silk, dotted with small gold stars, the highest personalities 

of the numerous Tuareg people were found gathered; The queen 

with her sons, her three senior advisors, and 70 war chiefs, among 
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whom was our friend Hack-Ben Faqui and his father Cheig Buya-

Ben. 

The queen was the last to arrive, all veiled in white according to 

the custom of rigorous mourning and wearing no jewelry of any 

kind. The Elder Prophet was sitting on the dais where she rested 

her feet. 

The great room appeared in darkness, with only the light of the 

only lamp allowed by the ritual for 100 days after the death of the 

sovereign. Neither windows nor skylights were allowed to be 

opened in the great palace of rocks, which according to their 

traditions, was as old as the ones it had been since the Sahara 

ceased to be a sea, to become a parched desert. 

—Our Prophet present here— said the Queen —has promised 

that Amanai will make known his design to his people today at 

noon. Only Amanai is great and powerful. Let's hope! Silence! 

 

In the center of the great room upholstered in crimson silk, a 

golden light suddenly appeared, similar to sunlight when it enters 

through an oval skylight. And amid that diffuse light and 

incomparable softness, the image of a beautiful young man was 

designed, who could well be taken for an archangel of those that 

Amanai sent at given times to this miserable land darkened by 

hatred and iniquity. The beautiful sight seemed to hold even the 

breath, as deep as the silence that stretched like a veil of stillness 

and serenity. 

Faqui and his father recognized in the apparition's young man 

the prince son of David that they had seen in Alexandria and in the 

valley of the Pyramids. 

Yhasua, the one with the blue eyes that shed light of love! –

Faqui thought while he absorbed in his gaze the softest clarity of 

his beloved vision. 

The queen lifted her veils, and those divine eyes entered her 

soul like a balm of consolation and infinite pity. 

Each of those present heard in the depths of themselves an 

extraterrestrial voice that said: 

“This is the hour of justice, love, and peace. The Most High gives 

to each what belongs to him. To the mercy of Queen Selene, with 

mercy and love God responds to her. You are and will be the 

mother of your people, who will learn from you the greatness of 

duty accomplished. Your sons will not see the light of the sun until 

they have abandoned their ambitions for power and dominance, 
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which have brought the country to the brink of an abyss: the war 

between brothers. Selene, woman of mercy and love! The Most 

High has dried up your tears and pours out the sweetness of peace 

on you because you heard the Divine Voice crying out: 

"Glory to God in the immensity of heaven and peace on Earth to 

men of good will!" 

The men, overwhelmed with fear, had prostrated themselves on 

the ground because that intimate voice that spoke to them within 

themselves and that vivid golden light filled their hearts with 

anxiety. They had never seen anything like it, and they 

remembered the old legends and traditions that their remote 

ancestors had collected from the Atlantean emigrants who had 

taken refuge on the mountainous coasts of Mauritania. 

—He’s the messenger of the Daughter of the Sun— others 

said— who has obtained mercy from Amanai for this people about 

to take up arms and tear each other to pieces. 

The queen had come down from her dais, and she was kissing 

the ground on which the golden vision seemed to be detained, 

which slowly vanished like those little clouds of gold that form in the 

immense blue when the sun sinks at sunset.  

 

Faqui approached Selene to help her up and return her to her 

dais. He took advantage of the moment to tell her in a low voice: –

It is the appearance of David's prince, Amanai's Anointed to save 

the world from Roman domination. He’s the one who visited 

Alexandria of whom my father and I told you, who brought the 

message of Amanai and our Daughter of the Sun. You have 

already met him, oh, my queen!, and his word has been like a glass 

of honey 

She went up to her dais curtained in purple embroidered with 

gold and with her eyes full of tears, she said to him: 

—Look at my sons like two blind mummies punished by Amanai 

because of their rebelliousness and ambitions. 

“Both are motionless, mute as bronze statues, devoid of life and 

movement. 

When Faqui approached the older man and put a hand on his 

shoulder, he shook all over and said in an altered voice: 

—Whoever you are, kill me with one blow, because I prefer 

death to life without light. 

—And me, and me too— the youngest shouted. 
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Silent tears glistened for a moment on the queen's black lashes, 

then she again covered her face with the great white veil of her 

mourning. 

The old prophet approached the blind men and said: 

—Your ambition and pride brought you this tremendous 

punishment, which you can lift when you transform your heart into 

a vessel of justice and equity for all. 

—Long live Queen Selene, our august Amenokal! –The prophet 

cried out with all the strength that his old age was capable of. 

—Long live and may she govern with peace and justice, which 

only she can give us! 

—Long live! 

It was a deafening chorus that resounded for a long time in the 

galleries and corridors of the imposing palace of rocks, where a 

long chain of centuries had imprinted its great majesty. 

 

And returning, dear reader, to the humble and dismantled cave 

of Jeremiah, two stadiums away from the walls of Jerusalem, we 

see Yhasua who wakes up, and sees that Eleazar brings him a clay 

bowl with hot wine and honey. Ezra brings a brazier full of burning 

embers to his feet and covers him with a camel-skin cloak. 

—Now tell us, if you remember, what you have seen and heard. 

—I know that I was among the leaders of the Tuareg people, but 

since that environment is far from being subtle and diaphanous like 

this one, I think I won't be able to remember anything. I only have 

the impression that we’ve been successful in our work. 

“Hack-Ben Faqui will tell us everything. 

—This teaches us once again that for an incarnated intelligence 

to be able to manifest itself visibly in environments that are foreign 

to it, the Eternal Law covers it with dense astral matter, which is the 

protective robe observed by the ancient Masters, which avoids 

serious damage, but it brings oblivion, – these reflections were 

made by Eleazar in view of Yhasua's complete oblivion of what had 

happened. 

—Divine laws are severe and wise— Ezra added, affirming his 

companion's words—. If this spiritual unfolding had been to appear 

visible in the Great Sanctuary of Moab, you would have preserved 

the complete memory even of what you had spoken. However, we 

must bless and glorify God, who has allowed us to carry out this 

modest work that will perhaps restore peace and harmony in that 

country. We had no other desire or other purpose. 
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An hour later, around the humble fire of old Isaac, guardian of 

that enclosure, the four of them ate the classic dish of stewed 

lentils, a large bowl of olives with duck eggs roasted on the embers, 

and a basket of figs, picked that same morning by old Isaac in the 

fig trees of those almost inaccessible ravines. 

Before evening fell, both the Elders and Yhasua entered the old 

city of the Kings through the great North Gate. It was the same gate 

through which 22 years before the three travelers who had come 

from distant countries to pay their respects, entered on their great 

white camels to pay homage to the great King who had been born. 
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67. At Ithamar Palace 
 

Thirty days later, Faqui disembarked in the port of Gaza and 

headed alone, without having told anyone, to Jerusalem in search 

of his friends. 

It’s impossible to accurately describe the explosion of joy that 

his arrival caused. The young African prince understood then that 

the affections that he had conquered in the land of Yhasua were 

sincere and deep. And without waiting for anyone to ask him, he 

made the whole story right there of what happened in the great 

Tawareks rock palace, with the spiritual visit of the Man-Light to 

Queen Selene, her courtiers, and her warriors. 

—Is everything in peace there? –Yhasua asked, when Faqui 

finished his beautiful story, that the reader already knows. 

—Absolutely, son of David. You don't do things by halves –

answered the African. 

—Nothing resists the one that Jehovah has made invincible— 

said Simonides, rubbing his hands like someone savoring a near 

triumph—. My sovereign King of Israel will impose himself on the 

whole world that will fall on its knees dazzled by his greatness. 

—My good Simonides— Yhasua said smiling— roses always 

bloom in your garden. When do you have winter? 

—My Lord, my winter is over and forever! Now there is nothing 

but apple blossoms and palm saplings, and hyacinths in eternal 

bloom. Don't you see that even the wrinkles on my forehead have 

smoothed out because the day of glory is drawing near?... 

—Father! — Said Sabad, his daughter, laughing— the only thing 

left is for you to consider another marriage along with your 

granddaughter's. 

A chorus of gleeful laughter responded to Sabad's joke. 

—Ah!... The light of the sun will not see that. My Rachel is one 

of those women who can never be replaced. Only her, and forever! 

 

A few days later, the triple wedding was silently celebrated in 

Ithamar's palace, which was witnessed only by relatives and 

intimates, in attention and memory of the beloved dead from the 

families of the three couples: Prince Ithamar, Judah's father; Arvoth 

the sculptor, the father of Nebai; Mark's parents; Yhosep, Anna's 

father, plus Rachel, the holy wife that Simonides still couldn’t forget. 

Those happy nuptials blessed by the Son of God could not but 

bring peace, happiness, and joy to all. The souls of the just seek 
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each other and find each other when an alliance of laws brings 

them closer. 

In love unions, love is the greatest and lasting compensation. 

The death of Elder Yhosep had filled Myriam's soul with 

sadness. After 23 years of living together under the placid serenity 

of the Galilean sky in that delightful orchard populated with birds, 

flowers, and fruits, she had come to such unification with her Elder 

companion that her life seemed to have been torn apart or that it 

remained suspended in a vacuum. 

Her candid, good soul withdrew all around Yhasua, in whom she 

found the only compensation for the missing loved ones. Now, 

another of her most tender affections, Anna, shed her maternal 

arms to follow Mark, her loving husband who had chosen her as 

his life partner. 

 

Having agreed with Yhasua, she gave orders to his brother, 

James, to sell all the furniture from Yhosep's workshop in Nazareth 

and to lease the farm to some of his relatives, who could obtain 

good profits from cultivating the land because among them they 

had many sons. 

—I'll let several years go by— she said— so that the sound of 

Yhosep's footsteps is gone and his voice commanding his laborers 

have blown away with the wind, and then it may be that I'll return 

to Nazareth. What would I do so alone in that big house? I 

understand too well that I should not obstruct Yhasua's paths. That 

if he has brought the mission of teaching the Law to men, he will 

not be able to remain constantly by my side. 

—I'm also left alone in this immense house full of memories— 

Naomi said—. Thirsa and Judah, just married, are now free birds 

that can leave their father's nest when life demands it. 

—You are wrong, mother— Judah answered— because Esther 

and I will make our nest here. 

—And I— said Faqui— will take Thirsa for a brief season in the 

spring to make her known to my sovereign and my father, and we 

will return here, because the burning climate of my mountains 

would burn her alive. 

—You complained, my love, without counting at all on the love 

that surrounds you— Simonides told her— because I, your eternal 

administrator, must reside in your house, and I have my daughter 

Sabad by my side, to take care of my old age 

“Furthermore, you have not thought, my love, that the Most High 
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God of Israel multiplied the goods of my master Prince Ithamar in 

my hands to establish with them the Kingdom of Israel that is 

coming. And what will be his palace if not this one, from which one 

can look at the domes of the Temple and all that is great and 

beautiful about the Holy City? 

—But my good Simonides, —said Yhasua, laughing—. You 

want to make Ithamar's palace a haven for lonely people. How so? 

—Just as you heard it, my Lord! The palace of my sovereign 

King of Israel will be this, and it cannot be more than this, which the 

Most High has miraculously torn from the Roman claws to return it 

to its true owner. Here resides the generalissimo of the armies, 

defending truth and justice. Here resides the one who produces a 

hundredfold of the goods with which the King will make his people 

happy. Where then will the sovereign reside, if not here? 

—Very good, Simonides, very good! —Judah and Faqui 

exclaimed—. You are a true oracle of wisdom, and with you we 

don’t need to go to consult the Roman Forum or the seven wise 

men of Greece— added Judah, extremely satisfied with the twist 

that the good old man had given to his speech. 

Myriam and Noemi smiled that gentle smile of a woman matured 

by age and suffering. 

It was therefore resolved that the sumptuous, rigid palace of 

Ithamar, would be the abode of Yhasua and his widowed mother, 

while they remained in Jerusalem. 

From the years 23 to 25 of Yhasua's age, he dedicated himself 

entirely to combating a growing idolatry of his person. This idolatry 

had greatly increased in some of the countries where news arrived 

of his works considered miraculous by those who were ignorant of 

the hidden forces of nature on which the human spirit can exercise 

action, if they are properly cultivated for noble and disinterested 

purposes. 

It had not been enough to demand strict secrecy from those who 

saw up close his great charitable works on incurable patients or on 

events of impossible solution within the purely human means and 

known to the common people. 

In Jerusalem, Yhasua had the news that in Alexandria, in the 

most magnificent of its temples, the "Serapeum" built by Ptolemy I 

to immortalize his name, an alabaster effigy had been placed on a 

marble pedestal. This effigy exactly resembled his physiognomy 

with identical clothing, and under it this engraving had been placed: 

“Horus, son of Isis, again descended to Earth to save men from 
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pain and death. It is Horus-Yhasua. He kills leprosy, gives sight to 

the blind, makes the paralyzed walk, and air, water, and fire obey 

him. It is our god Horus who is back on Earth to receive the 

adoration of men. 

In a suburb of Antioch, in a spacious grotto on a hill coming from 

Mount Silpius near which there was an ancient Persian colony, a 

kind of temple to Ormuzd (aka Ahura Mazda), an ancient Iranian 

divinity, had been inaugurated, which the genius of Zoroaster 

symbolized with the burning fire, in order to dematerialize the idea 

of God. 

In this cave two altars were made, one for the Eternal Flame, 

symbol of Ormuzd, the Supreme God of the Persians. There an oil 

lamp burned permanently that never went out. In the other, they 

had placed an effigy of Yhasua standing on the coiled body of a 

serpent, representing the spirit of the evil named Ahriman. An 

engraving in red characters read: “Mithra, Ormuzd 's first auxiliary 

genius, incarnated again to crush Ahriman, the enemy of man. He 

is known by Yhasua of Nazareth, and he is the victor of all the evils 

of the Earth”. 

And even in the famous forest of Daphne, where all the licenses 

and all the vices coming from all over the world seemed to have 

come together to refine the reigning corruption more and more, a 

white marble, image of the young prophet of Nazareth, had also 

been installed. It was located among bustling fountains, curtained 

with jasmine and wisteria, with this legend at its feet: "Yhasua 

brother of Adonis, who grants with him the sweetness of love, joy 

and peace." 

This lavish place of recreation for kings, princes, and 

courtesans, was very close to the city of Antioch, for which the 

news reached Yhasua through the representatives that Simonides 

had left in the great capital to attend to his business. 

For a good son of Israel, born and educated on the basic 

principle of a Unique, Invisible, Impersonal, and Eternal God, these 

effigies made by men for the adoration of men were sad signs of 

nascent idolatry that had to be eradicated at all costs.  

This was a painful disappointment for the young Master, whose 

divine mission was to teach men the Eternal Truth. 

—So— he said, speaking with Simonides, Judah, Faqui, and his 

four friends from Jerusalem— you can't do good to men with liberty, 

using God’s gifts. What are the men of this Earth made of, that even 

from good they bring evil, and from love, their own destruction? 
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“They are freed from evil and pain in the name of the Invisible 

and Eternal God, and instead of paying adoration only to Him, they 

throw themselves after the human creature, intermediary of divine 

benefit, to give themselves the pleasure of loving the matter, the 

tangible, what vanishes like a shadow, what perishes and dies!... 

How am I to do, Lord, to direct this blind and insane humankind 

towards You, if it insists on feeding on the crusts of dead meat that 

your envoys leave along the way? 

“When they see me torn to pieces and dead like a gladiator in 

the arenas of the circus, they will curse me shouting: I was not 

Horus, nor Mithra, nor Adonis!... I was a false prophet who 

deceived crowds!... 

“God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob!... If I had no other 

manifestation of your greatness than your eternal love for the 

miserable creatures of this Earth, that alone is enough and more 

than enough for me to fall before your throne of stars screaming 

with all my might: “Because you are the Eternal Light, you continue 

to illuminate humankind on this Earth. Because your Power is 

eternal and unshakable, you sustain in the immensity this tiny 

hazelnut that is the Earth, inhabited by caterpillars and disgusting 

larvae!... Because your Love is eternal creative energy, you 

multiply life here without paying attention in the use they make of 

life!... 

The painful vibration of such terrible words penetrated like a 

withering anathema in the ears that heard them. 

Judah picked up the great blue curtain that divided the cenacle 

of Ithamar's palace in two, and Yhasua saw her mother, Naomi, 

Thirsa, and Nebai, kneeling down, praying and weeping for him. He 

couldn't contain himself any longer and with light steps he reached 

his mother, and he hugged her tightly. On her head, touched in 

white, two silent tears fell from the Son of God, for whom his mother 

meant that humanity that he had been about to curse. 

—Sweet and good women, and all of you who have heard my 

desperate words, you are before me the ones who raise humankind 

up where it deserves the love and sacrifice of the one who was sent 

to save it— he said with a solemn and most tender voice, after 

which, his beautiful nature, divine and human, reacted in a very 

manifest way, and as if meditating, he murmured in a low voice—: 

If this humanity were perfect, it would already be safe and 

happy. Because it’s mortally wounded and on the brink of the 

abyss, it needs a Savior Guide. 
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"What am I complaining about? Lord, what am I complaining 

about? It was a bad moment!... It's over and I hope it won't happen 

again. –And Yhasua sat on a little stool at his mother's feet. 

 

—Be once again the Yhasua of the dove's fountain, there in the 

little stone house next to the Tabor– Nebai said, approaching him 

with delicate tenderness. 

—What difference do you find between the Yhasua from the 

Tabor, and the one you see in Jerusalem today? —asked the 

young Master. 

—That one bloomed with optimism like a rose bush in spring— 

she said—. And this is like a winter drizzle that freezes the blood in 

the veins. 

—Well said, Nebai, and I promise to take advantage of your 

lesson. 

When this little storm had completely subsided, Nicodemus said 

to his friends: 

—I think you have not forgotten that tonight we celebrate the 

10th meeting of Messengers of the Holy Alliance. 

—Have you already chosen the appropriate venue? —Gamaliel 

asked. 

—We have arranged everything under the direction of 

Simonides—Prince Judah replied. 

—When Simonides is involved, there’s no fear of failure, for he’s 

the man of success— Yhasua added, looking affectionately at the 

Elder. He immediately responded: 

—At the angle formed by Mount Zion Street and Joppa Street, 

which ends at the Citadel, I have a large tavern located in a very 

strategic place, which is at the same time a warehouse for the 

merchandise brought by the caravans from Damascus, 

Philadelphia, and Idumea. It has a vast subsoil excavated in the 

rock that communicates with one of the underground galleries of 

the Citadel, which passes under the wall and exits into the Valley 

of Hinnom. Those from Mizpah, Emmaus, and Gabam will come 

that way. My Lord King of Israel will be there safer than anywhere 

else, because in case of emergency, we can leave the city without 

the approval of anyone, other than the angels of Jehovah. 

—My good Simonides— Yhasua said to him, to everyone's 

astonishment— here the one who truly deserves to be King of 

Israel, is you, who thinks of everything, dominates everything with 

such ease and poise that I even suspect you feel capable of facing 
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Caesar. 

—For you, my child king, I’d face 50 Caesars without being 

afraid of any of them— the Elder answered solemnly. 

 

A murmur of laughter and applause greeted the brave response 

of the old man, whose satisfaction was such that he looked 20 

years younger. 

—I suppose our skillful boss has thought that we have to sit 

down, that we have to write, and that perhaps the first hours of the 

night will not be enough and that... 

—Everything, everything has been thought of, my lords, doctors 

of Israel— Simonides replied to Joseph of Arimathea's warning. 

—Since yesterday, the messengers of Scheiff Ilderim arrived 

from Philadelphia, as well as those from Ptolemais, Scythopolis, 

Archelais, and Jericho. And from the south, the caravan brought 

those from Beersheba, Juttah, Hebron, Gaza and Bethsura, shortly 

before noon today. 

“From Bethlehem, they will arrive within an hour or two, at the 

latest. These are the ones who have already arrived or have given 

notice that they will be arriving soon. –This last information was 

given by Prince Judah, who, together with Hack-Ben Faqui, was in 

contact with the adherents of the Holy Alliance. 

The time of the appointment was the first hour of the night, which 

for the Israelites began after sunset, when dusk began. 

—But tell me— observed Yhasua— how will these people find 

Simonides' hiding place? 

—Don't worry my Lord in your good servants! —the old man 

replied. —They all appear to be people who come to sell or buy, 

and they will all be in the shops of the Market Square..., yes, right 

there, in the nose of the representatives of Caesar and the High 

Priest Ishmael, who from the terraces of the Herod's palace will see 

them arrive with their camels and donkeys loaded with 

merchandise and will rejoice saying: Jehovah's blessing on this 

city, increasingly favored by the great businesses that come to 

enrich it! 

—Well, Simonides, I see that no one beats you as an 

organizer— added Yhasua. 

—Let's agree now, where we will meet— Nicodemus added. 

—You four— Judah said— will wait for Faqui at the Portico of 

the Great College. With the others, we already have everything all 

set, Simonides and me. 
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Soon after, Ithamar's palace took on the look of the quiet home 

it always did. It was noon and around the table covered with a white 

tablecloth, Yhasua surrounded by his intimates, distributed the 

family bread among them after having thanked God for the food he 

gave them. There were nine diners: the two couples of the 

newlyweds, Yhasua with his mother, Naomi, Simonides and 

Sabad. 

They had barely sat down when Anna and Mark, who had just 

arrived from Gaza, ran in happily. 

It was the first time they had seen each other since her wedding 

day, and Anna, who felt like a true daughter to Myriam, hugged her 

neck and covered her with kisses and flowers. 

—These are flowers from Alexandria— she said— sent for you, 

mother, by Prince Melchior, along with this epistle to Yhasua. They 

arrived last night on the last boat. 

And while Mark with Simonides and Judah had a lively aside 

regarding the progress of their business in the port of Gaza, where 

Mark was the General Agent, the rest of the family surrendered to 

the reciprocal tenderness of that unexpected meeting. 
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68. In the Fortress of King Jebus 
 

Evening fell as if on a sumptuous bed of vermilion roses and 

golden myrtle trees while a resplendent sunset sun girdled its halo 

of glory to Mount Zion, crowned with palaces; to Mount Moriah, the 

grandiose pedestal of the Temple of Solomon, and to the lofty hills 

called Crown, because of the circumvallation that they form around 

the glorious city of David. 

Yhasua with Simonides left Ithamar's palace, after having 

listened, while smiling, for the third or fourth time to the tender 

recommendations of his mother, his sister and Nebai, who had a 

constant concern for him. 

Judah, Mark, and Faqui, had left a few hours before, since 

according to Simonides, they were the lieutenants of the Sovereign 

King of Israel, and they had to anticipate him to arrange everything 

properly and avoid indiscretions from some of the attendees. 

The Great Market-Plaza of the Jaffa Gate was at that hour a 

hellish shouting in all the dialects of the East. This was due to the 

fact that the fervor of sales intensified, both in the great shops 

where the richest fabrics and precious laces of silver, gold, and 

precious stones were sold, as well as in the wretched tents where 

baskets of figs and pomegranates, along with a bowl of butter or a 

stack of goat cheeses, made up all the vendor's wealth. The day 

was ending, and the commercial competition grew to such an 

extent that an impartial observer could think: "These poor people 

lose their lives in the effort to make one more sale in the day." 

Simonides could tell at a glance which were the real sellers, and 

which were the fake ones, or simple spectators. He went to a little 

shop that had excellent fruits from Alexandria, Cyprus, and Arabia. 

Its owner was an old man with two children. 

—I'll buy you everything you have— he told him— if you give it 

to me in the baskets in which everything is placed. 

—Master!... How would I bring my products tomorrow? —The 

good man replied, shocked by the demand of that client. 

—Man! I'll pay you the baskets for what they're worth, but I can't 

waste time looking for other baskets to move the merchandise. 

Look, take the weight of this pocket and I think you'll agree. 

The old man took the pocket, which was bright blue, raised it 

high, and his face lit up like one who sees a vision of glory. 

It was what Simonides was looking for, since the blue pocket 

was one of the signs to recognize in the newcomers from abroad, 
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the brothers of the Holy Alliance who were waiting for them in 

Jerusalem. 

Once the business was done, a large group of idle onlookers 

approached Simonides offering to take the purchase for a few 

denarii to the place he designated. These were the educated 

adherents, so as not to arouse curiosities in the idle people who 

swarmed through the markets, watching the footsteps of their 

fellow men. 

—Well, well, let's walk to my warehouse on Joppa Street, where 

the newly arrived caravanners are waiting for their feed and I don't 

want them to eat me alive. Follow me then – these words were said 

by Simonides in a loud voice so as to be heard by all those who 

were around. 

 

Other vendors approached him offering chanters with honey 

wine, cherry syrup, baskets of duck eggs, and olives from the 

Mount of Olives. 

As he saw that there were still unoccupied onlookers, he made 

a new purchase of what was offered, and another blue pocket was 

raised high to pay for the merchandise. 

The reader will already understand that our good friend 

Simonides collected some 80 men there, poorly dressed as if they 

were laborers who were out of work. 

Yhasua had observed without much attention the business of 

his partner, completely absorbed in the sad spectacle of 

selfishness and human ambitions, in the fierce struggle between 

sellers and buyers seeking to get the most advantage over each 

other. Theft, deceit, malicious lies, seeking to give objects a value 

that they did not have; the impudence in most of the young women, 

still almost girls to attract customers to their businesses, in short, a 

whole tangled and dark skein of miseries that was painful for the 

soul to contemplate. 

—Humankind, humankind!... —exclaimed the young apostle in 

a low voice—. Unhappy and blind leper, you don’t know your 

wickedness, nor do you hit the right path, because you persecute 

and kill those who are sent to you, to lead you to the Truth and the 

Light. 

Finally, they arrived at Simonides' great warehouse, completely 

stuffed with large and small bundles, just as we can imagine an 

immense warehouse of merchandise of the most varied kinds, 

coming from innumerable cities and towns. 
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Three great caravan routes unloaded there entirely: the one 

from Damascus that touched all the cities and towns of the Jordan, 

the one from Philadelphia that dragged with the products of 

neighboring Eastern Arabia, and the one from the Red Sea that 

included Midian, Edom, and Idumea. Who could be surprised that 

Simonides, a merchant from Antioch, had a warehouse-storage of 

great proportions in Jerusalem? 

 

After crossing rooms and corridors crowded with bundles, bags, 

chests, pottery jugs, etc., etc., Simonides opened a wardrobe full 

of blankets and mantles, and behind them they all saw a small door 

that led to the underground ladder. 

 

There, the surprising and almost marvelous began. It seemed to 

be the work of magicians and enchantment. 

After the stairway, a large door opened that led to a rigid and 

simple portico, where about 20 guards dressed in the Persian style, 

with long tunics embroidered in colors and graceful caps of ribbons 

and feathers, with cutlass on their shoulders, walked solemnly. 

 

They formed a line, and among them Judah appeared followed 

by Faqui who received Yhasua with a triumphant and happy air. 

—What does this all mean? —the Master immediately asked. 

—Our Holy Alliance has its own headquarters in the city of 

David, and it needs its defense. These guards are part of our army, 

which instead of being called Legion, is called Defense. They are 

therefore the defenders of the Holy Alliance. Does it seem bad to 

you? – Judah said all this as an explanation to Yhasua. 

—Where defenders are sought, aggressors can be presumed, 

right, my Lord, that's what you're thinking? —Simonides 

interrupted, to soften the impression on Yhasua that the Elder 

thought he guessed. 

—Exactly, I don’t censure what you do, but I am sorry that you 

are forced by circumstances to take such extreme measures. 

—You must think, my dear— said Faqui— that here is kept the 

enormous treasure with which the Holy Alliance meets the 

expenses of the publicity and education of our adherents. And 

because everything is done in the greatest secrecy, it is doubly 

expensive. 
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—As to that, I agree with you— Yhasua answered, advancing 

towards the door of another room that was only closed with heavy 

purple curtains. 

 

Two pages lifted it up, and Yhasua immediately recognized in 

one of them the handsome adolescent from the suburb of Gisiva in 

Antioch, who was called the hunchback, before the young Master 

healed him. The other was that greedy little Santiago from the 

suburb of Nazareth, who used to wait for Yhasua on the road in 

order to get a larger portion of the sweets that He brought for the 

needy children. 

 

Recognizing them immediately and hugging them tenderly, it 

was all a matter of a moment. 

—How are you here, Nelio, and you, Santiaguillo, grown into a 

young man almost as tall as me? 

—I arrived three days ago, on the master's last ship that came 

from Antioch to Gaza, and Agent Mark brought me today by order 

of the master— said the former hunchback with great satisfaction. 

—And I— said Santiaguillo— came this morning with Uncle 

James, who brought me by order of your mother who always loved 

me very much, because I love you so much. 

—This means there was a formidable plot to surprise me, who 

was ignorant of everything— said Yhasua, feeling lulled by all those 

sincere expressions of love and concern. 

 

The enclosure into which Yhasua entered was a vast hall carved 

out of the rock of the hills on which King David built the millennial 

city. According to Simonides, who was like a living book of the 

oldest Hierosolymitan traditions, that immense subsoil used so 

skillfully by him, had been a cave of refuge for the chieftain king of 

the Jebusites, who were the founders of ancient Gerar (Jerusalem) 

in very remote times. 

The great Jebus of prehistory, ally of the Kobdas of the Nile, and 

founder of the Jebusite dynasty and race, must have been a man 

of those who do not allow themselves to be surprised by 

unexpected treacherous attacks from bad neighbors, the 

Philistines, famously aggressive and always warlike. The 

cyclopean fortress of that enclosure clearly demonstrated this, 

undermined in the bowels of the rock and with an exit to the Hinnom 

Valley through an underground path dug to such a depth that it 
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passed under the walls of the royal city. 

Faqui, accustomed to the rock palaces of Tinghert in the 

impenetrable crags of the Sahara, gave guidance on how to 

beautify and decorate that terrifying cave, whose dimensions could 

accommodate approximately 3,000 people. 

Craftsmen of wood and stone, brought three months before from 

distant Antioch, had transformed the gloomy cavern of King Jebus 

into a vast hall that had the appearance of a temple, since all the 

irregularities of those excavations were used as side chambers 

attached to the great central hall. 

—Here one can dream of the hypostyle hall of an Egyptian 

temple— said Yhasua, contemplating the strange enclosure, 

decorated in many parts with cedar planks and full of inscriptions 

whose meaning he immediately understood. 

All the engravings were copies of those verses of the Prophets 

that alluded to the Savior that the people awaited with such anxiety. 

On either side of the dais of honor were two white stone angels 

holding seven-armed chandeliers illuminating the Tables of the 

Law, which, open like an immense stone book, formed the back of 

the great main dais, above the which it read: "Honor and glory to 

Moses, chosen of Jehovah." 

 

The first four side chambers bore in large characters the names 

of the four great prophets of Israel: Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and 

Elijah. And on small stone catafalques were their books, their life, 

their facts written by their contemporary disciples. In the smaller 

chambers, one could see the names and books of the so-called 

minor prophets and of the kings of Judah, who had distinguished 

themselves for their love and benefits for the people, for their fidelity 

to the Law of Moses. 

 

While Yhasua's observation throughout the vast enclosure 

lasted, Simonides followed him closely and didn’t separate his eyes 

from the young Master's face, in which he wanted to surprise his 

impressions of liking or displeasure. But the sweet face of Yhasua, 

remained in the most perfect serenity. 

Seeing that he said nothing, the good Elder approached him 

affectionately: 

—Are you happy, my Lord, with your servants? –He asked him, 

unable to wait any longer, to know the verdict of the one for whom 

he had worked so hard. 
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—Simonides— the Master told him with immense tenderness —

I am pleased with you and with those who have seconded you in 

this work, from which I collect a single flower, the vermilion rose of 

your love for me, which you have all placed in it. 

—And don't you find, my Lord, that this work was necessary for 

the liberating crusade that you are carrying out? —the Elder asked 

again—. Where could we gather the Holy Alliance that we have 

formed and that grows more every day? The temple is invaded by 

the self-interested and vile poison of the current priesthood, 

corrupted and sold to the invader with a disgusting servility. 

Solomon's courts are a market for the sale of sacrificial beasts, 

where the priests and their relatives collect huge profits. 

 

“The Essene sanctuaries and private synagogues fear being 

compromised and only half open their doors to sing psalms and 

explain the Sacred Scriptures to a small number of devotees in the 

neighborhood. 

“Speak, my Lord, that my soul suffers anguish until I have heard 

you give me a decisive answer. 

—You love me exaggeratedly, my good Simonides, and I feel 

sorry for you— the Master replied, stopping before the Elder, on 

whose shoulders he placed his delicate hands like the tuberoses of 

Jericho. 

—And why, my Lord, do you feel sorry for me? —asked the 

Elder with moist eyes before those incomparably sweet blue eyes 

that seemed to penetrate to the bottom of his heart. Don't you see 

how happy I am serving you, my Lord? 

—And if you saw this one you call your Lord, treated like a vile 

slave, and executed like an impostor. What would you do then? 

—Alas!... Shut up your lips, Lord, you do wrong to Jehovah, to 

the prophets, to all Israel that waits and trusts in you!... Do not kill 

your servant with a single blow, my Lord ..., that it’s not for this, that 

the Most High has healed my body undone by tyrants!... No, my 

Lord, no! Such a misfortune will never happen, unless all of us who 

love you have been torn to pieces first! 

 

—What's going on here, what's going on? —Judah said, 

approaching with Faqui, Mark and Uncle James, who were all 

excited, already visualizing the Holy Alliance that was taking 

definitive and well-manifest shape. 

—Nothing— answered Yhasua—I’m just trying to calm the 
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delirious fevers of my good Simonides, who sometimes I suspect 

gets out of his mind and goes to countries of charm and illusion... 

Isn't this almost a work of magic? 

—Brave magic, my Lord! Three months of working night and 

day, and 80 artisans of wood and stone, paid double wages, is 

nothing from another world –answered the Elder, in whose noble 

heart the shock he received with Yhasua's words had already 

evaporated. 

 

—That's very good, Simonides! You have fed 80 families in 

those three months, which, but for this work, would have had a 

shortage of bread and wine on their table. And at the same time, 

we have a safe accommodation for the Holy Alliance, from which 

we hope so much for the future. Have I spoken well now, 

Simonides? 

—Now yes, my Lord!... Now, you have! 

—Here come in their own clothes, those who came half-

disguised from the Market Square–said Mark– letting in about 50 

men, almost all of them young people who were brimming with 

enthusiasm and joy. 

 

An hour later, the terrifying cave of King Jebus of prehistory with 

all its lighted chandeliers, was like a golden flame that shone on 

everything: on the Tablets of the Law of Moses, on the white stone 

angels that held them, on verses of the prophets announcing the 

Savior of the world, on the names of the kings of Judea who had 

remained in the adoration of the One God and obeyed His Law. 

Joseph of Arimathea, Nicodemus, Nicholas, and Gamaliel also 

arrived, followed by a dozen of those students from the Great 

College, who had received the copies of the writings of Moses and 

Solomon already familiar to the reader. 

Mark received friends of his, scribes, and warders from the 

same educational establishment, among them a nephew of old 

Hillel, the former Rector already deceased, which meant a 

magnificent conquest. 

All those who arrived, had painted on their faces the anxiety to 

have exact news of the great King, glimpsed by the prophets from 

six centuries before. 

Yhasua, seated at the end of a dais that began in the chamber 

of the prophet Isaiah, silently observed all that movement of beings 

eager for justice, liberation, and peace. Optimism, reverie, illusion, 
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flourished on all faces and smiled on all lips. 

Othoniel and Isaiah, the two brand new stewards of Judah and 

Faqui, appeared guiding, one, Prince Sallun of Lohes, and the 

other, Prince Jeshua, both friends of the Melchior of Heliopolis, who 

are already known to the reader. 

Suddenly a murmur of foreign voices was heard in the direction 

of the entrance portico, and soon the unmistakable figure of Scheiff 

Ilderim appeared, the Arab leader who had arrived that afternoon 

with 20 of his men-at-arms, from his tents in the desert of Mount 

Jebel. We have met him, a friendly reader, in Antioch at the "Good 

Hope" inn and then in the Orchard of the Palms, next to that lake, 

over whose waters Yhasua glided with the speed of lightning to 

save the shipwrecked from the boat race.  

His bright black eyes searched the crowd, from which Judah 

emerged to meet him. He spoke brief words in his ear to indicate 

that most of those people were unaware that Yhasua was the 

Messiah-King they were waiting for, and that therefore certain 

reservations were necessary. 

Yhasua, completely absorbed in his observations on the excited 

and dreaming crowd, did not notice the arrival of the Scheiff Ilderim 

until he was before him. 

—Prince of David— he said, bowing deeply—. At last, I see you 

in the city of your glory and triumph that is already near, and that 

will be the beginning of a new era of peace and freedom for our 

unfortunate countries. 

—You are telling the truth, Scheiff— Yhasua answered, moved 

by the words he had just heard from that Arab leader, and how they 

agreed so much with what his internal vision was telling him, about 

the events that a few years later would make Jerusalem sadly 

famous. 

—But you don't seem to be very enthusiastic about this lucid 

prologue to your future great work— the Scheiff continued—. I 

would almost say that there is melancholy in your eyes, squire with 

golden hair!...  

—I'm not happy with excited crowds, Scheiff— Yhasua replied, 

making room for him next to himself on the dais. 

 

—And yet the illusion is necessary to the masses, to move them 

in the direction that is convenient. Don't you think so, Anointed of 

the Lord? We only need to remember the glorious epics of all the 

men who have done something in the past. Neither Hannibal, nor 
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Alexander, nor Darius... nor your own King David would have 

reached the summit, if it had not been for the illusion of the 

multitudes that rushed after them as if behind a vision of paradise, 

the promise of the peace and dreamed bliss –said the Scheiff with 

a vehement eloquence capable of convincing anyone. 

—But that does not make us forget, Scheiff, the sad epilogue of 

what you call glorious careers. Behind the conquering Hannibal is 

Carthage razed to the ground, and its inhabitants put to the sword 

like cattle in the slaughterhouse. 

 

“Darius, the great King, whom the masses full of illusion, or 

delusion, came to adore as a god, appeared before the peoples, 

impoverished by their orgies on a throne of gold and ivory, when 

the hour of divine Justice, personified in Alexander, sounded for 

him. The Great King was slashed in his flight, like a hound hunted 

by wild boars, and all his works boils down to millions of victims 

sacrificed to his ambition and a rock-cut tomb at Naqsh-e Rostam 

in the outside of Persepolis. 

“The deluded peoples, dominated by another ambitious man 

stronger than him, Alexander, soon forgot their Great King, to 

submissively accept the crumbs that the victor threw at them. 

“And if the Macedonian unified the world for a brief time, 

dreaming of being the only sovereign on the face of the Earth, with 

no other ideal than his empire, today we have it divided into three 

shreds, and his silent mummy sleeping the eternal sleep in the 

Alexandria Museum. 

 

"And the deluded peoples of Hannibal, Darius, Alexander and 

David, today we are like the helots of the warrior Sparta, with no 

more rights than those of receiving what is left over from the new 

masters, the invaders who take over the air we breathe and the 

water that we drink... .. And as for our great King David..., as you 

can see, Scheiff..., the only thing left of him, for the people who 

acclaimed him, is his tomb where owls nest and reptiles, and 

spiders weave their webs. Also remain the psalms where he asks 

the Lord for mercy, because in old age he recognized his straying 

ways. His hands drip with blood, and he didn't even dare to touch 

the stones that will form the temple of Jehovah... I tell you, Scheiff 

that the only thing that's worth of David is his repentance for the 

harm caused in his years as a conquering warrior. This is how the 

powerful destroy the illusions and dreams of the peoples, who 
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unconsciously follow them until the evidence opens their eyes to 

the truth and light. 

 

—Squire with the golden hair!... Who has dressed you in this 

tunic of deception, disappointment, and death in which I see you 

wrapped? —asked the noble Arab leader, alarmed, who truly loved 

Yhasua and expected great things from him. 

—Experience of the life of men! —Yhasua replied—. But don't 

think, Scheiff, that I want to sit back and let the wind blow 

everything away like autumn leaves. No, not that! But believe me, 

this crazy illusion of the people, with no other point of view than the 

material, that they believe within reach of their hands, hurts me. I 

also long for and dream of a better life for all the peoples of the 

Earth, but not as Hannibal, Darius, Alexander, or David dreamed 

of it, since you see how all that beauty turned into pebbles that roll 

through the quarry and go to form lizard caves deep in ravines... 

 

—And tell me, what is your thinking like, Prince of David and 

what gold is your illusion woven from..., from what wings of angels, 

did you cling the halo of your dream?..., tell me and perhaps I can 

understand you and get closer to you. 

—To educate the people, to teach the masses with the torch of 

Eternal Truth in hand so that they know the origin and destiny of 

life, their true goal, and their glorious end. Let all peoples know that 

God, Supreme Intelligence, Soul of all things: is eternal Love, Light, 

Energy, and that He is the Universal Father of all beings, of all 

races, of all peoples and even of all worlds, which, like our Earth, 

roll through the infinite immensity supported by the all-

encompassing will of the Eternal Creator. To teach the multitudes 

that the children of God and our brothers are the blacks of South 

Africa, as well as the whites of Northern Europe, the sleepy Hindus, 

the peaceful Persians, the proud Romans, the artistic Greeks, the 

industrious and submissive Egyptians. All of us, we are all children 

of a mother: the Earth!; And our father, only one: the Eternal Maker 

of all that breathes! Teach them that the Earth is meant to sustain 

everyone, like air, water, and light. And that no one has the right to 

deprive his brother of a piece of land where he can plant his cabin, 

and where he can later open his grave. 

“To teach them that the warlords, no matter how great and 

powerful they believe to be, are of the same flesh and blood as the 

last of their slaves; and that the Eternal Law does not grant them 
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other rights than to serve as guides, conductors, caring and loving 

parents of the peoples they govern. 

“To teach them the wise law of Divine Justice that the Schools 

of Wisdom call pre-existence. That is, the physical existences 

continuously repeated over the centuries and ages, and so 

admirably ordered and arranged, that whoever today is a despotic 

and cruel sovereign and walks on the bowed necks of his subjects, 

in another future incarnation will come to live the life of a slave to 

be trampled like a worm by another despot, just as he did in his 

previous existence. 

 

“Wouldn't this be the end of all wars, all invasions, robberies, 

mass murders, arson, and devastation? Wouldn't this end the 

hunger and misery of the masses just to keep a few daring 

adventurers fed up with pleasure and orgy, who prosper in the 

shadow of the ignorance of the people?... 

"Wouldn't this be making a decisive and deadly cut in the 

millennial tree of privileged castes, dynasties and families with all 

the riches of Mother Earth, which is mother of all living beings?... 

“This is my dream, Scheiff Ilderim, and as long as I do not see it 

come true, my soul will moan like a mourner around a beloved 

corpse, because the humankind that I love so much is dead until it 

has seen the light of Eternal Truth!... 

Yhasua's eyes glowed like two golden flames, and his 

countenance had taken on the soft rosy tint of spring twilight. 

 

The Arab leader took his hand and said: 

—Your dream, Nazarene boy, is not a man's dream! It is the 

dream of a God! The Most High speaks through your mouth and I 

do not doubt that everything you have spoken will come true one 

day on this Earth! A caravan must walk many steps to cross the 

desert of hot and parched sands! 

“Do you understand child-philosopher, child betrothed to Eternal 

Wisdom? 

“You don't climb to the top of the mountains with one jump. 

“Not with one blow of the ax does the woodcutter cut down all 

the cedars of Lebanon. 

“Not with one blow of the hammer or two, does the sculptor 

make a statue of the block of stone that he has torn from the quarry! 

—You have understood me, Scheiff Ilderim, you have 

understood me, and this only breaks down my pessimism and 
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makes illusion flourish in me again! 

Yhasua embraced the Arab in his arms, and they merged into a 

single skein; the black hair of the son of Arabia and the bronzed 

curls of the young Nazarene. 

The crowd had left them as a side in Isaiah's chamber and 

scattered in the different compartments of the immense venue, 

they outlined in groups their respective programs and the way in 

which they would make them practicable. 

The arrival of the fellow Bethlehemites was the signal that the 

great assembly was about to begin. 

Elkanah, Josiah, Alphaeus and Eleazar followed by about 30 

Bethlehemites entered the subterranean corridor that had an exit 

to the Valley of Hinnom. Their eyes searched the crowd for Yhasua, 

over whom they believed they had more rights than anyone, since 

they had recognized him at birth 23 years ago. 

Yhasua saw them coming and went towards them to prevent the 

explosion of affection from exposing the secret of his personality. 

—What you know, very few know here— he told them in a low 

voice as he hugged them—. So be discreet until the time comes to 

speak. 

—The En-Gedi people must already be at the door that leads to 

the street of Joppa with their herd of loaded donkeys. —Elkanah 

said—. We found them while entering the city through the southern 

gate. 

Yhasua passed the notice to Judah, who told Othoniel to let 

them in. They were Jacob and Bartholomew, the gatekeepers of 

the Quarantine Sanctuary who came accompanied by the penitents 

of those roaring mountains. They were the redeemed of the 

Essenes, who had obtained a pardon for them after a long trial of 

their true regeneration. They knew that society does not forgive or 

forget the public faults of its peers, even though it itself has greater 

private crimes than those of which it accuses. But in the Holy 

Alliance born in the heart of Christ, there was room for everyone, 

just and sinners, because the sublime ideal of human liberation led 

them all along the same path: universal brotherhood. 

The leaders of the different regions that were represented there 

left on the central table the list of their adherents. The great main 

dais was occupied by the leaders who would speak that night and 

by the Elders of that crowded assembly. 

It was Nicodemus's turn to open the meeting, so he was made 

to occupy the center of the dais. To his right Yhasua was placed, 
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as creator of the Holy Alliance, and to his left was Prince Sallun of 

Lohes, the oldest of the entire gathering. 

Judah, Faqui, and Mark would play the role of notaries to write 

in three of the most common languages at that time all the 

provisions that were made. 

A solemn and profound silence quieted all the rumors and 

Nicodemus began with an invocation to the One, Invisible, and 

Eternal God, Supreme Power, inexhaustible Energy, source of 

permanent Light, solemn breath of Love over all living beings on 

Earth. 

All heads bowed in fervent silent adoration because they were 

the souls that expanded in overflows of common longings, of hopes 

that blossomed in all hearts, of dreams, of future bliss that wove 

their subtle networks around each youthful head, to crown them 

with jasmine and roses like the triumphant heroes of other ages. 

Didn't the Holy Alliance teach that God is the loving Father of all 

beings? And were they not to expect from such a Father, Owner 

and Lord of all the treasures of the Earth, a glass of happiness for 

their thirsty lips? A ray of light for their disoriented steps on the path 

of life?... A piece of free land where to sow golden wheat fields, to 

turn them tomorrow into white bread for the humble table? Oh yes! 

All this was expected by that anxious crowd as they bowed their 

heads to the adoration of God the Universal Father, invited by the 

austere and persuasive word of Nicodemus of Nicopolis, doctor of 

Israel and descendant of an ancient Levitical and priestly family. 

And Yhasua received in his astonishingly sensitive Psyche all 

those thoughts, desires and hopes, and he thought deep within 

himself: 

—Everyone extends their hand before the Universal Father to 

ask for their material well-being, family enjoyment, success in their 

enterprises! Where are those who love God for Himself, who is the 

Supreme Good? Where is one that says: Lord! I love you above all 

things, and I ask you for no other happiness than to love you, 

keeping your Law until the last breath of my life!... 

That solemn moment passed, and Nicodemus elaborated on his 

ideas in an eloquent speech about the justice and equity that 

should govern all the acts of the life of a being who calls himself a 

worshiper of the One God, source of all good. 

That was the 10th assembly celebrated by the Holy Alliance, 

and it was appropriate to treat in a special way the 10th article of 

the Law of Moses: "You shall not covet the goods of others." 
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Nicodemus developed this theme, current at all epochs and 

among all races and peoples on Earth, reaching the conclusion that 

in the strict observance of this mandate was contained the peace 

for men of good will that the angels of the Lord had sung 23 years 

ago, on the night of the birth of his Word in the city of Bethlehem.  

Chapter XI of Isaiah was eloquently commented by Nicholas of 

Damascus in its first five verses that, according to the great Masters 

of Divine Wisdom, were the spitting image of the Lord's Anointed 

who was already amid his people, waiting for it to be in conditions 

to recognize and follow him. 

The Rabbi of the Synagogue of Zerubbabel, already known to 

the reader, and who was the leader of the adherents of Anathoth, 

commented on chapter III of the prophet Malachi, whose first three 

verses refer to the purity of life that was necessary, for be worthy 

of approaching the Messiah Savior of Israel that everyone awaited. 

Chapter XXIII of Jeremiah in its first six verses was beautifully 

interpreted by Joseph of Arimathea, who held the leaders of crowds 

responsible for the mistakes of the peoples and the great pain 

suffered by them. 

The leaders of Sebaste and Scythopolis of the Samaria region 

vehemently praised the unifying work of the Holy Alliance, which 

tended to destroy the old hatreds and antagonisms between both 

regions: Samaria and Judea. 

—What fault do we Samaritans have at this time —said one of 

the speakers— that our ancestors rebelled against the heir of King 

Solomon to choose another king that responded to their desires? 

“We want to get closer to the one who comes to do justice, as 

was just commented in Jeremiah, and justice is that the sin of 

yesterday's guilty not be charged on today's innocents. 

 

Finally, from the group of the Bethlehemites this significant 

exclamation started: "May the Nazarene Master, creator of the Holy 

Alliance, speak to us, may Yhasua son of Yhosep speak to us, who 

knows a lot about the pain of the humble and the oppressed!" 

The same clamor was heard from different parts of the great 

hall, where those who knew the secret of Yhasua's personality 

were scattered among the crowd. 

—It was about time— Simonides said in a low voice— for the 

great contained longing to overflow because it was already burning 

my entrails! 

The young Master stood up on the first tier of the platform to 
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speak to the crowd, and at that moment Scheiff Ilderim approached 

him and whispered in his ear: 

—Please, prince of David, do not speak to them as you spoke 

to me, you will kill all their illusions with one blow!... 

—Don't worry, Scheiff, I'll be discreet. –And Yhasua spoke to 

them in this way–: 

“The wise king says, in verse I of chapter IV of Ecclesiastes: 

“And I turned, and I saw all the violence that is done under the sun; 

and I saw the tears of the oppressed, and without having anyone 

to comfort them; and I saw strength in the hand of their oppressors, 

and that for them there was no comforter. 

“For this, my friends, the Holy Alliance was born in the land that 

our fathers saw, where their graves are. For this reason, the white 

rose bush of the Holy Alliance has flourished in the garden of 

Jehovah, a kiss of love for all those who suffer anguish of death in 

their homes without light and without bread; embrace of fraternity 

and companionship for those who feel the ferocious scourge of 

humiliation and opprobrium in the beloved land where they were 

born; meeting of souls on the same path, which we are all following 

in compliance with the great law of life; lamp lit in the darkness of 

those who grope for a hand to lean on, and a friendly chest on 

which to rest their weary forehead... 

"The Wise-King saw all the pain of the humble oppressed and 

vented his soul in bitter complaints, saying that "all is vanity and 

affliction of spirit, under the Sun." The Holy Alliance has gone a 

step further and seeks unification, which is a defensive force for all 

who suffer oppression and injustice. Seek the approach of all 

hearts animated by the same feelings, the same faith, the same 

ideal: the holy freedom of the children of God, under the gentle 

tutelage of his sovereign Law. The only law that equalizes all men, 

the great as the small, the strong as the weak, the rich as the 

dispossessed, since it says to all: love your neighbor as yourself, 

do not do to another what do not want for yourself, honor your 

father and your mother; do not take life, honor, or property from 

your fellow men; do not stain your lips with false oaths, nor your 

heart with impudent lasciviousness. 

"This is, my friends, the Holy Alliance of which we are all part, in 

which we will test our ability to love one another, in such a way and 

in such a perfect manner, that the pain of one is the pain of all, and 

the joy of the smallest be shared, lived and felt, by all his brothers. 

“It is not an armed uprising to demolish powers constituted by 
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brute force and raise others constituted in the same way. It is a 

spiritual uprising to magnify ourselves until we make ourselves 

worthy of the name we have given ourselves, as a chosen people, 

God's people, just people, as prophets of Truth and Justice. Until 

today we have not deserved those names, because our entire 

history, from the death of Moses until today, is a history of 

ignorance, ignominy, and crime, of deceit and falsehoods, of 

hateful desecration against sacred institutions, for profit and 

domain. 

“There were just and austere men who raised their voices 

inspired by God to direct the peoples to their sacred duties; but 

those men called prophets were persecuted and killed so that from 

the depths of their graves their voices would not be heard shouting 

louder than the sleeping consciences of men: "You sin against 

God, you sin against your fellow men, you sin against the Truth, 

against Justice and against Love, and upon yourselves the 

consequences of such disastrous excesses will fall, against the 

Eternal Law”. 

“When our paths have been straightened in the eternal march of 

life; when our lips have been purified like those of the prophet 

Isaiah, at the contact of a divine fire and do not exude deceit and 

lies; when our hands are clean like the fine flour bread that adorns 

our table, when our eyes do not delight in lubricious pleasures and 

only seek to rejoice in the works of God to praise Him eternally, 

then, my friends, they will fall effortlessly tyrants, despots, the 

chains of all slavery will be broken, the doors of all dungeons will 

be opened, weapons will rust in the caves of fortresses, war cries 

will become lullabies, in fishermen's shanties, in ballads of maidens 

sitting at the loom, in songs of peasants reaping their golden wheat 

fields, and ditties of shepherds watering their cattle!... 

“Such is the dream that waved its wings in my mind when forging 

in it the ideal of the Holy Alliance that gathers you around me like 

an immense harvest of flowers and fruits around the farmer who 

cultivated them! 

"And if each one of you realizes in himself my creative dream of 

the Holy Alliance, you will not be my debtors for the initiative of this 

work of good and happiness for all, but I will be your debtor, since 

I will have collected from you the purest and most immense 

happiness that a human soul incarnated on this Earth can enjoy!” 

 

An immense wave of divine love spread through the vast 
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enclosure with such force and potentiality, that everyone saw the 

young Master through this wave as transfigured, and he said to 

end: 

—I ask the Lord of heaven and Earth to be for all of you the 

angel who purified the prophet Isaiah, so that you are no longer the 

men of yesterday, but the men of the glorious tomorrow of my 

dream, come true. 

The intimate friends, the Elders, then all, as if impelled by a 

strange force, rushed at Yhasua, and raised him on high while 

singing: 

—Hosanna to the Prophet of Jehovah, to the one who comes in 

the name of the Lord! To the savior of the oppressed people of 

Israel! 

—A good man saves himself— answered Yhasua, holding out 

his hands to all the hands that sought to shake them. 

An hour later, the greater part of that crowd retired, asking 

among each other this suggestive question: 

"Isn't this young Nazarene prophet the Messiah that Israel is 

waiting for?" 

—He speaks with the authority of a Master —added others—, 

and when he speaks, everyone is silent, even the oldest. 

—If he were the Messiah, they would’ve said so by now— others 

suggested. —Why should a character, to whom the freedom and 

happiness of the entire Nation is linked, have to hide? 

—We argue like fools— observed some—. Do you think that the 

current powers will welcome the rise of a Deliverer to throw them 

out of the country like a thief from someone else's fold? 

—And the gold flows here in a marvelous way— said another. 

—How do you know? 

—They have given a pocket full of coins to each region leader 

to help the disabled, elderly, and orphans of their town. And one of 

the notaries said that they should wait to give honoraries to the 

needy in their region, those who had not received the aid intended 

for them. 

—Finally!... Finally, there are those who are interested in the 

pain of the people without bread— several exclaimed at the same 

time. 

—This Jerusalem, so rich in marble palaces, with that temple 

that shines with gold, and there’s not a dark alley where we don’t 

see six or seven ghosts huddled in the doorways for lack of a roof 

where they can spend the night. 
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—All of this will end soon, brother, I assure you. For me, the 

young prophet, who seems to be the voice of Jehovah when he 

speaks, must be the very Savior of Israel, who hides until the 

opportune moment to throw out all the usurpers of the rights of the 

people. 

“But since everyone is silent on this matter, let us keep silent as 

well. Let us be careful that our exaggerated enthusiasm does not 

annihilate the secret combinations that the Messiah will have with 

those who help him in his mission; because the Holy Alliance is 

truly holy, we have no doubt, since the facts proclaim it loudly. 

“Did you know that most of those bundles labeled as 

merchandise destined for merchants are donations from the Holy 

Alliance for the towns that are represented in it? 

—Man!..., how much news do you have tonight. You know 

everything! 

—It's that I came to replace the leader of our Archelais group, 

and they gave me six bales of clothes, and 12 sacks of vegetables 

and cereals for the needy of our town. 

—And how do you manage with all that? 

—How do I manage? You'll see; they told me to be at the 

Bethany khan first thing tomorrow morning, with a ticket signed by 

one of the notaries, and they will give me four donkeys with which 

I will come to the tavern to load the donations. What do you say to 

this? 

—Well, man, I tell you that nothing like this was ever seen in our 

land and that not even King Solomon, with all his wealth, took care 

to alleviate the misery of his people in this way. 

—Oh!, there’s no doubt, my friend: the Savior of Israel is among 

us, and he will have the power to turn the pebbles of the quarries 

into gold to help the helpless. 

Dialogues to the tenor of this one that we have made the reader 

hear were taking place along the tortuous and dark streets of the 

city of the Prophets that memorable night when the audience 

dispersed in small groups from Simonides' tavern to their 

respective abodes. 

Finally, those who knew the secret of Yhasua's personality were 

left alone in the immense enclosure. Those were Simonides, the 

four Doctors of Israel, Scheiff Ilderim, princes Jeshua and Sallun of 

Lohes, Judah, Faqui, Mark, Othoniel, and Isaiah, plus the four old 

Bethlehemite friends Elkanah, Alphaeus, Josiah and Eleazar, 

totaling about 18 people with the young Master. 
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The Scheiff Ilderim attended for the first time an assembly of 

leaders of the Holy Alliance and was with an enthusiasm that he 

couldn’t fit inside his chest. 

—This is magnificent— he said. —Our entire Near East is 

represented. 

—And you still don't know everything, Scheiff— answered 

Simonides, drunk with happiness. 

And they all went together inspecting the warehouses packed 

with merchandise, arranged in large bundles labeled for the towns 

where they were to be distributed among the needy. 

—Mark, my son, Judah..., Faqui, Othoniel, Isaiah, bring the lists 

that you have prepared to deliver all this cargo in order. —And they 

began to read the number of adherents and rescuers from each 

town. 

—But this is terrifying!... —he exclaimed— you pour a fortune 

like rain on the peoples. 

—Autumn is ending, and winter is coming— Simonides said—. 

With this the peoples will know that the sovereign King of Israel 

does not build his throne of gold and precious stones, but of grateful 

hearts that bless him all the days of his life. 

Everyone spoke commenting with great praise, the good that 

was poured out on the towns which were normally overloaded with 

tributes and onerous contributions that impoverished them to the 

point of lacking the most necessary things for life. 

The only one who watched in silence was Yhasua, whose 

appearance revealed neither enthusiasm nor discouragement. He 

surely thought that it’s an easy thing to get crowds full of donations 

of all kinds to accept a theory or doctrine. 

The illusion of a sovereign, of a Deliverer laden with riches and 

ready to spread them with full hands over his peoples immediately 

conquered thousands of hearts. But, when the illusion vanishes, 

faced with a Savior of Souls who proclaims detachment from 

riches, and that his kingdom is not in this world, what will be the 

thoughts and feelings of those disillusioned crowds? 

 

Such was the thought that completely absorbed the young 

Master before the immense amount of donations that the Holy 

Alliance poured out on the towns decimated in their assets. 

—My Lord— Simonides asked him— can we say that we comply 

with the mandate that says: 'Love your neighbor as yourself'? 

—You can say it, Simonides, and you will tell a great truth— 
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Yhasua answered—. You need to find out if those favored by your 

generosity will be able to love their benefactor as they love 

themselves, after the gift has been consumed. 

—By this you mean, my Lord..., to prepare myself for ingratitude, 

isn't that it? 

—I mean to say that we should not forge many illusions for the 

enthusiasm of crowds, which have not yet been cultivated in 

superior knowledge, which make people love the good for its own 

sake. 

“When the Hebrew people were going through the desert, did 

they not murmur against Moses because the abundance 

diminished? Did they not cry out for the slavery of Egypt from which 

he had brought them when the cargoes of flour and vegetables ran 

out? 

—It's true!... And so true! —Several voices exclaimed at once. 

—In my Arabia— said Scheiff Ilderim— there’s a very old 

proverb that says: "No one remembers the river that has dried up." 

And I believe that in this, our prince of David has thought with great 

accuracy. 

The Elder Prince Sallun of Lohes mentioned the ingratitude of 

his people when they saw him persecuted by the Roman 

authorities. 

—A fallen tree gives little shade— said the old prince— and the 

love of the crowds, sad to admit, always has a hundredfold interest. 

—So, are we wrong to shower such generosity on the people? 

—Judah asked with visible signs of discouragement. 

—You are never wrong to give to those who need— answered 

Yhasua—. What would be wrong is that we sow good with the hope 

of a compensation of love and gratitude, because only the spirits of 

a great evolution are capable of these sublime feelings. 

—And what do you think, my Lord, what happens when all this 

cargo has been distributed among the needy of our peoples? —

Simonides asked Yhasua once more, while everyone inspected the 

labels on the bundles. 

—They will surely think that the Holy Alliance is a relief society, 

and they will go to it as one goes for water to the fountain. 

“Then will be the propitious moment to say to the crowds: “Man 

does not live by bread alone, but also by the word of truth that 

teaches him the knowledge of God and the laws that unite him with 

Him”. 

“The few who assimilate these words will be the only ones we 
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can count on for the future. 

“Your donations, Simonides, will attract large crowds to us, 

because such generosity will make them assume immense wealth 

accumulated in the coffers of a powerful king who comes to fill them 

with goods. Let’s welcome these multitudes with solicitude and 

affection but let’s not feed the illusion that they will be firm by our 

side in the trials that will necessarily come. This alone is what this 

abundance of donations has suggested to me, which will make 

those favored with them happy for a few days. 

"Have you understood me, my friend?" 

—I understand you, my Lord, but it saddens me to see your 

pessimism regarding our people. I don't think it is so stripped of 

noble sentiments, and it seems to me that you judge it excessively 

severely. Isn't our people, Lord, much better than the other peoples 

on Earth? 

The young Master smiled sadly, recalling with lightning speed 

the terrible vision he had in the Sanctuary of Moab on the eve of 

being consecrated Master of Divine Wisdom. 

 

—The severity of my judgment, Simonides, is not only on Israel, 

which I don’t believe to be worse than the other peoples. I extend 

my judgment to all humankind on Earth, amid which there’re 

scattered a few hundred souls of advanced evolution, like rose 

bushes in a field of thorns.  

“The egoism of what is yours and what is mine is still very 

powerful on this Earth. The appreciation for material goods is a 

thousand times stronger and more overwhelming than the desire 

for the treasures inherent in the spirit, such as wisdom, brotherly 

love, gratitude for benefits, generosity, in a word: love of God above 

all things and his neighbor as himself are still absent from terrestrial 

humankind in general. The exceptions are very rare, and for that 

the Holy Alliance comes, to educate the masses. So that, at least, 

we can find even a third of those masses capable of understanding 

the principles of Divine Wisdom which teaches to know God in its 

works and its laws, and also to value the human soul, for its divine 

origin and for its immortal and glorious destiny. 

—I am understanding, oh, my sovereign King of Israel, that your 

flight is very high, more than that of the eagle over the high 

mountains, and I fear that not even I, with all my love and my 

adherence to you, will be able to follow you! 

“Your dream, your illusion, my Lord, sometimes seems to me 
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like a fast-flying white bird that launches into the immensity when I 

want to catch it in my lasso!..., it always escapes me when I want 

to look at it closely, and it flees and drifts away like a bubble of gas, 

vanishing into the blue of the skies. 

“Oh, my beloved Lord!, my great King dreamed of since 

childhood, when under the centuries-old olive trees of Bethphage, 

tired of the capricious demands of my elders, I told myself: 

"When the Just One, the Messiah, the Savior comes to this 

Earth, I will take hold of his mantle and tell him: take me to your 

service, Lord, because only with you will I be happy." 

—My good Simonides! —Yhasua exclaimed, moved by that 

great love. —You are already with me, and I assure you that it will 

be so as not to separate from me anymore. 

The old man took both of his hands, which he kissed over and 

over again. 

—Those words I wanted to hear from your mouth, my Lord, to 

feel happy even though my smallness does not reach your 

greatness! 

The Master looked to the bottom of his soul and said to him with 

such a solemn accent that it seemed prophetic to Simonides: 

—Sooner than you think, good and loyal friend, you will see my 

Kingdom in all its splendor. 

—Oh, this indeed is all my glory!... —exclaimed the Elder with 

such great joy that he made Yhasua smile—. I would be about to 

dance, Lord, before you, like David before the Holy Ark when he 

led it to Jerusalem. 

—Listen to our good Simonides, he seems to have lost his mind 

—Faqui said to his companions inspecting the supply depots that 

would leave the next day with various destinations. 

—I have not lost it, friend, but I have gained it, by knowing what 

none of you know— answered the Elder. 

—And what is that? —they all asked at the same time. 

—Well, very soon I will see the Kingdom of my Lord, in all its 

splendor and greatness that I dream of. 

Many eyes fixed on Yhasua who met those gazes with unruffled 

serenity. 

Triumphant smiles were drawn on the faces of Judah, Ilderim, 

and Faqui. 

—Our great Prophets— said Nicodemus— must be counting the 

days that remain, for the fulfillment of their great predictions, about 

the coming of the Messiah and his reign of Israel. 
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—As for me— said Joseph of Arimathea— you can believe me 

that I have an internal assurance that I will not see that reign. 

—Not me!... Not me!... —the voices of the four Bethlehemite 

friends and Prince Sallun of Lohes were heard. 

—But why? –argued the others–, is it that you have signed a 

fixed-term death sentence? 

—Surely not— said Prince Jeshua. 

—Then let them explain themselves, and we will know the 

reason they have for throwing that bucket of cold water in our 

faces— said Nicholas of Damascus with marked irony. 

—Let there be no anger among us— Joseph of Arimathea said 

again—. If I said what several have supported me, It’s because I 

don’t conceive the reign of the Messiah from a material point of 

view. 

“As a professor of history at the Grand College, I have 

thoroughly studied all the reigns of yesterday and today, and I 

would be hard pressed to point out a single one that was not 

created and magnified and sustained by fraud, deceit, lies and the 

most appalling crimes. This being so, it’s extremely difficult for me 

to imagine our sweet Yhasua, pure as a lamb of En-Gedi, made a 

king like the best of the kings that was under the sun. It seems to 

me that this would reduce him to a much lower level compared to 

the height at which I see him. That's all. A uniquely mine way of 

looking at things. 

—Then, explain to us how we are to see the prophecies come 

true— suggested Gamaliel, who also dreamed of a material 

kingdom, full of equity and justice. 

—I have always imagined an apotheosis for Yhasua, that is, a 

glory and greatness far superior to that of a material king. Crowds 

that acclaim him for his benefits, innumerable lips that call him 

Savior; multitude of hearts that understand his Ideal, translated into 

teachings capable of transforming this humankind, purifying it by 

means that we do not know, but that exist, according to the Occult 

Science that our prophets surely knew. 

"The Prophet Malachi in chapters III and IV brings very 

significant words: "The Lord whom you seek will come to his 

temple, he is the angel of the covenant whom you desire. 

“And who will be able to suffer the time of his coming? Because 

He is like purifying fire and like launderer’s soap. 

"Because the day is coming, burning like an oven, and all the 

proud and those who do evil will be like tow. 
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“But to you who love my Name – says the Lord – the Sun of 

Justice will rise, which will bring health on its wings”. 

—In Jeremiah chapter XXIII there are these very explicit 

words— said Nicholas of Damascus—. 

“Behold, the days are coming— says the Lord— when I will 

awaken David, a righteous Branch, and he will reign King, who will 

be happy and will execute judgment and justice on Earth. In his 

days Judah will be saved, and Israel will live in safety. And this is 

the name by which he will be called: Jehovah our Righteousness”. 

“Where then is the truth, in Jeremiah or in Malachi? 

 

Everyone remained in suspense looking at each other, until all 

eyes converged on Yhasua. 

—I am the youngest of all, my friends! Why do your eyes seek 

the answer in me? —asked the Master smiling. 

—Because you are the Sun of Justice announced by Malachi— 

said Joseph of Arimathea, supporting his thesis. 

—Because you are Yhasua, the offspring of David who will reign 

as king and will be happy; you are the one that everyone will call 

"Our Righteousness " –Nicholas of Damascus replied, defending 

his thesis. 

—Well..., well, my friends, let there be peace and good 

agreement among you because if the lutes go out of tune among 

my intimates, where will the troubadour seek harmony? 

—If you allow me— said Josiah— I am not a doctor of the law, 

nor do I have the proper authority to interpret the Holy Scripture, 

but with these three friends— and he pointed to Eleazar, Alphaeus, 

and Elkanah, —we have been witnesses 23 years ago and months, 

from the glorious night of the birth of Yhasua in our city of 

Bethlehem. The four of us, plus our pastors who are still alive, 

heard voices from heaven singing: "Glory to God in the highest and 

peace on Earth to men of good will." 

“Many centuries have already passed over the Prophets, and 

their books were unearthed from among the rubble of Jerusalem 

several times razed. The action of time may have disfigured the 

writing and varied the concepts, but what we heard has not been 

able to be disfigured, because the Earth has not yet extinguished 

the light in our eyes or silenced our tongue. Since that memorable 

night, we have not changed our thinking. We do not conceive of 

Yhasua as a David or a Solomon, in greatness and power, but as 

Jehovah's Anointed to bring peace, love, and justice to Earth and 
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to men of good will. 

Then, the gathering surrounded the four Bethlehemites to hear 

for perhaps the hundredth time the already known narrative of the 

more elderly, less Simonides who had lived in Antioch since before 

the birth of Yhasua. This Elder therefore went as close as he could 

to those of Bethlehem and made them repeat the story again. 

—You look like children playing with a butterfly that flees from 

you in a garden— the Master told them willingly. 

But those 17 people, who included doctors, princes, weavers, 

and ranchers, didn't feel like laughing. They just wanted to discover 

at all costs which one had the truth. 

That Yhasua was the Messiah announced by the Prophets, they 

had no doubt. The divergence was that some believed that under 

his tutelage as a father figure, all men on Earth would march in 

justice and equity. Others saw him as a Moses with ultra-powerful 

faculties and forces, who would impose himself on the multitudes 

because of the wonders that he would work, eclipsing the 

greatness and glory of all the kings of the Earth. 

Finally, and seeing that a complete agreement was not reached, 

Simonides, with the right that his old age gave him and knowing 

that he was loved, lovingly approached the young Master who, with 

Mark, Faqui and Judah, were like simple witnesses of the 

controversy among the mature men, and said to him: 

—My Lord!..., you see, if you don't speak, we won't be able to 

understand each other. Speak to us, Lord, and we will be 

enlightened! 

—Okay, Simonides, I'll talk. 

“I am the Messiah announced by the Prophets, and all of you 

will see the greatness and glory to which the Father will raise me, 

when the hour comes. 

“So, are you are satisfied by me. Satisfy me also, by not 

promoting polemics on this matter, which must be left to the 

Supreme Will of God”. 

An hour later the immense venue was plunged into darkness 

and profound silence, because the last attendees had dispersed in 

the direction of their respective dwellings in the old city, asleep 

under the yellowish light of the waning moon. 
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69. On Mount Hor 
 

Thirty days later, Yhasua, in the company of Uncle James, 

joined the caravan that made periodic trips from Jerusalem to 

Heshbon, and then to the south, to the mountainous country of 

Edom. There Melchior and Gaspar, the two great friends since the 

crib, were waiting for him to celebrate the first agreed meeting on 

the day of Balthasar's death. 

 

As soon as they had passed Heshbon and entered the crags of 

Moab at the height of Mount Nebo and Pisgah, they were met by 

two of the 70 Elders of the Sanctuary of Moab, who had been 

invited to participate in that meeting. 

The caravan left them in Sela, and from there they had to 

separate towards the west, to Mount Hor, where Prince Melchior 

had installed the last school of Divine Wisdom that he had founded. 

 

In Sela a guide was waiting, who immediately recognized 

Yhasua, as he was one of the servants who had accompanied 

Melchior in that meeting near the Pyramids, in Egypt. 

—You could have saved yourself the trip— said one of the 

Elders of Moab to the guide— because we know Mount Hor. 

—The master commands and I obey—the servant replied —. 

Mount Hor has great precipices, and the School is on a plateau that 

cannot be seen from the valley. 

—Has a traveler arrived from the Persian Gulf? —Yhasua 

asked. 

—Three days ago, and he came with two more companions. 

Yesterday morning Master Philo arrived from Alexandria, and he 

led everyone to Mount Hor. 

—They have been more diligent than we, despite being further 

away— said one of the Elders of Moab. 

—When crossing the Nadj Mountains, the guide lost them, and 

if it weren't for that, they would have arrived earlier— the servant 

said again—. 

“But..., the oldest Elder seems to have seen a mysterious light 

that made him find his way again. 

—The star again!... —Uncle James said. 

—What star? — the guide asked curiously. 

—That same Elder— Yhasua answered— with two others, were 

also guided by a mysterious light, as you say, until they found the 
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place they were looking for. 

—Well, yes— the guide continued— the Nadj region is crossed 

from the Persian Gulf to the Red Sea by a chain of mountains with 

good oases, which give life to the Arabian desert, which is almost 

as difficult to cross as the Sahara. The last sandstorm had erased 

all traces of the path, and the guide was disoriented. 

“They say that the old traveler prayed to the Lord, and a light 

that only he saw, guided them towards the true path. 

 

Sela was a picturesque town of farmers and shepherds, since 

its splendid location in a valley irrigated by an arm of the mighty 

Druma (aka Wadi al-Rummah) river, and having to the west the 

fertile slopes of Mount Hor, lent itself admirably for all kinds of crops 

and for livestock. It was also one of the important markets, where 

the Arabs traded with advantage the splendid horses of the Nadj 

region, known as the best in the east. 

Even from the streets of the city, the upright silhouette of Mount 

Hor, which is the highest peak of the Seir mountain range, could 

already be made out. 

Whoever visits that region of Arabia for the first time, imagines 

that in less than an hour's journey they are already at the foot of 

that mountain, and so Yhasua figured. But the guide assured them 

that the ascent to the plateau where the School was located would 

take them from noon until just before sunset. 

 

The path was too tortuous, it went up in an irregular spiral, 

which, although it saved the dangers, lengthened the distance. 

When the guide told them: 

—We have arrived— they all asked: 

—And the house, where is it?" 

—In the bowels of the rock— the guide told them, who 

immediately blew a warning whistle. 

 

Melchior's white turban immediately appeared in a hole in the 

rocks and then the white cloak that covered his entire person was 

designed like a marble sculpture against the dark green and gray 

background of the mountain. 

The plateau was immediately peopled with white sculptures with 

bronze faces and ebony beards descending in a line that adapted 

to the undulating winding of the road. They all carried torches, 

whose reddish flame spread by the wind like hair of fire, giving the 
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landscape fantastic tones. 

The purple and gold canopy of the setting sun enveloped that 

splendid group of wooded hills, where half a hundred men dressed 

in white with flaming torches sometimes appeared as if suspended 

from the trees over the open emptiness at their feet. 

When Melchior, who led the march, reached the travelers, the 

last ones gave the appearance of being the height of children 

clinging to the branches of the acacias, or to the fans of the palm 

trees. 

Yhasua thought that the detail of the torches was part of a 

customary ritual for an honorable reception, but when the shadows 

of the night found them still climbing the steep slope, he understood 

that it was a necessity so as not to fall facedown every moment on 

that staircase, carved into the living rock. 

 

When they reached the upper esplanade, the travelers found 

themselves pleasantly surprised in a cheerful square surrounded 

by acacias and orange trees, interspersed with beautiful white 

stone pedestals, which had a hole at the top where those who 

climbed left their torches. 

Towards the front it appeared like an enormous canvas, a white 

wall, which was of the same calcareous rock, burnished and 

polished in such an admirable manner, that it seemed the marble 

front of a common temple. 

 

On that rock an immense open book had been carved, on whose 

two pages were the Ten Commandments of the Law of Moses 

engraved in black. And on top of the formidable stone book there 

was a light in the shape of a five-pointed star, which was a stone 

box inside which an oil lamp burned permanently. 

For the travelers who crossed that mountainous region, the star 

of light was like a beacon that guided their way. 

Prince Melchior had wanted to leave there a permanent memory 

of the mysterious light, which guided them one day to find the Word 

of God descended to Earth. 

—Your School of Divine Wisdom cannot have a better cover 

than this —Yhasua told him—: The Book of the Law and the Eternal 

Light that illuminates it. 

“But this is a School without a door— he added. 

—It has doors, my son, and they are wide open— answered 

Melchior. —Look! 
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The great book appeared placed on two enormous pedestals 

carved into the very rock of the mountain, which had the shape of 

truncated pyramids, a little taller than a man of average height. On 

one side of both pyramids were the entrance doors that led to two 

galleries, whose quartz roof allowed sunlight to penetrate there, 

although quite veiled. 

Oil lamps illuminated them at night. 

The doors of the rooms opened along those galleries, which 

were caves dug out of the rock and covered with cedar. 

Both galleries met at the end in a beautiful portico with 10 

columns, which gave entrance to the sanctuary of the School, 

carved like the hypostyle hall of an Egyptian temple, that is, a 

central enclosure higher and wider than the two lateral ones. The 

three enclosures (central and two lateral) were joined by large 

arches closed with purple-violet curtains. 

 

The great central enclosure of the classroom was for the 

teaching of Divine Wisdom and the human sciences. One of the 

lateral enclosures was destined for the spiritual concentrations of 

the Masters and advanced disciples; the other was for 

developmental exercises for beginners through third grade. 

They all appeared surrounded by wooden daises covered with 

vegetable fiber tapestries, and wheat straw cushions with linen 

fabric covers. 

The desks, lecterns and tables, everything denoted there, that 

comfort had been taken into account, and all unnecessary luxury 

details had been suppressed. 

 

Such was the rock mansion where Yhasua, the youngest of the 

Masters at that time, entered to have a Divine Wisdom conference 

with his two old friends: Gaspar and Melchior; in the material 

absence of Balthasar who would surely accompany them from the 

spiritual plane in which he was. 

Gaspar had brought with him two of the most experienced 

Masters in divine and human sciences. One, Goda-Very, was a 

Hindu and was chosen by all the schools of the Indus, as Gaspar's 

successor in their regency. 

The other was originally from Pasargadae in Persia. He was the 

successor of Balthasar, his confidant and close disciple, in whom 

the schools that recognized the recently deceased wise astrologer 

as Founder and Teacher had placed their trust. His name was 
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Abbas. 

The purpose of this meeting was to standardize the teaching 

that should be given to the multitudes gathered in the ranks of what 

they called in Syria and Palestine: Holy Alliance; in the Indus: Iron 

Collar; in Egypt: Orchard of the Palms; Gold Crown in the country 

of the Tuaregs; Incense Spiral, in Prince Melchior's Arabia, and 

Burning Torch in Balthasar's Persia. 

 

Yhasua would have wanted it to have the same name 

everywhere: Holy Alliance. But the Elders, aware of the airs that 

were breathed in the different countries they inhabited, feared that 

this Institution, with the purpose of teaching and mutual aid, would 

be interpreted as a vast international organization to raise the 

masses against their rulers. These rules, Legal or illegitimate, left 

much to be desired, and even more to fear, in the current time and 

in the future, for the peoples they arbitrarily governed. 

With different names, the purpose was the same: to raise the 

moral level of the crowds and soften as much as possible the harsh 

living conditions that, with very few differences, the peoples of their 

respective countries had. 

The Schools of Divine Wisdom, which until then had been 

hermetic circles to which only those who aspired to be Masters had 

access, should open their doors to all beings who felt the desire to 

unite to make their life smoother, and at the same time, to rise from 

their low spiritual, social, and material level. 

It was left to the discretion and prudence of the Masters, to 

regulate the teaching and mutual aid in such a way that they 

produced the desired results. 

With Master Philo, the Elder Prophet of the Tuaregs had come, 

whom the reader saw in Queen Selene's rock palace, sitting at his 

feet. Spiritually trained by the wise priests of ancient Memphis, of 

whose schools only one remained at Lake Merik, he had a very 

clear intelligence and a great heart. He had been a true torch For 

Philo in the difficult hours of his long career in search of Truth. 

And so the meetings began in the great central room of the 

School with 10 attendees: Yhasua and the two Elders of Moab; 

Gaspar and his two companions; Philo and the prophet of the 

Tuaregs; Melchior and Master Dan-Egadesh, chosen by the 

schools of Arabia as his successor. 

 

Uncle James and two students from the same school were 
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appointed notaries, who had no voice or vote, and their role was 

reduced to writing down the resolutions that were made. 

When trying to choose the one who would preside over the 

meetings, all unanimously designated Yhasua, who although the 

youngest in physical life, was the oldest as a spirit. 

"You are the Eternal Truth incarnated in a human personality, 

and there’s no one like you to open up new paths for us in the 

labyrinth of human unconsciousness, in which we find ourselves 

plunged— said the oldest of the Elders of Moab. Everyone 

participated in this thinking and feeling, and Yhasua could not resist 

the mandate of the majority. 

 

In accordance with the custom of all the Schools of Divine 

Wisdom, Yhasua opened the first session with the invocation of the 

Divine Triad: Infinite Power, Supreme Love, Eternal Clarity. 

—“Our Father, who gives breath to everything that exists in the 

Universe: by your Infinite Power, by your Supreme Love and by 

your Eternal Clarity. From your presence, we are ready to carry out 

your Divine Idea on this world, if we are worthy of being taken as 

instruments of your sovereign Will”. 

"Speak to us, our Father, that your children listen!" 

There were a few moments of deep silence for each one to seek 

union with Divinity. 

Immediately afterwards, Yhasua took the floor to make, as 

briefly as possible, an exposition of the spiritual and moral state of 

humankind at that time, discovering one by one all its sores, its 

almost incurable diseases due to them being chronic, its 

imbalances of all genera, in a word, its complete disorientation 

since prehistoric times, in which the ancient Kobda civilization had 

approached the Divine Idea to the humankind of three Continents. 

—After that time— he said— the Eternal One lit his lights in 

different regions of the Earth, but its splendor lasted a few centuries 

in the sight of men of good will, whose new mentalities yielded for 

the thousandth time to the darkness of errors, constituted into laws 

by the leaders of the multitudes. 

“You have the floor to outline your respective programs. 

—Go back to the regenerative work of Krishna and Buddha— 

said Gaspar the Hindu. 

—Go back to the Law of Moses— said Melchior, the Master of 

Horeb and Sinai. 

—Krishna, Buddha, and Moses!..., divine trilogy that brought the 
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Light of Jehovah to Earth— exclaimed one of the Elders of Moab. 

—All three— said Philo— must be enclosed in the gold and 

crystal coffer of the current messenger of the Eternal Idea, Yhasua 

of Nazareth. Let him outline a synthesis of what will be the doctrine 

that he will sow in this hour of his Messianism, and we will put all 

our efforts to be his efficient collaborators. 

—I think— said Yhasua— that a true Master of Divine Wisdom 

can never destroy what other authentic Masters have taught, 

because that would be as if the Eternal Idea waged war on Itself. 

"On the contrary, I think that the authentic divine envoys as 

Instructors of humankind must agree on their teaching, even 

though it’s understandable that there may have some minor 

variations, which are justified with some degree of understanding 

of the portions of humankind they were addressed. 

“And if we look at it under a rigid analysis the Kobdas of 

prehistory who civilized three Continents, did not give a different 

teaching from that of Krishna, Buddha, and Moses. That luminous 

and fruitful period in great works of good and justice had no other 

horizons than brotherly love, to which they gave definitive and 

tangible forms in that vast association of countries that they called 

the Great Alliance. 

“Krishna and Buddha were sent to East Asia; Moses and Abel 

received a mandate for Western Asia. As for me, the last of them 

all, rest assured that I will do nothing more than revive the tints, the 

tones, the chiaroscuro of the large canvas of human evolution, 

which all the true Masters of Divine Wisdom copy from the Eternal 

Mother Idea. 

“The teaching of all the Instructors has been based on Universal 

Love, which is the great Law that governs the worlds. 

 

“Each one of them has specialized his way of understanding and 

feeling the Mother Idea, he has outlined it with more lively, more 

deeply defined shades. 

“Krishna's teaching was like a clear reflection of the ancient 

Kobdas, of whom he was still close: hard brake for injustice and 

arrogance; determined protection for the weak and enslaved. Thirty 

centuries have passed, and the Far East in general no longer 

remembers Krishna but that he was a valiant prince who defeated 

the usurpers. 

 

“Only in a few Sanctuaries-Schools is his “Bhagavad-Gita” read, 
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in which part of his most advanced teaching has been summarized. 

“Fifteen centuries have passed since Moses recorded the Divine 

Law on stone tablets for the people; and his five books for the most 

cultivated minds. 

“Six centuries ago, Buddha stripped himself of everything to 

teach with his own immolation the detachment of all material and 

gross joys when seeking to reach a great spiritual height. 

"And the teaching of Krishna, of Moses and of Buddha has 

likewise been falsified, adulterated and proscribed from all minds 

and hearts, to be substituted by a monumental catafalque of 

prescriptions, ordinances and rites, in accordance with interested 

tendencies. of the leaders of towns and of the intervenors in the 

sanctuary of consciences. 

“My teaching today will suffer the same fate, and it would be 

foolish to pretend otherwise. But given the evolution of current 

humankind, the number of lamps burning in the darkness that will 

come after me will be greater; lamps that will resist burning until 

they die on the gallows, in the bonfires, in the circuses, where they 

will be thrown as the defeated in the wars of conquest. And the 

fraud, the deceit, the erroneous interpretation of the Divine Idea will 

rise afloat again, clouding all the waters, until the hurricanes of the 

end of the cycle have swept from the surface of the Earth all the 

falsifiers of the Eternal Truth. 

“What then will be your cooperation in my doctrine? Constituting 

each one in his country, a nucleus of conscious disciples so that 

they may be the Masters of the future. With this we will achieve that 

there are more saved than those lost in the darkness of a new 

evolution on inferior planets, where the conditions of physical life 

would frighten us men today. 

“And to finish I tell you that my teaching for the peoples will be 

based on these words of the Law of Moses: 

 

"Love God above all things and your neighbor as yourself." 

 

—Very good, Yhasua! Worthy of you!... –exclaimed Master Philo 

of Alexandria in a loud voice while all the others expressed their 

agreement only with nods, with glowing looks of enthusiasm, with 

smiles that were like a flowering of the soul–. 

“But all of that –continued Philo— is a code for the multitudes 

that only aspire to their calm material well-being. And for us, 

Yhasua, and for all those like us who aspire to know that Supreme 
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Power we call God. What do you give us, Yhasua, what do you give 

us? 

 

“The Enigma, the Mystery, the Unknowable surround us on all 

sides, and our soul longs to know something about that God whom 

it wants to love. We all sense, almost guess, the tumultuous 

activity, the whirlwinds of life, of forces, of superhuman powers that 

gravitate far, near, and even within ourselves. 

“The Law of Evolution tells us a lot. The Law of Pre-existence 

also speaks loudly to us. However, the shadows are still very 

dense; and you, incarnation of Divine Thought, are the one called 

to dissolve them in the clear sea of Truth without veils. 

There was a moment of silent expectation in which everyone 

waited for the response of the Grand Master. 

—Philo, my friend— Yhasua said with admirable serenity— you 

are right, and I’m also right in what I am telling you, that in worlds 

like the Earth, when Science outruns Morality, it brings overflow of 

tremendous forces, that nothing and nobody can contain. For 

having more science than morality, the Lemurian and Atlantic 

civilization were swallowed by the abyss. Juno and Numú 

illuminated Lemuria with the soft lamp of brotherly love, rather than 

with the burning torch of science. But Lemuria broke the veils of the 

Eternal Enigma before time, and the unknowable buried it in its 

immense silence; Anpheon and Antulius illuminated the golden 

virgin of the Atlantic, and the latter gave it the most that he could 

give to the human minds of planet Earth. But the science of the 

Atlanteans, audacious and arrogant, tore the veil of the Sancta 

Sanctorum with its stiletto, and the Supreme Power that darkens 

the proud, and gives light to the humble, unleashed the tremendous 

overflow of unknown forces and buried it too, in the eternal silence. 

“The most ancient wisdom that we men of this hour know is the 

one left to us in stone scripts by the Lemurian Flamens, the White 

Prophets of Atlantis, and the Dactyls (aka Dactyls) of Attica. 

 

“From that rich wellspring, the Kobdas of Prehistory extracted 

the ability to drive humankind from three Continents towards Truth, 

Good and Justice. But all that great wave of Divine Wisdom only 

dared to lift the tip of the veil that hides the Eternal Enigma; barely 

enough to teach men that God is Infinite Love, Inexorable Justice, 

Absolute Power, Supreme Energy, Life eternally renewed in each 

and every one of his creations, from the most radiant suns that 
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populate the immensity, to the most insignificant larva that forms 

its colony in a bubble of foam or in the crevice of a rock. 

“The misunderstood symbolism of the famous couple from 

Paradise, led astray for having eaten from the tree of Knowledge 

that made man equal to his Creator in wisdom, tells us in the 

simplest way and within the reach of all minds, that this planet with 

everything it contains is only an organism in formation. And that it’s 

childish vanity and even stupendous madness, to try to jump up to 

the mental height reached in hundreds of millions of centuries by 

the radiant worlds inhabited by Intelligences so powerful and pure 

that they cooperate with the Supreme Power in the creation of 

nebulae and in the direction of Planetary Systems, which the men 

of this Earth have not glimpsed yet. 

“Imagine what would happen to the human embryo that is being 

formed in the womb, if the moment of birth were to be premature. 

That is what would happen if the arrival of this humanity to the 

Temple-Light of the perfect Divine Knowledge is precipitated. 

“In our Essene Sanctuaries lost among the caves of the 

mountains, the ancient wisdom condensed in the papyri of the 

Dactyls of Antulius runs silently. And Antulius is the one who has 

said the most among the Masters of the most remote antiquity. His 

message at that time was almost exclusively dedicated to 

metaphysical explorations, to the point of manifesting himself as a 

speaker of interplanetary poems. Through the chronicles of his 

relatives and close disciples, we can learn about life on planets that 

are inferior and far superior to Earth. We can know the infinite scale 

in the ascending hierarchy of the Intelligences born as sparks of 

the Eternal Living Flame that radiates them from Itself, like the sun 

its gold dust on our little world. 

 

“My guide – Antulius tells us in the chronicle written by his 

mother Walkyria – raised a corner of the great Veil of the seven 

colors, behind which the Eternal Power, perfectly happy in Itself, 

emits endless waves of intelligent and alive sparks from its bosom. 

These spread in the ether with vertiginous speed like golden atoms 

until the great guides of the evolution of the worlds locate them in 

the thousands of millions of large and small globes, where new 

waves of life that emerge from the divine maternal womb, eternally 

fecund, begin their progress. 

“And as soon as the tip of the veil was lifted, a powerful torrent 

of light blinded me, stunned me, pierced me from side to side, 
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produced maddening vertigo in me, as if I had suddenly lost all 

points of support and found myself sucked into the void. 

"Don't wish to see more— my guide said— because with the 

little you have seen; you have well understood how small the 

creature of non-perfect evolutions is to see the Divine Essence 

uncovered. Only the most superior and pure intelligences can 

resist; the Legions of Eternal Torches and of Magnificent Fires, 

which will never descend to physical existences in worlds where 

intelligences temporarily clothe themselves with flesh”. 

“From the Anthulian Chronicles, the wise priests of ancient 

Memphis in Egypt drew their doctrine, the Masters of the very old 

Schools of Wisdom of Golconda and Mathura, from where Krishna 

took it; and that later pursued by the Brahmins, it fled to the snowy 

peaks of the Himalayas, and to the impenetrable jungles of Tibet; 

from there the Masters of ancient Persia and blue Samarkand 

copied it, which is almost confused with legend among its turquoise 

rocks and sapphire streams... 

"Oh, Philo, my friend!... I believe that I have spoken more than 

is appropriate and that with what I have said, your child's heart 

eager to see wonders will have calmed before the impenetrable 

Enigma, whose love for his tiny creatures, makes him hide still, so 

that they grow, live, and perpetuate themselves glorifying and 

loving him in his works and in his laws, which are all living 

manifestations of his Eternal paternal Love”. 

Philo ran towards the young Master and embraced him with 

such effusion and tenderness that more than one of those present 

filled their eyes with tears. 

 

Yhasua clasped that beautiful head on his chest in which some 

threads of silver already shone, too premature, perhaps the result 

of the constant reflection in which he lived to know the Essence of 

that God that his great heart wanted to love. 

—You have quieted my heart forever! –Philo said when emotion 

allowed him to speak. 

The other Masters understood through Yhasua's speech, much 

more than they had understood until then, studying only the few 

fragments that had been preserved in the old archives of their 

Schools. 

—Do you all agree that, at the present time, our teaching to the 

peoples is based on these words of the Law brought by Moses?: 

“Love God above all things and your neighbor as yourself?” —
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Yhasua asked the Masters that surrounded him. 

—We agree!... —they all answered—. Only Love can build a 

bridge over the abyss that exists between human intelligence and 

the Supreme Intelligence –added Melchior. 

—The path of Love is the shortest and the best illuminated— 

said Gaspar. 

—Of all the perfections of the Divine Essence —said Master 

Abbas, the Persian—, I believe that Love is the one that most 

sweetens the harsh human life on this planet. And it’s a source of 

permanent waters in which man, whatever his evolution, will find 

what he needs to bear the burden of his existence with advantages 

for himself and for others. 

—The Master has said it, and that’s enough. Let's all sow the 

divine rosebush of Love on Earth –added one of the Elders of 

Moab. 

—The rocks of the Sahara will be covered with vermilion roses— 

said the Prophet of the Tuaregs— and in its yellowish dunes, 

gardens will emerge where Amanai's messenger will gather purple 

roses. I see bloodstains on the crags of North Africa. They are your 

heroes, they are your martyrs of tomorrow, Child-Light. You have 

awakened with your word, all the splendors that slept in the fog of 

my thoughts. 

 

The first meeting ended with a fervent thanks-giving to the 

Supreme Intelligence that had let them glimpse the diaphanous 

clarities of its Divine Essence. 

In the second meeting, the basic principles of the oldest Schools 

of Divine Wisdom were studied, and an extract was made of those 

that could be made known to the popular masses who voluntarily 

approached the instructional nuclei. They are the following: 

1° —The immortality of the human soul, and its constant 

progress through multiple physical existences, in order to conquer 

its own happiness. 

2° —That the Supreme Power, God, is Good, is Love, is Justice, 

and has engraved in the very essence of the human soul, the 

eternal principle that is its only law: "Don't do to another what you 

don't want for yourself." 

The pains, the ills, the so-called misfortunes that occur to 

beings, are not punishments of that Supreme Power; they are only 

consequences of man's transgressions to the Divine Law, if not in 

the present life, in a previous one. 
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3° —For the Supreme Power, God, there are no privileged 

beings, because such an affirmation would be a denial of Divine 

Love and Justice, which is poured out equally on every creature 

emanating from Him. There is only Good, attracted and conquered 

for the success and rectitude in thinking and acting. 

4° —The human soul is free to do good or evil. If he does good, 

he conquers good. If he does evil, he attracts evil. 

5° —Death destroys only the material body and gives freedom 

to the spirit, which continues to live linked by love, to those who 

were in physical lives, their like-minded, friends, or relatives, to 

whom it continues to provide support and cooperation in all works 

of good and justice. They are the most intimate guardian angels 

that all religions speak of. 

6° —Eternal suffering does not exist, nor can it exist, because 

eternity belongs only to God, who is the Supreme Good, and 

everything, absolutely everything, must return to Him. Suffering 

during physical life, as well as after death, is only temporary, until 

the suffering intelligence has understood the cause and accepted 

the effects as a means of repairing the damage caused. 

Once the effects caused by a bad action are repaired, the soul 

follows its eternal path with greater facilities and lights, due to the 

experience acquired. 

7° —Being God, Supreme Love, who only by expansion of His 

Love gives life to everything that exists without asking or expecting 

from His creatures other than that they be eternally happy, it follows 

that the faults against love must be those that attract more painful 

consequences to the soul, and likewise, that works of love, great 

or small, are the ones that attract greater progress, greater 

knowledge, and more happiness. 

—These seven principles are adaptable to all mentalities and 

form a corollary to the Law of Moses, all based on the eternal 

principle: “Do not do to another what you do not want for yourself” 

–said Yhasua, when Uncle James concluded reading the notes 

made. 

—Or what’s the same: “Love your neighbor as yourself”, as 

Moses recorded it on his stone tablets – added Prince Melchior. 

In the following days three more meetings were held, in which 

the 10 Masters tried to find, and did find, the perfect harmony 

among the esoteric teachings of the oldest Schools of Divine 

Wisdom: that of the Lemurian Flamens, of the Atlantean White 

Prophets, of the Dactyls of Attica and of the Kobdas of the Nile, all 
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of which are stratified in the Upanishad and the Bhagavad-Gita of 

Krishna. 

Moses and Buddha then stirred up the land of that marvelous 

sowing, so that the Divine Seed would germinate and fructify again. 

 

* * * 

 

They had found the path of good and justice for the multitudes 

in the seven principles enumerated above; now they came to set 

another seven for those who yearned to scale the holy mountain of 

Superior Knowledge. They accepted in the first place the six basic 

virtues that Buddha demanded for the seekers of perfection, 

through the intimate union with the Divinity: 

 

1° —Charity with the neighbor. 

2° —Purity of life in thought, word, and deed. 

3° —Patience in all circumstances of life. 

4° —Courage to persevere in the chosen path, despite the 

diverse opinions of the world. 

5° —Spiritual concentration or meditation, seeking one's own 

knowledge and the energy of the Eternal Power. 

6° —Consecration to science, which reveals to us the works and 

laws of God and makes us useful to humankind. 

 

To these six virtues demanded by the Buddha, they added the 

one that Krishna considered essential, so that the advanced spirit 

was invested by the Supreme Law with the necessary powers to 

neutralize and sometimes annul the evils of human life, that is: 

selflessness. This was then the seventh virtue that, together with 

the six previous ones, formed the extract of the teaching that would 

be put into practice by those who wanted to reach perfection, and 

through it, to the most intimate union with Divinity, to be One with 

God. 

What an immense ocean of love must be, then, the soul of man 

who wanted to reach this height! 

—To do good, always good, with tireless zeal, without expecting 

the compensation of success, and without fearing failure! —

Yhasua exclaimed, as if subdued by the internal vision of a 

Supreme Beauty. 

"This is God!... —he continued— this is the God who always 

gives himself, eternally, maintaining himself in imperturbable 
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serenity, in the face of the continued misuse that his creatures 

make of the gifts of his Creator. 

 

—When will we reach that radiant state of consciousness, which 

keeps us perfectly calm before the idea of success or failure? –

Prince Melchior asked the gathering, whose vehemence of 

temperament was not yet completely quenched, despite the 

experiences he had gone through and the higher studies to which 

he had dedicated 25 years of his life. 

—When we have managed to put into practice the seven 

principles of perfect life —answered Yhasua with an inspired 

solemnity, through whose lips the divine breath of the Eternal 

Enigma seemed to cross at that moment. 

 

They also arranged for the nine Masters who surrounded 

Yhasua to write each one separately, once they returned to their 

respective countries and abodes, a little treatise that would be 

called "Comments on the 14 principles of Divine Wisdom, outlined 

in the meeting of Masters of Mount Hor”. 

Once written, they had to be sent to Yhasua, so that he could 

put the golden seal of his approval on them. And they would 

ultimately remain as a perfectly united and solid base of a teaching 

capable of raising the moral level of humankind in the two millennia 

that were left to finish a new cycle of terrestrial human evolution. 

Thus the 10 Masters completed the work. In this work they had 

put all their effort and goodwill, proven by the sacrifices made to 

reach Mount Hor from distant regions with the ballast of venerable 

old age, since only Philo of Alexandria had not reached 60 years. 

And Eternal Love, which never allows itself to be outdone in 

generosity, gave them beautiful compensation without asking for it. 

Prince Melchior, in his capacity as owner of the house, wanted 

to treat his guests with a feast in the same School.  The students 

from the small schools of Cades Barnea and Ezion-Geber were 

invited. In these two schools, students from the Mother-School 

were distributed, which was that of Mount Horeb, lost in the rugged 

crags of Midian where Horeb and Sinai stand out with somber 

majesty and have the consecration of the distant presence of 

Moses. 

There were 50 solitaires from Mount Hor, plus 21 from each of 

the two aforementioned schools, making 92. Counting the 

teachers, the guests made 102 and with Uncle James, 103. 
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The avidity with which everyone was looking for Yhasua, the 

Word of God incarnated on Earth, can be assumed by the reader. 

And the great Teacher, young as the youngest students in the 

mountains of Arabia, for he had just entered the age of 25, knew 

how to get in tune with them. They approached fearful of a dazzling 

power and divine wisdom, and instead they met with smiling eyes, 

full of soft tenderness and an almost childlike joy. While seated on 

the moss-covered stones, he amused himself by giving handfuls of 

fresh grass to the colorful goatlings that hopped around him with 

their habitual nervous restlessness. 

 

—Come on over here! —He told them while extending his open 

arms towards them. —Come share with me the pampering of the 

Venerable Ones, because I alone among them begin to get spoiled, 

acquiring the habits of an only child, always ready to receive and 

never to give. 

When some of those solitary young men embraced him, they left 

such a deep impression of bitterness in Yhasua that the young 

Master felt his eyes moist with tears. He fixed his gaze in a special 

way on those, to recognize them later and have a aside at the 

opportune moment. 

The Venerable Ones, as he called them, recorded well on their 

retina the vision of that painting that transcended into anticipated 

heavens; the young Master with blond hair and light eyes, 

effusively embracing that crowded group of young people with dark 

faces and black hair, who left in him all the intensity of their 

vehement and emotional temperaments. They were all sons of 

burning Arabia. 

 

The great table for the feast was set in that small square in front 

of the façade, which the reader already knows. It appeared to be 

walled in by acacias and orange trees. It was dusk and the torches 

placed on the stone pedestals released their hair of flames to the 

wind. 

When it came to the placement of the diners, Yhasua spoke first, 

addressing Prince Melchior in an aside. 

—May I choose my position? —He asked him with the usual 

tone of a pleading child. 

—Of course, my son! You rule here. 

—Thank you, prince! I want to sit in the middle of those two 
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brothers, because I need to earn their trust —he said, pointing 

without their noticing, to two tall youngsters whose faces were so 

similar to each other that they denoted a family bond. Their slightly 

dark complexion and their eyes the color of dry leaves also showed 

that there was a mixture of races in them. 

—I know why you’re interested in them! —Melchior exclaimed 

smiling. —You have perceived a secret pain in them, and you want 

to heal them. They are brothers and have a painful tragedy in their 

life. They came to our Schools seeking relief in the separation from 

society; but I don't know if they will persevere on this path once 

their harm is cured. 

—That decision belongs to God and to them alone. With that 

you already know my wish. 

—Don't worry, Yhasua, I hope to be a good collaborator in all 

your work. 

Suddenly a bell rang inside the Sanctuary and from under the 

great book on the façade, the white figures of the solitary began to 

come out and surrounded the table. Melchior, helped by some of 

them, was locating all of them in their respective places. 

—Yhasua asks— he said— that Balthasar, Gaspar and I preside 

over this meal—. And following the custom of the ancient schools, 

they would place a large crown of olive branches and immortelle 

flowers, a symbol of peace and love, in the seat destined for those 

who live without matter. 

 

Everyone applauded the idea, and the crown was placed at the 

main head of the table, thus giving preference to the one 

disincarnated among the first three to recognize Yhasua. On both 

sides Gaspar and Melchior were placed, followed by the others in 

order of age. 

 

At the opposite end, stood Yhasua in the middle of the two 

youths mentioned. Their names were Abdulahi and Dambiri, and 

they were completely unaware that they had been chosen by 

Yhasua as table companions. The powerful irradiation of the young 

master saturated them in such a way that for the first time in several 

years, they seemed satisfied and happy.  

—Look how happy those two are— Melchior said to his 

successor Dan-Egadesh sitting next to him. 

—Well, not surprising, given the company they have! —He 

answered in a low voice. 
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—Yhasua himself has requested it this way because he has 

perceived their great pain. It will be for us another proof of his power 

over souls, if we see them cured of their affliction. 

According to the custom established there, no one served the 

table, but rather the delicacies were placed in large silver or copper 

dishes and wicker baskets, from which each one took what he liked 

for his individual plate. 

A herd of goats and a large flock of geese that the solitaries 

looked after provided them with the raw material for their food, 

which was milk, butter, and eggs. 

The orchard cultivated by themselves gave them legumes and 

vegetables; while the vines that climbed the mountains, and the fig, 

cherry, orange, and palm trees, adorned their table with the 

splendor of their precious fruits. 

As expected, a deep sympathy was immediately established 

between Yhasua and his two companions. 

—What a fortuity! –said one of them–, that you, oh Master!, was 

placed between the two of us. 

—Perhaps it is not a fortuity, but a law —the Master replied. 

—A law that places us at your side, Master, is very singular— 

added the other. —We are very far from you. 

—How do you know? —Yhasua said again. 

—Because you are the Anointed of the Most High, to save all 

men, and we’re not capable of saving ourselves. I think there’s a 

difference. 

—If you don't explain yourself better, it will take me a while to 

understand you. The only thing I know about you two is that you 

have great internal pain that makes it difficult for you to study and 

meditate. 

—It is true, Master, but how do you know? 

—My sensibility has perceived it from the first moment I saw you. 

That’s why you are by my side because my heart needs you to 

open yours. I could not leave Mount Hor in peace if the Heavenly 

Father did not grant me the gift of leaving your grief cured forever. 

The two brothers looked at each other, greatly astonished at 

what they heard. 

—And what can it mean in your glorious career as Messiah, the 

pain of two dark and ignored lives like ours? —Dambiri asked, hiss 

voice trembling with emotion. 

—Does this mean that we are sitting next to you, because you, 

Master, have requested it? —asked Abdullah. 
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—Exactly! Does it bother you that I did? 

—No way. It amazes me, yes, that you are so interested in two 

beings that until a few hours ago you did not know. 

—Do you know and accept the law of pre-existence? —Yhasua 

asked again. 

—We have been here three years, and that is one of the basic 

principles of the teaching— Dambiri replied. 

—Then you cannot assure that you are by my side for the first 

time. And if you had been something very close to me in previous 

lives, couldn't the memory easily awaken in you or in myself, 

translated in the form of sympathy?  

—That may be true— answered Abdulahi. 

—There are so many circumstances and facts that are a reality, 

and that we let go unnoticed because the rude physical life leads 

us to doubt or deny everything that our senses do not perceive —

said the young Master, as if abstracted from a fixed thought. This 

thought pressed those minds, so that they emptied into his. And 

Dambiri, who perceived it more deeply, said: 

 

—We have a story, and it’s like this: our father was a foreigner 

who came from distant Greece, and he loved the one who was our 

mother, at the age of 12. Because that love was a secret from 

everyone, due to the fierce opposition of our grandparents, we 

grew up believing that we were compassionately adopted orphans. 

Our mother was still a child, who had no other fun than to play with 

us and pamper us. We came to love her with a delirium bordering 

on madness, and thus jealousy began to grow between us. One 

day we were surprised by the one who was really our grandfather, 

climbing on the window of our mother's bedroom, while she was 

sleeping, with the intention of penetrating inside the room. We, who 

are twins, were 12-year-old and our height was almost the same 

as we are now. Neither we nor our grandfather knew the bond that 

united us with that young woman, who was only 24-year-old, and 

whose love had driven us both crazy. 

“My grandfather, who was very violent in character, grabbed us 

both by the neck to crash into the rocks and make us roll off the 

precipice towards where that window looked. Our mother woke up, 

and she jumped like a wild beast defending her cubs. In the fight 

that took place in our defense, she shouted angrily: "I will defend 

them even at the cost of my life because they are my sons." Her 

father, livid rage, seized her, strangled her, and threw her off the 
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precipice. He bound us with the same chain and sold us as slaves 

in the market of Alexandria. Everything is said! We had both fallen 

in love with our own mother. We saw her die sacrificed to her 

maternal love, and we were reduced to the sad condition of slaves. 

—And how did you end up here? —Yhasua asked. 

—Because Prince Melchior paid our ransom and brought us to 

his Ezion-Geber School in case we adapted to this way of life. 

—So you won't be here for good? —Yhasua asked again. 

—No— they both answered at the same time. 

 

“This retirement and this life devoid of emotions keeps us 

submerged in terrible memories of our past. The three years of 

testing that they mandate are coming to an end, after which we can 

freely decide what our path to follow will be— Abdulahi observed. 

—How old are you now? 

—We were 12-year-old on the day of the tragedy, six in slavery 

and three in the Ezion-Geber school. 

—Twenty-one years, and it seems to you that you have lost your 

life forever, doesn’t it?" 

—That's exactly how it is, and we don't even see a way to make 

our lives anew,— Dambiri said with deep sadness. 

 

—Does it mean that you do not believe in the power, nor in the 

wisdom, nor in the love of our Supreme Owner and Lord? —

Yhasua asked. 

—We believe— said Abdulahi— but we think that what 

happened in our lives is also a consequence of our impetuous 

passionate love, which made us forget all respect for the house that 

had sheltered us. 

—We let ourselves be blinded by selfishness and jealousy, and 

we even hated each other— added Dambiri, confirming what his 

brother was saying. Such follies bring disastrous consequences. 

—We have paid dearly for the mistake of our parents and our 

own mistakes— Abdulahi added. 

—You are just in recognizing it— Yhasua told them— and the 

Eternal Love that took you out of its own bosom never abandons 

you to your weak forces, but with tender solicitude, puts you back 

on the path of your future happiness. In the name of that Eternal 

Love, I give you my word that before I return to my country, you will 

at least glimpse your rebuilt lives. 

—May the Supreme Lord— both brothers said— receive your 
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holy word and have mercy on us. 

When the meal was over, the second unforgettable celebration 

followed, which consisted of a magnificent concert of lutes, zithers, 

interspersed with songs in which the lonely young men revealed 

their longings, their thoughts and their memories. 

Yhasua, profoundly a psychologist, gave himself over to a silent 

observation. 

Of those 42 young men, none was over 36 years of age. Some 

had finished the first three-year test and started the second, which 

lasted four years. After this second period, they passed to the 

degree of aspiring teachers, which lasted another seven years. 

 

When the artistic part of that evening ended, Yhasua had an 

aside with Prince Melchior about the gallant youth, which was the 

future hope of the Schools of Divine Wisdom founded by him. 

All the others retired to their dwellings to surrender to rest. Only 

Melchior and Yhasua were left awake, sitting next to the table in 

the central room, where the three notaries of the assemblies had 

carried out their work in previous days. 

A scented wax candle dimly illuminated the room, and in the 

burning embers of a cauldron, Melchior placed a handful of 

incense, which wove a long, thick spiral of perfumed smoke. 

—My Incense Spiral, Yhasua, will continue your life and your 

doctrine throughout the centuries and ages! Don't you think so? —

asked Prince Melchior. 

—I believe so, yes, but it seems to me that your Incense Spiral, 

which is the Holy Alliance of Arabia, needs to expand abroad— 

Yhasua replied. 

—What do you mean by that? Please explain more clearly. You 

already know that there should be nothing hidden between you and 

me, nor harbor the slightest mistrust. 

—I want to say —continued Yhasua— that of all these young 

people that you prepare for Masters of Divine Wisdom, at least two 

thirds cannot persevere in this life. 

—I know that my son. I know that most of them will leave here 

before the end of the four years of higher testing, but they will leave 

with a fairly clear vision of the eternal truths and laws, which they 

learned here. And in the field of action where they carry out their 

activities, they will also carry the perfume of the Incense Spiral, and 

they will spread it in the towns of which they are a part. 

—Oh, what a great heart of yours, Prince Melchior, which is not 
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discouraged or dejected at the idea that most of these little birds 

will fly through those worlds of God! – exclaimed the young Master. 

—My heart is made of flesh, Yhasua, and surely I will be very 

sorry because I love them all as if they were my children; but since 

I want to get rid of all selfishness, I will not only make it easier for 

them to leave, but our Spiral of Incense will give them the means 

to make their way in life and will follow them in their wanderings 

along the long, painful and sometimes lost paths along which the 

human heart throw itself in search of happiness. 

—Their lutes and their psalteries— Yhasua continued— as well 

as their beautiful songs full of sentiment and melancholy, show a 

deep nostalgia for love, for emotions of affective life within the 

family. 

“Very few beings can transcend all that, which is the law of life 

on this planet. And the teachers of Divine Wisdom must know how 

to clearly discern when a soul can be self-sufficient and live alone 

with God, and when it needs human love and the emotional life of 

the family. 

—All of them— said Melchior, are cataloged in that painful 

legion that we call castaways of life, because as you well know 

despite being so young, in general we beings seek God's ways only 

when we have been deeply wounded by humans contact. 

—That's right— Yhasua replied—. The happy winners of 

material life do not even take the trouble to think that they have in 

themselves an intelligent and immortal principle that, after the life 

in which they have enjoyed their triumphs, will force them to 

continue living indefinitely, and surely in conditions diametrically 

opposed to those they had in the current life. There’s nothing 

strange, then, that the students of your schools have arrived 

brought by pain and disappointment. 

—Many of them— continued Melchior— are prisoners of war, 

fugitives from their new masters. Before being sold as slaves and 

treated as beasts of burden, they took refuge in the caves of our 

penitents, from where we have brought them in view of their 

propitious abilities and aptitudes, to be cultivated to a higher degree 

than usual. 

—Have you thought about where they should head when the 

time comes to open the doors of the sacred enclosure that 

sheltered them? —Yhasua asked again. 

—Yeah; It must be, in my opinion, towards the country in which 

you develop your activities as Instructor of humankind. Your 
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country, Yhasua, must be the land of promise for them. 

—Perhaps they will feel ashamed and hurt to openly declare that 

they don’t feel called to this kind of life, and they will believe they 

are being ungrateful by abandoning the one who welcomed them 

with so much love during their pain. Don't you think so, Prince 

Melchior? 

—We absolutely agree on everything— he answered— and I 

wanted to propose to the teachers gathered here that we do a kind 

of examination of the students in order to encourage them to define 

themselves and declare it openly. It’s necessary to convince them 

that our protection has not been for them more than a time of 

learning, of intellectual and moral cultivation. And that our Spiral of 

Incense needs the activity of its own children to extend its principles 

and laws to the peoples, based of course on the Eternal Law. 

—Very well thought! —Yhasua exclaimed—. Among the 10 

Masters who are gathered here, I believe that we will know how to 

direct this group of souls towards the places that Eternal Love has 

reserved for them. I was about to ask you, Prince Melchior, to allow 

me to take care of the young people in that tragedy. 

—And I was about to beg you, Yhasua, to take them with you, if 

you could. Between you and them there’s a bond of many 

centuries. 

—Actually, I have felt it like that. May I know what it is about? 

Yhasua asked. 

—Three of our solitaries —continued Melchior— had revelation 

about them and the three manifestations coincided. When Buddha 

passed through the Earth, Abdulahi and Dambiri were two young 

Brahmins who had played together with Prince Siddhartha as 

children in the gardens of his palace. They kept his affection for him 

when he renounced all material greatness, and on several 

occasions they broke the stratagems and snares that the Brahmins 

laid on the great Missionary to eliminate him from life. Discovered 

in their labors to save the Buddha, they were cursed with a greater 

curse and declared outcasts, expelled from every city where there 

was a Brahmin. 

“And by means of edicts it was made known to all the towns that 

the two unfortunates had to be chased away with stones from any 

town to which they arrived. As they became filled with hatred for 

their persecutors, they placed themselves within the reach of the 

terrible curse which, in effect, draws to the cursed a coalition of 

tremendous forces. Mad with rage because of hunger and thirst, 
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they set fire to a village of huts, from where they had been thrown 

with stones, causing a desperate death to women, old people, and 

children. Such is the story that we have obtained by spiritual means 

regarding the two of them. I believe, then, that with this approach 

to you, Yhasua, the hard chain that they have dragged since that 

distant time can be put to an end. 

—Okay— said Yhasua— if they agree, I'll take them with me to 

Jerusalem, and I've already thought about the place they'll occupy 

there. Scheiff Ilderim, your friend, bought a house in Jerusalem and 

another in the port of Joppa, which will be agencies to sell the 

products of his native land at a profit, and at the same time to help 

his compatriots and attract them to Palestine, where he believes 

that great events will soon take place. I have understood that in all 

this he has come to an agreement with another friend of yours, 

merchant Simonides. Both intend to attract all the commercial 

greatness of the world to Jerusalem, to prepare it to be the worthy 

capital of the future Kingdom of Israel that they dream of. Whether 

or not their dreams come true, as long as they do good, that will be 

the best reality. Nothing better than these two young Arabs from 

your schools, for the Scheiff Ilderim who needs two good men, with 

education and good capacity, to place one of them in charge of 

their agencies in Jerusalem, and the other in the port of Joppa. Is 

my combination ok? 

—Wonderful, like all your works, Yhasua. 

—And with regards to the others who should also leave the 

seclusion of the schools— added the young Master— we will look 

for a suitable place among the good friends of Judea, since you 

have the idea that they should reside in Palestine. 

“We have good Simonides and Prince Judah, whose immense 

activities can give work to twice the number of arms that your 

disciples represent. We have the princes Sallun of Lohes and 

Jeshua who figure among the leaders of the Holy Alliance, and they 

are wealthy people, always inclined to the mutual aid prescribed by 

our law. We have the four doctors from Israel that you know, whose 

good social position allows them to serve as protection and shelter 

for young people who are starting out in life. 

“So you see that located in this way they will not lose sight of 

them, and your paternal love will be able to follow them closely. 

Under the protection of the people I have named, if they want to 

follow straight paths, they will have all the facilities. 

With this conversation the ground was prepared, and the 
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following day a conference was held among the 10 teachers and 

the 42 disciples, whose perseverance in the Schools was doubted. 

Faced with the issue in the way that Yhasua and Melchior had 

combined, the young students expressed their confidence, and 

there were 29 who wished to go abroad if they were given the 

opportunity of an honorable and fair life. 

And only 13 would continue in the seclusion of the Schools of 

Divine Wisdom, in which they were finishing the second test. 

From this it would result that when Yhasua returned, instead of 

returning alone with Uncle James, he would return accompanied 

by 29 young Arabs of a careful culture with the ability to function 

nobly in life. 

Immediately afterwards, a courier was dispatched that, taking 

the most direct route passing through Thopel to the south of the 

Dead Sea, carried an epistle from Yhasua and Melchior to 

Simonides, Judah and Ilderim who were still waiting for Yhasua in 

the city of David. There the arrival of the young Master was 

announced to them with 29 young Arabs, who were going to take 

up positions in the honorable activities of the good servants of God. 

After this problem of location of those beings was finished and 

well resolved among the concert of human lives consecrated to 

work, the teachers waited for the divine message that would give 

them new encouragement to continue sowing Truth and Love on 

Earth. 

Two days later, at the second hour of the night, the 10 Masters 

were gathered in the lateral enclosure on the right, dedicated to the 

spiritual work carried out by the Masters and advanced disciples. 

In that school there were only nine advanced disciples, and they 

were called to participate in that spiritual meeting. 

After the first moments of the evocation, two of the School's 

disciples entered hypnosis: Aldebaran and Nerebin, who two years 

later would be consecrated Masters. 

The Superior Intelligences, Aelohin and Ariel, who were 

Yhasua's guides in that incarnation, took possession of those two 

instruments, and after requesting deep concentration of thought, 

Yusufu-Dan, the disciple who was going to consecrate himself 

Master that night fell into hypnosis. He served to transmit the 

thoughts and feelings of Shamed, a very subtle intelligence, 

already close to being part of the Legion of Eternal Torches. 

What would those divine messengers, coming from the highest 

planes of spiritual evolution, say? 
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So powerful was the vibration of love, so subtle was the 

extraterrestrial light that penetrated like an essence into the bodies 

and souls of those present, that a kind of ecstatic stillness invaded 

them all. The immobility was complete. They looked like mute 

seated statues, in which only their intelligence vibrated dimly, and 

their hearts beat faster. Yhasua came to wonder if he was 

emancipated from the physical plane, already in possession of that 

Eternal Kingdom, from which he had descended into the dark exile 

of this lower world. 

The 10 Masters thought equally, if that was the annulment of all 

the sensations of matter, and the desired freedom of the spirit that 

seemed to have wings that impelled it to the eternal unknowable. 

—It is the greatness of God that is before us! —They all thought 

together. And their eyelids closed, and their heads leaned back on 

the back of the rush chairs. 

The three sensitives in hypnosis joined their hands, and a strong 

fluidic chain was formed, from which something like a nebula of all 

the colors of the rainbow slowly emerged, which made all 

disappear from sight; the walls of the room, the roof, the mountain 

and everything that surrounded it. 

Only the 19 beings that made up that gathering remained as if 

suspended in it. 

Little by little they were losing consciousness of their material 

existence, and some before and others after, they all submerged in 

the most ineffable happiness they could have dreamed of. 

Emancipated their spirits, those three powerful Guides 

presented to them the grandiose, infinite, immeasurable parade of 

the greatness of the Absolute!... Of the Supreme!... God! 

But couldn’t define if they were the ones who were running 

dragged by a vertiginous race, or it was that endless cascade of 

globes of light of the most varied colors that ran before them. 

 

—“Seventy million planetary systems seen in your dizzying run! 

–said Shamed, the one who led that stupendous demonstration–. 

And each globe contains innumerable lives, from the most 

rudimentary to the most evolved, and all of them breathe, live, and 

are atoms of God who animates them. 

“You will not understand the Eternal Enigma, as long as you 

seek it outside of yourselves. 

“When you do good without violence, when you love selflessly, 

when you cry with the one who cries and laugh with the one who 
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laughs; when you lift up the fallen and pour out your pity like dew 

on the pain of your fellow men, you are small images of God, who 

is the Eternal Love above all things. 

“God does not have a definite form, because only matter has it. 

“Infinitely multiple in its manifestations, which intelligences can 

appreciate in all worlds, the Eternal Essence is light in the ether, it 

is freshness in water, it is fecundity on Earth, it is heat in fire, it is 

whiteness in snow, it is perfume in the flower, it is sweetness in the 

fruit, it is arpeggio in the song of birds, it is tenderness, self-sacrifice 

and heroism in loving souls; it is the Good, the Wisdom and the 

Perfect Justice in the Intelligences arrived at the absolute 

purification. In the set of Them resides the creative power, the vital 

force, the directing will of all that lives and breathes in the Universe. 

In your unification with Them resides all the strength, all the light, 

all the beauty that a spirit incarnated in physical planes can have in 

itself. 

“Yhasua!... You are the golden thread, conductor of all the 

perfections of the Divine Essence among your terrestrial brothers! 

He who unites with you, unites with God! He who loves you, he 

enters the wonderful concert of love beings of God! He who shares 

with you your work of human redemption is the light of God floating 

along the paths of souls! 

"Blessed forever, the followers of the Anointed of Eternal Love 

on Earth, because upon entering the Kingdom of God that you have 

conquered, Love will be your eternal reward!". 

The hypnosis of this sensitive ended, but the resplendent and 

subtle mist of gold continued to hover in the environment like a very 

soft breeze that penetrated bodies and souls, keeping them in that 

elevated spiritual state that has been called ecstasy or rapture. 

Each one, in the deep domains of his conscience, promised 

Eternal Love everything that the human soul is capable of, when it 

has absorbed in a few moments of union with God, the energy, 

power and strength that He transmits to those who give themselves 

to Him with all his will. 

At that time, 19 living lamps had been lit, which, at the contact 

of Christ the Savior, would illuminate all deserving souls of the 

Divine Light. 

It can be said with all truth that that solemn moment marked the 

beginning of the work of human salvation carried out by the Divine 

Word at that stage of his manifestation amid this humankind. 

When that intense vibratory state had calmed down somewhat 
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in everyone present, the other two Yhasua Guides who were still 

maintaining hypnosis on the chosen subjects, began a dialogue 

between them about the astral and ethereal currents that were 

necessary to establish around Yhasua, so that the fellow Messiahs, 

who were incarnated on different globes at the same time as 

Yhasua on Earth, could have spiritual communication with each 

other. 

Both guides made a supreme evocation of the Seventy 

Messiahs of the Alliance, and as if an immense horizon of soft blue 

light had opened up, the incarnates of the fluidic chain believed 

they were floating on a sea of waves that had intelligence and life. 

The oscillation of those radiant waves drew closer and further 

away with a marvelous rhythm of ineffable harmonies, an infinity of 

transparent, lucid, diaphanous beings, who seemed to weave 

those melodies into very fine golden threads, as they could do on 

the strings of lyres, harps, or lutes: They were the numerous 

legions that follow in infinite space, the Seventy Messiahs of the 

Alliance of Yhasua incarnated on Earth, as many of them were 

incarnated in the globes that were entrusted to them. 

Finally, and as if floating on that immense sea of immaterial 

beauties, 67 luminous sources of such magnificent clarity stood 

out, that the incarnated beings who witnessed a similar spectacle 

fell into a hypnotic sleep because physical matter could not resist 

such formidable spiritual current. 

Only Yhasua, supported by his two intimate guides, remained 

awake, although in a subtle state of rapture that allowed him to 

understand the sublime thought of his brothers. 

“Drink your fill of the living water of immortality and love in this 

hour of your exile, oh, Eternal Anointed!, because the tremendous 

day of immolation is fast approaching, in which you will ask and you 

will not receive, you will seek and you will not find, you will call, and 

no one will answer you. Drink..., drink!..., luminous soul banished 

in the darkness... Flower of immortal loves, transplanted to the 

quagmire!... Living lamp burning without being consumed, in the 

terrifying caverns of this world full of hatred and concerns! 

“Drink!... Drink!... Wandering pilgrim of love and beauty; now 

that we can still offer you our chalices filled with infinite tenderness, 

so that you do not die of thirst when the full weight of the miseries 

and crimes of humankind is unloaded on you! 

The two intimate guides detached themselves from the subjects 

that had served as instruments and joined the radiant assembly 
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that, like a sea of clarity, flooded the room, making it disappear 

under the waves of luminous fluids. 

Yhasua, fully awake, with admirable lucidity and energy, called 

them by name one by one, and each one responded with the 

symbol of his name: 

 

Sirius       "Glow of Wisdom” 

Osiris        "My Repose is God" 

Orion        "The one who opens paths" 

Minerva       "Messenger of the Power of God" 

Venus        "I am a kiss of Eternal Love" 

Alpha       "Balm of Mercy" 

Vhega        "Light that gives life" 

Andromeda        "Sleeper Awakener" 

Arthur            "Bringer of Divine Fire" 

Shamed        "Free from illusion" 

Ghanma        "Temple of God" 

Neptune        "Drunk of the Divine Water" 

Mercury         "Fortress of the Eternal" 

Jupiter        "Son of Wisdom" 

Uranus        "Purifying fire" 

Saturn        "Tears of health" 

Mars         "Justice Sword" 

Kapella        "Intimate vibration of God" 

Castor        "Embrace from the Supreme" 

Virgho        “Reflection of the Divine Light” 

Pollux        "I sow peace" 

Tsadhe         "Always fixed in the Light" 

Thaw         "Vibration of the Universal Soul" 

Thoth           "I have lifted the veil" 

Mahalael         "Voice of God that floats in the wind" 

Procion        "Dart that hurts and heals" 

Isis           “I sleep to create” 

Orpheus          "Love sings in me" 

Apollo         "Chariot of Eternal Light" 

Diana        "Arrow of Love that does not kill" 

Urania         "Probe the Infinite" 

Jhuno         "I am the song of Peace" 

Dyadha         "I will grow forever" 

Beth         "One who unites hearts" 

Ghimel          "Fullness of God" 
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Horus                 "Son of Love and Light" 

Daleth           "Eternal transformation" 

Sishav            "Life-giving Light" 

Saetha        “The Divine breath drives me" 

Regulus          "Like perfume I burn in the fire" 

Khap            "Eternal Living" 

Nunzain         "The one who always advances" 

Sekania        "Godly love" 

Reshai           "Brightness of the Eternal Idea" 

Delphis           “Vessel Full of Dew” 

Yhapeth         "Word that gives life" 

Pallus            "Eternal victory" 

Tzebahot             "Living Fire Glow" 

Hames            "Wave of Divine Energy" 

Aelohin               "Eternal Sower" 

Shemonis            “Air that puts out fires” 

Ariel           "Compassionate love" 

Hehalep             "Union is strength" 

Zain            "My will is my power" 

Yod           "Water that purifies" 

Mem            "The eternal watches over me" 

Jayin             "Word of wisdom" 

Phifs            "Eternal Harmony" 

Schipho           "Die to live" 

Thauro          "Servant of Divine Majesty" 

Gedullah         "I am and I will be" 

Keterei           "Mirror of Eternal Beauty" 

Thipert           " God’s Flame" 

Binahiu           "Voice of Wisdom and Justice" 

Okmayah         “Wall of Divine Strength” 

Geburain          "Priest of Love" 

Malkuadonai     "I come from the living God" 

Yedosei         "I walk to the only end" 

Aoriston        "Light of souls" 

    

The 69 in a single, clear, sonorous, sweet voice said: Yhasua!... 

And he, standing with his eyes illuminated by a bright light, 

answered by opening his arms as if to embrace them all: "I seek 

Eternal Love!" 

It is the spiritual symbol of his name, and the glorious motto that 

he preached in all his terrestrial lives. 
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He collapsed into his reed chair and burst into loud sobs. 

The splendid vision of him vanished through the weeping that 

clouded his pupils, and the room was submerged in the yellowish 

gloom of the candles. 

His brothers woke up exclaiming: —What a magnificent dream! 

—Yhasua has taken us to his heaven for a few moments —said 

Melchior, still submerged in a world of light and supreme beauty. 

—Oh, the heaven of Yhasua!... What shall we do for you, Son 

of God, after this overflow of light and beauty? –Asked Elder 

Gaspar, wiping away the tears of ineffable tenderness that were 

wetting his white beard. 

—To love God above all things and our neighbor as ourselves 

—answered the Master, still absorbed by the approach to Divinity, 

which He felt more intensely than all his companions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

End of Volume 2 
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Maps of the Time of Yhasua 
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The Bird of Paradise 
To Mrs. Josefa Rosalía Luque Álvarez  

with all the love of her husband 

A bird of Paradise descended carrying in her plumage the color 

of the snow and when unfolding the color of the rainbow. 

Upon landing on Earth, she sought refuge to shelter from 

loneliness and sadness, finding a little corner between streams and 

honeysuckle. 

She knew that she should not go outside, because eaglets, birds 

of prey and even sparrows would try to snatch her plumage to dress 

with them, jealous of her colors. 

Walking through her little earthly paradise, she observed the 

firmament studded with stars at night and by day the light in nature 

that manifested itself with her thousand colors. 

In her little heart, drunk with so much beauty, arose a song 
to Light, to Love, to Nature. 

Without her noticing her plumage was getting purer and 
her colors brighter. 

Inhabitants of the jungle came to her crystalline song. 
The bird of Paradise did not see if they were small or large, 

it was given to all equally, offering them harmony from her 
song. 

Some, surprised by this symphony, fell in love with it and 
began the effort that comes from learning to achieve inner 
harmony. 

The majority, seeing the inhospitable place before her 
eyes, without mirrors to reflect, saw what her eyes could see, 
and her ears could hear: “nothing”. 

The day came when the bird of Paradise took flight and 
went up to its sky made up of a thousand colors and 
harmonies. 

The lark remained rehearsing her song, and birds from 
other lands to which the song and harmony of the bird of 
Paradise had reached them, joined him. 

With effort rehearsing the learned song, they try to achieve 
inner harmony, so that their song is crystal clear and to teach 
other birds the song and harmony of the bird of Paradise. 

Hugo Jorge Ontivero Campo 
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Josefa Rosalía Luque Álvarez 
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Semblance 
of Mrs. Josefa Rosalía Luque 

Álvarez “Mamina” for 
her close friends 

 

Short in stature, thin body, she kept her clothing’s length to the 

ankle and the simplicity in all of her. 

Without adornment and makeup, she combed her long hair 

back, ending in a bun at the nape of her neck, covering her head 

with her bonnet. 

She with large, black eyes, a loyal, sincere, soft look, in which 

there were no folds. 

Of delicate, slender hands, long slender fingers, made for prose 

and poetry. 

Of soft and slow voice. She had a fast walk, those who 

accompanied her had to speed up her steps. 

Of cordial and affective treatment. 

In the privacy of her bedroom-desk, in the hours of solitude and 

silence, she wrote in notebooks handmade by herself, what has 

become known as the "Work of the Universal Christian Fraternity." 

These manuscripts are protected from deterioration or handling. 

She knew how to face, with all serenity, the impertinence and 

arrogance of the unconscious, giving short and simple answers, 

with such logic that she disarmed more than one brute, even 

though the procession was inside. 

She complied in my eyes and human sense with her own Law 

to carry out the Work, against winds and tides, enduring fierce 

storms without giving up her pact with the Divine Master. Being the 

Love of Him and for Him, the support of her inner and outer anguish 

and solitude. 

Reflect that she, in her Work, brought the Christ back to Earth, 

just as we feel it living in our hearts. 

With all love. 

 

Hugo Jorge Ontivero Campo 

– Legal depositary, collaborator, and husband of the writer. 
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Josefa Rosalía Luque Álvarez – Biography 

 

 
 

She was born in the city of Villa del Rosario, province of 

Córdoba, Argentine Republic, on March 18, 1893. Her parents 

were Mr. Rafael Eugenio Luque and Mrs. Dorotea Álvarez. She 

was educated at the College of the Discalced Carmelites in the city 

of Córdoba. 

Based since 1932, on an island in the Buenos Aires delta in the 

town of Tigre, it founded the "Universal Christian Fraternity" school 

in 1938. Its foundations are internal cultivation for "self-knowledge" 

and union intimate with Divinity through meditation together with 

good thinking, feeling, and acting. 

The tetralogy of the Work is the basis of spiritual, moral, and 

ethical knowledge. 

A writer with an agile pen, with the wings of a condor, she went 

up the terrestrial planes until she settled in the abode of those 

chosen by the Eternal Law to open the veils of the Archive of Light, 

where the evolution of each particle of spark is engraved with fiery 

tracings. emanated from the Great Universal All. 

What did her enlightened mind see? She witnessed a 

Formidable Apocalypse when an Archangel lifted before her the 

bridal veil of the Invisible Magician of Heaven, revealing the glories, 

triumphs, struggles, self-denials, sufferings, and splendors of the 
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death of the lovers of Love and Justice for an Ideal of human 

liberation! 

What else? The lives of the divine missionaries who cleared the 

fields of weeds, opened furrows for the sowing of Brotherly Love in 

the souls that would be in charge of making it bear fruit one 

hundredfold. 

And finally? The messianic lives of an Archangel from the 

Seventh Heaven of Lovers, who, leaving his abode of peace and 

love, descended to the terrestrial planes to mingle with the little 

souls unaware of their destiny. And so that those of us who wanted 

to stop being souls wallowing in the mud of our own passions, of 

unsatisfied desires, of selfishness that were forming scourges and 

staining the garment that covers us, could cling to his hand, and to 

his cloak. 

All that! Much more! She saw in that brilliant and limpid mirror 

like no other and descending in rapid flight, but with deep pain, she 

transferred to paper everything that her mind saw, and her heart 

felt. 

To you, dear reader, is offered with all love, what her love 

created through more than 30 years of writing: "Origins of the 

Adamic Civilization", "Moses", "Eternal Harps -" Summits and 

Plains”. As well as small spiritual jewels such as: “The Hidden 

Garden”, “Paraphrase of the Imitation of Christ”, “Evening Lilies”, 

and “Cineraria”. 

In the reading of her manuscripts, which began approximately 

in the year 1932 and ended in the month of June of the year 1965, 

I ask you to do so with the sincerity of one who seeks the Truth, the 

Light, and the Love. 

If at the end of it your heart found what it longed for, raise a 

prayer to the Most High in eternal gratitude, and to the everlasting 

love of your love reflected on your fellow men. 

In this way, we will fulfill in ourselves the Ideal of our Divine 

Guide and Instructor: Love God above all things and your neighbor 

as yourself. 

The transcriber of the Archives of Light left her terrestrial abode 

on July 31, 1965. 

                           Hugo Jorge Ontivero Campo 
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Works of the Universal Christian Fraternity 

Josefa Rosalia Luque Alvarez 

 

 

 

"Origins of the Adamic Civilization" 

Abel's life 

 

"Moses" 

The Seer of Sinai 

 

"Eternal Harps Summits and Plains" 

Life of Yhasua of Nazareth Apostles and Friends 

 

"Golden Key: Seven Portals" 

The Masters 

 

"For you" 

The Hidden Garden 

Paraphrase of the Imitation of Christ  

Lilies from my Garden 

Cineraria Evening Lilies 

 

E-mail: 
alboradacristiana@gmail.com 
alboradacristiana@elcristoes.net 

 

Webs: 
http://www.fraternidadcristianauniversal.com 
http://www.fraternidadcristianauniversal.net 
http://www.elcristoes.net/fcu 
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